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WARNING

DANGEROUS VOLTAGES EXIST IN THrS EQUIPMENT

Voltages as high as 128 volts AC, 3,()00 volts DC, 'and 10,000 volts rf rare used in the operation of
Amplifier, Radio Frequency AM-3349/GRC-106.

DANGEROUS VOLTAGES EXrST Af THE AM-33'49/GRC-106
50-OHM AND WHIP ANTENNA CONNECTORS

Be careful when working around the antenna or antenna connectors. Radio frequency voltages as high
as 10,000 v,olts exist at these points. Operator and maintenance personnel should be familiar with the
requirements of ToB SIG 29,1 befol'le attempting installation or o'peration of Radio Set AN/GRC
106(*).

ID:EATH ON CONTACT

may result if operating personnel fraH to observe safety pr'ecautions and follow requirements of TB
SIG 291

DO NOT TAKE CHANCES!

CAUTION

Before connecting power leads to the power source, :turn Receiver-Transmitter, Radio RT-662/GRC
W6 or RT-834/GRC-106 SERVICE SELECTOR switJch and Amplifier, Ra'dio Frequency AM-334'9/
GRC-1Or6 PRIM. PWR. switch to OFF. Make sure that pl"oper polarity of po'wer c,onnections is o'b
s'erved. Transistors in this equipment will be damaged if power 'Connectors are reversed.

If equipment has been opera1ting for longer than 15 minutes, do not turn it off directly but go to a
standby for two minutes. This wiU allow chassis blowers to 0001 components sufficiently to prevent
damage.

'..
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CHAPliER 1

FUNClilONAL ANALYSIS

Section I. GENERAL

1-1. 'Scope and Indexes of Publications

a. Scope. This manual contains instructions
covering direct support (chap. 2) and general
support (chap. 3 and '4) maintenance for Radio
Sets AN/GRC-106 and AN/GRC-I06A. It in~

cludes instructions for troubleshooting, testing,
aligning, and repairing the equipment. It also
lists ,tools, materials, and test equipment to per
form the maintenance of the equipment. Opera~

tion and organizational maintenance are covered
in TM 11-5820-520-12.

b. Indexes of Publications.
(1) DA Pam 310-4. Refer to the latest is~

sue of DA Pam 310-4 to determine whether
there are new editions, changes, or additional
publications -pertaining to the equipment.

(2) DA Pam 310-7. Refer to the latest is~

sue of DA Pam 310-7 to determine whether
there are modification work orders (l\1WO's)
pertaining to the equipment.

1-2. Maintenance Records and 'Reporting of
Errors

a. Maintena?ICe Recol'ds. Use equipment forms
and records in accordance with instructions given
in TM 38-750,

b. Reporting of Equipment PubliCCttion lm~

p?·ovements. The reporting of errors, omissions,
and recommendations for improving this publica~

tion by the individual user is encouraged. RepOl'ts
should 'be submitted on DA Form 2028 (Recom~

mended Changes to Publications) and forwarded
direct to Commanding General, US Army Elec~

tronics' Command, ATTN: AMSEL-MA-CR,
Fort Monmouth, N. J., 07703.

NOTE

For other applicable forms and records,
see paragraph 1-3, TM 11-5820-520
12.

Section II. BLOCK 'DIAGRAM ANALYSiS OF RECEIVER-TRANSMITIER,

R.6IDIORT--{o621GRC AND RT-B34/GRC

1-3. Transmit Operation, Functional
Description
(fig. 1-1)

NOTE
The IF and injection frequencies used
in the following discussion are applica~

ble to the RT-662/GRC only. Refer ,to
seotion V (para 1-22 through 1-24) for
the RT-834/GRC frequency synthesis.

a. During transmit operation, the audio input
,/ from the minor electrical component or radio

teletypewriter terminal equipment is applied to
the audio portion of transmitter intermediate fre~

quency (IF) and audio module lA5. (Paragraph
2-5a describes the use of reference designations
such as M5.) In single sideband (ssb), compati~

ble amplitude modulation (compatible am), nar~

row frequency~shift~keying (nsk), or frequency
shift-keying (fsk) operation, the audio input sig~

nals are regulated to a constant amplitude and
applied to a series of audio amp"lifiers. In COIl~

tintlotls~wave (cw) operation, a 2·kilohertz
(kHz) signal is developed from the l~kHz pulsed
input from frequency divider module lA6 (each
time the cw keyline is closed) and applied to the
same audio amplifiers. This 2~kHz signal is keyed
to provide the intelligence transmitted in cw op
eration, The audio portion of transmitter IF and
audio module lA5 also provides the voice-oper~

ated transmitter (vos) switching and performs
the primary keying function.

b. The amplified audio output from the audio
portIOn of tram,mitter IF and audio module lA5
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is applied to the balanced modulator in receiver
IF module iA? A 1.75 megahertz (MHz) out
put from frequency divider module lA6 is also
applied to the balanced modulator. Mixing these
two inputs in the balanced modulator produces a
modulated 1.75 MHz double-sideband, sup·
pressed·carrier IF output. This output passes
through a crystal filter, (part of receiver IF mod·
ule lA7) which removes the lower sideband, fur
ther attenuates the carrier, and establishes the
bandwidth of the upper sideband at 3.2 kHz.

c. The 1.75·MHz upper sideband IF output
from the crystal filter receiver IF module lA7 is
applied to the IF portion of transmitter IF and
audio module lA5 and to the receiver IF circuits.
During cw transmission, the receive IF circuits
are energized (·para l-4c) to allow the transmit
IF signal to be demodulated and applied to re·
ceiver audio module lAIO. This provides a side
tone for monitoring cw transmissions. The IF
portion of transmitter I'F and audio module lAG
provides the necessary IF amplification. The am·
plification stages are controlled by automatic
level control (alc) signals that are developed
from a modulated direct cUlTent (dc) control
voltage from Amplifier, Radio Frequency AM
3349/GRC-106 or from internal alc assembly
lAIA2A5. The internal alc signal is normally
used only when the AM-3349/GRC-I06 is not
functioning. The internal ale is always present,
but the normal control from the AM-3349/GRC
106 sets the radio frequency (rt) output level be
low the internal alc threshold. In compatible am
operation, the 1.75 MHz local carrier is rein
serted into the signal path in the IF portion of
transmitter IF and audio module lA5. The level
of the reinserted carrier is controlled by the aver
age power control (apc) portion of the signal
applied from the AM-3349/GRC-l06 (para 1
61). The modulation portion of the compatible
am signal is controlled by the peak-power control
'(ppc) portion of the signal applied from the
AM-3349/GRC-I06 (para 1-60).

d. The amplified 1.75 MHz IF upper sideband
output from the IF portion of transmitter IF and
audio module lA5 is applied to a low-frequency
(If) mixer in translator module IA8 (para 1-7).
Translator module IA8 converts the 1.75 MHz
IF signal into the selected operating rf. This is
accomplished through a series of mixing pro
cesses. In the 1£ mixer, the 1.75 MHz IF is sub
tractively mixed with one of the injection fre
quencies (4.551 to 4.650 MHz) from 10 and 1
kHz synthesizer module lA4 to produce a second
2.8 to 2.9 MHz IF signal. This signal is applied

TM 11-5820--5'20-34

to a medium-frequency (mf) mixer and subtrac
tively mixed with one of the hi (32.4 to 33.3
MHz) or 10 (22.4 to 23.3 MHz) injection fre
quencies from 100 kHz synthesizer module lA2.
This mixing pl'Oduces a third IF between 19.5
and 20.5 MHz (hi). The use of either the hi or
10 injection is determined by the settings of the
receiver-transmitter front panel frequency con
trols (para 1-20). The hi/lo signal from MHz
synthesizer module 1A9 also controls the selec
tion of appropriate filters. The high or low third
IF signal is applied to a high-frequency (hf)
mixer and is mixed with one of the injection fre
quencies (2.5 to 23.5 MHz) from MHz synthe
sizer module IA9.

e. The rf output pl'oduets from translator mod
ule 1A8 are applied to rf amplifier module 1A12.
This module consists of two vacuum-tube stages
of amplification with highly selective tuned in
put and output circuits. The transformers and a
portion of the capacitance required by these input
and output circuits are contained on a motor
driven tun'et that is activated by the front panel
frequency controls (para 1-26). Disks. holding
fixed capacitors that supply the remaining capaci
tance required in the tuned input and output cir
cuits at a given frequency, are mechanically posi
tioned by the 100 kHz and 10 kHz digital con
trols. The highly selective tuner input and output
circuits reject unwanted signals and all harmonic
outputs from translator module 1A8, except the
one that represents the exact setting of the MHz
and kHz controls. This I'f signal is amplified to
a nominal 0.1 watt peak envelope power (pep.)
output and applied directly through the rf output
relay and intel'll'al ALC assembly 1AIA2A5 to
Amplifier, Radio Frequency AM-3349/GRC
106.

f. The generation of the mixing frequencies
for translator module IA8 is accomplished indio
rectly by frequency standard module lA3, fre
quency divider module lA6, and 100 Hz synthe
sizer and directly by MHz synthesizer module
1A9, 100 kHz synthesizer module lA2, and 10
and 1 kHz synthesizer module lA4. Frequency
standard module lA3 produces an accurate and
stable 5 MHz reference frequency to which all
other frequencies used in receiver-transmitter,
are synchronized. Frequency standard module
lA3 produces four outputs: 500 kHz, 1 MHz, 5
MHz, and 10 MHz. The 500 kHz output is ap
plied to Frequency divider module lA6 to clevel·
op four additional output signals as follows: 1.75
MHz for modulation in all modes of operation
and local carrier reinsertion in compatible am op-
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eration; a 1 kHz pulsed output for use in trans
mitter IF and audio module lA5 (a above), 10
and I kHz synthesizer module lA4, and 100 Hz
synthesizer in the RT-834/GRC only; a 2.48
MHz to 2.57 MHz (10 kHz) spectrum for use in
10 and 1 kHz synthesizer module lA4; and a
15.3 to 16.2 MHz (100 kHz) spectrum for use in
100 kHz synthesizer module lA2. The 1 MHz
output from frequency standard module lA3 is
applied to MHz synthesizer module lA9 to lock
its output at the required frequency. The 5 MHz
output is available at the front panel for refer
ence of external use. The 10 .MHz output is ap
plied ,to 100 kHz synthesizer module lA2. The
10 and 1 kHz synthesizel' module, 1A4, produces
two outputs as follows: a 4.551 to 4.650 MHz
mixing frequency (output determined by setting
the 10 kHz and 1 kHz controls) for lise in trans
lator module lAS (d above); and a 7.1 MHz
(7.089 MHz RT-834/GRC) signal for use in 100
kHz synthesizer module. The 100 kHz synthe
sizer module lA2, the 7.1 MHz signal from 10
and 1 kHz synthesizer module lA4, the 10 MHz
output from frequency standard module lA3, and
the 100 kHz spectrum output from frequency di
viders module lA6, are mixed with the output
from an oscillator the frequency of which is de
termined by the setting of 100 kHz control. This
mixing produces two bands of frequencies for use
in translator module lAS (d above). The selec
tion of either the hi or 10 band is determined by
the hi/lo signal from MHz synthesizer module
IA9. This hi/lo signal is also applied to transla
tor module IA8 (d above). MHz synthesizer
module lA9 also produces a band of mixing fre
quencies for use in translator module lA8 (d
above).

1-4. Receive Operation, Functional,
Description
(fig. 1-2)

NOTE
The IF and injection frequencies used
in the following discussion are applica
ble to the RT--662/GRC only. Refer to
section V (para. 1-22 through 1-24)
for the RT-834/GRC frequency synthe
sis.

a. The receive rf signal is applied to rf Ampli
fier module lA12. The same rf amplifier module
lA12 circuits used in transmit operation (para
1-3e) are used in receive operation. The two
tuned amplifier stages are used to raise the level
of the incoming rf signal and provide the selec-
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tivity required to reduce adjacent channel inter
ference, increase image rejection, and prevent
cross-modulation. Manual and automatic gain
control of the amplifiers is provided by Receiver
IF module lA7.

b. The amplifier rf output from rf amplifier
module lAl2 is applied to translator module
lAS, where it is converted to a 1.75 MHz IF sig
nal by triple conversion. This conversion is essen
tially the same as that described in paragraph 1
3d, except that the sequence is reversed. The in
put is applied to the high frequency (hf) mixer,
the medium frequency (mt) mixer, and finally to
the low frequency (If) mixer. The mixing fre
quencies used are developed in MHz Synthesizer
module IA9, 100 kHz synthesizer module IA2
and 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer module 1A4, re
spectively. The result of the final mixing is the
1.75 MHz IF upper-sideband signaL

c. The 1.75 MHz IF signal is applied to the
same crystal filter in Receiver IF module IA7
that is used during transmit operation. The in
put to the filter is determined by diode switching
circuits. The filter is used to establish the desired
3.2 kHz bandwidth for the IF signal. An auto
matic gain control (agc) voltage is developed in
receiver IF module lA7 and is applied to rf am
plifier module lA12. The age is also used within
receiver IF module lA7 to control the gain of the
receiver IF amplifier stages. A Jocked (to the 5
MHz frequency standard) 1.75 MHz local carrier
from frequency dividers module lA6 or the vari
able beat-frequency oscillator (bfo) signal (gen
erated in receiver IF module lA7) is used to de
modulate the 1.75 MHz upper sideband IF sig
nal. The use of the variable bfo signal allows the
operator to vary the tone 3.5 kHz during cw op
eration. The demodulated audio information is
then amplified in Receiver Audio module IAlO.
During cw transmit operation, receiver IF and re
ceiver audio modules (lA7 and IAlO) are ener
gized (para 1-3e) to provide a sidetone to moni·
tor the cw keying.

d. The output from receiver IF module lA7 is
applied through the AUDIO GAIN control to
receiver audio module lAIO where it is amplified
and applied to the front panel AUDIO connec
tors. A squelch circuit is provided in receiver
audio module lAlO to squelch background noise
in the absence of voice during ssb or compatible
am operation. Receiver audio module IA10 pro
vides two outputs: 2 watts for driving dynamic
Loudspeaker LS-166/U, and 10 milliwatts for
Headset H-227/U or Handset H-33(*)/PT use.
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e. Frequency generation (para 1-3f) is accom
plished during receiver operation in the same
manner as the transmit operation, with the fol·
lowing exceptions: the mixing processes are re-

versed; the 1.75 MHz output from frequency di

vider module lAG is used for demodulation; the

vernier operation is available.

Secllon III. TRANSMIT SECTION CIRCUIT ANALYSIS, RECEIVER

TRANSMITTER, RADIO RT-662/GRC AND RT-834/GRC

l-S. General

The transmitter section of either RT-662/GRC
or RT-834/GRC is llSed to impose the audio in
telligence applied through the AUDIO counec·
tors on one of 28,000 or 280,000 rf operating fre
quencies respectively in the 2.0 to 29.999 :l\'lHz
frequency range for either an ssb, fsk. nsk. cw,
or compatible am mode of operation. The rf pow·
er output from the transmitter is a nominal 0.1
watt and is used to drive Amplifier. Radio Fre
quency AM-3349/GRC-I06. Front Panel and
Chassis 1A1 Schematic Diagrams are provided in
figure 4-33 for the RT-6G2/GRC, and figure 4
34 for the RT-834/GRC. Individual module and
assembly schematic diagrams a.re referenced
where applicable.

1-6. Transmitter IF and Audio Module lAS

(fig. 4-39)

a. General. The function of transmitter IF and
audio module lA5 is to regulate the audio in·
telligence to a constant level for application to
the balanced modulator (para 1-12f); perform
the primary transmitter keying; produce the 2
kHz injection for cw operation; provide the vox
capability; and to provide the controlled IF am·
plification. The IF amplification is controlled by
a dc voltage generated in the AM-3349/GRC
106, that is proportional to I'f output power level.

NOTE
Prefix all reference designators used in
this paragraph with transmitter IF and
audio reference designator 1A5. unless
otherwise specified.

b. Audio Amplification. The audio amplifica
tion circuits are discussed below.

(1) The audio intelligence is applied to
either pin 17 or pin 16 of connector J1 (A2, fig.
4--39). Pin 17 is the input for carbon micro
phones, and pin 16 is the input for dynamic mi
crophones. Resistor A2R1 is used to connect the
required dc bias to the carbon microphones. Ca-
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pacitor A2Cl is used to block the microphone
bias from being applied to transmit audio attenua
tor A2Q1. Resistors A2R2 and A2R5 provide a
voltage divider to reduce the higher input levels
from the carbon microphones to one near that of
the dynamic microphones. Resistor A2R5 also pro·
vides the 50·ohm termination for the carbon mi
crophones. Resistol' A2R4 provides the 600-ohm
termination for the dynamic microphones.

(2) Resistor A2R6 and transmit audio atten
uator A2Q1 form a val'inble voltage divider to
maintain the level of audio at the base of audio
frequency (at) amplifier A2Q2 at a nearly con·
stant level. The attenuation effect of the voltage
divider is varied by varying the collector-to-emit
tel' resistance of transmit audio attenuator A2Ql.
This resistance is varied by the agc loop, which
changes the dc voltage at the base of transmit
audio attenuator A2Q1 as the signal level changes
«4) below). The output from the voltage divid·
er is coupled by capacitor A2C7 to the base of af
amplifier A2Q2. Resistor A2R7 isolates the volt
age divider from the input impedance of af am
plifier A2Q2 in order that maximum control
range can be obtained from transmit audio atten·
uatol' A2Q1.

(3) Af amplifier A2Q2 amplifies the audio
and develops it across resistor A2R25. Resistor
A2R24 is used to provide collectol'-to-base feed·
back to improve the sta.bility and minimize the dis.
tortion of af amplifier A2Q2, and is also part of
the base·bias voltage divider. The output from af
amplifier A2Q2 is direct-coupled to the base of
af amplifier A2Q3. Af amplifier A2Q3 further
amplifies the audio intelligence and develops it
across voltage divider A2R31, A2R32. Resistor
A2R30 provides collector base-to-feedback to im
prove the stability and minimize the distortion of
af amplifier A2Q3. The output from voltage di·
videI' A2R31, A2R32 is applied through capaci.
tor A2C18 to pin 19 of connector J1 for applica·
tion to the balanced modulator (para 1-l2f). The
output from the collector of af amplifier A2Q3 is
direct-coupled to the base of af amplifier A2Q4.



(4) Af amplifiers A2Q4, A2Q5 provide a
point for sampling the audio signal to develop
the agc and also provide isolation between the agc
loop (A2CR2 through A2CR5, A2Q6, A2Ql)
and the af amplifiers (A2Q2, A2Q3) to prevent
distortion from the full-wave rectifier circuit from
feeding back into af amplifier A2Q3. The am
plified output from the collectors of af amplifier
A2Q4 and A2Q5 is developed across the primary
of transformer A2Tl. The output from af ampli
fier A2Q5, which is developed across the unby
passed portion of the emitter load (resistor
A2R28), is coupled by capacitors A2C33 and
A2CI6 to the base of af amplifier A2Q8 (b be
low). Transformer A2TI couples the output
from af amplifiers A2Q4 and A2Q5 to a full
wave rectifier circuit consisting of diodes A2CR2
through A2CR5. The resulting dc voltage is fil
tered by capacitor A2C5 and applied to the base
of agc dc amplifier A2Q6. Resistors A2R21 and
A2R20 and thermistor A2R54 form a tempera
ture-compensated load for transformer A2Tl to
maintain the input to the full-wave rectifier at a
nearly constant level, regardless of variations in
temperatUl·e. Agc dc amplifier A2Q6 raises the
level of the dc signal. The output from agc dc
amplifier A2Q6 is filtered by capacitor A2C4 and
is applied to the base of transmit audio attenuator
A2QI. As the audio input level at the AUDIO
connectors increases, the output from agc dc am
plifier A2Q6 increases, decreasing the collector
to-emitter resistance of transmit audio attenuator
A2Ql. Similarly, as the audio input level at the
AUDIO connectors decreases, the collectOl··to
emitter resistance of transmit audio attenuator
A2QI increases. Therefore, this variable shunt
resistance maintains the audio output from af am
plifier A2Q3 at a nearly constant level, regard
less of the fluctuations of input level at the
AUDIO connectors.

(5) During cw operation, 20 volts dc is ap
plied to pin 13 of connector JI. This voltage is
applied to the center tap on the secondary of
transformer A2TI, heavily forward-biasing
diodes A2CR2 and A2CR3; thus, biasing agc dc
amplifier A2Q6 into saturation. This, in turn,
biases transmit audio attenuator A2Ql into sat
uration. Therefore, the variable voltage diviner
will provide maximum attenuation to any inputs
from the microphones, thereby minimizing leak
age into af amplifiers A2Q2 and A2Q3.

c. 2 kHz Generator. The Z kHz generator con
sists of 1 kHz pulse switch A2Q12, a filter, and
cw 2 kHz switch A2Q'7. Thp-se circuits are used
to develop the 2 kHz tone used for cw keying.
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The 2 kHz tone is developed from the 1 kHz
pulse output from Frequency Dividers module
lA6.

(I) The 1 kHz pulse output from Frequency
Dividers module 1A6 (para 1-16) (fig. 4-40) is
applied to connector JIA4 on IA5A2. In the ab
sence of ground at pin 30 of connector Jl. the 20
volts dc causes 3.3 volt Zener diode A2VRl to
fire, forward-biasing 1 kHz pulse switch A2Q12.
Since 1 kHz pulse switch A2QI2 is conducting,
except when the KY-166jU key is depressed
(ground on pin 30 of connector Jl), the 1 kHz
pulse input will be attenuated by the small col
lector-to-emitter resistance of 1 kHz pulse switch
A2Q12. When the KY-116/U key is depressed,
ground is applied to pin 30 of connector PI. This
ground is applied to the cathode of diode
AZCR20, causing it to conduct and reduce the
20 volt dc supply voltage below the firing point
3.3 volt Zener diode A2VRl. Therefore, when
the KY-116jU key is depressed, 1 kHz pulse
switch A2Q12 becomes nonconducting and the 1
kHz pulse input will be allowed to pass to the
triple section filter.

(2) The triple section filter is tuned to pass
only the second harmonic of the 1 kHz pulse in
put. This 2 kHz signal is applied to the base of
cw 2 kHz switch A2Q7. During cw operation, the
SERVICE SELECTOR switch (para 1-23) ap
plies a ground to pin 14 of connector JI. The
ground is applied to the cathode of diode A2CR6,
completing the emitter circuit for cw 2 kHz
switch A2Q7. CW 2 kHz switch A2Q7 ,amplifies
the 2 kHz signal and develops the resulting out
put across collector load resistor A2R27. Resistor
A2R8 is used to prov-ide collector to-base feed
back to improve the stability and minimize the
distortion of cw 2 kHz switch A2Q7 as well as
being the base·bias resistor. A small amount of
degeneration is provided by the unbypassed small
forward resistance of diode AZCR6 to improve
the stability of 2 kHz switch A2Q7. The output
from cw 2 kHz switch A2Q7 is coupled by capaci
tor A2C7 to the base of rf amplifier A2Q2. Ca
pacitor A2C2 and resistors A2R15 and A2R16
form and equalizing network to keep the 2 kHz
tone at the same level as the voice input.

d. Keying. The keying circuit consists of af am
plifier A2Q8, vox detector AZQ9, vox switch
A2QIO, transmit-receive switch AZQl1, transmit
receive switch Q1, and the vox and SERVlCE
SELECTOR switches. When the radio set is being
operated in the ssb or compatible am mode of op
eration, it can be keyed by three possible methods:
PUSH TO VOX, PUSH TO TALK, or VOX, as
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determined by the vox switch on the receiver
transmitter front panel. During the CWOI' fsk
modes of operation, the keying is accomplished
using the KY-116/U and radio teletypewriter
terminal equipment, respectively. During both
cw and fsk operation, the vox switch is disabled.
Regardless of the methods of keying, the func
tion is initiated in the circuits of transistors
A2Q8 through A2Qll and Q1.

(1) Vox o])eration. The emitter output from
af amplifier A2Q5 is amplified by af amplifier
A2Q8 and developed across collectol' load resis
tor A2R38. Collector-to-base feedback is produced
by resistor A2R33 to improve the stability and
minimize the distortion of af amplifier A2Q8.
The output from af amplifier A2Q8 is coupled
by capacitor A2C23 to the base of vox detector
A2Q9. The level of the applied signal is set by
resistor A2R41, which determines the vox thresh
old (minimum voice level which will initiate the
vox keying function). Capacitor A2C24 is a by
pass for frequencies above the range of maximum
voice energy (approximately 400-600 hertz
(Hz»). In vox operation, a ground is applied
through the SERVICE SELECTOR and vox
switches on the front panel to pin 27 of connec
tor Jl. This ground is applied to the emitter of
vox detector A2Q9, removing the reverse bias de
veloped by resistors A2R43 and A2R44. There
fore, the voice input signals above the vox thresh
old bias vox detector A2Q9 on, causing it to con
duct into saturation. This provides a low-imped
ance discharge path for capacitor A2C25 (through
the small collector-to-emitter resistance of vox de
tector A2Q9) to initiate the vox keying function.
Initially, and whenever a voice is not being trans
mitted, the 27 volts dc, which is regulated to 20
volts dc by Zener diode A2VR3, will forward
bias vox switch A2QlO. Therefore, capacitor
A2C25 will begin to charge. As capacitor A2C25
charges, the emitter voltage of vox switch A2QI0
will increase until it is of sufficient level to fire
12 volt Zener diode A2VR4. At this time, slight
ly less than 13 volts dc is present on both the
emitter and base, preventing vox switch A2QIO
from conducting. When 12 volt Zener diode
A2VR4 is conducting, transmit-receive switch
A2Qll will be forward-biased, causing the col
lector voUage to drop and prevent 12 volt Zener
diode A2VR5 from firing. Therefore, transmit-re
ceive switch Ql will be off. This prevents the
coils of relays lAIKI, IAIK3, IAIK4, and
lAlK5 (para 1-23) from having a path to
ground; therefore, the relays will remain deen
ergized. When the voice level applied to vox de-
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tector A2Q9 exceeds the vox threshold, vox de
tector A2Q9 is forward-biased by the positive
peaks, and conducts. This allows capacitor A2C25
to discharge through the small collector-ta-emitter
resistance of vox detector A2Q9, forward-biasing
vox switch A2QIO. (The emitter has been at ap
proximately 13 volts.) As vox switch A2QIO con
ducts, the emitter voltage will drop and prevent
Zener diode A2VR4 from firing. This will cut
off transmit-receive switch A2Qll, causing the
collector voltage to try to approach 20 volts dc
and fire 12 volt Zener diode A2VR5. This will
forward-bias transmit-receive switch Q1, effec
tively placing the collector at ground through the
small collector-to-emitter resistance. This ground
is applied through diode A2CRl8 to pin 31 of
connector J1, from which it is applied to relays
IAIKl, IAIK3, IAlK4, and IAIK5 to energize
them (para 1-23) and place the receiver-trans
mitter in transmit condition. This ground is also
applied to pin 32 of connector JI for application
to the AM-3349/GRC-I06 to initiate the keying
functions. Zener diode A2VR2 prevents tran
sients produced by deenel'gizing relays lAIKl,
IAIK3, IAIK'4, and IAIK5 from being applied
to the collector of transmit-receive switch Ql. The
radio set will remain keyed for 500 milliseconds
after the completion of the message. This hang
time is provided to prevent 'pauses in normal
speech from repeatedly keying and unkeying the
radio set. The hangtime is the time required for
capacitor A2C25 to recharge through vox switch
A2QIO to the point where vox switch A2QIO
cuts off.

(2) Push. to vox. The sequence of operation
for push-to-vox operation is the same as that for
vox operation, with the following exception: Pin
27 of connector JI is at ground only when the
H-33(*)/PT or M-29B/U push-to-talk switch is
depressed, rather than the permanent ground ap
plied during vox operation. Voltage divider
A2R43, A2R44 reverse-biases switch A2Q9, pre
venting the voice from keying the radio set until
the push-to-talk switch is depressed. When the
push-to-talk switch is released, there is no hang
time (para 1-26).

(3) Push to talk. When operating in push
to talk, a ground is applied to pin 29 of connec
tor JI each time the H-33(*)/PT or M-29B/U
push-to-talk switch is depressed. This ground is
applied to the base of transmit-receive switch
A2Qll, turning it off. The voltage on the coHee
tor of transmit-receive switch A2QIl tries to ap
proach 20 volts dc, firing 12 volt Zener diode
A2VR5. Therefore transmit-receive switch Ql



will be turned on to initiate the keying functions
«1) above) each time the M-29B/U or H
33(-}/PT push-to-talk switch is depressed.

(4) C1Q and fsk. When operating in the cw
or fsk mode of operation, the front panel vox
switch is disabled. The SERVICE SELECTOR
switch (para 1-26) applies a ground to pin 22 of
connector J1. This ground is applied through
diodes A2CR7 and A2CR8 to the base and collec·
tor of amplifier A2Q8, cutting it off. This pre·
vents any audio from being applied to vox detec
tor A2Q9. In cw operation, the KY-116/U key
places a ground at pin 30 of connector J1 each
time the key is depressed. This ground is applied
to the base of vox switch A2QlO through diode
A2CRl1. Therefol'e, capacitor A2C25 will dis·
charge through the small forward resistance of
diode A2CRll to tlll'n on vox switch A2QI0. The
radio set is then keyed as 'Previously explained.
At the termination of the message, the radio set
will remain keyed for approximately 500 milli·
seconds. This hangtime is provided to prevent the
radio set from going into receive operation dUl'
ing a normal message pause. In fsk operation,
ground is applied to pin 29 of connector Jl by
the radio·teletype terminal equipment. The key
ing is then accomplished in the same way as for
push-to-talk operation.

e. IF Amplification. The IF amplification cir
cuit cOlltrols and amplifies the output from the
ssb crystal filter in receiver IF module lA7 in
order to provide a constant input at the desired
level for use in Translator module lAS (para 1
7). The IF amplification circuit consists of two
IF amplifiers (AI, fig. 4-39), one of which is
controlled by the output from the average power
control (ape) circuit (f below) and the other is
controlled by the output from the peak power
control (ppc) circuit (0 below). During compat·
ible am operation, the required 1.75 MHz local
carrier is reinserted into the 1.75 MHz IF signal
in the second IF (apc controlled) amplifier stage.

(I) The 1.75 :MHz IF output from the ssb
crystal filter is applied to connector J]A3. From
connector JIA3, the 1.75 MHz IF signal is cou
pled by capacitor AIC3 to a variable voltage di
vider consisting of resistor AIR3 and the collec
tor-to-emitter and base-t<remitter resistances of
ppc attenuator A1Q1. 7he voltage divider is con
trolled by the dc output voltage from the ppc cir
cuit (g below). This dc voltage is developed
across the temperature-::ompensated voltage di·
videI' consisting of resistors AIRl and A1R2,
thermistor AIR33, and diode AlCR1. 'Capacitor
AIC2 places an alternating current (ac) short be·
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tween collector and base, causing both the coJlec
tor-t<remitter resistance and the base-to·emitter
resistance to form a part of the total shunt resist
ance for controlling the level of the IF signal in·
put to transmit IF amplifier AIQ3. Diode AlCR4
provides temperature-compensation bias for ppc
attenuator AlQI. The output from the voltage
divider is coupled by capacitor AIC6 to the base
of transmit IF amplifier A1Q3.

(2) The gain of transmit IF amplifier A1Q3
is controlled by ppc degenerator AIQ2. Ppc de
generator A1Q2 acts as a variable resistive·de
generative element in series with emitter bypass
capacitor AIC7. The base voltage fOI' ppc degen
erator A1Q2 is developed from the 20-volt de
supply line by voltage divider A1R6, AIR7, and
A1R8 and the coJlectol'-to-emitter and collector
to-base resistances of 'ppc attenuator A1Q1. A de·
crease in the transmitted rf signal level decreases
the ppc voltage level, callsing ppc attenuator
AIQl to conduct less, thus incl'easing the shunt
resistance (less attenuation). This will bias ppc
degenerator AIQ2 into saturation, effectively
grounding emitter bypass capacitor Ale7. There·
fore, the output from transmit IF amplifier AIQ3
is maximum. As the I>JlC voltage increases, the
conduction of ppc attenuator A1Ql will increase.
The amount of conduction will be controlled by
the rf output signal level. The shunt resistance
will decrease as the rate of conduction incr·eases,
decreasing the amount of signal applied to the
base of transmit IF amplifier AIQ3. As the rate
of conduction of ppc attenuator A1QI increases,
the dc voltage present at the collector will de
crease. Therefore, the base voltage on ppc degen
erator A1Q2 will decrease, decreasing its rate of
conduction. This will increase the impedance in
series with emitter bypass capacitor AIC7, pro
viding increased degenel'ation to decrease the
gain of transmit IF amplifier AIQ3. Ppc attenua
tor A1Ql and ppc degenerator A1Q2 together
provide greater than 40 dB of control to main·
tain the peak output from transmit IF amplifier
AIQ3 at a nearly constant level, regardless of
the output signal level.

(3) The output from transmit IF amplifier
AIQ3 is coupled to another voltage divider con·
sisting of resistor A1R20 and the collector·t<r
emitter and collector-t<rbase resistance of ape at
tenuator A1Q4 by capacitor AICI5. The amount
of control provided by the variable voltage divid·
er depends on the dc output from the ape circuit
(f below). The output from the voltage divider
is coupled by capacitor A1Cl9 to ,the base of
transmit IF amplifier A1Q6. The gain of transmit
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IF amplifier AIQ6 is determined by the amount
of degeneration developed by the collector-to
emitter resistance of apc degenerator AIQ5. The
theory of operation for transistor stages AIQ4,
AIQ5, and Al Q6 is identical with that for the
corresponding stages AIQ1, AIQ2, and AIQ3
«(1) and (2) aoove). The out'put from tl'ansmit
IF amplifier AIQ6 is coupled by transformer
AIT2 to connector JIAI for application to trans
lator module lAS (.para 1-7).

(4) In ssb, cw, fsk, or nsk mode of opel'a
tion, pins 9 and 10 of connectOi' Jl will be open.
Therefore, the 20-volt dc supply voltage present
at pin 1 of connector J I will be applied through
resistor AIR19 to the cathodes of diodes AICR6
and AICR7. Since their anodes are at 10 volts dc
(developed from the 20 volts dc by voltage divid
er AIR18, AIRH, and applied through isolating
resistors AIR22 and AIRI7) they will be reverse
biased. These diodes insure that any 1.75 MHz
leakage will be at least 50 dB down from the 1.7:;
MHz IF signal. During compatible am operation,
the 1.75 l\lHz local carrier is gated back into the
IF signal as follows: The 1.75 MHz output from
the frequency dividers module is applied to con
nector JIA2, from which it is applied to AM
CARRIER ADJ AIRI4. AM CARRIER ADJ
AIRl4 is used to set the injection level. During
compatible am operation, ground is applied to
pin 9 of connector Jl, from which it is applied
through diode AICR2 to the cathodes of diodes
AICR6 and AICR7. Since the anodes of diodes
AICR6 and AICR7 are at 10 volts dc, they will
be forward-biased, allowing the 1.75 MHz local
carrier to pass and be coupled by capacitor AIC16
into the main signal path at the junction of resis
tors AIR21 and AIR20. When the radio set is in
tune condition, a ground from the AM-3349(
GRC-I06 is applied at pin 10 of connector J1.
The tune ground applied through diode AIGR3
has the same effect as the am ground applied
through diode AICR2. In this case, however,
there is no IF input at JIA3.

t. A vera!le POll;e,. Control. The apc circuit in
this module (AS, fig. 4-39) is used to 'process
the modulated dc output from the Al\f-3349/
GRC-I06 before application to the IF amplifica
tion circuits. The apc circuit consists of three dc
amplifiers, a modulation wiper, and an ape filter
circuit.

(1) The input to the ape circuit is the out
put from the divider network on the chassis as
sembly. This signal has the positive peaks of the
detected signal riding on a dc level. It is applied
to pin 7 of connector JI, from which it is applied
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to the base of apc dc amplifier A3Q1. Ape dc am
plifier A3QI isolates the voltage dividing net
work (on the chassis) from the modulation wiper.
Capacitor A3CI is an rf bypass for ally signal
that may be present in the signal. The output
from apc dc amplifier A3QI is applied to the
modulation wiper.

(2) The modulation wiper consists of resis
tors A3R2, A3R3, A3R4, and A3R12, diode
A3CR1, and capacitor A3C2. The function of the
modulation wiper is to average the peaks of the
applied signal, to produce a dc output which is
proportional to the average power output from
the AM-3349/GRC-106. During compatible am
operation, the modulation wiper will level-set the
carrier and ignore the presence of modulation.
This insmes that the power level of the carrier
will remain the same, with or without modulation.
Capacitor A3C2 charges on the positive going
slope of the applied signal, through resistor
A3R3. The time constant of resistor A3R3 and
capacitor A3C2, in combination with the dividing
action of resistors A3R3 and A3R4, is such that
capacitor A3C2 charges to the average level of
the applied peaks. On the negative·going slope
of the applied signal, the voltage of charged ca·
pacitor A3C2 will forward-bias diode A3CRl.
Therefore, the discharge path will be through
diode A3CRI and the parallel combination of re
sistors A3R2 and A3R12. (Ground is present at
pin 24 of connector Jl during transmit opera
tion.) The discharJSe time-constant is very short,
allowing the capncrtor to rapidly discharge as the
negative-going slope of the applied signal going
toward zero. This insures that the charge created
by the next positive-going slope starts near zero,
thereby preventing the apc voltage from creeping
up and allowing the apc loop to decrease the
average power output from the AM-3349/GRC
106.

(3) The voltage of charged capacitor A3C2
is the signal for ape dc amplifier A3Q2. A-pc dc
amplifier A3Q2 provides isolation between the
modulation wiper and the ape filter circuit (resis
tor ASR5 and capacitors ASeS and ASC6). As
ape dc amplifier A3Q2 is turned on by the dc sig
nal on capacitor A3C2, capacitors A3C3 and
A3C6 will rapidly charge through the small col
lector-to-emitter resistance of ape dc amplifier
A3Q2. The discharge path for these capacitors is
through resistor A3R5. The resistance-capacitance
(re) time constant of the discharge path is very
long compared to the frequency of the applied
signal. Therefore, the voltage of charged capaci
tors A3C3 and A3C6 will be maintained at a



nearly constant level for a given output from the
Al\1-3349/GRC-I06. This voltage is used as the
dc signal for apc dc amplifier A3Q3.

(4) Apc d.c amplifier A3Q3 provides the re
quired isolation between apc attenuator AIQ4
and the apc filter Cil·cuit. The output from apc
dc amplifier A3Q3 is applied to the base of apc
attenuator AIQ4, detel'mining the amollnt of at
tenuation for the IF signal applied to IF ampli
fier A1Q6 (d above). This closes the apc loop
between the Al\l-3349/GRC-106 output and the
receiver-transmitter input to maintain the average
power level of the tl'ansmitted signal at a pre
determined value.

(5) During receive operation, pin 24 of con
nector J1 has 20 volts dc applied to it. This 20
yolts is divided by l'esistors A3R12 and A3R2 and
is used to charge capacitor A3C2, thus providing
an ape output from apc dc amplifier A3Q3.
Therefore, when the receiver-transmitter is keyed
by the voice input (Vox or push-to-vox opera
tion), there will be apc control for the initial
peaks preventing the AM-3349/GRC-I06 from
being overdl'iven. Once keyed, ground is applied
to pin 24 of connector J1, pl'oviding a discharge
path for capacitor A3C2. The circuit will then be
controlled according to the average power output
from the Al\'l-3349/GRC-106 as previollsly ex
plained «1) through (4) above).

(6) When the receiver-transmitter is op
erated without the Al\1-3349/GRC-106, the out
put from internal alc assembly 1AIA2A5 is ap
plied from pin 6 of connector J1 through diode
A3CR6 to generate the necessary apc signal, as
previously explained. When the receiver-trans
mitter is operated with the AM-3349/GRC-106
functioning, the output from the divider network
on the chassis is of sufficient level that it will
reverse-bias diode A3CR6 and override the inter
nal alc signal.

g. Peak Power Control. The 'ppc circuit in this
module (A3 fig. 4-39) is used to process the
modulated dc output from the Al\f-3349/GRC
106 before application to the IF amplification cir
cuit.

(1) The divider network on the chassis con
verts the automatic level contl'ol (alc) circuit out
put into the ppc and apc signals which differ
from each other only in level. The ppc signal is
applied to pin 8 of connector Jl, from which it is
applied through resistor A3R13 to the base of
ppc dc amplifier A3Q4. Any rf signals present in
the input are bypassed by capacitor A3C4. Ppc dc
amplifier A3Q4 provides isolation between the
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divider network on the chassis and the peak de
tection circuit (capacitor C5 and resistor R8).

(2) The output from ppc dc amplifier A3Q4
is used to charge capacitor A3C5, providing the
base drive signal for ppc dc amplifier A3Q5. The
charge time constant for capacitor A3e5 is very
small, allowing it to charge to the peak level of
the applied signal. The discharge path is through
resistor A3R8. The discharge time constant is
long compared to the frequency of the applied
signal, but is short enough to follow the syllabic
rate to maximize the average talk power and still
hold the pep within the design limits. This action
tends to compress the rf voice signal and thereby
change the peak-to-avel'age ratio to improve sys
tem performance.

(3) The voltage of charged capacitor A3C5
is the dc base drive signal for ppc dc amplifier
A3Q5. Ppc dc amplifier A3Q5 provides isolation
between the peak detection circuit and the input
circuit for ppc attenuator AlQ1. The output from
ppc dc amplifier A3Q5 is applied to the base of
ppc attenuato!" A1Q1, determining the amount of
attenuation of the IF signal applied to transmit
I·F amplifier AIQ3 (e above). This closes the ppc
loop between the Al"l-3349/GRC-I06 output
and the receiver-transmitter input to prevent the
peak power of the transmitted signal from ex
ceeding a predeterrrdned level.

(4) During transmit operation, the Pl)C sig
nal is applied through resistor A3R10 to pin 4 of
connector J1 for application to the signal level
meter. The signal level meter then provides an
indication of the amount of ppc signal required
to control the rf power output level. In the re
ceive mode of operation, the output from the step
agc circuit in receiver IF module lA7 is applied
to the signal level meter (para 1-12). Diode
A3CR3 provides the path to ground for this nega
tive signal. Resistor A3RIO isolates the agc volt
age from the emitter of ppc dc amplifier A3Q5.
The similar path to ground for the ppc signal is
located in receiver IF module lA7 (para 1-12).

(5) When the l'eceiver-transmitter is used
alone or if the Al\1-3349/GRC-I06 is not func
tioning, the output from internal alc assembly
1AlA5 is applied through pin 6 of connector Jl
and diode A3CR4 to the base of ppc dc amplifier
A3Q4. This signal is then used to generate the
ppc signal as previously explained. When the re
ceiver-transmitter is operated with the AM-3349/
GRC-106 functioning, the output from the divid~

er network on the chassis will reverse-bias diode
A3CR4 and override the output from internal alc
assembly 1AIA~A5.
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1-7. Translator Module lAS (Transmit!

(fig. 4--42)

a. Gene-ral. The function of translator module
lA8, during transmit operation, is to convert the
1.75 MHz IF to the desired rf. This is accom
plished by mixing the 1.75 l\UIz IF with the out
puts from 10 and I kHz synthesizer module lA4
(par,a 1-17), 100 kHz synthesizer module lA2,
and MHz synthesizer module lA9 (para 1-18),
in a triple~conversion process. Only that part of
Translator module lA8, which is used during
transmit operation, is explained in this paragraph.
Refer to paragraph 1-11 for a description of the
circuits used during receive operation.

NOTE
Prefix all refe,oence designators in this
paragraph with translator module refer
ence designator 1AS, unless otherwise
specified.

b. .Main Signal Flow. The main signal flow is
discussed below.

(1) The 1.75 MHz IF Olltput from trans
mitter IF and audio module IA5 (para 1-6) is
applied to connector JlA-A2, from which it is
coupled by capacitor AIC3 to the base of trans
mit low-frequency mixer A1Q1. During transmit
opera.tion, ground is applied to pin 3 of connec
tor JlA. This terminates resistor AlR3, allowing
the 20 volt dc supply voltage to be developed
across base voltage divider AlR3 and AlR4. The
output (one frequency between 4.551 and 4.650
MHz) from 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer module
IA4 (para 1-17) is applied to connector JlA-A1,
from which it is coupled by capacitor AlC4 to
the emitter of hansmit low-frequency mixer
A1Q1. Diode AlCRl prevents the output from
mixer A1Ql from excessively reverse-biasing the
base-to-emitter junction of receive low-frequency
mixer AlQ2 which at this time, is turned off by
applying the ground at pin 3 of connector Jl to
both its emitter and base. In transmit low-fre
quency mixer AlQl, the output from 10 and 1
kHz synthesizer module lA4 is mixed with the
1.75 MHz IF. The resulting mixing products are
applied to filter FL3. Filter FL3 is a multisection
inductance-cal)acitance (LC) filter, which has a
passband from 2.8 to 2.9 MHz. Therefore, all
mixing products, except those within the pass
band, will be attenuated by filter FL3.

(2) Since pin 3 of connector JlA has ground
on it and pin '5 of connector J1A has 20 volts dc
on it, diode A2CR 1 will be forward-biased and
allow the output from filter FL3 to pass to the
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base of transmit medium-frequency mixer A2Q2.
The output from 100 kHz synthesizer module
1A2 (para 1-19) is applied to connector JlA-A4,
from which it is coupled by capacitor A2C3 to the
emitter of transmit medium.frequency mixer
A2Q2. Diode A2CRl is used to prevent receive
medium-frequency mixer A2Ql from being op
erational during the transmit mode. In transmit
medium-frequency mixer A2Q2, the 2.80 to 2.90
output from filter FL3 is mixed with either the
10 (a frequency between 22:4 and 2303 MHz)
or hi (a frequency between 32.4 and 33.3 MHz)
output from 100 kHz synthesizer lA2. If the 10
band of f,oequencies is used, 20 volts dc will be
present on pin 4 of connector JIA. This 20 volts
dc is applied through resistor A2RI0 and filtelo

FL1 (fig. 4-42) to the anode of diode A2CR3
'and through resistor A2Rll and filter FL2 to the
cathode of diode A2CR5. The 20 volt dc supply
line voltage is regulated to to volts dc by Zener
diode A2VR I. This 10 volts dc is applied to the
cathode of diode eR3 and the anode of diode
A2CR5. Therefore, diode A2CR3 will be fOI'
ward-biased and diode A3CR5 will be reversed
biased. The output from transmit medium-fre
quency mixer A2Q2 will then be allowed to pass
to filter FLl. If the hi band of mixing frequen
cies is required, pin 4 of connector JIA will be ·at
ground. This ground is then applied to diodes
A2CR3 and A2CR5, forward-biasing diode
A2CR5 and reverse-biasing diode A2CR3. There·
fore, the output from mixer A2Q2 will be al
lowed to pass through diode A2CR5 to filtel'
FL2.

(3) Filter FLI and FL2 are both multisec
tion inductor capacitor (LC) filters which atten
uate all mixing products, except the difference
product. The 10-volt dc output from Zener dione
A2VRl is applied to the anode of diode A3CR3
and the cathode of diode A3eRt. The hi/lo in
formation (ground 01' +20 volts dc), present at
pin 4 of connector JIA is applied through resis
tor A3R2 and filter FLI to the anode of diode
A3CRl and through resistor A3R3 and filter
FL2 to the cathode of diode A3CR3. Therefore,
diode A3CR1 will be forward-biased when the 10
band output from 100 KHz synthesizer lA2 is
used, and reverse-biased when the hi band is
used. Diode A3CR3 will be forward-biased when
the hi band is used and reverse-biased when the
10 band is used. During transmit operation, 20
volts dc is applied to pin 5 of connedor JIA.
This 20 volts dc is applied through resistors
A3R4 and A3Rll and transformer A3Tl to the
anode of diode A3CR2. Since 10 volts dc is pre-



sent on the cathode, diode A3CR2 is forward
biased and allows the output from either filter
FLI or FL2 to pass. During reeeive operation,
pin 5 of connector JIA is at ground. This ground
is applied to the anode of diode A3CR2, reverse
biasing it and preventing any signal leakage
through the transmit path. The output from
either filter FLl or FL2 is coupled by transform
er A3Tl to a balanced mixer consisting of back
ward diodes A3CRS and A3CR9. The output
from MHz synthesizer module lA9 (a frequency
between 2.5 and 23.5 MHz) is applied to connec
tor JlBAI from which is coupled by capacitor
A3CI to the junction of resistors A3R9 and
A3RIO.

(4) The MHz injection frequencies will be
developed across both halves of the primary of
transformer A3T2. These two voltages will be
nearly equal in amplitude but opposite in polarity.
Therefore, the injection frequency (between 2.5
and 23.5 MHz) will be effectively canceled. The
IF signal will take the low-impedance path
through diodes A3CR9 rather than the path
through the high inductance of transformer 1'2,
therefore canceling itself. Resistors A3R9 and
A3R10 are used to balance the circuit by com·
pensating for changes in transformer impedance
as the frequency varies. The output from the bal
anced mixer will be the sum and difference pro
ducts of the two individual signals which is not
canceled by the balanced circuit. This output is
coupled by capacitor A3C7 to the base of trans
mit output amplifier A3Q2. Transmit output am
plifiel' A3Q2 amplifies the rf signal and dil'ect
couples it to transmit output amplifier A3Q3.
Transmit output A3Q3 further amplifies the rf
signal and develops it across transformer A3T3.
Inductor A3L2 provides impedance matching be
tween transmit output ·amplifier A3Q2 and trans
mit output amplifier A3Q3. Negative feedback is
provided from the emitter to transmit output am
plifier A3Q3 to the base of transmit output am
plifier A3Q2 through capacitor A3C12 and resis
tor A3R23. This negative feedback compensates
for low-frequency rolloff. Capacitors A3CS and
A3Cl4 provide emitter peaking to compensate
for high·frequency rolloff. The degenel'ation in
the circuits, created by resistors A3R20 and
A3R24 as a result of not being completely by
passed, compensates for variations in transistor
gain. The output from transmit output amplifier
A3Q3 is coupled by capacitor A3Cl3 to cOllnec
tor JIBA4 for application to rf amplifier module
1A12 (para 1-8).
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1-8. Rf Amplifier Module 1A12 (Transmit!

(fig. 4-46)

a. General. The function of rf amplifier mod
ule lA12 during transmit operation is to amplify
the output from translator module 1A8 (para 1
'7) to a level suitable for driving Amplifier,
Radio Frequency Al\f--3349/GRC-IOG. Highly
selective input, intel'stage, and output tuned cir
cuits are used to insure the complete rejection of
all harmonic outputs from translator module lAS
except the desired frequency to be transmitted.

NOTE
Prefix all reference designators used in
this paragraph with Rf amplifier mod
ule reference designator lAI2. unless
otherwise specified.

b. Rf Amplification.
(1) The output from translator module lAS

is applied to connectOr J IA3, from which it is ap
plied to the primary of transformer TI on a mega
hertz assembly (chaf't C. fig. 4-4G). The mega
hertz assembly connected into the circuit is de
pendent upon the setting of the frequency con
trols on the reeeiver-transmitter front panel.
These aossemblies are mounted on a motor-driven
turret assembly, which is automatically tuned to
insert the correct megahertz strip according to the
operating frequency. The input portion of the
megahertz assembly is made up of two para tiel·
tuned circuits with capacitive coupling. The first
circuit consists of the secondary of transformer
Tl and the capacitive network consisting of mega·
hertz strip capacitor C2, capacitors C3G, C3,2 and
C40, and the capacitors on assemblies A30 and
A3!. The capacitors of assembly A30 are mechan
ically switched into the circuit by the 100 kHz
control 011 the front panel (chart B, fig. 4-46).
The capacitor to be used on assembly A31 is me
chanically switched into the circuit by the 10 kHz
control on the front panel (chart A, fig. 4--46).

(2) The output from the first tuned input
circuit is coupled by capacitor C1 to the second
tuned input circuit 011 the megaheitz strip. The
second tuned circuit consists of transformer 1'2
and the capacitive network consisting of mega·
hertz strip capacitor C3, capacitors C33, C37, and
C4l, and the capacitors on assemblies A32 and
A33. The purpose of these capacitors is the same
as for the first tuned circuit «1) above). Crystal
Yl is part of megahertz strips A5, AG, and Al5
(chart C. fig. 4-46). This crystal functions as a
trap to remove the spurious signals indicated in
the chart.
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(3) The rf output from the double-tuned in
put circuit is coupled by capacitor C7 to the con
trol grid of rf amplifier VI. The 125-volt dc
screen and plate voltage is applied to pin 5 of
connector Jl from which it is applied through
resistor R21 directly to the screen and through
transformer T3 of the megahertz strip to the
plate. The bias for amplifier VI is developed by
cathode resistor RI6, which is rf bypassed by ca
pacitor CG. Rf amplifier VI amplifies the l'f sig
nal and develops it across a tuned circuit. The
tuned circuit consisls of megahertz strip trans
former T3 and a capacitive network consisting
of megahertz strip capacitor 'C4, capacitol's C34,
e38, and C42, and the capacitors on assemblies
.'\34 and A3i). The functions of the individual
parts are the same as for the compal'able parts
in (I) above.

(4) The output from rf amplifier VI is ap
plied to the control grid of rf amplifier V2. Rf
amplifier V2 is identical with rf amplifier VI.
It amplifies with rf signal to the level suitable
for driving the AM-3349/GRG-I06. The output
from rf amplifier V2 is developed across a tuned
circuit consisting of the prinmry of megahertz
strip transformel' T4 and a capacitive network
consisting of megahertz strip capacitor C5, cap'ac
itors C35, C39, and C43, and the capacitors on
assemblies A36 and A37. The fUllctions of the
individual parts are comparable to the parts in
(1) above,

(5) The output from rf amplifier V2 is
coupled by transformer T4 to connector JIA1.
This rf signal is applied through I'elay lAIK4
(fig. 4-33) to the RF DRIVE connector on the
RT-662/GRC or RT-834/GRC front panel for
application to the AM-3349/GRG-106.

1-10. Rf Amplifier Module lA12 (Receive)

(fig. 4-46)

a. Geneml. The function of rf amplifier mod
ule lA12 during receive operation is to raise the
level of the received rf signal to one suitable for
use in translator module 1A8 (para 1-11). The
highly selective tuned input, interstage, and out
put circuits are used to reduce adjacent channel
interference, increase image rejection, and pre
vent cross-modulation.

NOTE
Prefix all reference designators used in
this paragl'uph with Rf amplifier mod
ule reference designator 1A12, unless
otherwise specified.

b. RI An~plification.

(1) The rf signals present at the RECEIV
ER IN connector on the receiver·transmitter are

The receiver section of the radio set is used to
convert rf signals received on anyone of the RT
662/GRC 28,000 operable frequencies 01' RT
834/GRC 280,000 operable frequencies in the 2.0
to 29.999 megahertz frequency range to audio
intelligence for either an ssb, fsk, cw, nsk, or
compatible am mode of operation, The audio out
vut from the receiver-transmitter is at a 2-watt
or a 10-milliwatt level, suitable for driving Hand
set H-33(")/PT 01' Dynamic Loudspeaker LS
166/ U.

1-11. Translator Module 1A8lReceive)

(fig. 4-42)

a. General. Translator module IA8 during re
ceive operation converts the rf input signal to the
1.75 MHz IF, This is accomplished by mixing the
rf signal with the Olltputs from l\'IHz synthesizer
module lA9 (para 1-18), 100 kHz synthesizer
module lA2 (para 1-19), and 10 and 1 kHz syn
thesizer module IA4 (,para 1-17) in a triple
heterodyning process, Only that portion of tralls
lator module IA8 that is used during receive op
eration is explained in this paragraph. Refer to
paragraph 1-7 for a description of the circuits
used during transmit operation.

Secllon IV. RECEIVER SECTION 'CIRCUIT ANALYSIS, RECEIVER
TRANSMITTER, RA'DIO RT~62/GRC AND llT-834/GRC

applied to connectol' JIA3 (fig. 4-46) through reo
lay lAIK3 (fig. 4-33). The parts used (fig. 4
46) and the fUllctions of the tuned input circuit,
rf amplifier VI, tuned intel'stage circuit, I'f am·
plifier V2, and the tuned output circuit are the
same as during transmit operation (para 1-8).

(2) The gain of rf amplifiers VI and V2 is
controlled by the step age circuit or the setting of
the :MANUAL RF GAIN control on the receiver
transmitter fl"ont panel (para 1-12). The agc out
put from Receiver IF module lA7 is applied to
pin 3 of conne<:tol' J1. This negative level is de
veloped across voltage dividers R24, R26. and
R23, RIOl to shift the bias of rf amplifiers V2
and VI, in order to maintain a nearly constant
output from rf amplifier module 1A12 regardless
of applied signal strength.

1-9. General
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NOTE
Prefix all reference designations in this
paragraph with translator module refer
ence designator lA8, unless otherwise
specified.

b. Main Signal Flow.

(1) The output from rf amplifier 1A12 is
applied to connector J1,B-A,2, where it is coupled
to the base of receive high-frequency mixer A3Ql.
The amplitude of large signals applied to the
base of receive high-frequency mixer A3Ql is
limited by diodes A3CR4 and A3CR5. The out
put from MHz Synthesizer module lA9 (a fre
quency between 2.5 and 23.5 MHz) is applied to
connector JIB-AI, from which it is coupled by
capacitor A3C16 to the emitter of receive high
frequency mixer A3Ql. Receive high-frequency
mixer A3Ql is turned on during receive opera
tion by terminating resistor A3R'7 with the
ground present at pin 5 of connector JlA.This
aHo'ws the 20 volts dc supply voltage to be de
veloped across base-bias voltage divider A3R13,
A3R7. During transmit operation, receive high
frequency mixer A3Ql is turned off by the ap
;plication of the 20 volts dc present at pin 5 of
connector JIA to resistor A3R7 in place of
ground. This applies 20 volts dc to both ends of
the voltage divider, preventing receive high-fre
quency mixer A3Ql from conducting. Diode
A3CR6 protects the emitter-to-base junction of re
ceive high-frequency mixer A3Ql from being ex
cessively reverse-biased. During transmit opera
tion, diode A3CR7 is reverse-biased by the 10
volts dc output from Zener diode A2VR1 on' the
,anode and the 20 volts dc at pin 5 of connector
JIA on the cathode. This prevents any MHz in
jection from leaking through receive high-fre
quency mixer A3Ql into the transmit path. Dur
ing receive operation, the 20 volts dc at pin 5 of
connector JIA is replaced by ground. Therefore,
the output from receive high-frequency mixer
A3Ql will be allowed to pass.

(2) The output from receive high-frequency
mixer A3Ql is applied to either filter FLl or fil
ter FL2. The filter to which the signal is applied
depends on whether diode A3CRI or diode A3
CR3 has been forward-biased by the hi/lo infor
mation present on terminal A3Ell from pin 4 of
connector JIA (para 1-6). Filters FLI and FL2
attenuate all mixer products, except those in the
passband of the filter. The output from filter FLI
or filter FL2 is applied to the base of receive
medium-lfequency mixer A2Ql. Either diode
A2CR3 or diode A2CR5 will be forward-biased
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by the hi/lo information present at pin 4 of con
nector J1A. Diode A2CR2 will be forward-biased
during receive operation due to the 10 volts dc
from Zener diode A2VR1 on the anode and the
ground at pin 5 of connector J1A on the cathode.

(3) The output from 100 kHz synthesizer
module lA2 is applied to connector JlA-A4,
from which it is coupled to the emitter of receive
medium-frequency mixer A2Ql. When diode
A2CR2 is forward-biased, the 10 volts dc at
Zener diode A2CRI is developed across resistor
A2R9, which is terminated by the ground present
at pin 5 of connector JIA. Since 20 volts dc is
present on the emitter, receive medium-frequency
mixer A2Ql is forward biased. During transmit
operation, pin 5 ~f connector JIA is at 20 volts
dc. Therefore, both the base and emitter of re
ceive medium-frequency mixer A2Ql are at 20
volts dc, there is no conduction. The output from
either filter FLI or filter FL2 is mixed with its
respective 10 (frequency between 22.4 and 23.3
MHz) or hi (frequency between 32.4 and 33.3
MHz) band input frequency by receive medium
frequency mixer A2Ql. The output from receive
medium-frequency mixer A2Q1 is applied to fil
ter FL3.

(4) Filter FL3 passes only the difference
product, which must lie in the 2.80 to 2.90 MHz
passband. Since pin 30f connector J1A is at 20
volts dc during receive operation, diode AlCRl
will be forward-biased. Therefore, the 2.80 to
2.90 MHz output from filter FL3 is applied to
the base of receive low-frequency mixer AlQ2.
Resistor AlRlO provides a shunt effect on the
input load to prevent any instability in receive
low-frequency mixer AIQ2. Since pin 3 of con
nector JIA is at 20 volts dc during receive op
eration, base bias will be developed for receive
low-frequency mixer AlQ2 by voltage divider
AlR6 and AlR9. During transmit operation, both
the emitter and base of receive low-frequency
mixer AlQ2 are connected to the ground present
at pin 3 of connector JlA; therefore, it remains
cut off. The output from 10 and 1 kHz synthe
sizer module lA4 (a frequency between 4.551
and 4.650 MHz) is applied to connector J1A-A1
from which it is coupled to the emitter of receive
low-frequency mixer AlQ2 by capacitor AlC5.
Receive low-frequency mixer AlQ2 mixes the
2.80 to 2.90 MHz output from filter FL3 with
the injection frequency (frequency between 4.551
and 4.650 MHz) and develops the resulting prod
ucts across the tuned circuit consisting of c'a
pacitor AlC6 and the primary of transformer Al
Tl. T,his tunect circuit is tuned to the difference
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product, 1.75 MHz, effectively eliminating all
other receive signals. The output of low-frequen
cy mixer AIQ2 is coupled by transformer A1Tl
to connector JiA-A3, from which it is applied
to receiver IF module lA7 (para 1-12).

1-12. Receiver IF Module 1A7'
(fig. 4-41)

ct. Getlual. Receiver IF module IA7 during re
ceive operation provides IF selectivity, IF ampli
fication, detection of the IF signal, IF age, agc
for rf amplifier module lAl2, and the bfo injec
tion frequency. This module also provides the
modulation capability for transmit operation.

NOTE
Prefix all reference designators in this
paragraph with the receiver IF module
reference designator lA7, unless other
wise specified.

b. IF Aml,l#icatio1/.

(l) The 1.75 MHz IF output from transla
tor module lAS is applied to connector JIA2
from which it is coupled by capacitor A4Cll to
the cathode of diode A4CR4. During receive op
eration, ground is applied to pin 9 of connector
JI and 20 volts dc is applied to pin 2 of connec
tor J1. The ground is applied to the cathode a.nd
the 20 volts dc is applied to the anode of diode
A4CR4, forward-biasing it and allowing the 1.75
MHz IF input to pass. From the anode of diode
A4CR4, the 1.75 l\'IHz J.F is coupled by capacitor
A4Cl2 through matching resistor A4R8 to ssb
crystal filter FL1. 8sb crystal filter FLI estab
lishes a 3.2 kHz IF bandwidth to provide the re
quired selectivity,

(2) The output from ssb crystal filter FLI
is coupled by capacitor AICI to a voltage divider
consisting of resistor AIRI and agc attenuator
A1Q1. Agc attenuator AIQI acts as a variable
'shunt resistance to ground, the resistance of
which is varied by the de voltage from the step
agc circuit (c below). The dc output from the
step agc circuit (above the agc threshold) is con
trolled by the received signal strength. This dc
voltage is developed across the temperature-~om

pensated voltage divider consisting of resistors
AIR3 and AIR2, thermistor A1R22, and diode
AICR2. The resistance of thermistor AIR22 and
diode AICR2 both vary inversely with tempera
ture. Capacitor AIC2 provides unity feedback,
placing an ac short between collector and the
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base. Therefore, both the collector-to-emitter re
sistance form a part of the total shunt resistance
for controlling the level for the IF signal input
to 1.75 :MHz IF amplifier AIQ2. Diode AICRl
provides temperature compensation for agc atten
uator A1Q1. The output from the voltage divid
er is coupled by capacitor AlC3 to the base of
1.75 MHz IF amplifier AIQ2.

(3) The gain of 1.7:') MHz IF amplifier
AIQ2 is controlled by agc degenerator A1Q3,
Agc degenerato.. AIQ3 acts as a variable resis
tive-degenel"ative element in series with emitter
bypass capacitor AIC:;. The base voltage for age
degenerator A1Q3 is develol>ed from the 20 volts
dc supply line by voltage divider AIR4, AIR9.
A1RIO and the collector-to-emitter and base-to
emitter resistances of agc attenuator AIQ1. With
weak received signals, the output from the step
agc circuit will be zero, causing agc attenuator
AIQl to be cutoff. This provides maximum shunt
resistance (least attenuation), biasing agc degen
e"ator AIQ3 into saturation, and effectively
grounding emitter bypass capacitor AlC5. There
fore, the output from 1.7;; MHz IF amplifier
AIQ2 will be maximum. As the signal strength
increases, agc attenuato!' A1Ql will conduct. The
amount of conduction will be controlled by the
received signal strength (above agc threshold).
The shunt resistance will decrease as the J"ate of
conduction increases, decreasing the amount of
signal applied to the base of 1.75 l\'IHz IF ampli
fiel" AIQ2. As the rate of conduction of agc at
tenuatol' AIQl increases, the dc voltage present
at the collector will decrease. Therefore, the bias
level on agc degenerator AIQ3 will decrease, de
creasing its rate of conduction. This will increase
the impedance in series with emitter bypass ca
pacitor Ale5, providing increased degeneration to
decrease the gain of 1.75 MHz IF amplifier
AIQ2. Agc attenuator A1Ql and agc degenerator
AIQ3 together provide greater than 40 dB of
control to maintain the output from 1.75 MHz
IF amplifier AIQ2 at a nearly constant level for
variations in the level of the input signal. The
output from 1.713 MHz IF amplifier AIQ2 is de
veloped across the tuned circuit consisting of
transformer AITI and capacitor AIC6. From
here, the IF signal is coupled by capacitor A1C7
to the base of 1.75 MHz IF amplifier AIQ4, and
by capacitor AICl3 to the base of 1.75 MHz IF
amplifiel' AIQ5.

(4) The 1.75 1\'1Hz IF amplifier, AIQ4 am
plifies the 1.75 MHz signal and develops it across
the tuned circuit consisting of capacitor AJ C9 and
the primary of transformer A1T2. Transformer



AlT2 couples the 1.75 MHz IF signal to the
bases of transistors A2Q8 and A2Q9 in the prod
uct detector (c below). The 1.75 MHz IF am
plifier, AlQ5, amplifies the 1.75 :MHz signal and
develops it across the tuned circuit consisting of
capacitor AlC15 and transformer AlT3. Trans
former AlT3 couples the 1.75 MHz signal to
connector JIA3 for application to the IF OUT
connector on the front panel of the receiver
transmitter. This allows 1.75 MHz signal to be
used for external purposes.

c. Product Detecto'.. The product detector is
used to extract the audio from the receive IF sig
nals. The input to the product detector is the
1.75 MHz IF output from 1.75 l\'lHz IF ampli
fier AlQ4 (b above). The input signal is applied
to the bases of transistors A2Q8 and A2Q9,
which are connected in a balanced mixer config
uration. Base bias for transistors A2Q8 and A2
Q9 is developed by voltage divider AIR16 and
AIRl7 and is applied through the secondary of
transformer AlT2. The collector voltage for
transistors A2Q8 and A2Q9 is applied thl·ough
the primary of transformer A2T3. In all modes
of operation, e.xcept cw, diode A3CR5 is forward
biased by the voltage developed by voltage divid
er A3RlO and A3R13. This allows the 1.75 MHz
present at connector J'lA4 to be coupled by ca
pacitor A3el3 through diode A3CR5 to attenua
tor A3Rll and A3R12. Resistor A3Rll sets the
level of the 1.75 MHz signal that is coupled by
capacitors A2C19 and A2C14 to the emitters of
transistors A2Q8 and A2Q9. During cw opera
tion, the output from the bfo circuit is applied to
the emitters of transistors A2Q8 and A2Q9 in
stead of the 1.75 MHz injection present at con
nector JIA4. The 1.75 MHz IF and the 1.75 MHz
injection 01' bfo signals are mixed by transistors
A2Q8 and A2Q9, resulting in an output consist~

~ng of the sum of the two signals, and the dif
ference between the two signals (the desired
audio). Capacitors A2C15 and A2C16 bypass the
sum of the two signals. Since the circuit is bal
anced, the outputs from transistors A2Q8 and
A2Q9, which are developed across the primary of
transformer A2T3, and 180 0 out of phase with
each other. This results in the cancellation of the
1.75 MHz injection and the 1.75 MHz IF trans
former A2T3 has an audio frequency response
that will attenuate any of the rf signals not pre
viously canceled: The difference between the two
signals (the desired audio) is coupled by capaci
tor A2C17 to the base of amplifier A2QIO. Am
plifier A2QlO amplifies the audio signal and de
velops it across collector resistor A2R24. The out-
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put from amplifier A2QlO is coupled by capacitol'
A2C20 to pins 29 and 30 of connector Jl for ap
plication to receiver audio module lAlO (para
1-13) and the AUDIO GAIN control on the re
ceiver-transmitter front panel.

d. Step Agc Circuit.
(1) The 1.75 MHz IF output from 1.75

MHz IF amplifier AIQ2 (b above) is coupled
from AITI by capacitor A2Cl to the base of 1.71)
MHz IF amplifier A2Q1. The 1.75 MHz IF am
plifier A2Ql amplifies the 1.75 ::\IHz TF signal
and develops it aCI·oss the tuned circuit consisting
of capacitor A2C3 and transformer A2T L. The
tuned circuit signal is coupled by capacitor A2Cii
to the base of 1.75 MHz IF amplifier A2Q2. The
signal is amplified by A2Q2 and is developed
across the tuned circuit consisting of capac ito I'

A2C7 and transformer A2T2. Two outputs, iden
tical in frequency and polarity but differing in
amplitude by 20 percent, are taken from trans
former A2T2. One output, designated El, is ap
plied to the anode of hang detector A2CR2. The
other output, designated 1.2 El, is applied to
time detector A2CRl. The 1.2 EI signal is recti
fied by diode A2CRl, and the resulting dc level
is applied to the base of dc amplifier A2Q3. This
increase of base voltage will cause increased con~

duction and thus increase the voltage across cap·
acitor A2CIO, providing a 1.2 El signal. The El
signal is rectified by hang detector A2CR2 and is
used to charge capacitor A2C9, providing an El
signal. Capacitor A2C8 and resistor A2R9 pro
vide IF filtering for hang detector A2CR2. Diode
A2CR3 prevents capacitor A2C9 from discharg
ing through resistor A2R9.

(2) The voltage on capacitor A2CIO pro
vides the dc signal for hang agc switch A2Q4.
The charge on capacitor A2C9 provides the emit
ter bias for hang agc switch A2Q4 and the dc sig
nal for de amplifier A2Q5. As long as the signal
is present at the antenna, hang agc switch A2Q4
will be reverse-biased and the El signal on the
emitter will l,,·event conduction. When the anten
na signal (and therefore the IF signal) is re
moved, capacitor A2CI0 will discharge through
resistor A2RIO and capacitor A2C9 will discharge
(more slowly than A2CIO) through the high in·
put impedance of dc amplifier A2Q.5. After a pre
determined discharge time, El will be sufficiently
greater than 1.2 El to forwa.rd bias hang agc
switch A2Q4, causing it to conduct. Capacitor
A2C9 will then rapidly discharge to ground
through hang agc switch A2Q4, removing the dc
signal from dc amplifier A2Q5. If, during this
process, new signal information is received, the
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step agc circuit will immediately reset on the new
information as described above.

(3) Since 1.2 E1 and E1 are proportional to
the IF signal, the strength of the received signal
determines the level to which capacitor A2C9
charges, and thereby, determines the dc signal at
the base of dc amplifier A2Q5. The hangtime
(time needed to turn on hang agc switch A2Q4
after the input signal is removed) of the previous
circuits as described in (2) above is of sufficient
duration to maintain a relatively constant charge
on capacitor A2C9 for normal pauses in voice sig
nals. Whenever a charge is present on capacitor
A2C9, dc amplifier A2Q5 will be forward-biased,
which in turn forward~biasesdc amplifier A2Q6.
The output from dc amplifier A2Q6 is filtered
by capacitor A2Cll to l'emove any remaining 1.75
MHz IF across resistol' A2R12. Resistor A2R12
is used to adjust the dc level which is applied to
agc attenuator AIQl and agc degenerator AIQ3
(b above), providing the required IF agc. The
output from dc amplifier A2Q6 (pl'esent at wiper
of resistor A2R12) is also applied across voltage
divider A2CR4, A2CR:-I, A2R14 for supplying
the rf age.

(4) Since the rf cin:uits of a receiver deter
mine its sensitivity to weak signals, and the ap
plication of age to these circuits tends to decrease
this weak signal capability, it is desirable to ap
ply age to the rf amplifier circuits only when re
ceived signal strength is above a sufficient preset
level. For this reason, diodes A2CR4 and A2CR5
are used in a network to make the agc threshold
for the l'f circuits higher than that for the IF cir
cuits. Resistors A2R14 and A2R12 are used to set
the base bias for dc amplifier A2Q7. For normal
operation, the MANUAL RF GAIN control is
set for maximum sensitivity, This results in only
a small dc voltage applied through pin 8 of con
nector Jl to the anode of diode A2CR6. With the
MANUAL RF GAIN control set as above, the
output from dc amplifier A2Q6 will back-bias
diode A2CR6. Therefore, the' output from dc am
plifier A2Q6 will be the de signal for de ampli
fier A2Q7. To desensitize the receivel' manually
for reception of strong signals, the MANUAL
RF GAIN control is set to override the normal
rf agc. This is done by rotating the MANUAL
RF GAIN control counterclockwise, which in
creases the positive dc level at pin 8 of connector
J1. When the dc level is of sufficient magnitude
to forward-bias diode A2CR6, it will override the
dc signal applied by de amplifier A2Q6 at the
base of dc amplifier A2Q7. With no signal input
at the antenna, the base of dc amplifier A2Q7
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will be effectively at ground, unless the :MAN
UAL RF GAIN control is set to some position
other than for maximum sensitivity. This causes
dc amplifier A2Q7 to conduct into saturation, re
sulting in a zero 01' slightly positive voltage at the
collector. Diode A2CR7 prevents the application
of any detrimental positive levels to rf amplifier
module lA12 (para 1-5). As the signal strength
at the antenna increases, the dc signal at the base
of dc amplifier A2Q7 will increase. This decreases
the forward bias of dc amplifier A2Q7, causing
the collector voltage to go more negative, ap
proaching -24 to -30 volts de. When the SERV
ICE SELECTOR switch is set at STAND BY, the
;20 volts dc applied to dc amplifier A2Q7 is re
moved and its collector voltage goes to -33 volts
dc, biasing the tubes in Rf amplifier module
lA 12 off. A portion of the rf agc signal is ap
plied through pin 7 of connector Jl to the signal
level meter to provide an indication of the rela
tive strength of the rf input signal. Diode A2
eR8 closes the conduction path for the signal
level meter when tl"ansmitting.

e. Bfo Circuit. The bfo circuit provides an out
put of 1.752 ±0.003!) MHz for injection into the
product detector (c above). This allows the op
erator to vary the audio tone 3.5 kHz during cw
operation. Bfo A3Q1 is a crystal-controlled Clapp
oscillator that produces a 7.000 MHz output. The
output from bfo A3Ql is applied to the base of
bfo converter A3Q2. The other input to bfo con
verter A3Q2 is the output from the series-reso
llant circuit consisting of voltage variable capaci
tor (vvc) A3CR1, inductor A3L3, and crystal
A3Y2. The output frequency of the series-reso
nant circuit signal depends lIpon the dc control
voltage applied to the vvc by the BFO control on
the front panel. The vvc is biased by the voltage
developed by voltage divider A3R6, A3CR2,
A3CR3 to provide a 1.7!'i2 :MHz output fl'om the
bfo circuit when the BFO control is set at its cen
ter position. One end of the BFO control is con
nected to pin 12 of connector Jl to provide a vari
able voltage for vvc A3CRl and the other end is
connected to +20 volts de. A vve is a nonlinear
device; therefore, swamping resistor A3R5 is
connected across the BFO control to make it cor
respondingly nonlinear. The value of resistor
A3R5 is such that the nonlinear action of vvc
A3CRl is canceled, I'esulting in essentially linear
frequency control with the BFO contl·o!' With
the BFO control set at its maximum position, in
ductor A3L3 is set so that the output of the series
resonant circuit is approximately ~.1555 MHz.
With the BFO control set at its minimum posi-



tion, resistor A3R4 is set so that the output of
the series-resonant circuit is approximately 8.7485
l\'lHz. This allows the operator to vary the output
3.5 kHz in cw operation. The 7.000 MHz is sub
tractively mixed with the output from self-oscil
lating bfo converter A3Q2, producing a 1.752
MHz :!:3.5 kHz output across the tuned circuit
for bfo buffer amplifier A3Q3. The output from
bfo buffer amplifier A3Q3 is gated through
diode A3CR4 to the product detector circuit (c
above), in place of the 1.75 MHz local canier
used in the other modes of operation.

,. Balanced Modulnt01·. The balanced modula
tor is used to obtain the double-sideband, sup
pressed-carrier IF signal. This circuit is the first
step in converting the audio to the transmitted ri.

(1) Dming transmit operation, the 1.75
MHz output from frequency dividers module
1A6 (para 1-16) is applied to connector JIA4,
from which it is coupled to the collector of 1,750
kHz switch A4Q2. In transmit, pin 9 of connec
tor J1 has +20 volts dc applied to it. This +20
volts dc is used to bias 1,750 kHz switch A4Q2
on. When the switch turns on, it presents a small
series resistance (collector-to-emitter) to the 1.75
MHz input. This resistance, in combination with
resistor A4Rll, forms a voltage divider to set the
level of 1.75 MHz coupled to the center-tapped
primary to transformer A4T2.

(2) The 1.75 MHz output from 1,750 kHz
switch A4Q2 is applied to the center tap on the
primary of transformer A4T2. The audio input
from transmitter IF and Audio module 1A5 is ap
plied to pin 3 connector JI from which it is ap
plied to the center tap of the primary of trans
former A4T2. The audio and 1.75 MHz inputs
are mixed by backward diodes A4CR1A and
A4CR1B. Resistor A4R16 and potentiometer
A4R4 are used to resistively balance both arms of
the balanced modulator circuit. Capacitor A4C7 is
used to balance any reactive components in the
circuit. Therefore, the circuit is set so that both
arms are balanced. Resistor A4R15 provides a
constant Jow-resistance load for the balanced
modulator. The 1.75 l'dHz signal will be of equal
potential across both halves of the primary of
transformer A4T2, thereby canceling the 1.75
MHz signal. Due to the rf response of transform
er A4T2, the audio components will be atten
uated. Therefore, the output from the balanced
modulator will be the sum (upper sideband) and
difference (lower sideband) products of the
audio and 1.75 MHz signal. The output from the
balanced modulator is coupled by capacitor A4C5

to the base of buffer amplifier A4Ql. Buffer am
plifier A4QI amplifies the double-sideband IF
signal and develops it across the tuned circuit
consisting of capacitor A4C4 and transformer
A4Tl.

(3) When the set is placed in tune condi
tion, a ground is applied to pin 13 of connector
J1 from AM-3349/GRC-106 in order to effec
tively turn off the balanced modulator in this
condition. This ground is applied to the base of
1,750 kHz switch A4Q2, shutting it off, and thus
blocking the 1.75 MHz injection at the collector.
During receive operation, ground is applied to
pin 9 of connector J1, shutting 1,7:10 kHz switch
A4Q2 off to turn off the balanced modulator.
When the 20 volts dc is initially applied (trans
mit mode), capacitor A4Cl8 will charge thl'ough
resistors A4Rll and A4R13. The voltage applied
to the base of 1,750 kHz switch A4Q2. There
fore, since the base voltage is increased exponen
tially, 1,750 kHz switch A4Q2 will be tUl'Iled on
exponentially. This delays the IF output from the
receiver-transmitter, preventing the Al\'1-3349/
GRC-106 from being overdriven before the auto
matic level control signals have time to apply
their control.

(4) During transmit operation, ground is
applied to pin 2 of connector JI and 20 volts dc
'is applied to pin 9 of connector J1. The ground
is applied to the anode of diode A4CR4 and the
cathode of diode A4CR3. The +20 volts dc is ap~

plied to the cathode of diode A4CR4, and the
anode of diode A4CR3. Therefore, diode A4CR3
will be forward-biased. The output from buffer
amplifier A4QI is coupled by capacitor A4C9 to
diode A4CR3 is forward-biased, the signal will
pass and be coupled to filter FLI by capacitor
A4C12. Filter FL1 removes the lower sideband
component of the signal and further attenuates
any of the 1.'75 :MHz carrier that was not canceled
by the balanced modulator circuit. The upper
',sideband 1.75 MHz IF is applied to connector
J1A1 for application to transmit IF and audio
.'module IA5 (para 1-6).

1-13. ,Receiver Audio Module 1A10
(fig. 4-44)

a. Geneml. Receiver audio module IA 10 am
plifies the audio output from receiver IF module
IA7 to levels of 10 milliwatts and 2 watts. Since
the audio input can contain noise as well as voice,
'8 squelch circuit is employed in this module to
squelch background noise in the absence of a re
ceived voice signal. The 10-milliwatt output is
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used for driving Headset H-227/U or Handset
H-33/PT. The 2-watt output is used to drive
Dynamic Loudspeaker LS-166/U.

NOTE
Prefix all reference designators in this
paragraph with receiver audio module
reference designator tAlO, unless other
wise specified.

b. Audio Antplificatioll.
(1) The audio output from receiver IF mod

ule lA7 is applied to pin t2 of conneetor Jl
thl·ough the AUDIO CAIN control (fig. 4-33)
on the receiver-transmittel" front panel. The
'AUDIO GAIN control is used to vary the level
of the audio signal coupled by the capacitol· A2Cl
(fig. 4-44) to the base of squelch gate A2Q3.
If the SQUELCH switch is set at OFF, a ground
,",vill be present at pin 13 of connector JJ. This
ground will be applied to emitter resistor A2R5
to complete the emitter circuit and allow an out
put from squelch gate A2Q3 to be developed. If
the receh·er-transmitter is being operated in the
CWOI' fsk mode of operation, a ground is applied
to pin i'i of connector Jl. This ground will be ap
plied through diode A2CR2 to terminate emitter
resistor A2R5. If the SQUELCH switch is set at
ON, the squelch circuit (c below) will compare
the voice level to the noise level. If the voice is
predominant, squelch switch A2Ql will be biased
on, effectively tel"minating emitter resistor A2R5
to ground through a small collector-to-emitter
resistance of squelch switch A2Ql (c below). If
the incoming signal is predominantly noise,
squelch switch A2Ql does not conduct. There
fore, resistor A2R5 will be open and the input
will not be nllowed to pass (will be squelched).
In order that the operator can be aware of the
presence of signals when the unit is squelched, a
bypass path is provided thl"ough resistors A2R2
and A2Rl, making the operator aware that the
set is operating. If it is necessary to receive sig
nals that are below the squelch threshold, the
SQUELCH switch can be set at OFF to allow the
full audio output to be available. Resistor A2R2
is normally set to provide a squelched-ta-non
squelched ratio of 20 dB at the audio outputs.

(2) When emitter resistor A2R5 is
·grounded, the audio signals present at the base
of squelch gate A2Q3 will be developed across
emitter resistor A2R5. The audio is then coupled
by capacitor A2C2 to the base of 10 mw output
amplifier Ql and to the base of audio driver Q2.
Capacitors A2C6 and A2C7 al·e used to block de
from the input and equalize the low-frequency
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response of the two channels. Resistors A2Rll
and A2R12 are used to compensate for the am
plifier input requirement 60 that each of the two
channels can simultaneously produce its required
output from a common source.

(3) The audio signal is raised to a level of
'10 milliwatts by 10 mw output amplifier Ql. In
ductor Ll is used to provide frequency dependent
degeneration, in order to provide rolloff to atten
uate frequencies above the 3,500 Hz voice range.
Collector-to-base feedback (through resistor R3)
is used to improve the stability and minimize the
distortion of 10 mw output amplifier Ql. The
output from 10 mw output amplifier Ql is de
veloped across a portion of the primary of trans
former Tl. Transformer Tl couples the audio
signals to pin 14 of connector Jl for application
'to the AUDIO connectors on the receiver-trans
mittel' front panel. The 10 millivolt output is used
to drive the H-227/U or H-33/PT. Capacitors
Cn and C8 are used to bypass signals above 3,500
cps. Transformer Tl transfonns the output im
pedance of amplifier Ql to the desired 600 ohms
for matching the impedance of the H-33(*)/PT
or H-227/U,

(4) Audio driver Q2 amplifies the audio
'signals sufficiently to drive 2 watt, push-pull
output amplifier Q3A and B. Degeneration (de
veloped by resistor R8) and collector-ta-base feed
back (through resistor R5) are used to improve
the stability and minimize the distortion of audio
)driver Q2. The output from audio driver Q2 is
developed across the primary of transformer T2.
Tl·ansformel· T2 couples the signal to the bases
of 2 watt, push-pull output amplifiers Q3A and
B. Base bias for 2 watt, push-pull output ampli
fiers Q3A and B is developed from the 20 volts
de supply by the temperature-compensated volt
age divider consisting of resistors RIO and R12
and sensistor Rll. Collector-to-base feedback
(through capacitors C6 and C7) is used to pro
vide rolloff for frequencies above 3,500 Hz. The
2 watt, push-pull output amplifier Q3A and B,
amplifies the audio signal to a 2 watt level. This
'Output is applied to pin 15 of connector Jl for
application to the audio conner:tors on the RT
662/GRC or RT-834/GRC front panel. This out
put is used for drivillg the LS-166/U.

c, Squelch.
(1) The audio output from receiver IF mod

'\lIe lA7, which is applied to the AUDIO GAIN
"Control is also applied to pin 6 of connector Jl.
From pin 6 of connector Jl, the audio is coupled
by capacitor AICI to a voltage divider consisting
of resistor AIRI and the collector-ta-emitter re-



sistance of age attenuator AIQl, which is con
trolled by an agc loop. The collector-to-emitter
resistance is inversely proportional to the level
of the signal input, as detel'mined by the output
from age dc amplifier AIQ3. The voltage divider
provides a nearly constant output, which is cou
pled by capacitor AtC2 to the base of agc af am
plifier AIQ2. Resistor AIR2 is used to isolate
the voltage divider from the input impedance of
agc af amplifie,' AIQ2 ill order to insure maxi
mum control range. The audio output from the
voltage divider is amplified by AIQ2 and is cou
pled by capacitor AIC4 to the base of agc of am
plifier AIQ4. Degeneration developed by resis
tor AIR6 and collectol"-to-base feedback through
resistor AlR5 are used to improve the stability
and minimize the distol"tion of agc af amplifier
AIQ2. Agc af amplifier A2Q4 further amplifies
the audio signal and develops it across the pri
mary of transformer AITI. Collector-to-base
feedback (through resistor AIRl2) is used to im
prove the stability and minimize the distortion of
agc af amplifier AIQ4. Transformer AITI cou
ples the audio output from age af amplifier AIQ4
to high-pass filter A2C4, A2L2, low-pass filter
A2LI, AICIO, and also to an agc feedback cir
cuit consisting of age rectifier AICRt, agc atten
uator AIQI, and age dc amplifier AIQ3. This
~ireuit forms a closed age loop with age audio
amplifier AIQ2 and AIQ4. Zener diodes AlVR2
and AlVR3 provide clipping for any peaks that
exceed their firing points.

(2) The audio output from age af amplifier
AIQ4 is detected by agc rectifier AICRI and de
veloped across At R9. This voltage is filtered by
capacitor AlC6 and used as the de drive signal
for agc de amplifier AIQ3. This dc level is raised
by agc dc amplifier AIQ3, filtered by capacitor
AIC3, and used to bias agc attenuator AIQ1. As
the input signal increases, the dc output from age
dc amplifier AIQ3 will increase, decreasing the
collector-to-emitter resistance of agc attenuata!"
AIQ1. This will decrease the input to agc af am
plifier AIQ2. Similarly, as the signal decreases,
the collector-to-emittel· resistance of agc attenua
tor AlQl increases, increasing the signal level at
the base of agc af amplifier AlQ2. Since this is
a closed loop, the input to agc af amplifier AIQ2
is maintained at a nearly constant level after the
initial stabilization.

(3) Low-pass filter A2Ll, AICtO allows
the portion of the input frequencies between ap
proximately 400 and 600 Hz to pass to the base
of voice-sensing detector AIQ5. The positive por
tions of the applied signals will bias voice-sensing
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detector AIQ5 on and the negative portions will
keep voice-sensing detector AIQ5 cutoff. There
fore, voice-sensing detector AIQ5 will act as a
half-wave rectifier. This positive dc output is fil
tered by cal>acitor AlCS and applied to one end
of resistor A2RtO (SQUELCH SENS control).

(4) High-pass filter A2C4, A2L2 allows
only the portion of the input frequencies above
approximately 1,200 Hz to pass to the cathode of
noise-sensil1g detector A2CR3. Noise-sensing de
tector A2CR3 rectifies the negative portions of
the signals. This negative dc potential is filtered
by capacitor A2C5 and is applied to the other
end of resistor A2RIO (SQUELCH SENS con
trol) .

(5) Since voice energy is concentrated pri.
marily in the 400 to 600 Hz range ann the re
ceived noise energy is equally distributed
throughout the audio range, the two filter cir
cuits (3) and (4) above) allow discl'imination of
voice input from no voice input conditions. Tn
the case of no voice input, approximately equal
signals will pass thl'ough the two filters, with
the result that the dc voltage at the wipel· of re
sistor A2RlO will be insufficient to cause squelch
switch A2Q2 to conduct. When voice is present,
most of its energy will pass through the low-pass
filter «3) above), causing an increased positive
dc voltage on the wiper of resistor A2RlO. If the
voice level is sufficiently above the ambient noise,
the resulting dc voltage at the wiper of resistor
A2RIO will be sufficient to cause conduction in
squelch switch A2Q2. Resistor A2RlO is set so
that the ratio between the voice and noise must
be of a predetermined value, before squelch
switch A2Q2 will conduct.

s+n
(6) If the - ratio is of a predetermined

n
value (voice is predominant), the voltage of the
wiper or resistor A2RIO will forward bias squelch
.switch A2Q2 into conduction and its output will
be filtered by capacitor A2C3. If the SQUELCH
'switch is set at ON, squelch switch A2Ql will
be biased on and conduct. When squelch switch
A2QI conducts, emitter resistor A2R5 will be
grounded through the small collector·to-emitter
resistance of squelch switch A2QI, allowing the
audio to pass to the amplification circuits (b
above). 1f the noise predominates, the voltage at
the wiper of resistor A2RlO will not be sufficient
ly positive to bias squelch switch A2Q2 on. There
fore, resistor A2R5 will not be grounded. This
keeps squelch gate A2Q3 nonconducting, forcing
the noise signals to be dissipated in resistive di
vider A2Rl and A2R2 and be squelched.
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1-15. Frequency Standard Module 1A:3
(fig. 4-36)

NOTE
Prefix all reference designators in this
paragraph with the freqllency standard
module reference designator lA3, un
less otherwise specified.

u. Geneml. Frequency standard module lA3
produces an accurate and stable frequency refer
ence signal which is used to generate signals of
various frequencies used in operation. Frequency
standard module lA3 produces the following sig
nal outputs: lMHz, 5l\1Hz, 10MHz, and
500kHz.

b. 5 MHz Genemtion. The 5 MHz, frequency
reference signal is produced by oscillator AlAl
Q1. The frequency of the signal is determined by
the series resonant feedback path consisting of
crysta'- AlAIYl and capacitors AlAlC5 and
AlAlC6. Capacitor AlAlC6 is used to tune the
feedback circuit to the exact operating frequency,
5 MHz. The parallel-resonant circuit consisting
of transformer AlAlTl and capacitor AlAIC2

Section V. FREQUENCY 'SYNTHESIS ,ClltCUIT ANALY'SIS, REC'EIVER
TRANSMITTER, R.A:OIO RT-6621GRC ..,NO RT-lf34/GRC

provides the correct load for oscillator AIAIQl.
Transformer AIAITI is also used to tap off the
correct amount of feedback voltage needed to
sustain stable oscillations. Diodes AIAICR2 and
AIAICR3 symmetrically limit the amplitude of
the 5 MHz signal to a value equal to their for
ward voltage drops. The output from oscillator
AIAIQl is inductively coupled by transformer
AlAITl to the base of buffer amplifier AIAIQ2.
Buffer amplifier AIAIQ2 provides the necessary
isolation for oscillator AIAIQI, preventing ad
verse loading by the circuits that follow. The out
put from buffer amplifier AIAIQ2 is coupled by
transformer AIAIT2 to INT-EXT switch A3Sl.
When set at INT, as shown in figure 4-31, the 5
MHz signal is coupled by capacitor A3C7 to the
base of amplifier A3Q2 and also coupled by cap
acitor A3C5 to the base of multiply X2 A3Q1.
Amplifier A3Q2 raises the level of the 5 MHz
signal to make it suitable for use in mixer A2Q3
(d below). When switch A3S1 is set at INT, the

'E) MHz output from amplifier A3Q2 is also ap
plied through transformer A3T2, switch A3Sl,
and connector JlA-A2 to FREQ STD connector
lAlJ22 on the front panel. This allows an accu
rate and stable standard to be used as a reference
for other equipment. When switch A3Sl is set at
EXT, a standard 5 MHz signal connected to
FREQ STD connector lA1J22 is applied through
connector JlA-A2, switch A3Sl, transformer
A3T3, and switch A3Sl to amplifier- A3Q2 and
multiply X2 A3Ql. All signal outputs from fre
quency standard module lA3 are then referenced
to the external standard signal rather than the
output from oscillator AlAlQl (internal stand
ard). If the external standard signal level exceeds
the predetermined value determined by voltage
divider A3R9 and A3RI0, diode A3CRl will be
come forward-biased and conduct. Therefore, the
amplitude of the external standard is prevented
from exceeding the circuit requirements.

c. 10 MHz Generation. Multiply X2 A3Ql is
an amplifier that is biased for class AB operation.
This results in the production of harmonics from
'the basic 5 MHz input signal. A double-tuned
tank circuit is employed in the output circuit of
multiply X2 A3Ql to insure that only the desired
10 MHz output will pass. The selectivity of the
double-tuned tank circuit is sufficient to reject
the 5 MHz signal and all other harmonics above
10 MHz. The 10 MHz output from multiply X2
A3Ql is applied through connector JlB-A2 to
100 kHz synthesizer module lA2 (para 1-19).

1-14. Generat
(1,. The frequency synthesis section of the re

ceiver·transmitter will be presented in two parts.
A discussion of the RT-662/GRC is given in
paragraphs 1-1'5 through 1...,21. Also contained in
these paragraphs is the module functioning. Fre
quen.cy synthesis for the RT...J834/GRC is given
in paragraphs 1-22 through 1-24. Modules which
are common to both the RT-662/GRC and the
RT-834/GRC will not be discussed in these
paragraphs.

b. The frequency synthesis section of the Re
ceiver-Transmitter RT-662/GRC consists of five
modules, the function of which is to produce the
three groups of injection frequencies for use in
translator module lA8, the 1.7-5 MHz local car
rier, and the 5 MHz standard for external use.
The five modules used to accomplish this are:
frequency standard module lA3, frequency divid
er module lA6, 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer module
lA4, 100 kHz synthesizer m'Odule 1A2, and MHz
synthesizer module lA9. These five modules op
erate during both receive and transmit operation.
In the RT~834/GRC an additional module the
100 Hz synthesizer module lAlA2A8, for a total
of six modules, operate during both receive and
transmit operation.
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d. 1 MHz Generation. Mixer A2Q3 and multi
ply X4 A2Q2 form a regenerative closed~loop di
vider that produces a locked 1 MHz output when
synchronized by the 5 l'dHz signal. Initially,
prior to application of the 5 MHz synchronizing
signal, multiply X4 A2Q2 will act as an oscillator
with a feedback loop through mixer A2Q3. The
output from mixer A2Q3 is tuned to 1 MHz;
however, it has sufficient gain at 4 IvlHz to sus
tain oscillations in multiply X4 A2Q2. This loop
will then oscillate at a frequency neal' 4 MHz. The
5 MHz signal is couplerl through capacitors
A2C17, A2C16, and A2Cll to the base of mixer
A2Q3. The 4 MHz output from the regenerative
loop will also be coupled through capacitor
A2CII to the base of mixer A2Q3. Here these
two signals are subtractively mixed, producing an
output from mixer A2Q3 neal' 1 MHz. Multiply
X4 A2Q2 is biased for class AB operation, result·
ing in the production of harmonics from the basic
1 MHz input signal. The output tank circuit fol'
multiply X4 A2Q2 will pass the 4 l\'1Hz harmonic
and has sufficient selectivity to reject all other
harmonics above and below 4 :MHz, including the
I MHz basic frequency input. The 4 MHz signal
is then mixed with the 5 MHz signal. The fly
wheel effect of this regenerative closed-loop di
vider will eliminate any errol' in the 1 MHz sig
!lal output, resulting in a stable 1 MHz signal
output, locked to the 5 l\'lHz frequency reference
signal. Capacitors A2CI6 and A2C17 form an at
tenuator, preventing the 1 MHz signal fl'om get
ting back onto the 5 MHz input line. The 1 MHz
output from mixer A2Q3 is coupled by transform
er A2T3 to connector JIB-AI for application to
MHz synthesizer module IA9 (para 1~18). A
portion of the 1 MHz output from mixer A2Q3
is taken from a tap on the primary of transformer
A2T3 and is coupled through capacitor A2C15 to
transformer A2T1 (e below).

e. 500 kHz Generation. Mixer A2Ql is a re
generative closed~loop divider circuit, the output
:of which is 500 kHz. The 1 MHz output from
mixer A2Q3 (d above) is coupled through one of
the secondary windings of transformer A2Tl and
capacitor A2C3 to the base of mixer A2Q1. The
collector load for mixer A2Ql is a 500 kHz tuned
tank circuit consisting of the primary of trans
former A2Tl and capacitor A2C2. The initial ap
plication of the 1 MHz -signal causes mixer A2Ql
to generate energy at 500 kHz. The 500 kHz por
tion of this energy is amplified and passed by the
tuned-tank circuit. This 500 kHz output is then
mixed with the 1 MHz input to transformer A2Tl
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in mixer A2Ql, producing additional 500 kHz
drive to the base of mixer A2Ql. The flywheel
effect of this regenerative loop will then produce
a stable 500 kHz output, locked to the 5 MHz
frequency reference signal. The 500 kHz output
from mixer A2Ql is coupled by transformer A2Tl
to connector JlA-Al for application to frequen
cy divider module lA6 (para 1-16). Capacitor
A2Cl5 reduces the possibility of the 500 kHz sig
nal getting back to the 1 MHz line.

/. P1'oportional Oven Contl'ol Circuit. The pro~

portional oven control circuit is specifically de
signed to maintain crystal AIAIYl, oscillator
AIAIQl, and buffer amplifier AlAlQ2 at a con
stant ambient temperator of 85 0 C. (185 0 F.).
When the SERVICE SELECTOR switch is at
OVEN-ON, +27 volts dc is applied through
thermal switches AIS1 and AlS2 to heating ele
ment AIR2. The resulting current flow through
rIleating element AIR2 causes the oven to heat up
rapidly to approximately 78 0 C., at which time,
thermal swJtch AISl will open. At this time, the
temperatlll'e is controlled by the bridge consisting
of the secondary of transformer AlA2Tl, ther
mistor AIR3, and resistors AIA2R6 and AIA2
R7. The sensing element of this bridge, thermis
tor AIR3, detects the difference between 70 0 C.
'and 85 0 C., and applies a positive feedback sig
nal proportional to the unbalance in the circuit
to the base of buffer amplifier AIA2Ql. Buffer
amplifier AIA2Ql applies this positive feedback
to oscillator AIA2Q2, thereby determining its
output signal level. The primary of transformer
AlA2TI and capacitor AIA2C3 forms the tank
c.ircuit for oscillator AlA2Q2. The output from
oscillator AIA2Q2 is coupled from a tap on the
'Primary of transformer AIA2Tl by capacitors
AIA2C5 and AIA2C8 to the base of detector
driver AlA2Q3. Thermistor AlA2R13 compen~

sates for ambient temperature changes in order
to maintain the correct input levels to detector
drivel' A1A2Q3. Diode AIA2CR2 protects detec
tor~drive AIA2Q3 against excessive reverse bias
on the base-to-emitter junction. Resistors AIA2
Rll and A1A2R12 form a voltage divider to sup~

ply negative dc bias to the base of detector-driver
AIA2Q3. This tends to stabilize the gain of de
tector~driver AIA2Q3 as the ambient temperature
varies. The output from detector-driver AlA2Q3
drives power amplifier AIQI on, causing a cur
rent flow through heating elements AIRl and
AIR2, which is proportional to the unbalance of
the temperature bridge. As the temperature of
oven assembly Al increases, the amount of posi
tive feedback to oscillator AIA2Q2 decreases,
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and propol·tionally, the conduction rate of detec
tor-driver AIA2Q3 and Jlower amplifier AlQI
decreases. When the temperature of the circuit
reaches 85° C., the temperature bridge will hold
the output from oscillatol' AIA2Q2 constant.
This will maintain a constant current flow
through heating elements AlRl and AlR2, hold
ing the oven temperature at a nearly constant
85° C. If the temperature of the circuit drops be
low 85° C., the temperature bridge will again be
unbalanced and the temperature will be brought
back to 85° C. If for some reason the temperature.
sensing circuit failed, the temperature of the cir
cuit could continue to inCl"ease. To prevent dam
age to the transistors from overheating, thermal
switch AlS2 will open at approximately 900 C.
and remove operating voltage to detector-driver
AIA2Q3 and power amplifier AIQI. At the time
of initial turn on, the base of power amplifier
AlQI will be at approximately 27 volts de. Diode
AIA2CR2 is used to pl'event this voltage from
revel'se-biasing the emitter· to-base jun'ction of de
tector-driver AlA2Q3, preventing the stage from
being damaged.

1-16. Frequency Dividers Module 1A6

(fig. 4--40)

a. General. Frequency dividers module lAG
produces three spectrum outputs, for use in 100
kHz synthesizer module lA2 (para 1-19). and
10 and 1 kHz synthesizer module IA4 (para 1
17). This module also produces a spectrum out
put for cw operation (para l-6e) and the 1.75
MHz local carrier (para I-Be and l-12c and f).

NOTE
Prefix all reference designators in this
paragraph with the frequency dividers
module reference designator lA6, un
less otherwise specified.

b. 100 kHz Divider Cil·cuit. The 100 kHz di
vider circuit provides the spectrum of frequencies
used in 100 kHz synthesizer module IA2 (para
1-19). This circuit also produces the trigger
pulses for the 10 kHz divider circuit (c below).

(1) The input to the 100 kHz divider cir
cuit is the 500 kHz output from frequency stand
ard module lA3 (para l-15e). This sinusoidal
signal is applied to autotransformer AlTl, where
it is stepped up and coupled by capacitor AlC4
to the base of pulse shapeI' AlQ1. The negative
portions o( the 500 kHz signal are of sufficient
magnitude to drive pulse shapeI' AIQI into sat-

uration. This results in the collector of pulse
shaper AIQI being effectively switched between
zero and the sllpply voltage level. Diode AlCRl
provides temperature compensation for pulse
shaper AlQl and aids in the shaping of the out
put pulses. The positive pulsed output from
pulse shapeI' AlQI is differentiated by capacitor
AlCS and the input impedance of astable multi
vibrator AlQ2, AIQ3.

(2) AIultivibrator AlQ2, AIQ3 is an astable
(free-running) multivibrator until synchronized
by the 500 kHz trigger pulses. Assume that a
positive trigger pulse is applied to the base of
transistor AlQ2 and that both transistors AlQ2
and AIQ3 are cut off. The collector of transistol'
AIQ2 and the base of transistor AlQ3 are at the
supply voltage level (7.5 volts de) at this time.
The input pulse will forward-bias transistor
AIQ2, causing it to conduct. The resulting col
lector current develops a voltage drop across re
sistor AlR4, decreasing the base bias of transistor
AIQ3. Since the emitter of transistor AlQ3 is at
the supply voltage level, AlQ3 will become for
ward-biased and conduct. This causes the collec
tor of AIQ3 to go from zero to approximately 6.5
volts de. (The 1 volt drop would be caused by
the small forward resistance of diodes AlCR3 and
the emitter-to-collectar resistance of transistor
AlQ3.) The base-bias voltage divider for transis
tor AlQ2 (resistors AIRS, AIRG, AIR7) will
have 6.5 volts dc (transistor AlQ3 collector volt·
age) on one end and the 7.5 volt dc sllpply on
the other end. This causes AIQ2 to go too and
be held at saturation. The"efore, AlQ2 and AlQ3
are both conducting at saturation. Capacitor AlC7
now charges through two paths. One path is
through resistor AlR2J, transistor AlQ2, and re
sistor AlR4. The other path is through resistol"
AIR8, transistor AIQ3, and diode AlCR3. As
the charge on capacitor AlC7 increases, the emit
ter bias on transistor AIQ2 increases, decreasing
the forward bias. This reduces the collector cur
rent of tl"ansistor AIQ2, causing the collector to
go positive. Therefore, the base bias on transistor
AlQ3 will go positive, decreasing the forward
bias. This decreases the collector current of tran
sistor AlQ3, decreasing the amount of bias ap
plied to the base of transistor AlQ2 by base-bias
voltage divider AlR5, AIR6, AIR7. This further
reduces the forward bias of transistor AIQ2. The
resulting reg~neration b,·jngs transistors AIQ2
and AIQ3 out of saturation and continues until
they are both cut off. Capacitor AlC7 now starts
the discharge through resistors AlRIO, AIR9,
and AIR8. During the start of the discharge



period, the trigger pulses are still applied to the
base of transistor AIQ2, but are not of suff,icient
magnitude to turn it 011. When transistors AIQ2
and AIQ3 are cutoff, the base bias on transistor
AIQ2 is determined by voltage divider AIR5,
AIR6, AIR7, A1R9, AlRIO. The emitter voltage
is the charge on capacitor AIC7, Therefore, cap
acitor AIC7 has to discharge to such a value that
when a positive trigger pulse is applied to the
b~se of transistor AIQ2, it starts to conduct. The
time constant of the 1'C network consisting of ca
pacitor AIC7 and resistors AIRS, A1R9, A1R10 is
fixed so that resistor A1R5 can be adjusted to set
the bias on the base of transistor A1Q2 to allow
every fifth pulse, after the initial trigger pulse,
to turn transistor AIQ2 on. When this occurs,
the collector voltage on transistor AIQ2 will
again decrease, and the regeneration process will
be repeated. Thus, the process of regeneration oc
curs before the natural period has been completed
as a result of the application of every fifth trigger
to the base of transistor AIQ2. This results in an
output (at the collector of tl'ansistor A1Q3) that
is exactly one-fifth the input trigger pulse rate.
The resulting 100 kHz signal present at the col
lector of transistor A1Q3 is applied to the 10
kHz divider circuit (c below), Capacitor ALCI0
prevents any degeneration from occurring in the
circuit as a result of the small forward resistance
of diode A1CRS. Capacitor AleS speeds up the
application of the pulses from the collector of
transistor AIQ3 to base of transistor A1Q2. The
100 kHz pulsed output from transistor AIQ3 is
developed across voltage divider AlR9, A1R10
and is coupled by capacitor A1Cll to the base of
pulse amplif,iel' AIQ4.

(3) Pulse amplifier A1Q4 and keyed oscil
lator AIQ5 form a keyed oscillator circuit that
will produce a sinusoidal burst (spectrum) of
frequencies, During the off time of astable multi
vibrator AIQ2, AIQ3, pulse amplifier A1Q4 is
forward-biased and conducts to saturation. When
pulse amplifier A1Q4 is conducting, the small
emitter-to-collector resistance will heavily load
the tank circuit (capacitor AlC13 and the pri
mary of transformer A1T2) of keyed oscillator
A1Q5, preventing regeneration. When a positive
pulse is coupled to the base of pulse amplifier
AIQ4, it will become reverse-biased and cut off
for the duration of the pulse. This removes the
load from the tank circuit of oscillator AIQ5, per
mitting it to oscillate at its natural frequency. Re
sistor AIRI6 helps turn off keyed oscillator
A1Q5 by increasing the voltage on the collector
of keyed oscillator AIQ5 when pulse amplifier
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A1Q4 is conducting at saturation. When the load
created by the conduction of pulse amplifier
AIQ4 is removed from the tank circuit of keyed
oscillator A1Q5, the tank circuit will produce a
sinusoidal burst of frequencies. This results in a
spectrum of frequencies between 15.3 and 16.2
MHz centered around the free-running frequen
cy of oscillato," AIQ5. These frequency bursts are
separated by the 100 kHz keying rate. This fre
quency spectrum is coupled by transformer AIT2
to connector JIA-A4 for application to 100 kHz
synthesizer module lA2 (para 1-19).

c. 10 kHz Divider Circuit. The 10 kHz divider
circuit produ~cs one of the spectrums of frequen
cies used in 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer module
1A4 (para 1-17). This circuit also produces the
triggering pulses for the 1 kHz divider circuit
(d below), the 1.75 MHz generator (e below),
and the vernier frequency capabilities.

(1) The input to the 10 kHz divider circuit
is the 100 kHz tl·iggering pulse from the 100 kHz
divider cirCliit (b above). This pulsed signal is
differentiated by capacitor A2C2 and the input
impedance of bistable multivibrator A1Ql, A2Q2.
Bistable multivibratol" A2Ql, A2Q2 produces one
output pulse for every two input pulses. The
positive pulses are directed to the saturated tran
sistor of multivibrator A2Q1, A2Q2 by steering
diodes A2CR1 and A2CR2. This turns off the
saturated transistor and starts the required regen
erative process. Resistor A2R2 references the
anodes of steering diodes A2CRl and A2CR2 at
the same potential as the emitters of transistors
A2Ql and A2Q2 and provides the return path
for capacitor A2CZ. The resulting 50 kHz pulsed
output is developed across voltage divider A2R6,
A2R9 and is coupled by capacitor A2Cll to the
1.75 MHz genel"8tor (e below), The 50 kHz
pulsed output from bistable multivibrator A2Ql,
A2Q2 is also developed across resistor A2R10 and
is applied to astable multivibrator A2Q3, A2Q4.

(2) The 50 kHz pulsed signal is differ
entiated by capacitor A2C6 and the input imped
ance of astable multivibrator A2Q3, A2Q4.
Astable multivibratol' A2Q3, A2Q4 functions the
same as astable multivibrator AIQ2, A2Q3 (b
above) to produce a 10 kHz pulsed output across
voltage divider A2R16, A2R17. This 10 kHz
pulsed output is applied to the 1 kHz divider cir
cuit (d below) and is coupled by capacitor A2C20
to the base of pulse amplifier A2Q7.

(3) When the FREQ VERNIER control is
at OFF, pulse amplifier A2Q7 and keyed oscilla
tor A2QS function as a keyed oscillator the same
as pulse amplifier A1Q4 and keyed oscillator
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A1Q5 (b above). This circuit produces a spectrum
of frequencies between 2.48 and 2:57 MHz which
are separated by the 10 kHz keying rate. The
spectrum output from the keyed oscillator is cou
pled hy transformer A2T3 to connector JIB-A!
for application to 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer lA4
(para 1-17).

(4) When the FREQ VER. IER control is
in an on position, keyed oscillator A2Q8 func
tions as a amplifier. The feedback path for keyed
oscillator A2Q8 is through transformer A2T3,
capacitor A2C25, diode A2CR8, and capacitor
A2C27. When the FREQ VERNIER control is
placed in the on position, 20 volts dc is applied
through pin 1 of connector JIA, decoupling net
work A2L3, A2R40, and resistor A2R37 to the
anode of diode A2CR9. This will forward-bias
diode A2CR9, applying approximately 15 volts
dc to the cathode of diode A2CR8. Since the
anode bias on diode A2CR8 is only 9 volts dc (as
determined by voltage divider A2R44, A2R34,
A2R33), diode A2CR8 will be reverse-biased.
This will then block the feedback path of keyed
oscillator A2Q8, preventing it from functioning
as an oscillator. The output from oscillator A2Q9
will then be gated to the keyed oscillator (am
plifier) A2Q8 by pulse amplifier A2Q7 at the 10
kHz keying rate. The resonant circuit for oscilla-.
tor A2Q9 consists of 2.53 MHz crystal A2Y2, in
ductor A2L2, and voltage variable capacitor
A2CRI0. The center point of vvc A2CRIO is set
by the dc voltage level established by tempera
ture-compensated voltage divider A2R407, A2R50,
A2R48. A2R43, A2R49. ""d the FREQ. VER
NIER control on the front panel. Resistor A2R49
provides adjustment to compensate for differ
ence in the voltage variable capacitors used. The
wi'Per of the FREQ. VERNIER control is con
nected to pin 2 of connector JIA, and one end of
the control Js connected to pin 4 of connector
JIA. The other end of the FREQ. VERNIER con
trol goes through a temperature-compensating
network to 20 volts dc (fig. 4-33). This allows
the voltage at pin 2 of connector JIA to be varied
above and below the reference point established
by the 20 volts dc on pin 1 of connector JIA.
Therefore, the resonance of the tank circuit may
be varied plus or minus 600 Hz. Since the capacity
of a vvc varies nonlinearly with voltage, resistor
A2R43 is placed from the wiper to one end of
the FREQ. VERNIER control to make it non·
linear. The value of resistor A2R43 is chosen to
establish nonlinearity 10 the FREQ. VERNIER
control. Therefore, the nonlinear voltage across
resistors A2R4D and A2R43 and the FREQ. VER-
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NIER control will cancel the nonlinearity of vvc
A2CRI0. Resistor A2R42 is an isolating resistor.
Base bias for oscillator A2Q9 is established by
voltage divider A2R39, A2R41. Capacitors A2C28
and A2C30 form the reactive voltage divider for
the feedback required to sustain oscillations in
oscillator A2Q9. Capacitor A2C30 is a tempera
ture-compensating capacitor. Resistor A2R38
is the emitter current-limiting Tesistor. The
2.5"3 MHz plus or minus 600 Hz output from
oscillator A2Q9 is coupled by capacitor A2C29 to
the anode of diode A2CR9. Since diode A2CR9
is forward-biased in the vernier condition, the
output from A2Q9 is coupled by capacitor A2C27
to the base of keyed oscillator (amplifier) A2Q8.
Pulse amplifier A2Q7 will gate this signal
through keyed oscillator (amplifier) A2Q8 at the
kHz keying rate. This will produce the desired
2.48 to 2.57 MHz spectrum, the spectrum points
of which are· separated exactly by the 10 kHz key
ing rate, but are variable plus or minus 600 Hz
depending on the setting of the FREQ VERNI
ER control. The collector of pulse amplifier
A2Q7 is switched between 0 and 20 volts dc by
the synchronizing signal. This switching signal is
applied to ,the anodes of diodes A2CR5 and
A2CR6. Diode A2CR7 always has 20 volts dc ap
plied to its anode. The potential difference be
tween anode and cathode of this reference diode
(A2CR7) is approximately 1 volt dc. When the
switching voltage is at 0 volt, diodes A2CR5 and
A2CR6 will be reversed·biased and diode_A2CR7
will be forward-biased, placing the tap of trans
former A2T3 at ac ground potential. When the
switching voltage is at 20 volts dc, diodes A2CR5
and A2CR6 will be forward-biased and diode
A2CR7 will be reversed-biased. Diodes A2CR5
and A2CR6 (when forward biased) effectively
place an ac short across the tank circuit while
diode A2CR7 removes the ground at the tap of
transformer A2T3. Therefore, diode A2CR7, in
conjunction with diodes A2CR5 and A2CR6, pre
vents ringing in the tank circuit as a result of the
effective switching of the ac short.

d. 1 kHz Dividc1' Circuit. The 1 kHz divider
circuit produces the signal for the 1 kHz synthe
sizer module IA4 (para 1-17). This circuit also
produces the 1 kHz pulse output that is used in
transmitter IF and audio module 1A5 for cw key·
ing (para I-6e). The input to the I kHz divider
circuit is the 10 kHz triggering pu-lse from the
10 kHz nividel' r.ircuit (e above). The pulsed sig
Ilal is differentiated by capacitor A3C2 and the
input impedance of bistable multivibrator A3Q1,
A3Q2. Bistable multivibrator A3Ql, A3Q2 func-



tions exactly like bistable multi vibrator A2Q1,
A2Q2 (c above) to divide the 10 kHz pulsed in
put by two. The 5 kHz pulsed output from bi
stable multi vibrator A3Ql, A3Q2 is differentiated
by capacitor A3C6 and the input impedance of
astable multi vibrator A3Q3, A3Q4. Astable mul
tivibrator A3Q3, A3Q4 functions exactly like
astable multivibrator AIQ2, AIQ3 (b above) by
dividing the 5 kHz pulsed signal by five. The
resulting 1 kHz pulsed output is required in the
10 and 1 KHz synthesizer module IA4. This is
applied to 10 and 1 KHz synthesizer module IA4
through connector J lA-A 1 (para 1-17). The 1
kHz pulse output is also applied through resistor
A3R18 to connector JIA-A2 to the 2 kHz gen
eratol' for cw opel'ation (pm'lI 1-6('),

e. 1.7/j MHz GelleratOI', The 1.7G MHz local
carrier is used in tl'ansmitter lF and audio mod
ule lA5 (para 1-6(') and "eceive IF module IA7
(para 1-2c and I). The input to the 1.75 MHz
generator is 50 kHz pulsed output from the 10
kHz divider cil'cuit (r ahove). This signal is ap
plied to a keyed oscillator circuit consisting of
pulse amplifier A2Q:i and keyed oscillator A2Q6.
This keyed oscillatOl' circuit functions exactly like
the keyed oscillator circuit in the 100 kHz divider
circuit (AIQ4 and AIQ5, b above) to produce a
spectrum of frequencies centered around 1.75
MHz, which are separated by the 50 kHz keying
rate, The keying synchronizes the 1.75 MHz free
running frequency of oscillator A2Q6, insuring
that the exact 1.75 l\IHz output is always present
in the spectrum. The spectrum output from the
keyed oscillator circuit is filtered by crystal A2Y1,
allowing only the 1.75 :MHz spectrum point to
be developed across the tank circuit consisting of
capacitor A2C19 and the primary of transformer
A2T2, Capacitor A2C16 provides a means of ad
justing the series impedance to the applied spec
trum and thereby, the amplitude of the spectrum.
The circuit consisting of crystal A2Yl, capacitors
A2C18 and A2CI9, and transformer A2T2 forms
a filter for the 1.75 MHz signal. Capacitor A2C18
is adjusted so that the impedance of capacitor
A2C18 and the bottom half of the primary of
transformer A2T2 equals the impedance of the
holder signal by five, The resulting 1 kHz pulsed
output contains the required 21 to 30 kHz har
monics that are required in 10 and 1 kHz synthe.
sizer module lA4. This is the primary of trans
former A2T2, will be of the same amplitude, but
1800 out of phase with each othel·. This prevents
any signal except the desired one from appearing
in the 1.75 MHz output.
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1-17. 10 and 1 kH:a: Synthesi:a:erModule lA4
(f;g.4-:l7)

It. General. The 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer
module lA4 produces a band of frequencies, in
1 kHz steps, between 4.551 and 4.650 MHz for
injection into translator module lAS (para 1-7),
This module also produces a 7.1 MHz output in
which the frequency errors of the two oscillators
are incorporated for application to 100 Hz synthe
sizer module lA2 (para 1-19) to complete an er
1'01' canceJlation loop (para 1-21).

NOn;
Prefix all reference designators in this
paragraph with 10 and 1 kHz synthe
sizer module reference designntor 1A4,
unless otherwise specified,

b. InjectiQ1/ Frequency Genemtioll. The 4.551
to 4.650 MHz band of injection frequencies is
produced by mixing the output from oscillator
AIQ2 with the output from oscillator AIQS.

(1) Crystal oscillator AIQ2 produces any 1
of 10 frequencies between 6.:)0 and 6.59 MHz, in
10 kHz steps. The frequency produced is deter
mined by the selection of 1 of 10 crystals (A3YI
to A3YIO) using the 10 KC or (kHz) switch
A3S1, on the front panel of the receiver-trans
mitter. The output from oscillator AIQ2 is
limited by diodes AICRI and AICR2. A small
reverse bias is applied to these diodes h:- resistors
AIR2 and AIR3 to maintain a higher crystal Q
over the environmental range. The output from
oscillator AIQ2 is coupled by capacitor AIC4 to
the base of mixer AIQ5 and is coupled by capaci
tor AIC6 to the base of isolation amplifier AIQ4.

(2) Crystal oscillator AIQ8 produces any 1
of 10 frequencies between UNO and 1.949 MHz
in 1 kHz steps. The frequency produced is deter
mined by the selection of 1 of 10 crystals (A4YI
to A4YIO) using the 1 KC 01' (kHz) switch A4S2
on the front panel of the unit. The output from
oscillator AIQ8 is limited by diodes AICR8 and
AICR9. Diodes AICR8 and AICR9 are slightly
reversed-biased by the voltage from voltage di
vider AIR34, AIR35 to maintain a higher crystal
Q over the environmental range. The output from
oscillator AIQ8 is coupled by capacitor AIC3 to
the base of keyed amplifier-spectrum generator
AIQ3 and by capacitor AIC22 to the base of emit
ter follower AIQ7. Voltage divider AIR30.
AIC25 provides a low impedance to the output
from oscillator AIQ8 and a high impedance to I
kHz feedback from keyed amplifier-spectrum
generator AIQ3 to minimize the amount of 1 kHz
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pulses appearing in the 10 and 1 kHz output.
The output from emitter follower A1Q7 is cou
pled by capacitor A1C14 to the emitter of mixer
AIQ5. Emitter follower A1Q7 prevents oscilla·
tor AIQ8 from being loaded by mixer AIQ5.

(3) The 1.940 to 1.949 :MHz signal is sub
tractively mixed with the 6.59 to 6.50 MHz sig.
nal in mixer AIQE; to produce the 4,551 to 4.650
MHz band of injection frequencies, The output
circuit for mixer AIQi'> is a triple-tuned bandpass
filter, The filter passes only the difference be
tween the 6,59 to 6.50 l\Hlz and 1.940 to 1.949
MHz signals (4.551 to 4.650 MHz in 1 kHz
steps). The filter has a bandwidth slightly great·
er than 100 kHz to allow for temperature drift
of the filter, but has sufficient selectivity to at
tenuate any frequency outside of the bandpass.
Capacitors A1Cl3 and AIC12 are integral parts
of the filter and couple the signal between the
sections of the filter. The output from the triple
tuncd bandpass filtcr is coupled by trunsformer
AlT2 to connector JlB-A3 for application to
translator module lA8 (para 1-7).

c. 7,1 111Hz Gellel'Ution, The 7.1 ~IHz signal
is produced by mixing a 9,07 MHz signal with a
1,97 MHz signal. The 9.07 ~IHz signal is pro
duced by mixing the output from oscillator AIQ2
with a 10 kHz spectrum point from fl'equency rli
videI's module lA6 (para 1-16), The 1.97 MHz
signal is produced by mixing the output signal
from oscillator AIQ8 with one of the harmonics
of the 1 kHz pulse output fl'Om fl'equency divid
ers module lAG (para 1-16). Therefol'e, the 9.07
MHz signal and the 1.97 MHz signal will con
tain the error of theil' respecti"e oscillator. These
errors will be contained in the 7,1 MHz signal.

(1) The output from oscillator AlQ2 is cou
pled by capacitol' AIC6 to the base of isolation
amplifier A1Q4, The output from isolation am·
plifier AIQ4 is developed aCl'OSS the LC tank cil'·
cuit consisting of inductor AIL3 and capacitor
AIC24, from which it is coupled by capacitor
A2Cl to the base of mixel' A2Q 1. The output
level from isolation amplifiel' AIQ4 is such that
it "'ill not affect the conversion gain of mixer
A2QI; therefol'e, the tuning of tank circuit
AIL3, AIC24 is not critical. Isolation amplifier
AIQ4 IlI'events mixer A2Ql f!'Om loadinK oscilln·
tor AIQ2 and also pl'events any of the 10 kHz
spectrum from appearing in the 10 and 2 kHz
output. The 10 kHz spe:t!'um output from fre·
quency dividers module IA6 (para 1-16) is ap·
plied to conll~ctor JIA-Al. From there it is cou·
pled by capacitor A2C3 to the emitter of mixer
A2Q1. The 6.::;9 to 6.50 MHz output from oscil-
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lator AIQ2 is additively mixed with the 10 kHz
spectrum (2.48 to 2.57 MHz). The output circuit
for mixer A2QI is tuned to 9.07 :MHz, attenuat·
ing some of the other mixing products, The 9.07
MHz signal is applied to filter A2FLl to atten4

uate (more than GO dB) all mixing products ex
cept the desired 9.07 :MHz, The 9.07 MHz out·
put from filter A2FLI is coupled by capacitor
A2C8 to the base of mixer A2Q2,

(2) The 1 kHz pulsed output from frequen4

cy dividers module lA6 is applied to connector
Jl A-A2, From there it is coupled by cap'acitor
AIC30 to the base of pulse amplifier AIQ1. With
no pulse input, pulse amplifier AIQI is biased
into saturation, The I>ositive portions of the 1
kHz pulsed input will drive pulse amplifier
A1Ql into cutoff. This effectively switches the
collector of pulse amplifier AIQl from 20 to 0
volt at a 1 kHz rate. This pulsed output is used
to gate keyed amplifiel··spectrum generator Al Q3
on and off at the 1 kHz keying rate, The output
from keyed amplifier spectrum generator is tuned
to 1.97 MHz. The output from oscillator AIQ8
(1.940 to 1.949 MHz) is additively mixed in the
primal'y of transformer AITI with the harmonic
of the 1 kHz pulsed input (21 to 30 kHz) that
will produce a 1.97 MHz output, Diodes AICR3
and AICR4 provide a complete ac short across
the pl'imary of transfol'mer Al'1'l (while in the
fonval'd·biased condition) at the 1 kHz keying
rate. Diode AICR5 is used to place the top of
transformer AITI at ac ground potential and to
reference the tuned circuit at the dc supply volt·
age, thereby Jll'eventing the tuned circuit from
ringing as the ac shol·t is switched in and out
of the tuned circuit, The output fl'om keyed am
plifiel'-spectrum generato!" AIQ3 is tuned fOl' un
MHz to attenuate some of the other mixing prod
ucts, This signal is applied to filter A2F12,
which attenuates (more than 60 dB) all the spec
trum points except the d~ired 1.97 MHz, The
1.97 MHz output from filter A2FL2 is coupled
by capacitor A2C8 to the base of mixer A2Q2.

(3) .Mixer A2Q2 subtr8ctively mixes the
U/7 MHz signal with the 9.07 MHz signal to
produce the desired 7.1 MHz output. The output
from mixel' A2Q2 i.s coupled by capacitor A2Cll
to the base of amplifiel' A2Q3, The gain of mixer
A2Q2 is controlled by the age voltage applied to
resistor A2R7 «4) below), Amplifier A2Q3
raises the 7,1 MHz signal to a level suitable for
use in 100 KHz synthesizer module lA2 (para
1-19), The output from amplifiler A2Q3 is COli·

pled by transformer A2T3 to connector JIB-Al.



(4) The output from amplifier A2Q3 is cou
pled by capacitor A2C15 to the base of amplifier
A2Q4. Amplifier A2Q4 raises the level of the
7.1 MHz signal and develops it across the tuned·
tank circuit. The base of detector-de amplifier
A2Q5 is referenced near the supply voltage level
l.Jy diode A2CR1, thereby controlling the biasing
of detector-dc amplifier A2Q5. When the 7.1
MHz signal swings positive, diode AlCRI con
ducts more, causing the base-to-emitter junction
of detector-dc amplifier A2Q5 to be even more
de reversed-biased. When the 7.1 MHz signal
swings negative, diode AlCRI conducts less, for
ward-biasing detector-dc amplifier A2Q5. The 7.1
MHz signal will be half-wave rectified by detec
tor-dc amplifier A2Q5, filtered by capacitors
A2C20 and A2C22, and applied to resistor A2R7
to control the gain of mixer A2Q2. The ouoput
level of the 7.1 MHz signal is determined by the
an lOunt of forward bias on detector-dc amplifier
A2Q5. This closed-loop circuit will stabilize and
insure a constant 7.1 MHz output from mixer
A2Q2. ResistOI' A2R18 Pl'ovides a dc path for
A2CRl. Capacitor A2C18 is the bypass for resis
tor A2R18. Resistor A2R17 is used to adjust the
load for the secondary of transformer A2T4 and
the amount of signal to be detected, thereby ad
justing the output level of the 7.1 MHz signal.

1-18. MHz 'Synthesizer Module lA9
(fig. 4-43)

a. Geneml. MHz synthesizer module lA9 pro
duces a band of mixing frequencies, in 1 MHz
steps, between 2.5 and 23.5 MHz for injection
into translator module lAS (para 1-7). The MHz
synthesizer module also produces the hi/lo infor
mation for 100 kHz synthesizer module lA2
(para 1-19) and translator module lAS (para
1-7).

NOTE
Prefix all reference designators in this
paragraph with MHz Synthesizer mod
ule reference designator lA9, unless
otherwise specified.

b. Injection Frequency Generation. The 2.5 to
23.5 MHz band of injection frequencies is pro
duced by oscillator A3Ql, A3Q2. The frequency
output from oscillator A3Ql, A3Q2 is deter
mined by 1 of 1'7 crystals (A4Yl through A4·
Y17), which are automatically switched into the
circuit by the digital tuning circuit (para l-23d)
according to the setting of the frequency controls
on the front panel. Due to the wide range of fre-
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quencies used, it is necessary to switch a capacitor
(A5Ci through A5C17) for each crystal into the
feedback network in order to produce a uniform
output level. The selected capacitor and capacitor
A3C6 form a reactive voltage divider. The sig
nal at the output of oscillator A3QI, A3Q2 is ap·
plied back to this divider through resistor A3Rl5
and thermistor A3R17. Thermistor A3R17 com
pensates the amount of feedback as the tempera
ture chan-ges. The output from oscillator A3Ql,
A3Q2 is limited to the forward voltage drop of
diodes A3CR2 and A3CR3. The output from os
cillator A3Ql, A3Q2 is locked to the exact fre
quency required by voltage variable capacitor
(vvc) A3CRl. The dc control voltage for vvc
A3CR'1 is the output voltage from dc amplifier
A2Q3 (b below). The complete feedback path
for oscillator A3Ql, A3Q2 consists of the selected
crystal (A4Yl through A4Y17), vvc A3GRl, ca
l)acitors A3C4, A'3CIO, A3C6, and th-e selected
capacitor (A5Cl through A5C17), resistor
A3R15, and thermistor A3R17. Capacitor A3C4
is a temperature-compensating capacitor, provid
ing compensation for variations in crystal fre
quency 'as the temperature varies. Capacitor A3
ClO allows the capacity of the feedback circuit to
be adjusted to compensate for the variations in
the tolerances of the vvc used in the circuit. The
output from oscillator A3Ql, A3Q2 is coupled
by capacitor A3CS to isolation amplifier A2AIQl
and emitter follower A3Q3. Emitter follower
A3Q3 prevents the circuit of translator module
lAS from loading the output from oscillator
A3QI, A3Q2. The output from emitter follower
A3Q3 is coupled by capacitor A3C9 to connector
JIA2 for application to translator module lAS
(para 1-7).

c. Phase Lock Loop. The phase lock loop gen
erates a de voltage proportional to the frequency
error of oscillator A3Ql, A3Q2. This dc voltage
is applied to vvc A3CRI to maintain the oscilla
tor output at the exact frequency required.

(1) The 1 MHz output from frequency
standard module 1A3 (para 1-15) is applied to
connector JIAl, from which it is applied through
resistor AIR2 to autotransformer AITl. Resistor
AIR2 prevents loading of the 1 MHz input sig
nal. The level of the I MHz signal is stepped up
by autotransformer AlTl, which is tuned to 1
MHz by capacitor AlCl, and is applied to a clip
per circuit consisting of diode AICR2 and resis
tor AIR3. The positive portion of the 1 MHz sig
nal is removed and the resulting negative pulses
are coupled by capacitor AlC3 to the base of
pulse amplifier AlQl. "The negative-going pulses
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drive pulse amplifier AlQl into saturation, pro
ducing a positive-going pulse with a fast risetime
at the collector of pulse amplifier AIQl. If the
base of pulse amplifier AlQl attempts to go
more positive than the emitter, diode AlCR3 will
become forward-biased. This clamps the base
voltage, preventing excessive reverse bias on the
base-to·emitter junction of pulse amplifier AlQl.
The positive pulsed output from pulse amplifier
AlQl is coupled by capacitor AIC4 to the base
of pulse shapeI' AlQ2, driving it into saturation.
The positive pulsed input to pulsed shaper AlQ2
is differentiated by capacitor AlC4 and the input
impedance to pulse shapeI' AIQ2. Capacitor
AIC6 is used to compensate for frequency roll·
off at the higher frequencies to maintain a uni
form spectrum output from pulse shaper AlQ2.
The negative pulsed output from pulse shapeI'
AlQ2 is coupled to the base of pulse shapeI'
AlQ3 by capacitor AlCS. The negative pulsed
input to pulse shapeI' AIQ3 is differentiated by
capacitor AlCS and the input impedance of pulse
shapeI' AIQ3. The shape of the waveform is de
termined mainly by the value of capacitor AlCS.
Pulse shapeI' AlQ3 is a class C amplifier which
produces a sharp amplifier output pulse. Diode
AlCR4, like diode AlCR3, is used as a protec
tive device to clamp the positive portions of the
input signal. The positive-going output signal is
developed across inductor AIL1. The value of
inductor AlLl is chosen so that the output sig
nal will have the correct bandwidth and ampli
plitude from 1 to 25 :MHz. The negative portions
of the output signal are removed by the clipping
circuit, consisting of diode AlCR5 and resistor
AlR17. The positive pulsed output from pulse
shaper AlQ3 is coupled by capacitor A2C2 to the
base of mixer A2Q1.

(2) The output from oscillator A3Ql,
A3Q2 is coupled by capacitor A2AICl to the in·
put of isolation amplifier A2AlQ1. The output
of isolation amplifier A2AlQl is coupled by ca
pacitor A2C3 to the base of mixer A2Q1. Isolation
amplifier A2AlQl prevents any of the pulsed
output from pulse shapeI' AlQ3 from being fed
back to oscillator A3Ql, A3Q2 and producing un
wanted spurious signals. The double-tuned out·
put circuit (transformer A2Tl, capacitor A2C6
and transformer A2T2, capacitor A2C8) for mix
er A2Ql is tuned to 1.5 MHz. Thel'efore, the os
cillator output will be subtractively mixed in
mixer A2Ql with those two spectrum points of
the pulsed output pt;lse shapeI' AIQ3 that will
produce two tones close to 1.5 MHz. This results
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in a two-tone output from mixer A2Ql, the en
velope of which is varying by twice the error of
the output from oscillator A3Ql, A3Q2. To make
this more understandable, assume that the input
from oscillator A3Ql, A3Q2 should be 2.500000
MHz, but is 2.500100 MHz (100 hertz error).
This signal will be mixed with the 1 MHz and 4
MHz spectrum points, resulting in two tones:
1.500100 MHz and 1.499900 MHz. Therefore,
the envelope of the two-tone signal will be vary
ing at a 200 hertz rate. The output f·rom mixer
A2Ql is coupled by capacitor A2C7 to another
tuned circuit (A2T2, A2C8), which in combina·
tion with the tuned output of mixer A2Ql, pro·
vides the selectivity required to attenuate all
mixer products of mixer A2QI, except those at
or near 1.5 MHz. The output from th·is tuned cir·
cuit is coupled by capacitor A2Cl2 to the base of
IF amplifier A2Q2. A small amount of degenera
tion, to stabilize the gain of IF amplifier A2Q2,
is provided by the temperature-compensated net·
work consisting of resistor A2R 11 and thermistor
A2R21. The output from IF amplifier A2Q2 is
developed across the tuned circuit consisting of
capacitor A2Cl5 and the 'primary of transformer
A2T3, from which it is coupled to diode A3CRl.
Diode A2CRl envelope detects the two-tone out·
put from IF amplifier A2Q2. Assuming the same ...........
error as before, the output from diode AlCRl
would be 200 hertz. This 200 hertz signal would
be applied to the emitter of dc amplifiel' A2Q3.
The input level to dc amplifier A2Q3 is set by
resistor A2Rl5. Thermistor A2R20 provides tem
perature compensation for the base and emilter
biasing circuits. The output from dc amplifier
A2Q3 is applied to vvc A3CRl. This creates a
closed-loop to lock the output of oscillator A3Ql,
A3Q2 at the exact output frequency required.
This output is a dc level, which is varied by the
error (ac) voltage. The ac output of dc amplifier
A2Q3 varies the capacitance of vvc A3CRl by
varying the applied voltage about the dc refer-
ence, sweeping the frequency of oscillator A3QI,
A3Q2 accordingly. Since the loop is closed, this
sweep frequency will decrease with time due to
the decrease in the oscillator error as it is swept.
When the error signal has been reduced to one
that is within the pull-in or capture range of the
oscillator, the oscillator will be locked exactly at
the desired frequency. At this time, only the dc
level will be applied to vvc A3CRl to hold the
oscillator in lock. If the phase of the oscillator
begins to drift the dc reference on the vvc A3-

CRI will shift accordingly to hold the oscillator
locked to the 1 MHz reference signal. Resistors



A3R16 and A3R14 and capacitor A3C2 form a
compensating network for both phase and ampli
tude margin. Since there will be some high-fre
quency rolloff of the spectrum output from pulse
shaper AIQ3, the 1.5 MHz IF output from IF
amplifier A2Q2 will be less at the higher spec·
trum frequencies that it will be at the lower spec
trum frequencies. Resistor A2R15 is set to pro
vide a maximum dc swing at the output of dc am·
pJifier A2Q3 at the higher spectrum points.
Therefore, at the lower frequencies, the output
from dc amplifier A2Q3 will be clipped. The
phase lock loop cannot lock oscillator A3Ql,
A3Q2 for any phase differences gl'eater than
180°. Since the two-tone output from mixer A2
Q1 incorporates a 90° phase shift, the remaining
networks must not have a phase shift greater
than 90°. The time constant of resistors A3R14
and A3R16 and capacitor A3C2 is fixed, so that
the phase shift caused by this combination will
lag the phase shift of the previous circuits. This
insures that the oscillator can always be locked.

d. Hi/Lo Information. The hi/lo information
is generated by switch A6SIC. The position of the
switch is determined by the setting of the RT
662/GRC front panel MHz controls. The MHz
digit selected at the front panel determines
whether a hi or 10 output should be produced in
order that the predetermined mixing process can
be satisfied. Either 20 volts dc (10) or ground
(hi) is applied to pins 1 and 2 of connector J1
by switch A6S1C. This information is applied to
100 kHz synthesizer module 1A2 to select the
correct band of frequencies (para 1-19) and to
translator module lA8 to select the correspond
ing filtering (para 1-7).

1-19. 100 KHz 'Synthesizer Module 1A2
(fig. 4-35)

a. General. The 100 kHz synthesizer module
lA2 produces two bands of frequencies, in 100
kHz steps, for injection into translator module
1A8 (para 1-7). One band is between 22.4 and
23.3 MHz and the other band is between 32.4
and 33.3 MHz.

NOTE
Prefix all reference designators in this
paragraph with 100 KHz Synthesizer
module reference designator lA2, un
less otherwise specified.

b. Injection Frequency Generation. The 22.4 to
23.3 MHz band of frequencies is produced by
mixing the output from switched crystal oscUla-
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tor A4Q1 with a 17.847 MHz signal. This 17.847
:MHz signal is produced by mixing the output
from switched crystal oscillator A4Ql with a
spectrum point of 100 kHz spectrum from fre
quency divider module lA6 (para 1-16). The re
sulting product is then mixed with the 7.1 MHz
output from 10 to 1 KHz synthesizer module
lA4 (para 1-17 and c below). The 32.4 to 33.3
.MHz band of frequencies is produced by mixing
the output from switched crystal oscillator A4Ql
with a 27.847 MHz signal. This 27.847 MHz sig
nal is produced by mixing the 17.847 :MHz sig·
nal (e below) with the 10 MHz output from fre
quency standard module 1A3 (para 1....:15 and d
below).

(1) Switched crystal oscillator A4Ql pro
duces any 1 of 10 fl'equencies between 4.553 and
5.453 MHz, in 100 kHz steps. The frequency pro
duced is determined by the selection of 1 to 10
crystals (A4Yl through A4YI0). The crystal is
selected using 100 kHz «KC or kHz )switch
A4S1 on the front panel of the receiver-trans
mitter. The output from oscillator A4Q1 is cou
pled by capacitor A4C1 through resistor A2R20
to the emitter of isolation amplifier A2AlQ1.
The output is also .gated through diode AlCRl
or A1CR2, depending on the required band of
frequencies.

(2) The gate (A1CRl or A1CR2) through
which the output from oscillator A4Q1 passes is
determined by the hi/lo switching voltage. This
voltage depends upon whether the hi or 10 band
of mixing frequencies is the required output from
100 kHz synthesizer lA2. Zener diode A3VR1
regulates the 20 volts dc supply voltage to 10
volts de. This '!ic voltage is applied to the anode
of diode AICRt and the cathode of diode A1CR2.
When the 10 band of mixing frequencies is re
quired, 20 volts de is applied through current
limiting resistors A1R2 and A1R3 to anode of
diode AICR2 and the cathode of diode A1CRl.
This will forward..lbias diode A1CR2 and reverse
bias diode A1CRl. When the hi band of mixing
frequencies is required, ground is effectively ap
plied to the anode of diode AICR2 and the cath
ode of diode A1CRl. This causes diode A1CR2
to be reverse-biased and diode A1'CRl to be for
ward-biased.

(3) When the hi band of mixing fre
quencies is required, diode AICRI is forward
biased, allowing the output from oscillator A4Ql
to pass. This signal is coupled by capacitor A1C4
to mixer A1CR4. :Mixer A1CR4 consists of two
matched backward diodes that form a balanced
circuit with the primary of transformer AlTl.
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The output from oscillator A4Ql is mixed with
the 27.847 MHz signal applied to the center tap
of transformer AITI (d below), to produce a
band of frequencies between 32.4 and 33.3 :MHz
Mixer AICR4 due to its balanced condition, will
effectively cancel the 27.847 MHz. Most of the
output from oscillator A4QI will be dropped
across the matched backward diodes. The output
from mixer AlCR4 is coupled through transform
er AlTI and capacitor AIC7 to the base of am
plifier Al Q1. When the hi band of mixing fre
quencies is required, the ground present at the
hi/lo control line is applied to resistor AlR7,
terminating it. The supply voltage is applied to
resistors AIR9 and AIRl!. Therefore, the sup
ply voltage will be developed across voltage di
vider AIR7, AIR9 to provide the propel' bias for
amplifier AIQ1. When the 10 band of mixing fre
quencies is required, the hi/lo control line has
20 volts de on it; therefore, voltuge divider AIR7
AlR9 will have 20 volts de on both ends, reverse
biasing amplifier AIQl. Resistor AlRl3 pro
vides a small amount of degeneration to stabilize
amplifier AIQ1. The mixing products from mix
er AICR4 are raised in level by amplifier AlQl
and are applied to a triple-tuned filter circuit.
The triple-tuned filter circuit has a passband from
32.4 to 33.3 MHz, eliminating all harmonic and
mixing products except the desired additive prod
uct. The output from the triple-tuned filter is
coupled by capacitor AIC22 to the base of ampli
fier AlQ3. When the hi band of mixing frequen
cies is required, base-biasing voltage divider
A1R20, AIR2I is terminated with the ground on
the hijlo control line. When the 10 band of mix
ing frequencies is required, 20 volts de is present
on both ends of the voltage divider to reverse
bias amplifier A1Q3. A small amount of degen
eration is provided by resistor AIR27 to stabilize
the operation of amplifier AIQ3. A trap circuit
is placed in the emitter circuit of amplifier AIQ3
to eliminate any of the 27.847 MHz that was not
canceled out by balanced mixer Al CR4 or atten
uated by the triple-tuned filter. At 27.847 MHz,
trap circuit AlC28, AliA will provide increased
degeneration. The output from amplifier AIQ3
is coupled to the base wideband amplifier AIQ5.

(4) When the 10 band of mixing frequen
cies is required, diode AICR2 is forward-biased
«2) above), allowing the output from oscillator
A4QI to pass. The 10 band circuits are identical
with the hi band circuits «3) above), except for
the switching voltages and frequencies that are
used. Balanced mixer AICR3 mixes thfl outPllt
from oscillator A4Ql with the 17.847 :MHz sig-
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nal. The mlxmg products are amplified by am
plifier AIQ2 and applied to a triple-tuned filter
circuit that has a passband from 22.4 to 23.3
:MHz. The 22.4 to 23.3 MHz output from the
triple-tuned circuit is raised in level and applied
through amplifier AIQ4 to wideband amplifier
AIQ5. Amplifier A1Q4 has a trap circuit in the
emitter to attenuate any 17.847 MHz that was not
canceled out by balanced mixer A1CR3 or atten
uated by the triple-tuned filter. Amplifier A1Q2
is turned on when the 10 band of mixing fre
Quencies is required, by the presence of 20 volts
de at base-bias resistor AIRfi and emitter resistor
AlRI0. When the hi band of mixing frequencies
is required, ground is applied to both ends of
the voltage divider and to emitter resistor AIRIO.
tUl'lling off amplifier AIQ2. When the 10 band
of mixing frequencies is required, 20 volts de
from the hi/lo control line is applied to resistor
AIR28 to forward-bias amplifier AlQ4. When
the hi band of mixing frequencies is required,
ground is applied to the emittel' resistor, reverse
biasing amplifier AIQ4. Diode A1CR5 protects
amplifier AIQ4 from excessive base-to-emitter
(reverse) bias. This is done to maintain the re
verse bias on the base-to-collector junction which
prevents distortion of the input signal to wide
band amplifier AIQ5 when the hi band path is
used.

(5) Wideband amplifier AIQ5 raises the
level of 22.4 to 23.3 MHz or 32.4 to 33.3 MHz
signals. The output from wideband amplifier
A1Q5 is coupled by capacitor A2CI to the base
of emitter follower A2QI. Emitter follower
A2QI provides impedance matching between 100
kHz synthesizer module IA2 and translator mod
ule lA8. The output from emitter follower A2Ql
is coupled by capacitor A2C2 to connector J1A4
for application to translator module lA8 (para
1-7).

c. 17.81,7 MHz Generation. The 17.847 MHz
signal is produced by subtractively mixing the
output from oscillator A4Ql with the 100 kHz
spectrum output from frequency dividers module
lAG. This produces a 10.747 MHz signal, which
is additively mixed with the 7.1 MHz output
from 10 to 1 kHz synthesizer module lA4.

(1) The output from oscillator A4QI is cou
pled by capacitor A2AICl to the emitter of isola·
:tion amplifier A2AlQl. Isolation amplifier
A2A 1Ql prevents any of the spectrum frequen
cies at mixer A2Q4 from being applied to the
other output circuit paths of os~illator A4Ql. The
output from isolation amplifier A2AlQl is de
veloped across transformer A2T3, from which it



is coupled by capacitor A2CI'8 to the base of
mixer A2Q4. The 15.3 to IG.2 MHz frequency
spectrum output from frequency divider module
lAG (para 1-15) is applied to connector JIA3,
from which it is coupled by capacitor A2C21 to
the emitter of mixer A2Q4. Mixer A2Q4 mixes
the signal from oscillator A4QI with each of the
spectrum points. The resulting mixing products
are developed across a tank circuit, consisting of
capacitor A2C20 and the primary of transformer
A2T2, which is tuned to 10.747 MHz. The out
put from the tuned circuit is filtered by crystal
lattice filter A2FLl. Filter A2IFLI has enough
selectivity to attenuate all adjacent 100 kHz mix
er products. The output from filter A2FLI is
capacitively centel'.tapped to the tuned tank cir
cuit consisting of capacitors A2C17 and A2C19
and the primary of transformer A2Tl. The 10.747
MHz output is coupled by capacitor A3C20 to
the base of mixer A3Q2.

(2) The 7.1 MHz output from 10 to 1 kHz
synthesizer module lA4 (para 1-17) is applied
to connector J1A2, from which it is coupled by
capacitor A3C17 to the emitter of mixer A3Q2.
-Mixer A3Q2 mixes the 10.747 MHz with the 7.1
MHz signals and develops the resulting mixing
products across the tuned circuit consisting of the
primary of transformer A3T4 and capacitor
A3C1'G. This circuit is tuned to 17.847 MHz, the
desired additive product. The amount of desired
output from mixer A3Q2 is controlled by the dc
output of the agc circuit (e below). The base bias
for mixer A3Q2 is developed by voltage divider
A3R13, A3R:l4, A3Rl5 from the 20 volts dc ap
plied to resistor A3R13 and the agc voltage ap
plied to resistor A3R14. The gain of mixer A3Q2
twill vary as the base bias is varied by the agc
voltage.

(3) The output from mixer A3Q2 is coupled
to a crystal filter circuit consisting of transform
ers A3T4 and A3T3, capacitors A3C13 and
A3C14, and crystal A3Y2. Crystal A3Y2 is cut to
he series resonant at 17.845 MHz but is warped
so that it is series resonant at 17.8417 MHz. Ca
pacitor A-3'C14 is adjusted to balance the filter cir
cuit the same as capacitor 1A6A2C18 (para 1
16e) to prevent any undesired signal from pass
ing through the filter circuit. The output termina
tion of the crystal filter circuit is the tuned tank
consisting of the primary of transformer A3T3
and capacitor A3C13. The output of the crystal
filter circuit is applied to balanced mixer A1CR3
(b above), and also is coupled by capacitor A3Cl2
to the base of mixer A3Ql.
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d. 27.847 MHz Gene1'ation. The 27.847 MHz
signal is produced by mixing the 17.847 MHz
signal (c above) with the 10 MHz output from
frequency standard module 1A3 (para 1-15).

(1) Mixer A3Ql is turned on when the de·
sired injection frequency of translator module
lA8 is in the hi band. This is accomplished by
applying the ground from the hi/lo control line
to resistor A3R8 to terminate it. Therefore, the
20 volts dc supply voltage wiII be developed
across base-bias voltage divider A3R7, A3R8. If
the 10 band of injection frequencies is required,
20 volts dc is applied to -both ends of this voltage
divider, reverse-biasing mixer A3Ql, shutting it
off. The 10 MHz output from frequency standard
module 1A3 is applied to connector JIAI, from
which it is coupled by capacitor A3C1 to the
anode of diode A3CR2. If the 10 band of injection
lfrequencies is required, the 20 volts dc on the
hi/lo control line will be applied through resis
tor A3R5 to the cathode of diode A3CR2, reverse
biasing it. This 20 volts dc is also applied through
resistor A3R4 to the anode of diode A3CRl, for
ward-biasing it. Therefore, the 10 :r.,·IHz signal
will be shunted to ac ground. If the hi band of
mixing frequencies is required, the hi/lo control
line will apply ground to l'esistors A3R4 and
A3R5. This will forward bias diode A3CR2 and
reverse-bias diode A3CRt. Therefore, the 10
MHz signal will pass and be coupled by capaci
tor A3C8 to the emitter of mixer A3Qt. Mixer
A3Q1 mixes the 17.847 MHz signal with 10 MHz
signal and develops the resulting mixing prod
ucts across the tuned circuit consisting of capaci
tor A3Cll and the primary of transformer A3T2.
This circuit is tuned to the 27.847 MHz additive
mixing product.

(2) The output from mixer A3Q1 is cou
pled to a crystal filter circuit consisting of trans
formers A3T1 and A3T2, capacitors A3C3 and
A3C5, and crystal A3YL This circuit functions
identically with the 17.847 MHz crystal filter cir
cuit (c above) to provide the required 27.847
MHz output. The 27.847 MHz output from the
crystal filter circuit is applied to balanced mixer
A2CR4 (b above).

e. Age Ci1·cuit. The injection frequency output
from emitter follower A2Ql (b above) is coupled
to the base of agc amplifier A2Q3 by capacitor
A2C3. Agc amplifier A2Q3 raises the level of
the input from emitter follower A2Q1 and de
velops it across inductor A2L3, which is used to
adjust the difference in levels between the hi and
10 bands of injection frequencies. Therefore, in
ductor A2L3 can be set to provide a uniform out-
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put for both the 10 and hi bands of mixing fre
quencies, or can be set to make one band higher
in level than the other ba'nd. Resistor A2R8 prl>
duces degeneration to increase the bandwidth and
provide additional stability for agc amplifier
A2Q3. The bias for dc amplifier A2Q2 is de
veloped by the temperature-compensated voltage
divider consisting of resistors A2RlO, A2R13,
A2R17, and A2R18 and thermistor A2R27. Diode
A2CRl will detect the negative portions of the
output from, agc amplifier A2Q3 and charge ca
pacitor A2C8. As the signal strength increases,
the base bi~ all' amplifier A2Q2 wHI become more
negative, thus cutting down its rate of conduc
tion. The output from dc amplifier A2Q2 is fil
tered by capacitor A2C9 to eliminate ripple and
prevent any low-frequency oscillatioll in the agc
loop. As the output gain varies, the conduction
of dc amplifier A2Q2 varies, This in turn con
trols the base bias of mixer A3Q2, and therefore,
the stage gain of mixer A3Q2 (e above). Since
this cil'cuit forms a closed loop with all the other
circuits of 100 kHz synthesizer module lA2, the
gain of all circuits will reach a steady-state condi
tion. Therefore, the output from emitter follow
er A2Ql will reach a constant value.

1-20. Frequency Scheme

G. Figure 1--3 illustrates the frequency scheme
used to translate any rf signal between 2.0 .MHz
and 29.999 :MHz to a 1.75 MHz IF or, conversely,
to translate the 1.75 MHz IF to an rf signal be
tween 2.0 MHz and 29.999 MHz.

b. The frequency conversion involves transla
tor module lA8, and the setting of the crystal
switches in MHz Synthesizer module lA9, 100
·kHz synthesizer module lA2, and 10 and 1 kHz
synthesizer module 1A4. The frequency controls
all' the front panel are used to select the correct
crystals in these synthesizer modules and place
the hi/lo switching circuits in the correct condi
tions. The synthesizer modules inject the correct
frequencies to the mixers in translator module
lAS. Translator module lAS separately mixes the
three injection frequencies with the incoming re
ceived signal to produce the 1.7-5 MHz IF or with
the 1.76 MHz IF to obtain the desired rf. As an
example, assume that the kHz and MHz controls
on the receiver-transmitter front panel are set at
07275 and the unit is in receive operation. The
input to translator module lAS from RF ampli
fier module 1A12 is a 7.275 MHz signal. The
output from MHz synthesizer module lA9,
which is the injection to the hf mixer, is 12.5
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MHz and the hillo switching circuits are in the
10 cond,ition. The output from the hf mixer is ap
plied to filter FLl, which passes the sum of the
hf mixer outputs (19.775 MHz). This 19.775
MHz signal is now applied to the rof mixer. The
mf mixer injection frequency, from 100 kHz syn
thesizer module lA2, is 22.600 MHz. The output
from the mf mixer is applied to filter FL3, which
passes the difference between the 19.775 MHz
and 22.600 MHz frequencies (2.S25 MHz). The
2.S25 MHz signal is applied to the LF mixer,
where it is subtractively mixed with the 4.575
101Hz injection frequency from 10 to 1 kHz syn
thesizer module 1A4. The resulting 1.75 MHz
output is the operating IF signal.

c. Since the MHz and 100 and 10 kHz drive
mechanisms control the tuning of rf amplifier
module 1A12 as well as the injections from the
synthesizer modules, any frequency between 2.0
and 29.999 MHz may be converted to the 1.75
MHz I.F. In transmit, the reverse mixing takes
place to convert the 1.75 MHz IF to the selected
rf output.

1-21. Error Cancellatiortl

({;g. 1-4)

a.. General. Three error cancellation loops are
used i~ the frequency synthesizing circuits of re
ceiver-transmitter, to insure that the output fre
Quency will be the exact frequency indicated by
the setting of the frequency controls all' the front
panel. These error cancellation loops are ex
plained in b through d below.

b. MHz Synthesizer Module lA9. A phase
lock loop is used to compensate for any crystal
errors in the oscillator circuit of MHz Synthe
sizer module lA9. How this loop functions to
cancel frequency errors is explained in paragraph
l-lSe.

c. 100 kHz Synthesizer Module lA2. The er
rors in the crystals used in 100 kHz synthesizer
module lA2 are canceled through the internal
loops used to produce the output frequencies.
The output from 100 kHz synthesizer module
lA2 also contains the error from the crystals in
10 and 1 kHz synthesizer module lA4. For sim
plicity of discussion, assume the 7.1 MHz out
put from 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer module lA4,
has no error, and that the output from crystal os
cillator A4Ql in 100 kHz synthesizer module
lA2 should be 4.553 MHz but is 4.5533 MHz
(300 -hertz high). Also, assume that the required
output from 100 kHz synthesizer module lA2 is
22.400 MHz. An output from oscillator A4Ql is
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H DESIGNATES HI
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""
r--<'

OIGIT co "'2 11.5, ,.,
• 15.5, 14.:1, 23.1), 12.5• 11.1)• 20.1)

" 19.1)

" ..
"

,.
"

,.,
" "" "" "" 12.5.. 11.5

" 10.1)
2. •••" ••" '"" ",. •••" •••" ,..
" "" ••" ...

100 KHZ
DIGIT LO

o 22.4
I 22.5
:2 22.6
3 22.1
4 22.8
5 22.9
6 23.0
1 23.1
8 232
9 23.3

"'32.4
32.5
32.15
32.1
32.8
32.9".33.1
33.2
n.3

10 KHZ
DIGIT

• 6.590 • 1.940, .... , 1.941, 6.510 , 1.942, 6.560 , 1.943

• 6."0 • ~944• ..... • 1.945

• 6.530 • L946, ..". , 1.941• ..,. • 1.948, 6.500 • 1.949

NOTE:

SWITCHES SHOWN ARE FUNCTIllHAI..
REPRESENTAnONS

TIl5082O-S20-:I6-I03

Figure 1-8. Receil!er-T,-ansmitter, Radio RT-66!jGRC, frequency 'cheme, block
dmgra.m.

applied to mixer A2Q4, where it is mixed with
that spectrum point in the 100 kHz spectrum that
will produce an output of 10.747 MHz from fil~

tel' A2FLl. The difference product between the
1'5.3 MHz spectrum point and the assumed 4.5533
.MHz oscillator output is a 10.7467 MHz output.
This frequency is within the passband of filter
A2FLl. Therefore, the 10.7467 MHz signal will
be applied to mixer A3Q2, where it will be mixed
with the 7.1 MHz signal from 10 and 1 kHz syn
thesizer module 1A4. The mixing products from
the output of mixer A3Q2 are applied to filter
A3Y2. Filter A3Y2 will allow only the additive
product (17.8467 101Hz) to pass. This frequency
is applied to balanced mixer AICR3, since the
desired output lies in the 10 band of output fre
quencies. The output from oscillator A4QI is also
applied to balanced mixer A1CR3. The 17.8467
MHz and 4.5533 MHz signals are mixed in bal-

anced mixer A1CR3, from which the products are
applied to amplifier A1Q2. The output for am
plifier A1Q2 is a triple-tuned filter, which has a
bandpass from 22.4 to 23.3 MHz. Therefore, the
additive product (22.4 MHz) will be at the out
put from the module and will be at the exact fre
quency required. If a hi band frequency output
were required, a similar cancellation would have
taken place as follows. The 17.8467 101Hz would
have been applied to mixer A3Q1, where it would
have been mixed with the 10 MHz input and ap
plied to filter A3Yl. This would have resulted
in a 27.8467 MHz output from filter A3Y1,
which would be applied to balanced mixer AI
CR4. The 4.5533 MHz output from oscillator
A4Q1 is also applied to balanced mixer A1CR4.
These two inputs are mixed and filtered in the
hi band input to the triple-tuned filter, which
has a passband from 32.4 to 33.3 MHz. There-
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Figure 1-4. Receiver-Trammitrer, Radio RT-66tIGRC. error cancellation, block
diagram.



fore, the additive mixing product (27.8467 MHz
plus 4.5533 MHz, 32.4 MHz) will be at the mod
ule output and will be the exact frequency re
quired.

d. 10 and 1 kHz Synthesizer Module 1A.4. The
errors of the two crystal oscillators in 10 and 1
kHz synthesizer module lA4 are also introduced
into the output from 100 kHz synthesizer mod
ule 1A2. During the process of conversion in
translator module IA8, the enol'S will be com
pletely eliminated. For simplicity of discussion,
assume that crystal oscillator A4Q1 in 100 kHz
synthesizer module lA2 has no error. Also, as·
sume that the output from oscillator AIQ2 in 10
and I kHz synthesizer module IA4 should be
6.50 MHz, but is 300 hertz high, or 6:5003 MHz.
Further, assume that the output from oscillntor
AIQ8 should be 1.949 MHz, but is 100 hertz
high, or 1.9491 MHz. These two outputs will be
applied to mixer AIQ5, producing a difference
product output of 4.5512 MHz (200 hertz erA
1'01'). This output is injected into low-frequency
mixer AIQl in translator module 1A8, where it
is mixed with the 1.75 MHz IF input. The out·
put from mixer lA8AIQl is applied to filter
lA8FL3, which has a passband from 2.80 to 2.90
MHz. Therefore, the difference product (4.5512
MHz, 1.75 MHz, or 2.8012 MHz) will pass and
be applied to medium-frequency mixer lA8A2Q1.
The output from oscillator lA4A1A2 (6.5003
MHz) is also applied to mixel' lA4A2Ql, where
it will mix with the 2.57 MHz Sl>ecb'um point in
the 10 kHz spectrum. The output from mixer
lA4A2Ql is then applied to filter lA4A2FL1,
which will pass only the additive mixing product
(9.0703 MHz). Similarly, the output from oscil
lator 1A4AIQ8 ~olHz) will be additively mixed
with the 21st harmonic of the I kHz pulse, pro
ducillg a 1.9701 .MHz output from filter lA4Al
FL2. These two outputs are applied to mixer
lA4A2Q2, where they are subtractively mixed,
resulting in a 7.1002 MHz output. This 7.1002
:MHz output is applied to mixer 1A2A3Q2 in 100
kHz synthesizer module lA2, where it is mixed
with the 10.747 MHz output from filter lA2A2
FL1. Assuming that the output from 100 kHz
synthesizer module lA2 should be 22.4 MHz, the
low band path will be energized. Therefore, the
output from filter 1A2A3Y2 will be applied to
balanced mixer lA2AICR3. This output (10.747
MHz plus 7.1002 MHz or 17.8472 MHz) is addi
tively mixed with the 4.553 MHz output from os·
cillator lA2A4Q1. Therefore, the output from
the triple-tuned filter will be 22.4002 MHz (200
hertz high). The output from the triple-tuned fil-
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tel' is applied to medium-frequency mixer
1A8A2Ql in translator module lA8. Since a 10
band frequency output from 100 kHz synthesizer
module lA2 is used, the output from medium
frequency mixer will be applied to filter lA8FL1,
which has a passband from 19.5 to 20.5 MHz.
The mixing product output from mixer lA8A2Ql
that falls in this passband is the difference prrd·
uct. Since both inputs of mixer lA8A2QI are
200 hertz high, and are subtractively mixed, the
error will be canceled. Therefore, any crystal er·
1'01' will be canceled, resulting in an output from
the receiver-transmitter exactly as indicated by
the MHz and kHz controls on the front panel.

1-22. Frequency !Synthesis for RT-834/GRC

a. General. The ndditioll of 100 Hz tuning in
the RT-834/GRC requires a change in the meth·
od used to obtain the necesS<ll'y frequencies. A
discussion of the theol'y of operation fOJ' the 10
and 1 kHz synthesizeI' module lA4 is given in
paragraph 1-23 and a discussion of the 100 Hz
module 1A1A2A8 is pl'esented in paragraph 1
24. Throughout this description reference is made
to the block diagram of the frequency synthesis
system for Receiver-T1'ansmitter Unit RT-834/
GRC (fig. 1-'5). The frequency synthesis system
involves the following modules:

Frequeney standard lA3
F.requeney dh'ider lAG
MHz s)'nt.hesiur IA9
100 kHz synthesiur lA2
10 kHz .and 1 kHz synthesiur IA4
100 Hz s)'nthesizer 'lAM2A8
Translator lAS
IF amplWer lA'7
1750 kHz SSB crystal filter

The same frequency synthesis system is used for
both the receive mode and the transmit mode,
except that the synthesis for the transmit mode is
followed in the reverse order from that for the
receive mooe. Basically, the function of the fre
quency synthesis system is to convert any fre
quency within the runge of 2 to 29.999 :MHz to a
1.75 MHz signal when the RT--834/GRC is in
the receive mode. Conversely, in the transmit
mode the function is to convert the 1.75 MHz
intermediate frequency to any desired frequency
within the range of 2 to 29.999 MHz. Frequency
accuracy and frequency stability are achieved by
the use of a stable, oven controlled, master oscil·
lator in the Frequency Standard module. All of
the injection frequencies are derived from the
master oscillator. In addition, a frequency error
cancelling system has been incorporated into ths
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which is 22.6003 MHz at the output of the 100
kHz synthesizer module. This 22.6003 MHz sigw
nal is the other input to the medium frequency
mixer and is mixed with the output of filter FL1.
The mixer products are then applied to filter FL3
where the product in the range of 2.8 to 2.9 MHz
is selected. With the frequencies of the example,
the following mixing takes place:

'100 kHz synthesizer module lA2 output 22,6003 MHz
Filter FL1 output 19,7760 MHz

2.8248 MHz

4,5750 MHz
2.8243 MHz

Filter FL3 output

(4) The 2.8243 MHz signal from filter FL3
is then applied to the low frequency mixer where
it is mixed with the output of the 10 and 1 kHz
synthesizer module 1A4. The output frequency of
the 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer module is 4.575
MHz when the 10 kHz digit is 7 and the 1 kHz
digit is 5. The mixer products from the low fre.
quency mixer then go to the 88B crystal filter
where the product in the range of 1750.4 to
1753.4 kHz is selected. For example, the follow
ing mixing is accomplished:

10 and 1 kHz synthesizer module lA4
output

Filter FL3

88B crystal filter output 1.7507 MHz

Thus, the frequency synthesis is essentially com
plete since the original 7.276 MHz input signal
has been converted to the desired 1.75 MHz sig·
nal. However, one more step in the example will
show how the 700 Hz audio frequency is prow
duced.

(5) The 1.7507 MHz signal from the 8SB
crystal filter flows into the IF amplifier module
1A7 where, in all receive modes except cw, it is
mixed with the 1.75 MHz output from the fre
quency divider module 1A6. An audio frequency
filter in the IF amplifier module allows the mixer
product in the audio frequency range to pass out
of the module. The mixing takes place as follows:

synthesis system. Thus, the frequency control sys
tem has the same accuracy and stability as the
master oscillator.

b. Receive Mode Functional Description. The
frequency synthesis system of the RT-834/GRC
is shown by a specific example below. All fre·
quencies are synthesized by the same process, so
the example serves to illustrate the general func
tions.

(1) Assume that the received signal is a con'"
tinuous sine wave at a frequency of '7.276,000
MHz. The easiest way to detect this signal is to
tune the receiver to a frequency slightly different
than the received signal so that an audio beat fre
quency can be heard. For this example the fre·
quency selector knobs on the front panel are
tuned to '7.275,300 MHz so that a 700 Hz audio
tone is heard. The receiver must always be tuned
to a frequency lower than the received signal if
a beat frequency is to be heard. This is due to the
modulation system which is single sideband in all
operational modes. This system employes the up
per sideband only, thus beat frequencies that
would normally be audible when the receiver is
tuned to a frequency higher than the received
signal are filtered out by the ssb crystal filter in
the receiver IF module.

(2) The 7.260 MHz signal from the rf am·
plifier module 1A12, is applied to the high fre
quency mixer in the translator module 1A8,
where it is mixed with the output of the MHz
synthesizer module 1A9. (For an explanation of
how the module output frequencies are derived,
see the discussion for the individual modules.)
The output of the MHz synthesizer for the 7
MHz digit is 12.5 CHz and low band operation,
The output of the high frequency mixer in the
translator module is then applied to the low band
filter FLI where the mixer product in the band
from 19.5 to 20.5 MHz is selected. The mixing
action is as follows:

Rf amplifier module lA12 output 7,260 MHz
MHz synthesizer module 'IA9 output ;],2.500 MHz

Filter FLI in translator module output 19.760 MHz

(3) The 19.76 :MHz signal is then applied
to the medium frequency mixer in the translator
module. The other input to the medium frequen
cy mixer is the output of the 100 kHz synthesizer
module 1A2 which carries the 100 kHz and 100
Hz digit information. The output frequency of
the 100 kHz synthesizer is 22.6 MHz due to the
100 kHz digit of 2 and low band operation, plus
the 300 Hz information to the 100 Hz digit of 3

88B crystal filter output 1.7507 MHz
Frequency divider module 1A6 output 1.7500 MHz

Audio frequency out of IF amplifier
module 0.0007 MHz

Thus, tuning the receiver 700 Hz lower than the
incoming signal produces a 700 Hz audio fre
quency.

(6) In the cw mode, the 1.75 MHz signal
from the frequency divider is not used. Instead,
a variable frequency oscillator in the receiver IF
module 1A7, that can be varied plus or minus a
few thousand Hz about 1.75 MHz, is used as the
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SSB crystal filter output 1.750,700 MHz

(4) This is exactly the same frequency that
was obtained at this point in the example that
assumed no frequency error. Hence, by subtrac
tively mixing the error in two mixers, the fre
quency error due to the 10 and 1 kHz synthe
sizer module has been eliminated.

d. Tr(l.rlsmit Mode FmlCtiorlol De.~c1'i}Jtiorl.

The transmit mode functions in reverse order of
the receive mode. However, the frequency verni
er is not operational in the transmit mode and the
transmitted signal in the cw mode is 2 kHz high
er than the dialed frequency due to the 2 kHz
sidetone. The 1 kHz pulse from the frequency
divider module lAG goes to the transmit IF and
audio module 1A5 when the cw transmit mode
where the frequency is doubled to produce the 2
kHz sidetone which follows the same signal path
as the audio input signal to the transmit IF and
audio module. The 2 kHz sidetone is also routed
into the audio system of the RT-834/GRC to pro~

duce an audio frequency used to monitor cw key
ing.

(1) The RT-834/GH.C uses single sideuand
modulation employing the upper sideband only,
no output signal is present at the output of the
RT-834/GRC unless an audio modulation signal
is applied to the input. This is due to the narrow
passband of the ssb crystal filter. The lower limit
of the passband is 1750.4 kHz, so the 1750 kHz
signal that would represent the am c'arrier in nor-'
mal am modulation is filtered out by the ssb crys
tal filter. This is true for all transmit modes ex
cept the am mode. The 2 kHz tone is also the
effective audio input in the cw mode. In the am
mode the 1750 kHz carrier is reinserted after the
ssu crystal filter. This process does not produce
true amplitude modulation, because the am sig
nal consists of the upper sideband and a reduced
level carrier. The lower sideband is missing, hav
ing been removed by the ssb crystal filter. How
ever, this modified am signal can still be detected
using conventional am methods.

(2) In all modes except the am mode, there
is no carrier present at the RT-834/GRC output.
If a single audio tone is used as a modulating sig
nal, the rf output of the RT-834/GRC will be
the frequency selected uy the front panel knobs
plus the frequency of the modulating tone.

(3) As an example of transmit operation,
lassume that the RT-834/GRC is tuned to the
same frequency that was used in the receive mode
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mixer input. The audio frequency can then be
varied depending on the frequency of this bfo
oscillator.

(7) The use of the frequency standard mod
ule 1A3 and the frequency divider module 1A6
outputs are obvious. These two modules have
been included in the block diagram so that a more
complete representation of the synthesis system
can be seen. The frequencies used as examples in
the individual module descriptions are the same
frequencies used in the example of the complete
synthesis scheme.

c. E-n'or Cancellation. As an example of the
frequency enol' cancellation system, assume that
the input from the 1A4 module is 4.575396 l\HIz
for the 10 and 1 kHz output and 7.089396 MHz
for the 7.089 MHz output. The method by which
these frequencies are generated is explained be
low in the 10 and 1 kz synthesizer module dis
cussion (3). The 7.089 MHz output from the 10
and 1 kHz synthesizer module is applied to the
100 Hz synthesizer module where the 100 Hz in
formation is added to the 7.089,396 MHz canier.
The mixing process is accomplished as follows:

7.089 MHz output from 10 and 1 KHz
synthesizer module 7.089,396 MHz

100 Hz information from 100 Hz
synthesizer .0I1,GOO MHz

100 Hz synthesizer module output 7.100,696 MHz

(1) This output from the 100 Hz synthe
\Sizer module is applied to the 100 kHz synthe
sizer module 1A2 where the difference between
7.100,000 MHz and the 7.1 MHz input signal is
added to the output of the 100 kHz synthesizer.
The output frequency at the 100 kHz synthesizer
is then:

100 Hz synthesizer module output 7.100,696 MHz
reference 7.100,000 MHz

added to the 100 kHz information 0.000,696 MHz
100 kHz information in 100 kHz

synthesizer 22.600,000 MHz

100 kHz synthesizer module output 22.600,696 MHz

(2) The 100 kHz synthesizer output is then
applied to the medium frequency mixer in the
translator module 1A8 where it is mixed with the
output of filter FLl as follows:

100 kHz synthesizer module output 2-2.600,696 MHz
Filter FLl output 19.776,000 MHz

Filter FL3 output 2.824,696 MHz

(3) The output of filter FL3 is then applied
to the low frequency mixer where it is mixed with
the 10 and 1 kHz output from the 10 and 1kHz
synthesizer module as follows:

1-40
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example and that the 700 Hz audio tone that was
the output in the receive example is used as a
modulation input. Then the output frequency of
the RT--834/CRC should be the dial frequency,
7.2753 MHz, plus the modulation frequency, 700
Hz, or 7.1760 MHz.

(5) This 1.75 MHz signal is then applied to
the low frequency mixer in the translator mod
ule lAS where it is mixed with the 10 and 1 kHz
output from the 10 and I kHz synthesizer mod
ule lA4. The mixer products are then applied to
filter FL3 where the product in the range of 2.8
to 2.9 MHz is selected as follows:

(6) This output from filter FL3 is then ap
plied to the medium frequency mixel' in the trans
lator module where it is mixed with the output
of the 100 kHz synthesizer module IA2. The
mixer products are applied to filter FLI where
the product in the range of 19.5 to 20.5 MHz is
selected as follows:

(7) The output of filter FL1 is then applied
to the high frequency mixer in the translator
module where it is mixed with the output of the
MHz synthesizer module lAg. The mixer prod
ucts are then sent to the rf amplifier module
IA12 where the 7 MHz product is selected as
follows:

Filter FLI output 19.776.000 MHz
MHz synthesizer module ilA9

output U!.500,OOO MHz

Rf amplifier module lA12 output 7.2i6,OOO MHz

(8) This is the desired frequency, thus the
frequency synthesis process is complete. The out
put frequency, 7.2760 MHz is 700 Hz higher
than the dial frequency as was stated in the be
ginning of the example.

1-23. 10 and 1 kHz Synthesizer Module
1A4 FunctionallDescription

(t. Inputs. The inputs are as follows:
(1) 10 kHz Spectrum (JIA-Al)-2.48 to

2.57 MHz spectrum in 10kHz increments with
an amplitude of 2.fl + 1.2 MV (heterodyne volt
meter) .

(2) 1 kHz Spectrum (JIA-A2)-1 kHz
pulses with a pulse repetition rate of 1 millisec
ond and an amplitude of l.!') +0.5 volts peak-to
peak (oscilloscope).

b. Outputs. The outputs are as follows:
(1) 10 and 1 kHz Synthesizer (JIB-A3)

4.55 to 4.650 MHz sine wave at an amplitude of
120 +30 :MV rms (RF Voltmeter).

(2) 7.089 MHz (JIA-AI)-7.089 MHz
+400 Hz sine wave at an amplitude of 35 +5 1\1V
rms (RF Voltmeter).

c. FUlIctional Descriptio?!. Refer to the detailed
Iblock diagram (fig. 1-6) for the 10 and 1 kHz
synthesizer module 1A4. The module consists of
t.wo oscillators and a series of mixers. The 10 and
1 kHz output of the module provides informa·
tion for controlling both the 10 kHz and 1 kHz
frequency selection. The 7.089 MHz output
serves as a carrier for 100 Hz information which
is impressed on it in the 100 Hz synthesizer mod
ule lA1A2A8. and as a carrier for frequency er·
ror in the module. That is, the 7.089 MHz out
put contains exactly the same frequency error as
the 10 and 1 KHz output. Since no internal fre
Quency error correction is provided within the
module, the frequency error on the 7.089 'MHz
(mtput is used to correct the to and 1 kHz out
put frequency error in a circuit external to this
module. This frequency error correction system
can be seen only from a studY of the total synthe
sis system of the RT--834/CRC.

(l) Two examples will serve to illustrate
the internal functions of the module. The first
example assumes that the oscillators have no fre
Quency error and will show the basic internal
module functions. The second example, an error
will be introduced in the oscillator frequencies to

1.750..700 101Hz

1.750,000 MHz
0.000,700 MHz

4.575,000 MHz
'1.750,700 MH:l;

2.824,,300 MHz

22.600,300 MHz
2.824.300 MHz

19.776,000 MHz

Carrier reinsertion from frequency
divider

Audio input

8SB crystal filter output

Filter FL3 output

10 and 1 KHz synthesizer module lA4
output

SSB crystal filter output

Filter FLJ output

1100 kHz synthesizer module lA2
output

Filter FL3 output

(4) The output frequencies of the individ
ual synthesizer modules are then the same as
those shown in the receive mode example and the
action of the frequency enor cancelling loop is
the same. The synthesis system starts with the 700
Hz audio signal being applied to the transmit IF
and Audio modi.lle IA5 whel'e it is mixed with
the 1.75 l\:IHz carrier reinsertion signal from the
frequency divider module lAG. The mixer prod·
ucts then go to the ssb crystal filter where the
product in the range of 1750.4 to 1753.4 to 1753.4
1kHz is selected as follows:
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show that both module outputs contain the same
frequency error.

(2) For the first example, assume that the
10 kHz and the 1 kHz frequency selector knobs
on the front panel of the RT-834/GRC are in the
7 and the 5 positions respectively. Also, assume
that crystal oscillators AIQ2 and AIQ8 have no
frequency error. Then, referring to the block dia
gram, the 10 kHz crystal oscillator AIQ2 is oscil
lating at 6.520 MHz. One output from this oscil
lator goes to mixer AIQ5 where it is mixed with
one output of the 1 kHz crystal oscillator AIQ8,
1.945 MHz, which flows through buffer ampli
fier AIQ7 into mixer A1Q5. The mixer products
from mixer A1Q5 then flow into the triple tuned
filter where the mixer product, that is the differ
ence between the two mixing frequencies, is se
lected. In the example, the mixing is accomplished
as follows:

Figure 1--6. Reclliver-Tra7lsmitter, Radio RT-83.4/GRC, JO am£ J kHz SY7lthe3izer
JA.4, detailed block diagram.

ule output and goes to the low frequency mixer
in the translator module 1A8.

(3) The other output from the 10 kHz crys
tal oscillator A1Q2 flows through is\?lation am
plifier A1Q4 into mixer A2Q1 where it is mixed
with the 10 kHz spectrum input from the fre
quency divider module 1A6. The mixer products
from mixer A2Q1 flow into crystal filter A2FLl
where the product closest to 9.07 MHz is selected.
Observe that regardless of which crystal frequen
cy is selected in the 10 kHz crystal oscillator,
there is a particular 10 kHz spectrum point that
can be mixed with the oscillator frequency to pro
duce a signal near 9.07 MHz. This is also the
case for the 1 kHz crystal oscillator and the 1
kHz spectrum input for producing 1.981, MHz.
The 10 kHz oscillator frequency and the LO kHz
spectl·um are mixed as follows:

lO kHz crystal oscillator AIQ2 output
1 kHz output from buffer

amplifier A lQ7

6.520 MHz

1.945 MHz

10 kHz output from isolation amplifier
AIQ4

10 kHz spectrum point at
6.520.MHz
1.550 MHz

The 4.575 MHz output from the triple tuned fil
ter serves as the 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer mod-

Mixer product selected by triple
tuned filter 4.575 MHz

Output of crystal filter A2FLl 9.070 MHz

The output of cl·ystal filter A2FLl goes to mixer
A2Q2. The other input to mixer A2Q2 is derived
from the 1 KHz crystal oscillator.
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(5) The 1.981 MHz output from crystal fil
ter AZFL2 is the second input to mixer A2Q5,
along with the 9.07 MHz output from crystal fil
ter AZFL1. The mixer products from mixer AZ
Q5 flow into tuned amplifier AZQ3 where the
product nearest 7.089 MHz is selected and am
plified. In this example the mixing takes place
as follows:

(4) The other output from 1 kHz crystal os
cillator A1Q8 flows to keyed mixer AlQ3 where
it is mixed with the 1 kHz spectrum input from
the frequency divider module lA6 through am
plifier AlQ1. The mixer action is the same as de
scribed for the 9.07 MHz crystal filter output.
The mixer products from keyed mixer AlQ3 flow
into crystal filter AZFLZ where the product near
est 1.981 :MHz is selected. In the example, the
following mixing takes place:

1 kHz crystal oscillator AlQ8 output
1 kHz spectrum point from

amplifier A1Ql

Output of crystal filter A2FL2

Crystal filter A2FLI output
Crystal filter A2FL2 output

Tuned amplifier A2Q3 output

1.945 MHz

.036 MHz

1.981 MHz

9.070 MHz
1.981 MHz

7.089 MHz

TM 11-5820-520-34

(8) Following the same signal flow as de
scribed in the first example, the first mixer en
countered is mixer A1Q5 which subtractively
mixes the two crystal oscillator frequencies to pro
duce the 10 and 1 kHz module output frequency
as follows:

10 kHz crystal oscillator AIQ2 output 6.520,.186 MHz
1 kHz output from buffer amplifier

AIQ7 1.944,790 MHz

Mi:lter PrOOuct selected by triple tuned
filter {also output frequency of the
10 and 1 kHz output (from the
module.) 4.575,896 MHz

Notice that this frequency differs by 396 Hz from
the 10 and 1 kHz module output frequency in the
first example. The same 396 Hz difference should
be seen at the 7.089 MHz output from the mod
ule.

(9) The next mixer encountered in the sig
nal flow is mixer A2Q1 which adds the 10 kHz
oscillator frequency to the 10 kHz spectrum point
to produce an output near 9.07 MHz, as follows:

10 kHz output from isolation amplifier
A1Q4 6.520,186 MHz

10 kHz spectrum point at 2.550,000 MHz

Output of crystal filter A2FLI

The next mixer in the signal flow is keyed mixer
AlQ3 where the 1 kHz crystal oscillator frequen
cy is added to the 1 kHz spectrum point to pro
duce an output near 1.981 MHz as follows:

Tuned amplifier A2Q3 output and also
the 7.089 MHz module output. 7,089,.396 MHz

(11) This output is 396 Hz higher than the
7.089 .MHz output in the first example. Thus,
the 396 MHz error due to the crystal oscillators
is the same in both the 7.089 MHz module out
put and the 10 and 1 kHz module output.

d. Module Test Points. The following mea
surements (table 1-1) can be made with the mod-

i1 kHz crystal oscillator A'lQ8 output 1.944,790 MHz
1 kHz spectrum point from amplifier

AlQl .086,000 MHz

Output of crystal filter A2FL2 1.980,790 MHz

(10) The last mixer encountered is mixer
A2Q2 which subtractively mixes the 9.07 MHz
output of crystal filter A2FLI with the 1.981
MHz output of crystal filter A2FL2 to produce
the 7.089 MHz output from the module as fol
lows:

The 7.089 :MHz output from tuned amplifier
AZQ3 serves as the 7.089 MHz module output
and goes to the balanced mixer in the 100 Hz
Synthesizer module lA1A2A8.

(6) A sample of the 7.089 MHz output sig
nal from tuned amplifier A2Q3 is fed to agc am
plifier AZQ4 where it is amplified and detected.
The dc output is applied to dc amplifier A2Q5
where it is amplified and used to control the out
put level of mixer AZQ2. Since the output of dc
amplifier AZQ5 is proportional to the output
level of the 7.089 :MHz signal, the output level
of mixer A2Q5 changes in such a way as to main
tain the 7.089 :MHz module output at a constant
level.

(7) For the next example, assume the same
conditions as was used in the first example ex
cept that the 10 kHz crystal oscillator has a fre
quency error or 186 Hz high and the 1 kHz crys
tal oscillator has a frequency error of 210 Hz low.
The crystal oscillator frequencies are then
6.520,186 MHz for the 10 kHz crystal oscillator
A2Q2 and 1.944,790 MHz for the 1 kHz crystal
oscillator AIQ8. A numerical study of the mixing
system will show that both the 10 and 1 kHz mod
ule output and the '7.089 MHz module output
have exactly the same frequency error.

C~tal filter A2FLl output
Crystal filter A2FL2 output

9.070,186 MHz
t.98O,790 MHz
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Tabl~ 1-1. 10 and 1 kHz Moduu Tut Pomu

Tabl~ 1-!. 10 and 1 kHz i\lod«l~ Output Freqllenci~.

pulse width of 5 ±2 microseconds at 50% ampli
tude, and an amplitude of 1.5 ±0.5 volts peak
to-peak (oscilloscope).

b. Outputs. The outputs are as follows:

(1) 7.1 :MHz (A2-J2): With an input of
7.089,000 MHz the 7.1 MHz output is a sine
wave from 7.100,100 to 7.100,900 :MHz in 100
Hz steps with an amplitude of 35 ± 10 :MV RMS
(rf voltmeter). The frequency error in the 7.1
:MHz output is the same as the frequency error
of the 7.089 MHz input.

(2) 1 kHz pulse (AI-J2): the same as the
1 kHz pulse input at AI-J 1.

c. Functional Description. Refer to the block
diagram (fig. 1-7) for the 100 Hz synthesizer
module lAlA2A8. The module consists of a
phase locked, voltage controlled oscillator, and a
mixer. The voltage controlled oscillator is used
to produce the 100 Hz information which is then
impressed on the 7.089 MHz carrier in the mixer
stage. The 7.089 MHz carrier also relays frequen
cy error correcting information from the 10 and 1
kHz synthesizer module lA4. This frequency er
ror information along with the 100 Hz informa
tion is present at the output of the module. The
internal functions of the module can best be
shown by choosing a specific example.

(l) For example, assume that the 100 Hz
frequency selector knob on the front panel of the
RT-834/GRC is in the 3 position. Also assume
that the 7.089 :MHz input frequency is 7.089,000
MHz. Then, the volt.'l.ge controlled oscillator, vco,
is oscillating near 113 kHz. The 113 kHz output
then goes to pulse shapeI' A2·Q5 and A2Q6 where
the level is adjusted so that the signal is compati
ble with the requirements of the integrated cir
cuits. One output of the pulse shaper goes to pre·
set divider AlZl through AIZ8. This preset di
vider is programable and is set to divide by any
number from 110 to 119 depending on the posi
tion of the front panel switch. For this example
the preset divider is programed to divide by 113,
thus the 113 kHz input is divided to produce a
1 kHz signal which goes to one input of phase
detector AIZ4. The other input to the phase de
tector comes from the 1 kHz pulse input from the
frequency divider module lAG through pulse
shaper AlQ1. The phase detector compares the
frequency and phase of the 1 kHz signal from
the preset divider to the frequency and phase of
the 1 kHz signal from the frequency divider mod
ule lAG. The output of the phase detector is pro-

i .089 1\1 Hz ±:400 Hz sine
wave with an amplitude
of 35 ±5 MY R~IB for
all positions r:if. the 10
klHz and the I kHz fre
quency selector knob!!.

4.551 to 4.65Q MHz sine
wa,ve with the !:lame fre
l'juency error a'S the
7.089 MHz outJput at a
le\'cl of 90 to 150 MIV
RMS. See table 1-2 for
outlput frequcn<:y with
out error at various 10
kHz and 1 kHz frequen
cy selector knob posi
tions.

I I<H:....10l<H:....
o ~ ~~ 0 46S0
1 ~~_~ 0 4640
2 0 4630
~ ~~~__0 4620
4 ~_~ 0 4610
6 0 4600
6 0 4590
7 0 4580
8 ~~ O 4570
9 ~ __ ~~~_~~O~ 4560
9 1~ 4559
9 2 4558
9 3 4557
9 4 4556
'9 ~ __ ~ ~_ ~ 5 4555
9 6 4554
9 +~__ ~~~~~_7 4553
9 ~~__~~ __8 ._4552
9 9 4551

1-24. 100Hz Synthesizer Module 1A 1A2A8

(!;g.4-47)

a. Inputs. The inputs are as follows:
(I) 7.089 MHz (A2-Jl): 7.089 MHz ±400

Hz sine wave with an amplitude of 35 ± 5 MY
RMS Crf voltmeter).

(2) 1 kHz pulse (A1-J1): 1 kHz pulse
with a pulse repetition rate of 1 millisecond, a

10 and \ kHz SYNTH
OUT

7.089 (101Hz OUT

ule mounted in the RT-834/GRC chassis. The
output frequencies of the 10 and 1 kHz module
are listed in table 1-2. Frequency measurements
are made with a frequency counter and output
level measurements are made with a high imped
ance rf voltmeter.
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110~1I9KHZ

(113KHZ I

11.0-11.9KHZ
(l1.3KHZI

OECAOE
DIVIDER
Alli

LOW-PASS
FILTER

,
..., DC FREOUENCY _

CORRECTION r
VOLTAGE

113 -119KHZ ,---'---
1 KHZ PRESET DIVIDER '~_--"~"~"~"~'Ll PULSE

A1Zl THRU A1Z6 r SHAPER
A205,06

EMITTER (7.1003 "',~,~"~"~,~,~"~,,~,~,~,,:::o,
FOLLOWER !-----'""""'Lj) ANO FILTER

A206 A207, FL-l

I KHZ

(7.1003MHZ)
7.1000

7.1009MHZ
TO 100KHZ

SYNTHESIZER
MOOULE lA2

PHASE
DETECTOR

Al01

PULSE

FROM FREOUENCY
DIVIDER MODULE

IA6 1KHZ

7.089MHZ FROM 10 AND 1KHZ' -.J
SYNTHESIZER MODULE 111"1-

Figure 1-7. Receiver·Tr(msmitter, Radio RT-83I,jGRC, error cancellatiQ1l, block
diagram.

portional to the frequency and phase difference
of the two 1 kHz signals. The output of the
phase detector goes to dc amplifier and inverter
AIQ2 where the signal is amplified and inverted
in polarity. From here, the signal flows through
the low-pass filter where the ac component of
the signal is removed. The dc output of the filter
is used as a frequency error correction voltage to
insure that the voltage controlled oscillator is
running at exactly 113 kHz. Thus, the output
frequency of the vco has the same frequency ac
curacy as the 1 kHz pulse input from the frequen
cy divider Module 1A6.

(2) The other output of pulse shaper A2Q5
and A2Q6 goes to a decade divider that divides
the 113 kHz signal by 10 to produce a 11.3 kHz
signal. The 11.3 kHz signal is one input to bal
anced mixer A2CR1. The 7.089 MHz input from
the 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer module 1A4 is the
other input to balanced mixer A2CR1 where it is
mixed with the 11.'3 kHz s-ignal. The mixer prod
ucts then go to the 7.1 MHz amplifier and filter
A2Q7 and FLt where the mixer product nearest
7.1 MHz is selected and amplified. In the ex
ample, the following mixing takes place:

When the 300 Hz that is used for the 100 Hz
tuning information is subtracted from the output
frequency, the original 128 Hz frequency error is
seen. This is the method used to carry the fre
quency error information from the 10 and 1 kHz
synthesizer module to the 100 kHz synthesizer
module. Thus, the 7.1 MHz module output car
ries the 100 Hz information and the 10 and 1
kHz synthesizer module frequency error informa
tion.

7.100,428 MHz

7.089,128 MHz
.001,1'300 MHz

100 Hz synthesizer
module output

pedance matching stage for the module output.
The 7.1003 MHz signal out of the emitter fol~

lower is the 7.1 MHz module output and goes to
the 100 kHz synthesizer module lA2.

(4) Since there is only one mixer in. the
module and the mixing action is additive, it can
be shown that any frequency error on the 7.089
MHz input will appear at the 7.1 MHz output
of the module. For example, if the 7.089 MHz
input had a frequency error of 128 Hz, the 7.089
MHz input frequency would be 7.089,128 MHz.
With the same 11.3 signal used in the previous
example, the module output frequency would be:

7.089 MHz input from l() and 11 kHz
synthesizer

Decade divider A2Z·1 output

7.089,000 MHz
•001,800 MHz

10 and .1 kHz synthesizer module
input

Deeade divider A2Z1 output

(3) The 7.100,300 MHz signal then flows
to emitter follower A2Q8 which serves as an im-

Amplifier and filter A2Q7 and
FLI output 7.100,300 MHz

(5) The 1 kHz pulse output from the mod
ule is exactly the same as the 1 kHz pulse input
to the module since the 100 Hz synthesizer mod
ule only samples the 1 kHz pulse signal.
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Section VI. roW~R <AND OPERATIONAL CONTROL, FUNCTIONAL
CIRCUIT ANALY~I'S, RECEIVER-TR"NSMITTER RAOIO, RT~2/GRC

"NO RT-834/GRO

1-25. Dc-to-Dc Converter and Regulator
Module IAll

(fig. 4-45)

a. General. Dc~to-Dc converter and regulator
module lAll provides all operating voltages re
quired by the receiver-transmitter, except the 27
±3 volts de. A 20-volt regulator circuit-and a dc
to-.dc converter circuit are used to produce the re
quired voltages from the 27 volts dc primary
power.

NOTE
Prefix all reference designators in this
paragraph with Dc-to-Dc converter and
regulator module reference designator
lAll, unless otherwise specified.

b. 20-Volt Regulato't". The 20-volt regulator
circuit provides a 20-volt regulated output to all
modules of the receiver-transmitter for any op
erate position (SSB NSK, AM, CW, and FSK)
of the SERVICE SELECTOR switch.

.(l) The 27 volts dc is applied to the collec
tor of transistor lAlQl on the chassis. The ef
fective collector-to-emitter resistance of transistor
lA1QI, in series with the 27 volts dc line, drops
the voltage to a constant 20 volts dc for any given
current required by the external circuit. The value
of the series resistance is determined by the rate
of conduction of transistor IA1QI, which is con
trolled by the regulator circuit.

(2) Differential amplifier AIQ3, A1Q4
compares the output from transistor AIQ1 with
the reference established by 4.7 volt Zener diode
A1VR2. The output at the emitter of transistor
lAlQI is developed across the voltage divider
consisting of resistors AlR7, AlR8, and AIR9.
Assume that the 20 volt de output instantaneous
ly increases the 22 volts de. The voltage across
the voltage divider will increase, increasing the
forward bias on transistor AIQ4. Transistor
AIQ4 will have an increased rate of conduction,
increasing the voltage developed across resistor
A1R6. This decreases the forward-biasing of
transistor AlQ3. This increased voltage will de
crease the forward bias on dc amplifier AlQ2, in
creasing the voltage on the collector of dc ampli
fier AIQ2. The base voltage of dc amplifier AI
Q2 is stabilized by Zener diode AlVR1. There
fore, the emitter-to-base voltage on driver A1QI
will decrease, decreasing the voltage on the col-
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lector of driver AlQ1. The collector voltage of
driver AlQI is the base bias for transistor lAlQl.
Therefore, the decrease at the collector of driver
AIQ1 causes transistor IA1Ql to conduct less.
This increases the collector-to-emitter resistance to
drop the voltage back to 20 volts dc. A similar
,sequence will occur if the 20 volts dc decreases.
However, the reverse will occur in all the cir
cuits in order to increase the conduction rate of
transistor lA1QI, thereby decreasing the collec~

tor-to-emitter resistance to increase the voltage at
the emitter of transistor lAlQ1 to 20 volts dc.

(3) Capacitor Ale5 provides filtering for
the 20-volt dc output line. Capacitor AIC4 pro
vides collector-to-base feedback for transistor
A1Q4. Therefore, any ripple on the 20-volt dc
output line will be fed back into the regulator
circuit, and in turn to transistor lAIQl, 180 0 out
of phase with itself. This allows the ripple to be
canceled. Capacitors AICI, A1C2, and A1CS pro
vide high-frequency filtering. If the 20 volt dc
line becomes shorted, the resulting ground will
forward-bias diode A1CR1. This will shut off dc
amplifier AlQ2, which in turn shuts off driver
AIQI and transistor lAlQL When the short is
removed, the regulator will recover and resume
regulating action.

c. Dc~to-Dc Converter. The dc-to-dc converter
is a saturable core oscillator used to produce the
dc and ac operating voltages required by ampli
fier tubes 1A12VI and lA12V2. This circuit is
in operation during STAND BY or any operat
ing position (SSE NSK, AM, CW, or FSK) of
the SERVICE SELECTOR switch.

(l) The 27 volts dc primary power is ap
plied to pin 7 of connector Jl, from which it is
applied through a pi-section filter network to pin
9 of transformer Tl. The pi-section filter consists
of inductor LI and capacitors A2Cl, A2C2,
A2C3, and A2C4. The 27 volts dc is applied
through the transformer winding to the collector
of both transistors Ql and Q2 and through resis
tor A2Rl, the transformer winding, and resistors
Rl and R2 to the bases of transistors Q1 and Q2.
The differences in the two transistors will cause
one of them to turn on first. Assume that tran
sistor Q1 turns on first. Then application of 27
volts dc will induce a voltage in the windings of
transformer T1 with the following polarities: pin
9, plus; pin 2, minus; pin 1; and pin 3, minus.
Therefore, transistor Ql is more forward-biased



by the positive voltage on its base, driving it to
ward saturation. Transistor Q1 will conduct into
saturation, at which time the magnetic field
created in the windings will collapse since the
current becomes constant. Therefore, the polar
ities of the windings will be reversed, turning
transistor Q2 on. This action will continue, pro
ducing a square wave ac signal across the primary
of transformer T1. Resistors R1 and R2 are base
current-limiting resistors. Diode A2CR1 will
clamp pin 10 of transformer Tl at ground so that
maximum drive can be applied to the conducting
transistor to drive it into saturation.

(2) The 54 volts ac output from dc-to-dc
converter switch Q1, Q2 is stepped down in trans
former winding 4~G, filtered, and applied to
pins 1 and 9 of connector J1. This stepped-down
voltage is the 6.3 volts ac required for the fila
ments of amplifier tubes lA12Vl and lA12V2.
The 54 volts ac is stepped up by transformer
winding 6-12, full-wave rectified by diodes
A3CRI through A3CR4, filtered, and applied to
pin 6 of connector J1. This voltage is the posi.
tive 125 volt dc output for the plates and screens
of amplifier tubes lA12Vl and 1A12V2. The 54
volts ac is stepped up by transformer winding
7-8, full-wave rectified by diodes A3CR5 through
A3CR8, 'regulated by 33 volt Zener diode A3VRl
when SERVICE SELECTOR switch is at STAND
BY filtered and applied to pin 14 of connector
J1. This voltage will be nominally 130 volts dc
but will vary ± 10 percent with like variations in
the 27 volt dc primary power input. This voltage
is the -30 volts de used to develop the agc volt
age used in rf amplifier module lA12 during re
ceive operation. During standby, this voltage will
result in the full-scale deflection of the front
panel signal level meter to allow the operator a
means of insuring the dc-to-dc co~verter module
IAll is functioning. When the' receiver-trans
mitter is tuning, this -33 volts dc is used to bias
the rf amplifier tubes to cutoff to prevent over
dissipation in their screen circuits.

1-26. Front 'Panel and Chassis Assembly 1A1
(fig. 4-33)

a. Geneml. Front panel and chassis assembly
lAl contains all the interconnections for the
modules, the code switches for intraunit tuning
(receiver-transmitter, and interunit tuning) (Am
plifier, Radio Frequency AM-3349/GRC-I06),
Internal alc assembly IAIA5, 100 Hz module
IAlA2A8 and all switches and controls for de-
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termining and controlling the various modes of
operation in either a transmit or receive condi
tion.

NOTE
Prefix all reference designators in this
paragraph with front panel and chassis
assembly reference designator 1A1, un·
less otherwise specified.

b. SERVICE SELECTOR Switch. SERVICE
SELECTOR switch S4 is used to select the mode
of operation for Radio Set AN/GRC-106(").

(l) The 27 volts dc applied to pins A and
B POWER connector J24 is applied through
FUSE 2 AMP FI, diode CRl, and filter FLI to
contact 2 of switch S4 section I, front. Diode CRI
is used to insure correct polarity of the 27 volts
dc applied to POWER connector J24. Zener diode
VR2 will fire when the voltage approaches 30
volts dc, increasing the current through fuse Fl
to insure that is opens. Filter FLI is a low-pass
radio frequency interference (rfi) feedthrough
filter, designed to suppress unwanted rfi that
may be present on the 27 volt dc input line. When
the SERVICE SELEOTOR switch is set at OVEN
ON, the 27 volts is dc applied through contacts
1 and 2 of switch S4, section I, front, to pin 3 of
connector XA3-A. This voltage is then used in
frequency standard module IA3 to energize the
oven assembly (para 1-15). When the SERVICE
SELECTOR switch is set at STAND BY, the 27
volts dc is applied through contacts 2 and 3 of
switch S4, section 1 front, and to pin 7 of con
nector XAll, pin 28 to connector XA5, and to
the OVEN-ON circuits (XA3A-3). This voltage
is used in Dc-to-Dc converter and regulator mod
ule lAll to energize the dc-to-dc converter cir
cuit (para 1-25). This voltage is used in trans·
mittel' IF and audio module IA5 to energize the
vox circuit (para 1-6) so that when the receiver
transmitter is placed in operation, surges from
the 20 volts dc application will not place the sys
tem into transmit condition. When the SERVICE
SELECTOR switch is placed at any operate posi
tion (SSB NSK, FSK, AM, CW), the 27 volts de
is applied to all STAND BY and OVEN-ON cir
cuits as previously explained and through con
tacts 1 and 4 of switch S4, section 1, front, to the
following places:

(a) Pin K of AUDIO connectors J18 and
J19 for auxiliary used.

(b) Pin 8 of connector XAlO to energize
the 2 watt amplifier portion of receiver audio
module lA10 (para 1-13).
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(c) Pin 3 of relay K2 and pin E3 of as
sembly A7.

(d) Contact 6 of relay K2, from which it
is applied through contact 8 (when motor Bl is
unenergized) to pin 2 of relays K3 and K4, pin 4
of relay Kl, the collector of transistor Q1 (para
1-25), and pin 13 of connector XAll to energize
the 20-volt regulator circuit of Dc-ta-Dc Convert
er and regulator module 1All (para 1-25).

(e) Contact 5 of relay K2, from which
motor Bl is energized through contact 2 of relay
K2 (d below).

(2) When the SERVICE SELECTOR switch
is set at CW, the 20 volt de output from transis
tor Q1 (para 1-25) is applied through contacts
5 and 6 of switch S4, section 1, rear, to the BFO
control, pin 10 of connector XA7, and pin 13 of
connector XA5. The switched 20 volts dc is ap
plied to receiver IF module lA7 to energize the
bfo circuit (para 1~12), The switched 20 volts
dc is applied to transmitter IF and audio module
1A5 to disable the microphone circuits and to en
ergize the 2 kHz generator circuit (para 1-6).
When the SERVICE SELECTOR switch is set at
SSB NSK or AM, the output from the vox switch
is connected through contacts 10 and 11 of switch
S4, section 3, front. When the SERVICE SELEC
TOR switch is set at CW or FSK, contacts 10 and
11 of switch 84, section I, rear, a.re open to dis
able the vox switch for cw or fsk operation.

(3) When the SERVICE SELECTOR switch
is set at STAND BY, the required standby
ground for the AM-3349/GRC-I06 is applied
through contacts 9 and 8 of switch S4, section 2,
front, and pin N of PA CONTROL connector
320. When the SERVICE SELECTOR switch is
set at any operate position (SSB NSK, CW, AM,
FSK), the required operate ground for the AM
3349/GRC-I06 is applied through contacts 9 and
10 of switch S4 section 2, front, and pin P of PA
CONTROL connector J20.

(4) When the SERVICE SELECTOR switch
is set at SSB NSK, the ground on contact 9 of
switch S4, section 2, front, is applied through
contacts 11 and 12 of switch S4, section 2, rear,
to the vox switch (c below). When the SERVICE
SELECTOR switch is set at FSK, ground is ap
plied through contacts 11 and 1 of switch 84,
section 2, rear, to pin 5 of connector XAIO and
pin 22 of connector XA5. This ground is used
to disable the squelch circuit in receiver audio
module lAlO (para 1-13), and to disable the vox
circuit in transmitter IF and audio module 1A5
(para 1-6), When the SERVICE SELECTOR
switch is set at AM, the ground is applied to the
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vox switch (c below) through contacts 11 and 12
of switch S4, section 2, rear, and to pin 9 of con·
nector XA5 through contacts 11 and 2 of switch
84, section 2, rear, to energize the carrier reinser
tion gate in transmitter IF and audio module lAS
(para 1-6). When the SERVICE SELECTOR
switch is set at CW, the ground is applied
through contacts 11 and 1 to disable the squelch
and vox circuits, as was the case during fsk opera
tion, and through contacts 11 and 3 to pin 14 of
connector XA5. This ground is used to energize
the 2 kHz amplifier in transmitter IF and audio
module 1A5 (para 1-6).

(5) Switch S4, section 3, front, is used in
conjunction with the vox switch (c below).

(6) Switch S4, section 3, rear, is used to se
lect the correct tap of voltage divider R11, R5,
R6, for applying the necessary apc control volt
age to transmitter IF and audio module 1A5.

c. Vox Switch Sl. The vox switch, in conjunc
tion with the SERVICE SELECTOR switch, is
used to select the method in which the ground
will be applied to transmitter-receiver No. 3 (tr
line 3) output from transmitter IF and audio
module lA5 to place the AN/GRC-I06 into the
transmit mode of operation. The vox switch is
operating during the ssb and am modes of opera
tion only. During the cw and fsk modes of opera
tion, the vox switch is bypassed.

(1) SERVICE SELECTOR switch set at
SSBNSK.

(a) PUSH TO TALK. When the vox
switch is set at PUSH TO TALK, the ground for
keying tr line 3 is supplied by the push-ta-talk
switch on the H-33/PT or M-29B/U. Ground is
applied to pin F of AUDIO connector J18 or J19
each time the push·to-talk switch on the M-29B/
U or H-33(*)/PT is depressed. This ground is
applied to contact 8 of switch S4, section 3, front,
from which it is applied through contacts 8 and
6 of switch SI, rear, and contacts 10 and 11 of
switch 84, section I, rear, to contact 10 of switch
S4, section 3, front. From this point, the ground
is applied to pin 29 of connector XA5 to turn off
transmit-receive switch lA5AIQ11 and turn on
transmit-receive switch lA5Ql (para 1-6), plac
ing ground on tr line 3 (e below). In order to in
sure no hangtime when the push-to-talk switch is
released, the bias developed by voltage divider
1A5A2R43, lA5A2R44 (fig. 4-39) is applied
through pin 27 of connector XA5, contacts 3 and
11 of switch SI, front, diode CR5, contacts 10 and
11 of switch S4, section I, rear, contact 10 of
switch S4, section 3, front, to pin 29 of connector
XA5. Therefore, inverter lA5A2Q11 is turned



back on as soon as the pllsh~to·talk switch is re~

leased, turning off transmit receive switch lA5~

Ql and removing the ground from tr line 3. This
insures that the unit is placed into receive opera
tion immediately after the push-ta-talk switch is
released, without any hangtime (para 1-6).

(b) PUSH TO VOX. When the vox
switch is set at PUSH TO VOX, the ground for
keying tr line 3 is produced by the voice input at
the AUDIO connectors when the push-to-talk
switch on the M-29B/U or H-33(*)/PT is de
pressed. When the push·to-talk switch is de
pressed, ground is applied to pin F of AUDIO
cOllnector Ji8 or JI9. This ground is applied
through contacts 8 and 9 of switch 84, section 3,
front, contacts 5 and 3 of switch 81 front to pin
27 of connector XA5. Thus, vox detector IA5A2
Q9 is enabled, allowing the voice to key the ANI
GRG-I06(·) (para 1-6). As long as the hand
set is held depressed, the hangtime function
(para 1-6) is present. If the push~to-talk switch
is released, the hangtime function is bypassed,
immediately placing the AN/GRG-l06 into re
ceive operation. This bias 011 voltage divider
lA5A2R43, lA5A2R44 is applied through pin 27
of connector XA5 to contact 3 of switch 81, front,
from which it is applied through diode CR6, con
tacts 10 and 6 of switch 81, rear, contacts 10 and
11 of switch 84, section 1, rear, contact 10 of
switch 84, section 3, front, to pin 29 of connector
XA5. Therefore, tral1smit~receive switch lA5A2
QU is turned on, which turns off transmit·re·
ceive switch 154Ql and removes the ground from
tr line 3, to bypass the hangtime function in a
mnnnel' similar to the PUSH TO TALK position
of switch Sl.

(c) VOX. When the vox switch is set at
VOX, the ground for keying tr line 3 is produced
by the voice input present at AUDIO connector
J18 and J19 (para 1-6). GrOllnd is applied to
contact 9 of switch S4, section 2, front, from
which it is applied through contacts 11 and 12 of
switch 84, section 2, rear, and contacts 7 and 3 of
switch Sl, front, to pin 27 of connector XA5.
Therefore, the vox circuit will be enabled, per
mitting the voice to supply the ground to tr line
3 and key the AN/GRG-106(*) (para 1-6).

(2) SERVICE SELECTOR switch set at
FSK. When the 8ERVICE SELECTOR switch is
set at FSK.1 the vox switch is bypassed by open
ing contacts 8 and 9 of switch 84, section 3, front,
and contacts 10 and 11 of switch 84, section 1,
rear. The keying infonnation is still applied to
pin F of AUDIO connector J18 or J19. This in
formation is then applied through contacts 8 and
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10 of switch S4, section 3, front, to pin 29 of con
nector XA5. Therefore, transmit·receive s'.... itch
lA4AlAll and transmit-receive switch lA5Ql
will be turned off and on at the keying rate of
the radio~teletypewriterterminal equipment.

(3) SE,'/lVICE SELECTOR switch set at
AM. When the SERVICE SELECTOR switch is
set at AM, the AN/GRG-l06 is keyed the same
as 8SB N8K for the PUSH TO TALK and VOX
positions of the vox switch. With the vox switch
set at PUSH TO VOX, the keyline is applied
through contacts 8 and 11 of switch 84, section
3, front, rather than 8 and 9 as is done in 8SB
NSK.

(4) SEll VICE SELI::CTOr. switch set at
CW. When the SERVICE SELECTOR switch is
set at CW, the vox switch is again disabled as it
was in FSK. However, the keying information is
still applied to pin F of AUDIO connectors J18
and J19. This keying information is then applied
through contacts 8 and 12 of switch 84, section
3, front, to pin 30 of connector XA5. keying the
vox circuit (p31'a 1-6).

d. Il1t,.altllit TIming. The turret in rf amplifier
module lA12, which contains MHz strips fOI· the
tuned input and output circuits (para 1-8 and
1-10), and the switch in MHz synthesizer mod
ule 1A9 (para 1-18), which contains crystals, ca·
pacitors and hi/lo information, are repositioned
every time a change of 1 MHz or more is made
in the operating frequency (2 to 29 MHz). When
either l\'IC 01' .MHz switch (85 or 86) is rotated,
a ground is established on one contact of switch
89, front. This ground is mechanically coupled
to switch S9, rear, which in turn, applies the
ground to pin 7 of motor relay K2. Since 27 volts
de is applied to pin 3 of relay K2 (b above), the
relay will be energized. This action removes the
27 volts dc from pin 18 of connector lXAll, the
collector of transistor 1AIQl, and relays K1, K3,
and K4. The removal of the 27 volts from pin
13 of connector lXAll and transistor lAlQl will
in turn prevent a 20 volt dc output from dc-ta-dc
converter and regulator module 1All. This
renders the unit inoperative while tuning is in
progress. When relay K2 is energized, 27 volts
de is applied through cont.'tcts 5 and 2 of the re~

lay to one side of turret motor BL The other
side of turret motor Bl is grounded; therefore,
it will )·otate. The motor drives a gear train as·
sembly, which rotates the .MHz synthesizer
switch, the turret, and the rotors of switch 89.
The rotation will continue until the notch in the
switch rotor (S9), front reaches the grounded
contact. This l·emoves the ground from pin 7 of.
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relay K2, deenergizing it. When relay K2 is de
energized, the 2:7 volts dc is removed from motor
Bl and ground is applied through contacts 4 and
2. With ground on both sides, the motor is
dynamically braked. The 27 volts dc is reapplied
to all operating circuits when relay K2 is deen
ergized. When switch 85 or switch 86 is rotated,
within the operating frequency, a five-wire code
is generated and applied to the AM-3349/GRC
106 to reposition the turret in that unit (para 1-

49). The two codes are generated simultaneously
and are independent of each other.

e, T1' Line S. During receive operation, tr line
3 is open while during transmit operation, it is
grounded. When tr line 3 is grounded, relays
Kl, K3, K4, and K5 are energized. The ground
applied to tr line 3 corresponds to system keying
and is applied as outlined in table 1-3 and c
above.

SERVICE SELECTOR
• wilell. po.Won

Tablfll~.SIl.tfl17l, Kelling fOT TR Lim 8

V••
.wilell. po.Won

AM or SSB NSK PUSH TO VOX Applied voice when the minor electri-

cal eomponent push-to-talk switch is
depressed.

AM or SSB NSK VOX .Applied voi«.
AM or SSB NSK.. PUSH TO TALK .Minor electrical C(Ifllponent pu~-to--

talk s'o\itch.
CW Disabled .Cw key,
FSK Dilln!)Ied .Radiotclet>'lpe"lHiter termi ll'al equlp-

ment key.

(1) Relays K$ and KI,. Initially, relays K3
and K4 are deenergized (receive operation). Re
lay K<3 connects the input rf signal ~rom RE
CEIVER IN connector J16 to rf amplifier module
1A12 (para 1-10) through coupling capacitor
A7C49 and contacts A3 and A2. When energized
(transmit operation), relay K3 connects the rf
output from translator module 1A8 to rf ampli
fier module lA12 through contacts A2 and Al
(para 1--8). Relay K4 (deenergized) connects the
rf output from rf amplifier module 1A12 to trans
lator module 1A8 through contacts A3 and A2
(para 1-10). When energized (transmit opera
tion), relay K4 connects the rf output from rf
amplifier module lA12 to RF DRJVE connector
J21 through contacts A2 and AI, in parallel with
internal ALC assembly lA1A5 (f below).

(2) Relay K5. During receive operation, re
lay K5 (deenergized), serves no function. When
energized (transmit operation), relay K5 ground
the rf input from RECEIVER IN connector J16.

(3) Relay Kl. Relay Kl generates tr line 1
and tl' line 2 information. When relay K1 is de
energized (receive operation), tr line 2 applies a
ground (contacts 8 and 12 of relay KI) to all cir
cuits not required for receiving, and tr line 1 ap
plies 20 volfs dc (contacts 14 and 10 of relay K1)
to all circuits required for receiving. When trans
mitting (relay Kl energized), tr line 1 applies
ground (contacts 13 and 10 of relay Kl) to all
circuits not required for transmitting, and tr line
2 applies 20 volts dc (contacts 9 and 12 relay Kl)
to all circuits required for transmitting.
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f. Intenuu Ale Assen~bly lA1AS. Internal Alc
assembly 1AIA5 (fig. 4-31) produces a dc out
put corresponding to the peak voltage output
from the RT-662/GRC. during the normal sys
tem operation (with an AM-3349/GRC-106).
The output from this assembly is over-ridden by
the automatic level control (alc) signal from the
AM-3349/GRC-106 (para 1-61 and u). The out
put from Internal Alc assembly 1A1A5 is used to
control the gain of transmitter IF and audio mod
ule IA5 and to provide a relative indication of
rf output on the front panel level meter when
the RT-662/GRC is used separately from the
Al\1-3349/GRC-I06. The rf output from rf am
plifier module lA12 is applied to lA1A5E2
through relay 1AIK4, from which it is connected
to 1A1A5E4 fOr application to RF DRIVE con
nector 1AIJ21 (fig. 4--33). The rf input to
1A1A5E2 is sampled and coupled by capacitor
1A1A5C1 to the anode of diode lA1A5CRl.
Diode lA1A5CRl peak detects the positive en
velope of the signfll. The output from diode
lAlA5CRl is filtered by capacitors lAlA5C2
and 1AlA5C4 and inductor 1AlA5L1 to remove
any rf. The resulting dc output is applied to the
base of emitter follower 1A1A5Q1. Emitter fol
lower 1AIA5Ql is used to minimize the loading
on diode lAtA5CRl by resistor 1AIA5R3 and
the input of transmitter IF and audio module
1A5. The output from emitter follower lA1A5Ql
is processed by the low-pass filter consisting of
capacitors 1AlA5C6 and 1AIA5C7 and inductor



lAIA5L3 and applied to lAIA5E6. From lAl
A5E6, this dc level is applied to transmitter IF
and audio module lA5 for use as the internal

automatic level control signal (para 1-6/ and y)
when the RT-662/GRC is operating separately
from the AM-3349/GRC-l06.

Secllon VII. IlLOCK OIAGRAM FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF
AMPLIFIER, ·RADIO FREQUENCY AM--3349/GRC-l06

1-27. Transmit Operation, Functional
Description

(fig. 4-21)

NOTE
Prefix all reference designations in CL

through e below with unit reference
number 2, unless othen\'ise specified.

a. -'twin Sig1lffl Fin//". The ,·f output from re
ceiver-transmitter, is connected to RF DRIVE
connector A5J3. RF DRIVE connector A'5J3
connects this rf signal to the input bridge
circuit. The input bridge circuit provides the
necessary isolation between the receiver-trans
mitter and the feedback loop in Amplifier,
Radio Frequency AM-3349/GRC-I06. Output
signals from the input bridge circuit are connected
to driyer amplifiel· A8Vl, where they are raised
in level and applied to power amplifier AlAIVI,
AlAIV2. One of thirty tuned transformers
(mounted on the motor-driven turret assembly)
is connected into the output circuit of driver am
plifier A8V1. The tuned transformer is auto
matically programed into the circuit according to
the operating frequency selected at the receiver
transmitter (para 1-49). These tuned transform
ers insure optimum load impedance for drive tube
A8VI, providing low distortion and maximum
voltage transfer. Power amplifier AlAIVI,
AlAIV2 consists of two electron tubes connected
in parallel then raise the rf signal level to 450
watts (pep.). The output signals from power am
plifier AlAIVI, AlAIV2 are fed through phase
discriminator A4A1 and load discriminator A4A2
to the antenna coupler circuits. Feedback is pro
vided between !>ower amplifier AIAIVl, AIAl
V2 and drivel' amplifier A8VI to insure linear
operation. One of nineteen tuned transformers
(mounted on the motor-driven turret assembly)
is connected into the output circuit of power am
plifier A1AIV1, AIAlV2. The transformer is
automatically programed into the circuit accord·
ing to the frequency selected at the receiver-trans·
mitter (para 1-49). These tuned transformers in
sure optimum load impedance on the power am
plifier tubes providing low distortion and maxi
mum power output to the antenna coupler. The
antenna coupler consists of the manually tuned

antenna tuning and antenna loading circuits, and
the automatically programed (para 1-43) antenna
switching circuits. When the TUNE-OPERATE
switch is set to OPERATE, the power output
from the antenna coupler is applied through re
lay A5Kl and switch A5S~ to either WHIP con
nector Ai)J6 Or 50 OHM LI tE connector A5J5.

b. TUlllll/l. The phase and load discriminator
circuits are each essentially a torodial transformer
thl'ough which the output signals from power
amplifier AIAIVI, AIAIV2 are passed to the
antenna coupler circuits. Tune discriminator
A4A1 senses any phase difference between the
transmitted voltage and current waveforms and
displays a relative indication proportional to the
difference on ANT. TUNE meter A5M2. Load
discriminator A4A2 senses any difference in
magnitude between the transmitted voltage and
current waveforms and displays a relative indica
tion, proportional to this difference, on ANT.
LOAD meter A5M3. The antenna tuning and an
tenna loading circuits are varied by the ANT.
LOAD and ANT. TUNE controls, respectively.
When the TUNE-OPERATE switch is set at
TUNE, the ANT. TUNE and ANT. LOAD con
trols are adjusted for zero indications (center
scale) on their respective meters, A5l\12 and
A5M3. When the ANT. TUNE meter gives a
zero indication, there is no phase difference be
tween the transmitted voltage and current wave
forms. When the ANT. LOAD meter gives a
zero indication, the voltage and current wave
forms are in proper ratio for a 50 ohm line im
pedance. The antenna and the AM-3349/GRC
106 will be cOiTectly matched in this condition
for a 50-ohm resistive line impedance. A counter
is mechanically coupled to the ANT. LOAD and
ANT. TUNE controls to provide a reference in
dication, which is recorded on the LOGGING
CHART for future tuning to the same operating
frequency.

c. Level Contt·ol Signal Generation. Two level
control signals are generated in the AM-3349/
GRC-l06: operate and tune. The output from
power amplifier AlA lVI, AlAIV2 is envelope
detected by adapter A4A3CRl and applied to
emitter follower A4A3Q1. The modulated de out
put from emitter follower A4A3Ql is applied to
pin C of CONTROL connector A5J2. This signal
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is then applied to the voltage-divider netwol'k in
the receiver-transmitter where it is processed and
used for controlling the system gain (para 1-46).
The input to power amplifier A1A1V1, A1A1V2
is also envelope-detected by detector A1A1A1CR1
and applied to emitter followers A1A1AIQ2 and
A1AIAlQl. The emitter followers provide a
high shunt impedance for the detector load. The
modulated ric output from the emitter followers
is applied to pin B of CONTROL connector
A5J2 through TUNE-OPERATE switch A5S6.
when it is set at TUNE. This signal is then COll

nected to the receiver-transmitter, The tune level
control signal provides the additional contl'ol in
the system gain, which is required when tnning
the system (para 1-46).

d. P01Vel' SU1Jply. When the SERVICE-SELEC
TOR switch on the receiver-transmitter is set at
STAND BY or any operating position, a ground
is applied from pin N of CONTROL connector
A5J2 to the coil of relay A5A2Kl. When PRIM.
PWR. circuit breaker A5A2CBl is set ON, 27
volts dc is also applied from PRIM POWER con
nector A5J7 to relay A5Kl. This energizes relay
A5A2KI which, in turn, applies the 27 volts de
to the dc-to-dc cOllverter assembly (part of A5)
and to the dc-to-ac inverter assembly (part of

A6). These two assemblies produce all voltages
used in the AM-3349/GRC-I06, except the 27
volts dc. Undervoltage and overCUlTent pl'otec
tion is provided for the dc·to-dc converter assem
bly.

e. Pammeter Monitoring. TEST METER A5
Ml is provided to monitor various voltages and
parameters of the AM-3349/GRC-I06 to deter
mine whether or not the equipment is function·
ing properly. TEST METER 1\11 provides indi
cations of the parameters selected by TEST ME
TER switch 82.

1-28. Receive -Operation, Functiona~

Description

(fig. 4-21)

During receive operation, any rf signal received
by the antenna is applied to either WHIP con
nector 2A5J6 or '50 OHM LINE connector
2AliJ5, depending on the antenna being used.
The rf signal is applied through switch 2A5S5,
and antenna switching relay 2A5Kl, to RCVR.
ANT. connector 2A5J4. RCVR. ANT. connector
2A5J4 is connected to RECEIVER IN connector
lAlJ16 on the receiver-transmitter.

Section VIII. MAIN SIGNAL FLOW FUNCTIONAL CIRCUIT
ANALYSIS OF AMPLIFIER, RIliDIO FREQUEN,CY AM....J349/GRC-l06

1-29. General

Amplifier, Radio Frequency AM--3349/GRC
106 amplifies the low-level output from the trans~

mittel' section of the receiver-transmitter to a 400
watt peak-envelope-power (pep) level in voice
operation (ssb 01' am) and 200 watts of average
power in cw or fsk operation. This output can
be matched to either whip or 50-ohm antenna
loads.

1-30. Driver Amplifier 2A8V1
(fig. 4-16)

NOTE
Prefix all reference designators in this
paragraph with drivel' assembly refer
ence designator 2A8, unless otherwise
specified.

a. Drivel' amplifier 2A8Vl amplifies the low
level output from the receiver~transmitter to a
level suitable for driving power amplifier 2AIAl
VI, 2AlAIV2 (para 1-31). The output from the
receiver-transmitter is applied to RF DRJVE con
nector 2A5J3 on the front panel. From here, it is
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routed through connectors 2A5Jl-Al, 2AlXA5
AI, 2AlAIXA8-A4, Jl-A4, and PI to connector
AlJ!. From connector AIJl, the rf input signal
is applied to an input bridge (fig. 1-8). The in
put bridge algebraically sums the rf input with
an inverse feedback signal that is proportional to
the output from power amplifier 2AIAlVI,
2AlAlV2 (fig. 4-23). The inverse feedback
maintains the gain characteristics of the AM
3349/GRC-l06 relatively constant over the en
tire range of transmitted frequencies. It also in
creases the linearity, thereby reducing the inter
modulation distortion.

b. The l'f input is coupled by capacitor AlCI
to the primary of transformer AlTI, and coupled
by transformer action to the secondary of trans
former AlTl. Resistor AlRl provides the proper
termination for the rf input signal. The primary
of transformer Al'fl is tuned by capacitor AIel
and the secondary of transformer Al Tl is tuned
by capacitor A1C2, the interelectrode capacity
Cgk, and the stray capacity of the transformer.
Both the primary and secondary windings of
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Figure 1-8. Driver amplifier !A8V1. U1VIlt bridge,
.cllem4tic dmgram.

transformer AlT 1 are lUlled to the geometric cen
ter (8 :MHz) of the passband. This provides a
broadband tuned input for operating frequencies
between 2 and 30 MHz and minimiz~ the vswr
on the input line.

c. The feedback signal from the plates of pow
er amplifier 2AIAIVl. 2AIAIV2 is applied to
connector JI-Al (para 1-31), from which it is
applied to the j unction of capacitors AlC3 and
C2. Normally, the feedback is 1800 out of phase
with the rf input. The feedback signal is divided
by the capacitive divider arms of the bridge:
AIC2, AlC3, and C2, CGK. When the bridge is
balanced, a very small portion of the feedback
signal appears across the secondary of transform
er AlTI. However, the low reactance of capaci
tor AIC2 causes the rf input signal at the second
ary of transformer AIl.'l to appear between the
grid of driver amplifier VI llnd grollnd. This rf
input signal is algebraically summed with the
feedback signal. The resultant signal (the net dif
ference) is coupled by capacitor A1CS to the grid
of driver amplifier VI. Capacitor C2 is adjusted
for best bridge balance at the worst conditions of
CGK (30 MHz). Since the .;;ignal applied to
driver amplifier VI is the difference between two
relatively large signals, it is evident that, given
a constant rf input, a small change in feedback
will produce a large change in the signal applied
to the grid of driver amplifier VI. It is also evi·
dent that this change will, in effect, minimize
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the original change in the feedback signal as a
result of the system gain. The feedback signal
is directly related to the input by the gain factor
of the AM-3319jGRC-106. Therefore, moderate
changes in the regulated supply voltages result
ing from temperature variations, or changes in
tube or component characteristics that would nor
mally have great effect on the overall gain and
sensitivity, will be minimized.

d. The output from the input bridge is raised
in level by driver amplifier VI and is developed
across 1 of 30 interstage tuned circuits, which
form a part of Turret assembly 2A2. These tuned
circuits are mounted on a motor-driven turret and
:lore automatically programed into the circuit ac
cording to the operating frequency (para 1-49).
The output from the tuned circuit is applied to
connectors JI-A2 and J1-A3 for application to
power amplifier 2AIAIVI, 2A1AIV2. Capacitor
C6 is adjusted to compensate for the input capaci~
tance of power amplifier 2AIAIVI, 2AIAIV2,
and the output capacitance of drivel' amplifier VI.
This prevents mistuning to insure optimum pow
er transfer.

e. The 500-volt de output from the dc-to-dc
converter assembly (part of 2A5) is regulated to
200 volts de by Zener diode 2A1AIVR3 (fig. 4
49), This regulated 200 volts dc and the 27-volt
dc primary power are used to develop the operat
ing voltages for driver amplifier VI. The 27
voits dc, applied to pin 3 of connector Jl (fig.
4-16), is regl:lated to 15 volts dc by Zener diode
A2VRI and applied across resistors A2R5 and
A2R6, A portion of this voltage is applied
through isolr.ting resistor A2R2 to the grid of
driver amplifier VI as a fixed bias. Driver am
plifier VI also develops a self-bias across resis
tors A2R3 and A2R4. This combination of bias
ing results in a cathode dc load line (on the trans
fer chal'acteristics) that has a very shallow slope
with respect to using either the self-biasing meth
od or fixed-biasing method alone. Therefore,
changes in tube characteristics will have only a
minimum effect on the operating point of driver
amplifier VI. Capacitors A2C6, A2C7, and A2C8
are rf bypass capacitors. Capacitors A2C9 and
A2CI0 are audio bypass capacitors, used to re
duce intermodulation distortion when voice trans
missions are being made. The 200 volts de pres
:mt at pin 1 of connector J1 is used as the plate
supply 'lor driver amplifier VI and is regulated
to 164 volts de by Zener diodes VRI And VR2
for use as the screen supply for driver amplifier
VI.
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1-31. Power Amplifier 2A.2A1V1, 2A'2:A1V2

(fig. 4-49)

NOTE
Prefix all reference designators in this
paragraph with chassis reference desig*
nator 2Al, unless otherwise specified.

a. Power amplifier A1Vl, A1V2 amplifies the
output from driver amplifier 2A8VI to a level
of approximately 450 watts pep. for application
to the impedance-matching networks in antenna
coupler assembly 2A3. The output from driver
amplifier 2A8Vl is coupled by the interstage
tuned transformer (2A2A16 through 2A2A30) to
the neutralization bridge (fig. 1-9). The neutral
ization bridge is used to compensate for the feed*
back between the output and input of power am
plifier AlVI, AlV2 through the interelectrode
capacitance. One leg of the bridge is composed
of the two intel'electrode capacities Cpo and Co~'

The other leg of the bridge is composed of ca
pacitors Ale3, A1C4, and A1C24. Capacitor
AlC4 is adjusted so that the voltage developed
across each leg of the bridge is equal in magni-

CN Cu

·tude to ( - --). ell is equal to AlCS
A1C24 C._

times A1C4 divided by A1C3 plus AIC4. There
fore, since the voltages in the two legs are in
phase with each other, the feedback will be can*
celled and the input to the grids of power am*
plifiel' AIV1, AIV2 will be the output from driv
er amplifier 2ASVl. Resistor AIRS provides the
correct termination for the rf input signal. The
.amount of feedback to driver amplifier 2A8VI
is determined by capacitor A1C2.

b. The output from the neutralization bridge
is coupled by capacitors AlC5, AICl8, AlC6, and
A1Cl9 to the control grids of power amplifier
A1Vl, AlV2. Power amplifier AlVl, AIV2 con
sists of two electron tubes connected in parallel
to raise the level of the output from driver am
plifier 2A8Vl to a level of 450 watts. This rf
output from power amplifier AIV1, AlV2 is de*
veloped across 1 of 19 tuned transformers
mounted on motor-driven turret assembly 2A2.
The transformer in the circuit depends on the
frequency of the operating channel. The auto-
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Figurs 1-9. Power ampliliu .tA1A1Vl and .tAIAIV.t, 1Ullltroli.::ation bridge,
schematic diagram.
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matic tuning system automatically switches the
correct transformer into the circuit (para 1-49).
The required capacitance for tuning the primary
and secondary of the transformer used is mounted
on Stator Assembly 2A9. Capacitor 2A9C3 is ad
justed so that at 30 l\'lHz, capacitor 2A9C2D will
exactly equal 90 micromicrofarads (p.~). Capaci
tor AIC22 is adjusted to compensate for the out
put capacity of power amplifier AlVI, AlV2.
The output from power amplifier AIVl, AIV2 is
applied through connectors 2A9JlB, 2AIXA9B,
and 2AIPl and discriminatol' assembly 2A4 to
the antenna coupler.

c. The 2,400-volt dc output from dc-to-dc con
verter assembly 2A5A2 is applied through the
primary of the transformer and switched into the
output circuit of power amplifier A1Vl, AlV2
to the plates of power amplifier AIV1, A1V2.
The screen voltage for power amplifier AIV1,
AlV2 is developed from the 500-volt dc output
from dc-to-dc converter assembly 2A5A4. This
500 volts dc is regulated to 400 volts de by Zener
diodes AIVRI and A1VR2. The ;>00 volts dc is
also regulated to 200 volts dc by Zener diode
AlVR3. This 200 volts dc is used as the required
plate and screen supply for drivel' amplifier
2A8Vl. The bias for power amplifier AIV2,
A1V2 is developed from the -100 volt dc out
put from dc·to-ac inverter assembly 2A6Al. This
-100 volts dc is regulated to a -40 volts dc by
Zener diodes AlAIVR2 and AIA1VR3. Poten
tiometer AlA1R5 is used to adjust the amount
of bias applied to tube AlV2 and potentiometer
AlA1R6 is used to adjust the bias applied to tube
A1Vl. The arrangement of Zener diodes AIAI
VR2 and AlAIVR3 and potentiometers AIA1R5
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and AlA1R6 is such that the bias to the two tubes
can be varied from -40 to -20 volts dc. The two
separate adjustments are used to insure that both
tubes are at the same operating point and share
the load during operation.

1-32. Antenna Coupler Assembly 2A3

(fig. 4-51)

Antenna coupler assembly 2A3 is a semiauto
matic, impedance-matching network consisting of
manually and automatically programed parts.
This network matches the impedance of the sys
tem antenna to the 50 ohm output impedance of
power amplifier 2AIAIVl, 2AIA1V2. at the de
sired operating frequency. Bandswitch 2A3SI is
automatically programed (para 1-40) to rough
tune the AM-3349/GRC-I06 so that it is within
the tuning range of the manually variable circuit
(2A3Ll, 2A3C26). After antenna coupler assem
bly 2A3 is programed, ANT. LOAD control
2A3Ll is adjusted so that power amplifier 2AI
AIVI, 2AIAIV2 looks into an impedance of 50
ohms. Capacitor 2A3C26 is adjusted so that the
phase angle of the impedance is zero. Therefore,
after tuning, power amplifier 2AIAIV1, 2AIAl
V2 works into the desired resistive load of 50
ohms. Figure 1-10 illustrates the circuitry accord
ing to the operating frequency. The rf power out
put applied through relay 2A5Kl (energized
when transmitting) and switch 2A5S5 to WHIP
connector 2A5J6 or 50 OHM: LINE connector
2A5J5, depending on whether a whip or doublet
antenna is being used. From the connector being
used, the power is connected to the antenna for
propagation.
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Seellon IX_ POWER CONTROl AND I'ROTECTION CIRCUIT
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS FOR AMPLIFIER, RADIO FREQUENCY

AM-3349/GRC-l06

1-33. General

Primary powl'lr for Amplifier Radio Frequency
AM-3349fGRC-I06 is the +27 volts ±3 vehic
ular supply. This 27 volt supply is applied to
assembly 2A6Al and the dc-to-dc converter as··
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sembly (part of 2A5). These two assemblies
develop all voltages required internally, except
the 27 volts dc. The de-to-ae inverter assembly
(para 1-34) produces outputs of 6.3 volts ae,
128 volts 3C, and -110 volts dc. The dc·to-dc
converter assembly (para 1-35) produces out-



puts of 2,400 volts dc and '500 volts dc. This as
sembly is provided with overcurrent (para 1
36) and undervoltage (para 1-37) protection,

1-34. Dc-ta-Ac Inverter Assembly 2A6A1
(fig. 4-54)

NOTE
,Prefix all reference designations in this
paragraph with dc-to--ac inverter assem
bly reference designations 2A6A1, un
less otherwise specified.

a, The dc·to-ac inverter assembly utilizes a
saturable-core transformer oscillator circuit to
develop a square-wave ac output from the 27
volt dc input. When the receiver-transmitter
SERVICE SELECTOR switch is at STAND
BY or any operating mode (AM, CW, FSK,
SSB/NSK) and Amplifier, Radio Frequency
AM-3349/GRC-I06 PRIM. PWR. circuit
breaker is at ON, 27 volts PI (pal'a 1-47).
This 2,7 volts dc is applied to pin 4 of trans
former TI and through current-limiting re
sistor RI to pin 1 of transformer Tl (fig, 4
54). From pin 4, 27 volts dc is applied through
primary winding 4-3 to the collector of
switch Ql and through primal'y winding 4-5
to the collector of switch Q2, From pin 1, 27
volts dc is applied through feedback winding
1-2 and current-limiting resistor R2 to the
base of switch Ql and through feedback wind
ing 1-6 and current-limiting resistor R3 to the
base of switch Q2. These applications are simul
taneous, and both transistors will be forward
biased. However, due to inherent differences in
components and circuit unbalance, one transistor
will start conducting first. For purposes of this
discussion, assume the switch Ql starts conduct
'ing first.

b. When switch Ql starts conducting, the
voltage at pin 3 of transformer T1 will begin
to decrease. This will induce a voltage across
winding 4-3 with pin 4 positive and pin 3 nega
tive, which will create a field through the
transformer core with the same polarity. There
fore, since pin 1 of transformer T1 is refer
enced to ground through diode CRI, the po
larity of the field around the core will cause
the level at pin 2 to rise and the level at pin 6
to decrease. As long as the level at pin 6 is de·
creasing (or negative with respect to pin 1),
switch Q2 will be reverse-biased. As long as
the level at pin 2 is increasing (or positive
with respect to pin 1), switch Ql will be
driven toward saturation. When switch Ql
reaches saturation, the voltage induced across
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winding 4-3 will stabilize. This condition (Ql
saturated; Q2 cut off) will continue until the
transformer core reaches saturation. At this
point, the field around the core will collapse.
This will induce voltages in the primary and
feedback windings of opposite polarity to that
just described. Therefore, the level at pin 2
will decrease and the level at pin 6 will in
crease. When the level at pin 2 decreases,
switch Ql is cut off. When the level at pin 6
increases, switch Q2 is forward-biased and
starts conducting. When switch Q2 starts con
ducting, the level at pin '5 decreases. The volt
age induced across winding 4-5 by this de~

crease is of the same polarity as that induced
by the collapsing field; therefore, a new field
is developed around the transformer core with
the same polarity. Since pin 1 of transformer
Tl is referenced to ground through diode
CRI, the level at pin 2 will continue to de
er,ease, holding switch Ql cut off, and the
level at pin 6 will continue to increase, driving
switch Q2 toward saturation, When switch Q2
reaches saturation, the voltage induced across
winding saturation, the voltage induced across
winding 4-5 will stabilize. This condition
(Ql cut off; Q2 saturated) will continue until
the core is again saturated, At this time, the
field will collapse. Switch Ql will be driven
to saturation and switch Q2 will be cut off.
The oscillations caused by this process pro
duce a square-wave ac output. The output is a
square wave because a square hysteresis loop
material is used in the core of the transformers.
The frequency of the a.c output, which is de
termined by the saturation time of the trans
former core, is approximately 400 Hz. Any
transients or spikes produced at the collector
of either switch by the instantaneous trans
fer from cutoff to saturation are applied
through either diode CR2 or CR3 to Tenor
diode VRI. If these peaks exceed 68 volts,
Zener diode VRI will fire, shunting the peaks
to ground.

c. There are three outputs from the dc-to-ac
inverter assembly: 6.3 'ac, 128 volts ac, and
-110 volts dc. The 6.3 volts ac, 400 Hz driver
amplifier 2A8Vl filament supply is developed
across winding 7-8 and applied to pins 5 and
6 of connector PI. The voltage developed
across winding 9-13 is applied across bridge
rectifier CR4, CR5, CR6, and CR7. The -100
volt dc output from the bridge rectifier is
applied to pin 13 of connector PI to be used as
the bias supply for power amplifier tubes
2AIAlVI and ZA1AlV2. The voltage devel-
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oped across winding 9-13 is also applied to
pins 1 and 2 and pins 9 and 10 of connector
PI. From pins 1 and 2, the 400 Hz 128 volts
ac is applied to the internal blower motor on
the main frame plenum. Pin 9 of connector PI
is connected to one side of the external blower
motor on the case. Winding 9-13 is tapped,
and this line is applied to pin 11 of connector
PI. Pins 10 and 11 of connector PI are con
nected to thermostat 2A6Sl. Thermostat
2A6S1 is connected to the other side of the ex·
ternal blower motor. While the temperature in
the case is below 75° C., the voltage between
pins 9 and 11 of connector PI is applied to the
external blower motor. If the temperature in
the case exceeds 75° C., the 128 volts ac be·
tween pins 9 and 10 of connector PI is applied
to the external blower motor, which will in
crease its speed to provide more airflow. Pins
7 and 8 of connector PI are jumpered to pro·
vide an interlock so that if the dc·to-ac inverter
is disconnected, the groundpath to standby re
lay 2A5A2K2 is broken. Therefore, no power
can be applied to the power amplifier tube
filaments, if dc-to-ac inverter 2A6AI is dis·
connected.

1-35. 'Dc-tcH)c Converter Assembly (Part
of 2A51
(fig. 4--53)

NOTE
Prefix all reference designations in this
paragraph with the front panel assem
bly reference designation 2A5, unless
otherwise specified.

a. When Amplifier, Radio Frequency AM
3349/GRC-I06 PRIM. PWR. circuit breaker
2A2CBl is set at ON and the receiver·trans
mitter, SERVICE SELECTOR switch is set at
any operate setting (AM, CW, FSK, SSB
NSK), 27 volts dc is 'applied to the following
points: switch Q1 collector, switch A2Q2 col·
lector, pins 4 and 7 of relay A2K2, terminal
A3E17, switch A6Ql collector, pin 3 of relay
A3K2, pin 4 of relay A3K3, capacitor A7C8,
and pin 1 of relay Kl (para 1-47).

b. The 27 volts dc at contact 4 of relay
A2K2 is applied through contact 2 to charge
capacitor A6C1 while relay A2K2 is deener
gized. When the radio set is keyed, the key
line ground is applied to pin N of CO TROL
connector J2, through contacts 5 and 1 of re
lay A3K3 (deenergized) to pin 3 of relay
lA2K2. Since 27 volts dc is applied to pin 7 of
relay A2K2 (a above), the relay will energize.
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When relay A2K2 is energized, the converter
feedback path is completed through contacts
1 and 6 of relay A2K2 and capacitor A6Cl
discharges through contacts 2 and '5 of the re
lay, the parallel combination of resistor A6R4
and resistor A6R5, and the base--emitter junc·
tion of switch A6Ql. Twenty·seven volts dc is
applied to the collector of switch A6Ql (a
above); therefore, when capacitor A6Cl dis·
charges, switch A6Ql is forward-biased and
conducts. The conduction of switch A6Ql causes
current flow through resistor A6R3 and the
base-emitter junction of switch A2Q2. Since
27 volts dc is applied to the collector of switch
A2Q2, the base circuit starts a flow of col
lector current. When switch A2Q2 starts con
ducting, the level at pin 3 of transformer A2Tl
will decrease. The will induce a voltage acl'OSS
winding 2-3, which results in a voltage being
induced across winding 8-10 of transformer
A2Tl. This voltage is applied across pins 1
and 3 of transformer A2T2 through contacts
1 and 6 of relay A2K2 (energized). The field
developed as a result of this voltage induces
a voltage across the secondary of transformer
A2T2 so that pin 4 is positive and pin 5 is neg
ative. The positive level at pin 4 is applied to the
base of switch A2Q2, which drives switch
A2Q2 into saturation. The negative level at
pin 6 holds switch Ql at cutoff. When switch
A2Q2 reaches saturation, the voltages induced
in the various windings stabilizes until the
core of transformer A2T2 is saturated. At this
time, the field around transformer A2T2 col
lapses; the polarities at pin 4 and 6 reverse,
switch A2Q2 is cut off, switch Q1 is driven
into saturation, and the process if repeated in
essentially the same way as described for the
dc-to-ac inverter assembly (para 1-34). In this
way, a square·wave ac output is developed at
the secondaries of transformer A2Tl.

c. There are three outputs from transformer
A2Tl. The signal across winding 8-10 is the
feedback signal applied to transformer A2T2.
The signal across winding 6-7 is rectified by
bridge rectifier A4CR1, A4CR2, A4CR3 and
A4CR4. The resulting 500 volts dc is applied
to pin 1 of connector JI to be used as the
plate and screen grid supply for driver ampli·
fier 2A8Vl and the screen grid supply for
power amplifier 2AIAIV1, 2AIAIV2. A rep
resentative portion of this voltage is applied to
th€ front panel TEST METER circuit (para
1--44). The signal across winding 4-5 is recti·
fied by bridge rectifier unit A2CR6, and the



resulting 2,400 volts de is applied to pin A4
r---- of connector Jl to be used as the plate supply

for power amplifier tubes 2AIAIVI and
2AIAIV2. A representative portion of this
voltage is applied to the front panel TEST

____ METER circuit (,para 1-44). The power am
plifier (pa) plate current flows through re·
sistoI' A5R1, and the resultant voltage drop
is applied to the front apanel TEST METER
circuit to provide an indication of pa plate cur
rent when desired (para 1-44).

d. When the AN/GRC~106(*) is un keyed,
the feedback path through contacts 1 and G of
relay A2K2 is broken and the oscillations
stop. At this time, 27 volts dc is applied
through contacts 4 and 2 of relay A2K2 to
capacitor AGCl. Capacitol' AGC1 will recharge
to the sllpply voltage and when the AN/CRC
106(*) is keyed again, the process described
in b above is repeated.

1-36. Overcurrent 'Protection Circuit
(fig. 4-53)

NOTE
Prefix all reference designations in
this pal'agraph with front panel as
sembly reference designation 2A5
unless otherwise specified.

a. The dc-to-dc converter assembly is pro
vided with an overcurrent protection circuit
that will turn off the dc-to-dc converter when
the power amplifier tubes draw plate current
in excess of approximately 450 milliamperes
(ma) for approximately 200 milliseconds (ms).

b. When the radio set is keyed, the ground
keyline is applied through contacts 5 and 1 of
relay A3K3 (deenergized) to pin 3 of relay
A2K2 to start dc-to-dc converter (para 1-35b).
If power amplifier 2AIAIVI, 2A1AlV2 draws
excess plate current, relay A3K1, which is in
the plate cUlTent retul'll path, will be ener
gized, \"hen relay A3Kl is energized, the 20
volt dc output from regulator A3VR1 is ap
plied through contacts 2 and 5 of the relay
and feed through capacitor A7C5 to the com
bination of resistor A7R7 and capacitor A7C14
(fig. 2-19). The time constant of this rc com
bination is such that after approximately 40
ms, the charge on capacitor A7C14 will ex
ceed 10 volts dc. This will Cause Zener diode
A7VR3 to fire. When Zener diode A7VR3
conducts, current flows through resistor A7R8.
This current flo,.... creates a positive potential
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across resistor A7J8. This potential is applied
to silicon-controlled rectifier (scr) A7Q2 to
fire it. Since the coil of relay A3K3 is apart
of the conduction path for SCI' A7Q2. when
the positive potential is applied to SCI' A7Q2
and the SCI' conducts, relay A3K3 is energized.
When relay A3K3 is energized, the ground
keyline to relay A2K2 (above) is broken.
which deenergizes relay A2K2. When relay
A2K2 is deenergized, the feedback path from
transformer A2T1 to transformer A2T2 is
opened, which turns off the dc-to-dc converter
assembly.

f'. This condition (b above) will continue
llntil the AN/GRC-I06(*) is reset (conduction
path for SCI' A7Q2 broken) by switching
TUNE-OPERATE switch S6 from o~le position
to the other. This will turn off SCI' A7Q2; re
lay A3K3 will be oeenergized; and the
ground keyline will again be completed.

1-37. Undervoltage 'Protection Circuit
(f;g. 4-53)

NOTE
Prefix all reference designations in
this paragraph with front panel as·
sembly reference designation 2A5,
unless otherwise specified.

a. The dc·to-dc converter assembly is pro
vided with an undervoltage protection cir
cuit that will turn .off the dc-to-dc converter
whenever the output voltage from the dc-to
dc conver,ter is below a predetermined leveL

b, While the dc-to-dc converter assembly is
turned off, no feedback voltage is at pins 1
and 3 of transformer A2Tl, no signal is applied
to the cathode of Zener diode A7VR2, and
the cathode of Zener diode A7VRI is held
essentially at ground through contacts 8 and 6
of relay A,2K2 and winding 2-3 of transformer
A2Tl. When the AN/GRC-106(*) is keyed,
the dc·to-dc converter assembly is turned on
(para 1-35b). The feedback signal is detected
by diodes A3CR1 and A3CR2, and the result
ant output is applied through isolating resistor
A3CRI and A3CR2, and the resultant output
is applied through isolating resistor A3R1
and feedthrough capacitor A7C3 to the cathode
of Zener diode A7VR2. Unde,' normal opera
tion, the level at the cathode of Zener diode
A7VR2 is of sufficient amplitude to fire
Zener diode A7VR2 (within approximately 30
milliseconds from the instant ,the dc-to-dc
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converter is keyed). This will supply enough
current through the base-emitter junction of
switch A7Ql to keep switch A7Q1 conductint"
in saturation. Since the coil of relay A3K2 i~

in the conduction path for switch A7Q1, when
switch A7Ql is saturated, relay A3K2 is ener
gized. This condition will continue as long as
the operation of the dc-to-dc converter assem
bly is normal.

c. When the radio set is keyed and the dc
to-dc converter assembly is turned on (para
1-35b). the ground at the junction of resistors
A7Rl and A7R2 is removed (contacts 6 and £
of relay A2K2 opened). The 20-volt output
from regulator A3VRl is then applied to the
rc combination of resistors A7Rl and A7R£
and capacitor A7CIO. The time constant for
this rc combination is such that after 130 MHz,
the charge on capacitor A7CIO will reach 10
volts. However, as long as relay A3K2 is ener
gized (b above), there is no conduction path
for Zener diode A7VRl.

d. If the output voltage from the dc-to-dc
converter ,assembly should decrease, the feed
back voltage will also decrease. If the voltage
at capacitor A7C3 drope below approximately
10 volts, Zener diode A7VR2 will stop con
ducting. Therefore, the base-to-emitter junc
tion of switch A7Q1 will be reverse-biased anrl
stop conducting. Diode A7CRl in the emitter
circuit of -switch A7Ql provides reverse
biasing to hold switch A7Ql nonconducting
when Zener diode A7VR2 is not conducting.
At this time, relay A3K2 is deenergized, and
a conduction path is provided for Zener diode
A7VR1 (c above) through feedthrough capac
itor A7C4, inductor A7Ll, and resistor
A 7J8. This fires SCI' A7Q2 and the dc-to-dc
converter assembly is turned off as described in
paragraph 1-35b Nonnal operation can be re
sumed, after the faulty condition is repaired,
by resetting the AN/GRC-106(·) as described
in paragraph 1-36c.

Sect;." X. OPERATIONAL CONTROL FUNCTION".L CIRCUIT
ANALYSIS 0" AMPLIFIER. RADIO FREQUENCY AM--3349/GRC-l06

1-38. General

a. The operational control circuits of Am
plifier, Radio Frequency Al\1-3349/GRC-106
provide the following control functions: de
tection of phase difference between the rf out·
put voltage and current for fine tuning; de
tection of magnitude difference between the rf
output voltage and current for fine tuning;
generation of the operate automatic level ~on

trol signal; generation of the tune automatic
level control signal; coding required to rough
tune the impedance-matching networks in an·
tenna coupler assembly 2A3; and metering to
monitor the important parameters of the cir
cuits. Paragraphs 1-39 through 1-44 provide a
detailed description of these circuits.

b. The two discriminator circuits enable the
AM-3349/GRC-I06 to be fine-tuned to pro
vide a 50 ohm pure resistive load for the out
put transformers of power amplifier 2A1A1VI,
2AIAIV2. This provides maximum rf power
and maximum efficiency to prevent overdissipa
tion.

1-39. Tune Discriminator 2A4A1 (Meter
2ASM21

a. When the AM-3349/GRC-I06 is cor
rectly tuned (50 ohm resistive load), the rf
output voltage and current are in phase with
each other. When the output load is reactive,1_

tune discriminator 2A4Al (fig. 4-52) detects
the resulting phase angle between the rf out
put voltage and current and produces a de
voltage proportional to the phase difference.
This dc voltage is applied to meter 2A5M2
(fig. 4-53) on the front panel to provide a
relative indication of the magnitude of phase
difference for fine tuning.

NOTE
Prefix all reference designators in
the following subparagraphs with
phase discriminator reference desig
nator 2A4Al, unless otherwise
specified.

b. The rf output from power amplifier
2AIAIVl, 2AIAIV2 is applied to connector
2A1Pl (para 1-31), from which is is applied
through connectors 2A4J1 and 2A4Pl to con·
nector Jl (fig. 4-52). This cable passes
through toroidal transformer Tl. Since toroidal
transformer Tl is center-tapped, the rf output
current will induce a voltage in each half of
the winding. These voltages, designated El
and E2, will be of equal magnitude, 900 out
of phase with the rf output current, and
1800 out of phase with each other. The rf out
put voltage is sampled across a capacitance
voltage divider consisting of capacitors C4 and
Cl. This voltage, which is vectorially in phase



with the rf output voltage, is applied to the
center tap of toroidal transformer Tl. The vec·
toral summation of the sam]lIed voltave (Es)
and induced voltage El is detected by diode
CRI, producing a dc voltage El' at the cath·
ode of diode CRl. Similarly, the vectoral sum·
mation of Es and E2 is detected by diode
CR2, producing a dc voltage E2' at the cath
ode of diode CR2. Voltage EI' is applied
2AIP2, pin 28 of connectors 2A1XA5 and
2A5Jl, and resistor 2A5A5R8 to one side of
ANT. TUNE meter 2A5l\'f2. Voltage E2' is
applied through pin 7 of connectors 2A4J2 and
2A1P2 and pin 29 of connectors 2A2SA5 and
2A5J1 to the other side of ANT. TUNE meter
2A4l\12.

c. If the impedance of the rf output line is
resistive, the rf output voltage and current
will be in phase. Therefore, the two vectoral
summations will result in El' and E2' being
equal «a), Fig. 1-11), and there will be no
difference in voltage across ANT. TUNE
meter 2A5M2. The meter will then indicate
center scale, 0° phase difference between the
rf output voltage and current. I f the impedance
of the rf output line is inductive, the rf out
put current will lag the rf output voltage by
some angle 0. Therefore, as shown in (b),
figure 1-11, E1' will be greater than E2',
causing ANT. TUNE meter 2A5:M2 to deflect
to the left of center. The degree of deflection
will be proportional to the phase difference be·
tween the rf output current and voltage. If the
impedance of the rf output line is capacitive,
the rf output current will lead the rf output
voltage by some angle 0. Therefore, as shown
in (c), figure 1-11 E1' will be less than E2',
causing ANT. TUNE meter 2A5l\12 to deflect
to the right of center. The degree of deflection
will be proportional to the phase differ,ence
between the rf output voltage and current. The
phase angle is corrected by varying the value
of c<'\pacitor 2A3C26 (para 1-37), when
TUNE-OPERATE switch 2A586 is set at
TUNE. When TUNE-OPERATE switch 2A586
is set at TUNE, El' is applied through con
tacts C2 and 4 of switch 2A5S6. This path
changes the sensitivity of meter 2A5M2 by by
passing resistor 2A5A5R8.

d. Inductor L1 provides a dc return for ca
pacitors CI and C4. The values of these com·
ponents are such that they are not frequency·
sensitive within the operating passband of the
Al\I-3349/GRC-106. 'Capacitors C2 and C3
are rf bypasses. Resistors R1 and R2 provide
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a de path for diodes CR1 and CR2, respectively.
Resistor R3 is an equalizing resistor to make
the de output from the phase discriminator the
same as the output from the load discriminatol'
(para 1-40). Capacitor 2A5C5 bypasses any rf
present in the meter voltage around meter
2A51\I2.

1-40. Load Discriminator 2A4A2
(fig. 4-52)

cr. When Amplifier, Radio Frequency AM
3349/GRC-I06 is correctly loaded (50 ohm
impedance), the rf output voltage and current
are of the correct magnitude to produce an out
put of 400 watts pep. If the load for the A1\'1
3349/GRC-106 is greater 01' less than 50 ohms,
the rf output voltage and current will no
longer be of the correct magnitude to pro·
duce a 400-watt pep. output. This difference in
magnitude is detected by the load discrimina
tor, which produces a dc output proportional
to the difference. The resulting dc voltage is
applied to ANT. LOAD meter 2A51\13 on the
front panel to provide a relative indication of
this difference in magnitude for fine tuning.

NOTE
Prefix all reference designators in
this paragraph with load discrimina
tor reference designator 2A4A2, un
less otherwise specified.

b. The rf output from power amplifier
2AIA1V2, 2A1A!V2 is applied through tune
discriminator 2A4A1 (para 1-39) to connector
2A4AIJ4. From this point, the power output
is connected through connector PI and the load
discriminator to connector Jl. The current
flow in this line induces a voltage in toroidal
transformer Tl. This induced voltage is de
tected by diode CR2, producing a dc voltage,
which is applied through pin 2 of connectors
2A4J2 and 2AIP2, pin 30 of connectors
2A lXA5 and 2A5J1, to one side of ANT.
LOAD meter 2A5M3. The rf output voltage
is sampled by capacitive divider Ct, C2 and de·
tected by diode CR 1 to produce a de voltage,
which is applied through pin 8 of connectors
2A4J2 and 2AIP2, pin 31 of connectors
2AIXA5 and 2A5J1, and resistor 2A5A5R7
to the other side of AN'f. LOAD meter 2A5:M3.
When the impedance of the rf output line
equals 50 ohms, capacitor C1 is adjusted so that
the voltage at pin g of connector 2A4J2 is
equal in magnitude to the voltage at pin 2 of
connector 2A4J2. If the load impedance differs
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from the desil'ed 50 ohms, the voltages at pins
8 and 2 of connector 2A4J2 will differ. The
amount of difference will be proportional to the
degree of variation from 50 ohms. These two
voltages will cause A fT. LOAD meter 2A5M3
to deflect either right or left from center scale,
indicating that the load must be decreased or
increased to reach the 50 ohm balance point.
The load is varied by varying the value of in
ductor 2A3L1, when TUNE-OPERATE switch
2A5S6 is set at TUNE. When TUNE-OPER
ATE switch 2A5S6 is set at TUNE, the volt·
age at pin 2 of connector 2A4J2 is applied
through contacts C3 and 6 of switch 2A5S6.
This new path changes the sensitivity of ANT.
LOAD meter 2A5M3 by bypassing resistor
2A5A5R7.

c. Resistor Rl provides a dc return for ca
pacitors Cl and C2. Resistor R3 is a swamping
resistor for toroidal transformer TI to mini
mize the effects of frequency variations. Ca
pacitors C3 and C4 are rf bypasses. Resistors
R2 and R4 provide a dc path for diodes CRI
and CR2. respectively. Capacitor 2A5C6 by
passes any rf present in the voltage applied to
meter 2A5l\13.

1-41. Operate Automatic Level Control
Signal Generation
(fig. 4-52)

a. The output f1'om the AM-3349/GRC
106 is sampled and detected to provide a dc
signal to the receiver-transmitter, to c.ontrol the
output from the receiver-transmitter (para 1-6
and 1-46). The output from power amplifier
2AIA1V1, 2A1AIV2 is applied through the
tune discriminator (para 1-39) and load dis
criminator (pnra 1-40) to connector 2A4A3Pl,
from which it is applied through connectors
2A4A3Jl, 2A4P3, and 2A3J2 to the impedance
matching networks in antenna coupler assem
bly 2A3 (para 1-32).

NOTE
Prefix all reference designators in
this paragraph with operate alc cir
cuit reference designator 2A4A3, un
less otherwi3e specified.

b. The power on the 50 ohm line is sam
pled across capacitive divider CI, C2. This
sampled voltage is detected by diode CRI, fil
tered by capacitor C3, and used to drive emitter
follower Ql. The output from emitter follower
Ql is applied through connectors 2A4J2-Al,
2AIP2-Al. 2AIXA5-A3. 2A5JI-A3. feed
through capacitor 2A5AIC13, and pi-section
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filter 2A5AIA2C8, 2A5AIA2L6, 2A'5AIA2C6,
to pin C of CONTROL connector 2A5J2 for
connection to the receiver-transmitter (para 1
6 and 1-46). The output from emitter fol
lower Ql is also sampled across resistive di
vider R3, R6, and applied to pin 10 of con
nector 2A4J2, from which it is applied to
TEST :METER ZA5l\11 (when TEST METER
switch is set at POWER OUT) to provide a
relative indication of the power output fl'om
the AM-3349/GRC-I06 (pam 1-44).

c. Resistor HI provides a discharge path for
capacitors Cl and CZ. Resistor RZ provides It

dc path to ground for detector CRl. Capacitors
C4 and C5 are rf bypasses. Capacitor C6 is an
audio bypass to remove all ac from the dc
voltage applied to the TEST :METER. Emitter
follower Ql is used to isolate the detector
from the circuit.<; in the receh·er-transmitter.

1-42. Tune Automatic Level Control Signal
Generation
(fig. 4-52)

a. The input to power ~\mplifier 2AIAIVI,
2AIAIV2 is detected and applied to the re
ceivel·-transmitter, when the TUNE OPERATE
switch is set at TU~E. This voltage is used in
addition to the operate ale signal to provide the
additional control over the receiver-transmitter
required for tuning.

NOTE
Prefix all reference designators in
this paragl'aph with reference desig
nator 2AIAIAI, unless otherwise
noted.

b. The input to the grids of power ampli
fier 2AIAIVI, 2A2A2V2 is applied to a shunt
detector circuit. When the signal goes positive
capacitor CI will charge to nearly the peak
value of the applied signal through the low
impedance of diode CRl. On the positive por~

tion of the signal, diode CRI will be reverse
biased, causing capacitor Cl to discharge
through resistors RIO and Rll and thermistor
RTI (fig. 4-49). The discharge time constant
is such that a modulated de signal is applied to
the base of emitter follower Q2. Emitter fol
lowers QI and Q2 Ine used to provide a high
impedance load for the shunt detector circuit
nnd a lo\\"~impedance output to the receiver
transmitter. The output from emitter follower
Ql is applied through pin 25 of connectors
2AIXA5 and 2A5Jl and contacts 8 and 4 of
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TUNE-OPERATE switch 2A5S6 (TUNE p0

sition) to pin B of CO TTROL connector
2A5J2 for application to the receiver-transmit
ter (para 1-46).

c. Thermistor RTI provides temperature
compensation for the drive to emitter follower
Q2. Capacitor C2 is an rf bypass Resistor
2AIAIR7 provides a de return for the tune
ale circuit.

1-43. Tuning of Antenna Coupler Assembly
2A3
(fig. 4-22)

NOTE
Prefix all reference designations
used in (l. through d below with unit
reference number 2.

a. General. When the interunit tuning cycle
is completed (para 1-49), switches A2S4 and
A2S5 will be positioned according to the
MHz frequency setting for which the units are
to be tuned. These switches provide coding in
formation for programming the antenna cou
pler assembly for the freq~lency band ill use.
The chart in figure 4-22 ])l'ovides a listing of
the 30 tuning positions of these switches anel
their corresponding MHz passband. Whip
coding switch A2S4 generates the coding in
formation to position capacitor A3C27 and
bandswitch A3S1 when a whip antenna is be
ing used. The 50 ohm line coding switch,
A2S5, generates the coding information to p0

sition capacitor A3C27 and bandswitch A3S1,
when a doublet antenna (50 ohm line) is be
ing used. As shown, the unit is tuned for posi~

tion 1 (2.0 to 2.5 MHz). Assume that the op
erating frequency is changed (at the receiver
transmitter), to 26.xxx MHz. The interunit
tuning will be accomplished and will set
switches A2S4 and A255 at 13. These switches
will then function to program the antenna
coupler assembly for this new frequency. The
programing provides the configuration ac
cording to the operating frequency as shown
on figure 1-10. The following subparagraphs
provide a detailed description of the program
ing necessary to obtain the configuration for
the operating frequency for various types of
antennas.

b. Whip Antennu Progmming. When using
a 15-foot whip antenna, whip coding switch
A2S4 will program bandswitch A3S1 and ca
pacitor A3C27. A detailed description of how
this program is accomplished is given in (1)
and (2) below.
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(1) Balldswitch ASSI positioning. When
switch A585 connects WHIP connedol' A5J6
into the circuit, it mechanically positions micro
switch A584. A ground from microswitch
A2S4 is applied through pin 17 of connectors
A5Jl and AIXA5 and pin 35 of connectors
AIXA2 and A2Jl 1.0 the common contract of
switch A584. This ground is applied through
contact 13 (col'l'esponding to position 13) of
switch A284 to pin 9 of connector A2Jl,
which mates with pin 9 of connector AIXA2.
A groundpath is then established through pin
3 of connectors AIXA3 and A3Jl, feed
through capacitor A3CI, contact 10 of switch
A3S2, contact 4 of switch A382, feedthrough
capacitol' A3C23, pin 23 of connectors A3J 1
and Al XA3, and pin 2 of connectors
AIAIXA7 and A7JI to pin 3 of bandswitch
motor relay A7K3. Since 27 volts dc is applied
to pin 7 of bandswitch motor relay A7K3,
bandswitch motor relay A7K3 will energize
and apply 27 volts dc (para 1-47d(l»
through contacts 1 and 6 of relay A7K3, pin 3
of connectOI'S A7JI and AIAIXA7, pin 22 of
connectors AIXA3 and A3Jl, and feed·
through capacitor A3C22 to motor A3B2.
Since the other side of motor A3B2 is
grounded, it will rotate, turning rf band
switch coding switch A382 and the cam of
switch A3S1 until the notch of the wiper of
switch A3S2 aligns with contact 10. This will
then break the groundpath to pin 3 of band
switch motor relay A7K3, causing it to de
energize. Ground will be connected (in place
of 27 volts dc) to motor A3B2 through con
tacts 8 and 6 of banclswitch motor relay A7K3.
Motor A3B2 is then dynamically braked. With
the antenna connected to WI·! IP connector
A5J6, the rf bandswitch coding will vary, de
pending on frequency.

(2) C(l,])(witor A9C27 1)ositionillf}. As-
suming that the interunit tuning has placed
switch A2S4 at position 13 (C~ above), there
would be no gl·oundpath. Using another ex
ample, such as position 12 (19.xxx MHz). a
grollndpath will be produced as follows:
ground «(l) above) is connected from the com
mon contact of switch A284 through contact
12 of switch A2S4 to pin 20 of connector
A2Jl, which mates with pin 20 of connector
AIXA2. The ground is then connected
through pin 13 of connectors A2XA3 and
A3Jl, feedthrnugh capacitor A3C12, and con·
tact 9 of switch A383 to contact 20 of switch
A3S3. Contact 20 of switch A383 connects the
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ground through feedthrough capacitor A3C12,
pin 12 of connectors A3J1 and AIXA3, and
pin 9 of connectors AIA1XA7 and A7J1 to
pin 3 of capacitor motor relay A7K2. Since 27
volts dc is connected to pin 7 of capacitor
moto!" relay A7K2 will energize and apply 27
volts dc (paTa 1-47d(I») through contacts 1
and 6 of relay A7K2, pin 1 of connectors
A7Jl and AIAIXA7, pin 14 of connectors
AIXA3 and A3Jl, and feedthrough capacitor
A3C14 to motor A3Bl. Since the other side of
motor A3Bl is grounded, it energizes and 1'0·

tates switch A3S3 and capacitor A3C27. Ca
pacitor A3C27 is only in the circuit, however,
when bandswitch A3Sl is in position 6 (d be·
low). When the wiper notch of switch A3S3
is aligned with contact 9, the groundpath is
broken and capacitor motor relay A7K2 de
energizes. Motor A3Bl is then dynamically
braked by a ground (instead of 27 volts dc)
connected from contact 8 of capacitor motor
relay A7K2 through contact 6, pin I of con·
nectors A7Jl and AtAIXA7, pin 14 of con·
nectors AIXA3 and A3Jl, and feedthrough
capacitor A3C14.

c. Doublet (50·0hm Lille) Antenna Posi·
honinf}. When using a doublet antenna
switch A3S2 will program bandswitch A3S1,
and a 50·ohm line switch A2S5 will program
capacitor A3C27. Subparagraphs (1) and (2)
below provide a detailed description of how this
pl'ogl'aming is accomplished.

(1) BCLndswitch A3S1 positioning. When
the antenna is connected to '50 OHl\'1 LINE
connector A5J5, the ground path to switch
A2S4 from switch A5S4 (b(l) above) is bro
ken. A new gl'oundpath is then applied from
SWITCH A584 through pin 18 of connectors
AIXA2 and A2Jl, diode A2A31CRl, pin 27
of connectors A2Jl and A1XA2, pin 1 of con
cnectors AlXA3 and A3Jl, and feed through
capacitor A3C I to contact 14 of switch A3S2.
The motor is energized as stated in b(l) above
and turns switch A382 until the wiper notch
is aligned with contact 14, breaking the
gl'Oundpath. This setting of bandswitch A3S1
is then used for all frequencies.

(2) Capacitol' A9C27 positioning. As-
suming that the intenmit tuning has positioned
switch A2S5 to position 13 (a above) and that
switch A584 is connected to 50 OHM LINE
connector A5J5, the groundpath is as follows:
a ground is connected from the common con
tact of switch A285 through contact 13, pin
30 of connectors A2Jl and AIXA2, pin 10 of



:::connectors AtXA3 and A3Jt, and feed~

through capacitor A3C10 to contact 7 of
switch A3S3. Contact 20 of switch A3S3 then
zonnects ground to pin 3 of capacitor motor
relay A7K2, which energizes and in turn en~

ergizes motor A3B1 (b(l) above). Motor
A3Bl rotates switch A3S3 and capacitor
A3C27 until the wiper notch of switch A3S1
is aligned with contact 7, causing the ground~

path to be broken. Capacitor motor relay
A7K2 then deenergizes and motor A3Hl is
dynamically braked (b(l) above).

d. P1'of}?"Umed Configuration. The switching
Ilccomplished in band c above results in the sel;..
ting of bandswitch A3Sl and capacitor A3C27.
Ralldswitch A3Sl selects either a tap on inductor
A3L2, the ShOI·t (position 4), or capacitor A3C27,
rlepending on the frequency and ,the antenna
used. The cam is used to apply a short across
inductor A3L2 at the various frequencies where
it is not used. The setting of A3SI, A3Ll, and
A3C26 result in the proper rough tuning of the
an,tenna to the AM-3349/GRC-106 for the de
sired operating frequencies. The AM-3349/GRC
106 is then fine-tuned, using the ANT. TUNE
and ANT. LOAD controls (para 1-39 -and
1-40). Figure 1-10 illustrates the band
switching configurations for the various oper
ating frequencies of Radio Set AN/GRC
106 (').

1-44. Test Meter'2ASM1
(fig. 4-53)

NOTE
Unless otherwise specified, prefix all
reference designations in this para
graph with front panel assembly des
ignator 2A5.

a. General. TEST METER MI, in con
junction with TEST METER switch S2, per
mits monitoring of the critical circuit param
eters of Amplifier, Radio F'requency AM
3349/GRC-I06. Subparagraphs b through h
below describe in detail the parameter to be
monitored.

b. Primary Voltage. When the SERVICE
SELECTOR switch on the receiver-transmitter,
is set ,at any operate position (SSB NSK, AM,
CW, FSK) and the AM-3349/GRC-106
PRIM. PWR. switch (A2CBl) is set at ON,
the 27-volt de primary power is applied to con
tact 4 of relay A2Kl from PRIM. POWER
connector J7. Also at this time, ground is ap-

plied to pin 1 of relay A2K1 from pin N of
CONTROL connector J2. Therefore, relay
A2Kl energizes. and the 27 volts dc ,at con~

tact 2 is applied through pin 5 of connectors
J1 and 2A2XA5 and pin 6 of connectors
2AIAIXA7 and 2A7Jl to contacts Xl and A2
of time-delay relay 2A7K4. After 60 seconds,
time-delay 2A7K4 applies the 27 volts dc
through contacts A2 and Al to pin 7 of op~

erate relay 2A7K5, which energizes, due to the
,ground on pin 3 from pin P of CONTROL
connector J2. At this time, the 27 volts dc is
applied from contact A2 of time-delay relay
2A7K4, through contacts 1 and 6 of operate re
lay 2A7K5, pin IE) of connectors 2A7J1 and
2AIAlCX7, pin 24 of connectors 2A1XA5 and
J1, and resistors A5R2 to contact 1 of TEST
.METER switch S2B. Therefore, when TEST
METER switch S2 is set at PRIM. VOLT,
TEST METER Ml and resistor A5R2 are con
nected across the 27-volt dc supply through
contacts 1 and 10 of sections A and B of switch
S2. Resistor A5R2 establishes the sensitivity
for TEST METER Ml when measuring the 27~

volt dc primary power.
c. LQw~Volta(Je P01ve1' Supply. The 500

volt dc output from the dc-to-dc converter as
sembly (part of 2A5) is developed across volt
age divider consisting of A4R1, A4R2, A4R3,
and A4R5. When TEST lIl'1ETER switch S2 is
set at LOW VOLT, the low-voltage output is
sampled across resistor A4R5, and a propor
tional amount is connected to meter M1
through contacts 2 and 10 of TEST METER
switch S2, sections A and B. Resistor A4R4
establishes the sensitivity for TEST METER
Ml when measuring the 500-volt dc output.

d. High-Voltage Power Supply. The bleeder
circuit for the 2,400 volts dc output from dc
to-dc converter assembly A2 consists of resistors
A2R3 (sections A through D) which are con
nected between the output positive side of di
ode package A2CR6 and the return negative
side of diode package A2CR6. When TEST
METER switch S2 is set at HIGH VOLT, the
high voltage output is sampled across resistor
A2R3D, and this proportional amount is con
nected to TEST METER Ml through contacts
3 and 10 of TEST :METER switch, sections A
and B. Resistor A5R6 establishes the sensitiv
ity for TEST METER 1\11 when measuring the
2,400-volt dc output.

e. Driver Tube 2A8V1 Plate Current. When
TEST METER switch S2 is set at DRIVER
CUR., TEST METER switch S2 connects
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TEST METER 1\11 between the cathode of
driver amplifier 2A8Vl and ground, through
resistor 2A8A2R8 (fig. 4-16), pin 4 of con
nectors 2A8J1 and 2A1AIXA8. pin 27 of con
nectors 2AIXA5 and J1 and contacts 4 and 10
of sections A and B of TEST METER switch
S2. The meter then provides an indication of
the amount of self-bias developed across re
sistors 2A8A2R3 and 2A8A2R4, or the amount
of plate current. Resistor 2A8A2R8 estab
lishes the sensitivity for TEST METER M1
when measuring the plate current of driver
tube 2A8Vl.

f. D-rive to Grid$ of Power Amplifier
£AlA/VI, !AlAln. When TEST METER
switch S2 is set at GRID DRIVE, TEST :ME
TER Ml is connected to the tune ale output
from emitter follower 2A1A1A1Q1 through
pin 25 of connectors 2AIXA5 and J1, resistor
AfiR5 and contacts 5 and 10 of TEST METER
switch S2. This output is directly proportional
to the grid drive applied to power amplifier
2A1AIVI. 2AIA1V2 (para 1-42). Resistor
A5R5 establishes the sensitivity for TEST
METER 1\'11 when measuring the drive to the
grids of power amplifier 2AIA1Vl, 2AIA1V2.

g. P01ver Amplifier 2AIAIVI. fAIA2V2
Plate Current. The return path for power am
plifier 2A1A1V1. 2AIA2V2 plate current is
through resistor A5R1 and the coil of overcur-

rent sensing· relay A3K1 to the negative side
of diode package A2CR6. When TEST ME
TER switch S2 is set at PA. CUR., TEST ME
TER M1 is connected across resistor A5Rl.
The voltage drop across resistor ASRI is ap
plied through resistor A5R3 and contacts 6
and 10 of TEST METER switch S2, sections
A and B·. Resistor A5R3 establishes the sen
sitivity of TEST METER 1\'11 when measuring
the plate current of power amplifier 2A1A1VI.
2A1AIV2. When setting the quiescent oper
ating point for power amplifier 2A1AlVI,
2A1AIV2. pa. idle current switch SI is de
pressed. This action parallels resistor A5R4
with resistor A5R3 to change the sensitivity of
TEST METER Ml.

h. Power Out11Ut From Power Amplifier
fAIAIVl. fAJAIV.t. The output from the
operate alc circuit is sampled across resistors
2A4A3R3 and 2A4A3R6 (para 1-41). When
TEST METER switch S3 is set at POWER
OUT. the sampled output from voltage divider
2A4A3R3, 2A4A3R6 is connected through pin
10 of connectors 2A4J2 and A1P3, pin 32 of
connectors 2AIZA5 and Jl, and across TEST
METER MJ. through contacts 7 and 10 of
TEST METER switch S2. This voltage is di
rectly proportional to the power output from
the AM-3349/GRC-106.

Seclion XI. FUNCTIONAL 'DESCRIPTION OF INTERUNIT CIRCUIT

DETAILS

1-45. General NOTE

The interunit circuits of Radio Set AN/GRC
106 (.) consist of the following: an automatic
level control circuit to maintain the power out
put at the correct level, a primary power con
trol circuit, a keying circuit, and an interunit
tuning circuit. Paragraphs 1-46 through 1-49
explain these interunits circuits in detail.

1-46. level Control 'Signal Circuits
(fig. ~3)

a. Gtmentl. The level control signal circuits
maintain the output from Amplifier, Radio
Frequency AM-3349/GRC-106 at a nominal
predetermined value (400 watts pep). Tv.'o
level control signals are used for controlling
the AM-3349/GRC-106 output. They are the
ol>eratp level control signal and the tune level
control signal.
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Prefix all receiver-transmitter, refer
ence designations in band c below
with unit number 1 and all the AM
3349/GRC-106 reference designations
with unit number 2.

b. Operate Level Control Signal. When
AM-3349/GRC-106 TUNE-OPERATE switch
A5S6 is set at OPERATE, the tune level con·
tro1 signal output line is grounded through
contacts 7 and C4. The output from the AM:
3349/GRC-I06 is sampled at the 50 ohm line,
after load discriminato,· A4A2, and envelope
detected by diode A4A3CRl. The resulting
modulated dc output signals are applied to
emitter follower A4A3Ql, which is used to
provide a low output impedance to minimize
the loadin$!' of the receiver-transmitter. The
output from emitter follower A4A3Q1 is ap-



plied through pin Al of connectors A4J2 and
Al P2, pin A3 of connectors AIXA5 and
A5J1, feedthrough capacitor A5AICI3, and
pi-section filter A5A4A2C8, A5AIA2L6, A5Al
A2C6 to pin C of CONTROL connector A5J2,
which is connected to pin C of PA CONTROL
connector AIJ20 on the receiver-transmitter
through Cable Assembly, Special Purpose,
Electrical CX-I0099/U. Pin C of PA CON
TROL connector J20 applies the level control
sigl1<\l through L-section filter AIA3C2,
AIA3L2 and feedthrough capacitor AIC25 to
ppc control AIRl5 and apc control AlR14.
Ppc control AlRl5 is used to adjust the peak
po,,"er control dc voltage level applied from
the Al\I-3349/GRC-106 to ppc dc amplifier
A3Q4 in transmitter IF and audio module IA5
(para I-GO). Apc control AIRl4 is used to
vary the dc voltage level applied to voltage
divider AlRU, AIR5, and AlRG. The mode
of operations determines the point on the volt
age divider that is to be connected to the
SERVICE SELECTOR switch. The SERVrCE
SELECTOR switch connects the dc voltage from
the voltage divider to apc dc amplifier A3Ql in
Transmitter IF and Audio module IA5 through
diode AICR7 (para I-G/).

c. Tune Level Control Signal. The tune lev~

el control signal provides the additional con·
trol of the AI\'l-3349/GRC-I06 output re
quired during tuning. Capacitor AIAIAICI
takes a sampling of the input to power ampli.
fier AlAlVI, AlAIV2. The negative-going
portions of this signal are shunted to ground
through diode AIAIAICRl. The positive por
tions of the signal are applied to voltage di
vider AlAlAIRlO, RIl, and RTI (fig. 4-49).
The rf in the signal across the voltage divider
is bypassed to ground by capacitor AIAIAIC2.
Thermistor AIAIAlRTl is used for tempera~

ture compensation to maintain a relatively
constant input to emitter follower AlAlAlQ2.
The signal applied to the base of emitter fol
lower AIAIAIQ2 is essentially a.n unfiltered
dc signal, portional to the peak-power level of
the signal applied to power amplifier AIAIVI,
AlAIV2. The signal is applied to emitter fol
lowers AIAIAlQ2 and AIAlAlQl (para 1
42). The output from emitter follower
,AlAIAlQI is applied through pin 25 of con
nectors AIXA5 and A5J1, contacts 8 and C4
of TUNE-OPERATE switch A5S6 (when set
at TUNE), feedthrough capacitor A5AICIO,
and L-Section filter A5AIA2L3, A5AIA2C3,
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to pin B of CONTROL connector A5J2. CON·
TROL connector A5J2 is connected through
Cable Assembly, Special Purpose, Electrical
CX-I0099/U to PA CONTROL connector
AIJ20 on the receiver-transmitter. The dc sig
nal is applied through L-section filter AIA3
C3-AIA3L3, diode AlCR8, feed through ca
pacitor AIC26, and tune level control AlRl3
to pin 7 of chassis connector AIXA5. Tune
level control AIRl3 is used to adjust the level
of the tune level control signal. Chassis con~

nector AIXA5 connects the tune level control
signal to apc dc amplifier A3Ql in transmitter
IF and audio module lA5 (para 1e-6/).

1-47. Power ,Control Circuits
(fig. 4-24)

(t. General. The following subparagraphs
provide a detailed description of the sequen
tial application of primary power and the con
trol circuits involved.

NOTE
Prefix all receiver-transmitter, refer
ence designations in the follO'.... ing
subparagraphs with the unit refer
ence number 1 and module refer
ence number as indicated on figure
4-24. Prefix all Amplifier, Radio Fre
quency AM-3349/GRC-I06 reference
designations with the unit reference
number 2 and assembly number as
indicated on figure 4-24.

b. Initial Voltage Application. Twenty-
seven volts dc primary voltage for the AM
3349/GRC-I06 is applied to pins A and B
of PRIM. POWER connector A5J7. When
PRIM. PWR. circuit breaker A5A2CBl is set
at ON, the 27 volts dc is applied through po
larity diode A5A2CRl to pin 4 and contact 3
of standby relay A5A2Kl. Relay A5A2KI is
not energized until a ground is applied to pin
1. This prevents 27 volts de from being ap
plied to the AM-3349/GRC-I06 circuits until
this ground is present. The ground necessary
for energizing relay A5A2Kl is generated by
the SERVICE SELECTOR switch on the re
ceiver-transmitter. When the SERVICE SE
LECTOR switch on the receiver-transmitter is
set at STAND BY or any operate (CW, AM,
FSK, or SS'B NSK) position, section 2, front,
connects a ground through feed through ca~

padtor AIC24 and L-section filter AIA4LI,
AIA4Cl to pin N of PA CONTROL connect-
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or AlJ20, which is connected to pin N of
CONTROL connector A5J2 through Cable As
sembly, Special Purpose, Electrical CX
10099/U. Pin N of CONTROL connector
A5J2 connects the ground through L-section
filter A5A1A2C7, A5A1A2L7, feedthl'ough
capacitor A5AIC14, pin 21 of connectors
A5J1 and AIXA5, pin 8 of connectors A1Jl
and A6XAI, pin 8 of connectors A6J1 and
A6AIPl, pin 7 of connectors A6PI and
A6J1, pin "7 of connectors A6XAl and AlJI,
pin 19 of connectors A1XA5 and A5JI, and
thermostat A5S3, which will be closed at this
time, to pin 1 of relay A5A2KL If the equip
ment is overheated, A5S3 will open, deener
gizing relay A5A2Kl and removing the 27
volts dc.

c. Standby Voltage Distributio1'. When
ground is applied to pin 1 of relay A5A2Kl,
'with the 27 volts dc on pin 4 (b above), relay
A5A2Kl will energize and apply the 27 volts
dc through contacts 3 and 2 to the following
points: pins 3, 4, and 5 of connector A5Jl,
contact 4 of relay A5A2K, voltage regulatoJ'
A5A3VRl, collector of switch A5A6Ql, con·
tact C6 of TUNE-OPERATE switch S6, and to
pin 3 of relay A5A3K2. Also at this time, 27
volts dc is applied from contact 3 of relay
A5A2Kl to terminal 2 of transformer A5A2Tl.

(I) From pins 3 and 4 of connector
A5Jl, the 27 volts dc is applied through pins
3 and 4 of connector AIXA5, pins 3 and 4 of
connectors AlJl and A6XAI, pins 3 and 4 of
connectors A6JI and ASPI, and part of the
primary of transformer A6AIT1 to the colle~.
tors of switches A6AIQI and A6AIQ2. It is
also applied through resistor A6AIRI and
part of the primary of transformer A6AITI to
the bases of switches A6AIQl and A6AIQ2.
These two applications start the switching
action action in the dc-to-dc inverter assembly
(para 1-34).

(2) From pin 5 of connector A5Jl, the
27 volts de is applied through pin 5 of COIl

nector AIXA5 to the following points: power
amplifier AlAIVI, AIAIV2 filaments, col
lectors of emitter followers AIAlAIQ1 and
AIAIAIQ2, pin 3 of connector AIAIXA8,
and pin 6 of connector AlAlXA7 (d below).

(a) The 27 volts dc is the filament
voltage for power amplifier AIAIVl, AIAl
V2. It is applied to pin "7 of AtAlVl and to
pin 3 of AlAlV2. Capacitors AIAIC16 and
AlAIC17 provide filtering.
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(b) The 27 volts dc is applied to emit
ter followers AIAIAIQl and AIAIAIQ2 to
be lIsed as operating voltage. These emitter
followers are the output circuit for the tune
level control signal (para 1-46c) and the
TEST METER grid drive indication.

(c) The 27 volts dc at pin 3 of con
nector AlAlXA8 is applied through pin 3 of
connector A8Jl and resistors A8AIR7, A8AI
R!), and A8AIR6 to grid circuit of driver am
plifier A8Vl. This is the grid bias for driver
amplifier A8Vl, which is regulated by Zener
diode A8AIVRI and adjusted by A8AIR6.

(3) The 27 volts dc applied to resistor
A5A3R2 in the regulator A5A3VRl circuit
(contact C6 of TUNE-OPERATE switch S6,
pin 3 of relay A5A3K2, and the collector of
A5A7Q1) is used as operating voltage for the
dc-to-dc converter assembly protection circuits.
FOI' a detailed description of the operation of
these circuits, refer to paragraphs 1-36 and
1-37.

d. 01)emte Voltu{je Dist1"ibnUolI. The 27
volt standby supply is used to develop the 27
volt operate supply and is used in conjunction
with it throughout the equipment as described
below.

(1) The standby 27 volts dc at pin 6 of
Connector A1AlXA7 is applied through pin
6 of connector A7Jl to contacts Xl and A2 of
time-delay relay A7K4, contact 1 of operate
relay A7K5, contact 1 of turret motor relay
A7Kl, pin 7 of tune locking relay A7K6, con
tact 1 of capacitor motor relay A7K2, and con~

tact 1 of bandswitch motor relay A7K3. After
a GO-second delay, contact A2 of time-delay re
lay A7K4 will close with contact AI, and the
27 volts dc is applied to pin 7 of operate relay
A7K5. In any opemte position (AM, FSK, CW
SSB NSK), SERVICE SELECTOR sw;tch
AIS4 section 2, front, on the receiver-transmit
ter applies a ground through contacts 9 and 10,
feedthrough capacitor AIC23, L-section filter
AIA4L2, AIA4C2, pin P of filter AIA4L2,
AIA4C2, pin P of PA CONTROL connector,
Cable Assembly, Special Purpose, Electrical
CX-I0099/U, pin P of CONTROL connector
A5J2, L-section filtel" A5AIA2C4. A5AIA2L4,
feedthrough capacitor A5AlCll, pin 15 of con
:nectors A5Jl and AIXA5, and pin 10 of con
nectors AIAIXA7 and A7Jl to pin 3 of relay
A7K5. Therefore, as soon as the time delay is
over, relay A7K5 is energized, the standby 27
volts dc at contact 1 is applied through con
tact 6 to pin 15 of connectors A7Jl and



AIAIXA7, contacts 2 and 4 of relay A7K6,
and pin ] 1 of connectors AIXA5 anc': A5Jl to
pin 7 of relay A5A2K2 and pin 1 of relay
A5K] to be used as the operate 27 volts dc.
Anytime ground is applied to pin 3 of relay
A7K6 (para ]-16), with 27 volts dc on pin 7,
the rel:lY will be energized, breaking the oper
ate 27-volt line during tuning. When turret
motor relay A7Kl is energized (para 1-49),
:the 27 volt.E dc at contact] is applied through
contact 6, pin 4 of connectors A7J1 am:
AIAIXA7, and pin 1 of connectors AIXA2
and A2Jl to energize turret motor A2Bl.
When capacitol' motor relay A 7K2 is energized
'(para 1-43) the 27 volts dc at contact 1 is ap
'plied through contact 6, pin 1 of connectors
A7JJ and AISIXA7, pin 14 of A1XA3 ano
A3Jl, and feedthrough capacitor A3C14 to en
ergize capacitor coding motol' A3E-I. When
bandswitch motor relay A7K3 is energized
(para 1-43), the 27 volts dc at contact 1 is ap
plied through cnntact 5, pin 3 of connectors
A7Jl and AIAIXA7, pin 22 of connectors
AIXA3 and A3J1, and feedthrough capacitor
A3C22 to energize bandswitch motor A3B2.

(2) When the equipment is in standby,
27 volts dc is applied through contacts 4 and
2 of relay A5A2K2 to charge up capacitor
A5A6Cl. At the same time, 27 volts dc is ap
plied to the collector of switch A5AQ1. As
long as the equipment is unkeyed, this condi
tion remains static. When the equipment is in
an operating condition, 27 volts dc is applie6
from pin 11 of connectors AIXA5 and A5Jl
HI) above) to pin 1 of relay A5Kl and pin
7 of relay A5A2K2. When the equipment is
keyed (para 1-48a) , ground is applied to pin
2 of relay A5K1, which will be energized to
connect the rf output line to the antenna in
use. This ground is also applied through con
tacts 5 and 1 of relay A5A3K3 to pin 3 of re
lay A5A2K2. When relay A5A2K2 is ener
gized, capacitor A5AGC! will discharge
through contacts 5 and 2 to the base of switch
A5A6Q1. Switch A5A6Ql is driven into sat
uration, and the pulse is a.pplied to the base of
A5A2Q2 in the dc-to--dc converter assembly.
Since 27 volts dc is available from pin 3 of
transformer A5A2Tl, A5A2Q2 will start the
dc-to-dc converter switching action (para 1
35).

(3) The operate 27 volts dc applied to
dropping resistor A5A5R2 is applied to pin 1
of TEST METER switch A5S2. When TEST
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METER switch A5S2 is set at PRIl\.'I. VOLT,
the 27 volts dc is applied to TEST METER
Ml to provide an indication of the level of thl;:
operate 27 volts dc.

1-48. Keying Circuits
(fig. 4-25)

NOTE
Prefix all receiver-transmitter, refer
ence designations with unit reference
number 1 and all Amplifier, Radio
Frequency AM-3349/GRC-106 ref
erence designations with unit refer
ence number 2.

a. Kelling Function Initiation. When the re·
ceiver-transmitter is keyed, a ground is placed
on the keyline. This turns on tl'ansmit~l'ecieve

switch A5Al,Qll, which turns on transmit-re
ceive switch MiQ1 in transmitter IF and audio
module lA5. With transmit-receive switch
A5Ql conducting, tl' line 3 is grounded. This
ground is applied through pin 32 of connect
ors A5Jl and AIXA5, feedthrough capacitor
A1C29, and L-section filter A1A4L6, AIA4Ce
to pin T of PA CONTROL connector A1J20.
PA CONTROL connector A1J20 connected to
CONTROL cmmector A5J2 on the AM-3349/
GRC-106 front panel. From pin T of CON
TROL connector A5J2, the ground is applied
through pi-section filter AIAIC6, AIAIAL6,
A!AIC8, feedthrough capacitor AIC6, diod«
A5CR1, and contacts 5 and 1 of relay A5A3K2
be pin 3 of relay A5A2K2. With the receiver
transmitter SERVICE SELECTOR switch set at
any operate" position (SSB NSK, AM, CW, or
FSI{) , the operate 27 volts dc is applied to pin
1 of relay A5Kl and to pin 7 of A5A2K2 (para
1-47d). Relay A5Kl will be energized and con
nect the RF line to the antenna in use and dis
connect RCVR. ANT. connector A5J4. Relay
A5A2K2 is energized and triggers dc-to-dc con
verter assembly A5A2 and completes the
feedback path for the assembly (para 1-35).

b. Tune Locking Interlock. If a frequency
change is made at the receiver-transmitter, the
detents of switches AlS7, rear, AISG, section
I, rear or A1S5, rear, connect a momentary
ground from contact 7 to 8, contact 7 to 4, or
contact 4 to 5, respectively. The momentary
ground is applied through feedthrough capaci
tor A1C30 and L-section filter A1A3lA,
AIA3C4 to pin H of PA CONTROL connector
A1J20. Pin H of PA CONTROL connector
AIJ20 is connected to pin H of CONTROL
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connector A5J2 on the AM-3349/GRC-I06.
Pin H of CONTROL connector A5J2 applies
this momentary ground through L-section filter
AIA2C5, AIA2L5, feedthrough capacitor
AIC12, pin 20 of connectors A5Jl and AIXA5,
pins 36 and 29 of connectors AIXA2 and
A2JI, and pin 11 of connectors AIAIXA7 and
A7Jl to pin 3 of tune locking relay A7K6
(para 1-47d), which energizes and locks itself
through contacts 1 and 6. The ground contact
2 of operate relay A7K5 (para 1-47d) is ap
plied through contact 5, pin 7 of connectors
A7JI and AIAIXA7, pin 13 of connectors
AIXA5 and A5Jl, contacts Cl and 1 of TUNE
OPERATE switch A5S6, pin 23 of connectors
A5Jl and AIX5 and pin 12 of connectors
AIAIXA7 and A7Jl to contact 1 of tune lock
ing relay A7K6. When tune locking relay A7K6
energizes, the connection between contacts 2
and 4 is broken. This breaks the 27-volt operate
line, deenergizing relays A5Kl and A5A2K2
(a above). Tune locking relay A7K6 will not
deenergize until TUNE-OPERATE switch
A5S6 is set at TUNE, breaking the self-locking
groundpath. This serves as a reminder to the
operator that the tuning must be rechecked and
the ANT. TUNE and ANT. LOAD controls
on the AM-3349/GRC-I06 must be readjusted
before reoperating the unit.

c. Turret Position Interwck. If the AM
3349/GRC-I06 turret assembly is not positioned
correctly, switch A2S1 will connect a ground
through pin 29 of connectors A2Jl and AIXA2
and pin 11 of connectors AIA1XA7 and
A7Jl to pin 3 of tune locking relay A7K6. As
a result, tune locking relay A7K6 will be en
ergized, and the process described in b above
will be repeated.

d. Tune Information. When the TUNE
OPERATE switch is set at TUNE, the ground
at contact 2 of operate relay A7K5 is applied
through contact 5, pin 7 of connector A7JI and
AIAIXA7, pin 13 of connectors AIXA5 and
A5JI, contacts CI and 2 of TUNE-OPERATE
switch A5S6, and diode A5CR2, causing relays
A5KI and A5A2K2 to be energized if the
tuning cycle is completed and no overcurrent
or undervoltage condition exists. This ground
is also connected through feed through capacitor
Ale7 and L-section filter AIAIL7, AIAIC7 to
pin 1\1 of CONTROL connector A5J2. CON
TROL connector A5J2 is conneCted to PA
CONTROL connector J20 on the ,receiver-
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transmitter. Pin M of PA CONTROL con·
nector AlJ20 applies this ground through L
section filter AIA4C7, AIA4L7, and feed
through capacitor A1C2B to pin 10 of connect
or AIXA5 and pin 13 of connector AIXA7.
Pin 10 of connector AIXA5 mates with pin 10
of connector Jl of transmitter IF and audio
module lA5. Pin 13 of connector AIXA7 mates
with pin 13 of connector JI on Receiver IF
module lA7. This ground is used in transmitter
IF and audio module lAS for carrier reinsertion
and changing the apc level (para 1--6). It is
used in receiver IF module lA7 for turning off
the balanced modulator (para 1-12).

e. Antenna Coupler Interlock. If the AM
3349/GRC-106 antenna coupler is not posi
tioned properly, or is in the process of posi
tioning, the tune locking relay A7K6 is kept
energized. The grounds applied to cap. motor
relay A7K2, pin 3, and bandswitch motor relay
A7K3, pin 3, are also applied through diodes
A7CR7 and A7CR8 to pin 3 of tune locking re
lay A7K6. This action insures that tune locking
relay A7K6 is energized, disabling the dc-to-dc
converter, while the antenna coupler is posi.
tioning.

1-49. Tuning Circuits
(fig. 4-26)

NOTE
Prefix all receiver-transmitter, refer
ence designations in this paragraph
with unit number 1 and all Amplifier,
Radio Frequency AM-3349/GRC-I06
reference designations with unit num·
ber 2.

a. The interunit tuning circuit is an open
seeking circuit that employs a five-wire coding
scheme. Switches AIS5, A1S6, and AlS7 in the
receiver-transmitter establish the code for 28
position switch AlS9 (para 1-23d) and simul
taneously generates the five-wire code for posi
tioning the turret in the AM-3349/GRC-I06.
Switches AlSo, AlS6, and AIS7 in the receiver
transmitter are analogous to a 30-position
master (top switch) and its 30-position image
(bottom switch) as shown in figure 4-26.
Switches AIS5, AIS6, and A1S7 generate 1 of
30 series of opens and grounds. Each series
represents 1 of the 30 tuni-ng positions of the
AM-3349/GRC-I06 (d below). The master
portion of switches A1S5, AIS6, and AIS7 ap
plies the ground (or grounns) to master switch
A2S2 in the AM-1l349/GRG-I06. This estab-



lishes a groundpath to turret motor relay A7Kl
to energize it when 27 volts dc is available (b
below). This causes motor Bl to energize and
rotate switches A2S3 and A2S2 until the com
plement of the code on the master portion of
AlS5, AlS6, and AlS7 appears on master
s,vitch A2S2. When master switch A2S2 reaches
the position representing the complement of the
code genel'ated by the master portion of
switches A\S5. A1S6, and A1S7, the ground
path to turret motor relay A7K1 will be broken.
Turret motor relay A7Kl will then be deener
gized and will dynamically brake motor Bl.
The image switches have the complementary
code of their respective masters. These image
switches are necessary only when a ground is
removed from the code to which the units are
already tuned. For example, the switches as
shown in figure 4-26 represent a frequency se
lection of 2 to 2.5 MHz and a code of 0.1010. If
it were desired to tune the units for 2.5 to 3
MHz, the code would be 01000 (d below). In
this case, the number of grounds is reduced and
it is necessary to lise the image switches to
establish the groundpath (c below). The code
between the units employs a system of filters
and feedthrough capacitors to provide the nec
essary l'f isolation between the two units.

b. Assume that the receiver-transmitter fre
quency controls are set at 2.5xxx MHz. This
means that the master and image portions of
switches AlS5, AlS6, and AlS7 are eight posi
tions clockwise from the position shown in
figure 4-26. The master portions of switches
AlS5, AlS6 and AlS7 then generate a code of
01000 (d below). This new code has ground
present only on code line 2. Code line 2 at
master switch A2S2 is open, which means there
must be a path through the image switches.
The ground is connected from code line 2 of the
master portions of switches AlS5, AlS6, and
A1S7 to code line 2 of image switch A2S3.
Code line 2 of image switch A2S3 connects
this ground to the image portions of switches
AlS5, AIS6, and AlS7 through code line 4.
Remembering that the image portion of switches
A1S5, A1S6, and AlS7 is eight positions clock
wise from that shown in figure 4-26, code
lines 1, 3, 4. and 5 are all connected together.
This means that ground is connected to code
lines 1, 3, and 5 of master switch A3S2 and
establishes the necessary ground path for ener
gizing turret motor relay A7Kl (b above). Mo
tor Bl will then rotate switches A2S2 and
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A2S3 eight positions counterclockwise, at
which time, the complement codes will be pres
ent on master switch A2S2 and image switch
A2S3. This will break the groundpath and de
energize turret motor relay A7Kl.

c. Assume that the receiver-transmitter fre
quency controls are set at 14.xxx MHz. This
causes the master and image portion of switches
A1S5, AlS6, and A1S7 to be rotated two posi~

tions clockwise (d below). The master portions
of switches AlS5, AlS6, and AlS7 then gener
ate a code of 10010. This new code places a
ground on code lines 1 and 4 of the master
portions of switches A1S5, AlS6, and AlS7.
At master switch A2S2, code line 4 is open, but
code line 1 is closed; therefore, the ground is
connected to the common contact of switch
A2S2. The common contact establishes the
groundpath to pin 3 of turret motor relay A7Kl
through pin 24 of connectors A2J1 and A1XA2
and pin 5 of connectors AIAlXA7 and A7Jl.
Since pin 7 of turret motor relay A7Kl already
has 27 volts dc present, if the TUNE-OPER
ATE switch is set at TUNE (para 1-44), the
relay will be energized and will apply 27 volts
dc at motor Bl. l\'Iotor HI will then rotate
switches A2S2 and A2S3 two positions counter~

clockwise. At this time, the complement of the
initial code is present on switch A2S2, break
ing the groundpath. Turret motor relay A7Kl
will deenergize and apply a ground to motor
Bl, dynamically braking it.

d. The following chart (table 1-4) illus~

trates the turret position and code pattern gen
erated for each frequency band in the receiver
transmitter.

Table 1-4,. Turret position afld Code Pattern for
Each Frequency Band

Code line
Fr~~l Turret

(MHo) , , , • , PO"ltlon

2.0-2.5 ", 'j , 1 0 1
3.0-3.5 0 , 1 , 1 2
14-15 'I , , 0 , 3
15-16 j 1 0 , 1 4
24-t!S 0 .1 1 0 0 5
25-26 , 0 1 1 0 6
.16-'17 0 0 0 '1 2 7
17-18 , 0 0 0 1 8
.2.5.--3.0 0 1 0 , 0 9
3.5-4.0 0 0 , 0 0 ,10
18-19 0 " 0 1 0 11
19-20 , 0 0 , 1 '12
(2:6-27 1 0 0 0 0 13
27-28 1 , 0 0 0 14

Se'e footnote. at end of table.
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Table 1--4. Turret Position and Gode Pattern for Eruh
Freque",~y Band-Continued

COOt lint
F~ "',,~~MH1) , , , • , posiri<m

28-29 1 1 1 0 0 15
29-30 1 1 1 1 0 16
'20-21 , 1 1 t 1 17
21-22 ·1 0 1 1 1 18
22-23 1 1 0 1 1 "23...24 0 1 1 0 1 20
4-' 1 0 1 1 0 21
·5-6 0 1 0 1 1 22
8-. 1 0 1 0 1 23
9-10 1 1 0 1 0 24
&-7 1 1 1 0 1 25
7-8 0 1 I 1 1 0 26
12-13 0 0 1 • 1 27

Table 1-4._ TU'T'Hlt Positi(ln (l1!d G(lde Pattern for Eruh
Frequeru;y Band-Continued

Cod" Un..
~'ccq Turn:t

(MH1) , , , • , position

13-14 1 0 0 1 1 28
10-101 0 1 0 0 1 29
11-12 1 0 1 0 0 30

.1 Repr...entl ,round.
oof) Rev,,,,,,nu oven.

1-50. Interconnecting Cables Between
Components

Figure 1-12 provides the schematic diagrams
of the cables used to interconnect the compo
nents of Radio Set AN/GRC-106(*).

'" C>;-lOO99/U '"
I .. I' e; ICONTFlOL

CONTROL a - - •
lA1J20

, - - ,
2A~J2, ,, ,, ,

" ", ,, ,, ,
• •
" •, ,, ,, ,, ,
" ", ,
w W

INTERNAL SHELL GROUNO
~0--

(1-_) +1.. ~~ER
~==:J~-----------~-- -JSOURCE

c::::[] 1--.::::,:,:,:-:'_
2A~J3

T"'~820- ~20-3~-612

Figl~re 1-12. Interconllecting cables between comllOllents of Radio-Set AN/GRC
106(·), schematic diagrams.
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CHAPliER 2

DIRECT SUPPORT MAINTENANCE

Section I. INSTALLATION OF RADIO SET AN/GRC-l06I*)

2-1. fools Required for Installation
The tools required for installation must be se
lected according to lhe type of installation and
the kind of vehicle to be used. Two 1/2 by
9/16-inch oper.·end wrenches (supplied) ana
a set of Allen wrenches will be required for
any installation. Refer to Tl\'I 11-5820-520-12
for typical installation instructions; also, refer
to SB 11-131 (Vehicular Radio Sets and Au~

thorized Installations) for peI'ltinent informa
tion.

2-2.. Typicallnstal:ation of Radio Set
AN/GRC-l06I*)

a. The instaJ1ation oC the AN/GRC-106(·)
(fig. 2-1) includes the attachment of the MT
3140/GRC-106 and Mast Base AB-652/GR
(fig. 2--2) to the vehicle to be used. After se
lecting the appropriate installation unit (SE
11-131), position and attach these two items in
accordance with the installation unit instruc
tions. After the MT-3140/GRC-I06 and AB
652/GR have been secured, install the AN/
GRG-I06(·) as outlined in b through k below.

b. Grasp one release handle in each hand;
simultaneously pull the handles forward from
their securing holes, and rotate them towards
the outside of the mount. Place the heads of the
adjusting screws on one crossbar assembly into
the slots on one side of the MT-3140/GRC
106 with the flat side of the assembly toward
the outside of the mount. Push the crossbar as
sembly fully into the slots. Adjust the 4 x 40
pan head screw in the opening of the slots so
as to retain the crossbar assembly on the mount.

c. Repeat step in b above for other crossbar
assembly.

d. Position the RT-662/GRC or the RT
834/GRC on the MT--.'l140/GRC-106 so' that
the feet on the bottom of the receiver-transmit~

tel' set securely in the holes in the MT-3140/
GRC-106.

e. Position the AM-3349/GRC-I06 on top
of the receiver-transmitter or on a separate MT
3140/GRC-I06, depending on the type of in~

stallation. Set the feet 011 the bottom of the AM
3349/GRC-I06 into the appropriate holes.

NOTE
For installations requmng side·by
side mounting of the units, two sets
of shorter crossbar assemblies and
another MT-3140/GRC-106 are re
quired.

f. Position the crossbar assemblies so that.
they are resting against the sides of the unit.
Using the 1/2 by 9/1£-inch open-end wrench
supplied with the mounting system, alternately
tighten the two adjusting screws 011 each cross~

bar assembly until the respective crossbar ie
jnst touching the bottom of the mounting
notch. Tighten each a.djusting nut 1/4 turn.
If necessary, tighten the Allen screws in each
pivot assembly until a point of resistance is
reached.

g. To insure that the tension on the crossbar
assemblies is correct, grasp one release handle
in each hand. Simultaneously pull the hand lee
forward and rotate them toward the outside oC
the unit. Then rotate the handles back to the
original horizontal position and push them back
into the slots in the front of the l\1T-3140/
GRC-lOG. If tension is correct, no binding will
occur during this procedure, and the equip
ment will be secured on the MT-3l40/GRG
106.

h. If the release handles cannot be rotated
as described in 9 above, alternately loosen the
two adjusting nuts on each crossbar until the
step in 9 above can be performed properly.

i. If the equipment is not secured, alternately
tighten the two adjusting nuts on each cross-
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Figure 2-1. RadiQ Set AN/GRC-106(·) typical irnJtaliatiQn.

bar until the step in g above can be performed
properly.

j. Pull the release handles forward and simul
taneously rotate them towards the outside of
the unit. If the friction is conect, the crossbar
assemblies will move out from the case as the re
lease handles are rotated. Enough friction
should be present so that the crossbar assem-

blies and release handles remain where they
are -released. If the friction is not enough, ad
just the Allen-head screw in each pivot assem
bly until sufficient friction is obtained.

CAUTWN
Do not tighten the Allen-head screws
so that the cam will not move within
the pivot assembly.
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k. After the friction has been checked and
adjusted (j above), rotate the release handles
simultaneously towards each other and push
them into the respective slots in the front of the
MT-3140/GRC-I06.

2-3. Typical Interconnection
(f;g. 2-2)

a. Set AM-3349/GRC-106 PRIM. POWER
switch and the receiver-transmitter SERVICE
SELECTOR switch at OFF.

b. Install two Insulators PPL =3679 or
equivalent in the tapped holes in the crossbar
assembly. Thread Lead, Electrical CX-10171/U
(6 feet) through the insulators. Cut the cable
to length and attach in accordance with the in
stallation unit instructions.

c. To assemble a 15-foot whip antenna,
screw two Mast Sections ~I8--ll6-A together,
screw Mast Section M5-1l7-A into one Mast
Section M8-ll6-A, and screw Mast Section
M8-ll8-A into Mast Section l\I8-1l7-A. At
tach the remaining Mast Section l\IS-ll6-A to
Mast Base AB-652/GR in accordance with the
installation kit instructions.

d. Slide the antenna cover down over the
i\l5-ll6-A attached to the AB-652/GR as far
as it will go. Secure the cover in place with the
brass antenna sheath clamp at the top of the

1M 11-S82o-S2C)....34

cover. Screw the assembled mast sections to the
MS-116-A that is attached to the AB-652/GR.

e. To install Antenna Group AN/GRA-50
(doublet), refer to TM 11-5820---467-15.

f. To install the two Cable Assemblies, Spec
ial Purpose, Electrical CX-I0071/U (10 feet),
connect one each to the POWER and PRIM.
POWER connectors on the RT-662/GRC or
RT-834/GRG and AM-3349/GRC-I06 front
panels, respectively. Dress the two cables along
the vehicle chassis in accordance with the instal
lation unit instructions. Cut cables to length,
solder the two terminal lugs, or power con
nectors to each (one on the positive center con
ductor and one on the negative braided 100m
shield), and attach the leads to the vehicle bat
tery in accordance with installation unit in
structions.

CAUTION
To avoid damage to transistors, proper
polarity must be observed.

g. Connect all other cables in accordance with
figure 2-2 and the installation unit instructions.

NOTE
Refer to figure 1-12 for the schematic
diagrams of the cables used to inter
connect the components fo Radio Set
AN/GRC-I06(·).
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Figure 2-2. RadiQ Set AN/GRC-}06("') i1Jpical cordoing diag1'U?n.

Section II. TROUBLl;SHOOTING R~DIO SET AN/GRC-I06{*)

WARNING

When troubleshooting Radio Set AN/GRC-I06("'), be extremely careful when
working on 01' arOund the circuits of dc~to-dc converter (pal't of front panel as~

sembly 2A5), antenna. coupler assembly 2A3, and front panel assembly 2A5. Volt~

ages as high as 3,000 volts de and 10,000 volts 1'f exist in these assemblies. Wait
15 seconds after turning off power before shol'ting out a.ny capacitors in 'the AM
3349/GRC to prevent damage to capacitor 2A5A2C6.

2-4. General Instructions
The direct support maintenance procedures
given in this manual supplement the procedures
described in the operator and organizational
maintenance manual (TM 11-5820-520-12).
The systematic troubleshooting procedure,
which begins with the operational and section
alization checks that can be performed at an
organizational level, is calTied to a higher level
in this manual. Sectionalizing, localizing, and
isolating techniques used in the troubleshooting,
procedures are more advanced. Sections 111, IV,

and V describe intraunit (within the unit) field
maintenance localizing and isolating procedures.

2~-5. Organization of Troubleshooting
Proceduras

u. Reference Des·il/l1ntiol1s. H.eceive1'-Trans
mitter, Radio RT-662/GRC and RT-834/GRC
module reference designations are prefixed
with the numeral 1, and Amplifier, R~dio Fre
quency AM-3349/GRC-I06 assembly reference
designations are prefixed with the numeral 2.
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(1) The following is a list of the modules
and assemblies in Receiver-Transmitter, Radio
RT-6G2/GRC and RT-834/GRC:

(a) Chassis and front panel assembly
1Al.

(b) 100 Hz synthesizer 1A1A2A8, on
RT-834/GRC only.

(c) 100 kHz synthesizer module 1A2.
(d) Frequency standard module 1A3.
(e) 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer module

1A4.
(f) Transmitter IF and audio module

lAG.
(u) Frequency dividers module 1A6.
(h) Receiver IF module 1A7.
(i) Translatol' module 1A8.
(j) MHz synthesizer module 1A9.
(k) Receiver audio module 1A1O.
(l) Dc-to-dc converter and regulator

module 1A11.
(m) Rf amplifier module 1A12.

(2) The following is a list of the assem
blies in Amplifier, Radio FI'equency AM-3349/
GRG-10G:

(a) Chassis assembly 2AI.
(b) Tunet assembly 2A2.
(c) Antenna couple)' assembly 2A3.
(d) Discriminator assembly 2A4.
(e) Front panel assembly 2A5.
(f) Case assembly 2A6.
(u) Relay assembly 2A7.
(h) Driver assembly 2A8.
(i) Stator assembly 2A9.

(3) An example of use of the reference
designations is as follows: The full reference
designation of a resistol' is 2A5A6R3. The 2A5
indicates the AM-3349/GRC-106 front panel
assembly (fig. 2-33); A6 is a printed board
containing components and is located below A4
(B, fig. 2-33); R3 is a resistor located on
printed board 2A5A6 (fig. 2-14). Resistor R3,
by use of the full reference designation, can be
found on figu~e 4-53.

b. General. The first step in servicing a de
fective Radio Set AN/GRG-106(·) is to sec
tionalize the fault, which means tracing the
fault to a major component. The second step is
to localize the fault, which means tracing the
fault to a defective module, assembly, of stage.
The final step is to isolate the fault to the de
fective stage or part within the module or as
sembly responsible for the abnormal condition.
Some faults, such as burned-out resistors and
shorted transformers, can often be located by

TM 11-5820-520.-:34

sight, smell, or hearing. The majority of faults,
however, must be isolated by checking voltages,
resistances, waveforms, and continuity.

c. Sectiollulization. The interunit trouble
shooting procedures in TM 11-5820--520-12
provide a group of tests arranged to reduce un
necessary work and to aid in tracing trouble
in a defective AN/GRG-106(·). The first step
is to locate the unit at fault by the following
methods:

(1) Visual inspection. The purpose of
visual inspection is to locate faults without
testing or measuring the circuits. All visual
signs should be observed and an attempt made
to sectionalize the fault to a particular module,
assembly, 01' stage.

(2) Opemtiollal tests. Operational tests
frequently indicate the general location of a
trouble, In many instances, the tests will help
in detel'mining the exact nature of the fault.
Operational tests can be made by following the
opera.ting procedures in TM 11-5820-520-12.

d. Localization (wd Isolatiol/. The tests listed
below will aid in localizing and isolating the
trouble. First localize the tl'ouble to a module,
assembly, 01' stage and then isolate the trouble
within the module, assembly, or stage to a de
fective part. Use the following methods of
trouble localization and isolation:

(1) Troubleshooting chart. The meter in
dications, or lack of meter indications, and oper
ational checks provide a systematic method of
localizing trouble to a module, assembly, or
stage. The trouble symptoms listed in tables
2-4, 2-5, and 2-6 provide additional informa
tion for localizing trouble.

(2) Voltage meusm'ements. The equip
ment is transistorized, When measuring volt·
ages, use tape 01' sJeeving (spaghetti) to insu
late the entire test prode, except the extreme
tip. A momentary short circuit can ruin a tran
sistor.

(3) Resistance measu1·e1nents. :Make re
sistance measurements in this equipment only
as directed on the voltage and resistance charts.
Use the ohmmeter range specified on these
charts; otherwise the indications obtained will
be inaccurate.

CAUTION
Before using an ohmmeter to test
transistors or transistor circuits, check
the open circuit voltage across the ohm
meter test leads. Do not use an ohm
meter if the open-cil'cuit voltage ex-
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ceeds 1.5 volts. Also, since the RXI
range normally connects the ohmmeter
internal battery directly across the
test leads, the comparitively high cur
rent (50 rna or more) may damage the
transistor under test. As a general
rule do not use the RXI range of an
ohmmeter when testing low-power
transistors.

(4) Test points. The modules of this
equipment are equipped with test points to
facilitate the connection of test equipment. The
test points should be used whenever possible
to avoid needless disassembly of equipment.
Test points on the RT-662/GRC and RT--834/
GRC are identified on the tops of the indi
vidual modules. Test points on the AM-3349/
GRC-I06 are identified on the referenced illus
trations.

(5) Intermittent troubles. In all of the
tests, the possibility of intermittent troubles
should not be overlooked. If present, this type
of trouble often may be made to appear by tap
ping or jarring the equipment. Make a visual
inspection of the wiring and connections to the
components of the radio set. Minute cracks in
printed circuit boards can cause intermittent
operation. A magnifying glass is often helpful
in locating defects in printed circuit boards.
Continuity measurements of printed conductors
may be made by use of the same techniques used
on hidden conventional wiring; observe ohm
meter precautions discusses in (3) above.

(6) Resistor, capacitor, and inductor color
code diagra;ms. Resistor, capacitor, and inductor
color code diagrams (fig. 4-20) are provided
to aid maintenance personnel in determining the
value, voltage rating, and tolerance of capaci
tors. inductors and resistors.

2-6. Test Equipment Required
Table 2-1 lists the test equipment required for
troubleshooting Radio Set AN/GRC-I06(·)
and also lists the associated technical manuals,

Tabu 1-1. Equipnumt Required 101" Direet SUJ1fJ1Wt
Troubluhooting

Voltmeter, Electronic ANI 'D)1 11-6625-524-14
URM-145 with Adapt·
er 91-SA

Multimeter :ME-26 (t).J TM 11-6625-200-15
U·

Oscilloscope AN/USM- TM 11-6625-1703-15
281A

2-6

Tabu 1-1. Equipmeftt R~quir~d!twDiffet Support
Troubu.hooting-Continued.

Voltmeter, Electronic ME- TM 11-6625--.'32l)....J2
30(t)/U.

Multimeter TS-352B/U TM 11-6625-366-15
Power Supply PP--4763(·)/ TM 11-6820--765-12

GRe-
Spectrum Analyzer TS- TM 11-5097

723(·)/U-
Dummy Load DA-76/U

with male Type "N"
connector

Attenuator, Step CN-
764./U

Handset H-33(-)/PTo .TM :J.1-5965--e02--35
Resistor 51 ohms, 1 watt
Cable Assembly, Special

Purpose, Electrical
(W23) FSN 599&-832
6861

• M..ltlmw.r M'&-UC-l/U Illcluda JotE-UA!U. XE--Z'B/U. ME
t6CIU. ud ME-UD/U.

• EIN:t.ronle Voltmet>fr KE-JOC-l/U Inchlde. ME-IOA!U, ME-IOB/
U, ME-3OC/U, ...d ME-SOElU.

• Pow.... sullPh' PP-Io761C·l/GRC Includ8 PP-Io16B/GRC ..nd PP
476SA/CRC.

• Spectrum An..ly_cr TS-UB(.I/U Indude. TS-12SAjU TS-72S8/U.
TS-728C/U, ..nd TS-128D/U. '

- lIan<Met H-aSC-l/PT Ind..d"" H--3BD/PT, H--33E/PT, and H-i8F/
n

CAUTION
1. This equipment contains transistor

circuits. If the test equipment does
not have an isolation transformer
in its power supply circuit, connect
one in its power input circuit. A
suitable transformer is identified
by FSN 5950-356-1779.

2. Never connect test equipment (other
than multimeter and vacuum tube
voltmeters (vtvms) outputs diTectly
to a transistor circuit; use a. sui-table
coupling capacitor.

3. Be very careful when making test
equipment connections so that shorts
will not be caused by exposed test
equipment connectors. Tape or sleeve
(spaghetti) test prods or clips if nec
essary to leave as little exposed sur
face 80S needed to make contact to the
circuit under test.

2-7. Test Point Information
Table 2-2 lists the test point information for
the RT-662/GRC and RT-834/GRC. The
waveform diagram (fig. 4-28) shows the wave
shape to be expected and the conditions re
quired for setting up the oscilloscope ANI



USM-281A. The test points given in figure 4
28 are alternate test points to be used by higher
maintenance category personnel. Table 2-3

1M 11-5820-520-34

lists the test point information for the AM
3349/GRC-I06. Figure W shows test points
on rear of Al\l-3349/GRC-I06.
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Figure f-3. AM-33-49jGRC-106, nar chassis view, test pwnt location.

Table f-f. Receiver-Tranamiteer, Radio RT..{}6fjGRC and RT-83-4jGRC, Tellt
Point Tn/ormation

Voltmeter, Electronic
ANjURM-145.

Voltmeter, Electronle
AN/UR:\I-l145.

Voibneter, Electronic
..\N/URM-145.

Voltmeter, Electronic
ANjURM-J.45.

Voltmeter, Electronic
ANjURM-H5.

Voltmeter, Electronic
ANjURM-I45.

Voltmeter, Electronic
AN/URM-145.

100 kHz SYNTH OUPT
(lA2A2JI).

10 & 1 kHz SYNTH
DUPT (IAMU1).

7.039MHz OUPT
(lA4A2JI).

La: 120 ±JO millivolts
(mv) (22.4. to 23.3
MHz ±4.00 Hz).

Hi: 145 ±15mv (32.4 to
33.3 :MHz ±400 Hz).

500 kHz OUPT 220 :t30 mv (500 kHz
(lA3A2J2). :to.OS Hz).

HUb OUPT 550 ±80 mv (1 MHz
(IA3A2JI). ±O.I Hz).

lD:\IHz OUTPT 50 ±15 mv (10 MHz
(IA3A3J1). ±l.0 Hz).

5)fHz rNTjEXT 110 ±2'0 mv (5 MHz
(lA3A3J2). ±0.5 Hz).

- .250 ±50 mv across 50

ohms (5 MHz ±0.5
Hz),

120 :tao mv (4.551 to
4.650 MHz ±4.00 Hz),

35 ±6 mv (7.089 MHz
±400 Hz).
(7.089 MHz for RT
834/GRC, 7,1 MHz for
RT--662jGRC).

X~ITR AUDIO IN 200 ±10 mv" Voltmeter, Electronic
(IA5A2JI). ME-30(-)jU,

APC {lA5AIJ2) .O to 3 volts de Multimeter ME-'26(-)jU.
PPC (1 A5A IJ5) .0 to 3 volts de ~lultimeter :\IE-26(-)/U.

Frequency standard
IA3.

FREQ STD connector
(front panel).

Transmitter IF and
audio 1A5.

100 kHz S}'nthesi~r

1A2.

10 and 1 kHz Synthe
sizer IA4.

2

1

3

4

8M fOGtnotn It '1lld of table.
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Tabu !-!. Reeei'Ver-Tro-rumitter, Radio RT-46!/GRC and

RT-8S,/GRC, Teat POilit Inlormatjl)1L-Continued

XllTR IF OUTPUT 35 ±5 mv" Voltmeter, Electronic
(1ASAU3). AN/URAI-U5.

5 Frequency dividers 100kHz SPEC OUPT Spectrum: prr of 10 mi- Oscilloscope AN/USM-
lA6. (lA6AU1). croseconds (psec) and 28IA (j Qnd k, fig. 4-

amplitude of 600 ±150 28).
mv peak to peek.

10kHz SPEC OUPT Spectrum: prr 100 psec Oscilloscope AN/USM-
(JA6A2Jl). and amplitude tyf 110 281A (p, q, t, 3, fig

± 30 mv peak to peak. 4-28).
1kHz PULSE OUPT PulRe: prr 1 ms and ampli- rscilloscope ANjUSM-

(IA6A3J1). tude of 1.3 :to.3 volts 281A (t and u, fig.
peak. 4-28).

6 Receiver IF lAL SSB FILT OUTPUT TT'<lnsmit: 1 :to.3 mv. Voltmeter, Electronic
(lA7AIJ2). Recch'c: 270 to 6.000 AN/URll-l45.

microvolts (uv).'
IF AGe (JA7A2Jl)---------t.8 to 3_9 ,,"Olts dc Multimeter :I.IE-26(-)/U.
RF AGC (1A7.-\232) 0 to ~25 "'olls dc Multimeter ME-26(-)/U.
8.;\L ~fOD INPUT 8.0 ±25 mv audio, 0.5 to Voltmeter, Electronic

(lA7A4J2). 2.0 rnv-1.75 MHz.' AN/URM-I45.
7 Translator 1.-\8 ~ RCVR OUPT 12 ±6 db- above level at Voltmeter, Electronic

('IA8AIJ1). RF OUTPUT teat point AN/UR;'\t-145.
on top of rf amplifier
module lA12.

X)ITR OUTPT 8 ±6 db' above level at Multimeter :ME-26(-)j
(1A8A8Jl). XMTR IF OUTPUT U and Voltmeter,

test point on top of }O~lectronic ANjURM-
transmitter IF and r41>.
audio module lAS.

8 MHz Synthesizer ·tA9 .MHz SYNTH OUPT flO ±20 rov (2.5 to 23.5 Voltmeter, Electronic
(lA9A3Jl). ':\1Hz ±l partin 10'). AN/UR;'\I-145.

DC LOCK VOLT 810'17 volts dc ~Iultimeter )1~6(a)/U.

(lA9A3J2).
9 Receh'cr audio lAI0 10 ~tW OUPT 2.0 to 3.0 volts ac' Voltmeter, Electronic

(IAI!U3). ME-30(-)/U.
2 w OUPT (J.AIOJ2) 30 to 40 volts ae' .Voltmetcr, Electronic

ME-30(-)jU.
10 Dc-to-dc converter ~O VDC REG ]9.5 ::!:0.5 volta dc__ _ ;'\lultimcter ;'\lE-26(-)/U.

and regulator tAll. (IA'IIAIJ1).
6.~~ VAC (IAllA2Jt, 13.0 :t1.0 volul(; peak OscillosCQpe ANjUSM-

J2). to peak (test point to 281A.
test point).

-30 VDC (I A t IA3J2) .-33.5 :t2.0 volts dc :'Ilultimeler ME_2&(a) jU.
+125 VDC (1AllA3JI) I27 ;': 15 volts dc :'Ilultimeter ;,\fF:-2(j(-)jU.

11 Rf Amplifier lA12 RF OUTPUT- 45 ±6 db above input Voltmeter, Ele<:tronic
level." AN/URM-14-5.

12 Internal ALC . El 19.5 ±O.fi vdc .l\1ultimeter 11E-26(-) jV.
Assembly lA IA5 E2 RF input at a level of 2.5 :'I{ultimetf'r ME-26 (-)/U.

v trns.
E3 Ground • :'01 ultimetcr :'01 £-26 (-) /U.
E4 Same as E2 ;,\lultimeter ~I E-26 (a)/U.
E.'>- Ground ;,\1ul timeter :\1 E-2'6 (-)IU.
F:6 Alc output at a level of :'olultimeter ;'\fE-26(-)jU.

2.5 to 3.5 vde.
E7___ ___ ___ _ _ Ground ~1 ul timete r ME~26 (a) jU.
Ql-base 3.1 to 4.1 vdc ~lulUl11eter ME-26(-) jU.
Qt--emitter -2.5 to ~3.5 vdc Multimeter ME-26 (a) jU.
Q·I-eollector -19.5 ,"dc \1 ulUmeter MF:-26 (*) /V.

• ~oo m". 1,000 H~ _ncl 60n ohm AUDiO (pin J) Input.
• II'lth rf ;nput.! varied from 0.6 mkrovolu to 1.0 "alt.
• Audio Input ....mo,,«I.
• Allnro",imatel, III m" must be pr.....nt at the tf _mpllfier module lAlt. In' OUTPUT tnt 1",lnt.
• CannO\ be me..ur<~1 cllr""tly. Set _..e/_Ie: .... lI.h IAISII (fig. 1....,,2) _t off. Me"u'e the /laIn of rf ."'Illifler ",odule IAII In the , .....I'We mode.

K., tho- tun.mitt.., and m"'.ure 'he OUIPUt _. the lCMTR IF OUTPUT ""'1 t",lnt on tOl' 01 lran.mlll,·r n' and _u,lIo """'lule lAS. )fenure Ih,'
Iev"l at lhe RF OU rpUT lCllt pt>lnt on top 01 rf a",pllfi"r modUle IAI2 In dh abo"" Ien~ at the X,\lTR IF OUTPUT Ie-t point. The dIH"..,n"" In
nln of rf _mplifler ..-Iu~ IAll In ..,.,,,i..e ...d ,aln _I RF OUTPUT I~.. ' paint ahove the XMTR U' OUTPUT tnt POint I. the ,-.In of tra....
lator module lA8 In Iran.mit.

, AUDIO GAlS ""nlrol ....",Imum .\oek...l.... _nd modulated rf lnil\ll-
• Tr....lator module JAil~ an<! a 10 ohm Joa.d ..,..n~ .t OOIln«t,o. IAIXA8B_Al.
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Table!l-3. Amplifur, Radio Frequency Altt~:r49/GRC-1Q6. Teat Point information

(

[tnt! No. M04Ol1. Tut pcri.t '''''kal;"" r..t "lW;p",...t ntl..~.
Maltimeter 'I's-.152B/U 2-31 Chassis 2Al BLOWER (2AUIO, J9) 14l1 volts ae :!:lO% (test point

to tellt point).

NOTE
AU measurements are made with 27 volta de at the PRIM POWER connector, the
RT--662jGRC or RT-834/GRC and AM-334!l{GRC-106 completely interconnected, and
with the TUNE-OPERATE switch set at TUNE.

~

2 Plenum 2AIAl .V2 BIAS VDC (2AIAIJ3) -26 to -35 volts dc Multimcter ME-26(-)/V 2-31
BIAS SUPPLY VDC -1-10 ±ll volta dc Multimeter MI':-26(·)/U .2-St

(2AIAIJ4).
RF GRID DRIVE Tune: 7 volts ac:: ±5% .Multimctcr MI~_26(·)/U . ,~1

(2AIAIJ5). CW: 13 volts ac ±5%.
SSB two tone: 20 volt!! l\C ±6%.

VI BIAS VDC (ZAIAIJ6) -25 to -35 vollll de .Multimetcr M E-2<W)/U 2-31
SCREEN VDC (2AIAIJ8) .400 ±20 volts dc .Multimc:te.r ME-26(·)/U .2-81

3 Front Pancl 2A5 (p/o PRIM. V (2A.IA1J8) 26.5 ±O.S volts dc :\1ultilnctcr ME-2G(.')!U .2-31
2AlAl). L.V. (2A lA1J9) 20 ± 2 wits dc Multimclcr 1\1 ~:-26(·) U____ _ 2-31

H.V. (2AIAlJ 10) 500 ±30 volts dc MulLimcteT ME-2G(·) /V .2-31

4 Driver 2A8 PLATE vue (2A8J4) 200 ± 10 volts dc____________ ___Multimctcr ME-26(.)/U .2-.3
SCREEN VDC (2A&J5) 160 ±8 volts dc l\lullimeter ME-26(.)/U .2-3
FILAMENT VAC (2A8J6) 7.0 volts ac :t 10% .Multimetcr ME-26(.)/U .2-3

i--L...
~
E..



2-9. Localizing Troubles

a. GeneraL Procedures are outlined in table
2-4 to localize troubles to a module, assembly,
or chassis part of the RT-662/GRC or RT
834/GRC. Depending on the nature of the

2-8. Test +Setup
(fig. 2-4)

a. General. Bench tests of the RT-662/GRC
or RT-834/GRC require connection to a power
source and to various test equipments. The
power source must be connected to the RT
662/GRC or RT-834/GRC for all dynamic s?rv
icing procedures; the test equipment connections
vary from test to test. Remove the RT-662/
GRC or RT-834/GRC from its case by loosening
the six captive Allen screws and sliding out the
chassis. Remove and store the 13 screws
and washers that secure the RT-662/GRC or
RT-834/GRC bottom cover plate.

b. Power SU1)ply Connections. Connect the
PP-4763/GRC to the POWER connector on the
RT-662/GRC or RT-834/GRC; use Cable As
sembly, Special Purpose, Electrical eX-l0071/
U. Check for the correct voltage at the primary
source voltage, and the PP-4763/GRC output
voltage.

c. Preliminary Test. Prior to connecting the
RECEIVER IN and FREQ STD connectors,
perform the following test:

(i) Set the SERViCE SELECTOR switch
at SSB/NSK and allow a l5-minute warmup.

(2) Connect the AN/URM-145 with
adapter 9l-8A to the FREQ STD connector and
check for the presence of a 250 ±50 mv leveL
If the indication is not correct, proceed to item
1 of table 2-4 (para 2-9d).

d. Test Equipment. Connect the H-33(*)/
PT to the AUDIO connector on the RT-662/
GRC or RT-'8S4/GRC. Connect the test equip
ment (fig. 2-4) as called out in the particular
tests (para 2-9d). Set the frequency controls at
04998, the SQUELCH switch at OFF, the
FREQ VERNIER control at OFF, and the
MANUAL RF GAIN control maximum clock
wise, unless otherwise specified.

TM 11-5820-520-34

Section III. TROUBLESHOOTING RECEIVER-mANSMITTER, RADIO

RT-062/GRC AND RT-B34/GRC

,CAUTION
Do not attempt removal or replacement of the modules or assemblies in the RT-662/
<mc or RT-834/GRC without reading the procedures in section VI.

operational symptoms, one or more of the local
izing procedures will be necessary.

NOTE
Table 2-4 does not include trouble
analysis 'Procedures for 100 Hz syn
thesis of RT-834/GRC. Refer to section
iV, table 2-5.

b. Use of Tabu. Table 2-4 supplements the
operational procedures and troubleshooting in
formation described in TAt 11-5820-520-12.
If previous operational checks have resulted in
reference to a particular item of this table, go
directly to the referenced item. If no operation
al symptoms are known, begin with the mon~IY
preventive maintenance checks and services
chart (TM 11-5820-520-12) and proceed until
the trouble is located. It is assumed that, before
starting a procedure for any given item of the
table, any module removed in a previous pro
cedure will be replaced. Procedures for module
removal and replacement are found in section
VI of this chapter.

c. Parts I denti[ication and Location.
(1) :Module locations are shown in figure

2-26.
(2) Identification of pin numbers of con

)lectors (fig. 2.....fj and 2-6) can be made by the
removal of the modules (para 2-17) and exam
ination of the connector markings.

(3) All terminals, such as lAIE14, are
letter-stamped on the chassis, adjacent to the
terminal, for identification purposes (fig. 2-28
and 2-29).

(4) To identify and locate a part, not
shown in figures 2-5, 2-6, or 2-23 through 2
27, refer to the complete reference designation
(para 2-5) to determine the approximate area
of location (fig. 2-25 and 2-27). Each part is
identified by letter-stamping on the chassis or
printed board at its location.

d. Conditions for Test. Except for resistance
measurements and continuity checks, all checks
in the chart are to be conducted with the RT
662/GRC or RT-834/GRC connected to a
power source as described in paragraph 2-8.
Before performing the procedures outlined in

2-10



MULTlMETER
ME-26()l:)lU

TO
TEST POINTS

ATTENUATOR
VARIABLE
CN-764/U

OSCILLOSCOPE
AN/USM-281A

TO
TEST POINTS

VOLTMETER,
ELECTRONIC
AN/URM- 145

TO
TEST POINTS

TM 11-5820-520-:34

VOLTMETER,
ELECTRONIC

ME-30VWU

TO
TEST POINTS

CA8LE ASSEMBLY RADIO FREOUENCY
r-----.:.~ CG _ 409GIU (5 FT)

RECEIVER
IN

FREQ
'TO

RF
DRIVE

51- OHMS
I WATT

RESISTOR

AUDIO

HANDSET
H-33Vl:)/PT

RECEIVER-TRANSMITTER,
RADIO RT-662/GRC
OR RT - 8341 GRC POWER

SUPPLY

\ ,r~""

CABLE ASSEMBLY,
SPECIAL PURPOSE,

ELECTRICAL
CX-10071/U (10 FT )

TM58l0-5l0-35-1l04

Figl~re 2-4. Te8t 8etup for troubleshooting RT-66~/GRCand RT-834/GRC.

table 2-4, turn on all test equipment and allow
a 10-minute wal'mup period. Turn the RT-662/
GRC or RT-834/GRC SERVICE SELECTOR
switch to STANDBY and allow a 10-minute
wat-mup period. After the warmup period is
completed, set the SERVICE SELECTOR switch
at SSB/NSK and adjust the CN-·764/U for a
1 mv input level at the RECEIVER IN con
nector. To check or test components mounted
on the bottom of the chassis, remove the bottom
plate (para 2-8a).

NOTE
,For those RT-662/GRC (seria-i num
bers 1 through 220) whi'Ch may require
troubleshoO'ting on lAlA'6, figure 4-30
has been provided.

CAUTION
Before making any resistance measure
ments or continuity checks in the pro
cedures of the table, make sure that
no power is applied to the RT-662/
GRC or RT-834/GRC.
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Figure 2-5. Pin number identification, internal connectors.
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"

L6

+
~

E5

r-,
L4 '

, CI

It
LI

J.,
I. CIRCUIT VIEWED FROM SIDE ON WHICH PARTS ARE MOUNT EO.
2. --PARTS AND PIGSTAtLS ON FRONT OF 80ARD.
3. ----wiRING ON BACK OF 80ARD.
4.ASSEM8LY IAIA3 DOES NOT CONTAIN A CG.

TM 15820·1520· 315-807

Figure 2-7. Printed circuit board6 lAlA2, lAlAs, and lAlA4- pMtS, location.

• El • E7
L2 • E6

AIA5 L3
TM5820-520-35-80B

Figure 2-8. RT-662/GRC and RT-89I,jGRC Internal
Ale Assembly lAlA5, pwrtll loeationdiagram.

Table 2--4. Troubleshooting RT-662/GOC or RT-834/GRC

1

2-14

No, or inaccurate,
output at
FREQ Sl'D
connector.

Prob<lble Iro..bl~

Defective frequency stand
ard module lA>3, d<::-to
dc converteT and regu
lator module lA'.1!1, or
wiTing.

(1) 'Note indicntion on signal level meter. If zero, pro
>ceed ro (2) below.llf full-scale, proceed to item 4.
.If wltage level was out of tolerance in pa;ragraph
2-4c, proceed to (5) below.

(2) Be sure that tNT-EXT switch on top of frequency
standard module lA3 is set at INT.

(3) Remove frequency standard module lA3 (Para 2
L7b) and check for .19.5 :to.5 volts de tat pin ,2 of
connector olA1XA03A (fig. 2-5). If voltage is
,present, 'Proceed to (4) below. If voltage is n<>t
'Present, wiring between pin 2 of conneclo.r
lA'lXA3A and terminal lAlE4 (fig. 2-28) is
defective.

(4) Cheek wiring between FREQ STD connector lAl1J22
and lAlXA3A-A2 for continuity and short circuit
to groum:l. If wiring is continuous and not shorted,
frequency 'Standard module lA3 is defective.

(5) Remove frequency standard module lA3 and check
'for 27 :t S volts de 'at pin 3 of CQnnector lA1XA3A
(fig. 2-25). If voltage is present, frequency stand
ard module lA3 is defecthre. If not present, wiring
,between 'pin 3 of connector lA1XA3A and tenni
nailA1E40 (,fig. 2-28) is defective.
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Tabl6 !--'. Troltbkshooting RT-66!/GRC or RT-8"-'/GRC-Continued

It,,,,
z

3

•

IMicatio..

Fuse lA1F1 burns
out when
SERVICE
SELECTOR
switch lA.1S4 is
set only at
OViEN ON.

Fuse lA'lF.l burns
out "'hen
SERiVICE
SElJECTOR
switch lA'lS4
is set at
STANDBY.

Signal level meter
does not deflect
full soale with
SERVICE
SELEOfOR
switch set at
STANDBY.

Pl-ol>a.blc t"""bl,

Il. Defective capacitors
1·AIC50, 11A1C51,
and lAll.C54, fre
quency standard mod
ule lA3, wiring,
voltage 'Protection
circuit, or resistor
lA1R'L7.

b. Defective regulator
circuit.

Defective transmitter IF
and audio module .lA5,
or dc-to-dc converter
and regulator module
tAIl, or standby 17
\-'Olt distribution pal:ti.

a. Defective dc-to-dc con
verter and regulator
module IA1l.

b. Defective receiver IF
module JA7, wiring,
relay l~-\'lK1, or sig
nallevel meter
lALl)ll.

C'. Defective signal level
lA1Ml.

d. Defective transmitter
IF and audio module
llAI5, or wiring.

e. Defective \\;ring, filter
lAIFLI,SERVlCE
SELECTOR sv.itch
:J.A'LS4, capacitor

(I) Oheck 'llor short circuit -in frequency standard module
JA3, by removing it and checking to see if short is
'Still present.

(2) ·Check .resistor tAJRt7, by measuring resistance to
ground, with fTeQuency standard module lA3 re
moved. U resistance is 2 ohms, diode tALV.R2 is
deiectlve.

·(3) ff a short is present with frequency standard module
IA3 ·removed, ca;pacitors IALCSO, lAIC51, and
lAIC64 could be defective.

Check resisoor IAIRI7 lind capacitor l.AIC50.

Check for Bhort circuit in transmitter IF and au"dm module
lAS and de~to-dc converter and regulawr module IA.ll
by removing both modules and tIIen replacing them one
at a time to see which ill causing the short. Also, check
aSSlOCiated 27 volt de .ttandby distoribution path wiring
(fig. 4.--33) {or liliort circuit to ground.

(1) Check for --33 ±J.5 volts de at --30VDC test point on
top <1! dc-to-dc converter and regulator module
IAlI. If voltage is present, proceed to b below. If
not present, proceed to (2) below.

(2) Remove dc-to-dc converter and regulator module
IAII ~Para 2-17b). <:heck for 23 to 29 volts dc
at pin 7 of connector IAIXAlI (fig. 2--0 and
2-25). If voltage is present, dc·to-dc converter
module IA1I is defective. If voltage is not
present, proceed to e below.

(1) Check for -0.2 to 0.6 volts de between tennin'a1 I
'Of signal level meter JA1Ml (fig. ~25) and
gl'O\lnd. ,If indication is present, signal level meter
IAlJ:\fi is defective. If indication is not present,
proceed to '(2) below. Ii indication is -23.5 to
-25.15 volts dc, proceed.to <: below.

(2) Remove receiver IF module J.A'7 (Para Z-J.'7b)
and dc-to-dc eonverleT and il'egulator module IAIl.
Check continuity between pin 14 of connector
lAJXA1.l 'and pin 6 eyf connector lAlXA7 (fig.
2-5). If continuity cx'ists, proceed to (3) below.
If there is no continuity, interconnecting wiring or
relay l'A:IKI is defective.

(3) Check for continuity between pin 7 of connectox
lAlXA7 and tenninal I of signal level meter
lAIMI. If there is continuity, receiver IF module
"LA 7 is defective. If there is no continuity, wiring
is defective.

Set M~6(·)/Uat OHMS, RXIOK range and connect it
'across signal level meter IAIML Some deflection should
be noted on signal level meter lADt1. If there is de!lec
tion, 'Proceed w d below. [f there is flO deflection, signal
level meter lAE\1'l is defective.

Remove transmitter IF and Q,udio module IA5 (Para 2
17b). Oheck continuity between terminal "2 of signal level

meter lABU and pin 4 r:Jf connector l'AJ.XAS (fig. 2
5). (IAIMl ,";11 give full scale deflection.) If there is
oontinuity, transmitter IF and audio module IA5 is de
fective. If there is no continuity, wiring is defective.

Disconnect RP-47&3/GRC from the POWER connector.
Check continuity between pin B of oPOWlER connector
lA1J24 (fig. 2--6) and pin 7 of connector 1·AJ.XAll
(fig. 2-25).11 there is no continuity, diode IALeRI,
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Table £-4. Trouble8hO'Oting RT-662jGRC or RT-834/GRC-Continued

Item

5

6

7

8

2-16

Indication

Fuse lAlFl burns
out when
SERVICE
SELECTOR
switch JAlS4 is
set at AM,
FSK, SSB/NSK,
orCW.

Signal level meter
does not return
to zero with
SERVICE
SELECTOR
switch set at
.an operate po
sition.

Fu$C ilA1FI bUl'ns
out during
tuning eycle.

Inaccurate tuning
code to turret in
rf amplifier
module lA12
and an accurate
tuning code to
AM-3349/
GRC-I06.

PTobClbk trouble

lAlC50 or JAWS1,
or polrarity diode
lA!WRl.

(t. Defective dc-w..de con
verter and regulator
module IAl'l Of re·
ceiver audio module
tAli).

b. Defective operate 127
volt de di~tribution

path.

Defective dc-to-dc con
verter 'and regulator
module IA.ll, wiring,
transistor lAlQl, re
sistor lA'lRl, rclay
.tAIKl, or receiver IF
module l'A7.

Defective motor ,IAIBl
or relay IAIKZ.

a. Defective motor code
switch .lAllS9 or
wiring.

b. Defective motor IAtBI,
motor relay lAIK2,
00- wiring.

wiring, SERV,ICE '&ELBCTOR switch IAIS4, or filter
lAIFLI is open (ohmmeter leads may have to be
reversed). •

Cheek for short circuit in dc-to-dc C<lnverter and regulator
module'lAl1 and receiver audio module ltAlO by ·re
moving both modules and then repladng one at a time
to see which is .:musing the short.

Check capacibor lAIA5.G48, IAIC52, or IAI,C58 and the
associated wi'ring for shOO't circuit to gttIun'd.

(:I) Check f'Or 19.5 ±0.5 volts dc at +QO VThC REG test
point on top of dc·to-de converter and regulator
module I,AII. If present, remove receiver IF mod
ule 'l,A 7, measure for 20 volts dc at connector
IAIXA7-I. If present, receive IF module IA7 is
defective. If 20 volts <k is not present at +20 VDC
Reg test point on top of dC4O'-dc converter and
regulalJo.r mooule IAll, proceed to (1,2) below. If
voltage is higher than 20 volts dc, remove dc-to
dc converter 'and reguli3tor module .iA11 and
oheck continuity between emitter of transistor
IA'lQl and pin 15 of connector IAIXAll (fig.
2-:5). If there is continuity, dc-to-dc C<lnverter and
regulator module IAll is defective, nr there is no
continuity, wiring is defective. If 2{} volts dc is
not present at pin I of connector IAIXA7, check
continuity between pin I of connector IA1XA7
and pin' 15 of connector IAXA'll. Not present,
check .relay IAIRI or resistor ltAlRl.

(2) Remove dc-to-dc converter and regulator module
IAll. Measure resistance between pins 13 and 8 df
connector lA1Ul (fig. 2-15). If indication is a'))
proximately 47 ohms, dc-to-dc converter and regu
lator module :IAll is defective. If indication is
infinity, reverse connection of ME-26('")/U leads.
If indication is approximately 50QK, transistor
IAIQl is defective. If indication remains at in
finity, dc·to-dc converter and rcgulator module
IAIl is defective.

Check for shorted winding in motor lAlBI and coil in
relay lA'lK2 or voltage regulator lAl VRI.

Connect 'pin 7 of motor relay lAlKZ to ground. If motor
lA1Bl rotates, motor oode swi~h IAIS9 or intercon
necting 'wiring is defective. Check for open wires and
bent or ,broken contacts. If motor docs not rotate, ,pro
ceed to b herow.

CO C'neck for 27 volts dc at contact 5 qf motor relay
lA,lK2. If voltage is present, proceed to (2) be
low. If voltage is not ,present, wiring between
contact 5 of motor relay IAlK2 and contact 4 of
section.1, {.ront oi SERVlICE ,SELECTOR switch
l,A1S4 is defective.
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Table 2-~. Troubleshooting RT-662/GRC or RT-83~/GRC-Continued

9

lnd'C<l!ion

'No transmIt O'l'

<receive.

Pr"b"bl. tr""blo:

a. Deifective mechanical
coupling.

b. Defective dc-to-dc con
verter tmd regulator
module 1AIJ. or
wiring.

c. Defective rf amplifier
m.odl1le lA12, relay
lA1K3, 'Caipacitor
lA.IA 7C49, or wir
ing.

Proced"u

(2) Connect ME..fl..l) (*)/U to contact 8 of mow relay
lAIK2. Jumper contact 7 of motor relay lAIK2
to ground. The ME-26(*)/U indication should
go from 27 volts dc to zero. If indication is correct,
mowr 'LAIBI is dcfective. If indication is not
correct, motor relay lAl-K2 is defective.

(.1) Insure that the number appearing in the M·EGA
'CYCLE window on bop of rf amplifier module
lA'12 corresponds with the setting of the MHz
controls on the front panel. If not, turn off
power, remove module lA12 rN:tr chassis, and turn
MHz controls to the numlber showing on top of
the 1A12 module. Apply power to the unit. Turn
SERVICE SELECTOR switch to SSB/NSK. Allow
tuning m'Otor to cycle completely. Remove power
from the unit and reinst:a1l1A12 module. If unit
still does not operate, !proceed to step (:2).

(,2) Remove rf am,p\i'fier module '1A12 (Para 2-17/),
MHz synthesizer module .lA9 (P.aTa 2-17e), 10
and '1 kHz synthesizer module 1A4, (para 2-17d)
and 100 kHz synthesi7.er module JA2 (Para 2-17
c). For each module, compa.re position of couplers
on bottom IYf module with corresponding couplers
on chassis (fig. ·2-25) to insure that tfuere is prl1p
er positioning. Correct positioning if necessary and
raplace four modules into chaRsis. Proceed to b
,below.

(I) Check for 125 ± '10 volts dc at +125 VDC test point
on top of dc-to-dc CQnverter and regulator module
I1Al1. If '!lot p.resent, proceed to (4) !below. If
present, 'Proceed to 1(2) below.

('2) Check for 6.3 ± 0.5 volts -ac square wave (5 kc) at
6.3 V,A.C test points tln Wp of dc-ko-dc converter
an-d regulator module 1All, using AN/UIDI
281. If not present, proceed to (4) below. If
present, ,proceed to (3) below.

(3) Check for +20 ± 0.6 volts dcat +'20 VDC test point
on top of dc-to-dc converter and ,regulator module
lAl1. If present, proceed to c below. If not
present, proceed to (5) below.

(4) Remove dc-to-dc converter and regulator module
lAll. Check for 23 to 29 volts dc at pin 7 of
connector .lAIXAU. If voltage is present, dc-to
dc converter and regulator module 11All is defec
tive.

(5) Remove dc~to-dc converter and regulator module
JAl,l. Check for 23 to '29 volts dc at pin 15 of
connector lAlx.Al'l. If voltage is not present,
proceed to e below. If voltage is present, dc-to
dc converter and regulator module lA1.1 is defec
tive.

(1) Set agc~alc 1A"ISll (fig. z-.43) at off. Set CN-764/
U attenuator for an approximate 1 mv (0 dbrn)
input signal level at terminailAIA7E9 (fig. 2
ZS) of lAlJ26 (fig. 2-"25). (xmnect AN/URM
145 to.RF OUTPUT test point on tClp of rf am
plifier module lA12. An indication of 45 ± 6 dh
above input signal level should be present. If in
dication is present, !proceed to d below. If indi
-eaHon is not ,present, proceed to (2) below.

2-17
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Table 2-4. T'I'oubleshooting RT-662/GRC 0'1' RT-894/GRC-Continued

Item

2-18

ProbBb/e trouble

d. Defective translator
rrrodule LA8, re
ceiver IF module
i,A7, wiring, relay
·1AJ.K4, -or frequency
divider'S module lA6.

(2) Remwe dc·to-dc converter and regurntor module
lA'1!l (Pa,ra 2-17b) and rf amplifier module
-LAl<2 ·(Para 2-l7/). Isolate defect by checking
foHowing connections for contin1litYi pin 6 of con
nector .1AIXAll (fig. '2-:25) .to pin is oIf connector
lA1XA-<12: Pin 9 of connector lAlXAll to pin
1 of connector lA1XAJ2 (fig. 2-5) ; and pin j of
connector 1A1Xu\'111 to pin 6 of connector
lA1XAJI2. ()heck continuity between connector!;
-1A'lJ16 and lA1XAJ1,2-A3 by checking for pres
ence of signal at lA1XAl2-A3 with AN/URM
14'5. tAlso, check wiring between connectors
LA1J116 and lAlXAl2-A3 to insure that therc
are no short circuits to ground.

(1) Connect AN/URM...,145 to RF OU'nPVIf test point
on top of Tf '3l1lplifier module lA12. Set ON
764/U for 'an approximate 20 mv indication on
AN/VRiM-14-5. Connect A'N/USM~28loA to
RCVR OUT test point on top of translator mod
ule IA8 and note indication. If there is no outp\lt,
proceed to ('2) below. Jf low level modulated
output ('2.85 MHz) is present, proceed to e(l)
below. Jlf sine wave output is present, proceed to
f ,below. If modulated signal (1.75 .MHz) at a
minimum amplitude of flOO mv rpeak·to-peak is
present, connect AN/URM-I14-5 to SSB FIL
OUTPUT test point on tdp of receiver IF module
loA'? and check for 0.2 to 0.4 mv signal. If present,
frequency dividers module lAG is defective. If
not present, receiver IF module lA7 is defective.

(2) Remove translator module lAB (iPara '2-17b) and
check for 19.5 ±0.5 volts dc at pin 1 of connector
lAlXA8A. If present, proceed to (3) below. If
voltage is not present. wiring hetween pin 1 of
connector J,A1XA8A (fig. 2-5) and terminal
lA1E4'5 (fig. 2-28) defective.

(3) Using I)rE-'2t>(·)/U, ch~k continuity between pin
2 af connector lA1X,A8A and ground. If there is
continuity, proceed to (4) below. [f there is no
continuity, wiring ,between pin 2 of connector
lA'lXA6A and ground is defective.

(4) Using ME...,2G(·)/U, check for W.5 .:to.5 volts de
at pin 3 of connector lA1XA8A. If present, pro
ceed to (5) below. If not present, defect is in
wiring between pin 3 of connector IlA1XA8A and
contact 10 of relay lAlK1 (fig. 2-27).

(5) Using the ME-26(·)/U, check fOT 19.5 .:to.5 volts de
at ,pin 4 of conne'Ctor lAlXA8A. If present, ;pro
ceed to (6) below. If not present, ,proceed to
1(5) below.

(6) Using ME~2G(·)/U,check continuity to ground
between pin 5 af connector lA1XA8A and
ground. If there is continuity, proceed to (7) be
lerw. If there is nQ continuity, wiring between pin
'5 of conne~tor lAlXA8A and ,12 of relay 1A.1Kl
(.fig. '2-27) is defective.

(7) 'Connect AJN/URl\1-14S to connector lA1XA8B-
A2 and check for an indication (approx. 100 mv).
If present, proceed to (8) below. If not ,present,
wiring between connector lA1XAl-2-Al and con
tact A3 of relay lAJK4 or relay lA1K4 is defec
tive.
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Table 2-4. TrollblesMoting RT-662jGRC or RT-834jGRC-Continued

re.m [..diution

e. Defective 10 and '1 kHz
synthesizer module
"lA4, translator mod
ule iA8, or wiring.

f. Defective 1(10 kHz syn
thesizer module 1A2,
freQuency standard
module 1A3, .10 and
1 kHz synthesizer
module lA4, fre
quency dividers mod
ule 1A6, tl'anslator
module 1A8, MHz
synthesizer module
1A9, or wiring.

(8) Using ANjURl:'.1-145, check at 1A1XA8A-A1 for
10 and 1 kHz injection signal (4:552 MHz) at a
minimum level of 90 mv. If signal is present,
'proceed kl (9) below. If not present, proceed to
e below.

(9) Using ANjURM-14:5, check at connecklr
1A1XA'8B-Al (fig. 2-5) for megahertz injedion
signal (.15.5 :MHz ±2 Hz) at a minimum level of
40 mv. If signal is present, proceed to f below.

(10) Using ANjURM-145, che'Ck at connector
1A1XA8A-A4 for presence of 100 kHz injection
signal (23.3 MHz ±400 Hz) at minimum level of
.100 mv. If signal is present, translator module
1A8 is defective. 'Ii not present, proceed to 1(4)
below.

('1) Replace translator mO'dule lA8 into chassis. Using
A'NjURlI1-145, cheek for presence of 10 and 1
kHz injection signal (4.552 MHz ±400 Hz) at
level uf 120 ± 30 mv at 10 & .I ""Hz SYNTH OUPT
test point on top of J.O and 1 kHz synthesizer
module lA4. If there is n'o, or low, output, pro
ceed to (2) belo;l.v. ff correct signal is present,
check wiring between connectors lAIXASA-A!
and lAlXA4B-A3 (fig. 2-5) for defects. If no
defects are found, 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer mod
ule IA4 is defective.

(2) Remove 10 ,and 1 kHz synthesizer module IA4 and
check for 19:5 ±0.5 volts de at pin 5 of connector
lA'lXA4A (fig. 2-5). If voltage is present, 10
and 1 kHz sy-nthesizcr module IA4 is defective.
If not present, wiring between pin 5 of connector
IAIXA4A (fig. 2-5) and terminal JAIE45'(fig.
2-,28) is defective.

(1) Replace translator module lA8 into chassis. Connect
ANjURM-145 to ·MHz SYiNTH OUPT test ,point
on w,p uf MHz synthesizer module .lA9 and
-check for megahertz injection signal 'CIG.5 M'Hz
± 10 Hz) level greater than '10 mv. If indication is
not 'present, rotatel:\lHz controls thrO'Ugh each
position and note AiNjURM-J.4·5 in'diC'ation. If
there are indications at only some od' .the settings,
MHz synthesizer module lA9 is defective. I[ there
is no indiC'ationat 'any setting, set MlHz controls at
04 and proceed to (-2) !below. If indications aTe
correct, ·remove MHz synthesizer module l'A9
~Pa'l'a 2-17e) and translator module lA8 (Poara
2-I'7b). Oh~k wiring between connectors
,lA1XA8B-Al (fig. 2-=5) and 1A'lX-A9-A2 for
defCICts. If no defect is {oun"d, MHz synthesizer
module lA9 is defective.

(2) Check for '19.5 ±0.5 volts dc at pin 5 of connector
JAIXA9 with :ME-26("')jU. Using the ANjUSM
28IA, check for signal (1 MHz ±2 Hz) with a
minimum level of 1.3 volts peak·to·peak sine wave
at connector 1AJXA9-A·1. If both indications are
present, but indication in (1) above was not
present or was out of tolerance, replace MHz
synthesizer module JA9. If.l MHz signal is not
present or is out of tolerance, proceed to (3) below.
If 19.5 ±O.5 volts de is not present., wiring be
tween pin 5 of connector 11AIXA9 and tenninal
lAIE45 (fig. 2-28) is defective.
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Table 2-40. Troubleshooting RT-662jGRC or RT-834/GRC-Continued

Item

2-20

Probable tTo"blc PToced"rc

(3) Using ANjUSM-2181A at 1 MHz OUM test point
on top of frequency stand'ard module lAS, check
fOf'Presence of signal C1 MHz ±'2 Hz) with mini
mum level of 1.-2 volts peak-to-epeak. If not pres
ent, or out of toleran~e, frequency standard mod
ule IA3 is defoctive. If pTesent, check wiring be
t\\.·een connectors lAlX'A9-A t and lAlXA3B-
Al (fig. e-5) for defects. If no defects are found,
r6place frequency standard module lAS.

(4) Set AN/URM-145 MHz control to 05, 100 kHz con
trol W 9. ·Conne'Ct A'N/URM-145 to 100 kHz
SYNTH OUPT test ,point on tap of JOO kHz syn
thesizer module lA2. Check signal for (23.3l\1Hz
±400 Hz using AN/USM~207) level of 100 ±.15
my. If indication is correct remove translato.r mod
ule lA8, -check f(fr signal level of .l.20 ::t 15 mvat
lA·lXA8A-.A4. If in'dication is correct, translator
modulelA8 is defective. 'If ,signal is not present
at 1A.lXA8A-A4, che:ck wiring 'between
lA1XA8.A-A-4 and lA1XA'2-A4. If no defect is
found, 100 kHz synthesizer module lA2 is defec
tive. If no indication is noted on 100 kHz synthesiz
er module 1A2 rotate the 100 kHz control
through (lach of its positions. If an output is noted
on AN/URM-145 at other positions of 100 kHz
control 100 kHz synthesizer module 1A2 is defec
tive. If indications still are not obtained, retuTJl
100 kHz control to IPosition 9, and proceed to
(·5) 'beICIW. If 'indication is out of tolerance, pro
ceed to (6) below.

(5) Remove MHz synthesizer module 1A9 (para 2-17e)
-and check for continuity between pin 4 of connec
tor lA'lXA8A and pin 2 cd connector 1·AJXA9.
If there is continuity, MHz synthesizer module
lA9 is defective. If there is no continuity, wiring
is defective.

(6) Connect AN/URL\1-145 to 7.1 MHz OUPT test
Ipoint on top of 10 and 1 k'Hz synthesizer module
1A4. Check fen: level of 35 ±,l0 mv (7.1 MHz
::t400 Hz). If indication is correct, proceed to
(7) below. If level of 7.J..f.>1Hz signal is out of
tolerance, check wiring between connectors
1A'lXA4B-A1 and IA1XA2-A'2 for defects. If
no defect is found, 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer mod
ule lA4 is defective.

NOTE
Check for 7.089 MHz in the RT-834/GRC.

(7) Remove 100 kHz synthesizer module lA2 (rpara 2
l7c) and check forJ.9.5 ::to.5 volts dc at pin 3 of
-connector 1A1XA2. If present, proceed to (8) be
low. If not present, cheek wiring between pin 3
of connectOT lA2XA2 and tennina11AIE45 fer
defects.

(8) Check for '19.5 ::to.OS volts de at pin 1 of connector
lA,lXA2. 1£ present, 'proceed to (9) bel!)\\,. iff
not present, wiring between 'Pin 1 of connector
lAlXA2 and pin 1 of connector lA,IXA9 is defec
tive.

(9) ,Connect AN/USM-28"lA to CQnnector lAIXA2-A3
and -check for spectrum with prr of 10 micro
'Seconds, pulse width of 0.8 ::to.l microsecond at
'50% amplitude, 'and minimum oaroplitude of 600
mv (a, fig. 4-28). If not <present, proceed to (10)
below. If present, insert new 100 kHl; synthesizer
module into chassis. If correct indications can now
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Table 2-4. TroubleSMoting RT-662jGRC or RT-834/GRC-Continued

lnd'catiotl.

be obtained, origina1.l00 kHz synthesizer module
1A2 was defetetive. If still no output is present,
frequency dividers module lA6 is ded'cctive,

(10) Using high impedance probe, connect ANjUSM
281A to 100 kHz SP.OC OUiPT test point on top
of -frequeney dividers module lAG and check for
spedrum with 625 ±75 my peak-to'pe'ak 'llmrpli
tude, ,pulse width (]{ 0.8 :to:l mierosooond at 50%
-amplitude (fig. 4-'28, j -and k), and 'prr of 10
microseconds. If not present, proceed to (15)
below. If iporesent, cbeek wi-rin'g'rbetween connectors
1A1XA6A-A4 and lA1XA'2-A3 for defects. If
no defect is found, fxequency dividers module 1A6
is defective.

(11) Remove 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer module lA4 (,para
2-17d). Using A'NjUSM--281A, check for 10 ~Hz

input spectrum (2.48 k> 2.57 MHz with prr of 100
·microseeonds, width Olf 8 :t 1 microseconds, and
minimum amplitude of 1.6 volts peak-to~peak (f,
fig. 4-28) at connector 1A'lXA4A-Al. If present,
;proceed to (.12) -below. .Jf not present, proceed to
(13) belQl\v,

(1'2) Using ANjUSM'-281A, chec'k for,1 kHz pulse input
with prr of 1 millisecond, width of 4.4 ±0.4 micro
seconds, and minimum -.tmplitude of 1.5 volts
pe'ak-to~peak-at connector lAlXA4A-A2. If not
present, proceed k> (13) bel\?\v. If .present, replace
'10 and.1 kHz synthesizer module lA4 ink> the
chassis.

(113) Replace.10 and 1 kHz synthesizer module 1.40.4 into
chassis. Using high impedance probe, connect
A'NjU&M-'281A to .10 kHz SPEC OUPT test
point on top oi frequency dividers module lA6,
and check for spectrum with following character
istics: 9() mv ,peak-to-peak minimum amplitude,
width of 8 ± 1 microseconds at 50% amplitude, and
;prrOlf 100 microSCCQnds (fig. 4-28, q and r).
Also, check at 1 kHz PULSE OUT test point on
top Olf frequency dividers module lAG for a pulse
with '1.0 volts peak-to-peak minimum amplitude,
width of 4.4 ±O.<l microseconds at 50% amplitude
and prr of 1 millisecond. If neither indication is
present, proceed to (14) below. If spectrum is
present but pulse is not present, check wiring
between connectors lAlXA6A-AJ1 and 1A1XA4A
A2 for defects. If pulse is present but spectrum
is not present, check wiring between connectors
1AIXAGB-Al and 1A'lXA4A-A2 for defects.-If
no defect is found, frequency dividers module
lAG is defective.

(14) Remove frequency dividers module lA6 '(para 2
1'7b) and check for 19.5 :to.5 volts de at pin 3 ro
connector JA1XA6A. If voltage is present, pro
ceed to (15) 'below. If not present, wiring between
torminal1AlE45 and pin 3 of connector
1A1XA6A is defeetive.

(15) C<lnnect AN/USM~281A to connector lA tXA6A
AS and check for signal (500 kHz) with minimum
rnnplitude of 550 mv peak-to-peak. -If 'Present, fre
quency dividers module lA6 is defective. If not
present, check for this signal at minimum ampli
tude of 180 mv at.soO kHz aUPT test point on
top of frequency standard module 1A3. If not
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Table £-4. Troubleshooting RT.....(j62jGRC or RT-884jGRC-Continued

Item Indicatian PrabaMe trouble

10 No transmission
and reception,
or poor receiver
sensitivity and
insufficient
transmit rf
drive, at follow
ing setting of
the MHz con
trols: 2,3,4,5,
7,8,111,12,14,
'15,16,22,23,
27, 28, or 29.

U No transmission
or reception at
following
settings of !:11Hz
controls: 6,9,
10,13,17, hll,
19, ~O, 21, 24,
25, and 26.

12 No receiYc, but
transmissiO'llS
can be made.

2-22

Defective MHz synthesizer
module LA9, translator
module "I,AS, :\00 kHz
s)'nthesizer module ·lA2,
or wiring.

Defective frefJuency stand
ard module IA3, ,100
kHz synthesizer module
1A2, translator module
1A8, or wirin-g.

DEFECTIVE relay
1Ai1K3, relay lA'lK4,
translator module lAS,
receiver IF mlOdule

present, frefJuency standard module IA3 is defec
tive. If signal is present, clJeck wiring between
connectoTs 1A1XA3A-AJ 'and lA1XA6A-A3 for
defects. If no defect is found, f,requency standard
module IA3 is defective.

(1) Connect AN/'URM-145 to 100 kHz SYNTH OUPT
<test point on top of 100 kHz synthesizer module
lA2. Check for signal (123..1 MHz ::!:400 Hz) at
level of 110 ::!:.15 mv. If indication is correct, pro
ceed to (3) below. If indication is not present, 100
kHz synthesizer module 1A2 is defective, If indi
cations are out of tolerance, proceed to (2) below.

1(2) Remove 100 kHz s)'nthcsizer module lA2 (para 2
l'7c) from chassis and check for 19.5 ::!:O.5 volts
dc at pin 1 of connector lA1XA>2 (fig. 2-'25). If
present, 100 kHz synthesizer module lAiZ is defec
tive. Check for continuity between pin 1 of 'Con
nectors '1AIXA9 and 1A1XA2. If there is con
tinuity, 0.1Hz synthesizer module lA9 is defective.
If there is no continuity, wiring is defective.

(-3) Remove translator module lAS (para 2-17b) and
check for .19.5 ::!:0.5 volts dc at pin 4 of «mnector
lA1XA8A. If present, translator module lAS is
defective. If not 'present, check for CQntinuity be
tween pin 2 of connector lAlXA9 and pin 4 of
CQnncctor IAIXASA. If there is CQntinuity, MHz
synthesizer module 1A9 is defective. If there is no
-continuity, wiring i,s defective.

(1) Set MHz -controls to 09, 100 kHz control to 9. Cheek
frequency at 100 kHz SYNTH OUPT test point
on tQP of ,100 kHz synthesizer module lA2 (33.3
MHz using AN/USl\1-21Yi). 'Check signal for
level of 120 mv (ANjURM-t45) minimum. If
not present proceed to (·2) below.

(2) Remove .100 kHz synthesizer module lA2 (para 2
.17c). Use an AlNjlf'Sl1-281A, to eheClk for signal
ClO MHz) at connector lA.1XA2-Al with ap
proximate level of 100 mv peak-to-peak. If 'Present
proceed to (3) below. If not present proceed to
(4) below.

(3) With 100 kHz synthesizer module 1A2 removed,
check for ground (I:\1E~26(~)Ill) at connector
IA1XA,z-,1. If 'Present proceed to (4) ibelow.

(4) Check for signnl (10 MHz) at 10 MHz OUPT
test point on top of frequency standaTd mO'dule
1A3 (AN/USM-281A). If signal is not present
here, check for signal (5 MHz) OUPT test point
on top of frequency standard module lA3. Signal
present, frequency standard module lA3 is defec
tive. Signal not present, remove frequency
standard module lIAS. Check for 19.5 ::!:0.5 volts
de (ME-26(~)/U) at connector lA1XA3A-2, if
present frequency standard module lAS is defec
tive. If signal (10 MHz) is present at 10 MHz
OUPT test point of frequency standard module
lA3, remove the frequency standard module IA3.
Check continuity between connectors lAlXA2-Al
and lA1XA3B. If no defect is found, frequency
standard JA3 is defective.

(,1) Turn SERVICE SELECTOR switch to OW. AUD'IQ
'GAIN control fully clockwise, and BFO control
fully clockwise. If tone can be heard, check for
shorted capacitor 'lAIA2C5 or lAIC46, or contact
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Table 2-4. Troubkshooting RT--662/GRC or RT-894/GRC-Continued
Item Indication Probable trollbl.

lA7, receiver audio
module'lA10, AUDIO
G'AIN control ,1·AIR2,
wiring, relay lAIKl, or
relay lAil.K3. Shor,t
across lAlA'IORl or
lAlAlOR2 (fig. 4-34);
defective lAlAlOAJl'Cl,
OT lAlAl()K1 or wiring
on the lAilAlO assem
bly.

Pn><:edllr.

on section '3, front of switch lAlS4. If no tone is
heard, depress and hold H-S3l('")/PT push-w..
talk switch. Tone should be hea;ro in H-33(+)/
PT receiver. If present, proceed to (2) below. If
not present, proceed to (9) beiOlW.

(2) Release H-33(+)/IPT push-to-talk switch. Turn
SERVICE SELECTOR switch to SSB/NSK. Con
nect AN/URM_145 to tenninailAlA7E6 and
check for signal. If present, 'Proceed to (3) below.
If not present, check wiring between connector
lA lJ'16 and terminal lAlAlOAlE5. Check to see
if resistors AlA:lORl and lAlA-l0R2 are defec
tive or their wiring shorting input to groond.
Check capacitor lAlAlOAlC1 (fig. 4-43 or 4-
44) for being open, or shorted ooax or defective
re'lay lAlA'10K1.

(3) Connect AN/URM-.145 to the RF OUITPUT test
point on top of 'RlF amplifier module lA12 and
check for signal (ap'prox 10 mv). If present, pro
ceed to (4) below. If not ,present, relay lAlK3
(fig. 4-33) or connection between terminal
lAlA'7E6 (fig. US) R'l1.d contact A3 of relay
lA'tR3 is defective.

(4) Connect AN/USM-<2SlA to R,CVR OUPT test point
on top of translator module lA8. Set age/ale
switch ,1AlSU at off. AN/USM-28lA should in
dicate signal (1.752 MHz) at approximately 20
my. If present, proceed to (<8) below. If not 'Pres
ent, proceed to (5) below.

(5) Set MHz controls to 05, .100 kHz control to 9. In
ject a 5 MHz signal at REC IN connector at a
level of 10 microvolts. Remove translator module
lA8 (lpara 2--l7b) and check for level of signal
(minimum 30 millivolts) at connector lA.tXA8B
A2 with AN/UR!~l-,145. If present, proceed to
(6) below. If not present, one of the following is
defective: wiring between connector lAlXA,12-Al
and contact A2 of relay IAlK4, or wiring between
contact A3 and relay IAlK4 and connector
lA1XASB-A2, or relay lA.l,K4.

(6) .check for 19.5 :to.':; volts dc at pin 5 of connector
lAlXA8A. If present, relay lA1Kl is defective.
If not present, check for continuity to ground. If
there is continuity, proceed to (7) below. If there
is no continuity, there is defect in wiring to con
tact 12 of relay 'lAlK1.

(7) -Connect 1\fE-26'(·)/U to pin 3 of connector
lAlXA8A and check for 19.5 :to.5 wits de. Ii
voltage is present, translator module IA8 is de
fective. If not present, check for continuity to
g·round. If there is continuity, relay1All<1 is de
fective. If there is no continuity, there is defect
0/1 wiring to contact 10 of rday lAIK.\.

(8) Replace translator module lAS, remove receiver IF
module lA7 (para 2-l7b). and check for signal
rt.75'~1Hz:t2 kHz) atconnector.lA1XA7-A2
(approx 20 mv) with AN/URM-145. If present,
receiver IF module 1A7 is defective. If not present,
check wiring between connectors lAlXA7-A02 and
1AlXA8A-A3 for defects. If no defect is found.
translator module lA8 is defective.

(9) Connect ME-SO(·)/U to high side of AUDIO
GAIN control JAIR2 'and check for audio signal
(approx 750 mv). If present, proceed to (14) be
low. If not present, proceed to (10) below.
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Tabu I-i. TrotlbusMoting RT-66!/GRC OT RT-89i/GRC-Continued

13 F\lse lAJFU blows
when RT-662/
GRC or RT
8M/GRe is
keyed.

Defe:tive .relay lAlKl,
IA.IK3, 'lA'lK4, or
JAlAl(}l{J..

-~
~ll) Remove receh-erIF mooule lA7 (para 2-1'ib).

Check continuity between high side uf AUDIO
GAIN control lAlR2 and pin 30 of connector
l.A!IXA7. If there is continuity, proc:eetl to (11)
below. If there is no continuity, wiring is defee·
tive.

(1'1) Check for 19.5 ±O.S volts de at pin 1 of. connedor
lAIXA7, If present, procffl:d t.o (12) below. If
not present, tile wiring between vin 1 of connl'Ctor
,lA1XA7, and terminallA'lE4'5 is defective.

(]2) Connect :'.fE_2G(t)/U to pin 9 of connector
lAlXA7 and check for 19.5 ±O':; volts
de. If voltage is present, relay lAIKl is defective,
if not present, check for continuity to ground. If
there is continuity, proceed to (11) below. If
there is no continuity, there is a rl~ect in wiring
to contact 12 of relay IAIKI.

(13) Connect 1l1E-26(t)/U to pin 2 of (;fI.1ncctor
IAIXA7 and check -for 19.5 ±O.S \olts de. If
voltage is present, receh-er IF moci:lIe lA7 is
defective. If not present, check for ("(lntinuit~' to
ground. If there is continuity, relay lAlKl is
defective. If there is no continuity, tuere is def~t

in wiring to cont=l.ct 10 of relay lAIKi.
(.14) Replace reeeiver IF module 1A7, remove receiver

audio module lAIO and check for -signal (2 kHz)
at pin 12 of connector lAlXAI0 (approx 750 :mv)
with ME-30(t)/U. If presoot, IProceed to (15)
below. If not present, wiring between pin 12 of
connector lA lXAIO and AUDIO GAIN control
IAIR2, or AUDIO GAIN control lAlR2 is de
feeth"e.

(15) Check for 20 volts dc at pin 7 of connector
I,AIXAIO. It present, receiver audio module IAtO
is defective. If not present, wiring between pin 7
of connector lAlXAlO and terminal IAlE45 is
defective.

CheCK for shorted coil in -relay tAIKI, lAIK3, lAlK4,
or lALAIOKl (fig. 4-32).

NOTE
To isolate defective keying functions, attempt to key the unit in the order prescribed
in items 14 through 23 below.

14 Unit is not keyed
vdth SERVICE
SELECTOR
switch at
SSB/NSK or
AM, vox switch
at PUSH TO
TALK, and
H_33(t)/PT
push·to·talk
switch de
pressed.

15 On-half second
hang time is
present o.!ter

2-24

Dmeetive inductor
IA lA'2L5, feedthrtlUgh
oapacitor lA.lA'5C46.
SERVICE SELECTOR
switch ·IA1S4, vox
switch IA1S1, trans
mitter IF and audio
module lAS, or wiring.

Defedive transmitter 'IF
and audio meJdule IA5,
vox switch .1.1\151, diode

Remove transmitter IF and -audio module'IA5 (para 2-17b)
and ('heck for ccmtinuity between pin F of AUDIO con
nector lAlJ18 or lAlJ19 'Pin 29 of connector AlXA6.
If. there is continuity, transmitter IF audio module lA~'

is defective. If there is no continuity, cheek following
path tor continuit)., starling with pin F of AUDIO con·
nector 1:\IJ18 or 11 A-lJ.l9 (an open indicates the defed);
tenninailAIA2EI2 (fig. 2~28); tenninallAIE5,feed
through Capacitor lAIA5C46; contact 8, section 3, front
of s\\;tch I A154 ; contact 8, rear of switch 1.4. 151 ; con
tact 6, rear of switch lA1S1; contact 10, section I, rear
of switch 11A1S4; contact 11, section 1, rear of switch
'IA1S4; contact 10, seetion 3, front of switch lA154;
and pin 29 of cormector lAJXAS.

Remove tram;:mitter IF and audio module lAS and ('heck
for continuity obet......een pins C?9 and 27 of connector
lA IXA5. If there is continuity, transmitter IF and audio
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Tab~ J-4. Trcntbleslwoting RT-66!IGRC (Jf" RT-8.f4IGRC-Continued

16

17

18

I'

H....3lW)/P'I'
push-tJo.-talk
switch is re
leased with
SERVICE
SELECTOR
switch at SSBI
NSK or AM
and vox switch
at PUSH TO
TALK,

Unit is not keyed
when speaking
into H-83(·)/
PT microphone
with SERVICE
SELECTOR
switch at SSBI
NSK, vox
switch at
PUSH TO
VOX,and H....
38(·)/PT
push-to·talk
switch de·
pressed.

Unit is not keyed
when speaking
into H-38(.)/
PT microphone
with SERVICE
SELECTOR
switch at AM,
vox switch at
PUSH TO
VOX, and H....
83/PT push·
to-talk switch
depressed.

One-half second
hang time is
present after
H....SS(·)/PT
puah·to-talk
8wit:eh i. re
leased with
with SERVICE
SELECTOR
switch at SSB/
NSK or AM
and vox
switch at
PUSH TO
VOX.

Unit is not ke)'ed
when speaking
into H....38(·)1
PT microphone
with SERVICE
SELECTOR
switch at SSB/
NSK or AM
and vox switch
at VOX.

........ ,......
IAICRS, or wiring,

Defective SERVICE SE·
LECTOR 8witch 1AlS4,
vox switch lA1SI, trans·
mittel' IF and audio
module lAS, at' wiring.

Detective SERVICE SE·
I.ECTOR switch IAIS4.

Defedive diode IA1CRa
1:)1" vox switch lAlSI.

Oe!eetive SERVICE SF.
LECTOR switch
IAtS4, vox 8witch
lAlSI, or wiring.

P.-'~

module lAS i, detective. If there i' no continuity, isolate
defect by checking following path for continuity, &tart-.
ing with the OHMS lead (]f ME-26(*)/U connected to
pin 27 of connector lAlXA5 (an open indicates the
defect): contact 8, front of switch IAISI, contact 11,
front of switch IAlSI; anode of diode lAlCR5; con
tact 6, rear &l awitch lAlSI.

Remove transmitter IF and audio module lAS and check
continuity between pin F of AUDIO connector IA1J18
or lA1J19 and pin 27 of connector IAlXAS. If there is
continuity, tranlJl'l'litter IF and audio module lAS is de
fective. U there is no continuity, isolate defect by check
ing following path (an open indicates defect): contact
9, section 3, front of ,witch lA1S4; contact 5, front cA.
switch lAIlSl, contact 3, front of switch IAISI; pin 27
of connector lAlXAS.

Contact 11 of switch IAIS4 or jumper to contact of switch
IAlS4 is defe~tive.

Check diode IA.ICR6 8lId contact 10, rear of switch tAISl.

Check following path for continuity to ground (an open
indicates the defect): contact II, section 2, rear of
switch lAIS4; contact 12, section 2, rear of switch
IAIS4: and contact 7, front of switch IAISI.

2-25
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Table !-4. Trollbleshooti71g RT~6~/GRC or RT-8.U/GRC-Continued

20 RT-662/GRC or
RT-834/GRC
does not remain
keyed for one
half second
'after comple
tion at trans
mission with
SERVICE
SELECTOR
switch at 8SB/
NSK or am
and vox switch
at VOX.

21 Unit is not ke)'ed
with SERVICE
SELEOTOR
switch at FSK.

22 Unit is not ke)'ed
when KY-1l6/
U is depressed
with SERVICE
SELECTOR
switch nt CWo

23 Unit does not reo
main keyed for
one-half second
after completion
oi transmiuion
with SERVICE
SELECTOR
~iteh set at
CWo

24 No transmit, but
receive opera
tion.

2-26

PN>bcl~ lro.W.

Defedive transmitter IF
and audio module 1M.

Defective SERVICE SE
LECTOR switch lAJS4,
or wiring.

Ilofecth'e SERVICE SE
LECTOR switch lAlS4,
or wiring.

Ue!ective transmitter IF
and audio module lAS.

fl. Defective relay lAlKa,
wiring, or transmit
IF and 'audio mod
ule IA5.

Replace transmitter IF and audio module IA5.

Check section 3, front of s\\iteh IA1S4.

Remove transmittu IF and audio module lAS (para 2
17b) and cheek for continuity between pin 30 of con
nector lAlXAS and pin F of AUDIO connector
'IAJ.J18 or IAIJ19. If there is continuity, transmitter
IF and audio module lAS is defective. If there is no
continuity, check contact Ill, section 3, front of &\\·iteh
IAIS4 and interconnecting wiring bo pin 30 of connector
IAIXA5 to isolate deled.

Replu'ce transmitter IF and audio modulc lAS.

(1) Set SERVICE SEL&CTOR switch at CWo Depress
H-33(·)/PT push-to-talk switch. Cw sidetone
should be heard in H-33('")/PT eal'Piece. If
heard, proceed to c below. If no tone or receiver
noise is 'Present, proceed to b below. If the tone
is not present, but receiver noise can be heard,
proceed to (12) below.

(2) Remove transmitter IF and audio module lA5 (para
2-17b). Jumper pin '31 of connector IAIXA6 to
ground. Receiver noise should no longer be heard
in the H-38('")/PT. If there is no receiver noise,
p-roceed to (4) .below. If receiver noise is still
present, proceed to (3) below.

(3) Remove jumper and check for 23 to 29 volts de at
pin 31 of connector lAl1XA5. If present, relay
lAIRl or 27 volts dc supply to pin 4 of relay
lAIKl is defective. If not present, wiring be
tween pin M of connector JAlXA5 and pin :u of
relay lAIKl is defective.

(4) Remove jumper from pin 31 of connector lA.IXAS.
,Connect ME-'26('")}U to pin 2 of connector
IAIXAS and cheek for continuity to ground. If
there is no continuity. proceed to (5) below. If
there is continuity, the wiring between pin 2 of
connector I1AIXA5 and contact 12 of -relay 'lAlRl
is defective.
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Table 2-4. Troubleshooting RT-662jGRC or RT-834jGRC-Continued

b. Defective receiver IF
module lA 7 trans
mitter IF and audio
module J.A5, or
wiring.

ro. Defective translator
module 'lA~, trans
mitter IF and audio
module lAS, relay
IAJ K.3, relay
lA1K4,orwiring.

(S) Connect'ME~26(·)jUto pin 24 of connector
lAIXAi5 and check for 19.5 ±O.S volts ok. If
!present, transmitter IF and audiu module lAS is
defective. If not 'present, wiring between pin '24 of
connector 1A1XA5 and contact 10 af relay
lA'lKl is defective.

(1) Remove transmitter IF and audio module !lAS -and
receiver IF module lA"7. 'Check wiring between
pin 3 of .connector lAlXA7 and pin .19 of con
nector lAlXA5 for defects. Io! no defed is found,
plXl'ceed to (;2) below.

(2) Replace transmitter IF and audio module lAS into
chassis. Depress and hold H-33(·)jPT push-to
talk switch. With ME-30(·)jU, check for audio
signal at pin 3 (approx 150 mv) of connector
lA1XA7. If signal is present, 'receiver I'F module
lA7 is defective. If signal is not present, trans
mitter IF and audio module lAS is defective.

(1) Depress and hold H--.33(·)jPT push-to-talk switch.
'Connect ANjURM_145 to X;\ITR OUPT test
point on wp of tra'nslator module lA8 and check
for signal level of aIJProximately -5 mv. If present,
proceed to (5) be-low. If not <present, proceed to
('2) below.

(2) Connect AINjURM-145 to XMTR IF OUTiPU'l'
test point on wp of transmitter IF and audio
module lA'S, depress H--33(·)j,PT push-to-talk
switch, and check for 30 ± 10 mv level.·1f present,
llroceed to (4) below. If not present, ,proceed to
(8) 'below.

(3) Place SERVIOE SELECTOR switch at CWo Remove
transmitter IF and audio mt/dule lA5, Connect an
extender cable between connectors J.A1XA5 and
lAI5JJ. Depress H-33(·)/iPT p'Ilsh-to-talk switch
and check for input signal (1.752 MHz) at con
nector IAIXA5-A3 (in the module at lA5A1EiZ)
(approx 8 mv). If signal is present, transmitter
IF and audio module lAS is defective. If not
present, check wiring between connectors lA1XA5
A8 and lA1XA 7-Al. No continuity, wiring be
tween connectors is defective. If no defect is
found, lA7 module is defective.

(4) Replace tr.ansmitter IF and audio module 1A5 and
remove translawr module 'lA8. Depress H-33(·")j
<PT push-w-talk switch and'chec"k for input signal
(.1.752 MHz) at connector IAIlXASA-A'2 (approx
30 my). If present, translator module lA8 is de
fective. 'If not present, check wiring between con
nectors IA1XA8A-A2 and IAIXA5-A1 for de
fects. If no defect is found, transmitter IF and
audio module lA5 is defective.

('5) Connect ME-2&(·)jU to RF OUTPUT test point on
top of 'ff amplifier module 1A'112 and check for
level greater than 5 volts ac. If 'Present. 'Proceed
to (7) 'below. If not present, proceed to (6) below.

('6) Check for 27 volts dc at pin 2 of relay .1 A1K3. If
not present, wiring to tenninal ,lAIE48 is defec
tive. If present, check for dc level of not more
than 2.5 volts (with H-~(·)jPT push-to-talk
switch depressed) at 'Pin 1 of 1'elay lAl K3. Volt
age not present, lA IR3 is defective, iIof' level at
27 'Volts dc, wiring to terminallA1E8 is defective.
DC level of not more than 2.5 volts at pin 1 of

2-27
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Table £-4. Troubleshooting RT-662/GRC or RT-894/GRC-Continued

Item l"diC(ltion

l!5 No signal level
meter indiClation
during transmit
when operated
in system or
alone.

26 Signal level meter
does not indi
cate when the
unit is <1PCl'ated
'alone in trans
mit.

27 No transmission
in ew only.

23 No voice trans-
missions in ggb

or am.

2-28

Pro""ble trouble

Oefective receiver 'IF
module lA7.

Defective internal ale as
sembly lAlA5, age/ale
switch lAl1S11, or
wil'ing.

Defective transmitter IF
and audio module :lA5,
frequency dividers
modules lA6, or wiring.

Defective transmitter IF
'and 'audio module lAS,
inductor lA1Ao2L3,
lAlA2L4, or lA'l,AZIn,
feedthroug.h capacitor
IAlC44, IA1C45, or
,lAIC47, capacitor
IA1A'203,1.AIA2C4,
or lA1A'2C7, Of' Wiring.

relay lAllK3, check continuity between connectors
olAIXA8B-A4 and lAIXAl'2-A3. No continuity,
relay lAIK3 is defective.

(7) Check for 27 volts dc '3t tenninal (2 of relay lAlK4.
If not present, wiring from terminal 2 of relay
IAIIK4 to terminnilAlE48 is defective. If present,
check for de level uf not more than 2.5 volts at
pin 1 etf .relay lA,IK4. If this de level is not pres
ent, wiring from terminal 1 of ,relay lAlK4 to
terminal lAIIE8 is defective. If level is present,
there is defect in wiring between connectors
lAlXAli2-AI and lAIJ21, or relay IIAIK4 is de
fective.

Heplace receiver 'IF module lA7.

(.1) Check for 19.5 ±O.5 volts de at contact 2 of age/ale
switch lA'I-Sll. If present, proceed to (2) beiow.
If not 'Present, wiring 'between contact 2 of agc/
ale lAlSll (fig. 2-0102) and emitter c1f transistor
lAlQl is defective.

(2) Check for 19.5 ±0:5 volts dc at contact 1 of agc/alg
!switch ,1A'1·SlJ. If present, proceed to (3) below.
If not present, age/ale lAIS11 is defectiye.

(3) Cheek for 19.5 :to.5 volts de at tenninal lAlA5E,1
(fig. 2-28). If present, Iproceed to (4) below. If
not present, wiring between agc/alc .1AISU and
tenninal lA lASE I is defective.

(4) Set SERN1J.CE 'SELECTOR switch at CW and de
press H-33(*)/PT push to-talk switch. Check for
2 volts de at tenninallAJlA&E6 (fig. 1-28). If
present, proceed to (5) below. If not present, in
ternal ale assembly lAlA5 is defedive.

(5) Remove transmitter IF and audio module lAS and
check continuity between terminal lA'1A5E6 and
'Pin 6 of connector lAlXA5. If there is continuity,
transmitter IF and audio module is defectiye. If
there is nu continUity, wiring is defeetiye.

(1) Remo\'e transmitter IF and nudio mouu1e lA6 and
check for presence of '1 kHz pulse at connector
lAIXA5-A4 using AN/US1\f-281A. If pulse i~

'Present, transmitter IF and audio module lA5 is
defective. If not present, p.roceed t<:> (2) bleow.

('2) Connect AN/USM-28'LA t<:> 1 kHz PULSE OUlPT
test point on top of frequency dividers module
lA6 and check for 1 kHz pulse. If not present,
frequency dividers module 1A6 is defective. If
present, check wiring between connectors
lAlXA5-A4 -and lAlXA6A-A'2 for defects.
If no -defect is found, f'requency dividers module
lA6 is defective.

Depress and hold H-33(*)/PT push-to·talk switch and
speak into microphone. 'Connect ·ME-30(*)/U to
XMTR AUDIO IN test point on top of transmitter
l'F' and audio module lAS and note an indication from
20 to 200 mv. If present, transmitter IF <:'Ind audio mod
ule 1A5 is defective. If not present, remove transmitter
IF and audio module lA5 'and isolate defect by checking
'following connections for continuity and shorts to
ground: pin 17 of connector lAlXA5 to pin C of AUDIO
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Table 1-4. TnnlbkaMotitlg RT-416!l/GRC or RT-8.U/GRC-Continued

No r:w sidetonc Defective receiver IF
module lA 7 or wiring.

33 Received signals
distorted.

.....~
-connectors IAI118 and IAIJI9, pin 18 of connector
IAIXA5 to pin D of AUDIO conned-ors IAIIJI8 and
lAIJ.l9, pin 16 of connector .lAIXA5 to pin J of AU·
DIO connectors IAIJ18 and lA1JI9.

Remove transmitter IF ami audio module lAS. Set SERV
ICE SELECTOR switch at AM. Check continuity be
tween pin 9 of connector IA1XA5 and ground. If there
is no continuity, wiring to contact 2, section 2, rear of
SERVICE S&LECTOR switch llAlS4 is defective. H there
is continuity, cheek for a signal ('1.75 I:\f Hz) at connector
IAIXA5--A'2 with A'N/URM-l4S. If signal is present,
transmitter IF and audio module lAS is defective. If not
present, remove frequency dividers module IA6 (para 2
17b) and check wiring-between connectors IAIXA5--A2
and IAIXA6B-A2 far defects. If no defect is found,
frequency dividers module IJ.A6 is defective.

Remove receiver IF module "I.A7. Set SERVIOE SELECTOR
switch st CWo Check for 19.'5 :t:0.5 volts dc at pin 10 of
connector lAlXA7. If present, receiver IF module IA7
is defective. If not present, wiring between pin 10 of
connector IAIXA7 and contact 6, section I, rear of
SERVICE SELF..crOR switch IAllS4 is defective.

Remove receiver IF module IA7 and check for 19.5 ±O.5
volts dc at pins 11 and.12 of connector IAIXA7. If
present, receiver IF module IA7 is defective. If not pres
ent, wiringi>etween pin 11 of connector QAIXA7 and pin
2 of BFO control .lA·IR3, and/or wiring between pin 1'2
of connector IAIXA7 and pin 3 of BFO controilAIR3,
or BFO control1AlR3 is defective.
(11) Remove receiver IF module lA7. Set MAlNUAL RF

GAIN control fully counterclockwise. Check at
pin 8 of connectorJAlXA7 for level of approx
imately 2.5 volts de. If present, receiver IF mod
ule IA7 is defective. If notflresent., proceea to
(2) below.

('2) Check forepproximately 2.5 volts dc at tenninal 2
of MANUAL RF GAIN controllAlRI. If pres
ent, wiring between lenninal 2 of )fANUAL RF
GA1N control 1AlRol .and pin 8 of connector
IAIXA7 is defective. If not present, proceed to
(3) below. Ifi19.5 :t:O.5 volts dc is present, pro
ceed to (3) below.

(3) Check de le\'el at tenninal 1 of MANUAL RF
GAIN control JA1Rl. If the indication is 19.5
:t:O.5 volts dc, resistor lAIRS is defective. If there
ill no indication, MANUAL oRF GAIN control
IAIRI ill defective.

(I) Connect AN/UIDf-2lJlA to 1:.\lHt SYNTH OUPT
test point on top fYf Mlfz synthesizer module 1.'\9.
Check for signal (10.5 MHt ± 106 Hz) with min
imum amplitude of;l2Q mVl'eak to 1J(l.ak. If cor
rect, proceed to ('2) below. If level is out of tol
erance, MHz synthesizer module 1A9 is defective.

('2) Connect AN/US:\f-281A to 7.1 'MHz OUPT test
point (7.089 MHz in RT-834/GRC on top of 10
and 11 kHz synthesizer module lA4. Check for
signal (7.1 :\loHz :!:400 Hz) (7.089 :\IHt in RT
83~/GRC) at minimum '3.mplitude of 80 mv peak
to-peak. If correct, proceed to (4) below. If out
of tolerance, 10 and I kHz synthesizer module
IA4 is defective.

Daiectivc f.requency di
viders module lA6,
transmitter IF and
audio module lA5, or
wiring.

Defective Tesistor LA'tR8,
lAlR12, MANUAL RF
GArN control I.~lRl.

wiring or receiver IF
module I1A7.

DeIeeti\"e receh-el' IF
module IA7, BFO ron
trol lAJ.R3, or wiring.

Defective ':\tHz s)'JIthesizer
module IA9, frequency
standard module .IA3,
10 and I kHz synthe·
sizer module lA4, trans·
lator module lAB, Te
'<:eiver audio module
lA'10, receiver IF mod
ule 1A7, rf amplifier
module 1A 12, age/alc
IA1Sl1 (fig. 2-42). or
wiring.

Am transmissions
cannot be re
ceived by am
receivers.

29

30

Sl No bio dOntrol
<t! receive cw
signals.

32 Received sign'al
level cannot be
varied with
MANUAL RF
GArN control..

2-29
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Table !-4. Troubleshooting RT....(J(j!/GRC or RT-8S4/GRC-Continued

2-'30

(3) Connect AN/USM-281A to 1 MHz oun test point
on top of frequem:y standard module lA3. Check
for signal (l.0 31Hz ± 10 Hz) at a minimum am
plitude of '1.2 volts peak-to-pcak. If indications
are not present, or are out of tolemnce, frequency
standard module lA3 is defective. If indications
are correct, check wiring bet.ween connectors
lA3XA9-AI and JAIXA31l-Al for defects. It
no defect is found, frequency standard module
jA3 is defective.

(4) Connect A'NjUS:\1-281A to RF OUTPUT test point
on top of RF amplifier module 1A12. Set ON
764/U for 10 mv peak-to-peak indication on AN/
USM-281A. Connect AN/USi\I....281A to ROVR
OUPT test point on top of translator module 1A8
and check for signnl (1.75 MHz) with a minimum
amplitude of '20 mv peak-to-peak. rt present, pro
ceed kl (5) -below. If not present, rreplace trans·
lator module JA8 with new module. If distortion
is still present, replace origin31 module and pro
ceed b) (5) below. If distortion is eliminated,
original translator module lA8 was defective.

(5) Check receiver audio module lA 10 'by substitution.
If sigIl'als still remain distorted, 'rCplace original
module and proceed to (6) belaw. If distortion
is eliminated, original receiver audio module
IAtO was defective.

(6) Set CN-764/U for 100 mv level at terminal
lA1A7E6 (fig. 2-28). Check for level between
oand 3.0 volts de at IF AGe test point on top
of receiver IF module 11 A 7. If present, proceed.
to (8) below. If not present, proceed to (7) be
low.

(7) ,Cheek for 19.5 ±0.5 \"Olls de at contact 2 of age/ale
;tAl·SU. If not present, wiring between contact
2 of age/ale 1AIS11,a,nd tenninallA1E45 (fig.
.2-28) is defective. JC present at contact 2, check
for 19.5 ±0.'5 volts dc at contact ,1 of agc/alc
1A1St:l. If not ,present at contact 1, age/ale
lAlSll is defective. H prescnt, remove receiver
IF module lA 7 and check for 19.5 ±O.5 volts de
-at pin 15 of connector 1A:1Xk7. If this voltage
is present, rrecetver IF module JA7 is defective.
If not present, wiring between pin 15 of connector
1AlXA7 and contact I of age/ale lAIS11 is de·
fecth-e.

(8) Check tor level between -1 'and -80 volts de at RF
AGe test point on top of receh'er IF module lA7.
If present. proceed to (9) bel(ll\\" If not present,
rec.eh~r IF module IA7 is defective.

(9) Check receiver IF module JA7 by substitution.;If
signals still remain distorted, replace original mod·
ule and proceed to (10) below. II distortion was
eliminated, original receiver IF module lA 7 was
defective.

(10) Remove rf amplifier module lA12 (para 2-17f) and
check for level between -lend -30 volts de at
pin 3 ot connector 1NIXA12. II present, rf am
'Plifier module lA.12 is defective. If not present,
wiring between pin 3 of connector 1A1XA12 and
pin:S of connector 1A1XA7 is defective.
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Table 2-4. TroubUishooti1lU RT-8St/GRC or RT-834jGRC-Continued

Itfm l"di""lio"

34 Level <Xf received
audio signals
fluctuates.

35 Receive audio can
be heard in LS
166/U, but
'Cannot be heard
in H-33(·)/PT
or H-227/U.

36 Receive audio can
be heard in H
33 (.)j1P'T or
H-227/U, but
cannot be heard
in LS-116/U.

37 Receiver audio
will not un
squelch .....ith
SQUELOH
switch at OFF.

Defeetive hang and/of
age attack time.

Deiective receiver audio
module IAlO, capacioor
IAIAZel, inductor
1AIA2lJ1, lfeedtht!:W.gh
ca'Pacit-or lAlG42, or
wiring.

Defective receiver audio
module 1AJI0, capadtbl"
lAIA2C2, inductor
IAIA2L'2, feedthrough
capacitor lAilC43, or
wiring.

Defective SQUELCH
switch lALS2, wiring,
or receiver audio mod
ule lAIO.

Replace receiver'I'F module I1A7.

(1) Connect H-33(·)/PT to other AUDlO connedor.
If audio can now be heaJrd, wiring between pin
A of AUmO connectors .1A'lJ.18 and .1AIJ19 is
defective. lot' au&o still cann()t!be heard, proceed
to (12) below.

(2) -Connect M'£-30(*)/U to 10 MW OUT test point
on top of receiver 'audio module lA10. Set AU
DIO GAIN control maximum and oheck for 2.45
volt minimum indication on T.1E-30(*)/U. If pres
ent, theTe is open circuit (,wiring, feedthrough
capacitor 1A lA5C42, inductor lA.lA2Ll) between
pin A of AUDIO connectors lAIH8 and lAlJ19,
and (pin 14 of connector tAIXAI0. If not present,
proceed to (3) bel'()w.

(3) Remove receiver1ludiornodule lA10 ('para 2-17b)
and check for short between pin 14 of connect()r
lA:tXAl() and ground. If shorted, feedthrough

'Capacitor .lAl ArsC4''2 or capadror ·tAIA2Cl is de
fective. If not shorted, reeeiveraudio module] A 10
is defective.

(1) Connect the Lg....,116/U to other AUDIO connector.
If audio can now be heard, the connection tetween
pin Lof AUDIO connectors lAlJ18 and tAIJ19
is defective. 'Ii audio still e:annot he heard, proceed
to (2) 'below.

(02) Conned IME-3()(·)/oU to 2W OU:PT ·point on top
CFf 'receiver audio mO'dule .lAW. Set AUDJO
G.AIN control ma..-ximum and check for 34.6 volt
minimum indication on ME-30('·)/U. If present,
there is an open (wiTing, fee<l.through capacitor
lAIA5(:43, ()r inductor lAlA'2L2) between pin
L of AUDIO connectors lA UI8 and lAUI9, ami
pin 15 of connector .lAIXAI0. iII! not .present, pro
ceed to (3) below.

(3) Rem()ve receiver audio module lAlO (para 2-t7b)
-and check for a short between pin 15 of connector
IAtXAI0 and groun-d. If shorted, feedthrough
C'apacitor 1Al'C43 or capacitor tAIA2C2 is defec
tive. If not shorted, check for 23 to 29 volts dc at
pin 8 'Of connector lAlXA,10. If present, receiver
audio module 1AI0 is defective. H' not present,
wiring between pin 8 of connector IAIXAI0 and
contact 4, section 1 front, of SERVICE SELEC
TOR switch IAIS4 is defective.

(,1) Check continuity between contact 6 of swikh 1AIS2
and ground. If there is continuity, proceed to ·(2)
below. If there is no continuity, the wiring is de
fective.

(2) Check continuity between contacts 4 and 6 of
SQUELCH swikh 1A1S2. If there is continuity,
proceed to (3) below. If there is no continuity,
SQUELCH switl"h 1A 182 is defective.

(3) Remove receiver audio module 1AIO and check con
tinuity between Ipin 13 of connector .lAIXAI0 and
gr()und. If there is continuity, :receiver audio mod
ule -1A10 is defective. If there is no continuity,
connecti()n between .pin 13 of connectl>r lA1XAlO
and contact 4 of'SQUEiJCH swikh lAlS·2 is de
fective.
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Tabu 1--'. Troubleshooting RT-86!/GRC OT RT-83.,!GRC-Continued

1~

38 Receiver audio
will not un
squekh with
SeRVICE
SELE<rrOR
s.....itch at.cW
or FSK.

39 Receivln" audio
will not un
SQuelch with
SQU.ELCH
switch at ON.

40 Noisy receiver
audio signals
will rnt squelch
with SQUELCH
switch at ON.

41 No, or limited,
vemier opera
tion.

2-'32

Defective SERVICE SE
LECTOR switch
tAtS4, .....iring or re
ceiver audio mtldule
IAlO.

Dofective receiver audio
module lAW.

Doteetive receiver audio
module IAlO, wiring,
transmit-receive relay
tAIKl, or SQUELCH
switch J.AlS2.

Defective thennistor
lAIR18, resistor
lAIR9, FRBQ VEIt
NIER potentiometer
lAlR4, FREQ VE&
h'1E& switch lAlS8,
",iring, or freqllency
dividers module lA6.

(1) Check for continuity between conta'd 11, section 2
rear of SERVlICE SELECTOR Bwitch IAlS4 and
ground. If there is continuity. proceed to (2) be
low. If there is no continuity, wiring between con
tact 11, ~tion 2, rear of switch lAlS4 and contact
9, section 2, front of switch 1AIS4 and ground is
defective.

(2) Check for continuity bet"..een contacts 1.1 and J, sec
tion 2, rear of switch lAlS4. U there is continuity,
proceed to (3) below. II there is no continuity, sec·
tion~, rear rJ! switch LAlS4 is defective.

(3) Remove receiver audio module lA10 (pare 2--17b)
and check continuity between contact 1, section
2, nar of switch lA,lS4 'Snd pin 5 of cOlUlector
lAlXAlO.:If there is eontinuity, :receiver audio
module lAtO is defective. If there is no continuity,
wiring is defective.

Replace receiver au"dio module 1A·1O.

(1) Check for 19.5 ±0.5 volts de at contact 14 of trans
mit-receive relay 1A1K!. If present, proceed to
(2) below. If not present, wiring between contact
14 of -relay lA.1KI and the emitter of tr:ansistor
1A1QI is defective.

(2) Check for 19.5 ±O.5 volts dc at contact 10 of tran!l
mit-receive relay 1AIKl. If present, proceed to
(3) 'belaw. If not present, transmit-receive relay
1A1K.1 is defective.

(3) Remove receiver audio module LA10 (para 2-1'1b)
and check for a .19.'5 :!: O.'S volts dc at pin 3 of con
nector 1A1XA.10. If present, proceed to (4) he
low.If notopresent, wiring between contact 10 of
relay 1AIKl 'and pin 8 of connector lA1XAI0 is
defective.

(4) .check continuity to ground Oetween pin ·13 af con
nector.1AlXAI0 and ground. If there is continuity,
SQUELCH switch lAIS2 is defective. If there is
no continuity, proceed to (5) ,below.

(5) ·Remove receiver IF module IA7 and check for con
tinuity between pin 29 of connector lAIXA7 and
.pin 6 of connector lAIXAlO. It there is continuity,
receiver audio module lAlO is defective. If there
is no continuity, wiring is defective.

(1) Check for defective thermistor IAIR18 or resistor
lAIR9. If both are normal, frequency dividers
module lA6 is defective or requires adjusbnent
(higher category repair reqUired). It there is no
vernier operation, proceed to (2) below.

(2) Remove frequency dividers module 1..\6 (para 2
176) and check for approximately 19~ ±O.5 volts
dc at pins I, 2, and 4, a! connector lA1XA6A. If
all indicationll are <present, frequency dividers
module lA6 is defective. If all indicationll are not
present, FREQ VERNIER switch 1A1S8 or as
lIodated wiring is defective. If one or two indi
cationll are not present, FREQ VERJ.~lERcontrol
·IAIR4 or wiring to pins I, 2, and 4, of. eonnector
lAlXA6A is defective.
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Table 1-". Troubluhootin.g RT-86~/GRC or RT-83UGRG-Continued

42 Fuse tAFt opens
for any setting
of-SERVICE
SELECTOR
~witdh.

-,......
IMfeetive 27 volt input

line.
Check for a shorted Zener diode lAtVR2, capacitor

lAlo.>O or IAleSt, filter l.AIFLl, and auociated
wiring (located under panel cover of J20 and J·21 con
nector chassis).

43 Inaccurate tuning
code to AM
3349/GRC-
106 ,,;th an
accurate tuning
code to turret
in rl amplifier
module ·IM2.

a. Defective code line_______ (1) For each code line, check for continuity between as
sociatedopin (E, S, U, V, R) of PA CONTROL
connector lAUZO and its point of temtination on
switch 1AIS6. If there is continuity in all COlUlec

tions, proceed to (2) below. If an open is found,
associated wiring, leedtttrough capacitor, or LC
filter on 'Printed circuit board IAIA3 or IAIA4
is defective.

AiM-3849/GRC
106 turns off
when keyed
with the
TUNE-OPER
ATE switch
set at OPE&
ATE.

AM...a349/GRC
106 continues
bo turn off
when rUNE·
OPER.A'DE
_itch is at
TUNE.

No keying in
formation to
AM-3349/
GR:C-J.06 -when
tRT-662/GRC
or RT-834/
G&C is keyed..

4'7 No fTeqUeney
~hange irtforma
til>n to AM
3349{GR.C-l06.

b. Defective switch ....\156
(section 2, front; see
tion '2, rear, or section
a,front), Bwitch lA.1S5
ofzvnt, or wiring.

Defective capadtor
1AIA3C2, inductor
lAIA03L2, ieedthrough
capacitor lA·IC25, reo
sistor LAHt5, lAIM,
1A1RU, lAIR.14 or
lAIR15, 'wiring, SEm
VICE 5ElJECTOR
switch 1A 1·54, or diode
IA1CR7.

Defective capacitor
I.AIA3C3, inductor

'lAIA3L3, feedthrough
capacitor 1ALC26, diode
lA1CRB, resisbor
lAJ.R13, or ~;ring".

Defective transmitter IF
and 'audio module lAS,
'wiring, feedthrough
capacitcr lA,lC29, or
inductor lA'lA4L6.

Defective MHz S\\-;toh
IAlS6, '100 kHz
gv,;\J:h lAlS7,d'eed·
through capll(:itor
IAICaO, inductor
IAIA8LA, or wiring.

(2) SucceSllively connect ME-26(·)/U between pins E,
S, U, V, and R of PA CONTROL connector
lA1J20 (fig. 4-33) and ground. For each con
nection, rotate MHz controls to several positions
and allow unit to tune. If 1)[E--Z6(·)/U indicates
continuity to ground -at all frequencies, associated
feedthrough capacitor or capacitor on printed cir
cuit 'board 1AIA3 or lAIA4 is defective. If :'olE
?6(·)}U indication varies, proceed. to b ttelow.

180late the trouble by visual inspection and by checking
connections on $wit.ches lAIS5 and lA156 for opens
and shorts.

Connect 10 volts de between pin C of PA CONTROL con
nector lA1J,20 and ground. Remove transmitter IF and
audio module lAG and cheek for approximately 10 voltll
dc 'l.t 'Pins 7 and 8 ot connectoT lAIXA5. ilf indication
is at both pins, transmitter IF and audio module lAS is
defed.ive. If there is no indication at either pin, capacitor
lAIA8C2, feedtl.1trough capacitor ·IAI025, or intereon
necting wiring is defective. If there is no indieation at
pin 8 only, potentiometer 1AIRlS, resistor lAlR21, or
interconnecting wire is defective. If there is no indication
at pin 7 only, resistor lA1R6, :IAIR5, IA...lRll, lAIR14,
wiring, diode lAlCR7, or section 3, rear of switch 1.4.154
is defective.

Check for continuity ,between pin B of ,PA CONTROL con
nector lAU20 and contact 3, rea.T section 3, 54 to isolate
the defecti ..-e part.

RemO\--e transmitter IF and audio module lAS. Check for
continuity 'between pin 3200 connector l.A1XA5 and pin
T of PA CONTROL connector IA1J20. If connection is
open, feedthrough capacitor ,I A1C29, wiring, or inductor
1AIA4L6 is defective. If there is no open, transmitteT
IF and audio module lAS ill defective.

(J) Connect ME.....z6(·)/U between contact 4, section I,
rear of MHz switch lAIS6 and ground. RQtale
:MHz control and check for J1Klmentary indications
of continuity on M1E:-46(·)JU. If present, pro
ceed to (2) below. If not.present, section I, rear
of ·MHz lr\\'itah lAlS6 is defective.

2-33
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Table 2-4. TroubleSMoting RT....(J62/GRC or RT-894/GRC-Continued

Item Indic<>t.io.. Probobk trouble Procw..rc

(2) .check wiring between contact 4, section 1, rear of
i\1Bl'. switch ,lA1S6 'and feedthrough capacitor
lAl,cSO for continuity. Jf 'Present, proceed to (3)
bel'OW. ff not present, wiring is defective.

(3) Connect ME-26(*)/U between contact 8, rea,r of
100 IdHz switch 1AIS7 and ground. Rotate 100
kHz control and check for mQmentary indication
of continuity on ME-'26(*)/U. If present, pro
ceed to (4) below. If not present, rear section of
100 kHz switch lA1S7 is defective.

(4) Check wiringibetween contact8,re'ar C1f 100 kHz
switch lA1S7 and feedthrough ca,pacitor lA1C30
for continuity. If ,present, proceed to ('5) below.
If not present, wiring is defective.

(5) Oheck COlltinuity between feedthrough capacitor
lA1C30 and pin H of PA .cONTROL connector
1A1J20. If there is no continuity, wiring, feed
through capaciwr lAlC30, or inductor lA1ASIA
is defective.

48 No operate infor
mation to AM
3349/GRe
106, but stand
by inform-ation
is present.

49 No standby in-
forma tion to
kM-3349/
GRC-106, but
QJJerate infonna
tion is 'Present.

50 AM-3349/GRe
106 cannot be
shut oof from
RT-662/GRC
or RT-834/
GRC.

51 N'O standby or
'Operate infor
mation to AM
3349/GRe
106.

Tune information
from A,M
3349/GR{;-
,106 does not
turn off bal
anced modulatoT
and reinsert
'carrier fur
AM-3349/
GRC~106 fine
tuning.

Defective inductor
IA'IA4L2, feedthrough
callacioor IAIC2S, or
whing.

Defective inductor
iAiA4LI, fecdthrough
ca.pacitor lA,lC24, or
wiring.

Shorted operate or stand
by line.

Defective SERVICE SE
LECTOR switch
lAlS4 or wiring.

Defective inductor
lAl'AL47, fcedthrough
capacitor lA1C28, re
ceiver IF IlliOdule 1A7,
tmnS:llitter IF and
audio module lA15, or
wiring,

Check continuity bet",een contact 10, section 2, of SERV
ICE SELECTOR switch 1A1S4 and pin P of PA CON
TROL connector lA1J20 to determine whether
wiring, inductor L<l,.lA4·L2, or feedthrough capacitor
iA1C23 is defective.

Check continuity ,between contact 8, section 2, front <Yf
SERVICE SELECTOR switch lA'lS4 and pin N of PA
CONTROL connector 'lAlJl20 to determine whether
wiring, inductor 1A1A4Ll, or feedthrough capacitor
IAl·024 is defective. If shorted, feedthrough capacitor
lA1C24 'Or capacitor lA1A4Cl is defective.

(1) Check for 9horted feedthrough capacitor lAlC23 or
lA1C24.

(2) Check for shorted capacitor lA1A4Cl or lA1A4C2
'On printed circuit <board 1AIA4.

Check section·2, front of SE)RV~ICE SELECTOR switch
1A1S4 and associated wiring between contact 9 and
ground.

Remove receiver IF module lA7 and transmitter IF and
audio module lAS. Check for continuity between pin M
of PA CONTROL connector lAJJ20 and pins 13 of con
nector lA1XA7 and 10 of connector 1AIXA5. I<f there
is continuity in both connections, receiver IF module 1A7
or transmitter IF and audio module lA5 is defective. If
there is no continuity, wiring, inductor 1AIA4L7, or
feed through capacitor lA1028 is defective.

53 RT-662/GRC or
RT-834/GRC
remains in a
constant tune
condition.

2-34

Shorted tune line___________ (1) Oheck for shorted ofeedthrough capacitor 1A1C28.
(2) Check for shorted capacitor lAI.A4C7.
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SecHon IV. lROUBLESHOOTING 100 Hz 'SYNTHESIS, RT-B34/GRC

2-10. Test 'Setup

(fig. 2-9)

a. General. Bench tests of the RT-834jGRC
require connection to a power source and to
various test equipments. The power source
must be connected to the RT-834/GRC for
all dynamic servicing procedures; the test
equipment connections vary from test to test.
Remove the RT-834/GRC from its case by
loosening the six captive Allen screws and slid
ing out the chassis. Remove and store the 13
screws and washers that secure the RT-834/
GRe bottom cover plate.

ob. Powe1' Supply Connections. Connect the
PP-4763/GRC to the POWER connector on the
RT....B34/GRC; use Cable Assembly, Special
Purpose, Electrical eX-l0071/U.

NOTE
If the PP-4763/GRC is not available,
use an equivalent dc power source
capable of supplying 27 volts dc at
5 amperes with less than 1 volt rms
ripple content.

c. Preliminary Test. Prior to connecting to
the RECEIVER IN and FREQ STD connectors,
perform the following test:

(1) Set the SERVICE SELECTOR switch
at SSB/NSK and allow a 15 minute warmup.

(2) Connect the AN/URM-145 to the
FREQ STD connector and check for the pres~

ence of a 270 ± 50 mv level. If the indication
is not correct, proceed to item 1 of the trouble~

shooting table 2-5 (para 2-11e).
d. Test Equipment. Connect the test equip

ment (fig. 2-9) as called out in the particular
tests (para 2-11d). Set the MHz and kHz con~

trois at 04998, the SQUELCH switch at OFF,

the FREQ VERNIER control at OFF, and the
MANUAL RF GAIN control maximum clock
wise, unless otherwise specified.

2-11. Localizing Troubles
a. General. Procedures outlined in table 2-5

to localize troubles to a module, assembly, or
chassis part of the RT-834/GRC are supple~

mental to the procedures of table 2-4. Depend~

ing on the nature of the operational symptoms,
one or more of the localizing procedures will
be necessary.

b. Use of Table. Table 2-5 supplements the
operational procedures and troubleshooting in·
formation described in TM 11-5820-520-12
and section III of this chapter. If previous op·
erational checks have resulted in reference to a
particular item of this table, go directly to the
referenced item. If no operational symptoms are
known, beg·in with the monthly preventive
maintenance checks and services chart (TM 11
5820-520-12) and proceed until the trouble is
located. Before starting a procedure for any
given item of the table, verify that any module
removed in a previous procedure has been re
placed.

c. Parts Identification and Location.
(1) Module locations are shown in figure

2-26.

(2) Identification of pin numbers of mod
ules lAIXA2 through lAIXA12 (fig. 2-5) can
be made by the l'emoval of the modules and
examination of the connector markings.

(3) All terminals, such as lAIE14, are
letter~stamped on the chassis, adjacent to the
terminal, for identification purposes (fig. 2-2'8
and 2-29).

REeE IVER~TRANSMITTER POWER SUPPLY
RADIO PP-4763(-ll-lI<;RC

RT-834/GRC

ro
TEST

POINTS

OSCILLOSCOPE
AN/USM-281A

DIGITAL R'EAOOUT
ELECTRONIC L _

COUNTER I
AN/USM·207

MULTI METER
ME-26('l-1/U

ELECTRONIC
VOLTMETER
AN/URM-145

'0
TEST

POINTS

CONNECT AS
INDICATED
IN TABLE 2-5

1"'620- 520-~5-'09

Figure 2-9. Test setup for troubles}woting RT-8SI,jGRC.
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(4) To identify and locate a part, not
shown in figures 2-5 through 2-8 and 2-25
through 2-30, refer to the complete reference
designation (para 2-5) to determine the ap
proximate area of location (fig. 2-25, 2-27, and
2-30). Each part is identified by letter-stamping
on the chassis or printed board at its location.

d. Conditions f01' Test. Expect for resistance
measurements and continuity checks, all checks
in the table are to be conducted with the RT
834/GRC connected to a power source as de·
scribed in paragraph 2-10. Before performing
the procedures outlined in the table, turn on all
test equipment and allow a lO-minute warmup

period. Turn the RT....S34/GRC SERVICE
SELECTOR switch to STANDBY and allow a
15·minute warmup period. After the warmup
period is completed, set the SERVICE SELEC
TOR switch at SSB/NSK and adjust the CN
764/U for a I-mv input level at the RECEIVER
IN connector. To check or test components
mounted on the bottom of the chassis, remove
the bottom plate (para 2-10a).

'CAUTION
Before making any resistance measure
ments or continuity checks in the pro
cedures of the ta.ble, make sure that
no power is applied to the RT-834/GRC.

Table fl-5. TrotwleBJwoting 100 Hz Synthesis, RT-8Sl,jGRC

2-36

No transmit or
no receive.

Prooobl. troubl.

Defective 100 Hz synthe
sizer module lAIA2A8.

(1) 'Connect the AN/USM-281A to the 7.089 M'Hz
QUPT test point on tQp of 10 and 1 kHz syn
thesizer module lA4. 'Connect the AIN/USM
'207 to the AN/USM-281A VERT SIG OUT
connector. The AN/USM-207 should indicate
7.009 MHz :!:400 Hl1.: signal. Also, check for a
level of 35 :t'5 mv with the ANjURM-145. If
the indications are correct, proceed to (3) below.
If the level of the 7.089 MHz signal i~ out of
tolerance go to (2) ibelorw.

(2) Donnect AN/USM-281A to IldHz PULSE OUT
test ·point on top of frequency divider module
1A6. Check for a pulse, 1 volt peak-to-peak min.
pulse width 4.0 :tl psec at 50% amplitude and a
rprr of I maec. If indication is incorrect frequency
divider module lAG is defective. If indication is
correct check the connection from lA1XA46A
Al to lAIA2A8A1Jl and f'rom lAIA2A8A1J2
to 1AIXA4A-A2 (fig. 2-6). If connection is
found to be in order, 10 and 11kHz synthesizer
module 1A4 is defective.

(3) Check for 35 :!:'5 mv at :lAIA2A8At2J1 (fig. 4-34)
using AN/URIM-H5. If the indication. is CQrrect
proceed 00 (4) below. If the level of the 7.089
MHz signal is out of tolerance, check the con
nection !between lAlXA4B-Al and
1AIA!2A8A'2J210r defects. 'If a defect is found
make necessary repair.

(4) Remove the 100 kHz synthesizer module (lA2) and
check for the presence of 7.100 MHz ± 400 Hz a.t
1AIXA2-A2 (100 Hz frequency selection switch
in "0" pasition) using ANjUSM--'281A and con
nect AN/USM-20'7 to the AN/USM-281A
VERT SIG OUT connector. Also check for a
level of 35 ±.10 mv using ANjURM-14'5. If in
dications 'are correct, the 100 kHz -synthesizer is
defective. If indications are out of tolerance pro
ceeU to (5) below.

(15) Check the connection between connectors
1A1A2A8A2J,2 and LAIXA2-AI2 for defects.
If a defect, is found, make necessary repairs. If
no defect is found proceed to (6) below.
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Table~.TnmblelJlwoting 100 Hz St/7ItkuilJ, RT-B.U/GRG-Continued.........
(6) Remove connector lXAJA8 and check for 19.5

±2 vdc at pin 6 using ME-26(·)/U. If level is
oorrect, .proceed to (7) below. If indication is not
correct, the wiring between pin 6 of lXAlA8
and lAJE45 is defective.

('7) Check pin 2 of lXAlIA8 for 5.0 ±0.5 vdc using
ME-26(·)/U. If indication is correct the 100
Hz synthesizer module is defective. If indication
is not correct go to (8) below.

(8) Check terminal E:1 on voltage regulator IAIA2A9
(fig. 4-48) for 6.0 :0.6 vdc using ME-I26(·)/U.
If indication is incorrect proceed to (9) below.
If indication is corred check wiring between
lAlA2A9El and IXAIAB-2.

(9) Check for 13 ±2 vpp, 5 kHz square wave on ter
minal E3 of voltage regulatoT lAlA.2A9 v.-;bh
AN/USM-481A. If indication is correct, voltage
regulator lAJA2A9 is defective. If indicati()n is
not <correct, check wiring between ·E3 of lAlA2A9
and lAlXA'11-2.

Sed;on V. 1ll0UBLESHOOTING AMPLIFIER, R~DIO FREQUENCY
AM-3349/GRC-l06

CAUTION

1. IDo not attempt removal or replacement of assemblies in the AM-3349/GRG-106
without reading the procedures in sections VI.

2. Do not operate Amplif.ier, Radio ,Frequency AM-3349/GRG-106 with the cover
Temoved from antenna coupler assembly 2A3. Proper air circulation with·in the
unit is dependent on this cover being in place.

2-12. Test Setup
(fig. 2-10)

Bench tests of the AM-3349/GRG-106 re
quire connection to a power source, the RT
662/GRC or RT-834/GRC, and to various
test equipments. The power source must be
connected to the RT-662/GRC or RT-834/
GRC and the AM-3349/GRG-106 for all dy
namic servicing procedures; the test equipment
connections vary from test to test. Remove the
AM--3349/GRG-106 chassis from its case by
loosening the six captive Allen screws and slid
ing out the chassis. Set the AM-3349/GRG
106 chassis on top of the RT-662/GRC or RT
834/GRC.

a. Power Supply Connections. Connect the
PP-4763/GRC to the POWER connector on the
RT-662/GRC 0' RT-834/GRC and to the
PRIM. POWER connector on the AM-3S49/
GRC-106 using the CX-10071/U's. Connect
the correct test cable between case connector
2A6XAI (inside right rear of case) and chassis
connector 2AUI (on back of chassis) (fig, 2
3), or disconnect case connector 2A6XAl from

the case by removing the two screws, and con
necting case connector 2A6XAl and cable to
chassis connector 2AIJ1.

NOTE
If Power Supply PP-4'763/GRC is not
available, use an equivalent dc power
source capable of supplying 27 volts
dc at 50 amperes with less than 1 volt
nos ripple content.

b. Test Equipment. Interconnect the RT~

662/GRC 0' RT-834/GRC and the AM-3349/
GRC-106 as shown in figure 2-10 and as
specified in the tests of paragraph 2--13.

2-13. Localizing Troubles

a.. GeneraL Procedures are outlined in table
2-6 to localize troubles to an assembly or part
of the AM-3349/GRG-106. Depending on the
nature of the operational symptoms, one or more
of the localizing procedures will be necessary.
Part locations are shown in figures 2-11 through
2-24, and 2-31 through 2-37. For parts not
shown, make use of complete reference desig
nation (para 2-4) to determine approximate

2-37
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CABLE ASSEMBLY.
RADIO FREQUENCY

CG-" 09H IU (8 IN.)

fLEC L
CX-I0071/U(IOFTICABLE ASSEMBLY,

SPECIAL PURPOSE,
ELECTRICAL

CX-I0099/U(71N.)

""
CABLE ASSEMBLY.

AMPLIFIER.
SPECIAL PURPOSE,

ELECTRICAL
RADIO FREQUENCY CX-IOO71/U(IOFT)

AM- 3349/GRC - 106

/DUMMY '0
LOAD OHM PRIM

DA-75/U LIN E POWER

CONTROL RF DRIVE -
Pit CONTROL RF DRIVE POWER

SUPPLY
PP-4763(*}/GRC

RECEIVER -TRANSMITTER, +
0

RADIO RT-6621GRC
AUDIO OR RT-834/GRC

HANDSET
H-33()t}/PT POWER

CABLE ASSEMBLY,
SPECIAL PURPOSE.

TRICA

OSCILLOSCOPE
AN/USM-281A

.,
DIRECTED

GENERATOR,
SIGNAL

AN/GRM-50
AS

DIRECTED

MULTI METER
ME-26{*)/U

.,
DIRECTED

MULTIMETER
TS - 3528 I U

AS
t--~'OIRECTED

TM !I820-!I20-3!1-810

Figur, 1-10. Te8t 8etup for trouble8hooting AM-381,9jGRC-I06.

area of location (fig. 2-29 and 2-31). Each
part is identified by letter-stamping on the
chassis or printed board at its locations.

b. Use of the Table. Table 2-6 is designed

to supplement the operational procedures and

troubleshooting information described in T:M

11-5820-520-12. If no operational symptoms are

known, begin with the monthly preventive

maintenance checks and services table in T:M

11-5820-520-12, and proceed until the trouble

is located.

c. Conditions for Test.

(1) The repairman must be familiar with
the assembly removal and replacement proce
dures in paragraphs 2-19 through 2-24 prior
to troubleshooting the AM-3349/GRC-I06.
When dynamic troubleshooting reveals a symp
tom described in the indication column of table
2-6 the symptom must be checked in an effort
to locate the fault, by turning the AN/GRC
106{·) power off, grounding the parts cited in
the WARNING below with a shorting stick,
and then disassemble the AM-3349/GRC-I06
as far as necessary to perform the instructions
in the procedure column of table 2-6.
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(2) All checks in the table are to be con
ducted with the RT-662/GRC or RT--834/GRC
and AM-3349/GRC-I06 connected to a power
source as described in paragraph 2-12. Before
performing the procedures in the table turn on
the test equipment 'and allow a IS-minute
warmup period. After the warmup period is
completed, proceed as instructed in TM 11
5820-520-12.

WARNING

Voltages up to 3,000 volts dc exist in
the AM-3349/GRC-106. 'Before re
moving assemblies or making resistance
measurements or continuity checks in

1M 11-5820-5,20-34

the procedures of the table, set the
SERVICE SELECTOR and PRIM.
PWR. switches at OFF, and discon
nect the CX-I0071/U cable from the
PRIM. POWER connector. Before touch
ing any components, always use a short
ing stick to ground capacitors 2A5A2C4
and 2A5A2C5 (fig. 2-3"3) and pin A
or B of PRIM. POWER connector
2A5J7.

CAUTION
When operating the AM-3349/GRC
106 out of the case, direct a stream of
air onto the AM-3349/GRC-106 for
cooling.

Table 2-6. T1'oubleshooting AM-331,9jGRC-1Q6

1

2

3

PRILM. PWR. cir
cuit breaker
trips repeatedly
with SERVlIOE
SELECTOR
switch set at
OF"F.

PRIll\f. ·PWR. ci·r
wit breaker trips
repeatedly with
SERVICE SE
LEOTOR switch
bySTA.ND BY
or any operate
position before
the 60 second
delay has elapsed.

Blowers fail to
energize with
SERVICE SE
LECTOR s,\;tch
at STAND BY.
Set then turns
off.

ProMbu. r...,,,bl,

Prima,ry power line shorted
to ground.

Defective standby 27 volt
line.

a. Defective standby cir
cuit.

Check wiring common to pin 2 of relay 2A5A,ZK1 for
shorts to ground (fig. 4-58).

(1) Referring to figures 4----49 through 4-55, check all
wiring and the following components =mon
to pin 3 of relay 2A5A2K1 (fig. 2--34) for
shorts to ground: 2AIA1A2, 2A1A'2, 2A5A2C1,
2A5A"2G2, ,zA5A2C3, ZA1MC16 (fig. a-IS),
2A1A1'C17, ZA6A1CZ (fig. 2-17), 2A6A1C3,
,ZA5A7<::S, 2A4ASC5, -2A6A1Q1, or 2A6AIQ2,
2A6A.1Tl1,2A5Q1 (fig. 4-53), 2A'5A2Q2 (fig.
2-33) and 2A5A!ZTl.

(2) If fault is 2A5Q1 (fig. 2-34) or 2A5A2Q2, insure
that dc-to-dc converter can be shut off by shQrting
tenninal 2A5A3E1 (,fig. 2-20) to ground.

('3) If con,verter does not shut off, set PRIM. PWR. cir
cuit breaker at off, and oheck for short to ground
at te-nninals 2A5A3E102, ZA5A3E9, and
'2A5A.3E.14. Also, check for continuity between
feedthrough capacitors 2A5A7C6 (fig. 2-35)
and 2A5A704 and between pin 3 <1f relay
2A5A2K1 and 2A5A702 (approximately 200
ohms). If no short or <wen is found, replace
2A5.4. 7. If short or open is found, isolate fault
by checking wiring and components associated
with point of check at which abnonnal condition
is obtained.

(1) Check fOT 27 volts dc at tenninal 2A6A1E4 (fig.
4-54). If indication is correct, proceed to b
below.

(2) If indication in (1) above is incorrect, check for con
tinuity between 'Pin N of .COtNTIROL connector
2A5J2 (fig. 2-6) and pin 1 of relay 2A5A2Kl
(fig. 2-33). If continuity does Il'Ot exist, trace
ground line to locate open circuit.

(3) Check continuity between pin 3 of ·relay '2A5A,2Kl
and 'Pin 6 of co.nnector rZAIA1XA7 (fig. ,2-25 and
4-49). If continuity does not exist, trace this
line to locate open circuit.
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Table $-8. TroubleBMoting AM-J'.1'9/GRC-l06-Continued

4

,

6

7

2-40

Blowers deener
gize after
initial start
period with
SERVICE SE
LEC1'OR switch
at STANDBY.

PRDI. PWR.
circuit breaker
trips repeatedly
with SERVICE
SELECTOR
switch 'at any
operate position
after the 60
second delay
has elapsed.

BIl>wer motor
2A6Bl does
not energize
with SERVUCE
SELECTOR
switcll at
STAND BY
or any operate
position.

Blower motor
2AIBl does
not energize
with SERVJCE
S'ELECTOR
switch at
STANDBY or
any operate
position.

b. Defective dc-to-dc in
verter assembly
2A6Al.

De'f'ectiveiblower protection
circuit.

Defective operate Zl volt
line.

De:fective blower motor
or dc-to-ac inverter as
sembly 2A6Al.

Defective blower motor
2AIB-l or dc-to--ac in
verter assembly 2A6Al,
or defective blower pro
tection circuit I2A1A2
(fig. 2-40).

-.....
(4) Check relay assembl}' 2A7 (fig. 2-31) by substitu

tion.
(5) Check diode 2A5A2CRI (fig. 4-53).
(6) Check for 27 volta dc at pins 4, 3, and 2 of relay

2A5A2KI. If 27 volts dc is 'Present at pins 4
and 2 but not at pin 3, replace rela}'. If .27 volts
dc is not present at pin 2, repair wiring between
PRIM. PWR. circuit breaker and pin 2.

0) Jumper tenninal El to E4 of blower protectior.
board 2AIA2 (iig. 2-(1).lIf blowers operate
nonnally, blower switch 2AISl is defective. If
blowers do not Orpe-rate, blower protection circuit
assembly 2A1A2 is defective.

(2) Check all COll\'POnents of blower protection cireuit
assern'>ly 2AIA2. Replace assembly if a part is
defective.

(3) Using TS-<3S2BjU, check for 141 ± 14 volts ac be
tween ~A6AIEI3 (fig. 2-17) and for 66 ±10
volts ac between terminals 2A6AIE9 and
2A6AlEll (fig. 4--54). If indicatkms are cor
rect, check all wiring common to transformer
2A6AI1'I.

(4) If neither indication in (1) above Is correct, check
all windings of transfonner 2A6AITl. Ii any
are open, replace dc-to-de inverter assembly
2A6Al.

(5) If no transformer defect is iound, see figure 4-54
'and check all dc-to-dc inverter Msembly 2A6Al
oomponents and wiring. Replace if necessary.

Perfolm procedures of item 3a. to isolate malfunction.

Check all wiring and components common to pin 6 of re
lay 2A 7K5 (fig. 3-62). Check relay assembly 2A7 by
substitution.

(1) First check blower fan to insure that it is not bind·
ing; then, using 'I'!>-352BjU, check for 66 ±IO
volts ac across blower motor. II indication is in
correct, IProceed to (3) below.

(2) If voltage at blower motor is correct, check capaci
tor 2A6Cl (fig. 4-64). If caopa.eitor is good, re
place blower motor 2A6BI (fig. 4-(9).

(3) If voltage at'blo',\-"Cr motor is incorrect, refer to
item 3b above to isolate malfunction.

(1) First check blower fan to insure that it is not bind
ing; then using TS-352BjU, check for 141 ± 14
volts ac at BLOWER ¥OLTAGE test points
2A1J9 and 2AIJI0 i(fig. 4-49). If indkation is
incorrect, l'lroceed to (3) below.

(2) If voltage at rest points is correct, check capacitor
2ALCl (fig. 4-(9). If capacitor is good, replace
blov.·er motor.

(8) If voltage at BLOWER VOLTAGE test points is
ineorTeCt, refer to item 3b above to isolate mal
function.
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'l'abu 1-6. T'I'OUbleSMoting AM-,J,,-,a/GRC-I06-Continued

d. Defective resistor
2A5A5R2.

•• Defective capacitor
2A5C4.

{. Defective meter
2A5Ml.

9 No indication or ". Defective low voltage
ineorre<:t indiea· power supply.
tion on TEST
METER with
SERVlCE SE-
LECTOR switch
at any operate
position, TEST
METER lJWiteh
set at LOW
VOLT, and
TUNE-OPER.-
ATE switch at
TUNE.

b. Defective metering
circuit.

b. Defective relay 2A7K4
or 2A7K5.

c. Defective metering
ehcuits.

Pn>t>a.b'- e......bW

a. DC'fective wiring in 27
volt operate line or
operate ground line.

Remove relay assembly 2A7 and apply 27 volts de between
termlnal2A5A5E18 (+) and ehassis ground (-).If
meter 2A5Ml (fig. 2-3S) fails to indicate, replace meter.
(l) Check for 500 ±SO volts dc at L.V. test point

2A1J9 (fig. 4-...49) and for 24 ±2 volts de at H.V.
teat poin~ 2A1AIJlO. If both Indications are cor
rect, proceed to b below. If both indications are In
correet, proceed to Item 10. If Indication at L.V.
test point Is incorrect, but indication at H.V.
test point ia correct proeeed to (2) below.

(2) Using T8-852B/U. cheek for 550 ±50 volts ac be
tween pins 6 and 7 of transformer 2A5A2Tl and
between tennlnals 2ASA4E4 and 2A5A4E5
(fig. 2-18). If voltages at transfonner and ter
minals are both correet, proceed to (3) below.

(3) Check to see that terminal 2A5A4E3 is grounded.
(4) Cheek for 5QO volts dc at tennlnal 2A5A4E2. If

Indieation Is incorrect, check components of
board 2A5A4 (fig. 2-13).

(1) Cheek continuity between negative side of meter
2A5Ml and ground. If there Is no continuity,
ll&Ction A cY! switch 2A5S2 or associated wiring
is defective.

(2) Check continuity between the positive side of meter
2A5M.l and terminal 2A5A4El (fig. 2-13). If
there Is no continuity, check wiring and section
B of awltch 2A5S2 (fig. 4--(3). If switch and
wiring Is good, replace printed circuit board
2A5A4 (fig. 2-18).

(1) Cheek for 24 ±2 volt.s dc at H.V. test point 2A5JI0.
If indication is correct, proceed to b below.

(2) If indication at H.V. test point is Ineorrect, check
bleeder resistor package 2A5A5R3 and associated
wiring.

(8) Check all wiring of high voltage power supply.
(4) Check TeCtifier 2A-5A2CR6 by substitution.
(5) Cheek transfonner 2A5A2TI (fig. 2-34) windings

(4,5) for opens or shorts to ground.

(1) Check for continuity between tenninal 2A5A5E18
(fig. 4-(3) and pin 15 of conneetor 2AIAXA7.

(2) Check for eontinulty between pin P of CONTROL
connector 2A5J2 (fig. 2-6) and pin 10 of ehassls
connector 2AIA1XA7 (fig. 2-7). If continuity
does not exist, check ,,;rlng, inductor
2ASA1A2L4 (fig. 2-22), and feedthrough capac-
ltor 2A5A1Cll for opens.

Check by substitution and repeating procedure (a. above)
(fig. 3-62).

Cheek continuity between negative meter tenninal and
chauis ground and between positive meter tenninal
and tenninal 2A5A5E>19 (fig. 2-16 and 4--53). If either
indication Is incorreet, check wiring and associated
switch section.

Check for 623K ±25K ohms between terminals 2A5A5EI8
and 2A5A5E19 (fig. 2-16 and 4--oS). If Indication Is
incorreet, replace terminal board 2A5A5.

Check capacitor 2A5C4 (fig. z-33) for short.

Defective high voltage
power lupply.

l"dil\Cltio"

No indication or
incorrect indi
cation on TEST
?tIETER with
TEST METER
switch at PRIM.
VOL. and
SERVICE SE
LECTOR SY<;tch
at any operate
po6iUon.

No Indication or in- ~

eorreet indica-
tion on TEST
METER with
SERVICE SE·
LECTOR switch
at any operate
position, TEST
METER switch
• t HIGH
VOLT, and
TUNE.()PER·
ATE .witch at
TUNE.

10
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Tabu 1-0. Tf"OUbleahooting AM-33-'S/GRC-106-Continued

Prol>cI.W<I frftbl. ~

11

2-42

No low voltage
or high voltage
indications on
TEST METER
with SERVICE
SELECTOR
switc:h at any
operate position
and with TUNE
OPERATE
switch at TUNE.

b. Defective metering cir
cuit.

It. Defective tune infonna
tion ground line, tiT
information line, 27
volt operate line,
or dc-to-de converter.

(1) Check for continuity from negative side of meter
2A5~U to pin 3 of relay 2A5A3Kl, to 2A5A5R3
and to negative tenninal of <rectifier 2A5A,xR6.
Check for 6.4 :to.6 ohms between tenninal
2Ai5A5R3'E3 and ground with TEST loIE'I'ER
switch ill position other than H'IGH VOLT. If
'any indication is incorrect, eheck wiring and
switch 2A5S2.

(2) Check for continuity ,between positive side of meter
2A~:Yl and lenninal IZA5AEh't II there is no
continuity, check wiring and switch 2A5S'2.

(3) Replace 2A5A5 and cheek continuity between H.V.
test point 2A5JIO and tenninal 2A5A'5E12 (fig.
4-55).

'(I) Set TUNE-oPE>RATE switch at OPERATE, dise::on
nedcnble from RF DRIVE connector, and key
RT~62/GRCOl' R'T-834/GRC with handset.
"Check LOW VOLT and HIGH VOLT positions
of TE-ST rt1iETER again. If both indications are
now present, proceed to (2) below. If both indi
cations are still missing, insure that probable
trouble·(b, d, and e below) does not exist. If
one o( these troubles exist, proceed directly to
related procedure. Check (or --34 volts de at VI
BIAS VDC test point 2AIA1J6 (fig. 4--49) and
V2 BIAS VDC 2AIA.1J3 test point. If indication
is inoorrcct, 'Proceed to b (6) below. If indication
is correet, proceed to (3) below.

(02) Check for continuity between pins T and M of
CONTROL connector -2A5JI2 (fig. 4-53) (reverse
leads if nee::essary). If there is no continuity, check
associated wiring and replace 2A5A4 ,(fig. 2-13).
If there is continuity, set TUNE-OPERATE
switch at TUNE and check for continuity be
tween pin M of CONTROL e::onnector 2A5J2
(fig. 2,....33) and pin 7 of connector 2AIAIXA7
(fig. tl-:5) (remove relay assembly 2A7). If con
tinuity does not exist. check associated wiring
and switch 2A5S6 (fig. 2--33). If there is con
tinuity, substitute new relay assembly 2A 7 (fig.
2-31).

(-3) Remove antenna coupler assembly 'lA3 (fig. 2-31)
and set TUNE-OPERATE s....;tch at TUNE.
Check for 27 volta de at terminal 2A6A3E18
(fig. 2-20). If 27 volts de is not present, proceed
to (6) below. If 27 '-oIts de is prellent at terminal
2A5A3E18, check for 27 volts de at tenninal
2A5A3B'22. If 27 volts de ill not present, check
fur 27 volts de at terminal 2A5A'3'E20. If 27
volts de is present, replace relay 2A5A3K3. If
27 volts de:: is present at terminal 2ASA3E22,
cheek continuity to terminal ·2A5A5E2. 1f there
is 11'0 continuity, check ~\'iring. Ii there is con
binuity, check for continuity between tenninals
2A5ASf.)S and 2A5A.5£l2 I(reverse leads if neces
sary). If there is no continuity, replace terminal
board 2A5A51(iig. 2-16).

(4) If 127 volta de is not present at tenninal 2A5A3E2O,
e::heek for 127 volts de at tenninal 2A5A3E21. If
27 volts de is not present at terminal 2A5A3E2I,
cheek for an open in asaociated wiring or a de
fective oomponent (2A5A3:R2, 2A5A3R3,
2A5AJ3Kl, 2AQA3CJ, 2A5A3VRI). If Z7 volts



Table £-6. Troubles!woting AM-.1S49/GRC-106-Continued

[f~m [""'Ieafi"..

b. An overload condition
in power amplifier
2AIAIVI-2AIAI V2,
low voltage power
~upply, high voltage
power supply, or no
bias voltage.

dc is present'3t terminal 2A5A3E2l, but not at
terminal 2A5A3E20, disconnect leads from ter
minals 2A5A4E4 (fig. 2--13) and 2A5A4E5 and
from terminals +, ACl, and AC2 of rectifier
2A5CR6 (fig. 4-53). Rotate TUNE-OPERATE
and back to TUNE.

CAUTION
Leave terminal 2A5A3E18 shorted to ground in
the following, only long enough to take meas
urement.

Short terminal 2A5A3E18 to ground and check for
1'1 ± 1.5 volts dc at terminal 2A5A3E1. If indica
tion is correct, proceed to (5) below. If indication
is not correct, replace ,zA5A3 and check associa
ted wiring. Check all dc-to-dc converter wiring,
and replace board 2A5A6 (fig. 2-.14) (c (1) and
(2) below).

('5) If 11 :t 1,5 volts de is present at terminal ZA5A3El,
remove short from terminal 2A5A3E18 and :r0

tate TUNE-oPERATE switch to OPERATE and
back to TUNE. Check for 11 ± 1,5 volts de at
terminal 2A5A3El. If it is still present, check
2A5A4 (fig. 2--13), 2A5CR6, and associated
wiring for shOTts to ground. If no defect is found,
proceed to b below. If the 11 ±1.5 volts de is not
present, replace short at terminal 2A5A3E18 and
cheek for () volt indication at terminal 2A5A3E9.
If a 0 volt indication is obtained, check for 27
volts de at terminal 2A5A3E18. If 27 volts de
is present replace 2A5A3K2 and repeat process
to insure that fault is corrected. If 27 volts dc
is not present at terminal 2A5A3E13, check for
an open 27 volts dc operate line k> terminal
2A5A3El3. If a 27 volt indication is obtained at
tenninal 2A5A3E9, replace assembly 2A5A7 (fig.
2--33) .

(6) If 27 volts dc is not present at terminal 2A5A3El8,
check for 27 volts dc at pins 3 and 7 of relay
2A5A2K2 (fig. 2--34). If 27 volts dc is not at
pin 3, but is at 7, check relay 2A5A2K2 and as
sociated wiring. If 27 volts dc is not present at
either pin, check continuity between pin 7 of
relay 2A5A2K2 and pin 8 of connector
2AIAIXA7 (fig. 4-49) and between pin Yof
CONTROL connecbor 2A5J2 (fig. 2--33) and
pin 10 of connector 2AlAIXA7. If above proce
dures do not correct fault, substitute new relay
assembly 2A7 and recheck to see that fault is
corrected.

(1) Rotate turret by hand far enough to disengage all
contacts and check oontinuity to ground at pin 1
of connector 2AIAlXA9-A (fig. 4-49). If con
tinuity exists, check plenum 2AIA1 (fig. 2--18)
wiring and components to isolate short circuit.

(2) Check continuity to ground at stator contacts 1
through 4 and 6 through 10 (B, fig. 2--24). If
continuity exists at any point, stator assembly
2A9 is defective.

(3) Set RT-662/GRC or RT-834/GRC 1 MHz control
at any position other than one in use. If fault is
corrected, replace filter assembly that was origi
nally ~onnecrerl into circuit and resume operation.
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Table 2-6. Troubleshooting AM-9949/GRC-I06-Continued

Item P....oed..re

If short to ground still exists, check plenum as
sembly 2A1A1 components: 2AIAIC20 (fig. 2
18).'2AIA1C21, and 2AIAI022. See drawing on
plate on bottom of AI:\1-3349jGRC-106 chassis.

Check for --.'34 volts de at VI BIAS VlD-C (fig. 2
18) and VQ BIAS VDC test points. If indication
ris correct, proceed to (9) below.

If indication is incorrect, check for -110 :!:: 11 volts
dc at BIAS 'SUPPLY VDC test point 2AIA1J4
(Ng. 2-18). If indication is .correct, check wiring
from temninals 2AIA1A1E3 .(fig. 2-11) and E4
to control guides of ,2AIAIV1 (fig. 2-18) and
2A1A1V2. If wiring is good, replace board
2A1A1A 1 and proceed to (18) below.

If indication is incorrect at BIAS SUPIPLY VDC
test point, check for continuity fr<Jm test point
to pin 13 of connector '2A5J1 (fig. 2-33). If
continuity exists, check wiring and following
components in dc-to-ac inverter assembly 2A6Al
(fig. 2-18) ; CRl through CR4, C4, &4, R5.

If indication at VI BIAS VDC and ViZ BIAS VDC
test points is still incorrect, check capacitors
i2AlAIClO (fLg.12-18) and tlA1A1Cll.

Check capacitor 2AIAl'C3. If capacito}· 2AIAIC3
is defective, check crupacitors 2AIAlrC4 and
2AIA1CM and resistor 2A1AIR7. Replace if
defective.

Check ca,pacitor 2AIA102. If capacitor 2AIA102
is defective, check capacitor ,2A802 (fig. 2---123).
Also, cheek for approximately 8 to 4 wits rf at
pin 8 of 2A8Vl tu!be socket. If indication is in
correct, 'replace 2A8Al (fig. 2-15).

Check following components: 2A5A2Q2 (fig. 2
34), 2A5Ql, 2A5Ai2Rl ,(fig. 2~33), ZMA5R2,
2A5AIV1R1 (fig. 2-21), 2A5A2VRl, (fig. 2
34), -all windings of transformers 2A5A2Tl
and ,2A5A2T2, and trelay 2A5A'ZK2. Check all
interconnecting wiring. Repair or replace as
necessary.

If ~)rocedures in (1) above do not iwlate fault,
rC'j)lace '2A5A6 ·(fig. 2-14).

Check relay assembly 2A7 (fig. 2-31).

(5)

(4)

(.1)

(7)

(1)

(8)

(6)

(2)

(9)

(10)

Replace antenna cou,pler assembly 2A3 (fig. ,2-31).

c. Defective dc-to-dc con
verter assembly.

d. Turret does not stop
rotating.

e. Antenna coupler as
sembly 2A·3 motors
do not stop.

a. No driver cur>rent Check fen: an indication cf driver current (switch in
DRIVER CUR position) on TEST METER. If present,
proceed to b below. If not present, proceed to item '13.

Cannot a-djust
ANT. TUNE
and ANT.
LOAD controls
for a correct in
dication on the
ANT. TUNE
and ANT.
LOAD meters.

b. No plate current (idle). Check for an indication of plate current (idle) on TEST
MET'ER (switch in PA CUR. position). If present, pro
ceed to c below. If not present, proceed to item 14.

c. No grid drive Check for an indication of grid dl·ive on TeST 'M'E'I'ER
(switch in GRID DRTVE 'Position). H present, proceed
to d below. If not present, proceed to item Hi.
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Tabu !-6. Troubleshooting AM-I8.9/GRe-l06-Continued
......,......,.

d. No or low power out
puC

e. Defective mechanical
coupling.

f. Defective capacitor
ZA3026 or inductor
2A3Ll.

g. Defective programing
in turret assembly
2M or antenna cou
pler assembly 2A3.

h. Defective discrimina
tor assembly 2A4.

•. Defecii\'e meter circuit.

.........
Check for an .indication of power output on TEST METEoR

(switch in .POWER OUT position). If no indication is
present, proceed to item 16a(2). If indication is present
but low, proceed to e below.

Cheek mechanical couplings between front panel controls,
and \'ariahle capacitor and inductor (2A3C26 and
2A3Ll) in antenna coupler assembly 2A3 (fig. 2-36
and '2-37). Cheek to see that counter 'gear train is com·
plete and engaged properly.
(1) Rotate ANT TUNE control and check to see that

plates of capacitor 2A3C26 (fig. 2-37) move as
control is rotated. If plates move, proceed to (2)
below. If plates do not move. remove antenna
coupler assembly 2A3 and replace with new
antenna coupler assembly 2A3.

(2) Rotate A.N'I' LOAD control and note ME--!,!6/U
indication (connected bet.....een terminal lof
02A3'LI and ground). If indication is intennittent.
remove antenna coupler assembly 2A3 and re
place with new antenna coupler assembly ZA3.
If indication .remains constant, proceed to 9
below.

Check programing in turret asserrtlly tlA2 and antenna
coupler assembly 2A3. If programing appears to be
light, 'proceed to It OOIO'W. IIf programing is Il'Ot correct,
determine number of channel or channels not program
ing correeUy. Remove antenna coupler assembly
ZA3 and detcrmihe which pin of connector 2AIXA3 is
connected to contact (oorresponding to defective channel
number) of switch 2A2S5 (fig. 4-50) (defective 50
ohm line programing) or switch 2A2S4 (defeetive whip
programing). Check continuity bet.....een detennined
connector pin -and gTOund. Ii there is continuity, isolate
troohle.by checking continuity between corresponding
pin of connector 2A3Jl and contact 20 of switch ZA3S3
(fig. 2-37) and/or contact 4 of switch 2A'352 (fig. 2
36). It there is no continuity, isolate trouble by
checking for continuity between-determined connector
'pin 'and the common (C) contact of switch 2A2S4 and/
or 2A2S5.

(1) Remove antenna cou.pler assembly 2A3. Connect
50 ohm load (DA-75/U) to connector 2A4P3
(fig. 4-52). Set .PRI:.'1. PWR. circuit breaker
at ON. Using ME-2(·)/U, check for approxi.
mately 0.8 volta dc between each of pins 2 and 8
of connector 2AlP2 and ground. Voltage at
both pins should be equal when ANT LOAD
meter is zeroed (center scale indication). Ii in·
dications are correct, proceed to (2) below. II
indications are not correct, discriminator assembly
2A4 is detective.

(2) Using ME~6(·)/U,check for 1.-5 to Hi volts de
between each of pins 1 and 7 of connector 2AIP2
(fig. 4--49) and ground. Voltage at both pins
should be equal when ANT TUNE meteT is
zeroed (center scale indication). If indications 'llre
oorrect, proceed to i below. II indications are not
correct, discriminator assembly 2A4 is defective.

Check meter circuit for defective components (2A5C5 «(ig.
2-33). 2A5C1), 2A5A5R7, <2A5A5R8, 2A'5M2, 2A5M3,
and 2A'556).
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b. Defective metering
circuit.

e. Defective 2A8Vl plate
circuit.

e. Defective filament sup
ply for 2A8Vl.

d. Defective bias circuit
for driver amplifier
2A8V1.

Table !~. Troubleshooting AM-.t""9jGRC-l06-Continued
Pro6oa.w. l..-blc Proudllr.,

1'1. Defectiye driver tube Inspect tube 2A8VI to see if its filaments are lit. If fila-
2A8VI. menu are lit, pl"OCeed to b below. If filaments are not

lit. replace tube 2A8VI (para 2-24) and make the adjust.
ments. U filaments of new tu1>e do not light, proceed
to c below.

NOTE
2A8AIR6 is located on the bad: of AM-3349j
GRG-I06 chassis.

(1) If drh'er current is too high, remo,,-e cable from
RF DRIVE connector. Driver current should now
indicate nolTllal. If not, adju8t driver 2A8Vl biae
(para 2-24).

(2) If driver current is not present or is low, set TEST
METER switch at GRID DRIVE. Test meter
should indicate just left of the light green
wedges. If indication is low, adjust driver 2A8Vl
bias. If there is no indication, prcx:eed to b below.
If indication is correct, proceed to (8) below.

(3) Check continuity between negative side of meter
2A5'MI and chassis ground. If there is no con
tinuity, check wiring and section A of TEST
METER switch 2.-0\582, Rotate 2A5S2 to a psoi
tion other than DRIVER CUR.

(4) Check for 240K ±{i% between positive side of me
ter 2A5Ml and pin 9 of 2A8Vl tube socket. If
indication is incorrect, check wiring and seetion
B of switch 2A5S2.

(1) Check to sec that 2A8Vl filaments are lighted. If
they are, proceed to d below.

(2) If filaments are not lighted, check for 6.8 volts
ac (peak) at FILAMENT VAC test point A8J6
(fig. 2-3). If indication is correct, repair wiring
to 2A8Vl tube socket.

(3) If indic.ation in (2) above is incorrec:t. traee fila·
ment supply lines baek to transfolTller 2A6AITl
(fig. 3--59).

(4) If wiring is good, refer to item 3b to isolate mal
function in dc-to-dc inverter assembly 2A6Al.

(I) Remove 2A8Vl (para 2-24), and check (or approxi
mately -13 volts de between pin 8 of 2A8Vl tube
socket and ground. If indication is oorreet, pro
eood to (8) below. If -13 volts de is not present,
check continuity (approximately 46Kn) between
pin 8 of 2A8Vl tube socket and ground. If 46Kn
Is not read, replaee board 2A8AI (fig. 2-15).

(2) If 46Kn is present in (1) above, remove driver as
sembly 2A8. Set PRIM. PWR. switch at ON and
cheek far 27 volts dc at pin 3 of connector
2AJAIXA8. If present, check wiring between
2A8Jl tenninal 2A8AIE4 (fig. 2-15). If 27
volts dc is not present, check wiring to tenninal
2AIAIEI4.

(3) If voltage in step (1) is correct, check for a.pprox
imately 820 ohms beh\'een pin 7 of 2A8VI tube
lOCket and ground and between pin 9 of 2A8VI
tube socket and ground. If either indication is
ineorrect, replace board 2A8Al (fig. 2-15).

(I) Check for 200 volts de at PLATE VDC test point
2A8J4. If indieation is eorrect, proceed to (2)
below. If inet}fl'ElCt, check for 200 V'OIts de at
telTlllnal.2AIAIE15. It 200 volta dc is present,
eheek for about 7.5Kn between pins 1 and 8 of
2A8Vl tube soeket. If 200 volts de Is not present,
check following oomponents: 2Al&5. 2AIR6,
2AIAIVRS, and 2A8C4 (fig. 2-28).

l...ti<:atioto

No indication or
incorrect indi
cation on TEST
METER with
SERVICE SE
LECTOR switch
at any operate
position. TEST
METER switch
at DRIVDR
CUR, and
TUNE.QPER
ATE switch at
TUNE,
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Table 2-6. Troubleshooting AM-9S49/GRC-I06-Continued

U~...

14

b,dltatio..

No indication or
incorrect indica
tion on TEST
METER with
SERVICE SE
LEGTOR switch
at any operate
position. TEST
METE,R switeh
at PA. OUR and
TUNE-OJ'ER
ATE switch at
TUNE.

P,...babl~ tro.,ble

/. Defective screen grid
circuit of eA8VL

a. Defective output tube
'2AIAIY.1 and/or
V'2.

b. Defective metering cir
cuit.

PTac~d"r~

(2) Check for 1200 volts dc at ,pin 1 of 2AilV-l tube
socket. IIi ,indication is correct, proceed to e be
low. If incorrect, change frequency settings of
RT-662/GRC 00' lIT-834/GRC MHz and kHz
controls so that another interstage transf(mller
is connected into drcuits. Check voltage again at
pin 1 of ,ZA8V.1 tube socket. If now correct, in
spect d,river assembly ,2A8 'Stator Iblock for in
termittent contacts. If oontacts are good replace
interstage transformc-r (2A2A16 through
'2A,2A30) that was originally oonJlected in circuit.
If 1200 volts de still is not present, proceed Ul
(3) !below. Remove driver assembly 2A8.

(3) <:heck for continuity between 'Pin .1 of 2A8Vl tube
socket and oontact 1 of driver assembly 2.A8 stator
block'(.c, fig. 2-'23) and between PLATE VDC
test point and contact 2 of driver assembly 2A'8
stator block.

(4) If first indication (('3) above) is incorrect, check
wiring of driver assembly ZA8.

(5) If second indication «3) a'bove) is incorrect check
inductor 2A8Ll (fig. z-.23), capacitors 2A8C4,
2ASC5, '2AI8C6, and associated wiring.

(1) Check for 164 volts dc at SCREEN VDC test point
A8J5 (·fig. ~).

(2) If indication is incorrect, check wiring in screen
grid circuit and following components: 2Aln'IRI
(fig. 2-23), 2A8VR2, 2A8R2, and 2A803.

Remove power from the unit.

WARNING
Dangerous voltages may exist on output
tubes even when power is disconnected. Do
not touch tube without first shorting tube
case to ground.

Take cover off bop of plenum assembly 2AIAl. Use in
sulated handle screwdriver to short plenum case
(ground) to top of output tubes 2AIAIVl and ViZ.
With tubes shorted, touch Ulp of tu'bes to determine if
they are heating. If not, rEWlace 0001 tUibe(s) and make
adjustments of paragraph 2-21. If tube still does not
heat, proceed to 9 below. If new tube heats but TEST
METER is still incorrect, proceed to b below.
(1) Check for proper indication on TEST METE,R with

switch in POWBR OUT position. If indication is
incor.rect, proceed to b below. If indication is
correct, proceed to (2) below.

(2) Check for continuity between positive side of TEST
METER 2A5Ml and chassis ground. If there is
no continuity, check wiring. IIf wiring is good,
section B of TEST METER switch 2A5S2 is de
fective.

(3) Check for continuity between the negative side of
meter 2A5Ml and terminal 2A5A5E'5. If there
is no continuity, check wiring. If wiring is good,
section A of switch ·2A5'52 is defective.

(4) Replace 2A5A5 if 2A5A5Rl, 2A5A5R3, or
2A5A5R4 (fig. 2-33) is suspected, or has been
proven faulty.
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Table £--6. TroubleshOQting AM-J9409/GRC-l06-Continued

Indicat''',. Probabl<! trouble

f. Defective bias sutpply.

e. Defective screen supply.

c. Defective Z kv ground
retll1"n.

g. Defective filament sup
ply, or defective fila
ment regulator.

(5) Check fox continuity between tenninal2A5A5E7
and contact 6 of section A of switch 2A5S2. [f
there is continuity, P.A. IDLER CUR. switch
'ZA5S1 is defedive.

Check for resistance of approximately 6 ohms between
negative terminal of diode 2A5A2CR6 and ground. If
present, proceed to c below. If not present, one of fol
lowing is open: wiring between negative terminal of
diode 2A5A'2CR6 and pin 3 of relay 2A5A3Kl, coil of
relay 2A5A3Kl, wiling 'between terminal 7 of relay
ZA5A3Kl and terminal 2A5A5E4, wiring between
2A5A5E5 and contact 6 of switch 2A5S2A, or contact 6
of switch 2A5S2A.

d. Defective 2 lev line__~ Check continuity between positive telminal of diode
USA'ZeR6 and plates of tubes ZAIAIVI and
ZAIAIVrZ. If there is continuity, proceed to e below. If
there is no continuity, inductor '2Al ALL"3 or inter-
eonnecting wiring is open.
(1) Check for 400 volts dc at the SCREEN VDC test

point 2AIAIJ8. If indication is correct, proceed
to (2) below. If indication is not c<krrect, one or
more of the following is defective: 2AIAIVR1,
ZAIAIV1R2, 2AIR3, OT 2AIR4.

(2) Check for defective screen resistor 2AIAIRl or
2AIAIR2.

(1) Cheek for a.pprox,imately -M wits de at VI BIAS
VDC 2AtAIJ6 (see drawing on bottom of
AiM--a349/GRC-I06 chassis) and V'2 BIAS
VDC 2AIAIJ3 test points ('fig. e-Sl). If both
indications are correct, proceed k> '(.2) below. If
both indications are inoorrect, proceed to (3)
below. lIf only the VI bias is incorTect, proceed
to (4) below. If only VIZ bias is incorrect, proceed
to (5) below.

(2) Check for an open inductor 2AIAILl (fig. 2-18)
or '2AIAIL2 or wire ibetween inductors and grids
of tubes 2AIAIVI and 2AIAl ViZ. U no open
exists, -proceed to f below.

(8) Check for -IHl ±ll volts dc at BIAS SUPPLY VDC
ZAIAIJ4 test J)Qint. If not present, wiring be
tween terminal 2AIAIE12 and resistor
.zA6Al'R5, capacitor i2A6A.1C4, resistor ·2A6AIR4,
or 'C!iodes 2A6AICR4 through 2A6AICR7 (fig.
2-17) aTe defective. If ,present, wiring between
terminals 2AIAl·El'2 and t2AIAIAIE1, or as~

sembly 2AIAIAl is defective (fig. e-ll).
'(4) Check <for defect in connection lbetween 2AIAIE3

and 'inductor I2AIAILI (fig. 4-49) or assembly
rZAIAIA1.

(5) Check for defect in connection between 2AIAJ.AIE4
and inductor 2AIAIL2 lOT assembly 2AIAIA1.

(1) 'Check -in'Put of filament regulator2AIAIA'2. If
voltage is 27.0 ±1.0 volts dc proceed to (.2). If
not, check wiring from input :back to 27 volt dc
input -at 2A5J71J)in A or B .(fig. 4-53).

(2) 'Check {)utput of :f:ilament regulator 2AIAIA!2. If
voltage is~.5 ±1.0 volts dc, proceed to (3) be
low. If not, check ciTCuitry of filament regulator
according to fig. 2-41.

('3) ChCQk for defect in filament wiring lbetween tenni
nal 2AIAlE29 (fig. 4-49) and pin 3 of
2AIAl~ tube 'SOcket and pin 7 vi o2.AIALV.1
tube socket. Check for defective grounding of
pin 7 of 2AIAIV2 tu1be socket and pin 3 fY!
:2A1.AIVI tll'be socket.
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Tal>le 2-6. TrQuble8hooting AM-834.9/GRC-I06-Continued

16

No indication or
incof'rect indica
tion on TEST
MiETE'R with
TEST METER
switch at GRID
DRIVE, and
TUNE-QIPER
ATE switch at
TUNE.

No indication on
TEST METER
with :.\fETiER
switch set at
POWER OUT
and TUNE
OPERATE
switch set at
TUNE.

Probable t......u.
Defective metering circuit,

driver assembly 2A8Al,
assembly 2AIAlAl,
turret assembly 2A2, or
wiring.

u. Defective TlE1ST METER
2A5MI, discriminator
assembly -2A4, or an
tenna cou:pler assem
bly 2A3.

Procedure

(1) Change settings of RT-662/GRC or RT-834/GRC
MHz and .kHz controls so that interstage trans
former connected in circuit is changed. Check
meter indications 'again. If fault is corrected,
check dl'iver assem~ly I2A8 stator block (A, fig.
'2-23) fO'r intennittent contacts. If oontacts are
good, replace interstage transformer that was
originally connected in circuit.

('2) Set TEST MET>ER switch at:POWER OUT. TEST
METER should indica.te just left of light green
wedges. If indication is correct, check for defec
tive 't'Csistor A5A5R5 (fig. 2-16) or contact 5
IOf switch 2A5S2B (fig. 2-33). If there IS no in
dication, proceed to (4) below. H indication is
high, proceed to (3) below.

(3) Check wiring between grids of tubes2AIAI V.l
2AIAIV.2 and teJ.'minal 2AIAI£.7 (fig. 4-49),
and between terminal ~lAIAIEI!l and contact
5 of switch 2A5S2B for open or short circuit.
If no defect is found, check components of as
sembly 2AlA1A1 (fig. 2-11).

(4) rRemove driver tu'be ,2A8Vl '(TM 11-5820-5zo.-12).
'Check at rpin 8 of 2A8Vl tube sooket forap
proximate 7 volt, ac level. If 'present, proceed to
(5) below. If not present, one of following is
defective: shorted or open connection between
connector i2A8PI (fig. 4-1'6) and RF D:&lvrE
cOnnector 2A5J3 (fig. 4-53), OT components of
asse'lnbly 2A8Al (fig. 2-15).

('5) Remove cable between RF DRFVE connectors and
connect AN/GRM-50 to A'M-3349/GRC-106
rf drive connector. .connect 'ME....Q6(*)/U ,(using
ac prohe) to RF OR>ID DRIV.E test point
:2A1A1J'5 (fig. 4-49). Sweep frequency oubput
of the AN/GRM-50 a'bove and below frequency
range of interstage transformer connected in cir
cuit. If peak is noted on ME-'26(*)/U below in
terstage frequency range, diode 2AIA1A1CRl
(fig. 2-11) may be defective. If there is peak in
dication on IME-2&(*) /U above interstage fre
quency range, one of coupling capacitors is open
(2AIAIC5 (fig. 2-18), 2A1AIC6, UIA.leI8,
and '2A1A1'C19). If there is no rtrE~26(*)/U

indication, stator contact 3 or 4 on driver assem
bly 2A8 connections between stator contacts 3
and 4 pins A3 and A2 of connector 2A8J1 (fig.
12-5 and '2-23) are defective.

,(1) Connect the ME-2E>(*)/U (using ac PrO'be) to DA
75/U and note indication. If approximately 50
volts, proceed to (2) below. If zero, :proceed to
b below.

1(2) Remove antenna coupler assembly 2A\J. Connect
DA-75/U to connector 2A4P3 (fig. 4-52) and
connect ME-26(*)/U 'across DA-75/U. Set
,PR$J!:l1.IPWR. circuit breaker at ON. ':llE-2E>(*)/U
should indicate approximately 53 volts. U indi
cation is not correct, proceed to b below. If
the indication is correet, proceed to (3) below.

(3) Note TE,ST METER indication. If TEST METER
now indicates power output, coaxial cable be·
tween capacitor 2AS026 (fig. 2-.'37) and con
nector2A3J,z (ofig. 4-5.1) is defective. If TEST
MEITER still does not indicate, proceed to (4)
below.
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Table 2-6. TrQubleshoQting AM-33~9IGRC-l06-Continued

It~m

17

2-50

11tdication

No power output
at 50 OH::-'I
LINE 'and/or
WHIP connec
tor.

Probable trowblt

b. Defective turret as
sembly 2A2, discrimi
nator nssembly 2A4, or
stator assembly 2A9.

(I. Defective 50 OHM
LINE flag switeh
2A58-5.

b. Defective relay
2A5KL

e. Defective antenna cou
pler assembly 2A3.

(4) Connect ME-I26(*)jU be> pin 10 of connector 2A4J2
(fig. 4-&2) and cheCk for approx·imately 5 volts
de. If present, isolate fault by making continuity
measurements between pin 10 of connector
2AIP>2 and positive side of TEST METER
2A5Ml. If 5 wits de is not present, discriminator
assembly 2A4 is defective.

(1) Using ME-'2&(*)jU check continuity between cen
ter pin d connector 2A4P3.(,fig. 4--52) and
g,round. If there.is continuity, proceed ro (2)
below. .Jf there is no continuity, there is open
circuit between contact No.6 of stator assembly
2A9 (B, fig. 2-24) and center pin of connecror
2A4P31OT Oetween contact No.5 of stator assem
bly '2A9 and ground.

(2) Rotate turret assembly 2A2 by hand until turret
contacts disengage from contacts of stator as
sembly 2A9. LT\1E~26(·)/U should indicate open
circuit. If correct, proceed to ,(3) ibelow. If not
correct, there is short circuit in coaxial connec
tions ·between contact 6 of stator assembly 2A9
(B, fig. 2-24) and connector 2A4P3.

(.'1) If (1) and (2) attove failed to isolate fault, per
fonn 'Procedures in paragrarph :2-15.

(1) Check for continuity Irom 50 OHJr.l LINE connec
tor to .common contact of flag switch ~A5S5 (fig.
2-33) and from WHIP connector to common oon
tact of t2A5S5. If there is no continuity, check
wiring between connectors and switch. If wiring is
good, replace flag 5\vitch.

(·2) Set RT-662/GRC or RT-834/GRC MHz and kHz
controls at 03000 and allow automatic program
ing ro be completed.

(3) Check for continuity between WHllP -connector and
ground. If continuity exists, trace rf output line
back from WHIP connectox to isolate short cir
cuit ground.

(1) Disconnect ca.'ble from RF D~IVE connecror and
set TUNE-oPERATE switch at 'fJUNE.

(.2) Check continuity hetween 50 OHM LINE connec
tor and switch .2A3S1 (fig. 2-37), and between
W1HlJP -connector and switch cZAr3lSl.

(3) If there ,is no -continuity, check wiring hetween the
common contact of switch 2A'565 (fig. 2-33) and
relay ,2A5K1 and 1rrom relay 2A5Kl to s\\oitch
I2A3S1 (fig. 2-'37).

(4) If wiring is good, -check for continuity between ter
minal 2A5A3EIl2 (fig. 2-20) and contact L2 of
.relay 2A5K1 (fig. '2-<33).

(5) 'If wiring «(4) a'OOve) is good, remove relay assem
rbly 2A7 (fig. 3--62) and check for continuity be
tween pin 18 of connector 2AIAIXA7 (f,ig. 2-5
and 4-53) and contact 'Ll of relay '2A5Kl.

(6) If all wiring.is good, replace relay .2A'5Kl.

(1) Set RT-66'2/GRC or RT--834fGRJC 'MiHz and kHz
controls at 0200() and allow automatic program
ing ro be completed.

(2) Check for continuity between WHLP -connector and
variable capacitor 2A3026 (fig. 2-3'7). If there
is no continuity, check switeh2A3S1 and as
sociated wiring.
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Table 1-6. T'I"OUbleshooting AM--'''49/GRC-I06-Continued

(1) Perform the 'Programing checks outlined in para
gra;ph 2-15. While performing these checks,
closely watch turret uwnbI.y 2A2/(fig. 2-31)
and statora~y 2A9 (fig. .z..-..z4) to detect any
visible arcing. If arcing appears or programing is
ineorrec:t, repair as necessary.

(2) Check eapacitor02AIA1022 (fig• .2-18 and 4(49)
forbrea.kdown; ~Iace if defective.

(1) With antenna COUJIler all8embly 2A3 removed and
DA-75jU connected to output of discriminator
a.ssembly~A4,check continuity oetween pin F fTC
OONTROL connector 2A5J2 (fig. 2-33) and pin
Al of connector 2Al.P2 «(ig. 4-4-9). If there is no
continuity, isolate any opens by checking feed
through calPacitor '2A 1AlC13 and inductor
2A5AtAJ2L6 (iig. 2-J22) and wiring.

(2) Check for short circuit to ground from pin ·F (If

CONTItOL connector 2ASoP.:! (fig. 2-33) and
from pin At of connector 2AIP.2. If there is con
tinuity, check capacitors 2A5A1A2C8 (fig. 2-
21 and 2-34) and 2A5A1A2C6. Check these con
nectors and wiring between them.

Cheek capaciOOrs 2A5AIAIC6, 2A5A1AIC7, and
2A5AIA tC8 for shorts to ground.

Adjusbnent of turret is required at general support level
maintenam~e.

Same as item 17, a. and b.

b. Detective ale circuiL _

Defective flag switch
2A5S5 or relay 2ASKI.

Defective tiT inCarnation
ground line.

hoM/).. 'r<l1<w.

a. Defective turret assem
bly 2A2 or stator
assemhly 2A9.

)'Jaladjusted switch 2A2S1
(fig. 3-67).

ft. Defective 27 volt dc
line.

Remove turret drum, turret base, and relay assemblies.
Check wiring between pin.l of connedor 2AIXA·2
(fig. 4-49) 'and pin 4 of connector 2A 1A1XA7 (fig.
2-5).

b. Defective code Iines Check each of f(lliowing connections for open or short:
(I) IPin 16 of connector ZAIXA2 to 'Pin Z of connector

2.4.5J'2 (fig. 2-.'33).
(2) Pin 17 of connector 2AIXA2 to pin a of connector

2A5J2 (fig. 2-6).
(3) Pin 18 of connector 2AIXA2 to pin b of connector

i2A5J2.
(4) Pin 19 of C'Onnector 2AIXA2 to pin c of connector

2A5J2.
(5) Pin 34 of connedor 2AIXA2 to pin d of connector

!2A5J2.
With turret assembly 2A2 removed, apply 27 ,'Olts de to pin

I of C'Onnector 2.40211 (fig. 4-50). If motor runs, pro
ceed to d below. If motor does not run, check wiring
between pin 1 of connector 2A2JI and motor 2A2Bl.
Cheek for shorted zener diode 2A2A31 VRl or capacitor
2A7C2 (fig. 4-55). If defective, repair or send to higher
maintenance level as necessary. If no defect is found,
replacement of motor 2A2Bl must be accomplished at
depot level.

e. Defective motor 2.'\2Bl
or shorted zeneT
diode 2A2A3-VRI or
capacitor 2A"7G2.

AM-3349/GRC
106 remains
keyed at aU
times.

No signal received
at RT-662/GRC
or RT-834jGRC
when in recei""e
mode.

Na TEST )lETER
indieation on
some operating
bands with
TEST METER
switch set to
DRIVER CUR.
or FA. CUR.

Turret does not
rotate when
setting of ['1Hz
and kHz con
trols is changed
'and TUNE
OPERATE
switch is at
TUNE. (No
TEiST )IETDR
indication with
switch set to
DRIVER CUR,
PA CUR, or
POWER OUT.)

PRIM. PWR. ciT
l:uit breaker
2A'5A2CBl (fig.
2-33) continues
to trip, or in
tennittent power
output at an
tenna connectors
during nannal
operation.

20

18

21

19

22
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Table 1!-6. Troubleshooting AM-39.j.9/GRC-106-Continued

d. Defective relay return
line.

Z3

24

Antenna coupler
2A3 does not
automatically
program after
turret program
ing is completed.

Rough-tuned
settings of
ANT. TUNE and
ANT. LOAD
controls incon
sistent.

PTo!><obl~ t""ubl<!

e. Defective turret assem
bly 21\2.

f. Defective motor 2A T.K1.
a. Defective motor 2A38.1.

b. Defective motor 'lA>3oB2.

c. Defective 27 volt lines.

d. Defective relay return
lines.

e. Defective 'relay a8'seffi

bly2A7.
Automatic program mal

function.

'Check wiring between pin 24 of connector 2A1XA2 and
pin 5 of connee.tor'2A1A1XA7 for an open or short. Re
paiT If necessary.

Check wiring'between pins 16, 17,18,19,34, and 24 of
connector !2A2J1 and corresponding oontacts 1,.2, 3, 4,
5, and.c of switches 2AJ2S2 ,(fig. 4-26) and ·2A2S3. Re
pair any wiring found defective.
(1) Replace relay assembly 2A7 (fig. 3-62).
(1) Remove antenna coupler assembly 2A3 and relay

.assembly 2A7. A,pply'27 volts de to pin 14 of
connectorI'2A.'lJ1.1f motor now rotates, proceed
to b telow.

(2) If motor does not rotate, check wiring 'between pin
14 of connector ,2A3.11 (fig. 2-37) and motoT and
from other side of motor to ground. Repair as
necessary.

(3) If wiring is good, ['elllace motor 2A3B1 (fig. 4-51).
(1) Apply 27 volts de to pin 22 of connector 2A3J1. If

motor now rotates, 'Proceed to c below.
(:2) If motor does not rotate, check wiring between pin

22 of connectoT 2A3J1 and motor and from other
'Side (y{ motor to ground. Repair as necessary.

(3) If wi-ring is good, replacement of moror '2A3B2 is
necessary at depot level maintenance.

(1) Check for continuity between pin 14 of connedor
2A1XA.3 and pin 1 of connector 2A1A1XA7.
(fig. 4-49). Repair wiring as necessary.

(.2) Check for continuity between pin ·22 of connector
2A1XA3 and pin 3 of connector 2A1A1XA7.
RepaiT wiring as necessary.

(1) 'Check -continuity between pin 12 of connector
2A1XA3 and 'Pin 9 of connector 2A1A1XA7.
Repair wiring as necessa-ry.

(2) Cheek for continuity between pin 23 of connecbor
12A1XA3 and ,pin 2 of connector 2A1A1XA7.
!«wair wiring as necessary.

Replace relay assembly 2A7 (fig. 2-31).

Unit must be repaired at higher maintenance level,

2-14. Voltage and 'Resistance Measurements Table !!-7. AM-3949/GRC-l06 Tube Voltage and
ReSUJtaMe 11-1easurementB

a. Vacuum Tubes. Table 2-7 lists the nomi~

nal voltage and resistance (dc to ground) indi
cations at each pin of the three vacuum tubes
in the AM-3349/GRC-I06. The voltage meas

urements are made with a primary power input

of 27 volts dc, with the AN/GRC-I06(~)

keyed, and with the cable disconnected from

the AM-3349/GRC-I06 RF DRIVE connector.

Resistance measurements are made with power

off.
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2A8Vl

2-A1A1'V1

Volt"g~ R....t"..e~
Pi.. No. (de) (ollm.)

1 ZOO 6K
2 0 0
3 160 l"iK
P,IL. 6.3 (ae) 0
'FUL. 6.3 (ae) 0, 0 0
7 0 820
8 o to 10 5o.K
9 0 SM
1 <00 10K
2 0 0
3 0 0
4 0 0



Table 2-7. Alff-3349jGRC-I06 Tube Voltage and
Resistance Measurements-Continued

b. Tramistors. Table 2-8 provides a listing
of the nominal voltage indications at the three
elements of the transistors in dc-to-ac inverter
assembly 2A6Al. Only these transistors are
accessible fOl' such measurements without con-

Tube

2.A tAl Vl2

Pi" No.

PILATE
6
7
8
GRID
1
2
3
4
RLATE
6
7
8
GRID

VolWOe
(de)

2,400
o
27
o
-25 to -35
10<)

o
o
o
2,400
o
27
o
-25 to -35

Reril!.."ee
(oAm.)

480K
o
:l5
o
I.,K
13K
o
o
o
-1-~0'K

o
35
o
1120K

1M 11-5820-520-34

siderable. disassembly of the AM-3349/GRC
106. The voltages listed are actually square
wave voltages; however, when the voltages are
measured with a dc voltmeter, the indications
listed should be obtained. The measurements
are made with a primary power input of 27
volts dc, with the AN/GRC~106(») keyed, and
with the cable disconnected from the A-3349/
GRC RF DRIVE connector,

Table 2-8. AM-3349jGRC-I06 Tra718istor Voltage
Measurements

De voltage to ground

Tr...""i.!.OJ" EmItter 8M' Colleetor

2A6AIQl 0 -3.5 +27
2A6AIQ2 0 -.'1.5 +27

c, Terminals (E), Table 2-9 provides a list
ing of the nominal voltage indications at the
terminal junctions of the AM-3349/GRC-I06,

02

o
'3

o
CI

CRI

,,• •

NOTES:
l. CIRCUIT VIEWED fROM SIDE ON WHICH PARTS ARE MOUNTED.
2. --PARTS ANO PIGTAILS ON fRONT (IF BOARD.
3. - __ WIRING ON BACK Of BOARD.

Figl(re 2-11. Tune APC assembly board 2AJAJAJ, parts location diagram.
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E1 E2 E> ,. " ,. '7

0 @ @J @ @ @ @ @ 0, ,
'r-

,
T T A A

,,
~

,, ~ " ~ w > ,
, ~ ~ ~ ~ ,, -"- u u ~ ---- .....<>------- -- --- -- - -----,, ,, ,, ,

0 I ---0I
--~-@

" '9

NOTES:

1. CIRCUIT VIEWED FROM SIDE ON WHICH
PARTS ARE MOUNTED.

2. -PARTS AND PIGTAILS ON FRONT
OF BOARD.

3. ---WIRING ON BACK OF BOARD

Figure t-12. Coding assembly bourd tAiASJ, parts location diagram.

TM5820-520-35-B12

0 /-1 R5 },-.. -, ., -, -, -- - , - 0- -,, -, /
/ /, /, /, /, ,--1 .

~--@, R4
R2 ,- R' E1-- ,

/ ,, ,, ,,
~-----±,-, ~'-,

, ,, I NOTES:, I,

l
,

E5 '"
,

"" I L CIRCUIT VIEWED FROM SlOE ON- , ,, I , PARTS ARE MOUNTED.
CR4........ ,- -- CR' , ,- ,

2 -- PARTS AND PIGTAILS ON-, , e.,_ , FRONT OF BOARD.

0 , I, , -, , - 3.----WIRING ON 8ACK OF, , /1 >--} BOARD,
I

,, ,, CR' /CR2,, , , ,
I - -- -- 0- ,, '"' '"'

,
~ ~(

~----------~
~

'4 E> E2
TM 5820-520·35-813

Figurf! £-19. Printed circuit board iA5A4, parts location diagram.
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o

,,,,
: R"I,,,,.

•···
£6 E~

1--- (9

o

NOTES

l. CIRCUIT VIEWED FRON SIDE ON
WHICH PARTS ARE MOUNTED.

, _ PARTS AND PIGTAJLS ON
FRONT OF BOARD.

:!. WIRING ON BACK OF BOARD.

o "
~" _iJ:-'===~.LJ.. 0
~~. ---,L"_--="'---_I"'
_.i...... L..
n n ....... '. .. ,, ,, .

r------------;: '
/,,,;,,,
. '... .

//

01 /,'
,'·E,

"

Figllre 1-1.4. Printed CiTCllit board !A5A6, part. loeation diagram.

Tab's 1-9. AM-3349/GRC-I06 Terminal Voltage
Meaallrement3-Continued

In each case, the kind of voltage (ac or de) is
specified. These measurements are made under
the following conditions: primary power, 27
volts de; keyed; no l'f drive; idle current, 100
rna.; and front panel assembly 2A5 removed
from the chassis and extension cable connected
between the front panel and the chassis.

2A5A2El. 27 de
2A5A 2E2 27 de
2A5A2R3E 1 .2,370 de
2A5A2R3E'2 .2J.7 de
2A5A2R3E3 .--o.6 de
2A5A3£L 11 de
V.5A3E'2 24 de
2A5A3£2 24 de
2A5A3E4- 24 de
2A5..'\3E5 26.5 tie

2A5A3£6 26.5 tie

2A 5A3E7 1.0 de
.2 A5A3E8 .GN D
2A5A3£9 1.0 de
2A5A3E10 27 de
2A5A3E1L .0
2A5A3EI2 0 to +'20 de
2.'\5A3£13 27 de
2A5A3E 14 20 de
2A5A3E15 27 de
2A5A3£16 27 de
2A5A3£ 17 27 de
2A5A3E 18 A.0 de
2A5A3E19 0
2A5A3E20 27 de
2A5A:lE21 27 de
2.A5:\3E'22 1.0 de
2A5A4E1 13 de
'2A5A4E2 SOO de:

2A5A4EY .GND
2..\5A4E4 600 ae
2A5A4E5 600 ae:
2A5..\5E I GND
2A5A5EY .1.0 de
2A5A5E3 -OA de
2..\5A5E4 --o.4 de
2A5A5E5 -0.4 de
2A5A5£6 -o.4 de
2 ..\fiA5E7 -0.4 de
2A 5A5E8 GN D
2A 5A 5 E)9 0
2A5A5E 10 0
2A5A5E 1L G'ND
2A5A5£ 12 23.7 de
2.0\ 5A 5£13 23.7 de
2A SA 5.E14 0
2A5A5 E 1'5 0
2A 5A'5E 16 0
2A5A5E17 0
2A5A5£ 18 27 de
2A5A5£19 0.1 de
2A5A5E20 GN D
2A6A 1E 1 0.68 de:
2A6A 1E2 6.7 de
eA6A lE3 25.2 de:
2..."'-6AI £4 27 de
2A6A 1£5 25.2 de
2A6A 1£6 7.2 ae
2A6A 1£7 to £8 7 ae
2A6AIE9 to EI3 141 ae:
2AGA1£10 to EI3 55 ae
2AGAIEll to £13 .66 ae:
2A6A1E12 to E13 .77 a.c
2AflA I E l4 49 de:
2A 6A 1E 15 -110 de
2A6A1EI6 >19 de
2A6A 1Eli GND
2A6A1EI8 GND

Tabu~.AM-3349/GRC-I06 Terminal Voltage
Me(Uur~ta-Continued

Volt"l1~Ter"" ....'
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Tabl. !-9. AM-3j49jGRC-I06 Terminal Voltage
MeaSltrementa-Continued

Vol/lit"

2A6A 1£�9 27 de
2A 6A 1£20 G:-l D
2A6A lEY1 .QND
2A6AI f'~22 -IIO de
2A6AIE28 to E25 141 ae
2A6AIE24 -1.20 de
2A6A 1E2o -120 de"
2A6Al E27 -llO de

2-1 S. Turret Assembly 2A2 Filter and 'Stator
Assembly 2A9, Capacitor Programing
(fig. 2-12, 4-17, and 4-50)

To isolate a defect in the programing, proceed
as follows, using table 2-10.

a.. Note the frequency setting of the RT
662jGRC or RT-834jGRC MHz and kHz con
trols, and determine from table 2-10 the fre
quency range in which it fails.

,
I

I
I,
R7

o

o
,

I
I

I
I

®
E4

0 ,
I

I---_.... R5

0
@
E5

-------

TM 5820-520 - 35 - 815

•
CI

..

,., ,
I
I

".'" I, ,
I ,

I
I,
R6

------
VRI

...

I I

R2
,
\

,
R3 ,

•,,, C6 I,
, •,

I
I ,,

I,

----------

, ,
\ ,
•I
I
I,

I,
II

I
I,,

"

----e.--- " ,
\

TI \
I,•I
I
I

/,

C9

CIO

R4

..... _---

----
RI ,,---

C5

..

•
I
I
I

+ I
I
I
1

,
L--,_~/, ,

... -- ....,', '", "
"

, \, \

"
" "-, "" " "'--------, 'I

L_-"T-,_--'':''',.-i'--:_7~=c::l-- - - 
R8 ,\

~

@
EI\,,

""o

NOTES:
I. CIRCUIT VIEWED FROM SIDE ON WHICH PARTS ARE MOUNTED
2. - PARTS AND PIGTAILS ON FRONT OF BOARD
3. ---WIRING ON BACK OF BOARD

Figure !-15. Printed circuit board !A8Al, Imrtll locatiolt dwgmm.
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R2

R.

" CR2 R~

R6

CR'

..
TM58Z0- 520- 35-816

R3

..

to g below. If there is still no, or a low, indica
tion of power output, proceed to f below.

f. Set the MHz and kHz controls to a fre
quency in the 16 to 20 MHz frequency range.
If there is an indication of power output, sec
tion B of capacitor 2A9C2 or its associated stator
contacts are defective. If there is still no, or a
low, indication of power output, section C of
capacitor 2A9C2 or its associated stator contacts
are defective.

g. Check capacitor 2A9C3 and associated con
nections for an obvious defect. If fault is found,
make the necessary repairs. If no fault can be
found, replace capacitor 2A9C3. If there is still
no, or a low, indication of power output, section
D of capacitor 2A9C2 or its associated contacts
are defective.

Figure 1-16. Tenninal board tA5A5, parts location
dUigram.

Tabu £-10. AM-3349/GRC-106 Filter and Capacitor
Programing

x _ <CAPACITOR IN USE.
• __ CAPA:CITOR ~"'OT USEO.

Stator awembl,. fAll eal)&(:ltors III
FreQu......,. Turret WI., ',.
~.~ ........bl' ZAZ

fa-<JMH, rt...... Ill .... CO C>-A C>-B "'"" CO

'2-2.5 .-\ ITI X X X X X X
2.5-3 A5TI X X X X X X
3-3.5 .-\ 11'2 X X X X X X
3.5-4 A5T2 X X X X X X
'-5 .-\llTI - - X X X X.... AI1T2 - - X X X X
6-7 Al3T! - - X X X X
7... A13T2 - - X X X X
8-, :\.12 X X X X - -
9-10 A12 - - X X - -
10-11 :\.15 X X X X - -
1I-12 A15 - - X X - -
12-13 A14 X X X X X X
13-14 AI,I - X - - - -
14-15 A2 X X - - X X
16-17 A4 X X - X X X
17-18 A4 - - - X X X
18-19 .~fi X X - X X X
19-20 A6 - - - X X X
2{l-121 A' X X - - X Ix
21-22 A' - - - - X X
22-23 AIO X X - - X X
23--24 AIO - - - - X X
21-25 A3 X X - - X X
25-26 A3 - - - - X X
26-27 A7 X X - - X X
27-28 A7 - - - - X X
28-29 A8 X X - - X X
29-30 A8 - - - - X X

.

b. Note the filter being used and set the
MHz and kHz controls to a frequency in the
2 to 4 MHz range which will program a differ
ent filter into the circuit. If there is now an in
dication of power output, the filter corre
sponding to the original setting of the MHz and
kHz controls is defective and should be re
placed at general support level. If there is
still no, or a low, indication of power output,
proceed to c below.

c. Set the MHz and kHz controls to a fre
quency in the 4 to 8 MHz range. If the power
oubput ind'ication is present, proceed to d below.
If there is still no, or a low, indication of power
output, proceed to e below.

d. Set the MHz and kHz controls to a fre
quency in the 13 to 14 MHz range. If there is
an indication of power output, capacitor
2A9C1 (fig. 4-17) is defective. If there is still
no, or a low, indication of power output, section
A of capacitor 2A9C2 or its associated stator
contacts are defective and should be replaced
or repaired.

e. Set the MHz and kHz controls to a fre
quency in the 8 to 12 MHz frequency range. If
there is an indication of power output, proceed
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R2

DETAIL A

0

A

01
0 0 R3

( HIDDEN)

C2
0 0

A
VRI

0

02

VIEW A-A 0
0 0 0

SEE DETAIL A

TM5820-520-35-817

Figure 1-17. De to ae inverter auembllllA 6A1, parl.8 locaticm dlagrnm.
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VI BIAS
ADJUST

V2 BIAS
ADJUST

VI BIAS VDC V2 BIAS VDC

C22
VI (HIDDEN) v2 C3 C2

ToP INTERIOR VIEW

•
• •

• •
BIAS

SUPPLY
VDC

PI

R7 C4

•

R8

TUNE APC
ASSEMBLY

VR2 VR3 Al
BOTTOM INTERIOR VIEW

TIll 5820-520-35 -818

L3C20

VRI LI RI

Figure 2-18. Plenum assembly group 2A1Al, parts
location diagram.
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CR, YR'

@

R'
0

R'
0

A A SECTION A-A

t- c" -1(REf)

B B

0
R'

0
R'

@

SECTION B-B
TM5820 520 35-819

Figure 2-19. Protection circuit a8sembly 2A5A7, parts location diagram.

TM5820-520-35-820

Figure 2-20. Plate assembly group 2A5A3, part8 location diagram.
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.,LI C5 C4 C3

" "22

VR2
R2 (HIDDEN)

VA< "(HIDDEN)

(C) FRONT VIEW, FACE PLATE AND
STATOR CONTACT BLOCK REMOVED

(B) REAR VIEW

FACE PLATE

CONTACT NO 4

CONTACT NO :3

STATOR CONTACT
BLOCK

CONTACT NO. 2

CONTACT NO,

STATOR BLOCK
SECURING SCREWS

13'

SCREEN vae
L-_ ;.:JSe--.J

PLATE voe]
J<

FACE PLATE
SECURING SCREWS

'" (A) FRONT OBLIQUE VIEW
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___ CONTACT NO.1

;.ii!ii--_:_ CONTACT NO.2

CONTACT NO.4

C, CONTACT NO.5

CONTACT NO.6

CONTACT NO.1

CONTACT NO.8

CONTACT NO.9

CONTACT NO.IO

C2 HOLO·OO"-N
SCRE"- 141

JOB

___ C'

A. REAR OBLIOUE VIEW B. FRONT OBLIOUE VIEW
TM2820- 520·35-824

Figur6 !-.t4. StatQ1' assembly .fA9. Cm1tp<m6nt locatil»l.

·S.cHon VI. RE·PAIR AND REPLACEMENl'

2-16. General Parts Replacement Techniques

CAUTION
Do not use soldering guns on this
equipment as damaging voltages can be
induced.

a. This equipment is transistorized. Use only
pencil-type soldering irons with a 25 watt maxi~

mum capacity when replacing parts in the RT
662/GRC and RT-834/GRC. When replacing
parts in the AM-3349/GRC-I06. a 60 watt
iron will be required. If only ac irons are avail~

able. use an isolating transformer. Do not use a
soldering gun; damaging voltages can be in
duced.

b. When soldering transistor leads, solder
quickly. Where wiring permits, use a heat sink
(long-nosed pliers) between the solder joint
and the transistor.

c. Careless or incorrect replacement of parts
or repair can cause more damage than the orig~

inal defect. Before unsoldering parts. note their
position. Before unsoldering leads. tag each to
insure propel' replacement. In circuits with

many lead connections. a simple sketch should
be made to insure proper lead connections and
dress.

d. Before testing or troubleshooting, check
all primary source and power supply voltages.
Incorrect supply voltages can affect circuit oper
ation extensively.

c. During mechanical disassembly, gather
small hardware in groups corresponding to cil'~

cuit or assembly. This speeds the reassembly
process.

/. Always be extremely careful when covers
or cover plates are removed. Dangerous voltages
may e.xist internally.

g. When a new part is installed. it should be
installed in exactly the same manner and posi~

tion as the original. Use the same lead dress,
terminals, and ground. and the exact replace
ment part.

h. After a module is replaced, perform the
operating procedures given in TM 11-5820
520-12 to determine that the system is function
ing properly.
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2-17. Module and Assembly Removal and
Replacement for Receiver-Transmitter,
Radia RT~62/GRC
(fig. 2-25 and 2-26)

'CAUTION
Set the SERVICE SELECTOR switch
to OFF and disconnect the power
source before removing the chassis
from the case.

a. Removal of Chassis from Case. Loosen the
six captive Allen screws, three located on the
top of the control panel and three located on
the bottom of the control panel, and slide the
chassis forward out of the case.

b. Common Modules. Removal and replace*
ment procedures for frequency standard module
lA3, transmitter IF and audio module lA5,
frequency dividers module IA6, receiver IF
module IA7, translator module lA8, receiver
audio module 1AlO, and dc-to-dc converter and
regulator module lAll are basically the same.
Identification of the modules can be determined
by observing the locatiolls of module connectors
lAIXA2 through 1A1XA12 on figure 2-25.
These modules are removed and replaced as
follows:

(1) Removal.
(a) Set the SERVICE SELECTOR switch

at OFF.
(b) Loosen the captive holddown Phil

lips*head screws (two or four) for the module
being replaced.

(c) Pull up on the bail handles to un
plug the module from the chas3is connector
and lift the module out of the chassis.

(2) Replacement.
(a) Set the new or repaired module into

the proper place on the main chassis and push
down gently to engage the chassis connector.
When properly positioned, the module is easily
pushed into engagement with the chassis con*
nectar.

(b) Secure the module to the chassis by
tightening the captive holddown screws. Snap
the bail handles down.

c. 100 kHz Synthesizer Module IA2.

(1) Removal.
(a) Loosen the two captive holddown

screws that secure 100 kHz synthesizer module
1A2 (fig. 2-26) to the chassis.

(b) Raise the bail handle and lift the
module straight up from the chassis.

TM 11-582Q-520-:34

(2) Repkwement.
(a) Adjust the 100 kHz control of the

kHz controls so that the chassis 100 kHz cou
pler aligns with the coupler of 100 kHz syn
thesizer module IA2.

(b) Position module IA2 in place and
gently push down on module while slightly
rotating the 100 kHz control back and forth to
insure that the coupler is engaged.

(c) Tighten the two captive holddown
screws and snap down the bail handle.

d. 10 and 1 kHz Synthesizer Module 1A4.
(1) Removal.

(a) Loosen the two captive holddown
screws that secure 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer
module lA4 to the chassis (fig. 2-26).

(b) Raise the bail handle and lift the
module straight up from the chassis.

(2) Replacement.
(a) Adjust the 10 kHz and 1 kHz of the

kHz controls so that the chassis 10 kHz coupler
and 1 kHz coupler are aligned with the respec*
tive couplers of 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer module
1A4 (fig. 2-25).

(b) Position module lA4 in place and
gently push down on the module while slightly
rotating the 10 kHz and 1 kHz controls to in w

sure that the couplers are engaged.
(c) Tighten the two captive holddown

screws and snap down the bail handle.
e. MHz Synthesizer Module 1A9.
(1) Removal.

(a) With power applied to RT-662/
GRC or RT-834/GRC, set the SERVICE SE*
LECTOR switch at SSB/NSK. Set the MHz
controls at 15 and allow the unit to tune.

(b) Set the SERVICE SELECTOR
switch at OFF, disconnect the source power,
and remove the chassis from the case.

(c) Loosen the two captive holddown
screws that secure MHz synthesizer module
IA9 to the chassis (fig. 2-26).

(d) Raise the bail handle and lift the
module straight up from the chassis.

(2) Replacement.
(a) Set the coupler on the bottom of

the new or repaired MHz synthesizer module
IA9 at 15 (aligned with index marker on the
bottom of the module).

(b) Align the chassis and module cou
plers (fig. 2-25) and plug the module into chas
sis connector IAlXA9.

(c) Tighten the two captive holddown
screws and snap down the bail handle.
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f. Internal Ale Assembly 1A1A2A5 (fig. 2
27 and 2-30).

(1) Removal.

(a) Remove rf amplifier module lA12
by performing the procedures outlined in
chapter 3 (para 3-36b).

(b) Set the RT-662jGRC main chassis
on its side so that both top and bottom of the
chassis are accessible.

(c) Remove and store the two self
locking nuts and washers that secure the dust
cover to internal ale assembly lA1A2A5, and
lift off the dust cover.

(d) Locate, remove, and store the two
flathead screws on the top of the main chassis
which secure the internal alc assembly to the
bottom of the main chassis.

(e) Swing the internal ale assembly
away from the main chassis. Tag and unsolder
the five wires.

(f) Remove the two mounting studs
from the internal alc assembly component board.

(2) Replacement.

(a) Use the original two screws «f)
above) to secure the two mountings studs to
the new or repaired component board.

(b) Solder the five wires to the internal
alc assembly.

(c) Replace the dust cover on the in
ternal alc assembly; use the original self~

locking nuts.
(d) Mount the internal alc assembly on

the main chassis; use the original two flathead
screws.

(e) Replace rf amplifier module lA12
by performing the procedures outlined in
chapter 3.

2-18. Module and Assembly ,Removal and
'Replacement for Receiver~Transmitter,

Rad;a RT-834/GRC
(fig. 2-30)

NOTE
See chapter 3 for module lA12 re
moval and replacement instructions.

For removal and replacement procedures for all
modules except the 100 Hz synthesizer module
1A1A2A8 and module 1A12, refer to para
graph 2-17. To remove and replace the 100 Hz
synthesizer module lA1A2A.g, proceed as fol
lows:
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a. Removal.
(1) Take the RT-834jGRC chassis out of

the case.
(2) Remove the screws from the plate on

bottom of chassis and lift off plate.
(3) Loosen the two screws holding COll

nectar 1A1A2AJl and remove plug.
(4) Remove the foul' coax connectors

from 1A1A2A8 module.
(5) Remove the fOUl' nuts securing the

lAlA2A8 module.
(6) Lift out module.

b. Replacement.
(1) Position module lA1A2A8 on chassis

and secure with four nuts removed in step
a(5).

(2) Replace the four coax connectors and
1AIA2A8J1, tighten screws holding lAlA
2A8Jl.

(3) Reinstall the chassis bottom plate us
ing the screws removed in step a(2).

(4) Replace chassis in case.

2-19. AssemblylRemoval and Replacement
for Amplifier, :Radio Frequency
AM-3349/GRC-I06'

'CAUTION
When the AM--3349jGRC-106 chassis
is replaced into the case, insure that
the front panel Allen screws are se~

cUl'ely tightened. Failure to do so may
result in improper heat transfer,
causing the equipment to overheat
and become damaged.

a. Chassis and Front Panel Assembly 2A5
(fig. 2-31). Follow the procedures in (1) and
(2) below to remove and replace front panel
assembly 2A5.

(1) Removal.

(a) Set PRIM. PWR. circuit breaker
at OFF and disconnect all interconnecting
cables.

(b) Loosen the six front panel captive
Allen screws and 'slide the chassis out from the
case.

WARNING
Voltages as high as 3,000 volts dc
and 10,000 volts rf exist in the AM
'3349jGRC-I06. Always use a shorting
stick to ground capacitors 2A5A2C4,
2A5A2C5, and 2A5A2C6 (fig. 2--34),
and pin A or B of PRIM. POWER con
nector 2A5J7 (fig. 2-33) before touch-
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ing components. Wait 15 seconds be
fore shorting capacitors 2A5A2Ci) and
2A5A2C6 to prevent damage to ca
pacitor 2A5A2C6.

(c) Remove the four screws that se
cure antenna coupler module 2A3 cover and
remove the cover.

(d) Rotate the ANT. LOAD control to
the high end (955) and the ANT. TUNE
control to the high end (618).

(e) Back off the ANT. LOAD control
and the ANT. TUNE control slightly, until
the slots in the mechanical couplings to antenna
coupler module 2A3 are vertical.

(f) Remove the 11 screws (fig. 2-32)
that secure front panel assembly 2A5 to the
chassis. These screws (three on the left side,
three on the right side, and five on the bottom)
pass through the chassis from the outside into
the front panel casting.

(0) Pull the front panel straight for
ward away from the chassis.

(2) Replacement.

(a) Rotate the ANT. LOAD control to
the high end (955) and the ANT. TUNE con
trol to the high end (618) on the new or re
paired front panel assembly.

(b) Adjust the ANT. LOAD and the
ANT. TUNE controls slightly, until the slots
in the mechanical couplings to antenna coupler
module 2A3 are vertical.

(c) Hold the front panel in front of the
chassis, and gently push into position. Deter
mine that connector 2A5Jl (fig. 2~33) mates
properly with connectOr 2AIP5, and that the
mechanical couplings to antenna coupler assem·
bly 2A3 are properly engaged.

(d) Replace the 11 original screws
(three along each side, and five along the bot
tom).
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(e) Replace antenna coupler assembly
2A3 cover with the four original screws.

(f) Slide the chassis back into the case,
tighten the front panel Allen screws, and re
connect all interconnecting cables.

b. Dc-to-Ac Inverter Assembly 2A6A1 (fig.
2-17). The assembly is located at the left-rear
corner on the top of the AM-3349/GRC-I06
case.

(1) Removal.

(a) Set PRIM. PWR. circuit breaker at
OFF.

(b) Remove the 15 screws that secure
dc-to-ae inverter assembly 2A6Al plate and
lift the assembly way from the case.

(c) Loosen the two screws that secure
connector 2A6AIPl.

(d) Disengage connector 2A6AIPI from
connector 2A6Jl, and remove the assembly.

(2) Replace'ment.

NOTE
Before replacing the assembly, inspect
the gasket which forms the watertight
seal between the dc-to-dc inverter as
sembly and the case. If the gasket is
damaged, replace it.

(a) Plug connector 2A6AIP1 into con
nector 2A6J1, and engage and tighten the two
securing screws on the connector.

(b) Position, the new or repaired dc-to
ac inverter assembly 2A6Al in place and re
place the 15 original screws that secure the
assembly to the case.

c. Antenna Coupler Assembly 2AS (fig. 2
31,2-32,2-36, and 2-37).

(1) Removal.

(a) Set PRIM. PWR. circuit breaker at
OFF and disconnect all interconnecting cables.

(b) Loosen the six front panel Allen
screws and slide the chassis out from the case.

WARNING
Voltages up to 3,000 volts de and
10,000 volts rf exist in the AM-3349/
GRC~106. Always use a shorting stick
to ground capacitors 2A5A2C4 and
2A6A2C5 (fig. 2-33), and pin A or
B of PRIM POWER connector 2A5J7
before touching any components.
Wait 15 seconds after turning off
set before shorting capacitors in sec
tion 2A5 so as to prevent damage to
capacitor 2A5A2C6.
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(c) Remove the four screws that secure
antenna coupler assembly 2A3 cover and re
move the cover.

(d) Rotate the front panel ANT. LOAD
control to the high end (counter indicates 955).

(e) Rotate the front panel ANT. TUNE
control to the high end (counter indicates 618).

(f) Observe the mechanical coupling
shafts to the antenna coupler assembly, and
turn the front panel ANT. LOAD and ANT.
TUNE controls until the slots in the shafts are
vertical.

(g) Tilt the chassis up and loosen the
bottom four captive screws that secure antenna
coupler assembly 2A3 to the chassis and then
set the chassis flat in its normal operating posi.
tiOD.

CAUTION
Ex,treme care must be taken when per
fonning the following steps so that
vacuum relay 2A5K1 and other compo
nents on the front panel will not be
damaged.
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(h) Carefully lift antenna coupler as
sembly 2A3 straight up from the chassis.

(2) Replacement.
(a) Insure that the front panel ANT.

TUNE control is set at the high end (counter
indicates 618).

(b) Insure that the front panel ANT.
LOAD control is set at the high end (counter
indicates 955).

(c) Turn the ANT. TUNE and the
ANT. LOAD controls so that the slots in the
mechanical coupling shafts to the antenna cou
pler assembly are vertical.

(d) On the new or repaired antenna
coupler assembly 2A3, rotate vacuum capacitor
2A3C26 shaft counterclockwise until the collar
just becomes loose. Then rotate the shaft one
fourth turn clockwise.

l(e) On the new or repa.ired antenna
coupler assembly 2A3, rotate coil 2A3L1 shaft
counterclockwise until the contact is at the end
of the first turn of wire. The contact and the
motion of the contact can be seen by looking into
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(b) Tilt the chassis up and remove the
four screws (3, fig. 2-32) that secure discrimi·
nator assembly 2A4 to the chassis.

(c) Set the chassis down, disconnect con
nectors 2A4Jl (located on front panel of dis-

module
in c(l)

replace
original

and
four

chassis down
cover; use the

(h) Set the
the antenna coupler
screws.

(i) Slide the chassis back into the case,
tighten the front panel Allen screws, and re
connect all interconnecting cables.

d. Discriminator Assembly 2A4 (fig. 2-31
and 2-32).

(1) Removal.
(a) Remove antenna coupler

2A3 by performing the procedure given
above.

the end of coil 2A3L1 (front panel end) while
rotating the shaft slightly. The slot in the shaft
coupling should be vertical in the final setting.

'CAUTION
Extreme care must be taken when per
forming the following procedures, so
that vacuum relay 2A5K1 on the front
panel will not be damaged.

(f) Carefully set the new or repaired
antenna coupler assembly straight down on the
main chassis so that connector 2A3J1 properly
mates with 2AIXA3.

(g) Tilt the chassis up so that the bOt
tom is accessible, and secure the assembly to

the main chassis with the four captive screws.
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L Turret assembly 2A2, turret base holddown screws.
2. Antenna coupler assembly 2A3 holddown screws.
3. Discriminator assembly 2A4 holddown screws.
4. Front panel assembly 2A5 holddown screws.

5. Driver assembly 2A8 holddown screws.
6. Stator assembly 2A9 holddown screws.
7. Plenum assembly 2Al holddown screws.
8. Plenum assembly 2Al cover (plenum parts location).

FigU1"fJ 2-32. Amplifier Radio Frequency, AM-39H/GRC-I0IJ, cmnponent location,
bottoJn view.

criminatol' assembly 2A4 casing) and 2A4J2
(located on the top panel of 2A4 casing), ano
lift out the assembly.

(2) Replacement.

(a) Set the assembly in place and con
nect connectors 2A4Jl and 2A4J2 on the new
or repaired discriminator assembly.

(b) Tilt the chassis up and replace the
four original screws that secure the assembly
to the chassis.

(c) Replace the antenna coupler assem
bly by performing the procedure given in c(2)
above.
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e. Driver Assembly 2A8 (fig. 2-31 and 2-32).
(1) Removal.

(a) Remove turret drum assembly 2A2
by performing the procedure given in chapter
3 (para 3-36b).

(b) Tilt the chassis up and remove the
three screws (5, fig. 2-32) that secure driver
assembly 2A8 to the chassis. Remove turret
base assembly unit.

(c) Set the chassis down, slide the as
sembly away from the plenum wall to disengage
the connectors 2A8Jl on assembly and 2AIA
lXA8 on plenum wall, and lift out the assem
bly.
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(2) Replacement.
(a) Set the new or repaired driver as

sembly 2A8 in place so that connector 2A8Jl
engages the connector 2AIAIXA8 on the ple
num wall, and firmly press the assembly into
place.

(b) Tilt the chassis up and replace the
three original screws that secure the assembly
to the chassis.

(e) Replace the turret drum assembly
as outlined in paragraph 3-36.

,. Dc-to-De Converter Assembly 2A5A2 (fig.
2-34).

(1) Removal.
-(a) Remove f'ront panel assembly 2A5

from the chassis by performing the procedures
given in a(l) above and set the front panel as-
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sembly in a controls down position (C, fig. 2
33).

(b) Note the position of the screws, the
washers, and the spacer that hold down resistors
2A5A2Rl and 2A5A2R2 (A, fig. 2-33), and
remove the screws, the washers, and the spacers;
push the resistors aside and remove the 2A5A2
chassis screw.

(e) Remove the other 2A5A2 chassis
screw (A, fig. 2-33) and the 2A5A2 chassis
screw (C, fig. 2-33).

(d) Remove the two 2A5A7 casing
screws (C. fig. 2-33).

(e) Remove protection assembly 2A5A7
(fig. 2-35) with the leads attached and set it
aside.
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(I) Remove the 2A5A2 chassis screw
and washer (fig. 2-35) with an offset screw
driver, or with a straight shanked screwdriver
inserted through a hole on the top center of the
2A5A2Jl mounting bracket. The hole does not
exist on early model equipments. For replace
ment purposes, note the position of the ground
terminal (fig. 2-35) secured by the 2A5A2
chassis screw.

'CAUTION
Do not place unnecessary stress on the
harnessed cable.

(g) Positiou front panel assembly 2A5
so that the end of the assembly that contains
dc-to-dc converter assembly 2A5A2 is facing
you. Lift dc-to-dc converter assembly 2A5A2

a small distance in an upward direction (only
enough to clear the mounting studs) and, as
suming a hinge action on the lower right side
of assembly 2A5A2, turn it clockwise carefully
so as not to exert any great stress on the con
necting cables and place it next to the front
panel (fig. 2-34). Assembly 2A5A2, because
of cable harnesses on early modules, may not
turn enough to rest on the bench; however, it
will turn enough so that all components under
assembly 2A5A2 can be reached for replace
ment.

(2) Replacement.
(a) Position front panel assembly 2A5

so that the end of the assembly that holds dc
to-dc converter assembly 2A5A2 is facing you
and assembly 2A5A2 is to the right of the front
panel. Make sure that no leads are pinched or
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pushed away from their correct positions, and
rotate assembly 2A5A2 counterclockwise into a
position where the converter chassis mounting
holes are keyed to the front panel chassis
mounting holes. Make sure that the ground
terminal (fig. 2-35) is in the correct position
«1) (f) above).

(b) Replace the four 2A5A2 chassis
screws (fig. 2-35. and A and C, fig. 2-33).

(e) Insert protection assembly 2A5A7
(fig. 2-35) in its mounting position in the
2A5A2Jl mounting bracket and secure it with
two 2A5A7 casing screws (C, fig. 2-33).

(d) Position resistors 2A5A2RI and
2A5A2R2 in place (A, fig. 2-33) and secure
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them with the screws, the washers. and the
spacers removed in (1) (b) above.

(e) Replace front panel assembly 2A5
on the chassis by performing the procedures
given in a(2) above.

g. Stator Assembly fA9 (fig. 2-31 and 2
32).

(1) Removal.
(a) Remove the turret drum assembly

part of 2A2, by performing the procedure given
in chapter 3.

(b) Tilt the chassis up and remove the
three screws (6, fig. 2-32) that secure stator
assembly 2A9 to the chassis.
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(e) Remove the two screws from the
plate holding the top of stator assembly ZA9.

(d) Slide the assembly toward the right,
directly away from the wall of plenum assembly
2AIAl, until connectors 2A9JIB, 2A9JIA dis
engage from 2AIXA9B and 2AlSlXA9A.

(2) Replacement.
(a) Set the UPW or repaired stator as

sembly ZA9 in place on the chassis to engage
the connectors «d) above) on the plenum as
sembly wall and firmly press into place.

(b) Tilt the chassis up and replace the
three original screws to secure the assembly to
the chassis.

(e) Replace the two screws to secure the
plate that holds the top of stator assembly 2A9.

(d) Replace the turret drum assemblY
by performing the procedures outlined in para
3-36.

h. Relay Assembly fAr (fig. 2-31).
(1) Removal.

(a) Set PRIM. PWR. circuit breaker at
OFF and disconnect all interconnecting cables.

(b) Loosen the six front panel Allen
screws and slide the chassis out from the case.

(c) Four captive Allen-head screws are
located much below the top plate cover of the
relay assembly 2A7 can ·be seen by looking
down through the rectangular cutouts at each
corner of the top plate. Loosen the four captive
screws that secure the relay assembly 2A7 to
the chassis and lift out the assembly.
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(2) Replacentent.
(a) Plug the new or repaired relay as

sembly to engage connectors 2A7J1 and
2AIA1XA7 and tighten the four captive screws
«1) (c) above) to secure it.

(b) Slide the chassis back into the case,
tighten the front panel Allen screws, and re
connect all interconnecting cables.

2-20. Removal and Replacement of 'Parts
for Front Panel Assembly 2AS
(fig. 2-33)

CAUTION
1. After replacement of A2Q2 or Ql,

both transistors in the AM-3349/
GRC-106 should be of the same
type, either two MHT-8901's or
two STC-2114's. The transistor
type is stamped on the shell casing
of the transistor.

2. When A2Q2 or Q1 shorts out,
it will, in turn, burn out resistor
A2R2 or A2R1. These resistors
should be checked before A2Q2
or Q1 are replaced.

NOTE
Transistor A2Q2 or Q1 insulators are
items separate from the transistors and
must be ordered separately when a
transistor is ordered.

a. D~as8embly.

(1) Dc-to·dc converter assembly 2A5A2.
(a) Remove the dc-to-dc converter as·

sembly 2A5A2 from the main Al\'I-3349/GRC
106 chassis by performing the procedures given
in paragraph 2-19{(1).

(b) To replace transistor A2Q2, proceed
as follows:

1. Remove the three screws that se
cure the bracket for diode A2VR1 and capaci
tors A2C3 and A2C4 and lay the bracket aside
(fig. 2-34).

2. Remove the two screws that secure
relay A2K2 and remove the relay.

9. Unsolder the leads to transistor
A2Q2. Tag each lead to insure proper replace
ment.

4,. Remove the three screws that se
cure the heat sink and then remove heat sink.

5. Unscrew and remove transistor
A2Q2.

6. Wipe the heat sink surface clean.
7. Apply a light coat of silicon grease
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(MIL-G-3278) to the bottom surface of the
new transistor and Molycote G to the threads.

8. Insert the new transistor and tighten
with a torque wrench to 60 inch-pounds.

9. Set the heat sink in place and re
place the three original screws. Insure that there
is no short between the transistor case and the
dc-to-.dc converter casting.

10. Solder the leads to the transistor.
11. Set relay A2K2 in place and replace

the two original screws.
12. Set the diode and capacitor bracket

in place and replace the three original screws.
(c) When replacing transistor Q1,

always replace the beryllium washer and tighten
the new transistor with a torque wrench to 100
to 120 inch-pounds.

(d) Replace or repair all other parts of
the dc-to-.dc converter assembly in accordance
with the standard shop practices.

(2) Gea1' drive assembly.

(a) Remove the dc-to-dc converter as
sembly 2A5A2 by perfonning the procedures
given in parag,raph 2-19f(1).

(b) Loosen the screws that secure the
crank handles for the ANT. TUNE and ANT.
LOAD controls. Remove the crank handles.

(c) Loosen the screws that secure the
knobs for the TEST METER switch and the
TUNE-OPERATE switch. Remove the knobs.

(d) Remove the nuts that secure switches
S2 and 86 to front panel and pull the switches
out from the back.

(e) Remove the four screws that secure
board A5 to the gear drive assembly and lay
the board aside.

NOTE
Depending on the lead dress, the se
curing hardware for switch 2A584 and
relay 2A5Kl, or the leads to all three
meters and the mounting hardware
for assembly 2A5A3 may have to be
removed in order to perform the pro-.
cedures given in (f) below.

(f) Remove the three screws that secure
the gear drive assembly to the front panel and
then remove the gear drive assembly.

(g) Replace or repair all parts of the
gear drive assembly in aceor<iance with the
standard shop practices.



(3) Front panel.

NOTE
Disassemble the front panel only as
far as necessary to reach the part to be
replaced. Tag each unsoldered lead
to insure proper replacement.

(a) Remove the gear drive assembly by
performing the procedures given in a(2) above.

(b) Replace or repair all other parts of
the front panel in accordance with the standard
shop practices.

b. Reassembly.

NOTE
When replacing parts on the front
panel, use the original hardware unless
damaged, then use exact replacement.
Insure good solder joints when solder
ing leads.

(1) After the front panel has ueen re
paired, replace the gear drive assembly as fol
lows:

(a) Set the ,gear drive assembly in place
and replace the three original screws.

NOTE
Replace any item that had to be re
moved to perform the procedure given
in a(2) (f) above.

(b) Set board A5 in place and replace
the four original screws.

(c) Set switches S2 and S6 in place and
replace the nuts on the front of the front panel
to secure the switches.

(d) Replace the knobs for the TEST
METER and TUNE-OPERATE switches.

(e) Replace the crank handles on the
ANT. TUNE and ANT. LOAD controls.

(2) Replace the front panel assembly on
the chassis by performing the procedures given
jn paragraph 2-19a(2).

2-21. Removal and Replacement of 'Parts
for Chassis Assembly 2A1

a. Rep[(wemcl1t of 2AJAIVI and 2A1A1V2
Tubes.

(1) Insure that input power is disconnected
then, disconnect the RF drive cable.

(2) Insure tha the RT-662/GRC or RT
834/GRC SERVICE SELECTOR switch is at
off.

WARNING
Before touching any components inside
of the AM-3349/GRC-106, remove
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power from the unit, take cover off
power amplifier tubes 2A1A1VI and
V2, and short the plates of the tubes
to ground with a shorting stick.

(3) Remove the cover from power ampli
fier tubes 2AIAIVI and 2A1A1V2 by loosen
ing the four captive screws into the plenum and
two screws into the stator assembly.

(4) Short the plates of power amplifier
tubes 2AIA1V1 and 2A1A1V2 to ground by
using a shorting stick.

(5) Using a screwdriver, release the tube
clamp snaps and remove power amplifier tubes
2AIA1Vl and 2A1A1V2 from their sockets by
using a tube puller. Place a new 8322
(4CX350F) tube in 2AIAIV2 socket. Close
tube clamp snap. Place wad of cloth in empty
tube socket to force cooling air over other
tube.

(6) Set the AM--3349/GRC-10G PRIM.
PWR. switch at ON.

(7) Set the RT-662/GRC 01' RT-834/GRC
SERVICE SELECTOR switch at SSB/NSK.

(8) Set the AM-3349/GRC-106 TEST
METER, switch at PRIM. VOLT. The TEST
METER should indicate in the two dark green
wedges portion of the scale. If it does not, ad
just the input voltage until it does.

(9) Connect the positive lead of a multim
eter to the AM-3349/GRC-106 chassis. Connect
the negative lead of the multimeter to J11 (PA
IDLE CURRENT) (fig. 2-31) on the bracket
located on the top center of the front panel of
the AM-3349/GRC-106.

(0) Set the AM-3349/GRC-106 HV
RESET switch to TUNE.

(11) Adjust resistor 2A1A1R5 (indicated
on ANTENNA COUPLER cover diagram as
V2 BIAS ADJ.) for a multimeter indication of
0.215 VDC.

(12) Allow 10 minutes for the tube current
to stabilize. Readjust resistor 2A1A1R5 (fig.
2--31) if necessary to obtain a 0.215 vdc indica
tion on the multimeter.

(13) Set the HV-RESET switch to OPER
ATE. After approximately one minute set the
RT-662/GRC 01' RT-834/CRC SERVJCE SE
LECTOR switch to OFF.

(14) Short the plate of the power amplifier
tube to ground using a shorting stick.

(15) Using a screwdriver, release the tube
clamp snap and remove the tube.

(16) Repeat the above steps, except place
new tube in the 2A1A1Vl socket. Place a wad
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of cloth in the empty lAlAlV2 socl,et, and ad
just 2AlAlR6 (VI BIAS ADJ) resistor.

(17) Remove the cloth from the empty tube
socket and place good tube in the socket.

(18) Replace the covel' over the power am
plifier tubes.

(19) Set the AM-3349/GRC-I06 PRIM.
PWR. switch to ON.

(20) Set the RT-662/GRC or RT--834/
GRC SERVICE SELECTOR switch to SSE/
NSK.

(21) Connect a CG-40DG/U cable between
RF DRIVE connectors of the RT-662/GRC or
RT-834/GRC and the AM-3349/GRC-I06.

(22) Tune the RT-662/GRC or RT-834(
GRC frequency selector controls to 29.5000
MHz.

(23) Place the AM-3349/GRC-I06 HV
RESET switch in the TUNE position.

(24) Adjust the ANT TUNE and ANT
LOAD controls to center their respective me
ters.

(25) Using all insulated tuning tool, adjust
the 2A1AIC22 (fig. 2-31) plate trimmer ca
pacitor for a minimum indications on the mul
timeter.

(26) Place the AM-3349/GRC-I06 HV
RESET switch in the OPERATE portion.

(27) Place the RT-662/GRC or RT-834/
GRC SERVICE SELECTOR switch in the OFF
position. Refer to the procedures of paragraph
2-30 for neutralization capacitor adjustment.

b. Renwval and Replacement of Blower
2AIAIBJ.

NOTE
On some old models of AM-3349/
GRC-106 the 2AlA1Bl motor is not
removable and unit must be returned
to depot for repair.

(1) Remove turret assembly 2A2 using
the procedures found in chapter 3, para 3-36b.

(2) Remove driver assembly 2A8 using
the procedures of paragraph 2-1ge.

(3) Unsolder the three blower motor leads
from A1J10, AlJ19, and A1Cl. Note position
of wires to insure propel' replacement.

(4) Remove cable clamps from leads. Re
tain parts for reassembly.

(5) Remove two clamps from blower as~

sembly and lift out blower.
(6) Insert ne,,, blower assembly in chassis

and tighten the two clamps removed in step
(5) .
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(7) Feed motor leads through case and
along cable to terminal board. Lace leads to
cable and reinstall cable clamps.

(8) Solder the three motor leads to the
destinations noted in step (3).

(9) Reinstall driver assembly 2A8.
(10) Reinstall turret assembly 2A2.

2-22. Removal and Replacement of Blower
Assembly 2A6B1

a. Remove four screws from blower cover.
b. Remove four screws from blower bracket

and remove bracket.
c. Remove the three nuts from terminals El,

E2, and E3.
d. Note the position of the leads on the E

terminals then remove them.
e. Place leads of new 2A6B1 motor on the E

terminals (fig. 4-54); yellow-E1, green-E2,
red-E3. Terminals are marked on back.

/. Replace three nuts removed in step c.

g. Reinstall bracket to blower using four
screws removed in step b.

h. Mount blower assembly in case using four
screws in step (J,.

2-23. Removal and Replacement of 'Parts
for Relay Assembly 2A7
(fig. 3--47)

a. Remove relay assembly 2A7 using the pro
cedures of paragraph 2-19h.

b. Remove the four screws from the 2A7
cover and lift off cover.

c. Replace relays K2, K3, K5, or K6 as nec
essary by pulling old relay from socket and
plugging new relay in its place.

d. Place cover on assembly and secure with
four screws removed in step b.

e. Reinstall assembly 2A7 according to para·
graph 2-19h.

2-24. 'Replacement of Driver Amplifier Tube
2A8Vl

NOTE
Complete procedure must be followed
when changing tube.

a. Remove the tube shield by twisting coun·
terclockwise and pulling straight out. Pull the
driver amplifier tube 2A8V1 (8233) straight
out of its socket. Rocking the tube may damage
socket connections.

b. Plug new 8233 tube into the socket.
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c. Set the AM-3349/GRC-I06 PRIM. PWR.
switch to ON.

d. Set the RT-662/GRC or RT-834/GRC
SERVICE SELECTOR switch to SSB/NSK.

e. After one minute set the AM-3349/GRC
HV·RESET switch to TUNE.

f. Set the AM-3349/GRC-I06 TEST ME
TER switch to PRIM. VOLT. The TEST ME
TER pointer should indicate in the two green
wedges portion of the scale. If it does not, adjust
the input voltage.

g. Set the AM-3349/GRC-I06 TEST ME
TER switch to DRIVER CUR and observe that

TEST :METER pointer is in the two dark green
:wedges portion of the scale. If not, adjust re
sistor 2A8AIR6 (accessible at rear center of
chassis) for a pointer indication between the
two green portions of the scale.

h. Set the AM-3349/GRC-I06 PRIM. PWR.
switch at OFF. Set the RT-662/GRC or RT
834/GRC SERVICE SELECTOR switch at OFF.

NOTE
If resistor 2A8AIR6 requires adjust
ing, it is located on the back of the
AM-3349/GRC-106 chassis.

Section VII. INSPECTION AND SERVICE

Table £-11. Items Requiring Direct SI17JP01·t In81Jection

2-25. Direct Support Inspection

Inspection at the direct support level is limited
to items listed in table 2-11.

Remo\"e assemblies in accordance with pal'a
graphs 2-17 thl'ough 2-19. l\lodule covers are
remo\"ed hy turning the bail handles one-half
turn counterclockwise. Inspect the assemblies
foJ' the following defects.

a. G'clieml. All assemblies and suhassemblies
should he clean and free of foreign materiaL

b. COn1ledo1"s. Connectors are not serviceable
if they h,lve bent, broken or corroded contacts.

c. Mal'killfls. All nomenclature marldngs,
stampings and decals shall be clean and legible.

d. Corel'S. The covel' is not serviceuule if any
of the following conditions exist: distOition,
holes, 01' malTed finish, cOlTosion or finish de
ficiency.

e. Castings. The casting is not serviceable if
any of the following conditions exist: broken

or cracked casting, marred 01' damaged holes,
machined surfaces, or threads.

/. Gem·s. The gear is not serviceable if any
of the following conditions exist: broken,
chipped or badly worn teeth; cracked or de
formed bodies.

g. Bea1'in[}s. The bearing is not serviceable
if any of the following conditions exist: dis
coloration caused by burning (blue or purple),
rusting, tarnishing, etc.; scarred or scuffed sur
faces; excessive radial play; or rough or pitted
racew.ays or balls; flat balls, broken parts,
as indicated by pronounced, erratic noises. When
rotating the bearing either mechanically (use
lubricating oil per Specification :MIL-L---6085)
or manually, a slight uniform noise is to be
expected. A loud or nonuniform noise, such as
clicks, buzzes, or vibration originating III the
bearing is sufficient cause for rejection of the
bearing.

h. Machined Metal Prtrts. The machined or
mechanical metal part is not serviceable if any
of the following conditions exist: physical dam
age to surfaces, corners, and edges; roughness
of sUl'face; corrosion or rust; presence of foreign
matter; 01" damaged finish.

i. Electl'ic((l C01nlJOllel1ts. All electrical parts
shall show no indication of broken, cracked or
otherwise deteriorated insulation due to ageing,
overheating, flashover or other mechanical dam
age. All connecting wires shall be of the correct
length and insulated as required by the appli
callIe part.

.I. Rubber, Synthetic l~ubl)er, (wd Neoprene
Pnrts. The rubber, synthetic rubber or neoprene
part IS not serviceable if any of the following
conditions exist: deformation (tears, creases,
folds, elongation); rOllgh surfaces; imbedded
foreign matter; 01' loss of resiliency.

Panel and chassis .l .._\ 1
100 kHz synthesizer IA2
~~refJuency standaTd~__ lA3
1 kHz synthesizer 1.,),,4

Transmitter IF and 1A5
audio

F'l'f'quene~' divider .lA6
He~eh'er IF __~ 1._\7

.\! Hz ~ynthe~izcr 1A!)
Recciver audio 1AlO

Pc-to-dc (,Ollvertcr and 1.-\ 11
regulator

C;lassi~ ~ ~_~ .~.·' 1
Antenna couplcr .2._\3
Ilisnimina tor ~__ 2A4
Front p:ll1el __~~~ ~_. 2 A5
Rl'by ;\ssell1'hly ~ 2,,),, 7

Ullit

1{T-662/GRC and
RT-834/G The

AIII-3:3'1!)/CIu:;..
106
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k. Tube Shields. The tube shield is not serv
iceable if any of the following conditions exist:
marred finish; damaged or deformed shield;
damaged 01' missing tube shield springs; cor
rosion or rust.

l. Ceramic Insulators and Tube Sockets. Ce
ramic parts are not serviceable if any of the fol
lowing conditions exist: damage to surfaces
and edges, l'Oughness of surface, scratches, signs
of insulation breakdown 01' flashover, badly
worn or bl'Oken threads, cracked or deformed
bodies.

m. Molded, Ext1'llded, and Machined Plastic
Pa1'ts. The plastic part is not serviceable if any
of the following conditions exist: cracks, dents,
bulges, 01' scratches; signs of insulation break
down or flashover; or badly worn or broken
threads in tapped holes.

n, Window, Filters, and Lenses. The window,
filtel', or lens is not serviceable if any of the fol
lowing conditions exist: cracked or chipped
paired markings. If inspection reveals a de
fective assembly refer to repair procedures. If
assembly is found serviceable, place covers on
modules and fasten by pressing on bail handle
and turning it one-half turn clockwise until it
locks. Reinstall modules and assemblies in ac
cordance with paragraphs 2-17 through 2-19.

2-26, Cleaning

WARNING
The fumes of trichloroethane are toxic,
Provide thorough ventilation when
ever used. DO NOT use near an open
flame. Trichloroethane is not flamma
'hle, but exposure of the fumes to an
open flame converts the fumes to
highly toxic dangerous gases.

This paragraph contains procedures for clean
ing the ,assemblies, subassemblies and detai-l
parts of ANi'CRC-I06("'). The cleaning may
be done before 01' after inspection as necessary.
References to an air jet signify a hand-operated
air nozzle supplied with clean, dry, compressed
air at a pressure of not more than 25 pounds
pel' square inch.

a. Covered Cables. Clean outer surface of
rubber or vinylite covered cables, or conduits of
flexible, transparent vinylite, by wiping dust
from cable surfaces and terminations with a
lintless cloth moistened with trichloroethane.
Wipe dry with a clean, dry, lintless cloth.

b. Open Laced Cables. Remove dust and dirt
from cables using a soft 'brush in conjunction
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with an air jet. Clean lug terminations and any
vinylite sleeves by wiping clean with a lintless
cloth moistened with trichloroethane and drying
with a clean, dry, lintless cloth.

c. Connectors.

CAUTION
Do not allow trichloroethane to run
into sleeves (or conduit) covering
wires or cables connected to contact
terminals of the insert.

Wipe dust and dirt from bodies. shells, coupling
lluts and cable clamps using a lintless cloth
moistened with trichloroethane. Wipe dry with
a clean, lintless cloth. Remove dust from inserts
using a small, soft brush in conjunction with an
air jet. Wash dirt and any trace of lubricant
from insert, insulation and contacts using a
small camels' hair brush to apply trichloro
ethane. Dry connectors with an air jet.

d. Wired Chassis.

CAUTION
To avoid air blasting of small coils,
leads and other delicate 'Components,
do not place air nozzle too close to
chassis. Exercise care not to disturb
the dress of wiring and cables except
where absolutely necessary. In the
event it is necessary, the dress should
be noted. Upon completion of the
cleaning operation, wiring and cables
should be restored to their original
position or dressed to pl"eVent mis
alignment and malfunctioning of the
equipment.

Remove dust and dirt from all surfaces using a
soft brush and an air jet. Clean individual com
ponents as described in the applicable para
graph in this section. Complete chassis cleaning
by wiping all finished surfaces with a lintless
cloth, moistened with trichloroethane. Dry and
polish chassis surfaces using a dry, clean, lint
less cloth. Touch up minor damage to finish.
Protect chassis from dust and moisture during
storage.

e. Coaxial Connector Contacts. Clean coaxial
connector contacts and insulating members by
wiping away dust and dirt with a lintless cloth
moistened with trichloroethane. Dry with a
clean, dry, lintless cloth.

/. Glass or Ceramic Insulators. Clean all
terminal-mounting insulators of glass or glazed
porcelain, all post-type, glazed-porcelain mount~

ings or standoff insulators, bushing and other



forms of glass or ceramic insulators. Wipe insu
lator clean using a clean cloth moistened with
trichloroethane. Dry and polish insulator with
a clean, dry, Iintless cloth.

g. Casti1~{J8. Remove bulk of surface grease
with rags. Blow dust from surfaces, holes and
recesses with air jet. Place casting in washing
bath of trichloroethane and scrub until clean,
working trichloroethane over all surfaces and
into all holes and recesses with suitable non
metallic brushes. Flat, woodbacked brushes
with soft fiber bristles are recommended for
surfaces. Round brushes similar to those used
for washing bottles and test tubes are recom
mended for holes and recesses. Raise casting
from bath and permit trichloroethane to drain
into bath. Place casting in J'insing bath of clean
trichloroethane and raise from bath. Position
casting to drain dry so that trichloroethane is
not trapped in holes or recesses. Where posi
tioning will not permit complete drainage, use
an air jet to remove any boapped trichloro
ethane. When thoroughly dry, touch up minor
damage to casting finish. Protect casting from
dust and moisture pending inspection.

h. Machined Metal Parts. Clean detached
gears, shafts, keys, collars, springs and similar
machined metal parts as described in {J.

CAUTION
After cleaning, avoid touching any
machined or unfinished steel surfaces
with bare hands. This precaution will
help prevent corrosion.

i. Mechanical Metal Parts. Clean mounting
plates, mounting clamps, or brackets, blower
fans or wheels, handles, attaching hardware and
similar parts as described in (J.

j. Plastic Parts: Molded, Extruded, and
Machined. Blow loose dust from surfaces, holes,
and cl'evices and from any attached metal parts
using an air jet. Wipe clean with a lintless cloth
moistened \vith trichloroethane. Dry and polish
with a clean, dry Iintless cloth.

k. Rotary Switches. Clean rotary switches of
the wafer type as follows: Remove dust with
an air jet by turning switch back and forth
sevel'al times while blowing. Was,", all contacts
and IllsulatlOn WIth trichlol'oetnane, lightly al)
plied with a small, camels' hail' brush. Dry
with an ail' jet. Repeat wash, using clean tri
chloroethane anrl rotating switch rotor severa!
times during the wash. Dry gently, but thor
oughly with ail' jet.
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l, Electron Tubes.

NOTE
Abrasives or metal tools should not
be used to remove corrosion deposits on
tube contacts. These deposits are indica
tive of damage to contact plating and
inspection will probably order tube
replacement.

Remove dust and dirt hom surfaces of glass or
metal envelope and side of tube base with a
lintless cloth moistened with trichloroethane
lightly applied to avoid obliterating type mark
ings or loosening tube cap terminal, if any.
Dry and polish these sllrfaces by gently wiping
them with a dry, clean, lintless cloth. Clean bot
tom of base and all tube contacts with a soft·
bristled brush. Protect electron tubes from dust
anrl breakage.

·m. Tube Sockets. Remove resin adhering to
silvel'·platerl contacts, using orange sticks
dressed to wedge ends.

CAUTION
Do not use metal tools to remove
foreign matter from silver-plated con
tacts as damage to contact plating in
vites corrosion which may ultimately
result in equipment failure.

Wash contacts with trichloroethane, lightly ap
plied with a small, soft-bristled brush. Remove
foreign matter adhering to socket body 01' wafer
using a Iintless cloth moistened with trichloro
ethane. Dry all parts with ail' jet.

n. Sensitive and Toggle Switches. Blow dirt
from surfaces of switch bodies and attached
mechanisms using an air jet. Wipe surfaces
with a lintless cloth moistened with trichloro
ethane and dry with an air jet.

o. Windows, Filtas, and Lel/ses. Clean plas
tic 01' glass disl{s, windows, filters, and lenses
by gently wiping their surfaces with a clean,
soft, lintless cloth that has been dampened with
trichloroethane. When clean, polish carefully
with lens tissue using a circular motion. If
object is to be stored for any period of time,
be sure surfaces are well protected.

2-27. Lubrication

a. Genentl. This section contains information
and instructions required to lubricate Radio
Set AN/GRC-I06(*). The symbol Q on illus
trations indicate intervals and designates 3
months. A 3-month interval consists of ninety
8-hotlr days. If the equipment is operated more
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than 8 hours per day, increase the frequency of
lubrication accordingly. The contacts of all
switches should be lubricated with any stand
ard switch lubricant at 6-month intervals. This
helps to insure optimum performance by keep
ing the contacts clean and free from corrosion.
Use lubricants MIL--l\I-7866A(ASG), FSN
NISL--P/N 15091, or FSN-NISL---P/N 15093
for all other points.

b. Receiver-Transmitte?', Radio RT-662/GRC
and RT-8JI,/GRC (fig. 2-27).

(1) Ge?/el"(l/. The following paragraphs
contain required instructions fOI' lubricating
Receiver-Transmitter, Radio RT-662/GRC and
RT-834/GRC. Appropriate disassembly and re~

assembly procedures are included.
(2) Disassembly. Loosen the six front pan

el Allen screws and slide the chassis out. Place
the chassis on a bench on the right side. Remove
the two screws that seclire the small motor gear
drive assembly cover (next to large gear) and
l'emove conr (fig. 2-27). The motol' gear drh'e
assembl)f conI' has two press-fitted guide pins
to insure propel' positioning of the cover.
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(3) Gea?' drive a8setnbly lubrication. Locate
all lubrication points (fig. 2-38). Connect
Power Supply PP-4763/GRC to the units front
panel POWER connector and set for an output
of 27 volts dc. Set the SERVICE SELECTOR
switch at SSB/NSK. Change the MHz and kHz
controls to any new frequency. As the gears
rotate, clean lubrication points with a brush
dipped in trichlol'Oethane. Change the MHz and
kHz controls to any new frequency. As gears
rotate, apply a light film of lubl'icant MIL--M
7866A (ASG) to lubrication points specified
in figure 2-38. Use a clean brush for this appli
cation. Repeat this procedure until all points
are cleaned and lubricated. Set the SERVICE
SELECTOR switch at OFF. Disconnect the PP
'703/CRG.

(4) Reassembly.
(a) Replace the motor gear drive assem~

bly cover over the guide pins and secure with
the two original screws.

(b) Tip the chassis upright, slide it
back into the case, and tighten the front panel
Allen screws.
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Section VIII. DIRECT SUPPORT ADJUSTMENTS

front panel Allen
AM-3349/GnC-106

2-28. Test Equipment and 6pecial Tools.
Required for Adjustments'

The following is a list of test equipment re
quired to perform the procedures contained in
this section.

a. Test Equipment.

Item Techllical manual

Signal Generator AN/URM- TM 11-6625-683-15
1'27 (2 required)

lJigital Readout
Electroni(' Counter AN/US~f- TM )1--6625-700-10

207
(;eneratul', Signal AN/GR[\I~ Ti\1 11-6()'25~573~15

50
~rectrum Analyzer TS-723(*)/ T:\! !!~'5097

U
Voltmeter, Electronic AN/ 1\\1 11~6i}25~524-14

UR~r-145 with adapter 91-
8A

Multimeter ME-26(*)/U 'r.:-'l 1l~6625-200-12

b. Additional Equipment.

(1) Dummy Load DA-75/U.
(2) Telegraph Key KY-116/U.
(3) Power Supply PP-4763(*)/GRC.
(4) 50 ohm, 1 watt, 10 percent resistor.
(5) Adapter, RF-9997.
(6) Test cables:

(a) Cable Assembly, Special Purpose,
Electrical (w-23) (FSN 5995-832-6861).

(b) Cable Assembly, R. F. (w-25)
(FSN 5995-935-0350).

NOTE
Cables (a) and (b) above are part of
SM-442A/GRC.

2-29. ·Power Amplifiers 2A lA lVl and
2A1A1V2, Neutralization Capacitor
Adjustment

a. General. To insure optimum performance,
neutralization capacitor 2AIAIC4 (fig. 2-31)
should be adjusted for minimum distortion each
time power amplifier tube 2A1AlVIOl' 2AIA
1V2 is replaced.

b. Test Equipment Required. Connect Cable
Assembly, Special Purpose, Electrical CX
10099/U (6 it) between the PA CONTROL
connector on Receiver-Transmitter, Radio RT
662/GRC or RT-834/GRC front panel and the
CONTROL connector on Amplifier, Radio Fre~

quency Al'd-3349/GRC-106 front panel. Con
nect Cable Assembly, Radio Frequency CG-
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409G/U (5 ft) between the RF DRIVE con
nectors on the two units. Connect Power Sup
ply PP-4763(*)/GRC to the RT-662/GRC or
and to the Al\'I-334D/C,JlC front panel PRIM.
PWR. connector. Set the PP-4763/GRC for an
output of 27 volts dc. Connect voltmeter, elec
tronic AN/URJI>I-145 as required dming the
procedure. Turn on the test equipment and al
Iowa l!)·minute warmup ]leriod.

c. Procedut·e. To adjust neutralization capaci
tor 2AIA1C4 (fig. 2-31), proceed as follows:

WARNING
Voltages up to 3,000 volts dc and
10,000 volts 1'f exist in the Al\'I-334D/
GRC-IOG. Be extremely cal·eful when
working with the equipment operating
outside the case. Disconnect the power
source and use a shorting stick to
ground capacitors before touching any
components. \After turning off set,
wait 15 seconds before shorting ca
pacitors 2A5A2C6 and C5 (fig. 2-33)
in order to prevent damage to capaci
tor 2A5A2C6.

(1) Set the AM-3349/GRC-106 PR1M.
PWR. circuit breaker at ON and set the RT
662/GRC or RT-83·1/GRC SERVICE SELEC
TOR switch at CWo

(2) Set the RT-662/GRC or RT-834/
GRC MHz and kHz controls at 29500.

(3) After GO seconds, set the AJ\l-3349/
GRC-10G HV RESET switch to TUNE.

(4) Adjust ANT. TUNE and ANT. LOAD
controls to center their respective meter indica
tions.

(5) Set HV RESET switch to OPERATE.
(6) Set PRIM. PWR. and SERViCE SE

LECTOR switches to OFF.
(7) Loosen the six

'Screws and slide the
chassis out.

(8) Unsolder the blue-white lead between
power amplifier 2AIAIVI and 2AIAIV2
screens and resistor 2AIAIR3 at the resistor
end (fig. 4-51). Resolder this end to ground
terminal next to 2AIAIR3.

(9) Loosen the four captive screws and
remove relay assembly 2A7 (fig. 2-31). Un
solder the lead from terminal 2AIAIE3. In the
same area plug a pin jack into the GND test



point and connect the unsoldered lead to it.
Replace relay assembly 2A7.

(10) Connect the 91-8A adapter to the
probe of the AN/URM-145 and connect this
to the 50 OH1\! LINE connector on A~f.-3349/

GRC-I06.
(11) Connect the multiconductor test cable

(w-23) (FSN 5995--832-6861) between case
connector 2A6XA1 (fig. 4-54) and chassis con
nector 2A1J1.

(12) Set the AM-1l349/GRC-106 PRIM.
PWR. cireuit breaker at ON and set the RT
662/GRC or RT-834/GRC SERVICE SELEC
TOR switch at CW.

(13) After 60 seconds. set the AM-3349/
GRG-106 HV RESET switch at TUNE.

(14) Adjust the AN/URM~14:} for maxi·
mum meter indication.

(15) Use nn insulated adjustment tool to
adjust neutralization capacitor 2AIA1C4 (fig.
2-31) for a null indication on the AN/URM
145.

(16) Set the AM-1l349/GRC-I06 PRIM.
PWR. circuit breaker and the RT--662/GRC
or RT-834/GRC SERVICE SELECTOR switch
at OFF.

(17) Turn off all powel'. Use a shOlting
stick to short the plates of power amplifier tubes
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2AIAIVl and 2AIAIV2 to ground. Disconnect
all test equipment,

(18) Unsolder the grounded end of the
screen lead and resolder it to tap 1 of 2AIAIR3
((8) above).

(19) Refer to the procedures of paragraph
3-45c(4) through (17),

(20) Slide the chassis back into the case and
tighten the front panel Allen screws.

2-30. Power Amplifiers 2A1A1Vl and
2A 1A1V2 and Driver Amplifier 2ASV1.
Plate Trimmer Capacitors Adjustment

Ct. General. To insure optimum performance,
plate trimmer capacitors 2A8C6 and 2AIAIC22
should be adjusted each time power amplifier
tube 2A1A1V1 or 2A1AIV2 is replaced. The
adjustment of neutralization capacitor 2AIA1C4
(para 2-29) must be accomplished before the
performance of this procedure.

b. Test Equipment Requi1·ed. Connect all
equipment as shown in figure 2-39. Turn on the
test equipment and allow a 10·minute warmup
period. Set Radio Set A T/GRG-I06(O)
switches and controls as listed in table 2-12
below.

Table f-lf. Switchf8 tllld COli trois Sslli"gs

Co"trol

RT-r,G2/GRC or RT-834/(;RC ..__ . SERyJICE SELF:CTOR switch OVEN ON (allow 10 minutes warm-
up)

RT-662/CRC or RT...a34/GRC '.\lANUAL RF GAIN controL I~ully clockwise
HT-GG2/GRC or RT-834/GRC . AUnIO GAIN controL A'ppro:-:imately midrange
RT-6G2/G ItC or RT-8a<l/GRC . SQUF,IJCH switch .0'" F'
RT-€62/GRC or RT-83<l/CRC . FRF:Q. VI':RNIF:R ('ontl'QL .OFF
RT-IlG2/GRC OJ' RT-83'I/G RC_~ RFQ controL A'ppro;.;imat<.>ly mirlranA"c
RT-662/GRC 01' RT-83·I/GltC .Vox s\\'itch ._~ PUSll TO TALK
.Ut-aa<l9/G RC-I OG PRI.\!. PWR switch 0 F'F
A :'I1-33<l9/GRC-IOG ~ . HV RF.SF.T switch TUNE
RT-M2/GRC or RT-83<l/GRC~ .SF.RV'ICE SELF:CTOR s\\'itch ._.STAND BY (allow 60 seconds

warmup)

c. P"ocedlll'e. To adjust plate peaking ca
pacitors 2A8C6 and 2A 1Al C22 (fig. 2--31),
proceed as follows:

WARNING
Voltuges up to 3.000 volts de aud
10,000 volts rf exist in the AM-3349/
GRC-106. Be extremely careful when
working with the equipment operating
outside the case. Disconnect the powel'
source and use a shorting stick to
gl"ound the capacitors before touching

any components. Wait Ii) seconds
nfter tUl'l1ing off power before shol'l
ing 2A5A2C5 and 2A5A2C6 so as to
pl'event damage to 2A~A2C6.

(1) Loosen the six front panel Allen
screws and slide the AM-3349/GRG-106 chas
sis out.

(2) Connect the multiconduetor test cable
cited in paragraph 2-28 between case connector
2A6XAI and chassis connector 2A1J1.
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Figun; 2-39. AM-33J,9/GRC-I0r. plate kimmcr setup.
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(3) Set the AM-3349/GRG-I06 PRIM.
PWR. circuit breaker at ON. Set the PP-4763/
GRC output for 27 volts de.

(4) Set Receh'er-Transmitter, Radio RT
662/GRG 0' RT-834/GRC SERVICE SELEC
TOR switch at CW and set the MHz and kHz
controls at 29500. Allow the tuning cycle to be
completed before proceeding.

(5) Adjust the AM-3349/GRC-106 ANT.
TUNE and ANT. LOAD controls until the
counters indicate the numbers shown in the an
tenna tuning and 'loading chart fOl' 29.9 MHz
fOl' a 50 ohm load.

(6) Set the HV RESET switch at TUNE
and simultuneously adjust the ANT. TUNE
and ANT. LOAD controls until the meters in
dicate ill the green portion of the scales.

(7) Set the HV RESET switch at OPER·
ATE and set the RT-662/GRC 01' RT-834/
GRG SERVICE SELECTOR switch at OFF.

(8) Disconnect the cable from the A:M
:~349/GnC-106 RF DRIVE conneetor.

(9) Use a shorting stick to short the plate
of power amplifier 2AIAIV2 to ground. Re
move relay nssembly 2A7. Connect a pin jack
to the GND test point. Unsolder the wire from
terminal 2AIAIE3 and connect it to the banaua
jack. Replace relay assembly 2A7.

(10) Connect fre<"Iuency meter AN/USM
207 to the output of Signal Generator AN/
URM-50.

(11) Adjust the Al'\/GRl\I-50 for an am
output of 29.5 .MHz as indicated on the AN/
USl\I-207.

(12) Set the AN/GRM-SO output level at
zero and connect to the Al\l-3349/GRC-IOG
front panel RF DHIVE connector.

(13) Set the AAJ-3340/GRC-I06 TEST
l\IETEH switch at PA. CUR.

TM 11-5820-520-34

(14) Set the RT-662/GRC 0' RT-834/
GRC SERVICE SELECTOR switch at SSB/
NSK and allow a 60-second warmup period.

(15) Increase the AN/GRM-50 output
level until voltmeter, ME-26(-)/U indicates
50 volts. Monitor the AM-3349/GRC-I06
TEST METER to insure that the meter pointer
does not go out of the gray portion of the scale.

(16) Set the TEST METER switch at GRID
DRIVE.

(17) Adjust PLATE TRIl\'1 C6 capacitor
2A806 (fig. 4-16) until a peak indication is
obtained on the TEST METER.

(18) Set the TEST METER switch at PA.
CUR.

(19) Adjust the AN/GRM-50 output for
29.00 MHz at 50 volts as indicated on the ME
26(')/U.

(20) Note the indication of the AM-3349/
GRC-I06 TEST METER.

(21) Adjust the AN/GRM-50 output for
29.99 MHz 50 volts as indicated on the ~I E
26(')/U.

(22) Note the indication of the Al\I-3349/
GRC-I06 TEST ~JE'l'ER.

(23) Repeat the procedure given in (19)
through (22) above while adjusting capacitor
2AIAIC22 (fig. 2-31) until the indications
noted in (20) and (22) above are equal.

(24) Tum off all power. Use a shorting
stick to short the plates of power amplifier
tubes 2AIAIVI and 2AIAIV2 to ground.
Disconnect the test cable.

(23) Remove relay assembly 2A7. Discoll
nect the lead from the pin jack and resoldel' it
to terminal 2AIA1E3. Replace relay assembly
2A7.

(26) Slide the chassis back into the c.ase and
tighten the fl'ont l><lnel Allen screws.
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CHAPTER 3

GENERAL SUPPORT MAINTENANCE

Section I. GENERAL

WARNING
When servicing Radio Set ANjGRC--'106(*) be extremely careful when working on
or around the circuits of dc-to-dc converter and regulator mlldule lAn, dc-to-ac in
verter (part of frllnt panel assembly 2A6), antenna coupler 2A3, and front panel as
sembly 2A5. Voltages as high as 3,000 volts dc and 10,000 volts rf exist in these as
semblies.

CAUTION
This equipment is transistor.jzed, When measuring voltages, use tape or sleeving
(spaghetti) to insulate the entire test prod, except the extreme tip. A momentary
short circuit can ruin a transistor.

3-1. Scope of General Support Maintenance

a. The general support maintenance proce
dures in this chapter include: troubleshooting,
module adjustments. lubrication, repair and
replacement, circuit testing and performance
testing, Chapter 4 contains the module test pro
cedures.

b. Figures 4-56(1), 4-56(2), 4-57(1), and
4-57(2) are provided to aid the repairman in
circuit tracing from the modules on the RT-

662/GRC or RT-834/GRC, to the modules on
the AM-3349/GRC-106, or from the AM
3349/GRC-I06 to the RT-662/GRC or RT
834/GRC.

3-2. Test Equipment Required for General
Support Maintenance

Table 3~1 lists the test equipment and associ
ated technical manuals required for general sup
port maintenance.

Table 8-1. Test Equipment Required JOT General Support Maintenance

T.ot Equip", ...t r.cJ...iC4l ",,, ..1Wl

Simulator, Radio Frequency SM-442AjGRC ~ 6625-999-7485 ~ TM 11-6625-647-1'2
Power Supply PP-4762i(·) jGRC ~ .5820_937-769 'nM 11-5820-765-l2
Dumm)' Load, E le<:trieal DA-75jU .5985--'280_34 80 _
Dummy Load, Electrical 50·ohm, 2W 5985--087-4954 _
Test Set, Electron Tube TV-<2jU ~ .6625-669_o263 1';\1 11-6625-316-1,2
Test Set, Transistor TS-1836jU ~ 6625-893~'2628 T~r 11-6625--5'39-15
'fest Set, T ran smission AN/U SM-306 .6625-453-666 _
Spectrum Analyzer T·S-723 (.) /U ~ TM 11-5097
Oscilloscope AN/U SM-281 A ~ 6&25_053-3112 ~" l'M 11---6625-1703-15
Digital &adout, Electronic Counter ANjUS':\1-207 6&25-911-6368 T·M 11-6625-'700-10
Dumm)' Load Group, Electrical OA-4539jGRC-l06 5985-089-43'79 _
11 uItimeter ME-26 (.) IU 6625-360-2493 11\1 11-6625~'20o-15
MuItimeter T S-%2B/U ~_ ~ 6625-884-1 7,58 Thl 11-6625-'2{)3-12
Multimeter AN/UR).I-I05 6625-242-5023 TM' 11-6625-'366-15
Voltmeter, Electronic A N/URM-145 6625-973-3986 TM 11-6Q.25-524-14
Voltmeter, Electronic ME-30 (.) /U ~ 6625__97J-0742 'I'M I 1-6625-320-12
Meter, Audio Level T S-585/U 66'25-2,14-0501 ~_

Generator, Signal ANjURJM-127 ~ ~ 6625-783--5965 'I'M 11---6625-683-1'5
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Table 8-1. Test Equipment Required for Genflral SUPPO'rt Maintenance-Continued

Generator, Signal ANIG RM-50 6G2J-868-E1353 nl 11--6625-'57-3--15
Attenuator, Hewlett-Packard HP-355D .5985-957_1680 _
Probe T -ronnecu.r H P-l1042 .66$-713-4356 _
Attenuation, Variable ON-764/U "5985-0ZD-mO _
Handset H--33I(-) IPT .5965-163-9947 _
Loudspeaker US-166/U .5965-243-6420 _
Telegraph Key KY-116/U 580H03-339L _
Headset H-227IU .5995-226-2915 _
Mkrophone M-29B/U 5965-89Z--O'1'Z2 _
Blower. ExternaL _
ThermoTneter 6625-444-6000 _
VVatch 6645-719-8670 _

Tool Kit, Electronic Equipnlent TK-l00/G .51S0-605-0079 SC51SD-91-CL-SZl
Tool Kit, Electronic EquipTnent TK-105/G 518~lo-aI77 SCSISD-91....(:L-RQ7
VVrench,Torque .5120-230-6380 _
Key Socket Head SCrew 5120-827_2967 _
Extension Socket Head VVrench (used with Tool Code 28) 5120-243-1689 _
Crowfoot attachment (used with Tool Code 28) .51SO-ISI-6764 _
Handle, Socket VVreneh (used ,,;th Tool Code 28) .51.20-240-5396 _
Socket (used with Tool Code 28) SI20-236--680L _
Universal joint (used with Tool Code 28) 51.20-224-9215 _
Thermal Noise Generator SG--419/U 6625-858-3866 _
VVave Analyzer HIP-302A, TSI8030/U 6625-%8--4473 _

3-3. Prior Troubleshooting and Repairing
Performances

Prior to troubleshooting and repairing a Radio
Set AN/GRC-I06(-), determine the need for
the following, and perform if necessary.

a. Cleaning. Clean each chassis assembly and
subassembly as described in paragraph 2-26.

b. Inspection. Inspect all parts as described
in paragraph 2-25.

c. Lubrication. Lubricate all moving metal
parts, (nylon parts should not be lubricated)
as described in paragraph 2-27.

d. Vacuum Tubes. Replace vacuum tubes
22AIAIVl and 2AIAIV2 in accordance with
paragraph 2-21a, and replace 2A8Vl in ac
cordance with paragraph 2-24.

e. Blower Motors. All blower motors should
be checked for proper operation. l'l'Iotor 2AIA
IBI in the plenum assembly has an operating
life of 2500 hours and should be replaced at
regular intervals to prevent overheating of the
plenum assembly. On late models of AM-3349/
GRC-I06 the 2AIAIBI motor is changed using
the procedures of paragraph 2-21a. On early
models the motor is press fit and cannot be re
moved and replaced so a new plenum assembly
is required.

f. Antenna Coupler Assembly fAa. Inspect
all electrical contacts and coils 2A3Ll (fig.
2-36) and 2A8L2 (fig. 2-37) for burned spots
and corrosion. Repair as necessary.

Section II. GENERAL SUPPORT TROUBLESHOOTING

3-4. Genera.

Voltage measurements for the E-terminals and
transistor terminals are given in paragraphs 3
5 through 3-22. For each module or subassem
bly, the voltage measurements represent the
conditions that would exist if the module or
subassembly was properly connected to the main
chassis, receiving its proper input and output

voltages, with the RT-834/GRC or RT--662/

~2

GRC and the AM-3349/GRC-I06 properly con
nected and operating in the receive mode. All
dc voltage measurements in the tables in this
section were made with l\lultimeter ME-26(-)/
U. All llC voltage measurements unless other
wise indicated, were made with Voltmeter,
Electronic AN/URM-145. Where measure
ments were made under special conditions, the
conditions are listed either in the table, or in the
instructions immediately preceding the table.
Where special test equipment is called out,
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Table 3-2. Fro-nt E,W Protective Circuit lAlAlAIO,
Transistor Dc Voltage Measurements

A.IE-lL 20 mv rms (ANjURJ:\1-

145)
A1E6 .+10 vdc
AIE7 .20 mv nns 1(A;NjURM-

14-5)
A2El +0.5 vde
A·2F..2 + 10 v'de
A2E3 .Same as AIEl
A2E4 Ground
A'2E5 ~ ~ Not used
A2E6 .+27 vde

Table 3-8. Front End Protection Circuit lAlAlA10,
E-Terminal Voltage Measurements-Continued

3~. Internal ALe Assembly liA.l A2A5
a. Transistor Dc Voltage MeasuremenU. The

dc voltage measurements for transistor Q1
should be within plus or minus 10 percent of
the indicated value. The measurements are:
base 3.1 to 4.1 volts dc; emitter -2.5 to 3.5 volts
dc; and collector + 19.5 volts dc. Refer to figure
3-4 and 3-5 for parts location.

b. E-Terminal Voltage Measurements. Refer to
table 3-4.

Terminal

3-7. 100 H. Module J.A IA2A8
NOTE

The 100 Hz module is applicable for
RT-834/GRC only.

a. Transistor Dc Voltage Measurements. All
readings in table 3-5 should be within ± 10 per
cent of the indicated valve. Refer to figures
3-6 through 3-8 for terminal and parts loca
tion.

cE

D<: voltage to ll'round

BTransistor stall"

A1QL 0.2 ~__Ground 10
A2QL .10 .14 .27
AZQZ_~ .0.7 Ground~_ ___0.5

such as an oscilloscope or a selective voltmeter,
refer to the list of test equipment in table 3-1
for proper nomenclature. Terminal and parts
locations are included in the tables when needed.

3-5. Front End 'Protection Circuit lA1A1A10
a. Transistor Dc Voltage Measurements. All

readings in table 3-2 should be within ± 10
percent of the indicated value. Refer to figures
3-1 through 3-3 for parts identification.

b. E-Terminal Voltage Measurements. The
voltage measurements in table 3-3 were made
with the instrument indicated in parentheses.
Terminal locations are shown in figures 3-2
and 3-3.

Table 3-3. Front End Protection Circuit AIAIAI0,
E-TeT71~inalVoltage Measurements

A1&L ~ .+,20 vdc-receive mode

Ground-transmit mode
A1E2 .6 mv nns (ANjURM-

145)
A1E3 .6 mv nTIS (ANjURM-

145)
A lE4 .Ground

AI

A2

TM55l0-520-35-717

Figure 3-1. Front end protection circuit lAlAlAlO, parts location.
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Cl ) I R2

Table3-4.1Il.terJllll ALC Assembly 1AIA!A5,
E-Tenninol Volwge Mea.lLremenu

El .11.5 ±0.5 vele.
E2 RF input at a level of 2.5 v,rrns.
E3 Grou nd.
E4 Same as E2.
E5 Ground.
E6 Ale output at a level of 2.5 to 3.5 vde.
E7 . Ground.

c. Code Switch Volta.ge MeMurements. All
voltage measurements in table 3-7 were taken
with TS-352 B/U and should be either zero
volts or 5 volts dc : 10 percent.

-0..
At

o(~r--'-'=';O~,9 Q
"I .. 0

I R' I ' ,

I '''·8
"

Figllre 3-1. Termilfal board IA1AIA10AI. port.
locatioll diagrnm. Table 3-5.100 H: Modllle 1A1AfAB, Tronsi$tor

Dc Vol/age dfsasllnments

Table 3-6.100 Hz Module 1A1A2A8, E-Tennil/al
Voltage Mea3ltTemenL

AIQI 14.0 14.3 14.1
Al~ GND See A..lE2
A·2Q2 3.5 3.0 ~ _~_13

A2Q3 1"- 15 9
A2Q4 14 15 .9
A2Q5 -0.2.. GND 1.8
A2Q6 -1.3 GND~ ~~_2.5

A2Q7 10.6 410_0______ __19.3
A2Q8 5.6- 5.0_______ __19.5

0- ,0 • "' I '
N 0•

,~ u ..
O. "•u ..At + +.. - - •• NU •u u u

" I ..
8 ..

". • A2 o·

Tr....lotor ouae B E c

''"'"20 .'0" ".
Figlll·e 3-9. Termi1lal board 1JlJAIA10A2, 11a1·t,

location diagram.

T"'SazO_SlO l.~7l(l

Figllre 3-4. l"terlwl ALC aBBembll/lA1A2A5,
partB locatioll.

b. E-Tel-minal YoUnge Measuremellts. All
voltage measurements in table 3-6 were taken
with the test equipment listed in parentheses
directly after the value. All measurements
should be within :20 percent of the indicated
value.

AIEL 15 :to.5 VDC (T8-352B!U)

1 AIE2 4.5v pea-'k-to-peak square wave
AIE3 2.8 vdc (1'8-352BjU)
A1E4 Ground

A1E5 tOO Hz llquarcwave with an amplitude
of 5v ,peak·to-peak AJNjU&\1-281A.

A1E6 .5 :to.5 vdc (TS--35ZBjU)
A1E'7 See table 3-25

A1E8 See table 3-25
AIE9 See table 3-25
AIEIO .See table 3-25

A2EL Triangular wavefonn 2v peak-to-peak
(ANjUSM-281A)

AaE2 Ground

A2E3 .105mv nns (ANjUoRM-145)

7.1 MHz sine wave (ANjUSM-281A)
..UE4 19.5 :!:0.5 vde (TS-45ZBIU)
A2E5 Same as AIEL

A2E6 Same aa AIE3.
A2EL Same as AlES.
A2E8 .Same as AlE6.
A2E9 .Ground.

A2E20 3.5 ,-de ('I'8-asZB/,U)
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Figure 3-5. Terminal board JAJAtA5Al. pa.rt8location fJiagram.

Table 3~7. 100 Hz Modltle lA1A!A8. Code Switch
Voltage llha8l,rement8

Table 3-9. Voltage Regulator 1A1AfA9, E-Terminal
Voltage Mea.mrements

c
o
o
o
o
o
o

10.3

o
o
o
o
o

EB

T..alWllotor ltalC"

7'able 3-10. JOO-kHz Synthesizer Module lAf,
TraJ1sistor Dc Voltage Mewmreme11tB

A1Ql (high) 7.5 7.6 _
A1Q2 (low) . 7.8_____ 8.0 _
AIQ3 (high)_________ 7.8_____ 8.0 _
AIQ4 (low) 7.8_____ 8.L _
A1Q5 7.5_____ 8.0 _
A2Ql ,'J.9_____ 4.3 _
A2Q2· 0.55____ 0 _

A2Q3 '7.5_____ 7.8_~ _

A.2Q4 9.L____ 9.2 _
A8QL 7.5 7.8 _

A3Q2·· 3.2 13.6------
A4Ql·· Q.L 1.55 _

A9EL . +5 vde
A9E2 .Ground
A9E3 6.3 vac

3-9. loa-kHz Synthesizer Module lA2

a. Transistor Dc Voltage Measurements. All
readings in table 3-10 should be within +5 per
cent of the indicated value. Refer to figure 3-10
for parts location.

b. E-Terminal Voltage Measurements. The
voltage measurements in table 3-11 were made
with the instrument indicated in parentheses.
Refer to figures 3-11 through 3-13 for terminal
location.

c

A1E9

E

AIEl

B

A1E8

Binary codeIAlE10

3-8. Voltage Regulator 1A1A2A9

NOTE
Voltage Regulatol' lAlA2A9 is ap
plicable for RT-834/GRC only.

'.t. Transistor Dc Volt(Lge Measw·ements. All
readings in table 3-8 should be within ± 10
percent of the indicated value. Refer to figure
3-9 for terminal and parts location.

0 0 .0 .0 .0 .
L 0 0 .0 .1 .
2 0 .0 1 0 .
3 0 .0 .1 .1 .
4 0 .1 .0 0 .
5 0 .1 .0 1 .
6 0 .1 1 .0 .
7 0 .1 .1 .1 _
8________ 1 .0 .0 .0 .
9________ 1 .0 .0 .1 .

o 
OVDC
-5vdc
:!:10%

1* H~
code lW

dlrlt

Table 3-8. Voltage Regilla/.Qr lAlAtA9, TraftSistor
Dc Volttlge Me(l8HremmtB

Ql_________________ 5 .6 .15 .
Q2 2.5____ __1.3 5 .

b. E-Terminal Voltage Measurements. The
voltage measurements in table 3-9 were taken
with a ME-26(O)/U.

• Biuin", I. oonlrolled b7 lae YOII.aeo. VIOl...,. .ho..-n .... t711"'.'•
•• Not ._l~ In module. Th.. At _mbi7 mult be ec1

from moduk b7 unlOklerl"a Ih."" le.dl, Ioooenina fOllr ..,r on
bottom of moduk••nd lltdl... II out. Conneet the At mbl7 bIOel<
to tll~ modul" wilb juml)t'r ~<IiI to th.. Illr" uMOld"n<! Ie .
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(

fl~
I

AI

Figure 8-6. 100 Hz module lAlA!A8, partalocatWn-.

R8 A2

TM5820-520-35-722

Table $-11. l00-kH: SpthuizeT Module lAt,
E·Termi;lInl Voltagtl MIlGJUrerllll1t.U

Table $-11. 1oo·kHz Svnthui;;IlT Module JA!, E-Tllrminal
Voltage MeaaUTlW1.8n.t4-Continued

AlEI

AIE2

3-6

4.553 to 5.453 'MHz at a le..-eJ. of 0.58
±O.12 mv nns 27.8'7 MHz at a level
of approximately 3.0 mv TmS (eon
trolled by age voltage) when the hi
band output ill required (AN/USi\I
306).

19:5 :to.S vdc with a to..oand output
form the module and ground with a
hi-band output from the module
(ME-2(W)jU).

AlES

AIE4
AlES
AIE6
AIE7
AIE8

4.553 to 5.453 MHz at a level of 2Q
±3 mv rJnS (ANjUR),t-145).
Ground.
10 ±1 vdc (ME-26(·)/U).
Same as AIE2.
Ground.
4.553 to 5.4'53'~:c at a It'I\'el of 0.55

±O.lI mv nTIS 17.847 MlHz at a level
of a.pproximately 3.0 mv rolS -(con
trolled by age voltage) when the 10-



Table 9-11.100-kHz Synthesizer MQdule lA!, E-Terminal
Voltage Measurements-Continued

TM 11-5820-520-34

Tabk 3-11.100-kHz SynelVJsizer MQdulelA.l:!, E·Ternttnal
Voltage Measurements-Continued

3-10. Frequency 'Standard Module 1A3
a. Transistor Dc Voltage Measurements. All

the readings in table 3-12 should be within ±5
percent of the indicated value. Refer to figures
3-14 and 3-19 for parts location.

b. E-Terminal Voltage Measu'I"ements. All
voltage measurements in table 3-13 were taken
with the instrument listed in the parentheses
directly after the value. Refer to figures 3-19
and 3-20 for terminal location.

Termitl<ll

AIE9

AIE.10

AIEll

AIE12

AIE13

AIE14

AIEl£

AIE16

AIE17

AIElS

AIE19
AIE'20

\,2El
A2F.!2:

A2E3
A2E4

VDltag. m .....llr."'...t

band Qutput is required (AN/U.SM
36).

Hl.5 ±0.5 vde fME-26(-)/U).

22,4 to 23.3 MHz '(ANfU&'1-28IA)
at a level 'of 130 ±5 mv rms (AN/
URM-145) when a lo-oband output is
required iTom the module, and 82.4
to 33.3 MHz (ANjUSM-281A) at a
level of 150 ±£ mv rms (ANjURM
145) when a hi-hand output is :re
quired from the module.

4.5'53 to 5,453:i\fHz at a level of 0.30
± 0.06 mv l'Jl1S and ·27.841 MHz at a
level of approximately 0.06 mv nns
(controlledlby age voltage) when the
hi~band output is required from the
module (ANjUSM-306).

32.4 to 33.3 MHz at a level of approxi
mately 4.3 mv nns '(controlled by
age voltage) when the hi-band output
is required (ANjURM-I45).

~2,4 to 33.'3 MHz at a level of approxi
mately 40 mv T11lS (Ocmtrolled by age
voltage) when the hi-band output is
required (A'NjURM-145).

Ground.
3,2.4 to 33.3 MHz at a level of approxi·

mately 4.0 mv rms (controlled by age
voltage) when a hi~band output is
required from the module (.ANj
URlM-14'5).

4.553 to 5.453 MHz at a level of 0.32
to ±0.06 mv rtns 17.84'7 MHz at a
level of approximately 0.2 mv rms
(controlled by age voltage) when
the lo-hand output is required fTOm
the module (ANjUS~I-306).

22.4 to 23.3 MHz at a level of a~roxi
rnately 18 mv rms (controlled by agc
,\"Oltage) when the lo-'band output
from the module is required (ANj
UR:\I-145).

22.4 to 23.3 MHz at a level of approxi
mately 16 mv nns ·(controlled by agc
voltage) when the lo-band output
'from the module is required (~Nj

URM-145).
G.round.
22.4 to 23.3 MHz at a level of approxi

mately 4.2ruv rms (controlled by age
voltage) w'hen the Io-band output is
required from the module (ANj
URl:\I-14.s).

Same as AIElO.
Age voltage at a level of approximately

10 vdc (function of agc loo.p stage
gains) (ME--26(·)/U).

19.'5 ±O.S vdc (ME-26(·)jU).
Same as ArE3.

T.rmi11Gl

A2E5
A2E6

A'ZE7
A2E8

A3EO
A2ElO

A2Ell
A2E12

A.2E18
A2E14

A3E15

.UE,l

A3E2

A3E'S

A-8E4

A'3E5
A3F.6

A3E1
A3'E8
A3E9
A3ElO
,l,,3Ell

A3El2
A3E13
A3E14
A4El
A'4E,2

A4ID3

Ground.
4.553 to 5.453 M)Hz at a level of 310

±30 mv rms (ANjURM-145).
19.5 :to.5 vdc (ME-2(J(·)/U).
10.747 M1Hz at a level of not less than

12 mv rros (ANjUR'M-14£).

Ground.
15.3 to 16.2 mv nns spectrum input at

a level of '20 ±10 mv nns (ANjUSM
306) (a, fig. 4-28).

19.5 :to.5 vdc (iME-2&(·)/U).

Ground.
Ground.
22.4 0023.3 MHz (ANjU&:\I-207) at

a level of 100 ±5 mv nns (ANjURIM
145) when the lo.fuan'd output is re
quired from the module and 32.4 to
33.3 MHz (AiN/,USM-28lA) at a
level of 14-0 ±5 m.v rms (ANjURM
145) when the hi-band output from
the module is required.

4.553 to 5.453 MHz and 100 kHz
spectrum uta level of 70 ±20 mv
rms (ANjUrRM-145) (Ib, fig. 4-28).

Same as AlES.

Same as AIEl.
7.1 ~IHz at a level of 35 ±5 mv rms

(ANjURM-145).

Ground.

Ground.
10 MHz at a level of 05 ± 15 mv nns
(ANjURM~145).

19.5 :to.5 vde (ME-26(·)jU).

Same as A'2E8.

Same as A2E2.
Ground.
Same as AlE8.
Same as AIE2.

Same as AlES.
Same as A2E8.
Same as A2E6.
Same as A2E7.
Ground.
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Table 3-1!. Freqllency Standardl Module lAS.
TNJ,tl8Ut()T Dc Voltage Mea.uremenu

Tahle 3-1$. p,.eqlU?lC1I Standard Module lA",
E-Tenni?lal Voltogt Measurement

Dc ~Itan to arouM

Tn.Dllnor .ta~ • E C
A2Q 1_______________ 19.0 18.5 •A ZQ2__ ______________ 11.7 10.7 •A2Q3_______________ 14.2 1'2.4 •A2Q 1. ______________ 15.5 15.8 •A3Q2____________~___ 17.5 17.8 0

A2El
_.o\2E2
A2E3
A2E<l

.~2E5

Ground.
1.5 :to.S vde PfE-26(")(U}.
19.5 ±O.S vdc (~fE-26(·)(U).

5 MHz sine wave at an amplitude of
650 :!:: 150 mv nns (AN/USY-306).

500 kHz sine wa\-"e at an amplitude of
"220 ±30 mv nns (AN/l!S:\I-306).

"'~no-no-n-'u

Figure 3-7. Terminal board IAIAIA8AI. part.loaI.tioft diagram.

Figl/re 3-8. Terminal board lA lA!A8A!, part8 location diagram.

• ;'>' • ,
I':. ,..,.. ..

2"
Q2 • E2,r "1- , •CRI

~

rM582O-S20 35-715

Figure 3-9. Voltage regulat01" lA1A2A9, partlJ locatUm.
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Table 3-13. Frequency Standard Modlde lA3,

E-Termi'fal Voltage Mea8urenunt-Continued
Table 3-13. Frequency Standard Module lA3,

E-Terminal Voltage MeaaurtmUl'lt-Continued

5 MHz sine wave at an amplitude of

650 :!:-150 mv nns (swikh A2S1 in

internal 'POsition) (AN/USM-306).

Ground.

19.5 ±O.s vdc (~1E-26(·)/U).

Same as A3E5.

Ground.

5 MHz sine wave at an amplitude of

120 :t.30 nrv nTIS (AN/US~I-306).

Ground.

3-11.

A3EX!

Frequency 'Standard Module Oven

Assembly lA3A1

a. Tramistor Dc Voltage MeMurements. All

measurements in table 3-14 should be within

A3E9

A3E4

.-'3E5

A3E6

A3E7

A3E8

Ground.
1 MHz sine wave at an amplitude of 520

:t.80 mv nTIS (AN/US~1-300).

Ground.

1 MHz signal at a level of 110 ±20 mv

nTIS, 4 MHz signal at a level of 1.0

±O.25 volt rms, and a 5 I\tHz signal

at a level of 475 ±50 mv nns (ANI

USM--306).

~fHz signal at a level of 1.6 ±0.25

volt nns, 41l\lHz signal at a level of

30 :t.7 mv rms, and a 5 MHz signal

at a level of 20 :t.5 mv rms (ANI

US:\I-406).

Same as .'\2EIO.

10 MHz sine waye at an am.plitude of

50 :t.15 mv rms (A'N/USM-306).

Ground.

A2E8

A2E9

A2F.10

A3£2

A2£1I
A3EI

A2E6
A'2E7

.,
(HtDDEN)

\

A2

CRYSTALS[!:..--l:t---- A4YI -A4YIO

~;'i;~~·----l--------A4

~~.IOOKHZ

--~ COUPLER
{HIDDENl

JI
TM5820-S20-35-726

FigllT6 3-10.100 kHz lIy'ttltellizer module lAt, part, locatioll.
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113 tmJ E9® [iill 0
[ill]

8EJCID
r=l I'!lo, ..~
~ eJOO

g@
®E4 B
@ OlNl~
T2 [!ill

@) @ @

®~@®_ Cl'
OElJ Ell EJO'" Y2
0000 [ll] 1

':~@~~8- "~O

TMS820-S20-3S-727 TMS820- S20-35-729

FigU.T' 3-Jl. Printed ciTCll.it boclTtfa lA!Al and lA!A".
pC1TU location diagrom.

Figure 3-13. Printed circuit boa,rd JAfA", parta
locatiol\ diagrom.

Table 3-U. (h,el\ AUllmblr lA"Al, Tf"(ul8utor Dc
Voltage Meaau.rtrMnU

"2 ®
o @D

" 0O@)iJ

@8 ~~@

TMS820-S20-35-728

De YO!tap to lml<'Ild

Tn....1rtor Klop B E c
AIQI -------- ____Not. mea-

-~---

llurable.
AIA1QI 7.4 6.8 14.5
A1A1Q2 7.5 6.8 1:4.0
AIA2Q1 7.2 7.0 15.0
AIA2Q2 Hi.O 15.0 18 ::!: 1.2
AIA2Q3 7.8 7.6 7

b. Transistor Ac Voltage Measurements. All
measurements in table 3-15 were taken with an
oscilloscope on a properly heated oven at am
bient room temperature. The indications are
nominal and will vary according to the ambient
temperature. Refer to figures 3-19 and 3-20
for parts location.

Table "-15. Ol1el\ Aa3llmblr JA.fAl, Tranai3wT Ac
Voltag, !tfea.aunmenu

Pigll.Tlt 3-J!. Printed cirCllit board 1A!A!, parU
Iocati01t diagrom..

5 percent of the indicated value. The measure
ments are for a properly adjusted oven at am
bient room temperature (current of approxi
mately 85 rna from the 27·volt dc power supply).
Refer to figures 3-15 through 3-18 for parts
location.

De vo/t.aae to ~ttd

Tr....;.tor at&goo B E c
A2QL______ Not. mea- Not. meas- 200 mv

surable. urable. (1.7 kHz).
A2Q2______~ Same 3S Not meaJJ-. l.i v (17

A2QI urable. kHz).
collector.

A2Q3________ 1.1 v (17 Not. meas- do.
kHz). urable.

3-10
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J.--------.,

a
E2

<§r---'
AI

J1

00E2 a OEl
uOVR1~®N
/.<\ Tl ~Yl
\,Y"OR2 a ~
OE4tQl\ 08
OR4~1:\ M

OE~~~
[@

A3

.2
(HIOOENl·-·~__

JIB

TMse20-520-35-730

Figure 8-Ii. Frequency ,tandar€! module lA.f, part. ~tum.

3-12. E-Terminal Voltage Measurements

The measurements for printed circuit board A2
were taken with the oven at 85°C.. printed
circuit board Al removed, and with a current
of approximately 85 rna from the 27 vdc powel'
supply. Refer to figures 3-17 and 3-18 for
terminal location.

Zero. (Would be same as AIPl with
Al installed.)

Ground.

19.5 ±0.5 vdc.
27 ±3 vde.

Same all A2E3.
Same all A2El.

Ground.
7.0 :!: 1.0 vd<:.
Same as A2E4.

Same as A2E4.
Same as A2E4.
Variable. Depends on oven temperature.

Table 3-16. 0_ A.,emblI/JA.fAl. E-Tenninal
Voltage MeMU~ntinued

A:3El

A2E'2

A2E'3

A2E.
A2Eii

A>P2

A2P3
A2P4

•J"ZP5
A2P6
A>P7

A2P8

1.95 ±0.5 vdc.

5 1\1 Hz output signal at a level of 100
±40 nw rntB.

Ground.

Table 8-16. Oven A.Hmbly lA3AJ, E·Tennirwl
Voltage MetuuYemll'1tU

A1Pl

HP2

AIP3
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OSCILLATOR
ASSEMBLY AI

//

TOP CAP

/

o

LOCKWA$HER(41

1-C"'" SECUIUNG

'\ 8DLT(4)

FLATWASHERI4j

COVER

~

3:--&
m

~
E..

OVEN
ASSEMBLY

CONNECTOR

'"
"'",

'"'"<f'",

o'

'"'"
o.

~-A, o.

FREOUENCY
ADJUSTMENT
COUPLING

FREOUENCY
ADJUSTMENT
CAPACITOR AICEi

• PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARD A2

TEMPERATURE ADJUSTMENT
POTENTIOMETER A2R7

Figure $-15. Oven. a.88tmtbllllA3Al, e~loded view, par" locat-«m diagram.

TM5820-520-35-131



r:JOOOO
~J412.16J3

015 liD
@

On £20
$1 $2 J7 J9
o 0 0 0

TM5820-520-35-732

Fi(ll~r, $-16. OVlm auembllf 1A3Al, (Ilrminalloeatil)7l
diagram.

ou 0 DEI
uDVII:: li?\r~-\
:;,i(\ \!..Y ~y~\)P"'01t2 10
O"~' IQ0.. \~

<'1..< CO i'~
m5<> (::f'

01"3 ~1 0'1 0
OU~@ (2

@ nO

0£5 ..!J
0'2 <::;J7(

TM5820 - 520 -35-733

Figure 3-17. Printed circuit boards JA3AIAl-l and
lA3AlAl-f, partslocatiotl diagram.

TM5820-520-35-734

TM 11-5820-520-34

n 0" "0L1g ~EJO °iJ
@ @

@ (ill

~11IDJ @J ~8
E1loEJ

(ill) E4® @DO E90

aD @~
§mOOr

B
,Ii'BElOO§Ej

El , i§) 110"go C12,1,2

TM5820-520-35-735

Figu.re 3-19. Printtld cirC1lit lward lA3A!, paru
location diagram.

TM5820-520-35-736

Figure 3-110. PriJded circuit booro 1A3A3, 1)(Jrta
location diagram.

Tab~ 3-17.10 ami 1 kHz SVfltJinizer Module lA4,
Tnuuutor Dc voUage MeaslIrements

D<: 'I'Oltall" to Il'round

Figu.re J-18. Prill ted eirCl/it boo.rd JA3AIA.!, po.rU
location diagram.

3-13. 10 and 1 kHz Synthesizer Module 1A4

a. Tra1l8istor Dc Voltage Measurements. All
the readings in table 3-17 should be within ±5
percent of the indicated value. See fjgures 3
21,3-22(1),3-22(2),3-23(1), and 3-23(2) for
parts location.

b. E-Terminal Voltage Measurentents. All
voltage measurements in table 3-18 were taken
with the test equipment listed in parentheses
directly after the value. See figures 3-22(1),
3-22(2), 3-23(1), and 3-23(2) for terminal
location.

A1QI- 18.0
AIQ2 6.1
A IQ3 9.3
AIQ4 ~_~ 7.9
AIQ5 9.9
AIQ6-- 0.0
AIQ7 ~_ 4.8
_~ IQ8 6.4
A2QL 10.1

s.. footnote. at <end of table.

E

18.3
6.3
9.0
8.2

10.2
20.0

5.1
6.6

10.5

c
1'7.5
o

18.7
o
o

14.2
o
o
o

3-13
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Table 9-17. 10 and 1 kHz Synthesizer Module lA~,

Transistor Dc Voltage Measurements-Continued
Table 8-18.10- and I-kHz SyntMsizer Module lA~,

E-Terflti1/,{I[ Voltage Measurements-Continued

De voltage to ground
T,rminGi VoItaoe m.....ur''''ent

"Bluing oontrolird by age yoltage. Ley.l••hown arc typloal.
"In RT-M2/GRV ""rial numool'll 1 through 220, FR.-36-039-B--6

311186(E).

Table $-18. 10- and I-kHz Synthesizer MQdule lA4,
E-Terminal Voltage Mea.mrements

Transistor .tage B

c
27

0.2
18

0.05
o

18.0
0.05
o
o

12.5
9.6
o
o

19.5
2.3

E

o

De 'YOltaQ'e to irround

o
o
o
7.'
o
o
7.5
o
2.3

13.4
o
o
o
0.75

Same as A1E9.
Ground,
Ground.
Spectrum: Z.48 to 2.57 MHz in 10 kHz

increments with lin amplitude of IGO
±10 mv peak-to-peak (AN/USM
Z81A and AN/USM--306) (f, fig.
4-28).

7.1 MHz sine wave at an amplitude of
±5 mv rtnS (AN/URM-145).

Ground.
Complex signalllk:de up of 1.97 MHz

and 9.07 MHz. The resultant has an
amplitude of 85 ±ZO mv peak-to-peak
and is illustrated in g, figure 4-28
(AN/USM-281A).

Same as A1E4.
Ground.
Same as AlE15.
Ground.

A2E3
A2E4
AZE5
AZE6

A2E7

A2E8
AZE9

A3EI
A3E2
MEl
A4E·Z

3-14. Transmitter IF and Audio Module lAS
a. Transistor Dc Voltage Measurements. All

measurements in table 3-19 should be within
±20 percent of the indicated value. Refer to
figures 3-24 through 3-26 for parts location.

b. E-Terminal Voltage Measu·rements. All
voltage measurements in table 3-20 were taken
with the test equipment listed in parentheses
directly after the value. All measurements
should be within ± 20 percent of the indicated
value. Refer to figures 3-25 and 3-26 for ter
minal location.

Ql receive 0.5
transmit

0.75
AIQl* 0
A1QZ* 0.G5
A1QS* . 7.0
A1Q4.. 0
AIQ5** 0.65
AIQG** . 7.8
A2QL 0.75
AZQ2 . 2.7
A2Q3 . 2.5
A2Q4 . 9.5
A2Q5 . 8.6
A2QG . 0
AZQ7*** . 1.5

See footnote:e at end of table.

Tra.n.letor .taire B

.In RT-662/GRC .erlal numoou 1 through 220. FR-S6-039--B-6-
31886(E).

Table 9-19. Translltitter IF and Audio Modq,fle lAs,
TransUltQf' Dc Voltage Measurements

c
o
o
o
7.5

E

IS.0
10.S
10.S
19.0

Vo/tooe ",,,"ure,,,ent

Noise blanking input -0.6 ±0:2 volts
pcak-to-peak pulse (when noise blank
er lA1A6 is functicming) (AN/USM
281A).

Ground.
Not used.
6.50- to 6.59·MHz sine w'ave at an am

plitude of 1.4 ± 0.14 volts peak-to
peak (AN/USM-28IA and AN/
USM-207).

Ground.
1 kHz pulses with a time period of 1

millisecond and on amplitude of 1.0
±O.S volt peak-to-peak (AN/USM
281A) (c, fig. 4-28).

Ground.
Ground.
Keyed oscillator signal with an ampli

tude of 4.0 ±0.5 volts peak-to-peak
and amplitude of 1 kHz as shown in
d and e, figure 4-28 (AN/USM
281A).

6.50- to 6.59-MHz sine y...ave at an am
plitude of 55 mv nns minimum (AN/
USM-S06 and AN/URM-145).

19.5 ±0.5 vdc (ME-2G(")/U).
4.&51- to 4.G50-MHz sine wave at an

amplitude of 120 ±SO mv nns (AN/
USM-SOG and AN/URM-U5).

Ground.
Ground.
1.940- ro 1.949·MHz sine wave at an

amplitude (J{ 1.7 ±0.14 volt peak-to
peak (AN/USM-281A and AN/
USM-207).

6.50- to G.50-MHz sine wave at an am
plitude of 125 ±Z5 mv rInS (AN/
USM-3Q6).

Complex wave at an amplitude of 2.8
±OA volts nns (AN/URM-145).

4.551- to 4.G50-':MHz sine wave at an
amplitude of 1.8 ±0.3 volts nns (AN/
URM-145).

1.940- to 1.949·MHz sine wave at an
amplitude of 100 ±25 mv nns (AN/
USM-306).

Same as A1Ell.
Same as AIEIO.

A2Q2* 4.0
A2Q3- . 9.9
A2Q4 . 9.9
A2Q5* 9.0

AIE5
AIE6

AIEl6

A2El
A2E2

AIE2
AlES
AIE4

AIE7
AIE8
AIE9

AIEIO

AIElS
AIEl4
AIE15

AIEl9

AIEl7

AIEll
AIE12

AIEt8

3-14
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Table $-19. Transmitter IF and Audio Module lAS,
Transistor Dc Voltage Measurements-Continued

Table $-fO. Transmitter IF and Audio Module lAS,
E-Terminal Voltage Measurements-Continued

Table $-flO. Transmitter IF and Audio Module lAS,
E"Terminal Voltage Measurements

600-ohm microphone input at a level of
200 mv nns (AN/URM-145),

Ground with unit keyed in the cw mode.
19.5 ±0.5 wc in the cw mode (ME

U(')/U).
1 kHz pulsed input at a level of 1.5

±O.3 volt peak"to-peak (AN/USM
281A). Waveform is square until
unit is keyed.

Ground.
Ground.
Same as A2E4.
Audio output at a level of 8.0 ±3.0 mv

nns (ME-26(o.)/U).
ovdc when the vox switch is set at

VOX or PUSH TO VOX with the
key down, 0.6 vdc in any nonvox
mode (key down), and 1.2 vdc reo
ceive, soo (push-to-talk) (ME".26(o.)/
U).

27 vde (ME_26(t)/U).
Ground when keyed in am., ssb, or nsk

mode of operation, 0.7 vdc in any
other condition (ME-26(o.)/U).

0.6 'ldc in transmit and 0 vdc in ·receive
(ME-26(O)/U).

Not used.
2.5 vde maximum in transmit and 27

vdc in receive (M,E-26(o.)fU).

2.5 vdc maximum in transmit and 27
vde in receive (ME_26(t)/U).

Ground in cw and fsk.
Ground in cwo
10.5 ±O.5 vdc (ME-26(O)/U).
2.5 vdc minimum (ME-26(t)/U).
19.5 ±0.5 vdc in receive and ground in

transmit (ME-26(o.)/U).

2.5 vdc minimum (ME-26(o)/U).

Ground.
2.5 vde minimum (ME-26 (o.) /U).
Ape output at a level of 1.0 vdc mini"

mum (ME-26(o.)/U).
Ape output at a level of 1.0 vdc mini

mum (ME-26(t)/U).
Input to signal level meter in transmit at

a level of 1.0 vdc minimum (ME
U(')/U).

A2E15
A2iEI6

A2E18
A2E19
A3E1
A3E2
A3E3

A2E17

A2E4
A2E5

A2E6

A2E12
A2E13

A2E3

A2E14

A2E11

A2E7
A2E8
A2E9
A2EI0

A8E9

A3E4
A3ES
A3E6
A3E7

A3E8

3-15. Frequency Dividers Module 1A6

fl.. Transistor Dc Volta.ge Measurements. All
measurements in table 3-21 should be within
± 15 percent of the indicated value. Refer to
figures 3-27 through 3-29 for parts location.

b. E-Terminal Voltage Measurements. All
voltage measurements in table 3-22 were taken
with the test equipment listed in parentheses
directly after the value. Refer to figures 3-28
and 3-29 for terminal location.

ppc wltage input at a level of 0 to 2.5
vdc depending on output RF signal
level (l.fE-26(O)/U).

1.75 ·MHz IF input at level of 1 ±0.2
mv nns (AN/URM-145).

Ground.
19.5 ±0.5 vdc in transmit and ground in

receive (ME-26(o)/U).
Ape voltage input at a level of 0 to 2.5

vdc depending on the output RF sig.
nallevel (ME-26(o.)/U).

1.75 MHz am. carrier reinsertion signal
at a ievel of 50 ±5 mv nns (AN/
UR':\1-145).

Ground.
Ground.
Not used.
Not used.
19.5 ±O.5 vdc (ME-26(O)/U).
Ground when the RT-834/GRC or

RT-662/GRC is in am. mode.
Ground When the AN/GRC-106 is in

tune mode.
1.75 MHz IF output at a level of up to

40 mv rms depending on the amQunt
of ape and ppe control and the type
of operation (AN/URM-14S).

Ground.
19.5 ±O.S vdc (ME-26(o.)/U).
SO--ohm microphone input at a level of

2 v rms (microphone output). Open
circuit voltage of 19.5 ±O.S vdc; short
circuit current of 35 ±5 ma (TS
352B/U and ME-26(o.)/U).

No VVC 8lgnal allvlled (0 voltll dc at termInal AIEl).
.. No apc 81gn.a1 allpHed (0 V(tltll dc at terminal A1E6).
... Cw mode of operation unkcyed.

Dc voltage to ground

T1'anobtor otagC B E c

A2Q8________. 0.65 0 5.5
A2Q9________. 0 12.8 12.8
A2QlO_______. 2.8 12.5 0
A2Q1L______. 0 0 18.0
A2QI2_______. 0.75 0 0.D7

0.05 0 0
A3Q1 re" 3.8 0 19.5

ceive 2.3 0 19.5
transmit

A3Q2 re" 3.2 3.0 19.5
ceive 2.8 1.8 19.5
tranSimit

A3Q3 Ie" 2.8 2.5 19.5
ceive 1.8 0.6 19.5
transmit

A3QL________ 2.8 2.2 19.5
A'3Q5________ 2.2 1.8 19.5

Termi"'"

AIEl

~

AIE2

A1E3
A1E4

AIE5

A1E6

AIE7
AIE8
A1E9
A1E10
A1E11
AIE12

A1E13

A1E14

~

A1E15
A2El
A2E2

~.

3-15
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Figllre 3-!1. 10 and 1 kHz ~nthnizflrmodule lA4. part" Location.

Table 3-11. Freqllency Divider. Module lA6,
Tral"iator Dc Voltage "'fea8Urlllmntte

• E C

NOTE;
AlR23 AND AlCR6 ARE NOT IN THE RT-834/GRC
NOR THE RT-6621GRC AfTER SERIAL NO. 220.

AIQl 0.4 ..__ 9.0 5.3

AIQ2 6.2 ..__ 7.0 9.4

AIQ3 9.4- • __ O.L 1.7
AIQ4 . 7.9 8.L 7.8

AIQ5 8.L 8.6 7.8
A2QL . 8.9 8.7. 5.0
A2Q2 8.9 • __ 8.7. 5.0

A2Q3 6.5. .__ 7.5_________ 9.8
A2Q4 9.8 .__ 9.4. 104

A2Q5 9.8.________ 9.8_________ 5.8

A2Q6 9.2_________ 9.2_________ 5.4

A2Q7 8.5 .__ 19.5_________ 6.0

A2Q8 0.2 10.0 19.0

A2Qg- 3.6 ~__ 3.9_________ 0

A3QL 8.5 ~__ 8.4_________ 4.8

A3Q2 . 8.5_________ 8.4-________ 4.8

A3Q3 . 6.6_________ 7.3_________ 9.8

A3Q4 9.4_________ 9.0_________ 1.3

• Mtuu.ltmtntlo ulldtr FREQ VERNIER tollUol Nt at ON.

3-16

Figure 3-11(1). RT-66!jGRC prinUd circuit boanU
lA.A1, 1A4A3, and 1A.A4, partswco..tio,t dillgram

(serial numbers 1 through nO) FR-36-Q39-B-6-
31886 (E) (shed 1 of f).
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Table 3-f£. Frequency Dividers, Module lA6. E·
Terlltitwl Voltage MellBuretntmU

Table 3-tE. Frequency Dividers, Module lA'6,
E-Terminal Voltage MellBure:m6nt8-Continued

b. E·Termillal Voltage Mea.surements. All
voltage measuremenb in table 3-24 were taken
with the test equipment listed in parentheses
directly after the value. Refer to figures 3-31
and 3-32 for terminal location.

VoIt<ll"''''''''''''''''

incremenb; pulse width of 12 mie~
'SeConds, at 50% am;'Plitude; ampli
tude of 2.4 :t: 1.2 mv per spectrum
point (p and q, fig. 4-28) (ANI
UMI-3(6).

SpeCtrum (FREQ VERNIER COTItrol at
ON): 2..408 t<l2.57 MHz in 10 kHz
increments with an amplitude of 4 :!:2
mv per spectrum point (1' and s, fig.
4~'28) (AN/US)1-306).

Ground.
o to ±'7 vdc (,ME-26(·)/U).

Ground.
19.5 ±O.S vdc (ME-26(·)/U).

Same as A2E4.
I kHz pulses with a pulse ~tition of

1 millisecond, .pulse width 5 ±2 micro·
seconds at 50% amplitude, and an
am.plitude of 1.5 :to.5 volt peak-to
peak (AN/USM-281A) (t and u,
fig. 4-28).

Ground.
Same as A3E3, except pulse width is

100 :!:20 icroseeO'l1ds at 50% ampli
tude.

GY'OUnd.

NOTE
Transistors A1Ql through AIQ5 and
A2Ql through A2QI0 were measured
with the RT-834/GRC or RT-662/
GRC in the receive mode of opera·
tion and the agc circuit turned on.
Transistors A3Q1. A3Q2, and A3Q3
were measured with the RT-834/GRC
or RT-662/GRC in the receive mode of
operation and the SERVICE SELEC
TOR switch set at CWo Transistors
A4Ql and A4Q2 were measured with
the RT-834/GRC 0' RT-662/GRC
keyed and in a transmit condition.

A3E4
A~t;.s

3-16. Receive IF and Audio Module 1A7

a. Transistor Dc Voltage Measurements. All
the readings in table 3-23 should be within
±20 percent of the indicated value unless other·
wise specified. Refer to figures 3-30 through
3-32 for parts location.

:\2E14

A2E15

A2EI6
ABEl
A3E2
A:JE3

..\3E6

19.5 ±0.5 vdc (ME-26(·)/U).
500-kH1 sine wave with an amplitude

of 190 ±'IO mv nns (A:N/USM-306).
Ground.
1OQ-kH1 pulses with a pulse repetition

of 10 microseconds, pulse width of
1 ±0.2 microsecond at 50% amplitude,
and amplitude ot approximately 7
volts peak.to-peak (AN/USM-281A).

lOO-kH1 pulses with a pulse repetition
rate of 10 microseconds. pulse 'width
of 1 ±0.2 microsecond at 50% ampli
tude, and amplitude of 0.75 ±0.15
\'Oltopeak-to-peak (AN/USM-28IA)
(h and i, fig. 4-'28).

Spectrum: 15.3 to 16.2 MHt in 100-kH1
increments; pulse width 00 0.75 ±O.I
microsecond at 50% amplitude; am·
plitude of 20 ± 10 mv per spectMlm
point'(AN/U-S~t-306) (j and k. fig.
4-28).

Ground.
19.5 ±O.S ,ode (ME-26(·)/U).

19.5 :!:0.5 vdc ~ME-28(·)/U).

Same as AIE4.

lo-kHz pulses with a pulse repetition
of 100 microseconds, pulse ,,"idth of
10 :!:2 microseconds at 50% amplitude,
and an amplitude of 8 ±2 ,,'Olts peak
to-peak (AN/USM-Z81A).

50-kHz lKIuare wave with a pulse repeti.
tion of 20 microseconds, and an am
plitude of 1.6 ±0.3 volt peak-to-peak
(AN/USM-281A) (I and m. fig.
4-28).

lO-kHz pulses with a pulse repetition of
100 microseconds, ·pulse width of 10
±2 microscoonds at 50% amplitude,
and an amlllitude of 0.75 ±O.I volt
peak-to-peak (AN/USM-28IA) (n
and 0, fig. 4-28).

2.53-:\1 Hz sine wa\'e with an approxi
mate amplitude of 0.66 volt nns
'(FREQ VERNIER control at ON
and centered) (AN/USM-306).

2.53 ~rHz sine W8\'e with an amplitude
of approximatel}, 6.7 mv rms (FREQ
VERNIER control at ON and cen
tered) (AN/US:\I-306).

19.5 :!:0.5 wc (ME-26(·)/U).

o to 19.5 vdc (ME-26(·)/U).

1.75 Mlb sine wave with an amplitude
(If 50 ±5 mv 1TI'\8 (AN/USM-306).

r.-'rOund.

Spectrum (F<REQ VERNIER control at
OFF): 2.48 to 2.57 MHz in 10 kHz

A2E:5

A2E7

:\2£8

AlES

A2E9

A'2EI0

A2Ell

.0\2E12

A2E13

AIE7
A2El

A2E2

.'\2E3

A2E4

AIE3
AIE4

AIEl
AIE2

..\.lE6
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Figure J-~!(!). RT-66!/GRC (alur serial num~r !fO) FR-36-QJ9-B-6-31886(E).
and RT-8J.f/GRC printed circuit boa"", lA.4Al.lA4A3, and lA.fA.f, paru location.

diagram (sheet! of f).

Tabu 3-13. Receiver IF and Audiv Module JA7,
Troruutor Dc Voltage Afea.!'lrement3

TQ,bu 3-1'. Receiver IF and Audio MOOllU lA7.
E-T.rminal Voltag. Measuremenu

Dc _ltan to If''Ollnd

AIQL 0 0 16.5

A1Q2 6.8_________ 7.0_________ 0

AIQ3 0.7 0__________ O.M

AIQL . 6.8 7.0 0

AIQ5 . 7.0_________ 7.4_________ 0
A2QL . 6.8 7.L (lo

A'2Q2 7.2_________ 7.4_________ 0

A2Q8 . 4.0_________ 4.0 19.5 :to.S

A2Q4 . 4.0_________ 8.2_________ ()

A2Q5 . 13.2 2.5 19.5 :to.5

A2Q6 . 2.5_________ '2.0 19.5 :to.5

A2Q7 . 0.8 1.4_________ 1.2

A2Q8 . 1.4_________ 0.86 19.5 :t 5.0

A2Q9 . 1.4_________ 0.86 19.5 :to.5

A2QIO . 0.98________ 0.34________ 7.4

A3Ql . 5.2 5.8_________ 8.8

A3Q2 . 8.5_________ 7.9 18.5

A3Q3 . 8.0_________ 9.0 18.5

A4QL . 7.4 7.6_________ 0

A4Q2 . 0.9 0.3_________ 0.32

Tranalltor .tan B E AlEl
AIE2

AIE-3
A1E4.

AIE5

A1E6
A1E7
AIE8

AlE<>

AIEIO
AIEll
AIEl2
AI'E13

A2El
A2E2

A2E3

A2E4

A2E5

A2E6

Ground.
Receive IF at a level of 1 mv nns (AN/

URM-145).
Ground.
Receive IF -at a level of 0.58 mv rIllS

(AN/URM-145).
IF age at a level of 1 to 5 vde (ME-

26(*)/U).
Not used.
Ground.
Receive IF output at a level of 24 :t3,

with 1 mv rms at A4E5 (ANlUoRM
306).

Receive IF at a level flf 3.2 :t 1.5 mv rms
(AN(URM-145).

Same as AIE9, balanced within 0,2 my.
Not used.
J.9.5 :to.4 vde (ME-26(*)/U).
19.5 :to.S vdc in cwonly (l)1E-26(*)/

Uj.
Ground.
RF age oullput at a level from 0 to -24

vdc minimum negative (1)1E-26(.)/
U).

Audio flUtput at a level of 750 :t150 mv
rma (AN/URM-145).

1.75 MHz injection at a level of 4 :2
mv.rms (AN/URM-145).

Ground.

19.5 :to.5 vde (ME-26(*)/U).

3-18
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Table S-26. MHz Synthesize'r Moduk lA9, E
Terminal Voltage Measu'rementl1

Table 3-25. MHz Synthel1izer Module lAg, Tranl1isto'r
Dc Voltage MeMuretmlntl1

cE

,0(: voltage to ll'l"Ound

B

3.9 _
2.1 _

5.5 _

Tcansistoc stag"

A3QI .
A3Q2 _

A3Q3 .

Figure 3-$3(1). RT-862/GRC printed circuit boah'd
lA~A$, parts location diagram (se1ial mnnbers 1
thrO'Ugk 220), FR-36-fJ39-B-6-91886(E) (sheet

1 of f).

AIQL 8.5_________ 8.45 3.25
A 1Q2 , 2.9_________ 0.2 5.5
AIQ3 . 3.2_________ 3.05 0
A2Ql . 7.25 7.55 0

A2Q2 . 8.2_________ 8.45 0
A:2Q3- . 0.3 -0.2 9.6

A2A1QI- Not Not

measurable measurable
4.2 0

2.4- 0

5.88 0

Table 3-fM. Receiver IF and Audio Module lAr,
E-Tenninal Voltage lI1easurements-Continued

- Te,..,,'"al V<>ltGoe m£<Ullroment

AeE7 oto 19.5 ±O.5 ,,'lic, depending on setting
of MANUAL RF GA'IN control
(1!\IE-26(·)jU).

A2E8 -30 vdc (ME-26(·)jU).

'-- A2E9 19.5 ±O.5 vdc (when agc switch is on)
I(M E-26'(·) jU).

A2EI0 Same as A1E9.
A2Ell Same as AIE9.

A3E12 Not measura:ble.

A2E13 Same as AlES.
A2E14 Same as A2E4.

A3E1 2.9 to 19.5 ±0.5 vd.c depending on setting
of the BFO control (ME-26(·)jU).

A3E2 o to 20 vdc depending on setting of the
BF'O control and A3&4 (IME-26(·)j
U).

A.'lE3 19.5 ±0.5 vde (ME-26(·)jU), cw only.

A3E4 19.5 ±0.5 vdc (ME-26(·)jU).
A3E5 1.75 MHz injection at a level of 50

±5.0 mv nns (.A;NjURM-145).

A3E6 Ground.
A3E7 Same as A2E4.
A3E8 Ground.
A4EI Same as A3E5.

A4E2 Ground in receive and 20 vdc in trans-

~
mit (ME-26(·)jU).

A'''' Ground.

A4tE4 Ground.

A4E5 1.75 MHz IF input at a level of 3.2
± 1 mv nns (ANjURl1oi-145).

A'4E6 Not used.

.'\;4E7 19.5 ±0.5 vdc (ME-26(·)jU) .

A4E6 Not used.

A4E9 Ground.
A4EI0 If output to sSh crystal filter at a level

of 2.4 ±1 mv rms (ANjURM~145).

.-\4Ell Audio input at a level of 8.0 ±2.0 mv
rms (AN/URM-145).

A4E12 Ground when AN/GRC-106(·) is in
a tune condition.

3-17. MHz Synthesizer Module lA9
a. Tnt1lsistor Dc Volta,ge Measurements. All

measurements in table 3-25 should be within
15 percent of the indicated value. Refer to fig
ures 3-33 through 3-36 for parts location.

b. E-Terminal Voltave MeMw·emellts. The
voltage measurements in table 3-26 were made
with the instrument indicated in parentheses
after the value. Refer to figures 3-34 through
3-36 for terrnillallocation.

T...",illal

AIEl
AIE2

AIE3
AIF.4

A2E1
A2E'Z

19.5 ±0.5 vdc (ME-'2G(·)jU).

1 MHz sine wave at an amplitude of
500 ±80 mv nns (AN/U.RM-145).

GTound.
2.4- to 23.5~:\tHz sine wave at an am

plitude of 110 ±30 mv rms (AN/
UR':\f-I45) and a l~MHz pulse at a
minimum amplitude of 220 ±50 mv
peak a'bove sine wave (AN/USM
281A) (v, fig. 4-28).

1'9.5 ±O.5 vdc ~!\IE-26(·)jU).

Same as A1E4.

3-19
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Tabl, 3-f6. MHz Synth,ai;:,r Modld, 1A9, E-Termmal
Voltag, Itfea,ltr,m"lts-Continued

Table 3-26. MHz SlIllthui;:6f" Modlile lA9, E-Termilwl
Volt(lg, M,a,llre:lllenta-Continued

3-18. Receiver Audio Module 1A10
a. Transistor Dc Voltaue Measurements. All

the readings in table 3-27 should be within
± 20 percent of the indicated value. Unless
otherwise specified, all measurements were
taken with the SQUELCH switch set at OFF,
and no signal input. Refer to figures 3-37
through 3-39 for parts location.

b. E-Terminal Voltaue Measurements. All
voltage measurements in table 3-28 were taken
with the SQUELCH switch set at OFF. Refer to
figures 3-38 and 3-39 for terminal location.

..\2E3

A2E4

.UE5

A2E6
•,),2E7
A2E8
A2E9
A2f-:10

A2Ell
MEl
A3E2
ASE3
A3F:4

.-\3E5

.-\3£6
A3E7
A.3E8

A3E9

1.5-)IHz, two·tone signal at an ampli
tude of 270 ±40 mv nns (AN/URM
145) (w, fig. 4-28).

1.5·Ylh:, two-tone wave at an amplitude
of 130 ±20 mv peak-to-peak (ANI
US)t-2111A).

t.5-MHz, two-tone wa"e at an ampli·
tude of 4.0 ±0.5 v peak-to.peak (ANI
USM-28IA).

-0.30 to 0 '-de.
9.0 to 17.0 vdc ptE-2S(")/U) .
Same as A2E7.
Gl'ound.
2.5- to 23.5~)IHz, sine wave at an am

plitude of 13 ± 4. mv rms (ANjURM
145) .

Ground.
19.5 ±0.5 vdc (ME-26(")jU).
Same as A2Ei.
Ground.
Circuit is too critical to measure accu

ratel)·.
2.5- to 23.S-MHz sine wave at an am

plitude of 130 ±20 mv rrnJ> (ANI
UR:\I-I4.5) .

Ground.
~me as A2EI0.
2.5- to 23.5-)IHz sine wave at an am

plitude of 60 ±2() mv nns when trans
mitting and 50 ±20 mv rms when re
ceiving (A~/UR)t-145).

Ground.

A3EI0

A3Ell
A3El2

A4EI
SIA-30

A5El
SIB-30
SIC-IS
StC-Z5

SIC-030

Ground or 19.5 ±0.5 vde (ME-26(")1
Uj.

Ground.

Ground.
Ground.
Same as A3E4.

"round.
Same as A3E5.
19.5 ±O.S vdc .{'ME-2G'(·)/U).

Ground.
Ground or 19.5 ±O.S vde (::\1E-26(")1

Uj.

TM58~520-35-739®

Figrlre 3-f3(1). RT-661/GRC (o.fl,r aerial munber !fO) FR-$6-Q39-B-fi-31886(E),
(Illd RT-834/GRC printed circuit board JA.6A!, l)o.rla location dingralll (811e,r

lof I).
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JI Al

TM 11-5820-520-34

A3

TM5820-520-35-740

Figltre 3-~". Transmitter MId Audio Module lAS, lX/,rtsIQcation.

"@ illlJ
lIIIJ

® rmCIIJ

CID
@HElcm

1illJ[ID
(1 DO

° DO
00"

@ODO

cmCID
@1illJEI!J

13§~!iI~
°(J E2 EI

£5°000o ..

TM5820-520 - 35-741

Figlll"e 3-25. Prililed circuit bOIlNIIJ 1A5A 1 (llld> JA5A3,
parts locatiQ'1 diagram.

Figure 3-16. P""lItcd circuit boord lA5AJ.1XJrt,
locati01l diagram.
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'2

JIB JI.

TM5820-520-35-743

FigUN! 8-!7. Frequ.e1tCfl dividermoduu JA6, paru location..

3-19. Dc~to-Oc Converter Module lAll

NOTE

Table 8~7. Reuit'er Audio ModltU! lAW, TraMutor
Dc Voltage MeMurenumt8

D<: yoitaie to around

QL 14.0 14.5________ {9.S
Q2 10.5 10.9 20.0

Q3A________ O.L________ 0.04 26.0
Q3B________ Q.1_________ 0.64 26.0

AlQl______ 0__________ 0 . 0

AIQ""'"'-______ 0.5_________ 1.0________ 14..0
AIQ3_______ 0__________ 0 19.5
AIQ4_______ 8.1 8.1 ~_ 20.0

A2QL "0 "0__________ '20.0
~ ·0.6 ~

·0 ·0 <0

A2Q2 "0 (") "20.0
·0 (d) ·2'0.0

A2Q3 ·20.0 '18.5 "20.0
1'14.0 14.0 '20.0

Apply heat sink compound when re
placing the transistors in the lAll
module.

a. Tramristo1' Dc Voltage MeCl$urements. All
the readings in table 3-29 should be within ± 5
percent of the indicated value unless otherwise
specified. Refer to figures 3-40 through 3-43
for parts location.

b. E-Terminal Voltage Measu1'ements. The
de voltage measurements in table 3-30 were
made with an l\1E-26(*)jU and the peak-to
peak measurements with an oscilloscope. Refer
to figures 3-41 through 3-43 for terminal loca
tion.

3-22
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TM582Q-520-35-744

Figltrf: 3-28. Printed cin:uit Boa'rd81A6AJ and JAfiAS,
parts locatian driagrnm.

TM5820-520- 35-745

Fign're 3-t9. Printed ci'rcuit boG'rd JA6At, pMts
location diagrnm.

TM5820-520-35-746(!)

Figu're 3--30(1). Recei1,·e". IF module JA7, pa'rtslocatjo'~(sheet 1 of 2).
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FLI JI A4
TM5820-520-35-746(D

Figllrt 3-30(2). Rtceit'er IF modllie IA 7, IXirts l!X:atio1f (allett! 01 f).

Table 8-z8. Recein'l" Alldio Mod'ule JAW, E
Tenllillllll'oltuge Mellslll"cmellfs

Tobie $-29. De-to-de Converter lAll, Tranaislol"
Dc Voltage Measurement8

cE•

Ground.

19.5 ::!:0.2 vdc.
20.7 ::!:0.3 vde.

27.0 ::!:3.0 vdc.
27.0 ::!:3.0 ""de.

Ground.

6.5 ::!:O.5 v p-p.

6.5 ::!:O.5 v pop.

6.5 ::!:0.5 v rp.p.

6.5 ± 0.5 v p.p.

0.6 ::!:0.2 vde.

27.0 ::!: 3.0 vde.

Tabu 3-30. Dc-to-Dc Cl»l1'l!'rtl!'r JAll, E-Tt'MNilml
Voltage Ml!'aa/lrl!'meflta

QI 6.0 0 27.0

Q2 6.0 0 .2i.0

AIQL 26.0 27.0 20.0

A IQ2 11.5 11.5 26.fl

AIQ:L_____ 4.8_________ 4.0 11.5
AIQL______ 4.8 4.0 20.0

AIEl

A1F.2
AIE3

AIE4

.402EI

A2E2
.402E3

.HF."
A2E5
A2E6

..\2E7

A·2E8

Ground.
Audio (300 to 3,SOO Hz) input at a

le\·el between 0_6 and 1.0 \. rms.
19.5 ±0.5 \"tic in receive and ground in

tr:lnsmit.
A\ulio (300 to 8,500 Hz) :It n level

bet.ween 0 and 250 mv mlS.

Audio (400 to 600 Hz) at a le\'el UII
to 3.5 v nus. The level is f)-e<luency
dependent.

L;p'to 4.5 vdc. The level is frequenc)'
dependent. (maximum approximatel)'
500 Hz).

19.5 ± 0.5 \-dc.
Audio input (300 to 3,500 Hz) at a

level bet.ween 0.6 and 1.0 v rms.
(;Tound.
..\udi(l (300 t.o 3,500 Hz) at a level

between 125 and 250 01" nus.
Not. used.
Ground with the SQUELCH awitch set

at OFF.
Same as AIE·t
S:lme :IS AlES.
S:lme as .-\IE6.
Ground when operating in the ell' or

fsk mode.
Auelio (300 to 3,500 Hz) at a level

between 125 and 250 mv rnlS.

AIE6

..\ I E4

AIE3

A2El
A2E2

A1E5

AIEl
AIE2

A2£:j
A2E4

A2F.5
A2E6

..\2E11

A2Ei
A2E8
..\2E9
A2EI0
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Table 3-8f. Printed Circuit Board fA .. E-Terminal
Voltage Mea8uremenu

1.40 to 4.0 vdc

Same as AIE2

0.8 vdc

Same as A2EI

0.100 to 0.125 vdc

27 ±3 vdc

Ground

5.0 wc

3-22. Filament Regulator 2A1A2
a, T1'ansistor Dc Voltage Measurements. All

readings in table 3-33 should be within ±10

percent of the indicated value, Refer to figure

3-48 for parts location.

AIEl

AIE2

A2El

A2E2

A3EI

A3E2

A3E3

A3E4

3-21. E-Terminal Voltage Measurements,
Circuit Board 2A4

All measurements in table 3-32 were taken with
an ME-26(·)/U. Refer to figures 3-44 through
3-46 for terminal location.

VoltG"'""__~

Table 3-80. Dc-to-Dc Converter JAJJ, E·Tenninal
Voltage Mea3l(reJUnu-Continued

Dc voltall'! to il'l'(Iund

Tun.l,tor ,tall'. • E C

Ql 5.0 to 6.0 6.0 27
Q2 6.0 5.0 to 6.0 27

T4ble 3-8J. Printed CWCllit Board fA .. , Tra1Uiator
Dc Voltage Mea3Uffme1lU

NOTE
Use ME-26(·)/U. Tolerance ±5 percent.

A3El Ground.
A3E2 105 ± 10 v pop.
A3E3 105 ±10 v pop.
A3E4 25 =5 v pop.
A3E5 25 ±5 v pop.
A3E6 -33 =2 vdc.
A3E7 125 ± 10 vdc with 27 vdc input.
A3E8 125 =10 vdc with 27 vdc input.
A3E9 127 ± 10 vdc with 27 vdc input.

3-20. Transistor Dc Voltage Measurements,
Circuit Board 2A4

All of the readings in table 3-31 were taken
with an ~'IE-26(·)/U and should be within
±5 percent of the indicated value. Refer to
figures 3-44 through 3-46 for part location.

-

TM5820-520-35-747

Figure 3-31. Prin.ted circuit boarm 1A7Al,JArAf, aM JArA3, parts locatioft
diagram.
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Table 9-83. Filament Regulator ~A1A2, Transistor
Dc Voltage MeaSlt1"ements

Table 3-84. Filament Regulator :M1Aof, E-Terminal
Voltages

b. E-Terminal VQlta,ge Measurements. The
voltage measurements in table 3-34 were taken
with a l\1E-26(*)jU. Refer to figure 3-49 for
terminal location.

TM5B20~520-35-748

Figure 8-32. Printed circuit board tArA"" parts
location diagram.

Voltage m.,l$uysmsn(

+26 vdc
Ground
+27 vde
+ 11 vrlc
+11 vdc
+24 vdc
Ground

AZEI
A2E2
A2AIEl
A2AIE2
AZAlE3
A2AIE4
AIA1E5

Dc voltage to Ifro>und

Tro.n.lstor stage B E C

2AIA2Ql 26 27 26
2AIA2Q2 11 10 26

CRYSTALS

YI-YI7 ~

.:11:111.
~.

~.
! Ir.'lI:!

"

-
TM5620-520-35-752

Figure 3-33. MHz synthesizer module lAp, parts location.
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Figure 9-31,. Printewcircuit boards lA9Al, lA9A1"
and lA9A5, parts location diagram.

TM 11-5S2G-S2()....34

TM5820 - 520 -.35-754

Figure 9-35. Printed circuit board lA9A,.z, parts
wcatim diagram.

TM5820-520-35-755

Figure 3-36. Printed circuit board lA9A3, parts
location diagram.
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Figll,-e 3-38. Printed cirellit board lAlOAl, pa,-t,
location diagram.

" 0

1\ " ~~~'8~

"
- § §;qll

@ ~ 0[1
[ID u @

B@§1 8 m?
~

°r,0£10

o E7 rn::J
oU o ®o 0

TM5820-520-35-758

Figure 3--,J9. Printed eil"Cllit board lAlOA.t, parts
location dwgram.

C3 02

"

02-C Ol-C CI

TM5820-520-35-759

Figllr, 3-",0. De-to-dc converter modille 1A 11, part, location.
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BEB "

rJB ~
n if @\

@)

~~@~c=J o EJ [ll] 0
£1 og@ £2

"BGB
Go
~[1

I ." I
J;b "

tJ I f5

r C51
EL~ 000 0

E6E4E3X
°UI
°nl

TM5820-520-35-761

Figure $-,u. Printed circuit board lAllA!, paT!.
looation diagram.

TM5B20-S20-35-760

Figu".. 3-41. Prinud cirC\(it board lAllA!, parta
location diagram.

g
[J!jp

I " III
@]@]

TM58Zo-S20-3S-762

Figure 3-49. Printed circuit bQard lAllA9, parI.
location diagra71l.
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Figltn 3-.U. PrinUd cireuit boa.rd fA"Al. paru location diagmm.

Figure 9-45. Printed circuit board fA4A!', partlJ location diagram.

/-$- @~~ G8~ ~+ Cj ~~ (. {. ~ In-<$}
v oJ. Ql:. fl IlL
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@ " E'~
cz <>-{ ." f<>

0 0

<>-{ 2' I-<>

-4r @.. -$-
loeotzO-~-J&-777

Figure 3--46. Pnnud circuit boo.n! fA.A3. parte lo<:aticnt diagmm.

TM 11-5820-520-34
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CRI

CR'

~. Jl

CR4

K6 K5

K4

.. '
CR'

TM5820-520-35-778Q0

Figure 3-1,7(1). Relay assembly fA7, pM"ls location (8heet 1 of f).

K2

CR6
(H 100EN)"---- - _

CR7-----1

CRB

n

K3

Rl CR5 CI
TM5820- 520- 35 -7780

Figure 8-J,7(f). Relay u88fl1nbly fA 7, pal"ts localion (8lleet 2 of f).
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Q3

TM5820-520-35-779

Figltre 9-48. Filament regulator tAl At, partslocatiolt.

'bc1 -} " B'" 0
R3 ".,

<>1 " f-<>

<>1 f-<>
0

" "

1 " rq, 00 ..
'~'''Q·''o-'''',"Q

Figure 8-49. Filament reg11latoT tA1At, wr»~inal

location.

Section III. MODULE ADJUSTMENTS

3-23. General
Paragraphs 3-24 through 3-34 covel' electrical
adjustment procedures for modules lA2
through lAlO, and discriminator assembly 2A4.
Complete test equipment nomenclature is c:ov
ered in paragraph 3-2. Before adj usting l'f coils
or transformers, use toluene to soften the cement

on the ferrite cores before attempting adjust
ment.

CAUTION
Damage to ferrite cores will result if
adjustment is attempted without first
softening cement on l'f coils and trans
formers.
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3-24. 100kHz Synthesizer Module 1A2
Adjustment Procedures

NOTE

For test point and component loca
tion refer to figures 4-37 through
4-40. For schmetie diagram, refer to
figure 4-35. No adjustment is re
quired for transformers AlTl, AlT2,
Al'M, AIT8, AlT9, and A2T3.

a. Test Equipment (tAf Adjustment). Test
equipment and materials required for lA2 ad
justment are listed below:

(1) Voltmeter, Electronic AN/URM-145.
(2) Generator, Signal AN/GRM-50.
(3) Radio Test Set AN/USM-306.
(4) Multimeter TS-352B/U.
(5) Electronic Counter Digital Readout

AN/USM-207.
(6) Oscilloscope AN/USM-28lA.
(7) Simulator, Radio Frequency SM

442A/GRC.
(8) Radio Set AN/GRC-lOG(·) modules:

(a) Frequency standard module lA3.
(b) 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer module

lA4.
(e) Frequency dividers module lAG.
(d) Translator module lA8.
(e) :MHz synthesizer module lA9.

(9) Two 0.01 microfarad, 50 volt capaci
tors.

(10) One 3.3K ohm, 1/4 watt resistor.

b. Preparation OAt Adjustment). Perform
the following preliminary procedures:

(1) Turn on all the test equipment.

(2) Connect tray A3 to the test set.

(3) Make preliminal1' settings fOI' the
SM-442A/GRC according to instructions given
in TM 11-6625-847-12.

(4) Plug the 100 kHz synthesizer module
lA2 to be adjusted into tray AS.

(5) Plug into tray AS, one known good
spare module of each of the following: fre
quency standard module lAS, 10 and 1 kHz
synthesizer module 1A4, frequency dividers
module 1A6, translator module IA8 and MHz
synthesizer module IA9.

(6) Set the test set SERV SEL switch to
SSB/NSK and allow 30 minutes for the equip
ment to warm up.

3-34

c. Hi-Band Triple Tuned Filter Circuit Ad
justment. Perform the procedures outlined in
b above, then proceed as follows:

(1) With the ANjUSM-207, set the
Signal Generator AN/GRM-50 for a cw out
put of 32.800 :MHz ± 15 kHz at 500 mv rms.

(2) Connect a 0.01 microfarad capacitor
between terminal A1E3 and ground on 100
kHz synthesizer module lA2 (fig. 3-11).

(3) Connect a short jumper between ter
minals A1EI3 and A1E14 on 100 kHz synthe
sizer module lA2.

(4) Connect the AN/GRM-50 output
through the 0.01 microfarad capacitor in series
with a 3.3K ohm resistor to terminal AIEl;).

(5) Connect the AN/URM-145 to terminal
A1E15.

(6) Adjust transformer A1T5 for a peak
indication on the AN/URM-145.

(7) Disconnect the jumper from terminal
A1E13 and connect it between terminals
A1E12 and A1E14.

(8) Adjust indicator AIL2 for a null in
dication on the ANjURl\1-145.

(9) Remove the jumper from AIE12 and
A1E14.

(10) Adjust transformer A1T3 for a peak
indication on the AN/URM-145.

(11) Reconnect the jumper between termi
nals A1El3 and A1E14, and repeat (6) through
(10) above to eliminate variations caused by
interactions between the adjustments.

(12) Disconnect the AN/GRM-50 from
terminal A1E15, and reconnect it th"ough the
0.01 microfarad capacitor to terminal AIEl!.
Set the rf signal generator to a 32.850 MHz
output frequency and a level which provides
a 50 mv rms indication on the AN/URM-145
connected to terminal A1E15.

(13) Sweep the AN/GRM-50 frequency
between 32.4 MHz and 33.3 MHz. The indica
tion on the AN/URM-145 should not vary
more than ± 3 db from the 50 mv rms le\'el es
tablished in 1 above.

(14) If the AN/URM-145 indication varies
more than ±3 db, shift the AN/GRM-50 fre
quency setting given in (1) above 50 kHz
towards the end that falls off, and repeat the
adjustment procedure until a variation of less
than ± 3 db is obtained.

(15) Disconnect the test setup.



d. Lo-Band Triple Tuned Filter Circuit Ad
justment. Perform the procedures outlined in b
above, then proceed as follows:

(1) On the test set the MHz FREQ
10 MHz control to 0, the MHz FREQ 1 MHz
control to 5, and the MHz FREQ .1 MHz con
trol to O.

(2) On tray A3, set the three FREQ SE
LECT controls to O.

(3) With the AN/USM-207, set the ANI
eRG-50 for a cw output of 22.800 MHz ± 10 kHz
at 500 mv rms.

(4) Connect a short jumper between ter
minals AlEt8 and A1E19.

1(5) Connect a 0.01 microfarad capacitor
between terminal A1E3 and ground.

(6) Connect the AN/GRM-50 output
through a 0.01 microfarad capacitor in series
with a 3.3K ohm resistor to terminal A1E20.

(7) Connect the AN/URM-145 probe to
terminal AIE20.

(8) Adjust transformer AIT6 for a peak
indication on the AN/URM-145.

(9) Disconnect the jumper from terminal
A1E18 and connect it between AIEt9 and
A1E17.

(10) Adjust the AN/GRM-50 for an out
put level of approx'imately 50 mv rms, as indi~

cated on the AN/URM-145 connected to ter
minal A1E20.

(11) Adjust inductor AIL3 for a null on
the AN/URM-145.

(12) Remove the jumper from terminals
A1E17 and A1E19.

(13) Adjust transformer A1T4 for a peak
indication on the AN/URM-145.

(14) Reconnect the jumper between termi
nals A1E18 and AIEUI, and repeat (8) through
(13) above to eliminate variations caused by
interactions between the adjustments.

(15) Disconnect the AN/GRM-50 and re
connect it through a 0.01 microfarad capacitor
to terminal A1E16. Set the AN/GRM-50 for
an output of 22,850 MHz at a level which pro
vides a 50 mv rms indication on the AN/URM
145 connected to terminal AIE20.

(16) Sweep the AN/GRM-50 output fre
quency between 22.4 and 23.3 MHz. The indi
cation on the AN/URM-145 should not vary
!more than ±3 db from the 50 mv rms level.

(17) If the AN/URM-145 indications do
not vary more than ±3 db, shift the AN/GRM
'50 frequency setting in (3) above 50 kHz
towards the end that falls off and repeat (4)

TM 11-5820-520-34

through (16) -above until propel' results are
obtained.

(18) Disconnect the test setup.
e. 17.847 MHz Trap Circuit Adjustment.

Perform the procedures outlined in b above,
then proceed as follows:

(1) With the AN/USM-207, set the ANI
GRM-50 for a cw output of 17.847 MHz ±1
kHz at 200 mv rms, and connect this output
through a 0.01 microfarad capacitor in series
with a 3.3K ohm resistor to terminal A1E20.

(2) On the test set, set the MHz FREQ
10 MHz control to 0, the MHz FREQ 1 MHz
control to 5, and the MHz FREQ .1 MHz con
trol to O.

(3) On tray A3, set the three FREQ SE
LECT controls to O.

(4) Connect a short jumper between ter
minals A1E18 and AlE19.

(5) Connect the AN/USM-306 to termi
nal AIE20 and tune it to 17.847 MHz.

(6) Without disturbing the tuning of the
AN/USM-306, disconnect it from terminal
A1E20 and reconnect it to terminal A3E14.

(7) Adjust inductor AIL5 for a null on
the AN/USM-306.

(8) Disconnect the test setup.
/. 27.847 MHz T,'ap Circuit Adjustment.

Perform the procedures outlined in b above,
then proceed as follows:

(1) With the AN/USM-207, set the ANI
GRM-50 for a cw output of 27.847 MHz ± 1
kHz at 200 mv rms.

(2) Connect ,the AN/GRM-50 output
through a 0.01 microfarad capacitor in series
with a 3.3K ohm resistor to terminal AIE15.

(3) Connect a short jumper between ter
minals A1E13 and A1E14.

(4) 'Connect the AN/USM-306 to termi
nal AIE15 and tune it to 24.847 MHz.

(5) Without disturbing the tuning of the
AN/US:M-306, disconnect it from terminal
AIE15 and l'econnect it to terminal A2E14.

(6) Adjust inductor A1L4 for a null on
lhe AN/USM-306.

(7) Disconnect the test setup.
g. 10.747 MHz, 17.847 MHz, 27.847 MHz,

Age and Output Circuit Adjustments. Perform
the adjustments outlined in e through f above,
then set the MHz FREQ 10 MHz control to 0,
the MHz FREQ 1 MHz control to 6, and the
MHz FREQ.1 MHz control to 5.

(1) On tray A3; set the FREQ SELECT
10 kHz control to 0, the FREQ SELECT 1 kHz
to 0, and the FREQ SELECT 100 kHz to 5.
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(2) Connect a jumper between terminal
A3E9 and ground (fig. 3-13).

(3) W;th the AN/USM-207, and the AN/
GRC-50, tune the AN/USM-306 to 27.847
MHz ±3 kHz.

(4) Connect the AN/USM-30G to termi
nal A3E2 and do not disturb the references as
set in (3) above.

(5) Tune in the following order, trans
formers A2T2, A2Tl, A3T4, A3T3, A3T2, and
A3Tl for a peak indication on the AN/USM
306.

(6) Repeat 1(6) above, to compensate for
interaction between the transformers.

(7) Connect the AN/URM-145 to termi
nal A2E14.

(8) On the test set, set the :MHz FREQ
10 MHz control to 0, the :MHz FREQ 1 MHz
control to 5, and the MHz FREQ .1 MHz con
trol to 5.

(9) On tray A3, set the FREQ SELECT
10 kHz control to 0, the MHz SELECT 1 kHz
control to 0, and the FREQ SELECT 100 kHz
control to 5.

(10) Remove the jumper for terminal A3E9.
(11) Adjust potentiometer A2R13 for a 110

mv rms indication on the AN/URM-145 con
nected to terminal A2E14.

(12) On the test set, set the MHz FREQ
10 MHz control to 0, the MHz FREQ 1 MHz
control to 6 and the MHz FREQ .1 MHz con~

trol to 5.
(13) Adjust inductor A2L3 for a 142 mv

rms indication on the AN/URM-145.
(14) Repeat (8) through (13) above until

correct indications are obtained.
(15) Connect the AN/USM-306 to termi

nal A2E14, in place of the AN/URM-I45.
(16) On the test set, set the MHz FREQ

10 MHz control to 0, the MHz FREQ 1 MHz
control to 5, and the MHz FREQ .1 MHz con
trol to 8.

(17) On tray A3, set the FREQ SELECT
10 kHz control to 0, the FREQ SELECT 1 kHz
control to 0, and the FREQ SELECT 100 kHz
to 8.

(18) Adjust the AN/USM-306 for 23.2
MHz. Set up the 23.2 MHz tone for a 0 db
reference leveL

(19) Unsolder the wire from terminal
A2E2. Connect the TS-352B/U in series with
unsoldered wire and terminal A2E2. Set the
T8-352B/U to measure a current between 0
and 1 rna.
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(20) Tune capacitor A3C14 for minimum
spurious signal tones ± 1 .MHz from 23.2 MHz
reference level.

(21) Retune transformers A3T4 and A3T3
for a minimum indication on the TS-352B/U.

(22) Repeat (20) and (21) above until the
spurious signals are 50 db below the 23.2 MHz
tone on the AN/USM-306.

(23) On the test set, set the MHz FREQ
10 MHz control to 0, the MHz FREQ 1 MHz
control to 6, and the MHz FREQ .1 MHz con
trol to 8.

(24) On tray A3; set the FREQ SELECT
10 kHz control to 0, the FREQ SELECT 1 kHz
control to 0, and the FREQ SELECT 100 kHz
control to 8.

(25) W;th the AN/GRM-50 and the AN/
USM-207 tune the AN/USM-306 to 20 MHz.

(26) Connect the AN/USM-306 to term;
nal A3E2.

(27) Tune capacitor A3C5 for a minimum
indication of 20 MHz on the AN/USM-306.

(28) Tune transformers A3Tl and A3T2
for a minimum indication on the multimeter
connected to terminal A2E2.

(29) Disconnect the test setup.
(30) Resolder the wire to terminal A2E2.

3-25. 10 and 1 kHz Synthesizer Module 1A4
Adjustment Procedures

For test point and parts located, see figures 3
16, 3-22, and 3-23. Schematic diagram is shown
in figure 4--37 for the RT-662/GRC, and fig
ure 4-39 for the RT-834/GRC.

a. Teat Equipment (1A4 Ad;mtment). Test
equipment and materials required for 1A4 ad
justment are as follows:

(1) Voltmeter, Electronic AN/URM-l45.
(2) Generator, Signal AN/GRM-50.
(3) Radio Test Set AN/USM-306.
(4) Electronic Counter Digital Readout

AN/USM-207.
(5) Simulator, Radio Frequency SM

442A/GRC.
(G) Radio Set AN/GRC-lOG(*) modules:

(a) 100 kHz synthesizer module lA2.
(b) Frequency standard module IA3.
(c) Frequency dividers module lAG.
(d) Translator module lA8.
(e) MHz synthesizer module lA9.

(7) One 0.01 microfarad, 50 volt capaci-
tor.

(8) One 3.3K ohm, 1/4 watt resistor.



b. Preparation (lA.4 Adjustment). Perform
the following preliminary procedures:

(1) Connect tray A3 to the test set.
(2) Make the preliminary settings for the

SM-442A/GRC with instructions given in TM
11~625-847-12.

(3) Plug the 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer
module 1A4 to be adjusted into tray A3.

(4) Plug into tray A3, one known good
spare module of each of the following: 100
kHz synthesizer module lA2, frequency stand
dard module IA3, frequency dividers module
lA6, translator module IA8, and MHz syn
thesizer module lA9.

(5) Set the test set, SERV SEL switch to
SSB/NSK.

(6) Turn on all of the test equipment and
allow 30 minutes for warmup.

(7) Remove the dust cover from the 10 and
1 kHz synthesizer module lA4.

c. Triple Tuned Filter Circuit Adjustment.
Perform the preliminary procedures outlined in
b above, then proceed as follows:

NOTE
For test point and component loca
tions refer to figures 3-21, 3-22, and
3-23.

(1) On the 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer
module, connect terminals A1E15 and A1E4
to ground.

(2) Connect the AN/URl\'I-145 to 10 and
1 kHz synthesizer module test point A1J1.

(3) With the AN/USM-207, set up the
AN/GRM-50 for a cw output of 4.6 MHz
ZO.5 kHz at 1.0 v rms.

(4) Connect the AN/GRM-50 output to
terminal A1E12 through a 3.aK ohm resistor.

(5) Connect a 0.01 microfarad capacitor
between terminal A1E18 and ground.

(6) Set the AN/GRM-50 for a 50 mv rms
indication on the A -/URM-145.

(7) Tune transformer A1T2 for a peak
indication on the AN/URM-145.

(8) Disconnect the 0.01 microfarad capaci
tor from terminal A1E18 and connect it between
terminal AlE17 and ground.

(9) Tune inductor A1L2 for a null on the
AN/URM-145.

(10) Remove the 0.01 microfarad capaci
tor.

(11) Tune inductor A1L1 for a peak indi~

cation on the AN/URM-145.
(12) To reduce interaction between the ad

justments, repeat (5) through (11) above.
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(13) Connect the AN/GRM-50 to terminal
AIE16 and adjust it for a 50 mv rms indication
on the AN/URM-145.

(14) Sweep the AN/GRM-50 output from
4:54 to 4.66 MHz. The indication on the AN/
URM-145 should not vary more than ±3 db
from 50 mv rms, and should be symmetrical
about the 4.6 MHz center frequency.

(15) If the variations in step (14) are
greater than ±3 db from 50 mv rms, repeat (5)
through (11) above until correct responses are
obtained.

(16) Disconnect the test setup.

d. 1.97 MHz, 9.07 MHz, Agc, and 7.1 MHz
Circuit Adjustments. Perform the preliminary
procedures outlined in b above, then proceed as
follows: In these procedures where a difference
exists between the 1A4 module from an RT
662/GRC and one from an RT-834/GRC, the
value which applies to RT-834/GRC will be
inclosed in parentheses.

(1) Connect the AN/USM-306 to termi
nal A2E9 and tune to 1.97 MHz (1.981 MHz).

(2) Set the tray A3 FREQ SELECT 1 kHz
control to 5.

(3) Tune transformer AITI for a peak
indication on the AN/USM-306.

(4) Tune the AN/USM-306 to 9.07 MHz.

(5) Set tray A3 FREQ SELECT 10 kHz
control to 5.

(6) Tune transformer A2Tl for a peak in
dication on the AN/USM-306.

(7) Set tray A3 FREQ SELECT 10 kHz
control and FREQUENCY SELECT 1 kHz con
trol to 4.

(8) Rotate the adjustment of transformer
A2T4 fully counterclockwise. Rotate potenti
ometer A2R17 fully counterclockwise then ro
tate clockwise five turns.

(9) Connect the AN/USM-306 to termi
nal A2E7 and tune it to 7.1 MHz (7.089 MHz).

(10) Alternately adjust transformers A2T2
and A2T3 for a peak output on the AN/USM
306.

(11) Adjust transformer A2T4 for a mini
mum indication on the AN/USM-306.

(12) Adjust potentiometl::r A2R17 for a 35
mv rms indication on the AN/USM-306.

(13) Disconnect the test setup.
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3-26. MHz 'Synthesizer Module 1A9
Adjustments

Test points and parts location are shown in fig
ures 3-33 through 3-36. The schematic diagram
is shown in figure 4-43.

a. Test Equipment (tA9 Adjustment). Test
equipment and materials required for 1A9 ad
justment are as follows:

(1) Voltmeter, Electronic AN/URM-145.
(2) Generator, Signal AN/GRM-50.
(3) Electronic Counter Digital Readout

AN/USM-207.
(4) Oscilloscope AN/USM~281A.

(5) Simulator, Radio Frequency SM
442A/GRC.

(6) Radio Set AN/GRC-106($) modules:
(a) 100 kHz synthesizer module lA2.
(b) Frequency standard module 1A3.
(c) 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer module

1A4.
(d) Translator module 1A8.
(e) MHz synthesizer module 1A9.

b. Prepamtion (JA9 Adjustment), Perform
the following preliminary procedures:

(1) Connect tray A3 to the test set,
(2) Make the preliminary settings for the

SM-442A/GRC according to instructions given
in TM '11-6625-847-12.

(3) Plug the MHz synthesizer module lAg
to be adjusted into tray A3.

(4) Plug into tray A3, one known good
spare module of each of the following: 100 kHz
synthesizer module 1A2, frequency standard
module 1A3, 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer module
1A4, frequency dividers module 1A6, and
translator module lA8,

(5) Set the test set SERV SEL switch to
SSB/NSK.

(6) Turn on all of the test equipment and
allow 30 minutes for warmup,

(7) Remove the dust cover from the MHz
synthesizer module lAg to be tested,

c, Spectrum Generator and IF Loop Circuit
Adjustments, Perform the preliminary proce
dures outlined in b above, then proceed as fol
lows:

NOTE
For component and test point location
refer to figures 3-33 through 3-36.

(1) Rotate the adjustment of transformer
AIT1 fully clockwise, then rotate the adjust
ment of transformer AlT1 one and one-half
turns counterclockwise,
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(2) Set the test SERV SEL switch to
STBY.

(3) Unsolder the lead between terminals
A2E7 and A2E8. Connect terminal A2E8 to
ground.

('4) Set the teat set SERV SEL switch to
SSB/NSK.

(5) Connect the AN/USM-281A high
impedance probe to terminal A2E5.

(6) Alternately adjust transformers A2Tl,
A2T2, and A2T3 for maximum peaks on the
AN/USM-281A display. The two-tone wave
form should be at least 1 v pp,

(7) Connect the AN/USM-28lA probe to
terminal A2E7,

(8) Adjust potentiometer A2R15 until a
17 volt pp sine wave appears on the AN/USM
281A display.

(9) Leave the AN/USM-281A probe at
terminal A2E7,

(10) Rotate the test set MHz FREQ 10
MHz and MHz FREQ 1 :MHz controls through
their full ranges, while observing the waveform
on the AN/US:M-281A display, The top of the
waveform remains at approximately 19,5 volts
while the bottom varies between 0 and 5 volts.

(11) If the indication in (10) above is not
correct, readjust potentiometer A2R15 for the
correct result,

(12) Connect lead between A2E7 and A2E8.
(13) Connect AN/USM-281A probe to

A2E7 and note a pure de level between 9,0 and
17,0 vdc.

(14) Rotate test set 10 MHz, 1 MHz, and
kHz controls through their full range, and
observe pure dc level each time,

(15) Disconnect the test setup.

3-27. Transmitter IF and Audio Module 1AS
Adjustments

Test points and parts location are shown in fig.
ures 3-24, 3-25, and 3-26. Schematic diagram
is shown in figure 4-39.

a. Test Equipment (tA5 Adjustment). Test
equipment required for lA5 adjustment is as
follows:

(1) Voltmeter, Electronic AN/URM-145.
(2) Electronic Voltmeter ME-30(*)/U.
(3) Signal Generator AN/URM-127.
(4) Simulator, Radio Frequency SM-442A/

GRC.
(5) Dummy Load DA-75/U.



b. Preparation (lAS Adiustment). Perform
the following preliminary steps:

(1) Connect tray A2 to the test set.
(2) 'Make the preliminary settings for the

SM-442A/GRC according to instructions given
in TM 11-6625-847-12.

·(3) Plug the transmiUer IF :and audio
module 1A5 to be adjusted into tray A2 and
remove the module dust cover.

(4) Turn on all test equipment and allow
a 30-minute warmup time.

c. IF Output Circuit Adiustment. Perform
the procedures outlined in b above, then proceed
as follows:

(1) Set the test set SERV SEL switch to
SSB/NSK.

(2) On test set place the REC-XMIT
switch to XMIT, IF OSCILLArrOR select
switch to position 1 & 2 and the IF outpu,t con
trols for IF OSCILLATORS 1 & 3 to their full
counterclockwise positions. On test tray A2,
set the AGC Sync switch to the ON position.

(3) Connect AN/URM-145 to terminal
AIE2 on module under test.

(4) Using test set IF OSCILLATOR 2
output control and test set TWO TONE output
control, adjust for a 1.0 mv indication on the
AN/URM-145.

(5) Connect the AN/URM-l45 to tray
A2 COMMON IF OUT connector.

(6) Alternately adjust transformer AITI
and AIT2 for a peak indication on the AN/
URM-145. The indication should be grea,ter
than 30 mv rms.

(7) Set test set REC-XMIT switch to REC.
(8) Disconnect the test setup.

d. Vox Sensitivity Adjustment. Perform the
procedures outlined in b above, then proceed
as follows:

(1) Set test set REC-Xl\1IT switch to
XMIT.

(2) Set the output of AN/URM-127 for
500 Hz and connect the output to tray A2 600
ohm AUDIO IN connector.

(3) Connect ME-30(.>;<)/U to terminal
A2E3 on module under test and adjust the
output of the AN/URl\1-127 for a level of 7
mv rms.

(4) Rotate module potentiometer, A2R41,
maximum clockwise,

(5-) On tray A2, run a jumper from the
TEST SELECTOR (HI) terminal to KEYLINE
(RT) jack; set the VOICE MODES switch to
VOX, and the TEST SELECTOR switch to
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position 4. Connect a de voltmeter to terminal
A2E16 on module under test and note a de
level of +27 ± 3 vdc.

(6) Adjust potentiometer A2R41 counter
clockwise until the de voltmeter indication
drops from +27 vdc to a level below 2.5 vdc.

(7) Disconnect test setup.
e. Am Carrier Adiustment. Perform the pro

cedures outlined in b above, then proceed as
follows:

(1) Set test set SERVo SEL switch to AM
and REC-XMIT switch to XMIT.

(2) Set test set !'F OSCILLATOR select
switch to position 1.

(3) On tray A2, set the TEST SELECTOR
switch to position 1.

(4) Connect AN/URM-145 to terminal
AIE6 -on module under test.

(5) On test set, adjust IF OSCILLATOR
1 output control for 50 mv as measured on the
AN/URM-145.

(6) Connect AN/URM-145 to tray A2
COMMON IF OUT connector.

(7) Adjust module potentiometer AIR14
for a 15 mv indication.

(8) Disconnect the test setup.

3-28. Frequency IDividers Module 1A6
Adjustments

Test points and parts location are shown in fig
ures 3-27, 3-28, and 3-29. The schematic dia
gram is shown in figure 4-40.

a. Test Equipment (lA6 Adiu.stment). Test
equipment required for 1A6 adjustment is as
follows:

(1) Voltmeter, Electronic AN/URM-145.
(2) Generator, Signal AN/GRM-50.
(3) Radio Test Set AN/USM-306.
(4) Electronic Counter Digital Readout

AN/USM-207.
(5) Oscilloscope AN/USM-281A.
(6) Simulator. Radio Frequency SM

442A/GRC.
(7) Voltmeter, Electronic ME-30(*)jU.

b. Prepamtion (JA6 Adiustme:nt). Perform
the following preliminary steps:

(1) Connect tray A3 to the test set.
(2) Make the preliminary settings for

SM-442A/GRC according to instructions given
in TM 11-6625-847-12.

(3) Plug the frequency dividers module
into tray A3.

(4) Plug into tray A3, one known good
spare module of each of the following: 100 kHz
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synthesizer module 1A2, frequency standard
module 1A3, 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer module
1A4, translator module IA8, and MHz synthe
sizer module 1A9.

(5) Set the test set SERV SEL switch to
SSB/NSK.

(6) Turn on all of the test equipment and
allow 30 minutes for warmup.

(7) Remove the dust cover from the fre
quency dividers module.

(8) On the test set, set the MHz FREQ
10 MHz control to 0, and the MHz FREQ 1
IVIHz control to 2.

(9) On tray A3, set the FREQ SELECT
10 kHz control to 3, the FREQ SELECT 1 kHz
control to 0, and the FREQ SELECT 100 kHz
control to 5.

c. 100 kHz Pulse Repetition Rate Adiustment.
Perform the procedures in b above, then pro~

ceed as follows:
(1) On the frequency dividers module,

adjust potentiometer AIR5 maximum clockwise.

NOTE
For test points and components loca
tion, see figures 3-27, 3-28, and 3
29.

(2) With a high impedance probe, connect
the oscilloscope to terminal AIE4.

NOTE
When properly adjusted, the pulse
repition frequency (prf) will be a
pulse with a pulse repitition rate (prr)
of 10 microseconds, a pulse width of
approximately 1 microsecond at 50
percent amplitude, and an amplitude
of 7 v pp.

(3) Rotate potentiometer AIRS counter
clockwise until the prf of the signal on the
AN/USM-281A display just locks. Note loca
tion of adjustment.

(4) Counting the turns, continue to rotate
potentiometer AIR5 counterclockwise until the
.signal on the AN/USM-281A display just
unlocks at 100 kHz.

(5) Set potentiometer AIRS at the mid
point between the points noted in (3) and (4)
above.

(6) The signal now appearing on the AN/
USM-28IA display should have the character
istics of the pulse described in the note above.

(7) Disconnect the test setup.
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d. 100 kHz Keyed Oscillator Circuit Adjust~

ment. Perform the procedures outlined in b
above, then proceed as follows:

'(1) With the AN/GRM-50 and the AN/
USM-207, tune the AN/USM--306 to 15,700 MHz
and connect it to terminal AIE6.

(2) Tune transformer A1T2 for a peak
indication on the ANjUSM-306; peak indi·
cation should be greater than 15 mv rms.

(3) With the AN/USM-50 and the AN/
USM-207, tune the AN/USM--306 to 15.300
MHz.

(4) Reconnect the AN/USM-306 to ter
minal AIE6; the indication will be greater
than 10 mv rms.

(5) With the AN/USM-50 and the AN/
USM-207, tune the AN/USM-306 to 16.200
MHz; the indication should be greater than 10
mv rms, and equal to the reading taken in (3)
and (4) above.

(6) If the indications at 15.300 MHz and
16.200 MHz are not equal, retune transformer
AlT2 to get them as close as possible.

(7) Disconnect the test setup.

e. 10 kHz Pulse Repetition Rate Adiustment.
Perform the procedures outlined in b above, then
proceed as follows:

(1) Connect the AN/USM-281A probe
to terminal A2E4.

(2) Rotate potentiometer A2R12 maximum
clockwise.

NOTE
Waveform should be a pulse with a
prr of 100 microseconds, a pulse width
of 9 microseconds at 50 percent amM
plitude, and an amplitude -of approxi
mately 8 v pp.

(3) Rotate potentiometer A2R12 slowly
counterclockwise until the waveform on the
AN/USM-281A display just locks at 10 kHz.

(4) Counting the turns, continue to rotate
potentiometer A2Rl,2 counterclockwise until
the waveform on the AN/USM-281A display
just unlocks.

(-5) Set potentiometer A2R12 at the midM
point between settings in (3) and (4) above.

(6) The waveform on the AN/USM
281A display should have the characteristics
described in the note above.

(7) Disconnect the test setup.



f. 10 kHz Keyed Oscillator Circuit Adjust
ment. Perform the procedures outlined in b
above, then proceed as follows:

(1) With the AN/GRM-50 and the ANI
USM-207, set the AN/USM-506 to 2.530 MHz
and connect it to terminal A2E13.

(2) Tune transformer A2T3 for a peak in
dication on the AN/USM-306; the peak should
occur at approximately 2.8 mv rms.

(3) With the AN/GRM-50 and the AN/
USM-207, tune the AN/USM-306 to 2.570
MHz, and reconnect it to terminal A2EI3; the
indication should be greater than 1.4 mv rms.

(4) With the AN/GRM-50 and the ANI
USM-207, tune the AN/USM-506 to 2.480
MHz, and reconnect it to terminal A2EI3; the
indication should be greater than 1.4 mv rms.

(5) If the indications received in (2) and
(3) above are not equal, retune transformer
'A2T3 to get them as close as possible.

(6) Disconnect the test setup.

g. 1 kHz Pulse Repetition Rate Adjustment.
Perform the procedures outlined in b above,
then proceed as follows:

(1) Connect the AN/USM-28IA probe to
terminal A3E3.

(2) Rotate potentiometer A3R12 maximum
clockwise.

NOTE
Waveform should be a pulse with a
prr of 1 millisecond, a pulse width
of 5 ± 2 microseconds, and an ampli
tude of approximately 1.2 v pp.

(3) Rotate potentiometer A3R12 counter
clockwise until the waveform on the AN/USM
281A display just locks at 1 kHz, note position
of adj ustment.

(4) Counting the turns. continue to rotate
potentiometer A3R12 counterclockwise until
the waveform on the AN/USM-281A display
just unlocks.

(5) Set potentiometer A3RI2 at the mid
point between the points observed in (3) and
(4) above.

(6) The waveform now appearing in the
AN/USM-281A display should have the char
acteristics of the pulse described in the note
above.

(7) Disconnect the test setup.
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h. 1.75 MHz Output Circuit Ad;ushn.en.t.
Perform the procedures outlined in b above,
then proceed as follows:

(1) Connect the ME-50(')/U to tray A3,
1.75 MHz.

(2) Alternately tune transformers A2Tl
and A2T2 for a peak indication on the ME
30(')/U.

(3) With the AN/CRM-50 and the ANI
USM-207, adjust the AN/USM-306 for a fre
quency of 1.8 ±2 kHz and connect it to terminal
A2Eli. Peak the AN/USM-306 at 1.8 MHz.

(4) Adjust capacitor A2C18 for a null on
the AN/USM-506.

(5) Adjust capacitor A2C16 for a 50 ±2
mv rms output as indicated by the ME-30(-)/U.

(6) Repeat (2) through (5) above until
no deviation is noticeable.

(7) Disconnect the test setup.
i. Frequency Vernier Circuit Adjustment.

Perform the procedures outlined in b above,
then proceed as follows:

CAUTION
Do not short terminal A2E5 to ground
when performing (1) below.

(1) Connect a jumper wire between ter
minals A2El and A2E6.

(2) Connect the :ME-30(-)/U I TPUT
terminals between A2E13 and chassis ground.

(3) Connect the AN/USM-207 to the ME
30(-)/U output terminals.

NOTE
When the AN/USM-207 and ME
30(-)/U are connected as directed in
band c above, the ME-30(-)/U cir
cuits amplify the signal to a level suf
ficient to drive the AN/USM-207.

(4) On tray A3, set the FREQ DIVIDER
FREQ SHIFT control to + 6, F.

(5) Adjust inductor A2L2 for an indica
tion of approximately 2.530590 MHz on the
AN/USM-207.

(6) On tray A3, set the FREQ DIVIDER
FREQ SHIFT control to O.

(7) Adjust potentiometer A2R49 for an
indication of 2.530000 MHz ± 20 Hz on the
AN/USM-207.

(8) On tray A3, set the FREQ DIVIDER
FREQ SHIFT control to -l'>F.

(9) The indication of the AN/USM-207
should be approximately 2.529410 MHz.
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(10) If the change between 0 and + 6. F is
not equal to the change between 0 and - D. F.
repeat (4) through (9) above, increasing or de
creasing the frequency setting in (5) above as
required to obtain the correct results. The
change from 2.530000 :MHz in each direction
should be equal and between 510 and 680 Hz.

(11) Disconnect the test setup.

3-29. Receiver IF Module lA1 Adjustments
Test points and parts location are shown in fig
ures 3-30, 3-31, and 3-32. Schematic diagram
is shown in figure 4-41.

a. Test Equipment (JAr Adjustment). Test
equipment and materials required for 1A7 ad
justment are as follows:

(1) Voltmeter, Electronic AN/URM-14-5.
(2) Signal Generator AN/GRM-50.
(3) Radio Test Set AN/USM-306.
(4) Multimeter, ME-26(*)/U.
(5) Electronic Counter Digital Readout

AN/USM-207.
(6) Oscilloscope AN/USM-281A.
(7) Simulator, Radio Frequency S.M

442A/GRC.
(8) Transmitter IF and audio module 1A5.
(9) One 50 ohm, 1/2 watt resistor.

b. P1'eparation (JAr Adjustment). Perform
the following preliminary steps:

(1) Connect tray A2 to the test set.
(2) Make the preliminary settings for the

SM-442A/GRC, according to instructions given
in TM 11-6625-847-12.

(3) Plug the receiver IF module to be
adjusted into tray A2.

(4) Remove the dust cover from the re
ceiver IF module to be adjusted.

(5) Set the test set SERV SEL switch to
SSB/NSK.

(6) Turn on all of the test equipment
and allow 30 minutes for warmup.

(7) Set the test set MHz FREQ 10 MHz
control to 0, and the MHz FREQ 1 MHz con
trol to 2.

(8) Set the test set IF OSCILLATOR se
lect switch to 1.

(9) Use the AN/UR:M-145 to set the test
set l'F OSCILLATOR 1.75 MHz, 1.7'515 MHz,
and the 1.7525 MHz outputs at 200 mv rms.

c. Balanced Modulator Circuit Adjustments.
Perform the procedures outlined in b above,
then proceed as follows:

(1) On test set, set IF OSCILLATOR
select switch to position 1 -and REC-XMIT
switch to XMIT.
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(2) Connect AN/URM-14'5 to terminal
A4E1 on module under test and adjust test set
IF OSCILLATOR 1 output control for a 50 mv
indication as measured on the AN/URM-145.

(3) Connect AN/URM-145 to module
under test at terminal A4J2.

(4) Adjust module potentiometer A4Rll
for a 1.0 mv indication.

(5) Set output of AN/URM-127 for 1000
Hz, and connect to tray A2 COM1'ION AUDIO
IN 600 ohm connector.

(6) Connect ME-30(*)/U to terminal
A4Ell on module under test and set the output
of AN/URM-127 for a level of 8 ± 2 mv rms.

(7) Disconnect AN/URM-145 and ME
30(')/U.

(8) Connect AN/URM-145 to tray A2
IF AMP OUT connector.

(9) On the receiver IF module, adjust
transformer A4T2 maximum clockwise.

(10) Adjust transformer A4T1 for a maxi
mum indication on the AN/URM-145.

(11) Adjust A4R11 for a 10 mv rms indica
tion on the AN/URM-145.

(12) Connect the AN/USM-306 input to
tray A2 IF AMP OUTPUT connector.

(13) Adjust the AN/USM-306 for best
presentation of the carrier and USB tone.

(H) Alternately adjust capacitor A4C7 and
potentiometer A4R4 for minimum carrier. The
carrier should be at least 50 db below the USB
tone.

(15) Note the indication on the AN/URM
145. If the indication has dropped below 10
mv rms, repeat (6) through (12) above until
the proper indication is obtained in (14) above
and the AN/URM-145 indication remains at
10 mv rms.

d. IF Amplifier and IF Age Circuit Ad~

justment. Perform the procedures outlined in
b above, then proceed as follows:

(1) Set the test set IF OSCILLATOR se~

lect switch to position 1 & 3 and REC-XMIT
switch to REC.

(2) On ,tray A2, set the RCVR IF RF
AGC switch to OFF.

(3) On tray A2 set AGC SYNC switch to
the ON position.

(4) Connect the AN/URM-145 to termi
nal A4E5. Adjust the test set IF OSCILLATOR
3 output control and test set TWO TONE out
put control for a 1.0 mv rms indication on the
AN/URM-145.



(6) Connect the AN/DRM-U5 to tray
A2 COMMON IF OUT connector.

(6) Adjust transformer AIT2 fully clock
wise.

(7) Alternately adjust transformers AlT1
and AIT3 for a peak indication on the AN/
URM-145.

(8) On tray A2, set th, RCVR IT RF
AGC switch to ON.

(9) Set the potentiometer A2R12 maximum
clockwise and potentiometer A2R14 maximum
counterclockwise. Readjust IF OSCILLATOR
3 for 1.0 mv rms at A4E5.

(10) Adjust transformers A2Tl and A2T2
for a minimum indication on the AN/URM
145.

(11) Detune transformer A2Tl and A2T2
approximately equally until the AN/URM-145
indicates 24 mv rms. (Before making final ad~

justments, determine that the level at A4E5 is
still 1 mv rms.)

(12) Decrease the test set IF OSCILLATOR
1.7525 .MHz level control until the AN/URM
145 indication at terminal A4E5 is 0.7 mv rms.

(13) Reconnect the A T/URM-145 to tray
A2 COMMON IF OUT connector and note a
minimum indication of 20 mv rms.

(14) If 20 mv rms is not indica,ted in (13)
above, repeat (10) and (11) for a level of 26
mv rms.

(15) Disconnect the test setup.
e. Audio Output Circuit Adjll.st1nent. Per~

form the procedures outlined in b above, then
proceed as follows:

(1) Set the test set IF OSCILLATOR select
switch to position 1 & 3 and REC-XMIT switch
to REC. On tray A2 set the AGC SYNC switch
to ON.

(2) Connect the AN/URM-145 to module
under test at terminal A4E5 and adjust test set
IF OSCILLATOR 3 output control and test set
'fWO TONE output control for a 1.0 mv rms
level.

(3) Connect the AN/URM-145 to termi~

nal A4E1 and adjust test set IF OSCILLATOR
1 output control for a level of 50 mv rms.

(4) On tray A2 set the REC IF TEST
selector switch to position 4.

(5) Connect ME-30(·)/U to tray A2
REC IF TEST SELECTOR terminals HI-LO,
(LO is ground).

(6) Adjust module potentiometer A3RIl
for 750 ± 150 mv rms as measured on the ME
30(')/U.

(7) Disconnect the test setup.
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f. Bfo Circuit Adjustments. Perform the pro
cedures outlined in b above, then proceed as
follows:

(1) On test set set SERVo SEL switch to
CW, REC-XMIT switch to REC, and IF OS
CILLATOR select switch to position 1 & 2.

CAUTION
To avoid damage to the --30 vdc power
source, do not ground tray A2 RCVR
IF TEST SELECTOR LO connector
when the RCVR IF TEST SELECTOR
switch is set to 1.

(2) On tray A2 set the REC IF TEST SE
LECTOR switch to position 3 and the AGC
SYNC switch to ON.

(3) Connect AN/URM-145 to module
under test at terminal A4E5 and adjust the test
set IF OSCILLATOR 2 and the test set TWO
TONE output controls for a level of 1.0 mv rms
as measured on the AN/URM-145.

(4) Connect the AN/USM-207 to module
under test terminal A2E3.

(5) On tray A2 rotate BFO TONE control
maximum clockwise.

(6) Adjust A3L3 for 4,500 ± 1000 Hz,
as monitored by the AN/USl\1-207.

(7) On tray A2 rotate BFO TONE control
maximum counterclockwise.

(8) Adjust Module potentiometer A3R4
for 4,500 ± 1000 Hz.

NOTE
It may be necessary to readjust in
ductor A3L3 and potentiometer A3R4
due to interaction between both ad
justments. Repeat (5) through (8)
above until the 4,500 ± 1000 Hz re
quirements are met.

(9) Adjust tray A2 BFO tone control for
a frequency of 1,500 Hz as monitored on the
AN/USM-207. Turn RF AGe switch to ON.

(10) Connect AN/URl\'I-145 to module
terminal A2E3 and adjust transformer A3T1 for
a peak as monitored on the AN/URM-145.
The indication should be 750 ± 50 mv rms.
Disconnect the test setup.

g. Rf Age Circuit Adjustment. Perform the
procedures outlined in b above.

(1) Perform the IF amplifier and IF agc
circuit adjustment procedures outlined in b
above.

(2) On test set set SERV SEL switch to
SSB-NSK, REC-XMIT switch to REC, and IF
OSCILLATOR select switch to position 1 & 3.
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On tray A2 set AGe SYNC switch to ON. Insure
that RF GAIN control is maximum clockwise.

(3) Connect AN/URM-145 to test set
TWO TONE OUT connector and adjust test
set IF OSCILLATOR 3 and TWO TONE out
put controls for a level of 50 mv rms.

(4) On tray A2 set RCVR IF AGe switch
to ON.

(5) Connect ME-26(·)/U to tray A2 RF
AGe output terminals.

(6) Adjust module potentiometer A2R14
for -24 "de as monitored on the ME-26(*)jU.

(7) Set the test set TWO TONE seledor
switch to position 1 and note the indication on
the ME-26(*)/U drops to 0 (+0.3, --0) vdc.

(8) Disconnect the test setup.

3-30. Receiver Audio Module lAIO
Adjustments

Test points and parts location are shown in
figures 3-37, 3-38, and 3-39. The schematic
diagram is shown in figure 4-44.

a. Test Equipment (JAJO Adjustment). Test
equipment and materials required are as fol
lows:

(1) Voltmeter, Electronic AN/URM-145.

(2) Signal Generator AN/URM-127.

(3) Simulator, Radio Frequency S1\1-
442A/GRC.

(4) Voltmeter, Electronic 1\1E-30(·)/U.

(5) 600 ohm, 1/4 watt resistor.

b. Prewu'ation (1Al0 Adjustment). Perform
the following preliminary steps:

(1) Connect tray A2 to the test set.

(2) Make the preliminary settings for the
S1\1-442A/GRC according to instructions given
in TM 11-6625-847-12.

(3) Plug the receiver audio module lAlO
to be adjusted into tray A2.

(4) Set the test set SERV SEL switch to
SSB/NSK.

(5) Turn on all of the test equipment and
allow 30 minutes for warmup.

(6) Remove the dust cover from the re
ceiver audio module.

(7) On tray A2, connect a 600 ohm resis·
tor between RCVR AUDIO OUTPUTS 10 MW
and ground.

c. Squelch Level Adjustment. Perform the
procedures outlined in b above, then proceed
as follows:

(1) Set the AN/URM-l27 for an output
()f 1,000 Hz to 0 volt rros and connect it to the
tray A2 AUDIO 600 n IN connector.

(2) Set tray A2 RCYR AUDIO SQUELCH
switch to OFF, SQUELCH SYNCH switch to
ON, and the RCVR AUDIO GAIN control
maximum clockwise.

(3) Connect ME-.'lO("O)/U to tray A2
RCVR AUDIO OUTPUTS 10 mw connector.

(4) Adjust the AN/USM-l27 for an indi
cation of 2.45 v rms on the ME-30(·)/U.

(5) Set the tray A2 RCVR AUDIO
SQUELCH switch to ON.

NOTE
For test point and component location
refer to figures 3-37, 3---38, and 3-39.

(6) On the receiver audio module, adjust
SQUELCH LEVEL potentiometer A2R2 so that
the AN/URM-145 indication is 24'5 mv rms.

(7) Disconnect the test setup.
d. Squelch Sensitivity Adjustment. Perform

the procedures outlined in b above, then pro
ceed as follows:

(1) Set the AN/URM-127 for an output
of 500 Hz at 35 mv rms connect it to the tray
A2, AUDIO 600 OHM IN connector. Turn
SQUELCH SYNC to ON.

(2) Connect the ME-30(·)/U to the tray
A2 POWER AUDIO OUTPUTS 10 MW con
nector.

(3) Set tray A2 RCYR AUDIO SQUELCH
switch to ON, SQUELCH SYNC switch to ON,
'and the RCVR AUDIO GAIN 'Control maxi·
mum clockwise.

(4) Rotate receiver audio module SQUELCH
SENS potentiometer A2RIO fully counterclock
wise.

(5) Set the ME-30(·)/U to its most sen
sitive scale.

(6) Rotate receiver audio module SQUELCH
SENS potentiometer A2RIO slowly clockwise un
til the sudden increase is noted on the AIE-30(·)/
U.

(7) Switch the tray A2 RCYR AUDIO
SQUELCH switch to ON and OFF, while ob
serving the ME-30(·)/U indications. Adjust
receiver audio module SQUELCH SENS poten
tiometer A2RIO until the ME~30(·)/U indica
tions for the squelch on the squelch off condi
tion differ by 0 db.

(8) Disconnect the test setup.



3-31. Dc~t()-o'Dc Converter and Regulator
Module 1A11 Adjustment Procedures

For test point and parts location, see figures
3-40 through 3-43. Schematic diagram of mod
ule 1All is shown in figure 4-45.

a. Test Equipment for lAll Adjustment.
Test equipment required follows:

(1) Simulator, Radio Frequency SM
442A/CRG.

(2) :Multimeter ME-26(·)/U.
b. Preparation for JAll Adjustment.

(1) Connect tray Al to the test set.
(2) Make preliminary settings for SM

442A/GRC with instructions given in TM 11
662i>-847-l2.

(3) Plug the de to dc converter and regu
lator module IAll to be adjusted into tray At.

(4) Set the test set SERV SEL switch to
SSB/NSK.

(5) Turn on all test equipment and allow
30 minutes for warmup.

(6) Remove dust cover from IAll module.
c. +20 vdc Regulated Adjustment. Perform

the procedures outlined in b above, then pro
ceed as follows:

(1) Connect the ME-26(O)/U positive lead
to lAUAlJl (+20 VDC REG) and the nega
tive lead to IAllAlJ2 (GRC).

(2) Observe voltage indication of l\IE
26(O)/U meter. Voltage should be between 19.3
and 19.7 vdc.

(3) If voltage reading is not within limits,
adjust potentiometer lAllAlR8 until voltage
reads 19.5 vdc.

(4) Disconnect test setup.

3-32. Frequency Standard Module 1A3
Adjustment Procedurel

Test points and parts location are shown in fig
ures 3-14 through 3-20. The schematic diagram
is shown in figure 4-36.

a. Test Eqttipme~lt (lAS Adjustment). Test
equipment and materials required are as follows:

(1) Voltmeter, Electronic AN/URl\'l~145.

(2) Signal Generator AN/GRM-50.
(3) Electronic Counter Digital Readout

AN/USM-207.
(4) Oscilloscope AN/USl\I-281A.
(5) Simulator, Radio Frequency SM-442A/

CRG.
(6) Radio Set AN/GRC-106(·) modules:

(a) 100 kHz synthesizer modlde lA2.
(b) 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer module

lA4.
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(e) Frequency dividers module lA6.
(d) Transistor module lA8.
(e) MHz synthesizer module lA9.

(7) Connect Adapter UG-274B/U.
(8) One 'So ohm, 1/2 watt resistor.

b. Preparation (lAS Adjustment). Perform
the following preliminary steps:

(1) Remove the dust cover from repaired
frequency standard module lA3.

(2) Connect tray A3 to the test set.
(3) Make the preliminary settings for the

SM-442A/GRC according to the instructions
given in TM 11-6625-847-12.

(4) Plug frequency standard module lA3
to be adjusted into tray A3.

(5) Plug into tray A3, one known good
spare module of each of the following: 100 kHz
synthesizer module lA2, 10 and 1 kHz synthe
sizer module IA4, frequency dividers module
lA4, frequency dividers module lA6, translator
module lAS, and MHz synthesizer module lA9.

(6) Check to see that tray A3 POWER
VAR-FIXED switch is set to FIXED.

(7) Turn on all test equipment.
(8) Set the test set SERV SEL switch to

SSB/NSK and allow 30 minutes for the equip
ment to warmup.

(9) Set the INT-EXT switch on the re
paired frequency standard module lA3 to EXT.

(10) With the AN/USM-207, set the output
from the AN/GRe-50 for a cw output of
5.000000 MHz at a level of 50 mv rms and con
nect it to the 5 MHz EXT-I NT connector on the
FREQ STANDARD section of tray A3.

NOTE
For location of test points referred to
in the steps below, refer to figures 3
14 through 3-17.

(11) Connect the AN/URM-145 to test
point A3J2 and adjust transformer A3T3 for a
peak indication on the rf millivoltmeter.

NOTE
No adjustment is required for trans
former A3T2.

c. J MHz Circuit Adjustment. Perform the
procedures outlined in b above, then proceed as
follows:

(1) Connect the output from the ANI
GRM-50 to a tee connector.

(2) Connect one output from the tee con
nector throu~h a 50 ohm resistor to test point
A2J2 on the top of frequency standard module
lA3.
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(3) Connect the other output from the tee
connector to the AN/USM-207.

(4) Connect the AN/URM-145 to terminal
A2E9.

(5) Set the output meter level of the AN/
GRM-50 to 500 mv rms.

(6) Adjust the frequency output from the
AN/GR:M-50 for a 3.950 MHz ± 1 kHz ir..dica
tion on the AN/USM-207.

(7) Tune transformer A2T2 for maximum
indication on the AN/URM-145.

(8) Disconnect the AN/GRM-50 and the
A TjURM-145 from the frequency standard
module.

(9) Leave the ANjGRM--50 output con
nected to the tee connector and connect one out
put from the tee connector to the AN/USM
281A veritcal input.

NOTE
Use the vertical input section of the
AN/USM-281A to amplif,r the output
of the AN/GRM-50 to supply suffi
cient input voltage to the AN/USM
207 during the following steps.

(0) Connect the AN/USM-207 to the ANI
USM-281A vertical signal output connector.

(11) Connect the second output from the tee
connector connected to the AN/GRM--50 to the
5 MHz EXT-INT connector on the FREQ
STANDARD section of tray A3.

(12) Connect the AN/URM-145 to test
point A2J2 on the top of frequency standard
module 1A3.

(13) Set the output level from the AN/
GRM-50 to 25 mv rms. Set the output frequency
for a 05.000 MHz ± 1 kHz indication on the AN/
USM-207.

(14) Adjust transformer A2T3 for a maxi
mum indication on the AN/URM-145.

(15) Disconnect the AN/URM-145 from
test point A2J2.

(16) Connect the ANjUSM-281 horizontal
input to the frequency standard module test
point A2J2.

(17) Adjust the output of the AN/GRM
;')0 to 75 mv rms.

(18) Slowly decrease the frequency of the
AN/GRM-50 output below 5 MHz until the
15:1 lissajous pattern on the AN/USM-281A
becomes unlocked (no pattern).

(19) Slowly increase the frequency of the
ANjGRM--50 output back towards 5 MHz. The
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lissajous pattern on the AN/US:M-281A should
become locked before the indication on the AN/
USM-207 reaches 4.940 MHz.

(20) Slowly increase the frequency of the
AN/GRM-50 output about 5 :MHz until the 5:1
lissajous pattern on the AN/USM-281A be
comes unlocked (no pattern).

(21) Slowly decrease the frequency of the
AN/GRM--60 output back towards 5 MHz. The
lissajous pattern on the AN/USM-281A should
become locked before the indication on the AN/
USM-207 reaches 5.060 MHz.

(22) The lissajous pattern on the AN/
USM-281A should become unlocked at the
same (approximate) number of kHz aboye and
below 5 MHz. If the lissajous pattern does not
lock correctly below 4.940 :MHz, subtract 5 kHz
from the frequency setting in (6) above, and re
peat (4) through (21) above. Continue to sub
tract 5 kHz from the frequency setting in (6)
and (13) above until a locked condition can be
obtained below 4.940 MHz. If the lissajous pat
tern does not lock correctly above 5.060 MHz,
repeat (4) through (21) above, adding 5 kHz
to frequency settings in (6) and (13), until a
locked condition can be obtained, which is sym
metrical with the point of locking below 4.940
kHz.

d.500 kHz Ci,·ettit Adjustments. Perform the
procedures outlined in band c above, then pro
ceed as follows:

(1) Connect the AN/USl\I-281A vertical
input to test point A2Jl on top of frequency
standard module 1A3.

(2) Connect the AN/USM-281A hori
zontal input to test point A2J2 on the top of fre
quency standard module 1A3.

(3) Connect the AN/USM-207 to terminal
A3J2.

(4) Set the AN/GRM-50 for an output
level of 75 mv rms and adjust the frequency out·
put for a 5 MHz ± 1 kHz indication on the AN/
USM-207.

(5) Tune transformer A2T1 for a locked
in phase 2:1 lissajous pattern on the AN/USM
281A. (The pattern should appear a single trace
when properly adjusted.)

(6) Slowly decrease the frequency of the
AN/GRM-50 output below 5 MHz until the
lissajous pattern on the AN/USM-281A be
comes unlocked (no pattern).

(7) Slowly increase the frequency of the
ANjUSM-50 output towards 5 MHz. The
lissajous pattern should become locked before
the AN/USM-207 indication reaches 4.960 MHz.



(8) Slowly increase the frequency of the
AN/GRM-50 output above 5 MHz until the
lissajous pattern on the AN/USM-281A be
comes unlocked (no pattern).

(9) Slowly decrease the frequency of the
AN/GRM-50 output towards 5 MHz. The
lissajous pattel'll should become locked before
the indication reaches 5.040 MHz.

(10) If the locking range of 4.960 to 5.040
MHz cannot be obtained, repeat the adjustment
procedures, starting with paragraph 4-l7b.

(11) Disconnect the test setup.

e. 10 MHz Circuit Adju8tlltent. Perform the
procedures outlined in b through d above, then
proceed as follows:

(1) Set the frequency standard module lA3
INT-EXT switch to INT.

(2) Connect the AN/URM-145 to test
point A3J2 and note the voltage.

(3) Set the frequency standard module 1A3
INT-EXT switch A3S1 to EXT.

(4) With the AN/USM-207, set the AN/
GRM-50 for an output frequency of 4.950 101Hz
±2.0 kHz.

(5) Connect the AN/GRM-50 to the 5
MHz EXT-INT connector on the FREQ
STANDARD section of tray A3.

(6) Adjust the AN/GRM-50 output level
to provide the same indication on the AN/URM
145 as was noted in (2) above.

(7) Connect the AN/URM-145 to tenninal
A3El.

(8) Adjust inductor A3L1 for a peak indi
cation on the AN/URM-145.

(9) With the AN/USM-207, set the out
put frequency of the AN/GRM-50 at 5.050
MHz ±2.0 kHz.

(10) Adjust transformer A3T1 for a peak
indication on the AN/URM-145.

(11) Set the frequency standa"d module lA3
INT-EXT switch A3S1 to tNT; the AN/URM
145 should indicate 50 ± 5 mv rms.

(12) ]f the level is out of tolerance, increase
or decrease the frequency separation in (4) and
(9) above. (Increasing the frequency separation
reduces the output level. Decreasing the fre
Quency separation increases the output level.)
Repeat (1) through (11) until the level in (11)
is within tolerance.

(13) ;)isconnect the test setup.
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3~3. 100 H%~ynthe5izerModule lA1A2AB
(RT-834/GRC) Adjustment Procedures

Test points and parts location are shown in fig
,ures 2--30, 3-6, 3-7, and 3-8.

a. Teat Eqltipmellt (JA1AfA8 Adjustment).
Test equipment and materials required for
lA1A2A8 adjustment are as follows:

(1) Oscilloscope AN/USM-281A.
(2) Power Supply PP-4763(')/GRC.
(3) RT-834/GRC chassis containing mod

ules which have passed their respective proof of
performance tests and the 1AIA2A8 module to
be adjusted.

b. Preparation (lA1AtA8 Adjustment). Per
form the following preliminary steps:

(1) Remove the RT-834/GRC chassis from
the case using the procedures of paragraph 2
17a.

(2) Remove module lAlA2A8 in accord
ance with paragraph 2-18a..

(3) Remove the four screws securing the
A2 circuit board to the module cover and fold
out circuit board.

(4) Reconnect the five connectors to mod·
ule.

(5) tonnect the PP-4763(')/GRC to the
POWER connector on front panel.

(6) Set PP-4763(')/GRC for 27.5 ±O.5
volts de.

c. 100 Hz Synthesizer Output FrequenC1/ Atf..
;ustlltellt. Perform the procedures given in b
above, then proceed as follows:

(1) Set the RT-834/GRC SERVICE SE
LECTOR switch to CWo

(2) Connect the AN/USM-281A to termi
nal lA1A2A8AlE2 (fig. 3-7). Set the sweep
rate on the AN/USM-281A to 0.2 msec per cm.

(3) Set the 100 Hz frequency selector
switch to O.

(4) Turn potentiometer lAlA2A8A2R8 (fig.
3-8) clockwise 12 turns.

(5) Adjust potentiometer lAlA2A8A2R8
until the bottom half of the squarewave on the
AN/USM-281A is 600 p..sec long (3 cm). The
top half of the squarewave should now be 400
"sec long.

(6) Disconnect test setup.
(7) Disconnect the five connectors from the

1AIA2A8 module.
(8) Fold the A2 board back in the cover

and secure with the four screws.
(9) Replace module lAlA2A8 in accord

ance with paragraph 2-18b.
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(10) Replace RT-834jGRC chassis in case
using procedures of paragraph 2-17a.

3-34. Voltage Regulator Assembly 1A1A2A9
IRT-834/GRC) Adjustment Procedures

Test points and parts location are shown in fig
ures 2-30 and 3-26.

a. Test Equipment (JA1A2A9 Adiustment).
Test equipment and materials required fOI"
lAlA2A9 adjustment are as follows:

(1) Multimeter ME-26(·)jU
(2) Power Supply PP-4763(~)/GRC.

(3) RT-834/GRC chassis containing mod
ules which have passed their respective proof of
performance tests and the lAlA2A9 module to
be adjusted.

b. PreparatiQn (1AIA£A9 Adiustment). Per
form the following preliminary steps:

(1) Remove the RT-834/GRC chassis from
the case using the procedures of paragraph 2
17a.

(2) Connect the PP-4763(')/GRC to the
POWER connector on the front panel.

(3) Set PP-4763(*)/GRC output for 27
± 1 volts dc.

c. Voltage Re{J1tlator Assembly Output Ad
ilU/tntent. Perform the procedures given in b
above, then proceed as follows:

(1) Place RT-834/GRC SERV1CE SELEC
TOR switch to SSB/NSK.

(2) Connect ME-26(lt)/U to terminal
1A1A2A9El.

(3) Adjust potentiometer lAlA2A9R6 for
a reading of 5.0 ±0.1 volts dc on ME-26(·)/U.

(4) Disconnect test setup.
(5) Replace RT-834/GRC chassis in case

using procedures of paragraph 2-17a.

3-35. Discriminator Assembly 2A4
Adjustment Procedures

Test points and parts location are shown in fig
ures 3-76, 3-77, and 3-78. The schematic dia
gram is shown in figure 4-52.

a. Test Equipment (fA4 Adiustment). Test
equipment and materials required for 2A4 ad
justments are as follows:

(1) Multimeter ME-26(·)/U.
(2) Dummy Load DA-75/U.
(3) Receiver-Transmitter, Radio RT-662/

GRC or RT-834/GRC (one that is in good work
ing order to be used as a single generator).

(4) Amplifier, Radio Frequency AM
3349/GRC-I06 (one that is in good working
order to be used as an rf amplifier for the rf sig
nal generator).
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b. Preparation (fA4 Adiustment). Perform
the following preliminary steps:

(l) Interconnect the Al\'I-3349/GRC, and
the RT~62/CRC or RT-834/GRC RF DR1VE
connectors, and CONTROL and PA CONTROL
connectors.

(2) Set the output of the dc power source
at 27 volts de and connect it to the RT-662/GRC
or RT-834/GRC POWER connector and the
AM-3349/GRC-I06 PRIM:. POWER connector.

(3) Remove ant. coupler 2A3 from ampli
fier AM-3349/GRC-I06 and disconnect coaxial
cable at the discriminator 2A4 within the AM
3349/GRC-106.

(4) Connect tray A5 to test set and install
the 2A4 module under test on tray A5.

(5) Connect cable W14 from tray A5 dis
criminator RF IN connector to amplifier AM
3349/GRC-I06 at discriminator 2A4, Jl input
cable.

(6) Using cable \VI3 connect dummy load
DA-75/U to the discriminator under test at J2.

(7) Turn on all power and allow a 30 min
ute warmup time.

(8) Connect ME-26(·)/U to tray A5 dis
criminator HI-LO terminals.

(9) On tray A6 set the DiSCR1M1NATOR
TEST selector switch at position 2.

c. Discriminator Balame Adjustment. Per
form the procedures given in b above, then pro
ceed as follows:

(1) Set the RT-662/GRC or RT-834/GRC
SERVICE SELECTOR switch to AM, and the
MHz and kHz controls at 05000.

(2) Perform the following procedures at
the AM-3349/GRC-106; set the PRIM PWR
switch to ON; TEST .METER switch to PRIM
PWR position and wait approximately 60 sec·
onds.

(3) After time-in (60 seconds) set the AM
3349/GRC-106 H1GH VOLTAGE RESET
switch to TUNE.

(4) Adjust the ANT TUNE and ANT
LOAD controls for center scale indications on the
ANT TUNE and ANT LOAD meters.

(5) Adjust capacitor A2Cl on the module
under test for a 0.0 vdc indication on the ME
26(·)/U.

(6) Disconnect the test setup.
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Sed;on IV. REPAIRS AND REPLACEMENT

CAUTION
To avoid damage to the equipment
maintenance personnel shou-ld be famil
iar wi th the pal'ts replacement tech
nique described in paragraph 2-16a
through h.

3-36. Receiver-Transmitter ,RT-834/GR'( and
RT--662/GRC Repair and Replacement

a. Chassis and- Panel Assembly lAl. The pro
cedure for the removal of the chassis from the
case and removal and replacement procedures for
all modules, with exception of rf amplifier lA12
(b below), are described in paragraph 2-17a
through g. All front panel and chassis mounted
parts can be removed and replaced using stand
ard shop procedures.

b. Rf Amplifier Module lA12 (fig. 2-26).
(1) Removal.

(a) With RT-834/GRC or RT-662/GRC
operating set MHz control at 15 MHz and allow
the tuning cycle to be completed.

(b) Set the SERVICE SELECTOR switch
at OFF, disconnect source power, and remove
the receiver-transmitter chassis from case (para
2-17a).

(c) Insure that rf amplifier module 1A12
is tuned to 15 l\'IHz as indicated in the window
at the top of the module.

(d) Loosen the four captive h0lddown
screws that secure rf amplifier module 1A12 to
the chassis.

(e) Raise the bail handles and lift the
module straight up from the chassis.

(2) Replacement.
(a) Turn the MHz coupling at the bot

tom of the new or repaired rf amplifier module
lA12 until the number 15 appears in the window
at the top of the module.

(b) Adjust the 100 kHz and 10 kHz con
trols so that the 100 kHz and 10 kHz couplers
(fig. 2-25) are aligned with the respective 100
kHz and 10 kHz couplers of rf amplifier module
lA12.

(c) Position the lA12 module into place
and gently push down on the module. Rotate
the 100 kHz and 10 kHz controls to insure that
the couplers are properly engaged.

(d) Secure the module to the chassis us
ing four captive holddown screws.

c. Repair and Replacement of Transformer
Assembly, RF Amplifier Module 1A12 (fig. 4
29).

(1) Disassembly.

NOTE
Do not disassemble rf amplifier mod
ule 1A12 beyond the instructions con~

tained in this procedure.

(a) Remove rf amplifier module lA12
from the chassis (b above).

(b) Loosen the four captive screws (126)
that secure the dust cover (1) to the module
chassis. Remove the dust covel'.

(c) Remove the four screws (2) that se
cure the top turret ring (60) to the turret ring
spacer posts (29).

(d) Remove the 25 megahertz strips (3)
through (16) and (61) through (74) which are
not meshed with contacts of the three stator
block assemblies (27) and (32).

(e) Slowly rotate the bottom turret ring
(100) until the contacts of the remaining three
megahertz strips no longer mesh with the con
tacts of the three stator blocks. Remove the three
remaining megahertz strips.

(2) Assembly.
(a) Replace megahertz strips A4 (74),

A5 (16), All (10), A12 (9), A18 (3), A19
(61), A25 (67), and A26 (68).

(b) Rotate the bottom turret ring (100)
until three of the replaced megahertz strips mesh
with the contacts of the three stator block assem
blies (27) and (32).

(c) Replace the remaining twenty mega
hertz strips.

(d) Replace the top turret ring (60) and
secure to the turret ring spacers post (29) with
four screws (2).

(e) Replace the dust cover (1) and se
cure with the four captive screws (126).

(f) Replace rf amplifier module lA12
into the receiver~transmitter chassis (b above).

3-37. Amplifier, ,Radio Frequency AM-3349/
GRC Repair and Replacement

a. Chassis and Pa'nel Assembly 2A1 and 2A5.
The procedures for the removal of chassis assem
bly 2Al, and front panel assembly 2A5 from
t.he case and removal and replacement procedures
for all assemblies with the exception of turret
assembly 2A2 are described in paragraph 2-19a
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through h. Removal and replacement of parts
mounted to the front panel assembly are de
scribed in paragraph 2-20.

b, TU1'ret Drum Assembly, Part of 2A2 (fig.
2-31).

(1) Removal.
(a) Set the PRIM PWR. circuit breaker

at OFF and disconnect all interconnecting cables.
(b) Loosen the six front panel Allen

screws and slide the chassis out from the case.

WARNING
Voltages up to 3,000 volts de and
10,000 volt rf exist in the AM-3349/
GRC-106. Always use a shorting stick
to ground capacitors 2A5A2C4, 2A5A
2C5 (fig. 2-33), and pin A or B of
PRIM POWER connector 2A5J7 be
fore touching any components.

(c) Loosen the three Allen-head captive
screws (turret drum screws, fig. 2-31) that se
cure the turret drum to the tunet base. Insure
that the screws are completely disengaged from
the turret base (springs fully expanded).

CAUTION
Extreme care must be exercised when
performing the following step to insure
that the contacts are in no way dam
aged.

NOTE
When performing the following step,
carefully mark the orientation of the
frequency marking on the top of the
turret drum with the OPERATING
FREQUENCY arrow on the top of
stator assembly 2A9 so that the turret
can be replaced in the exact position to
insure proper alignment of turret base
locating pin with the keyway on the
turret drum.

(d) Rotate the turret by hand until the
contacts on the drum are free from the stator
contacts on driver assembly 2A8 and stator as~

sembly 2A9.
(e) Carefully lift the turret drum

'Straight up and away from the chassis.
(2) Replacement.

CAUTION
Be extremely careful when performing
the procedures given below to insure
that the contacts do not become dam
aged. Before replacing turret drum,
inspect for bent contacts.
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NOTE
When replacing the turret drum, the
physical orientation must be exactly the
same as marked in (1) (e) above.

(a) Carefully set the new or repaired tur
ret drum straight down onto the turret base. Note
the positioning of the key pin that is mounted
on the turret base.

(b) Rotate the turret by hand to insure
proper meshing of the turret and stator contacts.

(c) Tighten the three original screws
that secure the dl'um into the base.

(d) Slide the chassis back into the case
tighten the front panel Allen screws, and recon
nect all interconnecting cables.

c. Turret Base Assembly (fig. 2-32).
(l) Removal.

(a) Remove the Turret Drum Assembly
by performing the procedure given in b(l)
above.

(b) Tilt the chassis up on its side. While
!holding the turret base assembly with one hand.
remove the foul' screws (fig. 2-32) that secure
the turret base assembly to the chassis.

(c) Set the chassis down and lirt out the
turret base assembly.

(2) Replacement.
(a) Set the new 01' repaired turret base

assembly in place on the chassis so that connector
2A2Jl properly mates with 2AIXA2.

(b) While holding the turret assembly,
tilt the chassis up and replace the four original
'screws that secure the turret base assembly to the
chassis.

(c) Replace the turret drllm assembly by
performing the procedure given in b(2) above.

d. Disassembly and Reassembly of Turret As
sembl1J 2A2 (fig. 4-27).

(1) Disassembly.
(a) Remove turret assembly 2A2 from the

chassis by performing the procedures given in
band c above.

(b) To remove power amplifier output
filters (filter assembly Al through A15 (4)
through (18), remove the five screws (1) in the
turret drum cover (2), remove the cover, and
relieving the tension of the mounting plate (3)
over one filter assembly at a time, lift out a filter
assembly.

(c) To remove the interstage transform
ers (transformer assemblyA16 through A30 (24)
through (38», hold the turret drum upside
down, remove the 15 screws (41) in the mount
ing ring (3), and then remove the mounting ring
(39), and lift out the transformer assemblies.
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(7) Remove the remaining eight panhead
-screws that secure the assembly bottom plate.
Remove plate.

NOTE
Further disassembly procedures will
seriously disturb lead dress. Sketch all
connections before unsoldering.

(8) Unsolder all leads to the filter assem
bly and tag each lead. Set the filter assembly
aside.

(9) Tag and unsolder all leads to capacitor
coding switch S3.

(10) Note the position of the rotary section
of S3, loosen the two setscrews in the shaft key,
and remove the shaft key from capacitor coding
switch S3.

(11) Loosen the two panhead screws and re
move capacitor coding switch S3.

(12) Tag all leads so they may be pulled
through the tie rod assembly and unsolder all
leads to rf band switch coding switch 82.

(13) Loosen the two setscrews and remove
the cam from switch 82 shaft key.

(14) Note the position of rotary section 82,
loosen the two setscrews that secure the shaft
key, and remove the shaft key.

(15) Loosen the two panhead screws and re·
move rf band switch coding switch 82.

(16) Remove the panhead screw from the
center mounting plate assembly, which is located
just in front of the front (hinged) insulated
bracket for capacitor C26.

(17) Remove the nut and the wire lug from
the bolt on the top of the center mounting plate
assembly and unsolder the lead at the wire lug
that is attached to the stator plates.

(18) Remove the rear retainer ring from the
tie rod subassembly.

(19) Unscrew the nut at the front end of
the tie rod assembly. Remove the nut and associ
ated washers over the tie rod assembly leads.

(20) Use a long screwdriver, to remove the
screw on the center mounting plate assembly
which is located directly below rf band switch
motor B2.

(21) Carefully slide the switch coil assembly
awa,}' from the capacitor motOr assembl)', feeding
the lead wires through the hollow tie rod sub·
assembly toward the rear of the assembly at the
same time.

(2) Reassembly.
(a) Match the markings on the interstage

transformers «24) through (38» with the
markings on the turret drum base (19) and set
all transfonners in place.

(b) Set the mounting ring (39) in place,
insure that all transformers are properly seated,
and replace the 15 original SCrews (41) to secure
the mounting ring.

(c) Turn the turret drum over, match the
markings on the pa. output filters (4) through
(18) with the markings on the mounting plate
(3), and set the filters in place. Make certain
that each filter is locked in place.

(d) Set the top cover (2) in place on the
drum, and replace the five original screws (1)
to secure the cover.

(e) Check the alignment of the tunet
code switches as outlined in paragraph 3-44.

3-38. Removal and Replacement of
Components of Antenna Coupler
Assembly 2A3

(f;g. 2-36, 2-37, 4-11, 4-18, and 4-19)

{;AUTION
Be extremely careful when working on
antenna coupler assembly 2A3 to make
certain that the glass envelope for vari
able vacuum capacitor C26 is not dam
aged.

u. Disassembly.
(1) Remove antenna coupler assembly 2A3

by performing the procedures given in para
graph 2-19c(I).

(2) Locate and remove the two recessed
screws on the real' insulated bracket of variable
vacuum capacitor C2G. Remove the bracket.

(3) Locate and remove the one recessed
screw on the front insulated bracket of capacitor
C26.

(4) Hold capacitor C26 with one hand and
tip the hinged top of the front insulated bracket
out of the way. Carefully lift capacitor C26 out
of the brackets and set it aside. Note the e.xact
position of the nipple on the capacitor as the
capacitor will be replaced later in the exact posi
tion.

(5) Remove the fOllr panhead screws that
secure the vari'lble coil assembly to the assembly
bottom plate. Remove the variable coil assembly.

(6) Remove the [ollr flathead screws, nuts,
and washers that secure the filter assembly to the
assembly bottom plate.

b. Reassembly.
(I) On the

loosen the motor
capacitor-motor

mounting bolts on
assembly,
capacitor
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coding motor Bl so that the gear can be disen
gaged.

(2) Rotate the spur gear until capacitor C27
is at maximum capacity (sections fully meshed),
as shown in A, figure 4-11.

(3) Replace capacitor coding switch 83; use
the two original panhead screws. Position the
switch and switch wiper as shown in B, figure
4-11.

(4) Push the spur gear toward the center
mounting assembly as far as it will go. Hold the
spur gear in place, and replace and secure the
shaft key by tightening the two setscrews.

NOTE
To insure proper coding, note that
when capacitor C27 is in the position
shown in A, figure 4-11, capacitor
coding switch 83 wiper arm is in the
position shown in B.

(5) Engage the motor spur gear, and
tighten the motor mounting volts on capacitor
coding motor Bl.

(6) On the switch.coil assembly, rotate the
Spur gear until rf band switch SI front wafer is
in the position shown in C, figure 4-11, when
viewed from the end opposite the spur gear.

(7) Replace rf band switch coding switch
S2 with the use of the two original panhead
screws. Position the switch and switch wiper as
shown in D, figure 4-11.

(8) Carefully place the S2 shaft key on rf
band switch SIA, B shaft so that the ears of the
shaft key will fit into the notches of the rotary
section of S2.

(9) Place the finger on the rear cam and
push forward so that SIA and SIB rotors will
be axially aligned with S1A4 and S1B4 stator
contacts.

(to) Push the S2 shaft key in as far as pas·
sible and secure in place with the shaft key inset
screws.

NOTE
To insure the propel' coding, note that
when rf band Sl front wafer is in the
position shown in C, figure 4-11, and
that rf band switch coding switch S2
wiper arm is in the position shown in
D, figure 4-11.

(11) Join the switch.coil assembly to the ca·
pacitor-motor assembly as follows:

(a) Place the two assemblies close to
gether, and in propel' relation to each other. Feed
the lead wires to I'f band switch coding switch
S2 through the hollow tie rod assembly.
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(b) Puse the two assemblies together, in·
suring that the rf band switch motor B2 spur
gear meshes properly with the rf band switch
spur gear.

(c) Place the retainer ring on the rear
end of the tie rod subassembly.

(d) Replace the wire lug and the nut on
the bolt through the top of the center mounting
plate assemblies.

(e) Replace the panhead screw which is
located just in front of the front (hinged) in
sulated bracket for capacitor C26 on the center
mounting plate assembly.

(f) Replace the screw int-o the hole in the
center mounting plate assembly which is located
directly below rf band switch motor B2. Tighten
the screw.

(g) Resolder the lead to the wire lug
which is attached to the stator plates of C27.

(k) Replace the washers and fasten the
nut to the front end of the rod assembly.

(12) Resolder all wires to the filter assem
bly and position the filter assembly into place.

(13) Replace the bottom mounting plate;
use the original eight panhead screws (a(7)
above).

(14) Secure the filter assembly to the bottom
mounting plate; use the four original flathead
screws, washers, and nuts.

(15) Resolder the wire leads to rf band
switch coding switch S2.

(16) Resolder the wire leads to capacitor
coding switch S3.

(17) Replace the variable coil assembly, use
the four panhead screws and the one flathead
screw. Make certain that the Ll silver-plated con
tact is over and making contact with the C26-1
contact.

(18) Carefully set variable vacuum capacitor
C26 in place on the insulated brackets, with the
slot in the coupling vertical to the bottom mount
ing plate.

NOTE
The slot in the coupling should be ver·
tical, when the shaft of capacitor C26
is rotated counterclockwise to the stop,
with the capacitor placed on the brack·
ets so that the nipple of the glass en
velope formed by the vacuum seal is
turned in the same position as when
removed.

(19) Swing the front (hinged) insulated
bracket over the top of capacitor C26 and tighten
it down; use the original panhead screw.



(20) Replace and secure the rear insulated
bracket on capacitor C26; use the two original
panhead screws.

(21) To replace 52 cam, it will be necessary
to press the cam follower toward Ll. Replace the
52 cam over the 82 shaft key in a position shown
in figures 4-18 and 4-19. Secure the cam in p0

sition using the cam insert screws.
(22) Replace antenna coupler assembly 2A3

on the chassis by performing the procedures
given in paragraph 2-19c(2).

3-39. Removal and Replacement of Parts
of Turret Base Assembly (Part of 2A2)

a. Disassembly. Refer to figure 4-27.
(1) Remove turret base assembly by per

forming the procedures given in paragraph 3
36d( 1).

(2) Remove the foUl' screws (103) that se
cure the turret base cover (42) and remove the
cover.

(3) Remove the two scl'ews (97) that se·
cure the bracket for component board A31, cod
ing assembly board (101), to the turret assem
bly base (110) and lay the coml>onent board back
out of the way.

(4) Unsolder the turret motor leads (red
and black) from component board A3l.

(5) Remove the two sCI'ews (77) that se
cure the motor covel' (80) to the turret motor
(84) and remove the motor cover.

(6) Remove the four SCI'ews (82) that se
cure the turret motor (84) to the motor mount
(87) .

(7) Pull the turret motor leads free
through the slot in the tUl'l'ct assembly base
(110) and lift out the turret motor (84).

(8) Remove the four SC1'ews (108) that se·
cure the motor mount (87) to the turret assem·
bly base (110), slide the motor mount to one
side to free it, and lift the motor mount free.

(9) Remove the two screws (93) that se
cure connector Jl (95) and lay the connector
back out of the way.

(10) Remove the six screws (107) that se
cure the turret assembly base (110) to the ring
bearing retainer (67) and then remove the tur
ret assembly base.

(11) Remove the six screws (53) that secure
the five decks of rotary switch contacts 51
through 85 rotor (57), (59), (61), (63), and
(65), and remove the top three decks, includ
ing the insulator bushing (56) anrl insulator
ring (58).
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(;AUTION
Extreme care must be taken when per
forming the procedures given in (12)
below to insure that the code switches
are not damaged.

(12) Loosen but do not remove the eight
screws (43) that secure the switch decks, contact
assemblies (46), (47), (49), and (51). and very
carefully lift off the entire switch group, the ca·
ble, the connector, and the component board at
once.

(13) Lift off the remaining deck6 of rotary
contacts, 84 and 85 rotor (63) and (65).

(14) Dismantle the switch sections only as
far as requil·ed. When unsoldering leads, care
fully tag each to insure proper replacement.

b. Reassembly.
(l) Set the bottom two decks of rotary

contacts and spacers in place on the base. Align
the spacers and contact decks with the locating
hole in the base.

CAUTION
Extreme care must be taken when per
forming the procedures given in (2)
below to insure that the code switches
are not damaged.

(2) Very carefully set the switch group,
cable, connector, and component board in place.
Tighten the eight screws (43) to secure the con
tact assemblies (46), (47), (49), and (51).

(3) Set the top three decks of rotary
switch contacts, SI through 85 rotor «57), (59).
and (61», and respective spacers in their correct
positions and replace the six original screws
(53) to secure them.

(4) Set the turret assembly base (110) in
'place and replace the six screws (107) that se·
cure it.

(5) Replace the two original screws, (93)
that secure connector Jl (95).

(6) Insuring that the gears mesh properly,
set the motor mount (87) in place on the turret
assembly base and replace the four original
sCI'ews (l08) to secure it.

(7) Thread the turret motor leads through
the slot in the turret assembly base, set the turret
motor (84) on the motor mount (87), and re·
place the four original screws (82) to secure the
turret motor.

(8) Replace the motor cover (80) on the
turret motor and replace the two original screws
(77) to secure it.
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(9) Resolder motor leads to component
board A3I, coding assembly board (101).

(10) Set the component board bracket in
place and replace the two original screws (97)
to secure it.

(11) Replace the turret base cover (42) and
secure with the four screws (103).

(12) Replace turret base assembly by per
forming the procedures given in paragraph 3
37d(2).

Section V. LUBRICATION

3-40. General

a. This section contains lubrication instruc
tions for general support maintenance of Radio
Frequency Amplifier AM-3349/GRC-106. Lu
brication points and parts location information
are illustrated in figures 3--50, 3-51, and 3-52.
The symbol Q on illustrations indicated lubri
cation intervals and designates 3 months. A 3
month interval consists of 90 8-hour days. If the
equipment is operated more than 8 hours per day,
increase the frequency of lubrication accordingly.
The contacts of all switches should be lubricated
with any standard switch lubricant at 6-month
intervals. This helps to insure optimum per
formance by keeping the contacts clean and free
from corrosion. Use lubricants MIl--M-7866A
(ASG), FSN-NISL-P/N 15091, or FSN-NISL
P/N 15093 for all other points.

b. Lubrication instructions for RT-834/GRC
and RT-662/GRC are contained in the direct
support maintenance procedures (chap. 2).

~1. Lubrication of Amplifier, Radio
Frequency AM-3349/GRC-l06

a. Disassemblv. To disassemble the AM
3349/GRC-I06 fOr lubrication, proceed as fol
lows:

(1) Remove the front panel by performing
the procedures given in paragraph 2-10a,(l).

(2) Remove the gear drive assembly by
performing the procedures given in paragraph
2-200(2).

(3) Remove antenna coupler assembly 2A3
by performing the procedures given in para
graph 2-190(1).

(4) Remove the turret drum and turret
base by performing the procedures given in para
graph :h'l7b(l) and e(I).

(5) Remove the four screws on the perime·
tel' of the turret base, and lift off the rotary deck
cover.

(6) Reinstall the turret base on the chassis.
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b. Lubrication. To clean and lubricate all re
quired parts of the AM-3349/GRC-I06. pl'oceed
as follows:

(1) Gear drive assembly. Locate all points
to be lubricated, on figure 3--50. While rotating
the gears by hand, clean all lubrication points
with a brush dipped in cleaning compound. Use
a clean brush to apply a light film of lubricant
MIL-M-7866A (ASG) to all points.

(2) Antenna coupler assembly 2A3. Locate
all points to be lubricated on figure 3-51. Use
the coupling joints to rotate the gears and clean
them with a brush dipped in cleaning compound.
Use a clean brush to apply a light film of lubri
cant MIL--M-7866A (ASG) to all points.

(3) TUrI'et assembly 2A2. Locate all points
to be lubricated on figure 3--52. Rotate the gears
by hand and clean them with a brush dipped in
cleaning compound. Use a clean brush to apply
a light film of lubricant MIL--M-7866A (ASG).

c. Reassembly. To reassemble the AM-3349/
GRC-I06 after lubrication, proceed as follows:

(1) Remove the turret base from the chassis
and replace the rotary deck cover with the four
screws.

(2) Replace the tunet base by performing
the procedures given in paragraph 3-37c(2).

(3) Replace the turret drum by performing
the procedures given in paragraph 3-37b(2).

(4) Replace the gear drive assembly by per
forming the procedures given in paragraph 2
20b(l).

(5) Replace the dc-to-dc converter assembly
by performing the procedures given in paragraph
2-191(2).

(6) Replace the antenna coupler assembly
by performing the procedures given in para·
graph 2-1ge(2).

(7) Rplace the front panel by performing
the procedures given in paragl'aph 2-19u(2).
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CAM FOLLOWER CAM

Figure 3-51. Amplifier, Radoio Frequency AM-s3J.9/GRC-1Q6, antenna coupler
assembly 1!A3, lubrication points.
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Section VI. ALIGNMENT AND I<DJUSTMENT

3-42. Test Equipment and Special Tools
Required for Alignment

The following is a list of test equipment reqj.lired
to perform the procedures contained in this sec
tion:

a. Test Equipment.

TuAn;~"1 m'lt",,,,

Signal Generator ANI 1\'1 11-6625-683-15
UR:\1-127 (2 required)

Electronic Counter Digital T:\I 11-6625-700-10
Readout ANjUS:M-207

Genel'ator, Signal ANI 'fi\[ 11-6625-573-15
GR"I-50.

Spectrum Analyzer T8- T.\1 11-5097
723(*)/U

Voltmeter. Electronic TM 11-6625-524-14
ANjUR.\I-145 with
adapter 91-8A

Multimeter .\IE-26(·)/U TM 11-6625-200-15

b. Additional Equipment.
(1) Dummy Load DA-75/U.
(2) Telegraph Key KY-116/U.
(3) Power Supply PP-4763(¢)/GHC.
(4) 51 Ohm, 1 watt, lO-percent resistor.
(5) Adapter, RF-9997.
(6) Test cables:

(a) Cable Assembly, Special Purpose,
Electrical (W23). Part of SM-442A/GRC
(FSN 5995-832-6861).

(b) Oable Assembly, R. IF. (W25). Pa·rt
of SM-442A/GRC. (FSN 5995-935-0350).

3-43. Mechanical Alignment of Driver
Assembly 2AS

(fig. 2-23)

a. Geneml. To insure optimum performance,
the mechanical alignment of the stator blocks on
driver assembly 2A8 should be checked each
time that the assembly is removed or replaced.

b. Procedure. To align the stator contacts on
driver assembly 2A8 with the contacts on the
turret, proceed as follows:

(l) Loosen the six front panel Allen screws
and slide out Amplifier, Radio Frequency AM
3349/GHC-106 chassis.

(2) Loosen the three turret drum screws
(para 3-37b(1)(c». This will allow sufficient
rotation of the turret drum to observe meshing
and unmeshing of the contacts.
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(3) Rotate the turret by hand and observe
the meshing of the turret contacts with the
stator contacts on driver assembly 2A8.

(4) If contacts do not mesh evenly vertical
ly, note the amount of misalignment, and re
move the turret drum (para 3-37b(1) and e(l».

(5) Loosen the three screws that secure the
stator block to the wall of driver assembly 2A8
(fig. 2-23), shift the block to eliminate mis
alignment «4) above), and tighten the three
screws to the point where enough friction is
present so that the stator block does not move
easily, but still can be repositioned.

(6) Replace the turret drum on the turret
base (para 3--37b(2» and repeat the procedure
given in (3) and (4) above. If necessary, shift
the stator block. Once the stator block is correct
ly positioned, remove the turret drum, tighten
the three screws on the stator block, replace the
turret drum, and repeat the procedures given in
(3) and (4) above to be sure that no movement
occurred.

(7) Secure the turret drum into its original
position with the three tU1Tet drum screws (b(2)
above),

(8) Slide the chassis back into the case and
tighten the front panel Allen screws.

3-44. !Stator Assembly 2A9, Mechanical
Alignment.
(fig. 2-24)

a. General. To insure optimum performance,
the mechanical alignment of the stator blocks
on stator assembly 2A9 should be checked and
adjusted each time that stator assembly 2A9 is
removed and replaced.

b. Procedu'·re. To align the stator contacts on
the stator assembly 2A9 with the contacts on the
turret, proceed as follows:

(l) Loosen the six panel Allen screws and
slide the AM-3349/GRC-I06 chassis out.

(2) Loosen the three turret drum screws
(para 3-37b(l) (e». This will allow sufficient
rotation of the turret drum to observe meshing
and unmeshing of the contacts.

(3) Rotate the turret by hand and observe
the meshing of the turret contacts with the
stator contacts on Stator Assembly 2A9.
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(4) If the contacts do not mesh evenly
vertically, note the amount of misalignment, and
remove the turret drum (para 3-37b(1) (d) and
(e) ).

(5) Loosen the four screws that secure the
stator block to the bracket of stator assembly 2A9
(fig, 2-24). Shift the bloc-k to eliminate the mis~

alignment noted in (4) nbove, and tighten the
four screws.

(6) Replace the tUJTet drum on the tunet
base (para 3-37b(2)(a)) and check by rotating
the turret by hand.

(7) When misalignment is corrected, secure
the tunet drum in its original position with the
three tllrret drum screws (b(2) above).

(8) Slide the chassis back into the case and
tighten the front panel Allell screws.

3-45. Turret Assembly 2A2, Electrical
Positioning Adjustment

a. General. To insure optimum performance,
the turret positioning switches should be ad
justed only if the tUlTet base is repaired or re
placed. Do not make this adjustment as long as
Amplifier, Radio Frequency AM-3349/GRC
106 is operating properly.

WARNING
Voltages up to 3,000 volts dc and
10,000 volts rf exist in the AM-3349/
GRC-106. Be extremely careful when
working with the equipment operating
outside the case. Disconnect the power
source and use a shorting stick to
ground capacitors 2A5A2C4 and 2A5A·
2C5 before touching any components.
Wait 15 seconds after turning off set
before shorting 2A:3 capacitors so as to
prevent damage to capacitor 2A5A2C8.

b. Preparatory P.rocedure. To adjust the turret
positioning switches, IH'oceed as follows:

(1) Loosen the six front panel
screws and slide the Al\1-3349/GRC-lOG
sis out from the case.

(2) Connect the multiconductor test cable,
fabricated in paragraph 2-29, between case con
nector 2A6XAI and chassis connector 2AIJl.

c. Test Eqni]Jment Reqwi'/·ed. Connect the test
eqllipment as shown in figure 2-40. Turn on the
test equipment and allow a lO~minute warmup
period. Set Radio Set AN/GRC-I06(*) s,.... itches
and controls as shown in table 3-35.
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Table 3--$5. Preliminary Tnt Equipment Control Setting.

RT-662/GRC or RT--83·VGRC SERVICE SELECTOR switch .OV·EN ON (allow to minutes waTm-
up)

RT-662/GRC or RT--834/GRC .:'IfANUAL RF GAIN eontroL Fully e1oeb-;se
RT-6G2/GR.C or RT--834/GRC .AUDIO GAIN eontroL Appro:<imately midrange
RT-662/GRC 'Or RT--834/GRoC SQUELCH switch OFF
RT-662/GRC or RT--834/GR<; FREQ. VERNIER controL .OFF
RT-662/GRC or RT--834/GRC SF{) controL Approximately midrange
RT-6e2/GRC or RT-834/GlbC Vo:< switeh..- .PUSH TO TALK
AM-3349/G&C-t06 PRIM. PWR switch .ON
AM-3349/G&C-t06 MY RESET gy.·itch TUNE
RT-662/GRC or RT-834/GR<:: SERIWOE SELECTOR switch STAND BY (allow 60 seconds

wannup)

d. Procedure.
(1) Set the PP-4763(·)/GRC for an out

put of 27 volts dc.
(2) Set Receiver-Transmitter, Radio RT

662/GRC or RT-834/GRC SERVICE SELEC
TOR switch at SSB/NSK. Set the MHz and kHz
controls at 02999.

(3) When the tuning cycle is complete, the
centers of the turret drum contacts should be
aligned with the centers of the stator contacts
on driver assembly 2A8 and stator assembly 2A9.
If they are not, note the amount of overshoot or
undershoot.

(4) Remove the turret drum and base by
performing the procedure given in paragraph
3-37b(I) and .(1).

(5) Remove the fou r screws on the perime
ter of the turret base, and lift off the rotary deck
cover.

(6) Reinstall the turret base on the chassis
(para 3-37c(2)) do not reinstall the turret
drum).

(7) Loosen the six screws that secure the
rotary decks to the turret base (fig. 3-52). If
the turret contacts overshoot, adjust the second
and third rotary decks (counting from the top)
counterclockwise an amount proportional to the
overshoot. If the tunet contacts undershoot, ad
just the second and third rotary decks, counting
from the top clockwise an amount proportional
to the undershoot.

CAUTION
Insure that the screws are securely
tightened when performing the proce
dure given in (8) below to avoid dam
age to the rotary deck contacts.

(8) Tighten the six screws that secure the
rotary decks to the turret base, and replace the
turret drum (para 3-37b(2)).

(9) Repeat the procedure given in (1), (2),
and (3) above. If the turret still overshoots or
undershoots, repeat the procedure given in (4)
through (8) above.

(10) When the centers of the turret drum
contacts align with the centers of the stator
contacts on driver assembly ZA8 and stator as
sembly 2A9, remove the turret drum.

(11) Loosen the two screws on either side
of the index contact. Position 81 contact assem
bly so that the index contact is centered between
the two teeth of rotary deck 2A2Sl.

(12) Remove the turret base and reinstall the
rotary deck cover.

(13) Replace the turret base and turret drum
(para 3-37b(2) and .(2)).

(14) Turn off all power and disconnect all
test equipment. Disconnect the fabricated test
cable.

(15) Slide the chassis back into the case and
tighten the front panel Allen screws.

3-46. Driver 2A8Vl, Feedback ICapacitor
Adiustm~t

a. General. To insure optimum performance,
feedback capacitor 2A8C2 (fig. 2-23) should be
adjusted each time driver tube 2A8Vl or driver
assembly 2Ag is replaced.

b. Test Equipment Required. Connect Power
Supply PP-4763(·)/GRC to Receiver-Transmit
ter, Radio RT-662/GRC or RT-834/GRC front
panel POWER connector and to Amplifier,
Radio Frequency AM-3349/GRC-106 front
panel PRIM. PWR. connector, the same as shown
in figure 2-39. 8et the PP-4763(·)/GRC for an
output of 27 volts dc. Connect AN/URM-145
as required during procedure. Turn on the test
equipment and allow a 5-minute warmup period.
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WARNIN.G
Voltage up to 3,000 volts de and
10,000 volts rf exist in the AM-3349/
GRC-I06. Be extremely careful when
working with the equipment operating
outside the case. Disconnect the power
source and use a shorting stick to
ground capacitors before touching any
components. Wait 15 seconds after turn~

ing off set before shorting capacitors
2A5A2C5 and C6 so at to prevent dam·
age to 2A5A2C6.

c. ProcedU1·e. To adjust feedback capacitor
2A8C2, proceed as follows:

(1) Loosen the six front panel Allen screws
and slide the AM-3349/GRC-I06 chassis out.

(2) Loosen the four captive screws that se·
cure relay assembly 2A7 to the chassis and re
move relay assembly 2A7.

(3) Unsolder the lead from terminal
2AIAIE3. Terminal 2AIAIE3 is located on the
2AIAI test points area wall, between the PA
NEUT ADJ and relay assembly 2A7.

(4) Connect the red clip lead of rf test
cable fabricated in paragraph 2-29 to tenninal
2AlAlE3. Connect the black lead to the chassis
ground.

(5) Set relay assembly 2A7 back in place
and secure the four captive screws.

(6) Connect the other end of the fabricated
rf test cable to the RT-662/GRC or RT-834/
GRC front panel RF DRIVE connector.

(7) Connect the multiconductor test cable
fabricated in paragraph 2-29 between case con
nector 2A6XAl and chassis connector 2AIJ1.

(8) Set AM-3349/GRC-I06 PRIM. PWR.
circuit breaker at ON.

(9) Set the RT-662/GRC or RT-834/GRC
SERVICE SELECTOR switch at CW and set
MHz and kHz controls at 29500.

(10) Connect the AN/URM-145 through
the 91-8A adapter to the AM-339/GRC-I06
front panel RF DRIVE connector.

(II) Set the AM-3349/GRC-I06 HV RE
SET switch at TUNE and adjust the AN/URM
145 sensitivity for a center-scale indication.
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(12) Use an insulated adjustment rool to ad
just FEEDBACK ADJ C2 capacitor 2A8C2 for a
null on the AN/URM-145. FEEDBACK ADJ
C2 is located close the base of 2A8Vl on assem
bly 2A8.

(13) Set the PRIM. PWR. circuit breaker at

OFF.

(14) Turn off all power. Use a shorting
stick to short the plates of power amplifier
2AIAlVI-2AIAlV2 :to ground. Disconnect all
test equipment. Disconnect the two fabricated
test cables.

(15) Loosen the four captive screws that se
cure relay assembly 2A7 to the chassis and re
move assembly 2A7.

(16) Resolder the lead to terminal 2AIAlE3
«3) above).

(17) Set relay assembly 2A7 back in place
and secure with the four captive screws.

(18) Slide the chassis back into the case and
tighten the front panel Allen screws.

3-47. RadioSe' AN/GRC-l061*1, 'Power
Output Adjustment

a. General. To insure optimum performance,
the power output adjustment should be per
formed every time discriminator assembly 2A4,

DRIVER TUBE 2A8Vl, power amplifier tube
2AIAlVI or 2A1AIV2, turret assembly 2A2,
100 kHz synthesizer module 1A2, 10 and 1 kHz
synthesizer module lA4, transmitter IF and au
dio module 1A'5, translator module lA8, MHz
synthesizer module IA9, or rf amplifier module
lA12 is replaced. This adjustment is always ac~

complished after all other adjustments have been
performed.

b. Test Equipment Required. Connect the
equipment as shown in figure 3-53. Turn on all
equipment and allow a lO-minute warmup period.
Set Charger, Battery P.P-4763A/GRC .for an
output of 27 volts de. Set Radio Set AN/GRC
106(*) switches and controls as listed in table
3-36.
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DUMMY MULTI METER
LOAD

ME-26C*I/u
DA-75/U

AUDIO f--~EAO ELECTRICAL,
OSCILLATOR r-

CX -I017I/U (6FT)
AN/URM-IZ7

IAl RF~:~
CENTER RECEIVER-TRANSMITTER, AMPUFIER, RADIO

CONNECTOR RADIO RT-66Z1GRC FREQUENCY AM-33491
PRIM.

CONNECTOR TO PIN J POW~ADAPTER_ OR RT-834/GRC ro:!>O OHN GRC-I06
UG-274B/U

SHIELD~ roAUDIO PA UNE "PIN 0 CON~R04.. POWER CONhROL ORIVE

AUDIO
OSCILLATOR - I IAN/URM-IZ7

(sl
'CABLE ASSEM8LY, 'CABLE ASSEMBLY.

TELEGRAPH CABLE ASSEMBLY, SPECIAL PURPOSE. RADIO FREQUENCY
Key SPECIAL ELECTRICAL CG-409G/U (6FT)

KY-116/U PURPOSE. --- POWER CX-I0099/u (6 FT)
ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

CX-I0011/u (10FT)
PP·~UYGRC

CABLE ASSEMBLY.
/' ,SPECIAL PURPOSE,

ELECTRICAL
CX - l0071/U (10 FT)

r.$UO-'ZO-)$-Tl4

Tabl. 3-36. Power Output Ad;1Utment, CO'Tl.trol settings

re'r--662/GRC or RT~34/GRC SERVICE SELECTOR swit.c:h OVEN ON (allow 10 minutes wann-
up)

RT--662/GRC or RT~34/GR.C )lANUAL RF GAIN eontroL Fully doclNise
RT-662/GRC or RT~34/GRC AUDIO GAL'!If controL Approximately midrange
RT-662/GRC or RT~34/GRC ._ SQUELCH switch OFF
&T-662/GRC or RT---a34/GRC FREQ. VERNIER controL O'FF
RT-662/GRC or RT~34/GRC BFO controL . Approximately midrange
RT-662/GRC or RT~34/GRC VOX switch PUSH TO TALK
AM-3349/GRC-l06 PRIM. PWR $wikh ON
RT-662/GRC or RT-834/GRC SERVJ,CE SELE(Y['OR switch STANDBY (allow 60 seconds warm-

up)

c. Procedure. To check and adjust Radio ANI
GRC-106(·) power output, proceed as follows:

WARNING
Voltages up to 3,000 volts dc and
10,000 volts rf e.'Cist in the AM-33491
GRC-106. Be extremely careful when
working with the equipment operating
outside the case. Disconnect the power
source and use a shorting stick to
ground the capacitors before touching
any components. After turning off set,
wait 15 seconds before shorting capaci
tors 2A5A2C5 and C6 in order to
prevent damage to 2A5A2C6.

(1) Loosen the six front panel Allen screws
and slide the RT-662/GRC or RT-834/GRC
chassis out about 2 inches.

(2) Loosen the two screws and slide the
cover of the APC, PPC, and TUNE controls out
of the way. The cover is located on the rear, top
side of the front panel.

(3) Set the SERVICE SELECTOR switch
at SSB/NSK.

(4) Set the MHz and kHz controls to
29.500.

(5) Rolate the AM-3349/GRC-I06 ANT.
LOAD and ANT. TUNE controls until the
counters indicate the readings shown on the an
tenna tuning and loading chart for a 50 ohm
load and a frequency of 29.500 MHz.

(6) Set the AM-3349/GRC-I06 HV RE
SET switch at TUNE.
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(7) Simultaneously adjust the AM-3349/
GRC-106 ANT. TUNE and ANT. LOAD con
trols until the meters indicate in the center
portion of the scales.

(8) Adjust the RT-662/GRC or RT-834/
GRC TUNE control lA1R13 «2) above) until
the ME-26(·)/U indicates 65 volts.

(9) Set the RT-662/GRC or RT-834/GRC
SERVICE SELECTOR switch at FSK.

(10) Disconnect the AN/URM-127 (AJ.
Set the AN/URM-127 (B) for an output of 1.5
kHz at a level of 200 mv.

(11) Set the A)[-<l349/GRC-106 HV RE
SET switch at OPERATE and key the AN/GRC
106(·) with the KY-116/U.

(12) Adjust the RT-662/GRC or RT-834/
GRC APC control IA1R14 «2) above) until
the ME-26(·)/U indicates 105 volts.

(13) Disconnect the AN/URM-127 (B).
Reconnect the AN/URM-127 to the connector
adapter UG-274B/U and set for an output of
2.5 kHz at a level of 200 mv. Reconnect the AN/
URM-127 (B).

(14) Depress the KY-116/U. Adjust PPC
control 1A1R15 «2) above) until the l\IE
26(·)/U indicates 155 volts.

(15) Set the RT-662/GRC or RT-834/GRC
SERVICE SELECTOR switch at SSB NSK and
key the AN/GRC-I06(·) with the KY-116/U.

(16) The ME-26(·)/U should indicate 141
volts ±5.

(17) Set the SERVICE SELECTOR switch
at AM. Disconnect the AN/URM-127's. De
press the KY-116/U. The ME-26(·)/U should
indicate 59 volts ± 4.

(18) Set the RT-662/GRC or RT-834/GRC
SERVICE SELECTOR switch at CWo Install a
510 n resistor in series with the white lead on the
key KY-116/U and depress key. The :ME
26(·)/U should indicate 100 volts ±5.

(19) If the indications are not correct as in
dicated in (16) through (18) above, repair or
updating is required.

(20) Set the SERVICE SELECTOR switch
at OFF.

(21) Turn off all power and disconnect all
test equipment.

(22) Slide the covel' back over the RT-662/
GRC or RT-834/GRC APC, PPC, and TUNE
controls and tighten the two screws.

(23) Slide the chassis back into the case and
tighten the front panel Allen screws.

3-48. Amplifier, Radio Frequency AM-3349/
GRC-l06, Automatic Programing Test

a. General. Loosen the front panel Allen
screws and slide the AM-3349/GRC-106 out
from the case. Remove the four screws from the
cover over antenna coupler assembly 2A3, and
remove the cover. Set the AM-3349/GRC-106
chassis on top of the RT-662/GRC or RT-834/
GRC. Connect the multiconductol' test cable
fabricated in paragraph 2-29 between case con
nector 2A6XAl and chassis connector 2AIJl.
Set the output from the PP-4763(·)/GRC at 27
volts dc and connect it to the AM-3349/GRC
106 PRIM. POWER connector and the RT-662/
GRC or RT--834/GRC POWER connector. Con
nect Cable Assembly, Special Purpose, Electrical
CX-l0099/U between the RT--662/GRC and
RT-834/GRC PA COKTROL connector and the
AM-3349/GRC-I06 CONTROL connector. Set
the SERVICE SELECTOR switch to SSB/NSK.
Set the AM-3349/GRC-I06 PRIM. PWR.
switch at ON and the HV RESET switch at
TUNE.

WARNING
When performing the visual inspec·
tions below, be extremely cautions not
to touch any components inside the
AM-<l349/GRC-I06. Voltages as high
as 3,000 volts dc are present.

b. Procedure. Set the RT-662/GRC or RT
834/GRC MHz and kHz controls to a frequency
in each of the ranges listed in the chart (c be
low). At each frequency setting, check to be sure
that the operating frequency as indicated on the
top of turret assembly 2A2 corresponds with the
OPERATING FREQUENCY arrow on the top
of stator assembly 2A9; also at each frequency
setting check to be Sllre that bandswitch 2A3Sl
is in the position (fig. 4-13) indicated in table
3-37. Each time the chart indicates that band
switch 2A3S1 should be in position 6, check to
see that the rotor and stator plates of variable
capacitor 2A3C27 are aligned as indicated in the
referenced portion of figure 3-54. Connect the
UG--201A/U connector adapter to the AM
3349/GRC-I06 50 OHM LINE connector. Reset
the RT-662/GRC or RT-834/GRC 11Hz. and
kHz controls to a frequency in each of the ranges
indicated in the chart below. Bandswitch 2A3S1
should remain in position 6 for all frequencies.
The position of variable capacitor 2A3C27 rotor
and stator plates should be as indicated in the
referenced portion of figure 3-54.
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Tabu 3-41. MHz and kHz Control SdtinglJ !C1T
AKwmatic Programing Ted

2.000 to 2.499 12 . __ F
2.55 to 2.999 10 .__ F
3.000 to 3.4W 2 .__ F
3.500 to 3.999 8 ._ F
4.000 to 4.999 "- ..._ F
5.000 to 5.999 "- G
6.00 to 6.999 4 .__ G
i.OOO to 7.999 "'- .__ H
8.000 to 8.999 4 .__ H
9.000 to 9.999 4 .__ H

10.000 to 10.999 fL A- H
11.000 to 11.999 6 8 H
12.000 to 12.999 6 C I
13.000 to 13.999 G C I
14.000 to 14.999 6 D J

Tabu 3-31. MHz and kHz CO'Ittrol Setting_for
Atdomatic Programing Tut-Continued

Fi_ '-$4
F"'_eII .AlSI r.f"~ so-o~..e""...... ,.....D<I OlH%) PHi!;""" WMJ> Ii..

15.000 to 15.999 .6 E J
16.000 to 16.999 6 E J
17000 to 17.999 6.. E J
18.000 to 18.999 .6 E •__ J
19.000 to 19.999 6 E K
21).000 to 20.999. .6 E . __ K
21.000 to 21.999 .6 E .__ K
22.000 to 22.999 .4 ..: __ K
23.000 to 23.999 4 K
24.000 to 24.999 ."- L
25.000 to 25.999 <1 L
26.000 to 26.999 .4 L
2i.OOO to 27.999 6 D . __ L
28.000 to 28.999 .6 D L
29.000 to 29.999 6 D .__ L

•
7
8
11
12
17
18

"20
5
6
13

"15
16

IAo,SI
Poaiti....

Fr._c,
r ....". (MHz)

1,
2
10
21
22
25
26
23
24
29
30
27
28,

3-50. Module Tests
The module tests of chapter 4 may be performed
after or before the tests in this section. Which
tests will be performed first will generally be
dependent upon the type of repair that was re
quired. The module tests are covered in tables
4-1 through 4-18.

Sect;.n VII. GENERAL SUPPORT TESTING PROCEDURES
graph 3-2 for the complete nomenclature of test
equipment. Cables, load adapters, and tee con
nector adapters shown in figures 3-55 through
3-71 are supplied with Simulator, Radio Fre
quency SM-442A/GRC.

3-49. General
Testing procedures are for use by general sup·
port maintenance personnel to determine the ac
ceptability of repaired equipment. These test pro
cedures set forth specific requirements that re
paired electronic equipment must meet before
being returned to the using organization. The
test procedures include the test in this section,
and the module test procedures which are
covered in chapter 4. Use table 3-37 for the
Automatic Programing Test. The test equipment
requirements and test setups for this section are
shown in figures 3-55 through 3-71. See para-

Tabla :I-J8. rrtltlU6JtCJj Accuroc)/ and Ver'lier fining Tuu

Step

1 Connect equipment as shown
in figure 3-55.

NOTE
If the RT--834/GRC or RT-662/
GRC is interconnected with the
A:lf-3349/GRC-106, these con
nections must be removed before
proceeding with the following
tests.

2 Test set preliminary settin~:

Refer to TM 11-6625
847-12 tor preliminary con
trol settings.

3 --------- RT--834/GRC or RT-662/GRC pre-
liminary 8ettin~:

II. SERVICE SELECTOR switch to
SSBjNSK

b. SQUELCH switch to OFF.
c. FREQ VERNIER control to OFF.
d. MANUAL RF GAIN control

fully clockwise.
e. AUDIO GAIN control tully oount

erclockwise.
f· Frequency controls to ()2000.
g. Vox swite.h to PUSH TO TALK.
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Tabu 3-38. Frequency Accuracy and Vernier Tu.ning Teat-Continued

SI~JI

2 MHz +0.0,-0.3 Hz, ±1 count..

4 SM-442A/GRC (test set)
settings:

a. KEY switch to OFF.
b. SERV SEL switch to

SSB/NSK.
c. PA-RT switch to RT.

5 Apply power to all equip-
ment.. AllO'\lV one hour for
'\\"annup.

6 Adjust dc power supply to 27 vdc.
7 Adjust variable attenuator for

20 db.
8 Set AN/U9:M:-207 to count

up to 10 MHz.
9 Set RT-834/GRC or RT-662/GRC

Sf)RVIOE ,SELECTOR switch to
AM

10 'Connect cable W2 from RT- ~ ~ 5 M'Hz :to.a Hz.

834/GRC or RT-662/GRC
FREQ STD connector to
signal input connector on
AN/USM,-207. Observe
indication of AN/USM-
207.

NOTE
It one month has passed since
the standard 'W'llS adjusted,
check the need to reset the crys
tal oscillator to the low side
of the toleranee.

11 Disconnect cable W2 from
AN/USM-207 input..

NOTE
Throughout this test observe
several indications of the fre
quency to detennine that the
frequency is stable. If the last
digit is varying by one count
select the digit which apJXlars
most often.

12 Connect cable Wi from CN-
764/U attenuator to AN/
US~I..J207 input.

13 Key RT-834/GRC or RT-
662/GRC by setting the
test set KEY switch to ON.
Observe indication on
AN/USM-2()7.

14 Set test set KEY switch to
OFF.

15 ~_~ Set RT-834/GRC or RT--6S2/CRC
frequency controLs to 031'111.

16 Key RT-834/GRC or RT- 3.1111 MHz +0.0, --0.3 Hz, :t 1 count
662/GRC by setting the
test set KEY switch to
ON. Obsen-e indication of
A NjUS:\I-207 and com-
pare "ith step 18 listing.

17 Set the test set KEY switch to
OFF.

18 ~ Repeat steps 14 through 17 with RT-

834/GRC or R1'--662/GRC fre
quency controls set successsively (in
step ,15) to the settings listed be-
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Table 3-38. F'requency Accuracy and Vernier Tuning Test-Continued

SttP Optration of tt.t t<ju;pm .... t ClmtTol .titin/l' and opI.ation of equ;pml"t

low. All rfrequency indications on
the AN/USM-207 should be the
same as indicated on the frequency
controls at each setting, plus or
minus the indicated frequency
tolerance. (Reset AN/UtSM-207
for changing fr€;quencics as neces
sary.)

NOTE
Although a plus or minus toler
ance is given, the output fre
quency error must be in the
same direction as that of fre
quency standard.

Pt.fOMllo.nc••tCI"daTd

For the &'1'-662/0RC the last
digit is omitted for each of the
following frequencies.

~1'Hz and kHz Control Settings: Frequency Tolerance (-Hz :t 1 count)
031111 ~_________________________ 1.L6
042222__ ___ 2.2
053383__________ 2.8
054444 ___ 3.3
075555 . 3.9
086666 ~___ _ 4.4
090000_ __ 4.6
107777 ~ ~ . 5.5
'114000_____________________________ 5.8
12iOOO ~___ 6.5
131000_____________________________ 6.7
148000 ~_ __ _ _ 7.5

150000_____________________________ 7.6
160000__ __ ___ __ __ 8.1
172000_____________________________ 8.7
183000_ _ __ __ _ 9.3

195000_____________________________ 9~

206000__ _ __ ____ ___ ___ 10.4
2118888_ __ __ _ _ 11.0

220000_____________________________ 11.1
230000 . 11.6
249000__ __ ____ _____ __ _ 12.5
250000 ~_ 12.6
260000__ __ _ __ ___ ___ __ _ __ 13.1
27()()(l0 ~_ ____ ___ __ __ _ 13.6
280009__________________ 14.1
,'299990_____________________________ 15.1

19 ~ Set RT-834/GR'C or RT-662/GRC

frequency controls to 02000 and
the SERJVlliCE SELEOTOR switch
toCW.

20 Key RT-S34/GRC or RT- ~ 2.002 )fHz :to.3 Hz

662/GRC by setting the
test set KEY switch to ON".
Observe the indication on
the AN/US)I-207.

21 Set the test set KEY switch
to OFF.

22 Disconnect test cable WI from
AN/us)r-207 input con
nector.

2=1 Connect cable W5 from test O:mnect cable W2 between FRF.Q STD
set AUDIO OU'I'/DMW eonneetor and RE<CEIVER IN con-
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Table 3-98. Frequency Accuracy mid Vernier Tuning TeBts-Continued

Stf"

26

27

OPfrat'o»I. of tnt squ,pm""t

connector to AN/US:\I
207 signal input connecWr.

nector on RT-834;GRC or RT
662/GRC. 8et AUDIO GA.IN
control fully clockwise.

Set RT-834jGRC or R'I'-662/GRC 2000 Hz :!:l count.
frequency controls t<l 04998 and
SERV'WE SELEOTOR to 88B. Ob·
serve indication on AN/U8M-
207.

Rotate RT--834/GRC or RT-662/ 2,600 Hz ±lOO
GRC FREQ VEiRNIER control fully
counterclockwise (but not to OFF)
and observe the AN/UOOI-207
indication.

Rotate RT-834/GRC or RT--662/ 1,400 Hz ±100
GRC FREQ VERNIER control
fully clockwise and observe the
AN/USl\I-207 indication.

Rotate RT-834/GRC or RT-662/
GRC F\REQ VERNIER C1)ntrol to
OFF.

28 Disconnect all test cables.

CONNECT
AUOIO OUT

DIGITAL
AS DIRECTED

SIMULATOR, 2W READOUT
RADIO FREQUENCY Y

ELECTRONIC SIGNAL ., .,
SM-442A/GRC

COUNTER
INPUT

AUOIO AN/USM-207POWER IN/OUT OUTPUT
VARIABLE

ATTENUATOR
HP-355D

." ." RECEIVER IN fREO f---
iNPUT

RT-834/GRC no
OR

RT-662/GRC

"
.,

AUOIO
POWER ORIVE

POWER ." I
SUPPLY

PP-47630WGRC

21 :!:0,5VOC

Figln"e 3-55. Frequency accuracy and vernier tttni11g tests, clnmectio1! diagram.

Table 3-99. Audio Power Circuit and Overall Gain Test

C""trol .otti"l1. ami o~srati<:... of squ;pms..t

1 Connect equipment as shown
in figure 8-56.

NOTE
If the RT-83.1jG&C or RT
662/GRC is intereonnected
with the AM-3"349/QRC-I06,
these connections must be re
moved before proceeding with
the following tc.sts.

2 Test set preliminary settings:
Refer to 1'1:'>1 ll-W25-847
1'2 for preliminary control
settings.
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Table 3~9. Audio Power Circuit aJld Overall Gam Telt-Gontinued

s.>
3 RT-334/GRC 'Or RT-662{ preliminary

settings:
a.. SERVICE SELECTOR switch to

SSB{FSK.
b. SQUEWH switch to OFF.
c. FREQ VERNIER control to OFF.
d. MANUAL RF GAIN control

fully clockwise.
e. A UDIO gain control fully counter

dockwise.
f. Frequency controls to 02000.
g. Vox; switch tolPUSH TO TALK

9

6

7

8
_____________________________________ 2.001 MHz ± 100 Hz.

-I S~I-442A/GRC (test set)
settings:

a. REG-nUT s"itch to REC.
b. KEY switch to OFF:
c. SERV SEL switeh to SSB/

NSK.
do PA-RT switch to RT.
e. XMIT STATUS switch to

OPERATE.
5 Apply power to all equipment.

Allow 15 minutes for
warmup.

Adjust varlaible attenuator for
100 dB attenuation.

Set AN/UlSM-2(}7 on its
internal standard.

Set AN/GR:\1-50 for un-
modulated CW' with 3.0 v
rms output at 2.001 MIlIz
as indicated on AN/USM
207.

Disconnect the AN/USY-207
trom the AN/GRM-50.

Connect cable W2 from ON
764/U directly to the RF
OUT connector on the
AN/GRM-50.

.0

_________________________ • 2.33 v nilS minimum.

Set the ·RT-834/GRC or RT-662/
GRC AUDIO CAIN control fully
clockwise.

11

12

13

Connect Cable W8 from the
IME-30(-)/U meter in
put to the test set AUDIO
OUT 10 I)IW jack.

Set the ME-30{-)/U for 3
vac range. Observe meter
indication.

______________________________ Rotate the RT-834/GRC or &1'-662/

GRC AUDIO GAIN control. fully
counterclockwise.

0.7 v Tml!3 m:mimum.

31.3 v nns minimum.

_____________________________________.0.7 v nns maximum. Note that audio

level decreases smoothly during
oow rotation.

Disconnect cable W8 from
the AUDIO OUTPUT 10
MW jack and connect it
to the AUOIO OUT 2W
jack of the test set. Ob-
serve audio output.

______________________________ Set RT-834/GRC or RT-6&2/GRC

AUD10 GAIN control fully
dockv.ise.

15

14

16 Dis::onneet all test cables.
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w,
INPUT

VARIABLE
ATTENUATOR

HP-355D
OUTPUT

UG-274B/U
TEE CONNECTOR

LADAPTER

RF OUT son
SIGNAL

GENERATOR
AN/GAM-50

1M 11--582G-52Cl-34

w,
SIGNAL INPUT

DIGITAL
READOUT

ELECTRONIC
COUNTER

AN/USM-207

LOAD ADAPTER

ELECTRONIC
VOLTMETER
ME-300f)/U

IL W"-'-' ~--" 25 OHM

RECEIVER

'"RT-834/GRC
OR

RT-662/GAC

POWER-

AUDIO

we
L- POWER

SUPPLY
,-- PP-47630f)tGRC

CONNECT
AS DIRECTED

10MW 2W
AUDIO OUT

AUDIO
IN/OUT 27 :!:O,5VOC

SIMULATOR,
RADIO FREQUENCY

SM-442A/GRC POWER-

Fig!~re 3-56. Audio power circuit Mid O1JeraU gain tests, connection diagram.

Table 3-40. Atldio Distartion Test

·Connect equ~pment as shown
in figure 3-57.

NOTE

If the RT-834/GRC or R1'
66Z/GRiC is interconnected with
the AIVI-3349/GRC-I06, these
connections must 'be removed be
fore proceeding with the follow
ing tests.

2 Test set preliminary settings:
Refer to 'It'll 11-6625-84'7
12 ror preliminary control
settings.

3 RT-834/GR.C or RT-662jGRC pre-

liminary setting.:;:

(t. SERV,ICE SELECTOR switch to
SSB/FSK.

b. SQUE,LCH switch to OFF.

c. FREQ VF:RNlEiR control to OFF.

d. MANUAL RF GAIN control fully
clockwise.

e. AUDIO GAIN control fully
counterclockwise.

f. Frequency oontrols to 02000.

g. Vox switch to PUSH TO TALK.
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Table 3-40. Audio Distortion Test-Continued

Por/arm'ut... d ..ndard

4 SM~442AjGRC (test set)
settings:

a. REC-XiliIT switch to REC.

b. KEY switch 00 OFF.

c. SERV SEL switch to SSBj
NSK.

d. PA-RT switch to RT.

e. XMIT STATUS switch 00
OPERATE.

5 Apply power to all equipment.
Allow 15 minutes for
warmup.

6 Set the ANjGRi~1-50for ali
unmodulated cw output of
1.0 v rms at 2.001 MHz
±100 Hz as indicated on the
ANjUSM-207. Set CN-·
764jU to zero.

i Connect cable W9 from the
ME-30(*)jU input connec
tor to the test set AUDIO
OUT 10 MW connector.

8 Adjust RT-834/GEtC or RT-662j

GRC AUDIO GAIN control for a
2.45 v rms or a maximum indication
whichever is least on the ME
30(*)jU.

9 Disconnect cable W9 from the . J.O% maximum.

test set AUDIO OUT 10 MW
connector. Connect cable
W8 between TS-723D and
input connecror to the test
set AUDIO OUT 10 MW
connecoor. Measure audio
disrortion at 1000 Hz,
± 100 Hz.

10 Disconnect cable W8 from the
test set AUDIO OUT 10
MW connector. Connect
cable W9 from the ME
30('")jU input connectol'
to the test set AUDIO OUT
2W connector.

11 Adjust the RT-834jGRC or RT-662j

GRC AUDIO GAIN control for
a maximum or 34.6 v rms whichever
is the least indication on the ME
30(*)jU front panel meter.

12 Disconnect cable W9 from the 5% maximum.

test set A UOIO OUT 2W
connector. Connect cable
W8 between the distortion
analyzer and input connec-
tor to the test set AUDIO
OUT 2W connector. Measure
audio distortion.

13 Disconnect all test cables.
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DIGITAL
SIGNAL READOUT

GENERATOR ELECTRONIC
AN/GRM-50 COUNTER

AN/USM -207
RF OUT ~On SIGNAL INPUT

UG-2748/U IR ..........
., .,

TEE CONNECTOR

DISTORTION
ADAPTER VADAPTER (2~ OHM)

ANALYZER RECEIVER INTS -7230 POWER~
RT-834/GRC

OR
RT-662/GRC

PA CONTROL AUDIO
W, I." '- POWER.,

r-
SUPPL Y-- ---., PP-4763(*I/GRC

0"' 10 MW OW AUDIO
ELECTRONIC AUDIO OUT INPUT 27 ~O.~VOC

VOLTMETER IN
SIMULATOR,ME-30HtJ/U

RADIO FREQUENCY
SM-442A/GRC POWER~

r"51 ~o - 520 - 55 - 705

Figure 8-57. Audw diatortion Test8, C&nneetion diagram.

Table 8-1;1. Vox Operation, RI Power OtHput, Transmit Audio, anfl, Transmit
Age Test

Step

1 Connect equipment as shown
in figure 3-58.

NOTE
If the RT-S34/GRC or RT-662/
GRG is interconnected with the
A0r1-3349jGRC-I06, these con
nections must be removed before
proceeding with the following
tests.

2 Test set preliminary settings:
Refer to'l\M 11--.6625-847
12 for preliminary control
settings.

3 RT-834/GRC or RT-662/GRC pre-

liminary settings.
(I. SERVllCE SELECTOR switch to

SSB/FSK.
I!. SQUELCH switch to OFF.
c. FREQ VERNIER control to OF'F.
d.MANUAL RF GAIN control fully

clockwise.
e. AUDIO GAIN control fully

counterclockwise.
I. VOX switch to PUSH TO TALK .
.g. Frequency controls to 04998.

4 S':\I-442A/GRC (test set)
settings :

a. SERV SEL switch to 3SB/
NSK.

b. P~ol,,-RT switch to RT.
c. KEY switch to OFF.

5 Apply power to all equipment.
Allow 15 minutes for
warmup.
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Table 9-41. Vox Operation, HI Power Output, Transmit Audio and
Tramnnit Aye Test-Continued

Step Operation of teet e<ju;pmellt COlltTol l«ttinOI "lid op<!rat;on of equipment

6 Set RT-83'VGRC or RT-662/GRC

SERVICE SELECTOR switch to
SSB/NSK and adjust AUDIO GAIN
control for comfortable listening.

7

8

9

10

Adjust CN-764/U for 20 db
attenuation to multiply meter
scale indications on AN/
URM-145 by 10. Set AN/
U&:!\-1-145 for 1 vae scale
(now equal to 10 volts full
seale) and connect ro CN
764/U.

Connect AN/URM-127 to
test set AUDIO IN 600 fl.

Key RT-834/GRC or RT
662/GRC by setting test set
KEY switch to ON.

Set test set KEY switch to
OFF.

Set AN/GRM-50 for a frequency en
500 Hz and an output of 200 mv
rms as measured by ME-30(")/U.

_____________________________________ AN/URM-145 meter should indicate

at least 3 v nns and tone from loud
speaker should stop.

_____________________________________ Tone should be heard again from

loudspeaker and no indication should
be on the AN/URo:\1-145.

11 Set RT-834/GRC or RT--662/GRC

VOX switch to PUSH TO VOX.

12

14

15

18

17

Adjust AN/GRM-50 for
output of 10 mv nns.

Key RT-834/G&C or RT
662/GRC by setting test set
KEY switch to ON.

Set test set KEY switch to
OFF.

Adjust AN/GRM-50 for
output of 3 mv rms.

Key RT-834/GRC or RT
662/GRC by setting test set
KEY switch to ON.

Set test set KEY switch to
OFF.

. AN/URM-145 should indicate a

minimum of 3 v rms and tone from
loudspeaker should stop.

_____________________________________ Tone should be heard again from

loudspeaker and no indication
should be on the AN/URM-145.

_____________________________________ Tone should continue from loud

speaker and no indication should be
on the AN/URM-14S.

_____________________________________.Tone should continue from loudspeaker

and no indication should be on the
voltmeter.

18 Set RT-834/GRC or RT-662/GRC

VOX switch ro VOX.
19 Adjust AN/GRM-50 for AN/URM-145 meter should indicate

output of 10 mv rms. at least 0.3 v rms and tone from
loudspeaker should stop.

20 Set RT--834/GRC or RT-662/GRC

VOX switch to PUSH TO TALK.

28

22

21 Set AN/GRM-50 for a fre-
quency of 1,000 Hz and ad
just for output of 20 mv
=,.

Key RT-834/GRoC or RT
662/GRC by setting test set
KEY switch to ON.

Set test set KEY switch to
OFF.
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_____________________________________ AN/URM-145 meter should indicate

not less than 0.3 v rms.

Set RT-834/GRC or RT-662/GRC
frequency controls to each frequency
setting listed below in MHz. At
each frequency, key the RT-834/
GRC or RT-662/GRC (from test
set) and observe that a voltage level
of not less than 3.0 v is maintained.
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Tabu 1-41. Vo: Operation, HI P0V)8r Output, Trammit Audio and
Trammit Age Tut-Continued

NOTE
For RT-834/GRC the 100 Hz
control remains in the 0 posi
tion for each of the following
frequencies.

2.000 MHz 17.200 MHz
3.111 18.800
4.222 19.500
5.388 20.600
6.444 21.888
7.555 22.000
8.6&6 23.000
9.000 24.900

10.777 25.000
11.400 26.000
12.700 27.000
13.100 28.000
14.800 29.999

15.000
16.000

Key RT-834/GRC or RT
662/GRC by setting test set
KEY switch to ON.

Set test set KEY switch to
OFF.

Disconnect all test cables.

______________________________ Set RT-834/GRC or RT-662/GRC

frequency controls to 02000.
Disconnect the AN/GRM-SO.
______________________________ Set RT-834/GRC or RT-662/GRC

SERVICE SELEJCTOR switch to CWo
_____________________________________ .~ N/URM-145 should indicate at

!..ast 0.3 v rots..
Key the RT--334/GRC or RT

662/GRC by setting teat lIet
KEY s",itch to ON.

Set telt set KEY switch to
OFF.

______________________________ Set RT--834/GRC or RT-662/GRC

SERVICE SELECTOR switch to AM.
. AN/UR:'.1-145 should indicate at

least 0.3 v rots.

31

29

24

28

27

30

.-,
26

OUTPUT

LOUDSPEAKER VARIABLE CONNECT ., ELECTRONIC

LS-166/U - ATTENUATOR AS DIRECTED n/ VOLTMETER

HP-355D AN/URM-145
50 OHM LOAD

INPUT ADAPTER., .,
I I

SIGNAL " RECEIVER FREO

GENERATOR DRIVE '" '"AN/URM-127 RT-834/GRC
OR

.81 RT-662/GRC
AUDIO POWER

CONNECT I ." POWER":r'o ."' SUPPLY

." PP·4763(lWGRC
AUDIO POWER
IN/OUT 27 :2VDC

ELECTRONIC
SIMULATOR,

VOLTMETER RADIO FREQUENCY

ME-30(~)/U
SM-442A/GRC

AUDIO IN 6000
TI.,uo·nO-S~·7<a

Figure 1-58. VOlt operation felts, cOllnection diagram.
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Table 9-1.2. Sq1.lelch Test

1 Connect equipment as shown
in figure 3-59.

NOTE
If the RT--834/GRC or RT-662/
GRC is interconnected with the
AM-3349/GRC-106, these con
nections must be removed before
proceeding with the following
tests.

2 Test set preliminary settings:
Refer to nr 1l-6625-847~

12 fOr preliminary control
settings.

3 RT--834/GRC or RT-662/GRC pre-

liminary settings:
a. SERVICE SELECTOR switch 00

STANDBY.
b. SQUELCH switch to OFF.
e. FREQ VERNIER control to OFF.
d. MANUAL RF GAIN control fully

clockwise.
e. AUDIO GAIN control fully

counterclockwise.
,. Frequency controls to 02001.
g. VOX switcb to PUSH TO TALK.

-I SM-442A/GRC (test set)
settings:

a. KEY switch to OFF.
b. SERV SEL switch to SSB/

NSK.
e. PA-RT switch to RT.
d. REC-XMIT switch to

REC.

5 Apply power to all equipment.
Allow 15 minutes for
warmup.

6 Adjust CN-764/U for 120
dB attenuation.

No change in audio level.9

7 Set AN/GRM-fi'O for an un- 2.0015 :\fHz ±50 Hz.
modulated cw signal with a
300 mv rnlS output at 2.0015
MHz ±50 Hz as indicated on
AN/USM-207.

8 Set RT--834/GRC or RT-662/GRC

SERVICE SELECTOR switch to
SSB/NSK and adjust AUDIO GAIN
control fOr 245 mv rms indication
on the ME~SO(")/U.

---- 8et RT--834/GRC or RT-662/GRC

SQUELCH switch to ON.

10 ______________________________ Set RT-834/GRC or RT~62/GRC

frequency controls to 2.000 MHz
and note time required lor the RT
834/GRC or RT-662/GRC squelch,
as indicated by an ahrupt drop in
the ME-SO(")/U indication.

5 ±3 seconds to meter indication drop
off.

11 Disconnect all test cables.
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.. '-i~
~

INPUT " "" SIGNAl

VARIABLE ,on ,,~

ATTENUATOR SIGNAL DIGITAL READOUT,
HP-355D GENERATOR ELECTRONIC COUNTER

OUTPUT AN/GRM-50 AN/USM·207

I.,
FtECEIYER .'"" POWEFt

RT-834/GRC
OR

RT-6621GRC
AUDIO

ELECTRONIC
ft I·" ~ POWER

VOLTMETER I ~
SUPPLY

ME-30(Jt)/U PP - 4763(itl/GRC

'"000 ,"000
OUT lO _ IHIOUT Z1!ZYOC

SIMULATOR,
RADIO FREOUENCY
SM-442A/GRC ."POWER

, ....ZO· ••O· •• ·TO'

UG-Z148/U TEE
CONNECTOR

ADAPTER

Figure 3~59. Squelch le,ts, connection diagram.

Table 3--'3. Agc Test

Sk,

1 Connect equipment as shown
in figure 3-00.

NOTE
If the RT-834/GRC or RT-M2/
GRC is interconnected ,,'ith the
AM-3349/GRC, these con
nections must be :removed before
proceeding with the following
tests.

2 Test set preliminary settings:
Refer to TM: 11-.6625-847
12 for preliminary control
settings.

~ RT-834/GRC or RT-662/GRC pre-

liminary settings:
a. SERVICE SELECTOR S\\'itch to

SSB/FSK.
b. SQUELCH switch to OFF.
c. FREQ VERNIER control to OFF.
d. MANUAL RF GAIN control fully

clockwise.
P. A UDIO GAIN control fully

rountercloekwise.

I. Frequency controls to 02000.
g. VOX switch to PUSH TO TALK.

4 SM--442A/GRC (test set)
settings:

It. KEY switch to OFF.
b. SERV Sfo;L switch to

SSB/FSK.
c. PA-RT switch to RT.

d. REC-XMIT switch to REC.
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Tab,., 8-U. Agc T~at--Continued

5 Apply power to all equipment.
Allow 15 minutes {or
wannup.

6 Set CN-764/U to 100 dB.
7 Set AN/GRM-50 for an un-

modulated r:w output of 500
mv rrns at 2.001 MHz ±100
Hz, with AN/USM-207.

8 Adjust RT-834/GRC or R'I'-662/GRC ME-30C f )/U indication 0 dB.
AUOIO GAIN control for ME
30C f )/U meter indication of 0 dB
on 100 mv scale.

9 Increase AN/GRM-60 output Less than 8 dB increase indicated on
to 1.0 v rms and decrease meter from reference level established
CU-764/U to 0 dB. in step 8 above.

10 Disconnect all test cables.

/~ONNECTOR
RF OUT

VARIABLE DIGITAL READOUT,,on ELECTRONIC COUNTER
SIGNAL ATTENUATOR

AN/USM-207HP-355DGENERATOR
SIGNAL

AN/GRM-50 OUTPUT INPUT

W,
J~2AOAPTER ____

CONNECT
RECEIVER W,. ..

"n " POWER OIRECTED

RT-B34/GRC
OR

RT-662/GRC
AUDIO

ELECTRONIC POWER
VOLTMETER .s w" SUPPLY
ME-30(~)/U I PP-4763(X)/GRC

AUDIO AUDtO
OUT 10MW IN/OlIT 27 !: O.~vDC

SIMULATOR,
RADIO FREQUENCY

SM - 442A/GRC ."POWER
TM582(}' '20,,,·708

UG-2748fU
BNC TEE

Figur~ 8-60. Agc te,t" connection diagram.

Table 3-H. Rec~iv~r FrequenCll RUpOll8e and IF' Bandwidth Tut

1 Loosen captive screws on front of RT-

8M/GRC or RT-&62/GRC and
slide chassis out of case. Set agel
alc switch, lAI511, located under
right rear comer of chassis (close
to mooule AS), to off (up position).
See figure 2-27 for switch location.

2 Fasten RT-834/G&C or RT-662/GRC

back in case.
3 Connect equipment as shown

in figure 3-61.

NOTE
If the RT-834/GRC or RT-662/
GRC is interconnected with the
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Tabu 3-.44. Receiver F'7eqUlmcy ReapOJll6 and iF Bandwidth Tlllit-Continued

St",

b. SERV SEL switch to SSB/
NSK.

c. P A-RT switch to RT.
d. REC-XMIT switch to REe.

Adjust RT-834/GRC or RT-662/GRC
)IANUAL RF GAIN control for an
if. output of 25 mv nos as indicated
on the AN/URM-145. Adjust the
variable attenuator for 70 db at
tenuation.

RT-834/GRC or RT-M2/GRC pre
liminary settings:

a. SERVICE SELECTOR switch to
SSB/FSK.

b. SQUELCH switch to OFF.

Adjust the RT-834/GRC or RT-662/
GRC AUDIO GAIN control for
an audio output of 2.45 v nos. (0 db
reference level) as indicated on the
ME-26(·)/U or a convenient level
if 2.45 v nns cannot be obtained.

c. FREQ VERNIER control to OFF.
d. llANUAL RF GAIN control fully

clockwise.
e. AUDIO GAIN control fully

counterclockwise.
I. Frequency controls to 02000.
g. VOX s\",itch to PUSH TO TALK.
h. On sets with NOISE BLANKER

switch, set this switch at OFF.

_____________________________________ 2.001 )IHz :!:100 Hz.

6. Xl\lIT-QPERATE switch
to OPERATE.

Adjust the CN-764/U for 80
db attenuation.

Set AN/GRM-SO for un
modulated cw at 2.IXH MHz,
as indicated on AN/USM
207.

Adjust the AN/GRl1-50
output to 150 mv nos as in
dicated on the ME-30(·)/U.

Connect the AN/U!t1-f-145 to
the RT-834/G RoC or RT
662/GRC IF OUT connec
tor (connect with tee connec
wr and a 50-ohm load in
parallel. as shown in test
setup, figure 3-61).

Connect the )IE-26(·)/U to
the test set AUDIO OUT
10 MW connector.

AM-3349/GRC-I06, these con
nections must be removed be
fore proceeding with the follow
ing tests.

4 Test set settings: Refer to
TM 11--6625-847-12 for pre
liminary control settings.

5 Apply power to all equipment.
Allow 15 minutes for
warmup;

SM-442A/G&C (test set)
settings:

a. KEY switch to OFF.

6

7

9

8

11

10

NOTE
The reference level which has
now established on the ME
26(·)/U should be maintained.
Durinx the remaining steps of
the t~st, the RT-834/GRC or
RT-662/GRC lfANUAL RF
GAIN and AUDIO GAIN con
trols should be adjusted only if
checks indicate the reference
level has been disturbed. The
output of the AN/GRM-50
should be cheeked each time the
AN/GRM-SO frequency is
changed and should be main
tained at 150 mv rms.
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Table 3-,U. Receiver Frequency Re8pt.nlse and IF Bandwidth Test-Contlnued

51,p

12 Slowly tune the AN/GRM- See figure 3-62 for frequency responlle
50 from 2..000300 MHz to curve limits.
2.003400 MHz and note the
maximum and minimum
audio output (not more
than 3 db down) as indicated
on the ME-26(-)/U relative
to the db reference level
established in step 11 above;
note also the frequencies at
which they occur.

13 Set the AN/G~t:-50 to Reduce the attenuator setting until

2.000010 MHz :!::10 Hz. the reference level in Step 11 is
obtained.

14 Reduce HP-335D attenuator Re:ference level same as observed in
setting at least 40 dB until step 1l.
the reference level established
in step 11 is observed.

15 Set the AN/GRM-50 to It should be necessary to remove at
2.005000 MHz:!:: 100 Hz. least 40 db of attenuation to re

establish thc reference Icvel.
16 Reduce HP-355D attenuator Reference level same as established

setting at least 40 db until in step II.
the reference level estab-
lished in step 11 is obtained.

17 Disconnect all test cables.
18 Loosen capti'"'C screws on front of RT-

834/GRC or RT-662/GRC and
8.lide chassis out of case. Set agc/
ale switch lAlSlI to (down posi
tion). Fasten RT-834/GRC or RT
662/GRC back in case.

ER
U

ELECTRONIC DIGITAL READOUT,
VOLTMETER ELECTRONIC COUNTER
ME-301~)/U AN/USM-207 SIGNAL

SIGNAL GENERATOR

I" INPUT AN/GRM-50., •• RFOUT

':::L
~n

INPUT

VARIABLE
ATTENUATOR

HP- 3550 TEE CONNECTOR ELECTRONIC
OUTPUT ADAPTER VOLTMETER

MULTlMET

AN/URM-145
ME-26('l')/

.,
i"RECEIVER

POWER~.. CQtlNECT
2!5OH.~/ RT-834/GRC AS DIRECTEO

LOAO
DAPTER OR

.[ " RT-662/GRC

'"'ESISTOR/
AUDIO

D4PTER '-- POWER

." SUPPLY II !2VOC
,----- PP-4763Otl!GRC

I~UOIOOUT AUDIO
lOIolW IN/OUT

SIMULATOR,
RADIO FREOUENCY

SM-442A/GRC
~POWER

,,,,.U<)-.I<)-'

..0 ,
LOAD A

•

Figure 3-61. Receiver jreqlUFiCY re31)()Jj,se tests, cvnnectiQFI diagram.
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2.000,010

'00
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Figltre 3-6$. Frequency response curve.

Table 8-45. BFO Test

10,000 FREOUENCY (Ill]
2.010 {MIlII

'"sUO-&fO-Jo·1>O

So,

1 Connect equipment. as shown
in figure 3-63.

NOTE
If the RT-834/GRC or RT--662/
CRe is inten:onnected \lith the
A}{--3349jGRC-I06, these con·
nections must be removed before
proceeding wit.h the follo\\;ng
tests.

2 Test set preliminary settings:
Refer to TM 11-6625-847
12 for preliminary control
settings.

3 Apply power to all equipment.
Allow 15 minutes for
wannup.

4 SM-442AjGRC (test set) RT-834/GRC or RT-662/GRC pre-
settings: liminary settings:

a. Key switch to ON. a. SERVICE SELECTOR switch to
CWo

b. SERV SEL switch to CWo b. SQUELCH switch to OFF.
c. PA-RT switch to RT. c. FREQ VER.'l'IER control to OFF.
d. REC-XMIT switch to d. :\I.ANUAL RF GAIN control fully

XMIT. clockwise.
6. X:\lIT-STATUS switch to 6...\ UDIO GAIN control fully

OPERATE. counterclockwise.
f. Frequency controls to 02000.
g. VOX switch to PUSH TO TALK.
I,. BFO control fully counterclockwise.

5 Vary the RT-834/GRC or RT--662/

GRC AUDIO GAIN eontrol and
obser.'e that the audio output signal
(sidetone), as indicated on the ME
:mc·)/u vaTies accordingly.
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Table 9-45. BFO TeBt-Continued

SIt"

6

7

---- Set RT-834/GRC or RT-662/GRC

AUDIO GAIN control for an output
of 2.0 v nns as indicated on the
ME-30(*)/U.

______________________________. Rotate RT-834/GRC ()r R'l'--662/GRC

BFO control fully clockwise and
repeat step 6.

The frequency of the audio tone should
be at least 3,500 Hz but not more
than 6,000 Hz, as indicated by the
AN/USM-207.

Snme as Btep 6.
NOTE

Observe a zero beat on the ME
30(*)/U when adjusting BFO
to clockwise position.

8 Set the test set KEY switch
alternately to ON and OFF
ge"era! times and note that
the sidetone is present only
when the RT-834/GRC or
RT-662/GRC is in the ke)-ed
condition.

9 Disconnect all test cables.

TMU20 HO " 711

POWERSIMULATOR,
RADIO fREOUENCY

SM-442A/GRC

AUDIO OUT AUDIO
DUMMY LOAD.

10 MW IN/OUT ELECTRICAL
son,2W

w, w"
RF OUT

DIGITAL
READOUT RT-834/GRC

ELECTRONIC SIGNAL

~G-274B/U
AUDIO OR

COUNTER
INPUT RT-662,/GRC

AN/USM-207
TEE CONNECTOR POWER
ADAPTER

W" w"

MUL TIMETER
POWER

27 :!O.5V oc SUPPLYME-26{*)/U PP-4763{*)/GRC

- - -

Figure 9-63. BFO test connection diagram,.

Table 3-46. Signal L611e11't1e!er Ted

,".
Connect equipment as shown

in figure 3-64.

NOTE
II the RT-8S4/GRC or RT-662/
GRC is interconnected with the
Al'tI-8S49/GRC-I06, these con
nections must be removed be
fore proceeding with the follow
ing tests.

2 Test set preliminary settings:
Refer to T,}l 11-6625--347
12 for preliminary control
settings.
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Table 3-46. Sig1lal Level Meter Test-Continued

St~p

3 Apply power to all equipment.
Allow 15 minutes for
wannup.

4 S)I-44&A/GR.C (test set) RT-834/GRC or RT--662/GRC pre-
settings: liminary settings:

(I. KEY switch to OFF. a. SERVICE SELECTOR switch to
SSB/NSK.

b. SERV SEL switch to 88B/ b. SQUELCH switch to OFF.
NSK.

e. PA-RT switch to RT c. FREQ VERNIER control to OFF.
d. )fANUAL RF GAIN control fully

doekwise.
6. AUDIO GAIN control fully

clockwise.
,. Frequency controls to 02000.
g. VOX switch to PUSH TO TALK.

5 Adjust CN-7M/V for 100
db attenuation.

r, Set AN/GIU1-50 for an un- 1,000 Hz ::!:100.

modulated cw output of 0.5
v nns at 2.001 MHz :!::loo
Hz as shown by a AN/
U8M-207 indication of 1,000
H,.

7 Observe indication on RT-834/GRC or Indication should be between 0 and 20.

RT-662/GRC signal level mete.r.
fl Set the CN-7M/V for 0 dB Observe RT--&34/GRC or RT--662/ Indication should be not less than 75.

attenuation and AN/GRM- GRe signal level meter.
50 to 1.0 v nns.

9 Ke)' RT-834/GRC or RT- Set RT-834/GRC or RT-662/GRC
662/GRC by setting test set SERVICE SELECTOR switch to
KEY switch to ON. CWo

10 Observe RT-8M/GRC or RT-662/ Indication should be between 15 and
GRC signal level meter indication. 60.

t I Disconnect all test cables.

SIGNAL VARIABLE
GENERATOR ATTENUATOR
AN/GRM-!50 HP-35!50

I-n-RF OUT f-"l- INPUT OUTPUT"n

MULTIMETER
ME.26Ut)/U

UG-2T46/U
TEE CONNECTOR

l/ADAPTER

SIGNAL RECEIVER " ~u
COUI{TE If~ INPUT " ."RT-834/GRC
OIGITAL READOUT OR DUMMY LOAD,

ELECTRONIC RT-6621GRC ELECTRICAL
AN/USM-207

"000 POWEiIt~

." - POWER
--"-- ""',. AUDIO SUPPLY

OUT IOIolW IN/OUT - PP.4763(*I/GRC
SIMULATOR,

RADIO FREQUENCY 21 ~2VOC
SM-442A/GRC

~POWER
',"suo-nO-n-nz
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Tabl~ 3-1,1. A?ltel~na. Tra'fl8fer Test

St~p C""trol ,etti>l/T' and t>p~rdti"" ()J W1'ipm~ ..t

1 Connect equipment as shown
in figure 3-65.

WARNING
Do not connect the CG-409G/C,
which supplies the RF drive
from the AN/GRM-50 to the
AM-3349/GRC-I06. If the RF
drive cable is connected, RF will
be present at the antenna ter
minals of the AM-3349/GRC
106 during continuity measure
ments. Serious burns will result
from contact with antenna con
nector.

2 Test set preliminary settings:
Reier to 'I'M 11-6625-847
12 for preliminary control
settings.

3 Preliminary settings for the AM-

3349/GRC-l06 are as follows:
a. TUNE-OPERATE switch to

OPERATE.
b. TEST METER switch to POWER

OUT.
4 Set SM--442A/GRC (test set)

controls as follows:
(t. SERV SEL switch to SSB/

NSK.
b. PA-RT switch to PA.
c. XMIT-STATUS switch to

OPR.
d. REC-nIIT switch to

XMIT.
6. M.C. FREQ control to.

10 MC to 2
1 MC to 9

0.1 MC to 9
5 Ap.ply power to all equipment.

Allow 15 minutes for
wannup.

6 Hold the AM-3349/GRC-106
flag switch to one side and
connect TS-352B/U oluns
lead to 50 OH).1 LINE
connector and ROVR ANT
connector.

7 Disconnect 'I'S-352BjU lead
from 50 OHM LINE con
nector.

_____________________________________ TS-352BjU should indicate closed

circuit.

8 CQnneet T.S-352B/U lead to TS-352B/U should indicate closed
AM-3349/GRC-I06 WHIP circuit.
connector.

9 Remove TS-352B/U lead from TS-352BjU should indicate open
WHIP connector and connect circuit.
it to chassis ground of AM-
3349/GRC-106.

10 Set the AM-3349/GRC-t06 TUNE- Indication on AM-8349/GRC-106

OPERATE switch to TUNE. TEST METER should be at left in
dex mark. If n meter indication is
noted, stop test because this indi
cates RF power at WHIP antenna
connector.
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Tabu 1-47. AftUnrm T~_fer Ted-Continued

---------------------- TS-S52B/U should indicate open
cirC'Uit.

S'"
11 Remove 11,S-352B/U lead from

ground and connect it to
AM-3349/GRC-I06 WHIP
connector.

12 Set the AM-3349/G.RC-I06 TUNE-

OPERATE switch to OPERATE.
13 Disconnect all test cables.

CONNECT AS
DIRECTED

WHIP

""'H. AM- 3349/GRC -106
l.INE

OHMS -MULTIMETER
TS-352B/U ."

COMMON
RCVR ANT

CONTRot. PRIMPOWER~

I'"
POWER
SUPPLY

f'OWER~
pp- 4763(*)lGRC

"CONTROL 27 !O.5VOC

SIMULATOR,
RAOIO FREQUENCY

SM-442A/GRC
' ....IO·~IO·U·.U

Figure 1-65. Aftte71m& tranafer teata. cOl1:n.ection diagram.

Tltble 3-48. High Voltage Reaet Circllit Teat

Sup

2

3

,

Connect equipment as shown
in figure H6.

Test set preliminary settings;
Refer to TM 11---662~47

12 for preliminary control
settings.

Apply power to all equipment.
Allow 15 minutes for
warmup.

Adjust AN/GRM-50 for
29.900 Hz ± 100 Hz, 1.0 v=.

5 Connect cable between RF sig-
nal generator and RF DRIVE
connector on the AM-3349/
GRe-l06.

_____________________________________ 1.0 v rms at 29.900 ~1Hz, ±lOO Hz.

6 Set test set controls as follows:
o. SERV SEL swireh to 8SB/

S8K.
b. REC-XMIT switch to

X:\lJT.
c. J.1.C. FREQ control:

10 MC to 2
1 MC to 9

d. .~et ANT TUNE and ANT LOAD

to settings on 50 n d'Oublct chart.
7 . Set the A:\1-3349/GRC-I06 TUNE-

OPERATE switch to TUNE.
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Table 3-1>8. High Voltage Reset Circuit Test-Continued

Sl~p Op~ratj,,,. of t~,t WlIipmellt

8 .Adjust the AM-3349/GRC-I06 ANT

TUNE and ANT LOAD controls
for center scale indications on the
ANT TUNE and ANT LOAD
meters.

9 Set the AM-3349/GRC-I06 TUNE-

OPERATE switch to O,PER.'\.TE.

10 Slowly increase the ANI
GRM-50 output, while ob
serving the AM-3349(
GRC-IOG TEST i\1ETER in
P A CUR position,

As the AN/GRM-50 RF output is
increased the AM-3349/GRC-I06
TEST 'JIETER indication should
also increase. Before the TEST ME
TER indication passes the triangular
dark green area, it will drop to
zero, indicating that the high volt
age has been interrupted.

11 Reduce the AN/GRM-50 RF
output to 1.0 v rms.

12 ______________________________ Set the AM-3349(GRC-I06 TUNE

OPERATE switch to TUNE and
then to OPERATE, to reset the
high voltage.

Observe that the TEST METER indi
cates that current is present.

13 Disconnect all test cables.

WHIP

DUMMY LOAD,
50 OHM AM - 3349/GRC-I06ELECTRICAL LINE

DA-75/U

RCVR " PRIM~

'" ORIVE CONTROL POWER

IWII

POWER
SIGNAL

POWER~
SUPPLY

GENERATOR PP-4763(~)/GRC
AN/GRM-50

"CONTROL n ! O.5VOC
RF OUT

1., SIMULATOR,
RADIO FREQUENCY

CONNECT SM -442A/GRC
AS DIRECTEO

''''820- "'0- JO -, ..

Figure S-(J6. High voltage reset circuit tests, connection diagram.

Table 3-49. RT-834/GRC or RT-66£/GRC Programing Test

St~p

I Connect cable Wl5 between
the RT-834/GRC or RT
662/GRC POWER connec
tor and the 27 vdc power
source, connect cable Wl6
between SM-442/GRC (test
set) POWE,R connector and
the 2i vde Jl'Ower source.

2 Plug tray .-\4 into the test
set.
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Table 3-41. RT-83.VGRC or RT~6!/GRCPrograming Tut-Continued

3 Test set preliminary settings:
Refer to rot 11-&625--847
12 for preliminary settings
of the test set and tray A4.

4 Set test set SERY SEL switch
to SSB/NSK.

5 Set tray A4 switches as follows:
a. RF BAND-WHIP-50 n at

50 (}.
b. PA-RT to RT.

6 Connect cable WI I between
RT--834/GRC or RT-662/
GRC PA CONTROL con
nector and test set PA CON·
TROL connector. Conned
cable Wl2 between RT
834/GRC or RT-662/GRC
AUDIO connector and test
set AUDIO IN-OUT
connector.

7 Operate tcst set and tray A4
POWER switches to ON.

Operate HT-834/GRC or RT-662/
GRC POWER switch to ON.

II Perform the remaining steps
of the procedure while ob
serving tray A4 CONTROL
TEST lamps.

For each step, the lamp indi
cated in the PerfOTm(lnce
standard column should
light.

,

"
11

NOTE
Set the 100 Hz control on the
RT-834/GRC to the 0 position
for all 'frequencies required in
the following procedure.

______________________________ Set the RT-834/GRC or RT-662/

GRC frequency controls for 0'2.000
mc. Set the SERVICE SELECTOR
switch to STANDBY.

______________________________ Slowly set the SERVICE SELECTOR

switch to each operating mode.

______________________________ With the SERVICE SELECTOR in

any operate mode, set the RT-834/
GRG or RT-662/GR.<: and fre<f\lency
controls so that the RT turret will
tune to each one of its 30 positions.
Observe that while the RT-834/
GRG or RT-662/GRC is tuning,
83 lights momentarily.

NOTE
Disregard dimly lighted lamps.

Lamps A-3, A-5, B-1 will light.
(C-3 is on all the time.)

Lamps A-3, A-5, B-1, B-2, C-l,
C-2 will light each position. (C-3
on all the time.)

Lamps B-1, B-2, C-2, C-3 will re
main lighted during frequency
change. Refer to table 3-50 to dete-r
mine which lights in row A "..-ill
light for each turret position.

12 Disconnect all test cables.
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Table 3-50. Receiver-TranBmitter, RadiQ RT-83'/GRC or RT~6$/
GRG Code Sequence,

Code line Tny At control tut light.«• ..,w A
Freq {MHIl Turret ~ltlon

• , • • • 1 • • • •
2.0 to 2.5 • 1 • 1 • 1 • • 1 • 1
3.0 to 3.5 • • 1 • 1 2 • 1 • 1 •
14 to 15 1 • • 1 • 3 1 • • • 1
15 to 16 1 1 • • 1 • 1 • 1 1 •
24 to 25 • 1 1 • • 5 • 1 1 • •
25 to 26 • • 1 1 • 6 • 1 • • 1
16 to 17 • • • 1 1 7 • • • 1 1
17 to 18 I • • • 1 8 I • • 1 •
2.5 to 8.0 • 1 • • • , • • 1 • •
3.5 to 4.0 • • 1 • • I. • 1 • • •
18 to 19 • • • 1 • 11 • • • • 1
19 to 20 • • • • 1 12 • • • 1 •
26 to 27 I • • • • 13 1 1 1 • •
27 to 28 1 1 • • • 14 1 1 1 • •
28 to 29 1 1 1 • • 15 1 1 1 • •
29 to 30 1 1 1 1 • 16 1 1 1 • 1
20 to 21 • 1 1 1 1 17 • 1 1 1 1
21 to 22 1 • '1 1 1 18 I I • 1 1
22 to 23 1 1 • 1 1 I' 1 • 1 1 1
23 to 24 • 1 1 • 1 2. • 1 1 1 •
'to, 1 • I 1 • 21 1 1 • • 1
StaG • 1 • 1 1 22 • • 1 1 1
8to' I • 1 0 1 23 I 1 • 1 0
9 to 10 1 1 0 1 • 24 1 • 1 • 1
6to7 I 1 1 • 1 25 1 I 1 1 •
7to8 • 1 1 1 • 26 • 1 1 • 1

12 to 13 • • 1 1 1 27 • 1 • 1 1
13 to 14 1 • • 1 1 28 1 0 • 1 1
10 to 11 • 1 • • 1 2' • • 1 1 •11 to 12 1 • 1 • 0 SO I 1 • • •

1 ~prtAenu .rou~ eode Une. llght«! tut lamp.

o Repr~ntl ope", (unlftOUnded) eode ILne. tellt lamP not lla-ht~.

Table 3-51. Altt-3SI,SjGRC-I06 Code lnpltts to Antenna Coupler ABBembly lAS
Test

Step

1 Remove the AM--3349jGRC-I06 from

its case.

2 Remove the antenna eQupler assembly

2A3 (rom the AM-3349/GRC-I06
main chassis (para 2-19).

3 Connect the equipment as
shown in figure 8-67.

4 Test set preliminary settings:
Connect tray A4 to the SM
442A/G.RC (test set) then
refer to T~f 11-6625-&4.7
12 for preliminary control
settings.

5 Set the AlI-3349/GRC-106 oontroIs

as follows:
PRIM PWR switch: OFF.
TUNE-OPERATE switch: TUNE.
TEST :lIETER switch: PRIM

VOLT.
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Table 3-61. AM-S349/GR~106Co<k lnpu~ to Antmna Coupur
A88embly .fA" Ted_Continued

SU>

6 Set the test set M.C. FREQ
10 MC switch to 0, 1 M
switch to 2, and 1 MC
switch to o.

7 Set the test set SERV SEL
$witeh to SSB/NSK, PA-RT
switeh to PA, and POWER
$witeh to ON.

S .Set the AM-3349/GRC-I06 PRIM

PWR switch to ON.

9

10

Set tray A<:l POWER switch
to ON, RF BAND- 50 n
WHIP switch to RF BAND,
and ANT MOTOR CON
TROL llONITOR switch to
RF BAND.

Press and hold tray A4 A~T
MOTOR CONTROL CODE
switeh in the RF BAND
position.

CONTROL TEST lamps A-I, B-3,
B-S will light. C--3 will remain on
1111 during the test.

I.amps A-I, B-3 will remain lighted,
B-5 will go out, and C-I light.
Lamps A-I, B-3 will remain
lighted, C-l will go out, and B-S
wi1llight.

11 Release tray A4 ANT.
MOTOR CONTROL CODE
switch.

12

13

14

15

Set tray A4 ANT. MOTOR
CONTROL MONITOR
switch to CAP.

Press and hold tray A4 ANT.
MOTOR CONTROL CODE
switch in the CAP position.

Release tray A4 ANT.
MOTOR CONTROL CODE
switch.

Refer to table h'i2, and set
the test set M.e. FREQ con
trols, and tray A4 RF
BAND- 50 {}-WHIP switch
to each indicated position to
check frequency roding.
Disregard all lamp indica·
tions other than A-I through
A-fi, and B-1 through 8-4.

NOTE
When checking So-ohm coding
of the All-33-t9 'GRC-I06, use
a spare cable or connector to
hold the flag switch over the
AM-3349/GRC-I06 50 OHM
LINE connector in the proper
position for 50-ohm line opera
tion.

• .Lamps A-I, B-3 and B-5 will re-

main lighted.

_____________________________________ Lamps A-I, B-3, \\;11 remain lighted,

B-S will go out, and C-l will
light.

_____________________________________ Lamps A-I, B-3 will remain lighted.

C-l will go out, and B-5 will
light.

_____________________________________ Lamps A-I through A-S, and B-1,

B-2, and B-4 will light in different
combinations, as indicated on the
chart. B-3 and B-5 wiil remain
lighted throughout the test.

16 Disconnect lllJ test cables.
17 .Replace antenna CQupler assembly /ZAS

in the All-3349/GRC-lOO chassis;
then replace chassis in case.
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.~'"
SIMULATOR.

RADIO FREQUENCY
SM-442A/GRC

"""""'-
.n

."
TRAY A4

AM-3349/GRC-I06
CONTROL TEST CASE OR SPARE, , , • ,

INVERTER
'0 0 00 0 ASSEMBLY '--- POWER
'0 0 00 0 SUPPLY
00 0 0 0 0 r- PP-4763 (JOI

GRe
27 to.S VOC... ."

CONTROLr--- ---, ."
4NTENNA

~
I AM-3349/GRC-106

COUPLE:_ 4NTEN"'"
I CHASSIS.."".m I COUPt.EA I

'" I I
REMOVED L __ ~A~ __ ---J

":~I-"". "'5uo-lZO-U-"5

Figure 3-87. Testing of Amplifier Radio Frequency AItf-3349/GRC-I06 code illpltU
to al1tenna coupler auembllf, comuction diagram.

Table 3-51. AM-3349jGRC-I06 Coding Sequence Tett

Tray A4 Te'At oet. Equivalent
CONTROL TEST Mil. FREQ frequenty Tray A4 <:O,NTROL TEST lamp_

Iwltch pooltion Iwltch Iloaltlon (MH.). (X Indkat~ lamp 10 lighted)

10 MC "W 0.1 MC A-' A-' A" A-< A-< B-' .-, .-<

RF BAND 0 2 0 02.0 X

0 2 5 02.5 -- X

B 3 0 03.0 -- -- X

0 3 5 03.5 -- -- -- X

0 4 0 04.0 -- -- -- -- X -- X

1 0 0 10.0 -- -- -- -- -- X - X

2 2 0 22.0 -- -- -- - X -- X

2 7 0 27.0 -- -- -- -- -- X -- X

WHIP , 0 0 10.0 X -- -- -- -- -- -- X, 1 0 11.0 -- X -- -- -- -- -- X, 2 0 12.0 -- -- X -- -- -- -- X

1 4 0 14.0 -- -- -- X -- -- X X

1 5 0 15.0 -- -- -- -- X -- -- X

2 2 0 22.0

2 7 0 27.0 -- -- -- X -- -- X X

2 , 0 28.0 -- - -- X -- -- X X

2 9 0 29.0 -- -- -- X -- -- X X

2 9 5 29.5 -- -- -- X -- -- X X

50 Cn) 0 2 0 02.0 X -- -- -- -- -- -- X

0 5 0 05.0 -- X -- -- -- -- -- X

0 7 0 07.0 -- -- X -- -- -- -- X

1 2 0 12.0 -- -- -- X -- -- -- X

1 4 0 14.0 -- -- -- -- X -- -- X
1 9 0 19.0 -- -- -- -- -- X -- X
2 4 0 24.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- X X
2 9 5 29.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- X X
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Table 3-53. AM-4349/GRC-I06 Front Panel As_bIll Tilda

TM 11-5820-520-34

SIc"
1 Remove front panel from AM-3349/

GRC-lDa.
2 Connect equipment as shown

in figure 3-68.

3 For preliminary control set-
tings on the test set and tray
A4, refer to TM 11~625

847-12.
4 AM--s349/GRC-I06 preliminary

settings:
a. PRill PWR switch: OFF.
b. TUNE-oPERATE switch:

OPERATE.
c. TEST METER switch: DRIVER

CUR.
5 Test set settings:

a. REC-XMIT switch to
X:\tIT.

b. SERV SEL switch to SSB/
NSK.

c. ALL M.C. F'REQ. s....'itches
to o.

NOTE
All tray A4 control panel desig
nations used throughout these
front panel assembly tests refer
to the PA METER TEST sec
tion unless otherwise specified.

6 Apply JX1Wer to test equip-
ment.

7 Meter tests:
a. Connect oscilloscope to 0 vdc.

tray A4 ALC METER test
points and observe in-
dication.

b. Adjust tray'\'4 A LC :\1 E- + 108 ± 21 mv dc.

TER control to obtain
center seale indication
on AM-3349/GRC-I06
TEST :\IETER. Observe
oscilloscope deflection.

c. Set tray A4 ALC )lETER
control fully counter
clock\\;se.

d. .Set A:\I-3349/GRC-I06 TEST :\IE-

TER !lwitch to POWER OUT.
If. Adjust tray A4 ALC ME- +108 ± 21 mv dc.

TER control to obtain
center seale indication
on A:\[-3349/GRC-[06
TEST :\IETER. Observe
AN/USM-28IA de
f1cetion.

f. Set tray A4 ALe )IETER
control fully counter
c1ock\lise.

g. Disconnect AN/US)[-281A
and connect it to tray A4
R"rid drive test points.
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Table 3-53. AM-33,4.9/GRC-106 Front Panel Assembly Tests-Continued

St,p Cottll'Ol utli"g. ami aptl.ati<>n 01 '(1I1'pIII."t P,./ormaTle, .tCInd..nt

h. .Set AM-3349/GRC-106 TEST ME-

TER switch to GRID DRIVE.
i. Adjust tray A4 GRID 15 +8 -0 vdc.

DRIVE control to obtain
center scale indication on
A:\I-3349/GRC-106
TEST METER. Observe
AN/USM-281A deflection.

;. Set tray A4 GRID DRIVE
control fully counter
clockwille.

k. Disoonnect AN/US:\I-281A.
I. Connect AN/US:\I-281A

to tray A4 antenna load!
tune test points.

m.. Set Alt---3349/GRC-IOO TUNE-

OPERATE switch to TUNE.
n. Set ANT LOAD-ANT 108 :!:2l mv de.

TUNE switch to ANT
TUNE. Adjust tray A4
ANTENNA LOAD-TUNE
controilIO that AM-334.9/
GRC-lOO ANT TUNE
meter indicator is at ex
b'erne right end of red bar
to the right.. Observe AN/
USM-281A deflection.

o. Adjust tray A4 ANTENNA 108 :!:2l mv de.

LOAD-TUNE control 80

that AM-3349/GRC-I06
ANT TUNE meter indica
tor is at extreme left end
of red bar to the left. Ob·
serve AN/USM-281A
deflection.

_____________________________________ -1.5 =0.3 vde.

q. Adjust tray A4 ANTENNA
LOAD-TUNE contl'QI so
that AM-3349/GRC-I06
ANT TUNE meter indi
cator Is at start of red bar
to the right. Observe
AN/US:'oI-281A defledion.

r. Adjust tray A4 ANTENNA
LOAD-TUNE control 80

that AM-3349/GRC-106
ANT TUNE meter indi
cator is at start of red bar
w the left. Observe AN/
USM-281A deflection.

,. Adjust tray A4 ANTENNA
LOAD-TUNE control so
that A:\I-3349/GRC-IOO
ANT TUNE meter indi·
cawr is at center scale.

p. .Set AM-3349/GRC-106 TUNE-
OPERATE switch to OPE,RATE.

_____________________________________ + 1.5 =0.3 vdc.

I. Set Tray A4 ANT LOAD
TUNE switch to ANT
LOAD.

u. .Set A)!-3349/GRC-lOO TUNE--

OPERATE switch to TUNE.
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Table 8-63. AM-3949jGRC-106 Front Panel AS8embly TeBtB--Continued

Stf:>

v. Adjust tray A4 ANTENNA + 108 ± 21 mv dc.

LOAD-TUNE control so
that AM-3349jGRC-lOO
ANT LOAD meter indka
tor is a t extreme right
end of red bar to the
right. Observe ANjUSM
281A deflection.

w. Adjust tray A4 ANTENNA -108 :t21 mv dc.

LOAD-TUNE control so
that A:\f-3349/GRC-I06
ANT LOAD meter indi
cator is at extreme left end
of red bar to the left.
Observe ANjUSM-281A
defledion.

x. .. .Set AM-3349(GRC-I06 TUNE-

OPERATE switch to OPERATE.
y. Adjust tray A4 ANTENNA +462 ±96 mv dc.

LOAD-TUNE control so
that AM-8349jGRC-106
ANT LOAD meter indica
tor is at start of red bar
to the right. Observe ANI
USM-281A deflection.

~. Adjust tray A4 ANTEI\'NA 0- -482 :t96 mv de.

LOAD-TUNE oontrol so
that AM-3349/GRC-l00
ANT LOAD meter indi
cator is at start of red
bar to the left. Observe
AN/USM...1281A deflection.

au. Disconn~t AN/USM
281A.

a.b. Adjust tray A4 ANTENNA
LOAD-TUNE control
so that AM-3349/GRC
106 ANT LOAD meter
indicator is at center scale.

8 Continuity tests:

CAUTION
Controls must be operated in the
sequence given to prevent equip
ment damage.

a. Confirm operation of all
tray A4 indicator lamps
by pressing each one to
test for lighting.

b. Che<.:k to sec that AM-3349/GRC-

106 TUNE-OPERATE switch is
at OPERATE.

c. Set test sC't REC-XMIT
switch to REC.

d. Set tray A4 RF BAND-50
n WHIP switch to 50 n
and observe lighted lamps.

e. Set test S{'t REC-XMIT
switch to XMIT. Observe
lighted lamps.

_____________________________________ Lamps BI, B3, CI, C3 and CS will

light.

_____________________________________ Lamps Bl, B2, C3 and C5 will light.
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Table 8-58. AM-831,9/GRC-106 Frollt Pallet Assembly Tests-Continued

I. ._.Set A:\1-3349/GRC-lOO TUNE-

OPERATE switch to TUNE.
Observe lighted lamps.

g. .Push AI),1-3349/GRC-I06 50 OHM

LINE flag counterclockwise and
hold.

h. Set A:'lI-3349/GRC-l06 TUNE-

OPERATE switch to OPERATE.
i. Release A:\f-3349/GRC-l06 50

OHM LINE flag.
i. Set AM-3349/GRC-l06 TUNE-

OPERATE switch to TUNE.

Lamps Bl, B3, B5, C3 and C4 will
light.

Lamps B2, B3, B5, C3 and OS will
light.

k. Set test set REC-X?aIIT
switch to REe.

I. Rotate test set 1 ),IC FREQ Lamp lights between svdtch settings.

switch from 0 to 9, while
observing lamp B4.

In. Set test set 1 ),IC FREQ
switch to O. Observe that
lamps Al through AS
are not lighted.

II. Check the 5-line code by See table 3-54.

observing lamps Al through
AS lor the various posi-
tions of the test set M.e.
FREQ s"itches. Switch
positions and the corre-
sponding lamp sequences
are gi\·en in table 3-54.
(Disregard nil lamps
other than Al through AS
when performing these
tests.)

9 Continuity checks:
a. Check to see that AM-3349/GRC-

100 PRTM PWR switch is at OFF.
b. Set A:\1-3349/GRC-106 TEST ME-

TER switch to PRIM VOLT.
c. On test set, check to see

that the 500 V LOAD is at
low, 2400 VOLT LOAD
switch is at I, and REC
Xl\fIT switch is at REC.

d. Connect AN/USM-28IA
between 2A5AZTl-3 and
ground. See figure 2-33
lor location.

e. Turn on blower and direct
output wthe 2A5A2Q2
heat sink

f· .Connect 27 vdc power ljIOurce to

PRIM POWER connector on AM
3:l49/GRoC-I06 fornt panel.

g. Turn on 27 vdc power
source and adjust for
27 vdc.

II. • .Set the AM-3349/GRC-I06 PHD1

PWR s\dtch to ON, and the TUNE
OPERATE switch to TUNE. Reset
b)· switching to OPERATE and
then baek to TUNE if it is necessary.
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Table 3-53. AM-3349/GRC-l06 F1'ont Paml A8sembly Te8t8~ontinued

Step Pe>'1"rm"nce "wndard

.~N/u~.\r-281A waveform should
Teappear.

Peinter should indicate in the dark
green portion of scale.

TEST ::\1ETER will show full-scale
deflection to the right.

_____________________________________.+ 525 :t 25 vdc.

_____________________________________ TS-35:mjU: +2~.8 to +25.2 vdc.

AN/USM-281A:
Period; 0.88 ± 22 ms.
Risetime: <: 30 "sec.
Falltime: :5 30 sec.

____________________________________ At position 7, the ANjUSM-281A

waveform will disappear.

_____________________________________ Approximately 12 amp. Observe that

lamp 02 <10 tray A4 is lighted.
_____________________________________ 27 :!:l vdc.

s. Connect TS-3528/U be
tween HV test point on
the A~1_.'S349/GRC-I06

and ground. See figure
2-31 for location of test
point.

I. Set A.\I-3349/GRC-t06 TUNE-

OPERATE switch to OPERATE.
_____________________________________ TS-35-2B/U indicates 0 volt. ANj

USM-281A waveform disappears.

i. Observe ammeter indication
on 27 vdc power source.

j. Connect TS-352B/U be
tween PRD:\1 V test point
on the AM-3J49/GRC-
106 and ground. See fig-
ure 2~31 for location of
test point.

k. Observe A!lI-3349jGRC-106 TEST

METER indication.
l. Set AM-3349/GRC-106 TEST ME-

TER switch to LOW VOLT.
III. Observe AM-3349/GRC-106 TEST Pointer should indiC"llte in dark

METER indication. green J.>Ortion 'Of scale.
_____________________________________ +525 :!: 25 vdc.

1(. Depress lamp Cion tray
.-\.-1 to disahle hig-h volt
age circuitry.

I'. Set the test set RF:C-XJJIlT
switcl1 to Xl\1IT, and ob
serve TS-3528/U and
AN/US:'II-281A indica
tions.

11'. Rotate test set 240U VDC
LOAD switch Il'om posi
tions 1 through 8.

.\'. Set test set 2400 VDC
LOAD f:,witch to position
1.

y. Reset high voltage on AM-3349/GRC-

106 'by setting the TUNE-OPER
ATE switch to TUNE and back to
OPERATE.

z. Set A....l-3349jGRC-IU6 TEST ME-

'[1',& swit.eh bo PA CUR.
{lfl. . Press and hDld AJl-33'19jG RC-106

PA IDLE OUR switch (S1), and
observe TEST METER indication.

1!. Connect TS-352B/U be
tween LV test point on
the AM-3349/GRC-106
and ground. See figure
2-31 for location of test
point.

o. Set test set 500 V LOAD
switch to HIGH. Observe
TS-352B/U indication.

p. Set test set 500 V LOAD
switch to LOW.

q. .SCt AM-3349/GRC-106 TEST ME-

TER swit.eh to HIGH VOLT.
'1". •• Observe AM-3349/GRC-I06 TEST Pointer should indicate in dark green

:'IlF,TER indication. portion of scale.
_____________________________________ +22.8 to +25.2 vdc.
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Table 3-53. AM-j3.9/GRC-I06 FrQllt Pand A38e»tblll Tesu-Continued

_____________________________________ Less than I ohm.

_____________________________________ Greater than I megohm.

_____________________________________ Less than 1 ohm.

tWo Release A~[--3349/GRe_l06 PA

IDLE CUR switch.
_____________________________________ 10 to 12 vde.

ae. Connect TS--352B/U be
tween 2.-\5.-\3El and
ground.

ad. Turn off power source to
All-3349/GRC-I06 front
panel. Leave test set
power on and set test
set REC-X:\lIT switch
to XMIT.

ae. Connect TS-352B/U 'be
tween the normally open
contact of 2A5KI (rear
contact) and the WHIP
connector on A~f-3349/

GRG-lOG. See figure
2-33 for location of
relay.

af. Connect TS--3&2B/U be
tween the normally open
oontaet of 2A5Kl (rear
contaet) and the 50
OHM LI~E connector
(hQld baek flag switch)
on A?lf-3349/GRG-I06.

(~. Release flag switch eon
ned TS--352B/U between
A-'f-3349/GRG-t06
RCVR ANT and WHIP
eonnec:to.rs.

_____________________________________ Less than I ohm.

_____________________________________Greater than I megohm.olt. Connect TS--352B/U be
tween A:\I--3349/GRG
106 front panel ground
and the following
connectors:

RF DRIVE
RCVRANT
50 OHM LINE
WHIP

ai. Set test set RBC-XM IT
to tREC.

flj. Connect l'S-352BjU be
tween A~[--3349/GRG

106 RCVR ANT and
WHIP connectors.

ak. .Set All-3349/GRC-I06 PRDt
PWR switch to OFF.

ai. Turn off power source
to Alt--3349/GRC-I06
(if separate).

am. Tum blower of(.
all. Set test set SERV SEL

and PRDI POWER
switches to OFF.

ftQ. Set tray A4 Power S"'o\;teh
to OFF.

flJl. Diseonneet all test CfIuip
ment and cables from the
A l\f-3'349/G RG-I06
front panel.
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Ta.ble 9-59. AM-9949/GRC-I06 Front Panel Assembly Tests-Continued

Step Ope,....ti......, te.t eq"ipment C<>IItrol .../ting. """ ..pe,....U.... ..I ......"ipm.'" Perl"rlll....ce .t"..d"r"
NOTE

Refer to figu:res 2-31 and 2-33
for location of test points called
out in the following tapes.

aq. Connect T8-352B/U be- ~ Less th{l n 1 ohm.

tween AM-3349/GRC-
lOG test point J1-A J
and RF DRIVE connector.

111". Connect 1'8-352BjU be- - Less than 1 (lhm.
tween AIM--3349/GRC-
106 test point JI-26
and the front panel
ousting.

flS. Connect TS-352BjU be· Less than 1 ohm.

tween AM-3349/G'RC-
lOG 50 OHM LINE
and RCVR ANT con-
nectors.

at. ·Connect positive end of ,Greater than 10()K ohms.
T8-352B/U to AM-3349/
GRC-IOG test point
A2Kl-4 and the negative
end to test point
A2Kl-2.

{Itt. Rcverse TS--352BjU leads, Less than 20Q (lhm.

connecting positive end
to A'ZKl-'2 and nega-
tive end to A2KI-4.

avo Disconnoct all test cables.

POWER

SIMULATOR,
RADIO FREQUENCY
SM-442A/GRC

"CONTROl.

TRAY A4

.H

." POWER
SUPPLY

,---I PP-47631*)1
IWI5 GRC..t 27:!:O.5VDC

CONNECT

"DIRECTED

f--- PA METER TEST ---

AM-3349/GRC-106

"DRIVEWHIP
RCVR'M,

PRIM
POWER

50 OHM
UNE

PRIM
VOLT

CONTROL

W19 JI
1-'-

GRID
DRIVE

ACe
METER

J2 TEST CONNECTOR/ 7
ON TRAY A4 l.V

DC-DC CONVERTER HV
CONNECTOR ON
AM- 3349/GRC-106

ANTENNA
1.0ADITVNE

OSCILLOSCOPE W2~

ANI USM-28f A

MULTfMETER
TS-352B/U

CONNECT

"DIRECTED 115 :!:3 VAC
60 CPS

EXTERNAL
BLOWER

POWER

"S'

"DIRECTEO

Fiyw'e 3-1/8. Awplifier Radio Frequency AM-93~9jGRC-I06 front panel assembly
tests, connection diagram.
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Table 8-54. Switch Positioll and Lam.p Sequence for Code Line Check

MH~ 'FREQ Equivalent lrcq
switch po.ilion. (in MHz) illuminated lamp.

1 ~Hz 1 .;lmz 10 MHz A< ., .. M ..
0 0 0 2.0 -- X -- X
5 2 0 2.5 -- X
0 3 0 3.0 -- -- X -- X
5 3 0 3.5 -- -- X
0 4 0 4.0 X -- X X
0 5 0 '5.(} -- X -- X X
0 6 0 6.0 X X X -- X
0 7 0 1.0 -- X X X
0 6 0 6.0 X -- X -- X
0 9 0 9.0 X X -- X
0 0 1 10.0 -- X -- -- X
0 1 1 1'1.0 X -- X
0 2 1 12.0 -- -- X X X
0 3 1 13.0 X -- -- X X
0 4 1 14.0 X -- -- X
0 5 , 15.0 X X -- -- X
0 6 1 16.0 -- -- -- X X
0 7 1 17.0 X -- -- -- X
0 8 1 18.0 -- -- -- X
0 9 1 19.0 -- -- -- -- X
0 0 2 20.0 -- X X X X
0 1 2 21.0 X -- X X X
0 2 2 22.0 X X -- X X
0 3 2 23.0 -- X X -- X
0 4 2 24.0 -- X X
0 5 2 25.0 -- -- X X
0 6 • 26.0 X
0 7 2 27.0 X X
0 8 2 2... X X X
0 0 2 29.0 X X X X

T(tble 8-55. Sysfe1n Pe1,/ormance Test

Step C01ltrol .dti"lI' and op<lr<lt;on of equ;pm."t P.rformo'Kc••tatldard

Connect equipment as shown in
figure 3-69.

2 F'Xbricate audio combining
network as shown in figure
3-70.

3 Test Set preliminary settings:
Refer to TM 11-6625-84"7
12 for pl"eliminary control
settings.

4 Apply power to all equip-
ment. Allow 1 hour warmup
time.

5 ~ ~ RT-834jGRC or IRl'-662jGRC pre-

liminary settings:
u. SERVtICE SELECTOR switch to

F\SK.
b. SQUELCH switch 00 OFF.
c. FREQ VERNIER conbr.ol to OF'F.
d. MANUAL RF GAIN control to

fully clockwise.
c. AUDIO GAIN control fully

counterclockwise.
f. For RT-834jGRC set MHz, kHz,

and 100 Hz controls to 028300.
For RT-662jGRC set ,)IHz
and kHz rontrols to 02830.

g. VOX switch to.PUSH TO TA,I.-K.
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Table 3-55. System Performarwe Test-Continued

PerfOrntfJnCf If<lnd<>rd

Set .UI-3349/GRC-106 TUNE
OPERA.TE switch to OPERATE.

_____________________________________ 103 ±9 v rrns.

-- __ ~ 160 ±9 v rrns.

9

6 ~__ ~ AIM-3349/GRC-lOO prelimina.ry

settings:
a. PRIM PWR cireuit breaker b> ON.
b. TUNE-oPERATE switch to

OPERATE.
c. ANT TUNE 'and ANT LOAD con

trols w preset nwnbers for
2.8"30 MHz, as indicated on the
S<t-ohm doublet antenna chart on
front panel.

d. Adjust de supply b> 27 Vdc.
7 ~_~ .On the AM-3849/GRC-lOO:

a. Set TUlNE-oPERA'TE switch w
TUNE.

b. Adjust ANT TUNE and ANT
LOAD conorols for center scale
indication on their respective
meters.

c. Set TEST METER switch w'PRIM Indication should be within square
VOLT and dbserve TEST dark -g.reen area.
METER.

d. Set TEST METER switeh w LOW Indication should be within square
your and o'bserve TEST dark green area.
METER.

e. Set TEST METER switch to HIGH Indication should be within square
VOLT and observe TEST dark green area.
M·ETER.

8 Insert ME-26(·)/U ac probe . 60 ±7 v rms.
(tip removed) inw HP-
1l042A tee connecwr and
observe indication.

,Connect .)IE-30 (.) /U input,
using en'ble W9, to the
AUDIO IN 600 a input
on the test set.

Two AN/URM-127 No.1
and No.2 are used in the
test setup. Connect cable
W8 from AN/URM~127

No.1 w the test set
AUDlO TN 600 a connec
Wr. Adjust AN/URM-127
No.1 for a 1,500 Hz output
at 200 mv rms as indicated
on the :'IIE~30(·)/U.

Key the RT-834/GRC or RT
662/GRC by setting the test
set KEY switch wON.
Obsorve the :'IIE-26/(·)/U
Mmpling the RF output.

Set the test set KEY switch
to OFF.

Adjust output level of AN/
URM-127 (No.1 at '1,500
Hz, 200 my, and No.2 at
2,500 Hz, 200 mv) w 200
mv/tone.

Key the RT--834/GR.C or RT
662/GRC by setting the test
set KEY switch to ON.
observe I)IE-26(·)/U
sampling the RF output.

10

11

13

12

14
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Table $-55. System Performance Test-Continued

SUP OJnration of I~.t eQu;pm....t C_trol .etting. ""d oJnration of CQ"ipm""t P.rform""e~ .ta"dard

15 Set the test set KEY switch
to OFF.

1"6 Set RT-83-4/G RC or RT--il6-2/GHC

SERNrICE ·SELECTOR switch to
SSB/NSK.

17 Key RT-834/GRC or RT- 141 +46 -24 v rrns.

66Z;GRC by setting the
test set KEY switch to ON.
(Both AN/URM-l'27 are
still connected for a two-tone
input.) Ob-serve the ME
26(*)/U sampling the RF
output.

18 Set test set KEY switch to Set RT-834/GRC or RT--.662/GRC
OFF. Disconnect cable from SERVICE 'SELECTOR switch to
the Aumo IN 600n ML
connector.

_____________________________________ 59 +18 -3 v l'lllS.Key RT-834/GRC or RT
662/GRC ,by setting the test
set KEY switch ~o ON. Ob
serve the ME-26(*)/U
sampling the RF output.

Set the test set KEY switch
to OFF.

20

19

Set RT-834/GRoC Qr RT-662/GRC
SERVlICE SELE'CTOR switch to
CWo

21 Key RT-834/GRC or RT- 100 +35 -'14 v rms.

662/GRC by setting the test
set KEY switch to ON.
Observe the ME-26(*)/U
sampling the RF output.

22 Set the test set KEY switch
to OF'F.

23 Set R'I'-834/GRC or RT-662/GRC

SERViICE .sELECTOR switch to
FSK and set iUHz and kHz con
trols to 02000.

24 ----------------------- ,Set AM-3349/GRiC-I06 ANT TUNE
and ANT LOAD controls to preset
numbers for 2.000 MHz, as indi
cated on 50-ohm doublet antenna
chart on front panel.

25 ------------ .Set AM-3349/GRC-I06 TUNE
OPERATE switch to 'I'UNE and
adjust A NT TUNE 'and ANT LOAD
controls for center scale indications
on their respective meters.

26 Set A;:\f-3;.149/GRG-106 TUNE-

QlPERATF: switch to OPERATE.
27 Connect oubput of combining

network to the test set
AUDIO I'N 600 n con
necror.

28 Set test set KEY switch to
OFF.

29 Set test set KEY switch to
ON. Olbserve ME-26(*)(U
indication.

_____________________________________ 141 +46 -24 v nns.

______________________________ Set AC\1-3349jGRC---'10G TEST ME

TER switch tv DRIVER CUR and
observe inuication on TEST METER.

Indication should be within dark green
rectangle at center of meter scale.
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Table 8-55. Sll'um PM"lornw.nu Te,t-Continued

31 Set A)1~9/GRC_I06TEST ME- Indication ,hould be \\;thin light
TER switch to each of the following green square to left center of TE ST
positions in turn and note the TEST )1ETER scale.
METER Indication:

GRID DRIVE rndication should be left of eenter

aorea bounded by dark green.
PA OUR Area bounded by dark green.

POWER OUT .Rectang1es to the right and left of

center.
32 Set test set KEY switch to

OFF and disronneet test
cables from AUDIO IN 600
o eonnector.

Set RT-8M/GRC or RT-662/GRC
SERVI.CE SELECTOR switch to
AM.

+18
vnnL

_____________________________________59
Key RT-8S4/GRC or RT

662/GRC by setting test set
KEY switch to ON. Ob-
serve ME-26(-)/U indication.

set test set KEY switch to set RT-834/GRC or RT-662/GRC
OFF. SERVICE SELECTOR s.....-itch to

cwo
_____________________________________ 100 ± S5 _14 v rrns.Key RT-834jGRC or RT

662/GRC by setting test set
KEY switch to ON. Ob·
serve ME-26 (-)/U indication.

Set test set KEY switch to
OFF.

Repeat steps 26 through 41
above for each frequency
listed below:

87

34

"

NOTE
For each of the following fre
quencies the 100 Hz eontrol on
RT-834/GRC remains in the 0
position.

2.000 MHz_15.000 MHz
2.830 16.000
3.111 17.200
3.830 18.300
4.222 19.500
5.333 20.600
6.444 21.888
7.555 22.000
8.666 23.0M
9.000 24.900

10.777 25.000
11.400 26.000
12.700 27.000
13.100 28.009
14.800 29.990

38 Set RT--834/GRC or RT-662jGRC

SERVICE SELECTOR switch to
SSBjNSK and set MHz and kHz
controls to 02000.

39 Set AM-33<l9/GRC-l06 TUNE-

OPERATE switch w TUNE
and adjust ANT TUNE and ANT
LOAD controls simultaneously for
center scale indications on their
respective meters. Return TUNE
OPERATE switch to OPERATE.
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Table 3-55. System Performance Test-Continued

Sup

40 Following the pro<:edure used
in steps 18 through 16, set
each ANjURM-127 output
to 200 my. After both ANj
UR)I.J127 are adjusted for
200 mv l1tlS output, connect
output of network to the
test set AUDIO IN 600 (}
input, for a two-tone input.
The two ANjUR:'oI-l27 are
still set for frequencies of
1,500 and 2,500 Hz
respectively) .

41 Disconnect the ME-30(·)jU
jrom the HP-Il042A tee
connector.

42, Connect adapter 100:1 to
variable attenuator input
cable W3 and to tee con
nector HP-ll042A.

43 Set Alf-3349jGRC-I06 TUNE-

OPERATE switch to TUNE.

44 Use spectrum analysis part
of ANjUSM-306 to tune the
suppressed earrier to the
C1!nter 7 kHz band width of
the ANjUSlt-28'lA display.

15 Set AM-a349jGRC-I06 TUNE-

OPBRATE s\\-;tch to OPERATE.

46 Use the external variable
attenuator and the ANjUSM
281A attenuation controls
to reduce the amplitude of
the tWQ tones until they
extend to the 0 line on the
spectrum display.

47 Adjust attenuatars and ANj
USM-281A controls to al
low the dB 'ampHtude
measurement of signal
spikes aMJearing on the kNj
U9M-281A display. Note
the level of the intermodula·
tion spikes on the display.
The intelmodulation spikes
should be at least 80 dB
from the tone peaks which
were set at the 0 line in
step 46. 5« figure 3-71.

48 Note level of suppressed ear·
rier seen at the centerline on
the spectrum display. The
suppressed carrier should be
at least 50 dB down from
the tone peaks (fig. 3-71).

49 Note level at 'Opposite side-
band spikes. The opposite
sideband spikes should be at
least 50 dB down from the
tone peeks.
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Table 3-55. St/Btem Performance Test-Continued

c. The power uutput measured shall
not VaTy from that recorded in
b above.

50 Set the analyzing test equip-
ment and the AN/GRC
106(*) system at eal:h fre
quency listed belowI and
repeat steps 39 through 49.

NOTE
For each of the following fre
quencies the 100 Hz control on
the RT-834/GRoC remains in the
I) position.

2,000 MHz_l'S.OOO MHz
2.830 16.000
3.110 17.200
8.830 18.800
4.222 19.500
5.333 20.600
6.444- 21.888
7.555 12.000
8.666 23.000
9.000 24.900

10.777 25.000
11.400 26.000
12.700 2i.000
13.100 28.009
14.8IKL Z9.990

5'1 Connect the equipment as 10 db minimum.

ahovi'n in figure 4-25. Con·
nect. the AN/DRM-US to
the IF output. Set the re-
ceiver to 2.000 MHz, set
the attenuator to 80 db,
and set the AN/GR)I-50
output to 5.0 mv nns as
indil:ated un the :\fE-:m(-)j
U at 2.001 MHz :t: 100 Hz.
Measure the signal plus noise
to noise ratiu (5 + N) by

N
noting the reading in db
without a signal 'a,pplicd, and
SUbtracting it from the
reading in db with a signal
applied.

______________________________ u. Set SERVICE SELEOTOR 6Witeh

"OW.
b. Read and rec:ord OW power ou~ut.
c. Switl:h the renwte keying switch

from the ground position to
the 500 ohm position.

d. Return Remote Key swikh to the
ground position.

53 Disconnect all ubles.
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TRANSMISSION
TEST SET

AN/USM·306

.,

, ~ ,
SIGNAL SIGNAL ELECTRONIC

GENERATOR GENERATOR VOLTMETER
NO.1 NO.2 ME-301111/U

AN/URM-127 AN/URN-Il7
'''5nO·OZO_U_1oo

DUMMY LOAD, POWER
SUPPLYELECTRICAL

PP-4763(JO r--OA-75/U IGRC f-

HP-lI042:A~
27 :O,5VDC

."
COAXIAL

-TEE CONNECTOR SO OHM LINE PRIM POWER f-

PTER,
]IIT NO. ASI810

AM-3349/GRC-l06

CONNECT
AS DIRECTED

"CONTROL DRIVE

Will I·, ."
" "SIMULATOR, CONTR~ DRIVE

RADIO FREQUENCY RT-834/GRC
SM-442A1GRC OR

AUDIO
~

RT-662/GRC
AUDIO IN AUDIO POWERr-POWER .000 IN/OUT

I .n

CONNECT AS OIfI£CTED
(USE we OR W9)

....
'"

CONNECT

""1'''''
MULTlMETER
ME-261*l/U

Figure 3-69. Radio Set AN/GRC-l06(f) aI/stem tests.

3508~O Oil

-T- 0 LINE
510

BU<

urc-OO-T20 XFMR
TM~8l0- ~lO-3~-101

510
TO

.:---"B:.:R:.:N~~J'B"L:::U=E~~-<:TE$T SET
600.n..
AUDIO IN

GEN NO.1
1500 CPS

1.

GEN NO.2
2500 CPS

1
Figure 3-70. 11ttermodldati01~bridge, Bchematic

diagram. \... -') \'----'"~~
INTERMOOULATION

Figure $-71. Oscilloscope pre.entatioJJ, AN/GRC
106(-) radio ,et 31f.tem u,e,.
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CHAPTER 4

GENERAL SUPPORT MO'DULE TESTING

'Section I. MODULE TEST ~R008D'URES;

4-1. General

WARNING
When servicing Radio Set AN/GRC
106 (*), be extremely careful when
working on or around the circuits of
dc-to-dc converter and regulator mod
ule 1A11, dc-to-dc inverter (part of case
assembly 2A6), antenna coupler 2A3,
and front panel assembly 2A5, voltages
as high as 3,000 volts dc and 10,QOO
volts RF exist in these assemblies.

CAUTION
The equipment is tJransistorized. When
measuring voltages, use tape of sleev
ing (spaghetti) ,to ~nsulate the entire
test prod, except the extreme tip. A
momentary short circuit can ruin a
transistor.

The following test procedures are for use by
general support maintenance personnel to de
termine the acceptability of repaired modules.
The procedures set forth specific requirements
that repaired modules must meet before being
returned to the using organization. Module and
assembly tests are covered in tables 4-1 through
4-18. Test equipment requirements and test set
ups are shown in figures 4-1 through 4-17.

4-2. Test Equipment Required for General
'Support Module TestS'

Table 3-1 includes the test equipment required
for general support module testing and the as
sociated technical manuals. Cables, load adapt
ers, and tee connector adapters are 'Shown in
figures 4-1 through 17 'and 'are supplied with
Simulator, Radio 'Frequency SM-442A/GRC.

4-3. ,Preliminary Test ,Procedures

To conduct one of the tests listed III tables 4-1
through 4-18 proceed as follows:

a. Set up the test equipment 'according to the
appropriate illustration specified by the perform
ance test tables.

b. From the test setup illustration, determine
the proper tray to be used (if any), and plug
the tray into the RF Simulator SM-442A/GRC.

c. Remove the dust cover from the module
to be tested, and plug it into the tray. When tray
A3 is used it is used with ,the five modules sup
plied with SM-442A/GRC.

d. Make the preliminary settings for the test
set according to TM 11-6625-847-12.

e. Proceed to the individual performance test
table for the module to be tested.

Section II. RT-66'2/GRC ANiD RT-S:34/G:RC MODUI.'E TESTS, AND
AM-3349/GRC-106 ASSEMBLY TeST.S

4-4. ,RT-662/GRiC and 'RT-S'34/GRC Module
'Performance Tests.

The tests contained in tables 4-1 through 4-9
apply to RT-662/GRC and RT-834/GRC

except where otherwise noted. Additional pro
cedures which apply only to RT-834/GRC mod
ules lA4 and lA1A2A8 are found in tables 4
10 and 4-11.

4-1
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Table 4-1.100 kHz Synthesizer Module lA2, Proof of Performance Tests

SteJ) Operation of test equipment Performance standard

1 Voltage checks:
a. Refer to TM 11-6625-847-12 for p:reliminary control settings

on the test set and tray A3.
b. On the test set, set the PA-RT switch to RT and the SERV

SEL switch to STBY.
c. On tray A3 end panel, set MODULE SELECT switch to 100

kHz and set tray A3, lO'O kHz control SELECT FREQ section
to O.

d. Turn on all equipment.

NOTE
1. For test points and test equipment connections, refer to figure

4...;1.
2. All tray A3 control panel designations used throughout these

module tests refer to 100 kHz SYNTH section unless other
wise specified.

e. Connect TS-35ZB/U to tray A3 POWER section INPUTS
FIXED test points. Observe multimeter indication. Adjust
test set DC VOLTAGE 20 control if necessary.

f. Set tray A3 POWER section VAR/FIXED switch to VAR.
g.Connect TS--J3&2B/U to tray A3 POWER section INPUT'S VAR

test point. Observe T,S-352B/U indication. Adjust tray A3
POWER ADJ. control if necessary.

h. Disconnect TS-35ZB/U.

NOTE
To insure accuracy of frequency standard, allow 1 hour warmup
time for frequency standard module and frequency measurement
equipment.

20 ±0.5 ydc

19 ±'0.5 ydc

2

4-2

i. Oonnect AN/URM-145 to tray A3 FREQ STANDARD section
10 MHz connector.

j. Set tray A3 FREQ STANDARD llection 10 ,MHz OUTPUT
AMPL ON-OFF switch to ON and adjust 10 MHz amplifier
VOLT ADJ control for 30 my rms indication on AN/URM
145.

k. Disconnect AN/URM-145 and oonnect it to tray A3, 10 and 1
kHz SYNTH section 7.1 MHz connector.

l. Set tray A3, 10 and 1 kHz SYNTH section 7.1 MHz AMPL
ON-OFF switch to ON and adjust 7.1 MHz amplifier VOLT
ADJ control for 25 my rms indkation on AN/URM-145.

m. Disconnect AN/URM-145.
n. Connect AN/USM-306 (terminated in 50 ohms) to tray A3

FREQ DIVID'ER section 100· kHz SPECTRUM oonnectoT. Ad
just AN/USM-3Qc6 tuning through range of 15.3 MHz to
16.2 MHz; Qlooerve indication at each 100 kHz interval.

o. Disconnect AN/USM-306.

100 kHz synthesizer output test:

a. Set test set 1 MHz frequency control to 6 and O'bserve tray A3
MHz SYNTH section HI lamp.

b. Connect AN/URM'-145 to 100 kHz synthesizer tray A3 100
kHz SYNTH OUPT test point.

c. Observe AN/URM-145 while setting tray A3 FREQ SELECT
section 100 kHz control to each of its positions (0-9). Note
that MHz SYNTH section HI l'amp remains lighted.

d. Set test set 1 MHz frequency control to 5 and observe tray A3
MHz SYNTH section HI and LO lamps.

e. Observe AN/URM~145while setting tray A3 FREQ SELECT
section 100 kHz CiOntrol to each of its positiO'ns (0-9). Note
that MHz SYNTH section LO lamp remains lighted.

f. Set tray A3 FREQ SELECT section 100' kHz control to O.

g. Disconnect AN/URM-145.

20 ± 10 my rms at each point observed;
-27 to -17.5 dbm

HI lamp lights

140 ± 10 my :rms at each position

LO lamp lights and ill lamp goes out

110 ±10 my rms
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Table 4-1. 100 kHz Synthesizer Module lA2, Proof of Performance Tests-Continued

Step

3

Operation of test equipment

10'0 kHz synthesizer output frequency test:

a. Connect AN/USM-207 to tray A3 FREQ STANDARD section
10 MHz connector. Olbserve AN/UiSlM--'207 indication.

b. Disoonnect AN/USM-207 and oonnect it to tray A3, 1'0 and 1
kHz SYNTH section 7.1 MHz connector.

c. Observe the AN/USM-207 indication and rec'O'rd the e~mr factor
within the specified limits of ±4'00 Hz.

d. Discon'l1ect AN/USM-20'7 and connect it to tray A3, 100 kHz
SYNTH OUTPUT -connector.

e. Set test set MHz FREQ and ~ay A3 FRE,Q SELECT section
100 kHz controls as listed below and 'observe AN/USM--207
ind:i~ation for each frequency setting.

Performance standard

10 MHz ±1 Hz

7.1 'MHz ±4'OO Hz

10 MHz

MHz FREQ

1 MHz 1 MHz

FREQ SELECT

100 kHz

All spurious signa'ls 50 db down ex
cept 100 kHz points, whi,ch are
410 db down.

4

0 5 0 0 22.4 IMHz ± 400 Hz
0 '5 0 L ~2.5 M:Hz ±400 Hz
0 '5 0 2 22.6 MHz ±400 Hz
0 5 0 3 22.7 MHz ±400 Hz
0 5 0 A 22.8 MHz ± 4'00 Hz
0 5 0 5 ~2.9 /MHz ±400 Hz
0 5 0 6 23.0 MHz ±400 Hz
0 5 0 7 23.'1 MHz ±400 Hz
0 5 0_. 8 23.2 M,Hz ±400 Hz
0 5 0 9 23.3 M'Hz ± 4'0-0 1Hz
0 6 0 0 32.4IMHz ±400 Hz
0 6 0 L 32.5 MHz ±400 Hz
0 6 0 2 32..,6 MHz ± 400 Hz
0- 6 0 3 32.7 MHz ±400 Hz
0 6 0 L 32.8 MHz ±400 Hz
0 6 0 5 32.9 MIHz ±400 Hz
'0 6 0 6 33.0 'MHz ± 40-0 Hz
0 6 0 1 33'.1 'MHz ±400 Hz
0 6 0 8 33.2 M·Hz ±400 Hz
0 6 0 ,9 33.3 MHz ±4'OO Hz

NOTE
The error factor observed for each of the listed frequencies
should be the same as recorded in step 3c above. (Output
frequency error is a -direct function of the 7.1 MHz injection
frequency.)

f. Disconnect AN/USM-207.

100 kHz synthesizer output spurious test:
a. Set test set 1 MHz frequency cO'l1trol to 5.
b. Set tray A3 FREQ SELECT section 100 kHz control to O.
c. Oonnect AN/URM-145 to tray A:3 FREQ S'TANDA,RD section

10 YIHz connector.
d. Adjust tl'aY A3 FREQ STANDARD section 10 M:Hz OUTPUT

amplifier VOLT ADJ control for 7'0 mv rms indication on
AiN/URM-145.

e. Disconnect AN/URM...J145 and connect it to tray A3, 10- and 1
kHz SY'NTH section 7.1 MHz connecto:r.

f· Adjust tray A3, 10 and 1 kHz SYNTH section 1.1 MHz OUT
PUT amplifier VOLT ADJ control for 45 mv rms indication
on AN/URJ:vI-145.

g. Disconnect AN/URM-145.
h. Attach AN/USM-306 to tray A3, 100 kHz SYNTH OUTPUrr

connector.
i. Set test set MHz FREQ and tray A3 FREQ SELE-CT section 100

kHz controls to each of the 20 frequencies listed in step 3e, and
check each signal (up to 1 MHz on each side of center fre
quency) for spurious signal content.

j. Disconnect all test equipment.
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RF SIMULATOR
SM-442A/GRC

TRAY A3

100 KHZ SYNTHESIZER
MODULE IA2

100 KHZ SYNTH OUTPUT 0

FREQUENCY STANDARD
MODULE IA3

500 KHZ OUTPUT 0 GNDO

10 AND 1KHZ SYNTHESIZER
MODULE IA4

FREQUENCY DIVIDERS
MODULE IA6

1KHZ PULSE OUTPUTO GNDO

TRANSLATOR
MODULE 1A8

MHZ SYNTHESIZER
MODULE lA9

DC LOCK VOLT 0 GNDO

100 KHZ SYNTH OUTPUT 0

100 KHZ SPECTRUM 0

10 MHZ 0

7.1MHZO

[FIXEDO

POWER -:j, 0

VAR 0

IW15

POWER
SUPPLY 27 :':0.5 VDe

PP-4763<*>/GRC

W3

CONNECT
AS

DIRECTED

W2

MULTIMETER
TS-3528/U

ELECTRONIC
VOLTMETER
AN/URM-145

DIGITAL READOUT
ELECTRONIC COUNTER

AN/USM-207

INPUT

RADIO TEST
SET

AN/USM-306
INPUT

TM5820-520-35-85!

Figure 4-1. 100 kHz synthesizer module lA2, performance test setup.

Table 4-2. Frequency Standardl Module lA3, P1'oof of Perf01'1nance Tests
(Refer to figure 4-2, 4-3 (,1), or 4...;3:(2).)

Step Operation of test equipment Performance standard

1 Vlolnage checks:
a. Refer to 'DM 11--'6!625-847-12 for prelimina.rycontrol settings on

test 6et and tray A3.
b. ,Set test set PA-<RT switch to RiT and the SERV SEL switch to

:STB'Y.
c. Set ilray A3 end and [lanel MODULE SEiLEGT s,w-itch to FREQ

STD.
d. 'Dul'Ili on all equipment.

NOTE
1. For test points and test equipment connections, refer to

figure 4-2.
2. All tray A3 control panel designations used throughout

these module tests, refer. to FREQ STANDARD section
unless otherwise specified.

4-4

e. -Set tray A,3. POWER VAR-F'IXED switch t(JI FIXED. Connect
'T,S-352BjU to tray A3 BOWE'R sectioo INPUT'S-F,rXED O:FF
test ,p'otint. Olbserve 'T'S-3'52BjU indi<:>ation. Adjust test set DC
ViOLTAGE 20 control if necessary.

+20 ±iQ.5 vdc
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Table 4-2. F'requency Standard Module lA3, Proof of Performance Tests-Continued

Btef) Of)eration of test equipment Performance standard

f. Disconnect TS-35,2B/U.
g. Set tray A3 POWER section VAR-FIXED switch to VAR.
h. Connect TS-S52B/U to tray AS .POWER section INPU'TS-VAR +.19.5 ±·0.5 vdc

test points; observe TS-S52B/U indication. Adjust tray A3 POW-
ER ADJ control if necessary.

i. Disconnect TS-35ZB/U.

NOTE
To insure accuracy of frequency standards, allow 1 hour warm
up time for frequency standard module and frequency meas
urement.

.f. Check to see that 5 MHz INT-EXT switch on frequency standard
module is set to INT.

k. Connect AN/URM-145 to 5 MHz INT-EXT test point on fre
quency standard module, and observe indication.

l. Connect AN/URM-145 with '50 <Jhm dummy laad to tray AS, 5
MHz EXT-INT tee adaptOil'. Observe AN/URM-145 indication.

m. Disconnect AN/URM-145 and 50 ohm dummy load.

n. Connect AN/USM-207 to tray A3, 5 MHz EXT-INT tee ada;,pter
and observe indication.

'125 ±25 mv rms

250 ±'50 mv rms

+'0.0
'5 MHz Hz

-0.6

NOTE
If frequency standard frequency is above 5.0' MHz, adjust its
frequency to the low end of the tolerance (~0.6 Hz). This will
allow for normal aging of the crystal.

o. Disconnect AN/USM-Z07.
Z 10 MHz Output Test (Internal Standard) :

a. 'Connect AN/URM-14~with 50 ohm dummy load 00 frequency '50 ±;15 mv rms
standard module 10 MHz OUPT test point and observe indioation.

b. Disconnect AN/URM-145 and 50' ohm load.

S

4

5

c. Connect AN/USM-Z07 to tray A3, 10 MHz connector. Set AN/
USM....:20'7 for counting interval of 10 seconds and observe
indication.

d. Disconnect AN/USM-207.
1 MHz Output Test (Internal Standard) :

a.Connect AN/URM-145 (terminated in 50 ohms) to tray A3, 1
MHz connector and observe indication.

b. Disconnect AN/URM-145 and 50 ohm termination.

c. Connect AN/USM-Z07 to tray AS, 1 MHz connector and observe
indication.

d. Disconnect AN/USM-20·7.
500 kHz Output Test (Internal Standard) :

a. Connect AN/URM-145 (terminated with 50 ohms adapter) to
500 kHz OUT test point on frequency standard module and ob
serve indi-oation.

NOTE
Verify that frequency divider module lA6 is not installed on tray
AS as it would affect the loading of the lAS module output.

b. Disconnect AN/UR~-145and 50 ohm adapter.

c. Oonnect ANjUSM-207 to 5'00 kHz OUT test point on frequency
standard module and observe indication.

d. Disconnect ANjUSM~207.
External Standard Ope~'ation Test:

n. Set INT-EXT switch on frequency standard module to EXT.
b. Connect AN/USM-Z07 to tray A3, 5 MHz EXT~INT tee adapter.
c. Connect AN/GRiM-50 to tray A3, 5 MHz EXT-INT tee adapter.
d. Adjust AN/GRM-50 fo'r 5 MHz output frequency as indicated

by AN/USM---,Z07 and 75 mv rms output level as indicated by
panel meter.

+0.0
10 MHz Hz

-1.1

'500 ±WO mv rms

+0.0
1 MHz Hz

-0.2

220 ± S() mv rms

+0.0
500 kHz Hz

-0.1

4-5
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Table 4-2. Frequency Standard Module lA3, Proof of Performance Tests-Continued

Step

e.

f·

g.

h.

i.

Operation of test equipment

Oonnect AN/URM-145 with 50 ohm dummy load to 5'00 kHz
OUT test 'p'o'int on frequency standard module.

After checking AN/USM-2'07 indication to confirm accumcyof
AN/GRM-50, observe AN/URM-145 indication.

Disconnect AN/UiRYI-14'5 and load land connect it with '5'0' ohm
load to tray A3, 1 MHz connector.

After checking AN/USM-207 ind~catioJl to confirm accuracy of
AN/GRlYI-50, Observe AN/URM-145 indication.

Di,sconned kN/URM~145and lo,ad and connect it with 50 ohm
IOlad to frequency standard module 10 MHz OUPT test p:o<int.

Performance standard

'220 ± 3'0 mv rms

500 ± 100 mv rms

6

4-6

j. After checking AN/USM-207 indication to confirm accuTacy of
AN/GR!YI-50, observe AN/URM-145 indication.

k. Disconnect AN/URM-145 and load.

l. Increase AN/GRM~50,output level to 3.0 v rms as indi,ca;ted by
panel meter.

m. Repeat Isteps5e through j albove.

n. Disconnect AN/URM-145 and 50 ohm load.

Frequency Lockin'g Test:

a. Decrease AN/GRM-50 output level to 15, mv 11ms as indicated
by panel meter.

b. Disconnect AN/USYI-20'7 and oonnect AN/USM-,28'1A verti.cal
input to tray A3, 5 MHz EXT-INT teeadalpter.

c. ,Oonnect horizontal input of AN/USM....!281A to tray A3, 1 MiHz
connector and ,observe lrissajous waveform.

d. Increase AN/GRM-5'0' output 'level to 3.0' v rms as indiC'ated by
panel meter 'and observe lissajoUis wavefOnD.

e. Decrease AN/GRM-5'0 output level tio 75 mv rms as indicated !by
panel meter and dlisc'Onneet HOIRIZ. INPUT.

f. Oonnect horizontal input of AN/USM-281A to 500 kHz OUT
test poim on frequency standard module and dbseIJ.'ve lissajous
waveform.

NOTE
It may be possible to obtain a better display by interchang
ing AN/USM-281A horizontal and vertical inputs, and/or
utilizing 5 X magnifier on the AN/USM-28.lA.

g. Increase AN/GRM~50Qutput level to '3.0 v rms 'as .indiJoated by
panel meter 'and dbserve lissajous wavefQrm.

h. Disconnect AN/GRM-50.

i. Connect TS-3512B/U 'vo tray A3 POWER section INPUTlS-VAR
test point and observe indication.

j. Set liNT-EXT switch on frequency sta:ndard module to 'INil' and
observe lissaj'ous waveform.

k. Gonnect horizontal iIllPut of A'N/USM-;281A to tray A3, 1 MHz
·Clonnector and o:bserve lris-sajous wavefOlJ.'ffi.

t. Adjust tray A3 POWER section ADJ control for + 15 VIO,lt dc indi
cation on TS-352:B/U and ,olbserve li,ssajous waveform.

m. Adjust tray A3 POWER sectuo.n ADJ dontI'dl far +19..5 v.olt de
indicatilon on TS-3'5ZB/U.

n. Disconnect all test equipment.

+'110
150 mv rms

- 25

5: 1 locked l'is,saojous waveform. Lissa
jOiUs wavefiarm peIaIks may be
supelJ.'iffi'j)Osed due to phase reJ.ation
ship 'Of locked frequencies, as
'ShOlWn 'bel~w (A, fi'g. 4-3).

5:1 IQoked lilssajous WIa'vefiorm re
mains.

10:1 Looked lissaj,ous waveform.
Lissajous wavefQil'1ll peaiks may be
sUJperimposed due to phase relation
ship of locked frequendes, Il;S

shio'Wn in B, figure 4-3.

10:1 locked lissajous wtavefmm.

11();'1 locked lissajous waveform

5.1 locked li'ssajous waveform

5 :1 J.ocked' I,j'ssajOlUs WIa'Veform.



50 OHM ADAPTER (P/O SM-442A)
(CONNECT AS DIRECTED)

DIGITAL READOUT
ELECTRONIC

> COUNTER
W25 AN/USM - 207

>-------"-=---o INPUT

Df- -cW~2=- 0 ~;:;Z

RF SIMULATOR
SM-442A/GRC

TRAY A3

100 KHZ SYNTHESIZER
MODULE lA2

100 KHZ SYNTH OUTPUT 0

FREQUENCY STANDARD
MODULE IA3

500 KHZ OUTPUT 0 GNDO

10 AND 1KI:!Z SYNTHESIZER
MODULEIA4

FREQUENCY DIVIDERS
MODULE lAG

1KHZ PULSE OUTPUTO GNDO

TRANSLATOR
MODULE lA8

MHZ SYNTHESIZER
MODULE lA9

DC LOCK VOLT 0 GNDO

5 MHZ EXT/INT em V
10 MHZ 0

IMHZ 0

[FIXEDO
POWER ~ 0

VAR 0

IWI5

POWER
SUPPLY 271: 0.5 VDC

PP-4 763(11 l/GRC

UG-274B/U
TEE CONNECTOR
ADAPTER

CONNECT
AS

DIRECTED

W4

W3

TM 11-5820-520.-:34

MULTIMETER
TS- 3528/U

ELECTRONIC
VOLTMETER
AN/URM-145

OSCILLOSCOPE
AN/USM - 281A

EXTERNAL
TRIGGER

INPUT

SIGNAL
GENERATOR

AN/GRM -50

TM5820-520-35-852

Figure 4-2. Frequency standa1-d module lA3, pe?-formance test setup.
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Figu?"e 4-3(1). Module testing wavef01'm diagmms (sheet 1 of 2).
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Figure 4-3(2). Module testing waveform diagrams (sheet 2 of 2).

Table 4-3. 10 andl1 kHz Synthesizer Module 1A4 (RT-662/GRC), Proof of
Perf01-mance Tests

(Refer to figure 4-4.)

Step Operation of test equipment Performance standard

1 NOTE
The test procedures contained in this table with exception of
,step 1, are applicable for RT-662/GRC only. Refer to table 4-10
for tests applicable to RT-834/GRC.

Voltage Checks:
a. Refer to TM 11-6&25-847-12 for preliminary control of test and

tray A3.
b. .set test set PA-RT switch to RF and SERV SEL switch to STBY.
c. Set tray A3 end panel MODULE SELECT switch to 10 and 1 kHz.

d. Turn on all equipment.

NOTE
1. For test points amd test equipment, cOlllnections, refer to figure

4-4.
2. All tray A3 control panel designatioos used thrO'Ughout these

module tests, refeT tJo 10 and 1 kHz SYNTH section unless
otherwise Ispecified.

4-9
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Table 4-3. 10 and 1 kHz Synthesizer Module 1A4 (RT-662jGRC).
P1'oofof- PM-jo17YWnCe Tests-Continued

Step Operation of test equipment Performance standard

e. Connect T'S-S:52BjU to tray AS POWE,R sectiom FIXED test !p'o,int +20 ±O.5 vdc
and 'dbserveTiS-S52BjU ind~cation. Adjust test ,set DC VOLTAGE
20 control, if necessary.

f. Disconnect TS-S,52BjU.

g. Set tray AS P,OWER section ,POWER VAR-FiIXED switch to V.A.R.

h. CO'l1nect TS-35'ZBjU to tray AS POWER section VAR test point +,19.5 ±{).5 vdc
amd 'observe TS-352BjU imdkati1on. Adjust tray A3 POWE,R
sectilon ADJ CO'l1tro'1 if neces's'ary.

t. Disconnect T'S-S'52BjU.

NOTE
T,o insure aCCU1'3.cy of frequency standards tallow 1 hour warmup
for frequency standa.rd module ,am:d frequency measurement
equipment.

2 7.1 Output Test:

CAUTION
If 11A4 module 'is hum am RT-8S4jGRC ,chassis (indicated by
7.089 MHz stamped 'on top I()f module), pl'oceed tio table 4-110.

a. Set test set POWER switch to OFF. Remove 10 and 1 kHz syn
thesizer module from tray A3.

b. Set test set ,POWER switch to ON. Connect ANjUSM-281A to
1A6 firequency dividel's IDIodule 1 kHz PULSE OUPT test point
and observe pulse on ANj"[}SiM...:Z81A.

c. Set test set POWER switch to O'F1F, reinstall 10 and 1 kHz syn
thesizer module ,on tray A'S; then >set test POWEiR switch to ON.

d. Disconnect ANjUSM-'281A and oonnect it to tray A3 F,RE'Q
DIV,IDER section, 10' Jd~zSPEtCTRUM CO'l1nector. On ANjUSM
281A ,eornnect vertical signal output to del'ayed trigger c'onnector
and adjust hOl'izontal delay sweep and main sweep control to
produce 10 kHz s:pectrum pulse display. Observe 'pul,se on ANj
USM....J281A.

e. Disconmect ANjUSM-281A.

f. Connect ANjUSM-30'6 (terminated in .5'0 ohms) to tray A3,
FREQ. DIVilDER section, 10 kHz SPECT·RUM' oonnector.

g. Adjust ANjUSM-306 to 2,48/MHz amd then to 2.57 MHz;
dbsel've ind~,cation fo'l' each frequency.

h. Turn test set 10 and 1 kHz OUTPUT AMPL switch OFF. Dis
connect ANjUSM-3'06 (terminated in 50 ohms) and oonnect it
to tray A3·, 7.1 MHz cornnector.

i. Adjust ANjUSM-306 to 7.1 MHz and Qlbserve indication. A'dljust
7.1 MHz level control as necessa.ry.

.i. Set tray A3 'FRE-Q SELE'CT SEOTDON 10 kHz controll to each of
its positions; ,observe ANjUSiM-3tO'6 indJi,cation at ea,ch positiorn
(0-9). Use wide bandon ANjUSM-30,6.

k. Set tray A3 FREQ SELECT seC'ti,on 1 kHz control to ea,ch p'o,s'itiron
and dbserve ANjUSM-306 indic'atiom 'at each p':Jsiti,on (0-9).

l. Adjust ANjUSM-306 to 9.07 MHz and observe indiC!ation.
m. Repeat steps j 'and k above.

n. Adjust ANjUSiM--43'06 to 7.1MIHz and OIbserve 'any spuJ1'i,ous
responses within ± 100 kHz of 7.1 MHz.

o. Disconrrect ANjUSM-306.
p. Oonnect ANjUSIM-20'7 to tray A3, 7.,1 MHz CIQll1nector and

observe ANjUSIM--.:20<7 ind~cation.

q. Disconnect ANjUS'M-20'7.

4-10

Amplitude (p-p): 1.3 ±0'.3 volts.
Width: !100 ± 2'0 ,usec.
PlRJF: 1 kiHz (locked to '500 kHz freq

sud) (C, fi,g. 4~&).

Amplitude (p-p): 1'10 ±30 my.
Width: 7.5 ±!5 ,usee
PlRF: 10 kHz (D, fig. 4-3).

2,48 MHz: 2.6 ±:l.2 mv rms.
,2.;57 IMHz: 2.6 ±:l.2 mv rms.

-35 ±S mv rms.

All positions: 3'5 ±5 mv rms.

All positions: 3'5 ±:5 mv rms.

1 mv rm:s maocimum.

Aill p;ositions 10 kHz and 1 kHz
FREQ S'ELEOT controls: 1 IDIV rm
maximum.

S:purious 'respcmses to Ibe minimum of
0'5 dlb down frlom level of 7.1 IMHz
signal mea,sured in i a'boiVe.

7.1 MHz ±4.QO Hz.



All spurious signals more than 60
db down

1M 11-5820-520-34
Table 4-3. 10 and 1 kHz Synthesizer Module 1A4 (RT-662/GRC),

Proof of Performance Tests-Continued

Step Operation of test equipment Performance standard

3 10 and 1 kHz Output Test:

a. Connect AN/URM-14'5 to tray A,3, SYNTH OUT,PUTS 10 and 1
kHz conmector. Turn tr<ay A3, 10 and 1 kHz SYNTH OUPT
AMPL to OFF.

b. Set tray A3 :FREQ SELE.CT section 1'OI kHz c'Oll1'trol to each posi- All positions: 120 ± 30 mv 'rms.
Uon and OIbserve AN/URM~145 indkati10n at each positLon (0-9).

c. Set tray A3 F'REQ SE:LE,CT section 1 kHzoontrol to ea,ch p:o'sitwn All positions: 120 ± 3'0 mv rms.
and Qbserve AJN/URM---I145 indi,oatio'll at eaClh p'olsition (0-9).

d. Disccmnect AN/URJM-145.

e. Co'llnect AN/USM--j207 bo tray A3, 10 and 1 kHz eronneotar.

f. Set tray A3 FREQ S'ELE'CT sectilon 10 kHz and 1 kHz controls
'as listed below and dbserve AN/UrSM-207 indicatiO'll:

FREQ SELECT

10 kHz 1 kHz

0 0 4.6'50 MHz ± 4'00 Hz
L O .4.640 MHz ±400 Hz
2 0 .4.'630' MHz ±400 Hz
-3 0 .4.6120 MHz ±400 Hz
4- 0 4.610 MHz ±400' Hz
5 0 4.'6'00 MHz ±400 Hz
6 0 .4.590 MHz ±4IOO Hz
7 0 .4.5&0 MHz ±400 Hz
8 0 4.570 MHz ±400 Hz
9 0 .4:560 MHz ±4'OO Hz
9 L .4.559 MHz ±400Hz
9 ,2 .4.558 MHz ±400 Hz
9 3 -- 4.557 MHz ±400 Hz
9 4- .4.556 MHz ±400 Hz
9 5 .4.!55'5 MHz ±400 Hz
9 6 .4.554 MHz ±400 Hz
9 7 .4.553 MHz ± 4'00' Hz
9 8 .4.552 MHz ±400 Hz
9 9 :- .4.5&1 MHz ±400 Hz

g. DiscO'llnect AN/USM-2:01.

h. Attach AN/USM-306 t'O tray A3, 10 and 1 kHz corunector.

t. Set tray A'3 FREQ SELE.CT 10 kHz and 1 kHz &witch controls
to each of the 19 frequencies listed in step f above, and observe
each signal (up to 100 kHz each side of center frequency) for
spurious &ignal oontent.

j. Set tray A3 FREQ SELECT section 10 kHz control to 9 alnd 1 kHz
control to 9 to produce nominal 4:551 MHz signal (item 19 in
step 3faibove).

k. Adjust AN/USM-306 to 4.551 MHz signal and rec01l'd indicatiOlIl.

4

l. Adjust AN/USM-306 to observe 6.5 ':\1Hz signa'llevel.

m. Disconmect AN/USIM-306.

O&Cillator Starting Test :

a. Connect AN/USM-2811A 00 tray A3, 10 and 1 kHz connector
and note appearance of waveform p.resen:t.

b. Connect TS-352B/U to tray A3POWER section VAR test point.
Observe TS-35ZB/U indication.

c. Adjust tray A3 POWER section ADJ oontrol for 0 or minimum
voltage, as indicated by TS-3·52B/U an.d observe AN/USM-281A.

d. Adjust tmy A3 POWER sectiom ADJ c:mtrol to inc,rease voltage
until waveform reappears on AN/USM-281A. Observe TS-'352B/
U indication 'at which waveform fi,rst Teappears.

e. Readjust tray A3 POWER section ADJ control for + 19.5 "dc as
indicated by multimeter.

Signal 'at 6.5 iM,Hz is down more
than 50 db from 4.551 ·MHz s1'gnal

E, figure 4-3

+19.5 ±0.5 vdc

No waveform p.resent on AN/USM
281A.

Voltage level·of not mare than +18
vdc causes waveform to reappear

4-11
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Table 4-3. 10 and 1 kHz Synthesizer Module 1A4 (RT-662/GRC),
Proof of Perfo?'1nance Tests-Continued

Step Operation of test equipment

f. Repeat IStepS c througJh e albo~e for each of the 19 frequency
settings listed in step 3f.

g. Dis()oomect T'S-352B/U.

h. Disoonnect all test equipment.

Performanoe standard

RF SIMULATOR
,INPUT

PULSE
SM-442A/GRC

GENERATOR
TWO TONE LOUTPUT 2o OUTPUT

TRAY A3

100 KHZ SYNTHESIZER
MODULE IA2

100 KHZ SYNTH OUTPUT 0

FREQuENCY STANDARD
MODULE lA3

500 KHZ OUTPUT 0 GNDO

10 AND 1KHZ SYNTHESIZER
MODULE IA4

FREQuENCY DIVIDERS
MODuLE JA6

1KHZ PULSE OUTPUT 0 GNDO

TRANSLATOR
MODuLE IA8

MHZ SYNTHESIZER
MODULE IA9

DC LOCK VOLT 0 GNDO

1KHZ PULSE 0

10 KHZ SPECTRUM 0

7.1 MHZ 0

10 AND 1KHZ 0

[FIXEDO

POWER ~ 0

VAR 0

[W15

POWER
SUPPLY 27! 0.5 VDC

PP-4763<*>/GRC

MULTIMETER

TS- 352B/U

W4 ELECTRONIC
-a::J- VOLTMETER

AN/URM-145
CONNECT

AS
DIRECTED

DIGITAL READOUT
ELECTRONIC COUNTER

AN/USM-207
W2

INPUT

RADIO TEST

SET

W3 AN/USM-306
~ INPUT
~

OSCILLOSCOPE

AN/USM - 281A

EXTERNAL

0
W1

0 VERT TRIGGER
HORIZ INPUT

TM5820-520-35-854

Figure 4-4. 10 and 1 kHz synthesize?' module 1A4, pMf01'mance test setup.

Table 4-4. Tmnsmitte?' IF and Audio Module .lA5, Proof of Performance Tests

(Refer to figure 4~5).

Step Operation of test equipment Performanoe standard

1 Vo1t.age Che<lk:

a. On test set, !Set SERV SEL swdtch to SSB/NSK. P A-RT switC'h to
RT, and TWO TONE 'SELECTOR switoh to 1.

b. 'Set umy A2, A,P.C-PiPG SEL siW'itch to OFiF, and VO:ICE MODES
'Swi'bch to PUISH TO TALK.

c. Turn on all equipment.

4-12
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Table 4-4. Transmitter IF and Audio Module 1A5, Proof of
Performance Tests-Continued

Step Operation of test equipment Performance standard

7±2mvnus

8 ±2 mv rms

NOTE
1. To insure accuracy of f.requency standards, allow 1 hour wanu

up time for the Spectrum Analyzer TS-723'(*)/U and the two
tone setup.

2. For test poi.ntsand test equipment connections, refer to fig
ure 4-5.

3. All tray A2 contl"ol panel designatiQlIls used throughout these
ffiO'dule tests refer to XM'TR IF AND AUDIO section unless
otherwise specified.

d. Set tray A2, TEST SELECTOR switch to 1.

e. Connect TS-3,52B/U to tray A2, XMTR IF AND AUDIO HI and +20 ±0.5 vdc
LO jacks and observe positive voltage. Adjust test set DC VOLT-
AGE 20 contrQl if neceSiSary.

250 Ohm Bias Test:

a. Diooonnect TS-35'2B/U and connect it for measuring current: 35 ±'5 rna dc
positive lead to tray A2, INPUT 50 0 AUDIO, and negative lead
to ground. Observe TS-35'2B/U indication.

b. Dis'connect TS-35'2B/U.

Agc Test:

a. Set AN/URM-127 tone to frequency of 1 kHz at level of 0.02 v
nus and oonnectoutput to tray A2 COMMON section AUDIO
60'0 n IN connector.

b. Connect ME-30(*)/U to tray A2 AUDIO OUT connecoo,r and
observe absolute indication at 1 kHz.

c. Set AN/URM-127 tone 1 level to 0.2 v rms and observe ME
3'0'(*) /U indication.

3

Less than 2 mv

4 Audio Attenuation, CW:

On test set, set KEY switch to ON, SERV SEL switch to CW, and
observe ME-'sO(*)/U indicatiQlIl.

5 50 Ohm Input Test:

a. Set test set KEY switch to OFF.

b. Disconnect AN/URM-127 and connect its tone output to tee
adapter on tray A2 IN,PUT 50 n AUDIO connector. Adjust
AN/URM~1.27output for 0.2 v nus, and repeat step 3b.

c. Set test set SERV SEL switch to SSB/NSK and observe ME- 7 ±2 mv nus
30 (*) /U indication.

d. Disconnect ME-3'0(*)/U and audio generator.

6 1m Products Test:
a. Set two-tone setup tone 1 output to frequency of 1.5 kHz at level

of 0.2 v rms, 'and tone 2 O'Utput to frequency of 2.5 kHz at level
of 0.2 v TInS. Output levehs should be across 6'00 ohm load.

b. Connect two-tone setu,p tone 1 and 2 output to tray A2 COMMON
section AUDIO 600 0 IN connector.

c. Connect TS-723(*)/U to tray A2 AUDIO OUT connector and note 1m products level down from refer
level of 1m products with respect to reference level 0.£ tones 1 and 2. ence level at least 45 db.

d. Disconnect T'S-723.(")/U.

7 Frequency Response:
a. Set AN/URM-127 tone to frequencies listed below at level of

0.2 v nus as measured with ME-30(*)/U across 600 ohm load:

0.3 kHz
0.5 kHz
1 kHz
3.5 kHz

b. Connect ME-30 (*) /U to tray A2 AUDIO OUT connector and
observe indicatiQn at each frequency setting given in step a above.

c. Disconnect AN/UR:vI-127 and ME-30(*)/U.

Audio outputs to be within 1 db of
ea,ch other.
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Table 4--'4. Transmitter IF and Audio Module 1A5, Proof of
Performance Tests-Continued

Step

8

9

Operation of test equipment

Keyline Output Receive:
a. Set tray A2 TEST SELECTOR switch to 5.
b. Conned TS-352:B/U fall' measuring cur.rent: positive lead to HI

jack, and negative lead to LO ja.ck on tray A2.

Keyline Output Transmit:

a. Set test set REC-XMIT switch to XMIT, KEY switch to ON,
and O'bserve TS-352B/U ind~eation.

Performance standard

Current to be 0 to 10 rna

+50
400 rna

-40
+50

b. Set tray A2 TEST SELECTOR switch to 4 and observe TS---,352B/U 400 rna
indication. -40

c. Set test set KEY switoh to OFF and observe TS-35'2B/U Current to be 0 to 10 rna
indication.

d. Set tray A2 TEST SELECTOR switch to 5.
e. Disconnect TS-352B/U a'nd connect it between tray A2, KEY

DINE PA test point and ground for mealsuring voltage.
f. Connect sho.rting bar between tray A2, HI a·nd LO jacks and +27 ±3 vdc

observe T-S-352B/U indication.
g. Set test set KEY switch to ON and olbserve TS-352B/U indiCJation. Less than +2.5 vdc
h. Set test set KEY switch to OFF.
i. Set tray A2 TEST SELEOTOR switch to 4 and observe TS-352B/U +27 ±2 vdc

indioation.
.i. Set test set KEY switch to ON and observe TS-352B/U indication. Less than +2.5 vdc
k. Set test set KEY switch to OFF.

10 Keyline Ground Test:
a. Turn off power to test set and tray A2, and remove shorting ba,r

connected between tray A2, HI and LO jacks.
b. Dis()O'nnect TS-352B/U -and wnnect it for mea'suring resistance Lo,w resistance (diode fOrW1a:rd biased).

between A2, KEYLINE P A a.nd RT test points. Connect lead
having negative polarity to PA test point and leading having
positive polarity to RT test po'int and olbserve resistance indication.

c. Reverse T S-35'2B/U leads and observe resi,stance. High resistance (diode back biased).
d. Disconnect TS-352B/U.

11 Vox Sensitivity:
a. Turn on 'all power and set tray A2, VOICE MODES switch to VOX.
b. Connect TS-352B/U for measuring current: positive lead to HI

jack, and negative lead to LO jack on tray A2.

12

4-14

c. Set AN/URM-127 tone output to frequency of 0.5 kHz at level
of 10 mv rms, and ,connect output to tray A2, COMIMON section
AUDIO 600 n IN connector. Observe TS-352B/U indication.

d. Decrealse AN/URM-127 tone output level to 5 mv rms and
observe TS-352B/U indication.

e. Increase AN/URM-127 tone output to 10 mv rms.
/. Set test set SERV SEL switch to FSK and observe TS---j35ZB/U

indication.

g. Set test set SERV SEL switch to AM and obse:rve TS-352B/U
indication.

h. Set test set SERV SEL ,switch to CW and observe TS-352B/U
indication.

i. Disconnect TS-352B/U.

Hang-time Test:
a. Set test set SERV SEL to SSB/NSK, REC-XMIT switch to REC,

and KEY switch to ON.
b. Set tray A2, VOICE MODES switch to PUSH TO VOX. Set

AGC SYNC ON-OFF switch to OF'F.
c. Conne~t AN/USM-281A to tray A2, KEY-LINE RT test po,int.
d. Connect AN/URM-127 tone output to tray A2, RCVR AUDIO

secUon test po~nts AUDIO IN connector.
e. Set AN/URJM-127 tone output to frequency of 0.5 kHz at level

of 20'0 mv rms.

+50
400 rna

-40

Less than 10 rna

+50
400 rna

-40
Less than 10 rna
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Table 4-4. Transmitter IF and Audio Module lA5, Proof of
Performance Tests-Continued

Step Operation of test equipment

f. Connect ANjUSM-281A external trigger input to tray A2 RCVR
AUDIO section test points SQUELCH SYNC connector.

Performanoe standard

+50
g. Set tray A2 RiCVR AUDIO SQUELCH SYNC switch to ON. 400 rna

13

14

h. Connect TS-352BjU for measuring current: positive lead to HI
jack, and negative lead to LO jack on tray A2. Ohserve
indication.

i. While operating tray A2, RCVR AUDIO section ·SQUELCH SYNC
switch from ON to OFF, observe ANjUSM--i281A and mea.sure
hang-time of crt trace.

j. Set tray A2 VOICE MODES switch to PUSH TO TALK.
k. While operating test set SERV SEL switch from STBY to SSBj

NSK, observe ANjUSM-281A and note there is no hang-time.
I. Disconnect ANjUSM-281A, ANjURM-127, and TS-3.5,2BjU.

IF Circuitry Tests:
n. On test set, set TWO TONE SELECTOR switch to 1 +'2, REC

XMIT switch to XMIT, KEY switch to ON, and TUNE-OPERATE
switch OPERATE.

b. On tray A2, set ABC-PPC SEL switch to PPC, TEST SELECTOR
switch to 3, and RCVR IF section AGC SYNC switch to ON.

c. Gonnect ANjUSM-306 to test set TWO TONE OUT connectJor,
and adjust 1.7515 level for output of -47 dbm a,g indicated by
ANjUSM-30'6.

d. Disconnect ANjUSM-306 and connect it to tray A2 COMMON
section IF OUT connector.

e. Connect TS-352BjU to PPC test point on transmitter IF and audio
module for measuring voltage.

f· Adjust tray A2, ALC APC PPC POWER CONTROL for + 15 volt
de indication on TS-352BjU.

g. Set tray A2, APC-PPC SEL switch to OFF and record ANjUSM
306 indication.

h. Set tray A2, APC-PPC SEL switch to BPC and TlJote AN/USM
306 indication.

i. On tray A2, set APC-PPC SEL switch to OFF and TEST SELE,C-
TOR switch to 2. .

.1. Disconnect TS-352BjU and connect it to tray A2, HI and LO
jacks for mea,suring de voltage.

k. Set tray A2, ALC switch to ON and adjust ALC APC PPC POW
ER CONTROL for +4 volt de indication on TS-352BjU.

I. Set tray A2, ALC switch to OFF and note ANjUSM-306 indication.
m. Set tray A2, ALC switch to ON and note ANjUSM-306

indication.
n. On tray A2, set APC-PPC SEL switch to APC, TEST SELECTOR

switch to 3, and ALC switch to OFF.
o. Disconnect TS-352BjU and connect it to APC test point on

transmitter IF and audio module for measuring voltage.
p. Adjust tray A2, ALC APC PPC POWER CONTROL for +4.5

volt dc in.dication on TS-352B/U.
q. Set tray A2, APC-PPC SEL switch to OFF and note ANjUSM

306 indication.
1'. Set tray A2, APC-PPC SEL switch to APC and note ANjUSM

306 indication.
8. Disconnect ANjUSM-306.

Hang-Time and ALC Meter:
n. On tray A2, set AP,c-PPC SEL switch to OFF, TEST SELECTOR

switch to 2, and ALC switch to ON.
b. Adjust tray A2, ALC APC PPC POWER CONTROL for +2.5

volt dc indication on multimeter. Disconnect TS-35.2BjU.
c. Connect ANjUSM-281A to APC test point on transmitter IF

and audio module.
d. Set AN/USM-281A for slow dot trace acros,s crt, and adjust

triggering so trace is triggered when ALC switch i,s operated
to OFF.

-40

800 ±30'0 ms

At least 4'0 db below indication
noted in step g above.

At least 40 db below indi·cation noted
in step 1 above.

A t least 40 db below indication noted
in step q above.
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Table 4-4. Transmitter IF and Audio Module lA5, Proof of

Performance Tests-Continued

Step

15

16

17

4-16

Operation of test equipment

e. While o'perating ALC switch from ON to OFF, ohserve dc voltage
level on AN/USM~281Aand determine time required for voltage
to dro,p to 0.5 vdc, as indicated hycrt trace.

f. Connect TS-352B/U to PPCtest point ,on transmitter IF and
audio module.

g. Repeat steps a and b alborve.
h. Disconnect AN/USM-281A '~ndconnect it to PPC test point on

transmitter IF and audio module.
~. While operating AL'C switch f;rom ON to OFF, observe AN/

USM-281Aand determine time required for ViOltage to drop to
0.5 vdc, as indicated hy crt trace.

j. On tray A2, set TEST SELECTOR switch to 3, APC-PP,C SEL
switch to PPC, and ALC switch to OFF.

k. Disconnect AN/USM-,Z81A alnd connect TS-<352B/U to tray A2,
HI and LO jack:s fOIl' reading voltage.

l. Adjust tray A2, ALC AP.C PPC POWER CONTROL for + 2,4
volt dc indication on TS-352B/U.

m. Set tray A2 TEST SELECTOR switch to 2.
n. Disconnect TS-3,5,2B/U and 'Conned it to merusure cu.rrent at tray

A2, HI and LO jacks: p'Ositive lead to HI ja,ck, and negatirve
lead to LO jack.

o. Disoonnect TS-352B/U.
Output:

a. Set test set KEY switch to OFF, and IF OSCILLATOR switch to
1+2.

b. Set tray A2, ADC switch 'and APC-PPC SEL switch to OFF;
set AGC SYN,Cswitch to ON.

c. Connect AN/USM-306 to test set TWO TONE OUT connector
and adjust 1.7'515 level for output of -4'7 dbm with TWO TONE
oontrol 1/4 turncw for full ccw, as indicated by AN/USM-306.

d. Disconnect AN/UiSM~3,06 (unterminated BRDG~50 n) and con
ned it to tray A2COiMMON secti'on IF OUT connectolr. Observe
AN/USM-306 indication.

e. Disconnect AN/USM-306.
1m Distortion:

a. Set test set TWO TONE SELEOTOR switch to 1+3.
b. Connect AN/USM-3'06 to test set TWO TONE OUT connector

and adjust 1.7525 level f:or output of -47 dbm 'as indicated by
AN/USM-3!O:6.

c. Disconnect AN/USM-30·6 and connect it to tray A2 COMMON
section IF OUT connectolr.

d. Set tray A2, APC-PPC SEL switch to APC and adjust ALC APC
PPC POWER CONTROL for -,27 dbrrn indi.cation on AN/USM-3'0,6.

e. Set test set TWO TONE SELECTOR switch to 2+3.
f. Note 1m level with respect to 1'0 mv rms tone output estaib}i'shed

in step e ahove.
Carrier Leakage:

a. Set TWO TONE SELEGTORto 1+3 and TWO TONE control
one-quarter of its full l'1all'ge.

b. Connect AN/USM-306 to 1.75 MHz OSC output connector on
test set.

c. Adjust 1.75 level for output of -1,3 dhm.
d. Disconnect AN/USM-:30'6 voltmeter and connect it to tray A2

GOiMMON section IF OUT connector.
e. Set SERV SEL switch to AM.
f. Adjust tray A2, ALC APC PPC POWER CONTROL fOIl' -37.25

dbm indkation on AN/USIM-306.
g. Set test set TWO TONE SELECTOR switch to 4.
h. Set test set SE.RiV SEL switch to each of the followi:ng modes,

and 'obse'l'Ve 1.75 MHz carrier leve'l with respect to level of 1.7515
MHz signal as indicated iby AN/USM-306 :

SSB/NSK
FSK
CW

Performance standard

+500
2,000 fiS

-600

300 ±100 ms

50 ±15 ua

35 ±il0 mv rms, -19 to -14.0 dbm.

1m at least 55 db bel,ow 10 mv rms
reference.

1.75 MHz carrier a t least 35 db
below level of 1.7515 MHz signal
for each mode (F, fig. 4-3).
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Table 4-4. Transmitter IF and Audio Module lAS, Proof of

Performance Tests-Continued

Step Operation of test equipment Performance standard

18

i. Set tray A2 A,p.e-?PC SEL switch to OFF and repeat step h above.
j. Disconnect AN/USM-30'6.

CW Switch Positions:
a. Set test set SERV SEL switch to CWo
b. Connect AN/USM-281A to AN/URJM-127 output.
c. Adjust AN/URJMc...127 for frequency of 1 kHz and output level

of 5 v pp (no load) and connect test set to PULSE GENERA
TOR INPUT. Disconnect AN/USM-281A.

d. Connect AN/USM-281A to the test set PULSE GENERATOR
OUTPUTS 1, and adjust PULSE GENERATOR WIDTH and
AMPLITUDE controls for OUTPUT'S to O'btain pulse width
of 85 /Lsee and pulse amplitude of 1 v. Disconnect AN/U8'M-281A.

e. CODfnect test set PULSE GENERATOR OUTPUTS 1 to tray A2
INPUT kHz PULSE oonnector using cable WI.

f. Connect TS-723(*)/U to tray A2 AUDIO OUT connector and
oibserve indication at 2 kHz. Record db level.

g. Observe level of harmoni.c -content at 4 kHz with respect to re
corded level of sign'al at 2 kHz.

h. Disconnect all test equipment.

G, figure 4-3

8 ±4 mv rms

Harmonic at 4 kHz down at least
3,5 db from 2 kHz s,ignallevel.

RF SIMULATOR
SM-442A/GRC POWER

IF AUOIO IN
OSCILLATORS 600 n

W15
POWER
SUPPLY

PP-4763 (*l/GRC

27 :!:0.5VDC

,----------,
I I
I I
I I
I UTC-DO-T20 I

TRANSFORMER

I I
I I
I I
I TO ,I

TEST

I SET I
600n

I AUDIO I
I IN I
I -= I
I I
I I
~UDIO TW~TON~~U~ J

IF
o

OUT

AUDIO
o

600.0.

AUDIO
o

OUT

TRAY A2

RT
o

OIF
APC

IF
o PPC

MODULE

PA
o

_--- INPUT --_
1KHZ PULSE 50n AUDIO

o 0

KEYLINE

1.------ RECEIVER IF ------.........--COMMON

C:GC
SYNC J

1,.---- XMTR IF AND AUDIO

CONNECT AS DIRECTED
,~ A,- ~\

I I I I
ELECTRONIC
VOLTMETER
ME-300HfU

RADIO
TEST SET

AN/USM-306

SIGNAL
GENERATOR
AN/URM-t27

MULTIMETER
TS-352B/U

SPECTRUM
ANALYZER

TS-723(*l/U

I

OSCILLOSCOPE
ANfUSM -28tA

TM5820-520-35-855

Fig1l1'e 4-5. T7'ansmitter IF and audio module lA.S, performance test setup.
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Table 4-5. Frequency Dividlers Module lA6, Proof of Performance Tests

(Refer to figure 4--'6.)

Step Operation of test equipment Performance standard

1 VoltJage Checks:
a. Refer to TIM 11-6625-847-12 for prelimina,ry control settings of

test set and tray A3.
b. On the test set, set the PA-RT switch to RT and the SERV SEL

switch to STBY.
c. Set tmy A3 end parnel MODULE SELE'CTswitch to FREQ DIV,

and amplifier switches to their OFF positions.
d. Turn on all equipment.

NOTE
1. For test points and test equipment connections, refer to figure
~~ \

2. All tray A3contl1Ol p!anel designations used throughout these
module tests refer to FRE-Q DIVIDER seotio'n unless ,other
wise specified.

e. Connect TS-352'BjU to tray A3 POWE,R section F'lXED test
point 'and observe TS~352BjU indication. Adjust test set DC
VOLTAGE 20 control if necessa·ry.

f. Disconnect TS4352BjU.
g. Set tray A3 POWER section VAR-F'lXED switch to VAll.
h. CO'Ilnect TS-352BjU to tray A3 POWER section VAR test point

and observe TS-35,2BjU indication. Adjust tray A3 ,POWE,R
section ADJ C'ontrol if necessary.

i. Disconnect TS-352BjU.

NOTE
To insure accuracy of frequency standards, allow 1-hour warmup
time f'or frequency 'stanrda;rd module and 'frequency measuremen,t
equipment.

±19.5 vdc

±il9.'5 ± 0.2 v,dc

2

3

4

4-18

1. Connect ANjURM-145 to 500 kHz test p.oint on f,requency
standard module. Observe ANjURM-145 indication.

k. Disconnect ANjURM-145.
I. Connect ANjUSM-<207 to 500 kHz OUT test point on frequency

standard module. Observe ANjUSM-207 indication.
m. Disconnect ANjUSM-2iO·7.

1 kHz Pulse Lock Test:
a. Check to see that INT-EXT switch on f:requency standard module

is set to INT.
b. Connect ANjUSM-207 to tray A3 1 kHz PULSE connector. Ob

serve ANjUSM-207 indication.
c. Set IN-EXT switch on frequency 'stancrail'd module to EXT. Ob

serve ANjUSiM-207 indication.
d. Set INT-EXT switch on frequencystJandard module to INT.
e. Disconnect ANjUSM-207.

,10 kHz Spectrum Lock Test:
a. Connect ANjUSM-281A 170 tray A3, 10 kHz SPECTRUM con

nector and observe pulse~tY'pe waveform.
b. Set INT-EXT switch on frequency standard module to EXT and

then to INT while observing ANjUSM--'281. N·o,te that frequency
shifts when switching.

c. Set INT-EXT switch on frequen:cy standard module to INT and
disconnect ANjUSIM-281A.

100 kHz Spectrum Lock Test:
a. Connect ANjUSM-281A to tmy A3, 100 kHz SPECTRUM con

nector. Note that with frequency standard module INT-EXT
switch set to INT a waveform is displayed on the ANjUSM
281A.

b. Set INT-EXT switch on frequency s,tandal'd module to EXT while
observing ANjUSM-281A.

c. Set INT-EXT switch on frequency standard module to INT and
disoonnect ANjUSM-281A.

220 ± 30 mv rms

500 kHz ±10 Hz

1 kHz ±:l Hz

Frequency is near 1 kHz but not
exact as in step b above.

10 kHz pulse repetition rate (H,
fig. ~3).

Approx 2 v p<p (I, fig. 4-3).

W'avefo:rm of step 5a reappea.rs.
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Table 4-5. Frequency Dividers Module lA6, Proof of Performance Tests-Continued

Step Operation of test equipment

5 Frequency Shift Test:
a. Connect AN/USM-20'7 to tray A3, 10 and 1 kHz SYNTH section

7.1 MHz connector. Note AN/USM~207 indication.
b. Verify step 1e ahove.
c. Set tray A:3 FREQ SHIFT switch to 0, then to + 6.F, and then to

- 6.F. Observe AN/US:M-2017 indic:vtilon at e3A:h position.

d. Set tray A3 FREQ SHIFT switch to OFF and disconnect
AN/USM-20'7.

6 1.75 MHz Output Test:
a. Connect AN/USM-306 and 5:0' ohm termination to tray A3, 1.75

MHz con,necto,r.
b. Adjust AN/USM-306 (termination 50 ohms) to 1.75 MHz

signal and note indication.
7 500 kHz Spurious Test of 1.75 MHz:

a. Adjust AN/US.M-3'06 (termination 50 ohms) tu:ning to observe
1.800 MHz signal level.

b. Disconnect 50 ohm load.
8 100 kHz Spectrum Output Test:

a. Disconnect AN/USM-306 (bridging 50 ohms) and connect it to
tray A3, 1'00 kHz SPECTRUM connector.

b. Adjust AN/USM-306 tuning to observe signal level of each fre-
quency listed below:

15.3 MHz
15.4 MHz
15.5 MHz
15.6 MHz
15.7 MHz
15.8 MHz
15.9 MHz
16.0 MHz
16.1 MHz
16.2 MHz
16.3 MHz

9 10 kHz Spectrum Output Test:
a. Disconnect AN/USM-3'0'6 and connect it to tmy A3, 10 kHz

SPECTRUM connector.
b. Adjust AN/USM-306 (:bridging 50 ohms) tuning to observe

signal level of each frequency listed below:
2.48 MHz
2.49 MHz
2.50 MHz
2.51 MHz
2.52 MHz
2.53 MHz
2.54 MHz
2.55 MHz
2.56 MHz,
2.57 MHz

c. Disconnect AN/USM-306.
101kHz Spectrum Output Test:

a. Gonnect TS-723(*)/U to 1 kHz PULSE OUPT test test point on
frequency dividers module.

b. Adjust TS-723(*)/U tuning to observe signal level of each fre
quel1JCy listed below:

21 kHz
22 kHz

19.5 ydc
0: Frequency count within ±20 Hz

of frequency IIJOted in step a
above.

+ 6.F: Frequency count is 400 to
7()0 Hz grea,ter than for 0
position.

6.F: Frequency count is 400 to
700 Hz less thalll for 0
position.

40 to 60 my rms, -15 to ~11.5 dbm.

Less than 0.5 my rms, -53 dbm.

Sign,allevel at each frequency:

10 to 30 my rms -28.5 to -19 <ibm

Signal level at e3A:h frequency:
1.4 to 3.8 mv rms -44 to -35.5 dbm

Signal level at each frequency:
7 to 13 mv rms -30 to 24.5 dbm
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Table 4-5. Frequency Dividers Module lA6, Proof of Performance Tests-Continued

SteZl Operation of test equipment Performance standa.rd

23 kHz
24 kHz
25 kHz
26 kHz
27 kHz
28 kHz
29 kHz
3'0 kHz

c. Disconnect TS-723(*)/U and connect it to tray A3, 1 kHz
PULSE c·onnector.

d. Adjust TS-7231(*)/U tuning to ohserve level of 2 kHz signal.
e. Disoonnect all test equipment.

105 to 155 mv rms -7 to -3.5 dbm

EXTERNAL

r- W_2 --j ~;=~Z T7~~~~R

SPECTRUM
ANALYZER

TS-723(*1/u

MULTIMETER
TS- 352B/U

OSCILLOSCOPE
AN/USM - 281A

ELECTRONIC
VOL TMETER
AN/URM-145

• TM5820'520-35-856

>-------I[): RADIO TEST
SET

AN/USM-306
r-------D L;''-'NP'-'U:..;T ..J

>-----=----0 DIGITAL READOUT
ELECTRONIC

COUNTER
AN/USM-207

r--------IO ,,,,PUT

!PROBE

CONNECT

>AS
DIRECTED W24

0
WI

> W22

0
W5

UG- 274 B/U
TEE CONNECTOR
ADAPTER

RF SIMULATOR
SM-442A/GRC

TRAY A3

100 KHZ SYNTHESIZER
MODULE IA2

100 KHZ SYNTH OUTPUT 0

FREQUENCY STANDARD
MODULE IA3

500KHZ OUTPUT 0 GNDO

10 AND 1KHZ SYNTHESIZER
MODULE IA4

FREQUENCy DIVIDERS
MODULE IA6

1KHZ PULSE OUTPUTO GNDO

TRANSLATOR
MODULE 1A8

MHZ SYNTHESIZER
MODULE IA9

DC LOCK VOLT 0 GNDO

I KHZ PULSE 1:lD..,

10 KHZ SPECTRUM 0 >100 KHZ SPECTRUM 0

1. 75 MHZ 1:lD~

7.1 MHZ 0

[FIXEDO

POWER -4- 0

VAR 0

IW15

POWER
SUPPLY 27 !O.5VDC

PP-4763<*l/GRC

Figtwe 4-6. Frequency dividers module lA6 perfonnanee test setup.
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Table 4-6. Receiver IF Module lA7, Proof of Performarwe Tests

(Refer to figure 4-7.)

Step Operation of test equipment Performance standard

1 VoItage Checks:
a. Refer to TIM 11~6,625-847-12 for preliminary oontrol settings on

test set and tray A2.
b. On test set, set SERV SEL switch to SSBjNSK, PA-RT switch

to RT, REC-XM'IT switc:h to REC, 'and Two 'Tone Selector to 4.
c. Set tmy A2, ReVR IF section AGC-SYN.G switch to ON.
d. Turn.an all equipment.

NOTE
1. For test p'o,ints and test equipment oonnections, refer to figu,re

4-7.
2. All tray A2 ,control p,anel designations Uised throughout these

module tests Tefer to RCVR IF section unless otherwise
specified.

e. Connect TS~35'2BjUpositive lead to tray A2 HI j.ack and negative
lead to LO ja.ck, with TEST SELECTOR switch set to 1.

f. Set tray A2 XMIT IF AND AUDIO 'section TEST SELECTOR
switch to 1.

g. Disconne,ct TS-352BjUand connect it to tmy 2 XMTR IF AND
AUDIO section positive lead to HI j.ack, and negative lead to
LO jack.

h. Adjust test set DC VO'LTAGE 20 control for +19.5 volt indica
tion on TS-35'2BjU.

i. Set trtay A2 TEST SELE'CTOR switch to 2.
j. Disconnect TS-3.52BjU and connect positive lead to tray A2 HI

jack and nega.tive lead to LO jack.
k. Adjust tray A2 RF GAIN control for +0.5 volt de indication on

TS-35ZBjU.
l. Disconnect TS-352BjU.

NOTE
To insuJ"e a,CCUl'a'cy of frequency standards, allow 1-hour warmup
time for the ANjUSM-3'06 and 1-hour warmU'p time for the two
tone setup.

-32 ±2 vdc

+19.5 vdc

2

3

IF Output:
a. Set test-set two tone selector switch to 1.
b. Connect ANjUSM-3'0:6 (terminated in 5'0 ohms) to test set IF

OSCILLATORS 1.75 MHz OUT connector and a'djust 1.75 level
fOil' -12.8 dlbm output as indicated by ANjUSM-30,6.

c. Set test set two tone selector switch to 1+ 3.
d. Disconnect ANjUSM-306 and connect it to test set IF OSGILLA

TOR,S TWO TONE OUT co'nnector and adjust 1.7525 level for
-47 dbm.

e. Set test set XMIT-STATUS switch to TUNE.
f. Set tray A2 RF-AGC switch to ON.
g. Disconnect ANjUSM-306 and connect it to tray A2 CO;MMON

section IF OUT connector.
h. Observe ANjUSM-3I06 indication.
i. Observe carrier (1.75 MHz) level and any hfo leakage with

respect to level of '1.7525 MHz signal.

j. Disconnect ANjUSM-306.
k. Set tray A2 TEST SELECTOR switch to 4.
t. Connect ME-30'(*)jU to tray A2 HI and LO jacks a,nd observe

indicati,on at 2.5 kHz.
m. Disconnect ME-30(*)jU.

1m Distortion:
a. Set two tone selector switch to 1+3. Connect ANjUSM-3'06

(terminated in 50 ohms) to test set IF OSCILLATORS TWO
TONE OUTconnecto,r and adjust 1.7535 level for -33 dbm
output 'as indicated by ANjUSM~306.

b. Set test set TWO TONE SELECTOR switch to 1+2.

24 ±3 mv rms -20.5 to 18.2 dbm
Carrier and any bf'o leakage at least

35 db below level of 1.75:25 MHz
signal. (J, fig. 4-3).

7'50 ± 150 mv rms
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Table 4-6. Receiver IF Module lA7, Proof of Performance Tests-Continued

Step

4

4-22

Operation of test equipment

c. Adjust test set 1.7515 level for -33 dlbm as indicated by AN/
USM~306. Disconnect AN/USM-306.

d. Set test set TWO TONE SELEOTOR switch to 4.
e. Connect TS-7'Z3(*)/U to tray AZ HI and LO jaeks and observe

1m distortion in reference tones of 1.'5 ± Z.5 kHz.
f. Disconnect TS-7Z3(*)/U.

Age:
a. Set tray A2 AGC SYN,C switch to ON. Set test set TWO TONE

SELECTOR switch to 1+3.
b. Connect ANjUSM-30'6 to test set IF OSCILLATORS TWO TONE

OUT connec'tor and adjust 1.705'25 level for -51.5 dlbm output as
indicated by ANjUSM-306.

c. Set tray AZ AG,C SYNC switch to OFF.
d. Connect AN/GRM-50 output to test set TWO TONE IN

connector.
e. Adjust AN/GRM-5'0 for 1.7525 MHz frequency (as indicated

by peak ,of AN jUSM-3'06 'and output level of '20 mv rms).
f. Connect ANjUSM-Z81A external trigger to tray A:2 AGC SYNC

test point.

NOTE
In steps hand j below, ANjUSM--,Z81A triggering should be ad
justed so that sweep starts when AGC SYNC switch is operated.

g. Connect ANjUSiM-281A to AGC RF test point on receiver IF
module.

h. Adjust ANjUSM...JZ81A to dispIay approximately 20 volt/em
signal with '1'00 msjcmsweep.

i. Operate tl'ay A2 AGC SYNC switch from OF'F to ON and
observe hang-time.

j. Adjust ANjUSM-Z81A to display ZO voltjem signal with 5
msjem sweep.

k. Operate tray AZ AGC SYNC switch from ON to OFF and
observe attack time.

l. Set tray AZ AGC SYNC switch to OFF. Disconnect ANjUSM
281A and decrease output level orr 1.75:Z5 MHz signal from ANj
GRM-50 to ~26.5 dbm as indicated by ANjUSM-3I06.

m. Connect ME-30(*)jU to tray A2 HI and LO jacks.
11. Observe ME-301(*)jU indic'aHon atZ.5 kHz while operating tray

AZ AGG SYNC switch frO!lll OFF to ON.
o. Disconnect ME-!30(*) jU and AN/GRM~50'.

p. Adjust test set 1.75Z5 level f,or -Z7 dibm output as indi'cated by
ANjUSM-306 (termination 50 ohms).

q. Di'sconnect ANjUSM~30'6.
r. Connect TS-352BjU to tray AZ RF AGC OUTPUT test points

on the module for measuring negative voltage; observe TS
85,ZBjU indi,cation.

s. Set tray A2 TEST SELECTOR switch toZ and 'set RF GAIN
control f,OIl' 0.5 v.

t. Set tray AZ AGC SYNC switch to OFF and observe TS-352BjU
indication.

'/./.. Disconnect TS-352BjU and conned it to tray AZ HI and LO jacks
for measuring po'sitive voltage.

v. Adjust tray AZ RF GAIN control f.or + 1.8 volt dc indication on
TS~3i5ZBjU. Disconnect TS-352BjU.

w. Set tray AZ TEST SELECTOR switch to 5.
x. Connect T,S-35ZBjU for me'asuring current at tray AZ HI

(p'0lsitive lead) and LO (negative lead) jacks; note that TS
3512BjU indication is approximately 100 /la.

y. Repeat steps u through x above but a,djust RF GAIN control
(step v) for +0.5 vdc; note that TS-352BjU indication has de
creased to very low level.

z. Disconnect TS-35ZBjU.

Performance standard

Tm distortioon at least 40 dlb below
either tone.

k, figure 4-3

L, figure 4-3

Signal level decreases not more than
5 db after stabilizati<>n.

-Z4 vdc ,or more negative.

+0.3
o vde

-0

For RF GAIN control range of +0'.5
vdc U\P to +'1.8 vdc at HI-LO
ja'cks, cur.rent range is 0' to 100 /la.
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Table 4-6. Receiver IF Module 1A7, Pro'of of Performance Tests-Continued

Step

5

6

7

Operation of test equipment

IF Bandwidth:
a. Set tray A2 RF AGC 'and AGC SYNC switches to OFF.
b. Rotate four test set IF OSOILLATORS cOll1tl'ol fully

counterclockwise.
c. Connect AN/GRiM-50 (fig. 4-'7) output lead to test set TWO

TONE IN connector in IF OSCILLATORS section.
d. Connect AN/USM-306 (terminated in 50 ohms) to test set

TWO TONE OUT connector.
e. Connect AN/URiM-14'5 to tray A2 COMMON seetiOll1 IF OUT

connector.
f. Adjust-AN/GRM~50 for 1750.4 kHz frequency (a>s indic'ated by

AN/USM-207) at -47 dbm output level (as indicated on AN/
USM-3IO'6).

g. Record dlb indication of AN/URM-145.
h. Adjust AN/GRM-50 fOil' 1753.4 kHz frequency aTId Qoserve dc

indieationon AN/URM-145.
i. Adjust AN/GRM-50 f()[' 1750.3 kHz frequency and reoord db

indication of AN/URM-145.
j. Adjust AN/GRM-5'O' for 1753.5 kHz frequen.cy and oIbserve dlC

indication on AN/URM-145.
k. Adjust AN/GRM-50 while ,~bservingAN/URM'-145 for peak

indi.catio,n. Record db level of peak indication.
l. Adjust AN/GRM-50 for 1750.0 kHz frequency and observe db

indication on AN/URM-14'5. Disconnect AN/URrrvI--"145 and
connect AN/USM-306.

?no Adjust AN/GRM~50 fo~ 174'9.7 kHz frequency and ohserve de
indication on AN/USM-306.

n. Adjust AN/GRM-50 for 1754.5 kHz frequency 'and olbserve db
indi,cation on AN/USM-306.

o. Disconnect AN/USM-3'06 and equipment shown in A, figure 4~7.

BFO:
a. Set test set SERV SEL switch to CWand two tone selectJor switch

to 1 +3.
b. Set tray A2 AGC SYNC switch to ON.
c. Connect AN/USM-306 (terminated in 50 ohms) to test set IF

OSOILLATORS TWO TONE OUT con:ne.ctor and adjust 1.7525
level for -47 dibm output.

d. Set tray A2 TEST SELECTOR switch to 4.
e.Connect AN/US:M~207 to tray A2 HI and LO jack.
f. Rotate tray A2 BFO TONE contro,l fully counterclockwise and

observe indication on AN/USM-207.
g. Adjust tray A2 BFO TONE control for AN/USM~2072,510'0 Hz

indication; leave contro,lat this setting while disconnecting AN/
USM-207 and connecting ME-30(*)/U in its place.

h. Opemte RF-AGC switch to ON and observe indication on
ME-30'(*)/U.

i. Disconnect ME-30(*)/U.
T>:ansmit Tests:

a. Set test set XMIT-STATUS switch to OPR.
b. Set tray Ar2 AGC-SYNC switch to OFF.
c. On test set, set SERV SEL switch to SSB/NSK and REC-XMIT

switch to XMIT.
d. Conned AN/URM-1'27 to tray A2 COMMON section AUDIO

60'0 [! IN connector and ME--I30(*)/U to AN/URM-127 input.
e. Adjust AN/URM-127 fo,r 1 kHz frequency at output of -29 dbm.
f. Set test set TWO-TONE SELECTOR switch to 1.
g. Connect AN/USM-30'6 (bridging 50 'ohms) to test set IF OSCIL

LATo.RS 1.75 MHz OUT connector and adjust 1.75 level for
-13 dbm output.

h. Disconnect AN/USM-306and connect it to SSB FILT OUTPUT
on receiver IF module and observe indication.

i. Set test set XMIT-STATUS switch to TUNE and observe that
indication on AN/USM-306 decreliJses. Disconnect AN/USM-306.

Performance sw,ndard

Output within 1.5 db of level recorded
in step g above.

Output within 2.0 dbo! level re
,corded in step i above.

Output down at least 30 db from
peak db level recorded in step k
above.

Output down at least 60 db from
peak db level reclorded in step k
abmre.

Output down at least 60 db from peak
db level recorded in step k above.

4,500 ± 1,.000 Hz

750 ± 150 mv rms

1 ±0.2 mv rms, -49 to -45 dbm.
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Table 4-6. Receiver IF Module lA 7, Pro'of of Performance Tests-Continued

Step Operation of test equipment Performanoe standard

j. Set test set XM'IT-S'TATUS switch to OPR.
k. 'Connect ANjUSM-3'06 to tray A2 AMPLE IF OUT. Measure

,carrier rejection. Disconnect ANjUSM-30,6.

Carrier to be '55 db below the reference
tone level with 600 ohm bal'anced
input and no test equipment con
nected to audio input (M, fig.
4-3).

l. Disconnect ANjURM-IZ7.
m.Connect two-tone setup to tray AZ .cOMMON section AUDIO

600' n IN connector.
n. Connector ANjUSM-3'06 to receiver IF module SSB FILT

OUTPUT.
o. Set audio oscillator No.1 for 1,500 Hz 'at -50 dibm, and audio

oscillator No.2 for Z,5'00 Hz at -5'0 dlbm as measured separately
on the ANjUSM-306.

p. Set two-,tone audi,o output to 1+Z.
q. Connect ANjUSM-306 to tray A2 AMPL IF OUT connector

and mea'sure (J,p,p:o,site sideband rejection.

1". Observe ANjUSIM-3'06 and measure intermodulation of 1,500 Hz
and 2,500 Hz tones.

s. Disconnect all test equipment.

Opposite sideband rejection greater
than 60 db below reference low
level.

1m at least 50 db below reference
tone level.

.5 VDC

/
TM5820-520-35-857
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---

RF Sl MULATOR
----
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POWER
W15 POWER

SUPPLY 27 ±o

IF
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DrAMP IF l 0 AGe
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o 0 RF 0 0
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TRAY A2

8
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0

ELECTRONIC SPECTRUM MULTI METER
ELECTRONIC
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AN/URM-127 AN/USM-281A

, I

I\

r---------------------,
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I

I :
I I
I I
L ------ --.J

Fig~Lre 4-7. Receiver IF module lA7, performance test setup.
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Table 4-7. MHz Synthesize?' Module lAB, Proof of Performance Tests

(Refer to figure 4-8.)

Step Operation of test equipment Performance standard

.1 MHz

1 Voltage Checks:
a. Refer to TM-1l-66i25-847-12 for preliminary control settings on

test set and tray A3.
b, On test set, set P A-RT switch to RT and SERV SEL switch to

STBY.
G. Set tray A3 end panel MODULE SELECT switch to MHz SYNTH.
d. Turn on all equipment.

NOTE
1. For test points and test equipment cO'l1nections, refer to fig

ure 4-8.
2. All tray A3 control panel designations used throughout these

module tests refer to MHz SYNTH section unless other
wise S1Pecified.

e, Connect TS-3:5,2B/U to tray A3 POWER section INPUTS FIXED + 20 ± 0.5 vdc.
te,st point. Observe TS-35,2B/U indication. Adju&t test set DC
VOLTAGE 20 control if necessary.

f. Disoonnect TS-35iZB/U.
g. Set tray A3 POWER section VAR--F'IXED switch to VAR.
h. Connect TS-352B/U to tray A3 POWER section INPUTS VAR test + 19.5 ± 0.5 vdc

paint. Observe indi,cation. Adjust tray A3 POWER section
ADJ oontrol if necessa,ry.

i. Disconnect TS-35,2B/U.

NOTE
To insure accuracy of frequen.cy standards, allow I-hour warm
up time for frequency standard module and frequell!cy measure
ment equipment.

2 MHz Synthesizer Output Test:
a. Connect AN/URM-145 to tray A3 FREQ STANDARD section

1 MHz c,onnector.
b. Set tray A3 FREQ STANDARD section 1 MHz AMPL ON/O'FF

switch to ON.
c. Adjust tray AS FREQ STANDARD seemon 1 MHz OUTPUT

VOLT ADJcontrol for 400 mv rms indication of AN/URM-145.
d. Set M'C SYNTH OUTPUT AMPL VOLT ADJ control to maximum

counterclockwise position and AMPL ON-OFF switch to ON
position. Connect a 91 ohm, 1/2 watt, noninductive resistor between
MC SYNTH OUTPUT test point 1A9A3J1 and GRD on module
under test. Disconnect AN/URM-145 and connect it acros's the
91 ohm resisto.r.

e. Set test set MHz FREQ controls as listed below, and observe AN/
URM-145 indication for each frequency setting:

MHz FREQ
10 MHz 1 MHz

0 2 0
0 3 0
0 4 0
0 5 0
0 6 0
0 7 0
0 8 0
0 9 0
1 0 0
1 1 ~0

1 2 0
1 3 0
1 4 0
1 5 0
1 6 0

60 ± 20 mv rms, acro&s 50 ohm loo.d.
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Table 4-7. MHz Synthesizer Module lAB, P1'00f of Performance Tests-Continued

1 MHz

Step

3

Operation of test equipment

MHz FREQ
_10 MHz 1 MHz .1 MHz1 7 0

1 8 0
1 9 0
2 0 0
2 1 0
2 2 0
2 3 0
2 4 0
2 5 0
2 6 0
2 7 0
2 8 0
2 9 0

f. Disconnect ANjURM-145.
MHz Synthesizer Frequency, Lock, and HI-La Test:

a. Connect ANjUSM-207 (with video amplifier plug-in installed)
to tray A3 MHz SYNTH connector.

b. On MHz synthesizer module lA9, connect TS-3-5.2BjU for
measuring ±17 vde: positive lead to DC LOCK VOLT test paint,
and common lead to GND test point.

c. Set test set MHz FREQ controls as listed below and observe
TS-352BjU indication, ANjUSM-207 indication, and tray
A3 HI and La lamps for each frequency setting.

MHz FREQ
10 MHz .1 MHz

Performance standard

D~ lock voltage (TS-352BjU): +8 to
+ 17 we for all frequency settings.

Frequency Lamp
(MHz ±1 Hz) HI LO

0 2 0 _
0 .3 0 -
0 4 0 _
0 5 0 _
0 6 0 _
0 7 0 _
0 8 0 _
0 9 0 _
1 0 0 _
1 1 0 _
1 2 0 _
1 3 0 _
1 4 0 _
1 5 0 _
1 6 0 _
1 7 0' _
1 8 0 _
1 9 0 _
2 0 0 _
2 1 ~0 _
2 2 0 _
2 3 0 _
2 4 0 _
2 5 0 _
2 6 0 _
2 7 0 _
2 8 0 _
2 9 0 _

d. Disconnect ANjUSM-207 and TS-35'2BjU.
4 MHz Synthesizer Output Spurious Test:

a. Set test set 10 MHz frequen~y ~ontrol to 1, and 1 MHz FREQ
control to 6.
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17.5 ofL on
16.5 ofL on
15.5 ofL on
14.5 .ofL on
23.5 on off
12.5 ofL on
l1.5- ofL on
20.5- on off

19.5 on off
8.5 ofL on

7.5 ofL on
16.5 on off

5.5 off 0ll

4.5 ofL on
3.5 ofL on

12.5 on off
l1.5- on off
10.5 on off
9.5 on off
8.5 on off
2.5 ofL 0ll

3.5 ofL on
5.5 on off
4.5 on off
3.5 on off
7.5 ofL on
8.5 off on
9.5 ofL on
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Table 4-7. MHz Synthesize?' Module lAB, Proof of Performance Tests-Continued

Step Operation of test equipment

b. Connect AN/URM-145 to tray A3 FREQ STANDARD section
1 MHz connector.

c. Adjust tray A3 FREQ STANDARD section 1 MHz OUTPUT
VOLT ADJ control for 600 mvrms indkation on AN/U,RM-145.

d. Disoonnect AN/URM-145.
e. Connect AN/USM-306 (terminated in 50 ohms) to tray A3 MHz

SYNTH cO'llnector.
f. Set test set MHz FiREQ oontrols to each of the three frequencies

listed below. On AN/USM-3{)6 observe db level of each out
put frequency (3.5 MHz, 10'.5 MHz, and 9.5 MHz) and compare
it with db level of coo-responding spurious signal listed. (Note
there are tWlo spurious signals to check at 9.5 MHz setting.)

Performance standard

MHz FREQ
10 MHz 1 MHz .1 MHz

Main output Spurious
frequency frequency

L 6 0 3.5 MHz 24.5 MHz
L 9 0 10.5 MHz 21 MHz

19 -MHz
2 0 0 9.5 MHz 28.5 MHz

g. Disconll1ect all test equipment.

Grea,ter than:
40 db down
20 db down
20 db do'wn
30 db down

RF SIMULATOR
SM-442A/GRC

TRAY A3

100 KHZ SYNTHESIZER
MODULE IA2

FREQUENCY STANDARD
MODULE IA3

10 AND 1KHZ SYNTHESIZER
MODULE lA4

FREQUENCY DIVIDERS
MODULE IA6

TRANSLATOR
MODULE IA8

MHZ SYNTHESIZER
MODULE IA9

DC LOCK VOLT 0 GNOO

MHZ SYNTH 0

1 MHZO

[FIXEOO
POWER ~ 0

VAR 0

IW15

POWER
SUPPLY 27 :!O.5V DC

PP-4763l*lIGRC

CONNECT
AS

DIRECTED

W3

W2

WI

MULTIMETER
TS- 352B/U

ELECTRONIC
VOLTMETER
AN/URM-145

DIGITAL READour
ELECTRONIC

COUNTER
AN/USM-207

INPUT

RADIO TEST
SET

AN/USM - 306
INPUT

TM5820-520-35-859

Figure 4-8. MHz synthesize?' module lAB, performance test setup.
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Table 4-8. Receiver Audio Module 1A10, Proof of Performance Tests

(Refer to figure 4-9.)

Step Operation of test equipment Performance standard

1 Voltage C~eek:

a. Refer to TM 11-66'25-847-1.2 fOil' preliminary c'Ontrol settings for
test set and tmy A2.

b. Set test set SERV SEL switch to SSB/NSK and REC-XMIT switch
to REC.

c. On RCVR AUDIO section of tray A2, set SQUELCH SYNC switch
to ON, and AUDIO GAIN fully clockwise.

d. Turn on all equipment.

2

3

4

5

6

NOTE
1. To irusure aocura.cy of frequency standard, 'allow 1 hO\1r warm

up time for the AN/URM-127.
2. For test po,ints and test equipment connections, refer to fig

ure 4-9.
3. All tray A2 control panel designations used throughout

these module tests refer to RCVR AUDTO ,section unless
otherwise ,svecified.

e. Connect ME-26.(*)/U to troy A2 XMTR IF AND AUDIO
sectiOill HI and LO ja.cks with TEST SELECTOR switch set to 1
and observe positive voltage. Adjust test set DC VOLTAGE
20 control if necessary.

f. Disconnect ME--<26 (*)/U.
Audio Output, 1'0 Mw:

a. Connect AN/URM-127 bone output to tmy A2 COMMON
section AUDIO 600 n IN connectOlr.

b. Connect .ME-30 (*) /U input to tray A2 INPUTS AUDIO IN
test point.

c. Adjust Output Meter TS~585/U to measure 10 mv (600 n load)
,amd connect it to tmy A'2 OUTPUT,S 10 MW test point.

d. Connect 60'0 ohm, 2 watt load resi,stJor between tray A2 OUTPUTS
2 WATT and g;round.

e. Set AN/USM-127 tone for frequency of 1,100 Hz at a level of
750 mv rms a-s indicated Iby ME-30'( *) /U.

f. Record audio input level indi,cation of TS-585/U.
Frequency 'Response, 10 Mw:

a. Set AN/URM-127 tone frequency successively 300, 500, 1,0'0'0,
a-nd 3,500 Hz. Fo'r each frequency, adjust output amplitude
to keep indication ,at level recorded in step 2f.

b. Observe TS-585/U indica-tion f,or each frequency setting.

c. Disoonnect ME-30(*)/U.
Audio Output, 2 Watt:

a. Adjust AN /URM-127 for frequency of 1,100 Hz land output
level of 750 mv rms as iondi,cated by ME-30(*)/U.

b. Adjust TS-585/U to measure 2 watts.
c. Disconnect ohm load resistor ,and the TS-585/U amd interchange

them. Observe TS-585/U indi,cation.
Harmonic Distortion, 2 Watts:

a. Adjust AN/URM-127 for 2 watt indication on TS-585/U.
b. Disconnect TS-585/U.
c. Connect TS-723(*)/U to tray A2 OUTPUTS 2 WATT test point.

d. Adjust TS-723 (*) /U for frequency 0'£ 1,100 Hz and rms range
of 10 volts (+ 20 db, 100%). Observe distortion indication.

e. Disconnect TS-723,C')/U.
Hra,rmonic Disbortion, 1:0 Mw:

a. Adjust TS-585/U to measure 10 mw and connect it to tray A2
OUTPUTS 10 MW test point.

b. Connect 600 n 2w load between tray A2 OUTPUTS 2 WATT
and ground.

c. Adjust AN/URM-127 tone output fo,r 10 mw indication on TS
585/U.

d. Disconnect TS-585/U.

+19.5 ± 2 vde

Not les,s than 1'0 mv (2.4'5 v).

Highest and lowest indications for
four frequencies to be within 1 db
of each other.

Not less than 2 watts (34.5 v.)

Distortion not greater than 5o/r.
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Table 4-8. Receiver Audio Module lAl0, Proof of Performance Tests-Continued

Step

7

8

Operation of test equipment

e. Oonned TS...:723 (*)/U to tray A2 OUTPUTS 10 MW test point
and oIbtserve distortion indication.

f. Disconlllect TS-723(*)/U.
Sque1c'h Sensitivity, 10 Mw:

a. Connect AN/URM-127 input to tray A2 INPUTS AUDIO IN
test point.

b. Adjust AN/URlM-127 fOir frequency of 500 Hz.
c.Set tray A2 SQUELCH switch to ON.
d. Connect AN/USM-281A to tmy A2 OUTPUTS '10 MW test po,int.
e. Donnect AN/USM-.281A external trigger to tmy A2 IN:PUTS

SQUELCH SYNC test point.
f. Set AN/URM-127 tone for frrequency of 50'0 Hz, and adjust

output level for indication of 3,00 mv rms on ME-30(*)/U.
g. Observe AN/US,M-281A tmce while opemtinlg tray A2

SQUELCH switch from ON to OFiF.
h. Reduce AN/URM~127 level and set ror 0.1 "olt rms mnge.
i. Adjust AN/URM-127 tone output for indi,catioon of 24 mv rms

on ME-30(*)jU.
j. Observe AN/USM-.281A tra,ce while operating tray A2 SQUELCH

switch from OFF to ON.
k. Disconnect AN/USM-281A signal connection, but not its

trigger connection.
l. Connect ME-30'(*)/U to tray A2 OUTPUTS 10 MW test po,int.
m. Set M'E-3I()1(*)/U for 0'.3 V'olt rm's mnge and reclord meter indi

cation with tray A2 SQUELCH switch set to OFF.
n. Set tray A2 SQUELCH switch to ON.
o. Set 'ME-3'O(*)/U for 0.0'3 volt rms r.ange and observe meter

indi'cation.
p. Disoonnect ME-30(*)/U and connect meter input to tray A2

INPUTS AUDIO IN test point.
q. Set ME-3'0'(*)/U for 0.1 volt rms range.
r. Adjust AN/URM-127 tone output for indication of 40 mv rms on

ME-3'0'(*)/U meter.
s. GOiTlneCt AN/USM-281A to tray A2 OUTPUTS to MW test point.
t. Observe AN/USM-281A tra,ce while operating tray A2 SQUELCH

switch from ON to OFF.

u. Set tray A2 SQUELCH switch to ON.
v. Observe AN/USiM-281A tm,ce while ()pe~1ating test set REC

XMIT switch from RE'C and XMIT.
w. Olbserve AN/USIM-281A trace while o,perating test set SERV SEL

switch from SSB/NSK to CWo
x. On test set, set REC-XMIT switch to REC, and SERV BEL switch

to SSB/NSK.
y. Set two-tone setup tone 2 for '2,500 Hz frequency and switch two

tOiTle setup to tone 2 output.
z. AdjUist tone 2 output level for indication of 60 mv rms on ME

30(*)/U.
aa. Switch two-tone setup to tone 1 output and adjust two-tone setup

tone 1,500 Hz output level fOIl' indication of 40 mv rms o,n
ME-30(*)/U.

abo Observe AN/USM_281A trace while operating tray A2 SQUELClH
switch from OF'F to ON.

ac. Set two-tone setup output to tone 1+2.
ad. Observe AN/USMc..!281A trace while operating tray A2

SQUELCH switch from ON to OFF.
Squelch Hang-Time:

a. Switch two-tone setup to tone 1 output.
b. Adjust AN/USM-281A fo,r dc triggering and external positive

trigger slope.
c. Observe AN/USM...:281A tralce while operating tmy A2

SQUELCH SYNC switch from ON to OFF to determine time

Performance standard

Distortion IlJot greater than 1%.

Sine Wlave GiI1lplitude unchanged
(module unsquekhed).

Waveform amplitude drops sharply
(module squelched).

Down 20 ± 1 db from indication 1'e
·corded in step mabove.

Wlavefo,runs amplitude relatively
unchanged (moduleunsquelched;
no,te waveform amplitude).

Delayed decrealse in wlliveform am
plitude.

W,aveform amplitude returns to level
observed in step t above.

Waveform amplitude unchanged
(m~d'UIe unsqueLched).

W'aveform amplitude changes (module
squelched) .

Loss of signlal should oecur in less
than :5 seconds.
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Table 4-8. Receiver Audio Module lA10, Proof of Performance Tests-Continued
Step Operati~n ()f ,test equipment

difference between squekhed and unsquelched conditions
(tray A2 SQUELCH switch must be ON).

d. Disconnect all test equipment.

Performance standard

RF SIMULATOR W15 POWER
POWER - SUPPLY

SM- 442A/GRC PP-4763(~)/GRC

27 :O,5VDC

,---- COM MON ----.,J

AUDIO

600.0. IN .
,>----RECEIVER AUDIO----'

Ir- XMTR
" AND AUDIOl

TRAY A2
v-OUTPUTS ........

2 10
WATT MW

,-INPUTS .......

SQUELCH
SYNC

AUDIO
IN

CONNECT
r AS

DIRECTED

CONNECT AS DIRECTED
~ A,- ~,

I
SPECTRUM

ANALYZER

TS-7230~)/U

I
ELECTRONIC

VOLTMETER
ME-30(*)/U

I
OUTPUT

METER
TS-585(*'lIU

I
SIGNAL

GENERATOR

AN/URM-127

I
OSCILLOSCOPE

AN/USM - 281A

TM5820-520-35-860

Performance standardStep

Figure 4-9. Receive?' audio module lA10, performance test setup.

Table 4-9. Dc-to-dc Conve1'ter and Regulator Module tAll, Proof of Performance
Tests

(Refer to figure 4-10.)
Operation of test equipment

1 Voltage Check:
a. Refer to ToM 11-6625-847-12 for preliminary contml settings

,of test set and tray AI.
b. Set test set SERV SEL switch to ST'BY.
c. Turn on all equipment and allow 15 minutes for warmup.

NOTE
1. FOir test points and test equipment connections, refer to fi,g

ure 4-1'0'.
2. All tray A1 control panel designations used throughout these

module tests refer to DC/DC CONVERTER section unless
otherwise specified.
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Table 4-9. Dc-to-Dc Converter and Regulator Module lAll, Proof of

Performance Tests-Continued
Step

2

3

4

5

6

7

Operation of test equipment
d. Connect TS-35.2:B/U to tray A1, HI amd LOW jacks for measuring

positive voltage and observe indication with TEST SELECTOR
switch set to 1. (Adjust prime po,wer if necessa,ry.)

e. Set tray A1 TEST SELEICTOR switch to 3 and observe TS-
352B/U indicati'on.

f. Disconnect TS-352B/U.
g. Set TEST SELECTOR switch to 4.
h. Connect TS-35i2B/U to tray A1, HI (ground) and LOW (-)

jacks and observe TS-'3'52B/U indkation.
Regulrato;r Tests:

a. Disconnect TS-352B/U and connect it fo·r measuring current,
positive lead to HI jack, and negative lead to REG LOW
jack within CONV-REC TEST area.

b. Depress REG pushbutton and record TS-35,2B/U indication.
c. Set LOAD SELECT switch to 1010'.
d. GO'Il'llect shorting lead momentarily between LOAD SELEOr test

points; disconnect it.
e. Dep,ress REG pushbutton and observe TS-352B/U indiclatio'll.

Converter Tests:
a. Disconnecl TS-352B/U and connect it for measuring on 800

rna de current at CON-REC TEST HI (positive) and GONV
LOW (negative) test points.

b. Depress CONY pushbutton and observe TS-352B/U indkation.
c. Connect shorting lead momentarily between LOAD SELECT

test points; disconnect it.
d. Depress OONV pushbutton and record TS-352:B/U indication.

+125 Vdc Test:
a. Set tray A1 TE,ST SELECTOR switch to 3.
b. Connect AN/USM-281A to tmy A1 HI and LOW j'acks. (AN/

USM-281A ground to LOW jack.)
c. Adjust AN/USM-281A controls to observe 10 kHz signal and

to center trace on crt. Observe ripple amplitude at nomirual 10
kHz on segment of + 1'25 dc V'oltage.

d. Disconnect AN/USM--.281A.
-30 Vdc Test:

a. Set tray A1 TEST SELE'CTOR switch to 4.
b. Connect AN/USiM-281A (ground to HIja,c,k) and oIbserveripple

amplitude at nominal 10 kHz on segment of -30 vdc voltage.
6.3 Vac Test:

a. Set tray A1 TEST SELECTOR switch 'to 5.
b. Observe voltage amplitude at nominal 5 kHz PRF 0'11 segment

of (6.3 va,c) square wave filament voltage.
c. Adjust AN/USM-281A so that tmce of top ·of square wave can

be easily viewed. Ob-serve ripple (kink) on top of square wave.
d. Disconnect AN/USM-281.

Regulated voltage ripple reduction test:
a. Set tray A1 TEST SELECTOR switch to 1.
b. Connect AN/US':vI-30'6 to tl'ay A1 HI and LOW jacks.
c. Set tray A1 LOAD SELECT switch to 500.
d. Adjust AN/USM--<306 fo,r a peak at frequency of 120 Hz.

Record dc indication.
e. Disconnect AN/USM-306 and connect it to LOAD SELECT test

points.
f. Reco,rd AN/USM-3,06 db indication.

Performance standard
+27 ±~ ",de

+125 ±10 vde

Less than 140 rna

Reading should be identical to step
2b above.

Less than 80'0' rna.

Reading should be identical to step
3b above.

RJj,pple less than 1'25 mv 'pp.

Ri:pple less than 100 mv pp.

Square wave pp amplitude of 12 to
14 volts.

Ripple less than 0'.5 voltpp. (0,
4-3).

Indication to be down more than 45
db from steIP d above.

8
g. Disconnect AN/USM-306.

Voltage Regulator Tests:
a. Connect ME-26 (*) /U to tray A1 HI (polsitive) and LOW jacks + 27 ± 2 vde

for mea'suring positive V10ltage with TEST SELEOTOR switch set
to 1.

b. Set tray A1 TEST SELECTOR switch to 2.
c. Obtain voltage readout from ME-'26(*)/U. +19.40 to +19.60 vde
d. Set tray A1 LOAD SELECT switch to 100.
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Table 4-9. Dc-to-Dc Conve1'ter and Regulator Module lAll, Proof of

Performance Tests-Continued

Step Operation of test equipment Performance standard

e. Obtain voltage readout from ME-26(*)jU.
f. Set tvay Al TEST SE'LECTOR s,witch to 1.
g. Adjust prime dc V'oltage SOUI1ce for +22 volt de indi,eation on

ME-Z6I(*)jU.
h. On tray AI, set TEST SELECTOR switch to 2 and LOAD

SE,LECT switch to 5'00.
i. Obtain vonage l'E~adout from ME....!26,(*)jU.
j. Set tray Al TEST SELECTOR switch to 1.
k. Adjust prime d~ voltages'Our,ce for + 3'0 ,"cIt dc indication on

ME-Z6 (*) jU.
l. Set tvay Al TEST S'ELE,CTOR switch to Z.
m. Obtain VIOltage readout fl~m ME-26(*)jU.
n. Set tray Al TEST SELE'CTOR 'Switch to 1. Adjust prime power

if necessary.
o. O'n tray Al set TE-ST SELE,GTOR ,&witc!h to Zand LOAD

SELECT switch 1Jo 600.
p. Obtain V'oltage readout from ME-26(*)jU.

+ 19.10 to + 19.910 vd~

+'19.30 to +19.7'0 vde

+ 19.30 to +'19.70 vde
+27 to ±Z vdc

+ 19.10 to + 19.90 vde

Figure 4-10. Dc-to-Dc converter and 1'egulator module
lAll, performance test setup.

POWERI--_-"-Wl"'-5_-----j POWER SUPPLY
PP-4763(lf)/GRC

4-5. Module Test Procedures Peculiar to
,RT-834/GRC

The procedures for testing all modules that can
be repaired at general support in the RT-834/
GRC, except 10 and 1 kHz synthesizer module
1A4, and 100 Hz synthesizer module 1A1A2A8,
are the same as those tests for RT-662/GRC
modules in paragraph 4-4 of this chapter. The
test procedures for module 1A4 (table 4-3) are
the same with the exception of step 2, 7.1 Output
Test. If the 1A4 module is from receiver trans
mitter, Radio RT-834/GRC follow the proce
dures ,of table 4-3 up to step 2, then use step 2
of table 4-10. When procedures of table 4-10
are completed, continue with step 3 of table 4-3.
The test procedures for the 100 Hz synthesizer
module 1A1A8 are found in table 4-11. The
1AIA2A8 module is tested while installed in a
known good RT-834/GRC chassis. It is impera
tive that the RT-834/GRC used is equipped with
1A2, lA3 and 1A4 modules which have passed
their proof of performance tests.

27 ±O,5 VOC

T
CONNECT AS DIRECTED

TM5820-520-3S-861

CONNECT AS DIRECTED

REG
LOW
o

o
CONY LOW

HI
o

RF SIMULATOR
SM- 4 42A1GRC

I ~'-L~l

~

DCIDC

CONVERTER~

B TRAYAl

LOAD SELECT- I
ro~

Ir-------. CONV/REC TEST

Table 4-10. 10 and 1 kHz Synthesizer Module lA4 (RT-834jGRC), Proof of
Performance Tests

Step Operation of test equipment Performance standard

1 ,Refer to table 4-3 and peirlorm the procedures described in step 1.

2
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NOTE
The following tests are applicable for RT-834jGRC only. Refer
to table 4-3 for test procedures for RT~662jGRC.

7.089 Output Test:
a. Set test set POWER Iswitch to OFF. Remove 10 and 1 kHz

synthesizer module from tray A3.
b. Set test set POWER switch to ON. C:onneet ANjUSIM-281A

to frequency dividers module 1A'6, 1 kHz PULSE OUTPUT
test point -and observe pulse on ANjUSiM-281A.

Amplitude (p-p) : 1.3 ±O.3 volts.
Width: 100 ±,ZO p..sec.
PRF: 1 kHz (locked to '500 kHz freq

std) (C, fig. 4--3).
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Table 4-10. 10 and 1 kHz Synthesizer Module 1A4 (RT-894/GRC),
Proof of PM'formance Tests~Continued

Step Operation of test equipment Performance standard

c. Set test set POWER switch to OFF, reinstall 10 and 1 kHz
synthesizer module on tray A:3; then set test POWER
switch to ON.

d. Disconnect AN/USM--.281A and oonnect it to tray A3 FREQ
DIVIDER section 10 kHz SPEOTIRUM connector. On AN/
USM~2811A,connect vertical signal output to delayed tdgger
connector and adjust horizontal delay sweep and main sweep
'control to produce 10 kHz ·spectlmm 'pulse dcis,pl,ay. Observe pulse
on AN/USM--J281A.

e. Disconnect AN/USM-281A.
f. Connect ANjUSM-3'06 (terminated in 50 oihms) to tray A3

FREQ. DIVIDER sectiol1J 10 kHz SPE,GTRUM.
g. Adjust AN/USoM-306 to 2.48 MHz and then to 2.57 'MHz;

observe indicati'On for each frequency.

Amplitude (p-p): 110 ±30 mv.
Width: 7.5 ±5 JLsec.
PRF: 10 kHz (D, fig. 4-3).

2.48 MHz; 2.6 ± 1.2 mv rms.
2.5'7 'MHz; 2.6 ± 1.2 mv rms. -44 to

-35.2 dbm.

All positions: 35 ± 5 mv =s.

35 ±5 mv rms. -17.5 to -15 dbm.

All po'sitions: 3~5 ±5 mv =s.

7.089 MHz ±400 Hz.

h. Turn test set 110 and. 1 kHz OUTPUT AMPL switch OFF.
Disconnect AN/USM~306 (terminated in 5'0 ohms) and connect
it to troy A3, 7.1 MHz ronJreetOir.

i. Adjust AN/USM-30.6 to 7.089 MHz 'andobserve indLc3itlon.
Adjust 7.089 MHz level co.ntrol.

j. Set tl1ay A3 FREQ SELE,CT'section 10 kHz cO'lltrol to each of its
pQsitions: oibserve AN/USM-3'06 indioation at ea,ch position
(0~9). Use wideband on AN/USM-306.

k. Set tray A3 FREQ SE'LEGT secti·on 1 kHz control to each
position .and 'Observe AN/US<M-30.6 indication at e3Jch position
(0-9) .

l. Adjust AN/USM-306 to 9.07 .MHz and observe ind,kation 1 mv rms maximum.
m. Repeat steps j and k ·aJbove All positions 10 kHz and 1 kHz

FREQ SELECT controls: 1 mv rms
maximum.

Spurious responses to be minimum of
50 dlb down from level measured
in step j above.

n. Adjust ANjUSM-'306 to 7.089 MHz and observe any spurious
responses within ± 100 kHz of 7;089 MHz.

o. Disoonneet AN/USM-306.
p. Connect AN/USM-2J07 to troy A3 7:08'9 MHz connector and

observe AN/USM-.20'7 indication.
q. Disconnect AN/USM-207.

10 and 1 kHz Output Test: Proceed to step 3 of table 4-3.3

Table 4-11.100 Hz Synthesizer Modttle 1AIA2A8, Proof of PM'formance Test

Step Operation of test equipment Performance standard

1 Prelimin'ary Setup:
a. Insure that the RT-834/GRC chassis contains known good 100

kHz 1A2, frequency standard module 1A3, 110 -and 1 kHz syn
thesizer module 1A4, and frequency dividers module 1A6.

b. Oonnect PP-4763 (*) /GRiC to the 'POWER connector on the fl'ont
panel. Turn on power supply and set fo~' 27 ,"olts output.

c. Turn on AN/USM-20'7. Turn RT-834/GRC SERVICE SELECTOR
switch to AM. Allow equipment to warmup for 15 minutes.

2 .Measurements:
a. Set RT-834/GRC frequency controls for 02.600X MHz (X = any

digit from 0 to 9).
b. Using the AN/USM-2'07, measure and record the frequency at the 7.0'89 MHz ±4!00 Hz

7.089 MHz test point on top of l'O and 1 kHz synthesizer
module.

c. Subtl1act algebr&ically 7.089000 MHz fl'om the frequency recorded
in step b. The difference will be the frequency error, either
positive or negative in the 7.089 MHz output.

d. Using the AN/US.~1-20·7,measure and recol'd the frequencies
at the 10'0 kHz SYNTH DUPT test point on top of the 100' kHz
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Table 4-11. 100 Hz Synthesizer Module lA1A2A8, Proof of Performance

Tests-Continued

7.089,218 MHz
7.089,218'

-7.089,000

Must correspond to "5" set-

10 and 1 kHz error
Measured 100 kHz (step d)
Subtract errorr (step c)

7.088,934 MHz
7.088,934

-7.089,000

Step Operation of test. equipment

synthesizer module for each setting (0 thrO'Ugh 9) of the 1'00
Hz control on the front panel of RT-834/GRC.

e. Subtract algebraically the 7.089 MHz error (determined in step
c) from the frequency measured in steip d.

EX'ample:
1. Positive error in 7.089 MHz (step c) with 100 Hz control set

to 5.
Measured in step b
Subtraction (step c) :

218 Hz
23.000,718 MHz

218

23.000,500 MHz

ting t
2. Negative error in 7.089 MHz (step c) with 100 Hz control

set to 2.
Measured in step b
Subtradion (step c) :

Performance standard

The last three digits must equal
the setting of 100 Hz control ±3Hz.

10 and 1 kHz erl'Or
Measured 100 kHz (step d)
Subtract ermr (step e)
Must c.orrespond to "2" set-

-066 Hz
23.000,134

(-) -066
200 ±3 Hz

23.000,200

ting t
The eX'amples above are provided to s,how the neeessary mathematioal

operations. Adual measurements will vary from module to module as
will frequency em-or.

4-6. AM-3349/GRC-106 Assembly Tests

Refer to paragraphs 4-1 through 4-3 for pre
liminary procedures. General support tests for

the AM-3349/GRC-106 are contained in tables

4-12 through 4-18 and are to be used in addition

to tests at lower levels of maintenance.

Table 4-12. Antenna Coupler Assembly 2A3, Proof of Performance Tests

(Refer to figure 4-11.)

Step Operation of test equipment Performance standard

1 Connect antenna coupler 2A3 to ANTENNA COUPLER section of
tray A5.

2 Refer to TM 11-6625-847-12 fo'1" preliminary control settings of test
set and tray A5.

NOTE
All tray A5 oontrol pa,nel designations used throughout these
tests refer to ANTENNA COUPLER section unless otherwise
specified.

3

4

5

6

4-34

Set tray A5 COUPLER TERMINATION switch to 50n DUMMY
LOAD.

Refer to table 4-13 and set tray A5 CODE and COUPLER TERMINA
TION switches to each combination specified and check for cu,rrent
tuning indiC'ations.

On tray A5, set CODE switch to 4 and COUPLER TERMINATION
switch to 50n DUMMY LOAD. Observe that antenna oouplea.'
assembly c,oonponents 2A3<OZ7, 2A3,s1, 2A3S2, and 2A3,s,3 are in
position indioated in figure 4-11.

Disconnect all test equipment.

In accordance with table 4-13.
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A
CAPACITOR 2A3C27

6 7

20 19
B

CAPACITOR CODING SWITCH 2A3S3

ROTARY SWITCH
CENTER WIPER

8

WIPER
""""....--CONTACT

C
RF 8ANDSWITCH 2A3SI,

FRONT WAFER

18
o

RF BANDSWITCH CODING SWITCH 2A3S2

TM 5820- 520- 35 -863

Figure 4-11. Antenna couple?' assembly 2A8, control positioning.

Table 4-18. Antenna Coupler Coding Proof of Performance Tests

COUPLER COUPLER
Code TERMINATION FREQUENCY Code TERMINATION FREQUENCY

switch switch MHz LAMP' switch switch MHz LAMP'

1-3 50 n DUMMY A 8 12 to 14 C
LOAD

4 2 to 5 D 9 14 to 15 C
5 5 to 7 C 10 15 to 22 C
6 7 to 12 C 11 22 to 27 B
7 12 to 14 C 12 27 to 30 Band C
8 14 to 19 C 6 1<0 to 11 A and C
9 19 to 24 C 1-3 50nDOUBLET A

l(} 24 to 30 D 4 2 to 5 D
4 2 to 5 C 5 5 to 7 C
1 WHIP 2 to 2.5 A 6 7 to 12 C
2 2.5 to 3 B 7 12 to 14 C
3 3 to 3.5 B 8 14 to 19 C
4 3~5 to 4 B 9 19 to 24 C
5 4 to 10 B 10 24 to 30 D
6 10 to 11 D 4 2 to 5 C
7 11 to 12 C

>it _ Indicated lamp will light while antenna coupler iti tuning.
A - BAND SW MOTOR mayor may not light (bandswitch mayor may not tune to new position).
C - CAP. MOTOR will light (capacitor motor will be required to tune to new position).
D - Lamps undefined for this point in sequence.
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Table 4-14. Discriminator Assembly 2A4, Proof of Performance Tests

(Refer to figure 4-12.)

Step Operation of test equipment Control settings and operation of equipment Performance standard

1 Prelimina.ry Procedures:

a. Remove A,M-3349/GRC
106 chaJSSis from case. Re
move antenna coupler
assembly ZA3, and diooon
nect discriminator assem
])ly 2A4.

b. For test points and test
equipment connections, re
fer to figure 4-12.

NOTE
All tl'ay A5 control
panel designations used
throughout these tests
refer to DISCRIMINA
TOR section unless
otherwise specified.

c. Refecr to T'M 11-6625-847-12
for preliminary contl'ol
settings of test set and
tray A5.

d. Set test set SERV SEL
switch to SSB/NSK, 1
MHz FREQ selector switch
to 2 (2 MHz) and
REC-XMIT -switch to
REC.

e. Set tray A5 TEST SELEC
TOR switch to 3.

f. Set AM-;3349/GRC-106 HV RESET
switch to OPERATE.

g. Turn on all equipment,
except AiM-3349/GRC
10'6, and allow 15 minutes
for warmup.

2 Power Out Tests:
a. Dired a blower or fan toward high

voltage section at rear of AM
3349/GRC-106 front panel ~ssem

bly.

b. Adjust AN/GRM-50 for
2.000 MHz output
frequency a's indicated by
AN/USM-207.

c. On AM---,3349/GRC-1106, set PRIM.
PWR. swJtch to ON 'and HV RESET
switch to TUNE.

NOTE
Allow 60 seconds for
a high voltage indica
tion on front panel
TEST METER.

d. Adjust AN/GRM-50 for
53 mv rms output level as
indicated by ME-3'O(*)/U.

e. Connect AN/USM-281A +53 ±7 mv de

to tray A5, HI amd LO
test points to measure dc
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Table 4-14. Discriminator Assembly 2A4, P?'oof of Perfo?-mance Tests-Continued

Step Operation of test equipment Control settings and operation of equipment Performance standard

level and observe indlca
tion.

f. Disconnect AN/USM-281A . +5 ± 1 mc
and (lonnect it to tmy A5
ALC OUT connector for
measuring dc level. Ob-
serve indication.

g. Disconnect AN/USM-281A
and AN/GRM-50.

h. Set AM-3349/GRC-106 HV RESET
switch to OPERATE.

i. Set test set 1 MHz FREQ
selector switch to 5.

j. Adjust AN/GRM-50 for
5.00'0 MHz output fre
quency as indiciated by
AN/USM-20'7 and CO'Ilnect
to RF DRIVE input on
AM-3,349/GRC-d()6.

k. Set AM-3349/GRC-106 HV RESET
switch to TUNE.

l. Repeat step,s d through h
above.

m. Set test frequency selec
tors as follows: .1 MHz to
5, 1 MHz to 9, and 10
MHz to 2.

n. Adjust AN/GRM-50 for
output frequency of 29.500
MHz rus indicated by
AN/USM-20'7, and connect
to rf drive input con
nector.

o. Set AM-3'349/GRC-106 HV RE'SET
switch to TUNE

p. Repeat steps d through
g above.

3 Avemge Level Control Tests:
a. Set test set frequency selec

tors as follows: .1 MHz to
0, 1 MHz to 5, and 10
MHz to O.

b. Adjust AN/GRM-50 for
5.000 MHz output fre
quency as indicated by
AN/USM-20'7 and for
1,000 Hz internal modula
tion of rf output at 100%
modulation level.

c. Set AM-3349/GRC-106 HV RESET
switch to TUNE.

d. Using AN/USM-281A,
connect Channel A to
tray A5, RF IN connectar,
and Channel B to tray
A5, ALC OUT connector.

e. Adjust AN/GRM-50
level so that no clipping
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Table 4-14. Discriminator Assembly 2A4, P1'oof of Performance Tests-Continuoo

Step Operation of test equipment Control settings and operation of equipment Performance standard

-appears on observed
WaVefOl'ill of step below.
(ME-30(*)jU indica
tion should be 10'0 to 2.00
v rms.)

f. Observe waveform on Chan- T, figure 4-43

nel B (ALC OUT).
g. Observe that trace B fol- U, figure 4-3

lows rf envelope dis-
played on trace A.

h. Disconnect all test equip
ment.

27 + 0 " \ID~- '-
POWER SUPPLY AM-3349/GRC-106
PP-4763 (*)lGRC CASE

W3

W l:6
IW23 I

~POWER PRIM RF
POWER DRIVE

RF SI MULATOR
W'I I

W2

SM-442A/GRC
AM-3349/GRC-106

Wll CHASSIS ASSEMBLY
PA CONTROL CONTROL DIGITAL RF OUT 50.0.

READOUT
SIGNALTRAY A5 ELECTRONIC

DISCRIM INATOR DI5CRIMINATOR COUNTER GENERATOR

ASSY AN/USM-207 AN/GRM-50

CONNECTOR
HI A1Pl

11 LO UG-274B/U TEE
CONNECTOR

ALe OUT ADAPTER ELECTRONIC

RF IN
W14 ~ CONNECT AS DIRECTED- VOLTMETER

~ I ME-30(*)/U

IW13 ~'OX ATTEN PROBEPROBE-T-CONNECTOR

50.0. OUT HPI2A

DUMMY LOAD DUMMY LOAD OSCI LLOSCOPE
GROUP --u-r- ELECTRICAL AN/USM- 281A

ELECTRICAL DA-75/U
OA-4539/GRC-106

CONNECT AS DIRECTED
TM5820-520-35-865

Figu1'e 4-12. Discriminator assembly 2A4, performance test setup.

Table 4-15. F1'ont Panel Assembly 2A5, Proof of Performance Tests

Step Operation of test equipment Control settings and operation of equipment Performance standard

1 Remove front panel from AM-3349/

GRJC-I06.
2 Connect equipment as shown

in figure 4-13,
3 For preliminary control set-

tings on the test set and
tray A4, refer to TM 11-66'25
847-12.

4 AM-3349jGRC-106 preliminary set-
tings:

a, PRIM. PWR. switch to OFF.
b. HV RESET switch to OPERATE.
c. TEST METER switch to DRIVER

CUR.
5 Test Set Settings:

a. REC-XMIT switch to
XMIT.
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Table 4-15. Front Panel Assembly 2A5, Proof of Performance Tests-Continued

Step Operation of test equipment

b. SERV SEL switch to SSB/
NSK.

c. All MHz. FREQ. switches
to O.

NOTE
All tray A4 control
panel designations used
throughout these front
panel assembly tests
refer to the - P A ME
TER TEST sectiOll1 un
less otherwise speci
fied.

Control settings and operation of equipment Performance standard

6 Apply power to test equip-
ment.

7 Meter tests:
a. Conned AN/USM-281A to 0 vdc.

tray A4, ALC METER
test points and ~bserve indi
cation.

b. Adjust tray A4, ALC + 108 ± 21 mv dc.

METER control to obtain
center scale indication on
AM-3349/GRC-106
TEST METER. Observe
AN/USM-281 deflec
tion.

c. Set tray A4, ALC METER
control fully counterclock
wise.

d,. Set AM-3349/GRC-106 TEST -METER
switch to POWER OUT.

e. Adjust tray A4, ALC METER 1'0'8 ± 21 mv dc.

control to obtain center
scale indication on AM-
3349/GRC-106 TEST
METER. Observe AN/
USM-281A deflection.

f. Set tray A4, ALC lVIETER
control fully counter
clockwise.

g. Disconnect AN/USM-281A
and connect it to tray A4
grid drive test points.

h. Set AM-3349/GRC-106 TEST METER
switch to GRID DRIVE.

t. Adjust tray A4 GRID DRIVE 15 ±3 vdc.

control to obtain center
scale indication on AM-
3349/GRC-106 TEST
METER. Observe AN/
USM-281A deflection.

j. Set tray A4 GRID DRIVE
control fully counterclock
wise.

k. Disconnect AN/USM-281A

l. Connect AN/USM-281A to
tray A4 antenna load/
tune test points.
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Table 4-15. Front Panel Assembly 2A5, Proof of Performance Tests-Continued

Step Operation of test equipment Control Bettings and operation of equipment Performance standard

m. St AM-3349/GRC-106 HV RESET
switch to TUNE.

n. Set ANT LOAD-ANT 108 ± 21 mv dc.

TUNE switch to ANT
TUNE. Adjust hay A4
ANTENNA LOAD
TUNE control so that AM
3349/GRC-106 ANT
TUNE meter indi,c'ator is at
extreme right end of red
bar to the right. Observe
AN/USM-281A deflec
tion.

o. Adjust tray A4 ANTENNA 108 ±21 mv dc.

LOAD-TUNE oontrol so
that AM~3349/GRC-106
ANT TUNE meter indicator
is ,at extreme left end of
red bar to the left. Observe
AN/USM-281A indica-
tion.

_____________________________________-1.5 ±0.3 vdc, or -0.68 ±0.14 vdc for
Order No. 05144-PP-64.

p. Set AM-3349/GRC-106 HV RESET
switch to OPERATE.

_____________________________________ +1.5 ± 0.3 vd<:, or +0.68 ±0.14 vdc
for Order No. 05144-PP-64.

q. Adjust tray A4 ANTENNA
LOAD-TUNE CQll1tlXll so
that AM---i3349/GRJC-106
ANT TUNE meter indi
cator is at start of red bar
to the right. Observe AN/
USM-<281A deflection.

1'. Adjust tray A4 ANTENNA
LOAD-TUNE contro,l so
that AM-3349/GRC-
106 ANT TUNE meter in
di'cator is at start of red
bar to the left. Ob-serve
AN/USoM-281,A deflec
tion.

s. Adjust tray A4 ANTENNA
LOAD-TUNE control so
that AM-3349/GRC-106
ANT TUNE meter indi
oator is at center scale.

t. Set tray A4 ANT LOAD
ANT TUNE switch to
ANT LOAD.

u. - Set AM-3349/GRC-l'06 HV RESET
switch to TUNE.

v. Adjust tr.ay A4, ANTENNA +108 ±21 mv d~.

LOAD-TUNE control so
that AM-3349/GRC-106
ANT LOAD meter indi
cator is at extreme right
end of red bar to the
right. Observe AN/USM
281A deflection.

w. Adjust tray A4, ANTENNA .-108 ±21 mv dc.
LOAD-TUNE ooIlitrol so
that AM-3349/GRC-106
ANT LOAD meter indi
cator is at extreme left
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Table 4-15. F1'ont Panel Assembly 2A5, Proof of Performance Tests-Continued

Step Operation of test equipment Control settings and operation of equipment Performance standard

y. Adjust tray A4 ANT'ENNA
LOAD-TUNE oontro,l so
that AM-3!349/GRC-10:6
ANT LOAD meter indica
tOir is at start of xed bar
to the right. Observe
AN/USM-281A deflec
tion.

end of red bar ,to the left.
Observe AN/USM-281A
deflection.

x. ----- Set AM-3'349/GRC-106 HV RESET
switch to OPERATE.

_____________________________________.+482 ±96 mv dc, or +86 ±18 mv de

for Order No. 05:144-PP-64.

8

z. Adjust tray A4, ANTENNA
LOAD-TUNE oontrol so
that AM-3,349/GRC-1O'6
ANT LOAD meter indi
cator is at start of red bar
to the left. Observe
AN/USM-281A deflection.

aa. Disconnect AN/USM~281A.

abo Adjust tray A4 ANTENNA
LOAD-TUNE control so
that AM-3:34~/G<RJC-1006

ANT LOAD meter indi
cator is at center scale.

Continuity Tests:

..... .-482 ±96 mv dc, or -86 ± 18 mv de for
Order No. OM44-PP-64.

CAUTION
Controls must be op
erated in the sequence
given to prevent equip
ment damage.

a. Confirm operation of all
tray A4 indicator lamps
p.ressing eac:h one to test
for lighting.

b. Check to see that AM-3349/GRC-10'6
HV RESET switch is at OPERATE.

____________________________________ Lamps Bl, B3, C3, and 05 will light.

_____________________________________.Lamps B1, B2, C3 and G5 will light.

c. Set test set RE.c-XMIT
switch to REC.

d. Set tray A4, RF BAND
50n WHIP switch to
50n and observe lighted
lamps.

e. Set test set REC_XMIT
switch to XMIT. Observe
lighted lamps.

f. Set AM-3349/GRC-106 HV RESET
switch to TUNE. Observe lighted
lamps.

g. ~Push AM-3349/GRC-106 50 OHM
LINE flag oounter,clockwise and
hold.

h. Set AM-3349/GRC-1r06 HV RE!SET
switch to OPERATE.

i. .Release AM~349/G,RC-1065QOHM
LINE flag.

j. Set AM~3349/GRC-106HV RESET
switch to TUNE.

Lamps B1, B3, B5, 'C3, and C4 will
light.

Lamps B2, B3, B5, C3,and C5 will
light.

I.Jamps B2, B3, B5, G3, and G5 will
light.
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Table 4-15. Front Panel Assembly 2A5, Proof of PerforrnanceTests-Continued

Step Operation of test equipment Control settings and operation of equipment Performance standard

k. Set test set REC-XMIT NOTE
switch to REC. Disregard p,airs of half lighted

lamps during the continuity
test.

l. Rotate test set I MHz Lamp lights between switch settings.
FREQ switch from 0 to
9, while observing lamp
B4.

m. Set test set 1 MHz FREQ
'switch to O. Observe that
lamps Al through A5 are
not lighted.

n. Check the 5-line code by --- See table 4-16.
observing lamps Al
through A5 for the various
positions of the test set
MHz FREQ switches.
Switch positions and the
corresponding lamp se-
quences are given in
table 4-16. (Disregard all
lamps other than Al
through A5 when per-
forming these tests.)

9 Continuity Checks:

a. ------------- Check to see that AM-3B49/GRC-I06
PRIM PWR switch is at OFF.

b. ------------- Set AM-3349/GRC~W6TEST :METER
switch to PRIM VOLT.

c. On test set, check to see
that the 500 V LOAD is
at low, 2400 VOLT LOAD
switch is at 1, and REG-
XMIT switch is at REC.

d. Connect between 2A5A2Tl
3 and ground. See figure
2-33 for location.

e. Turn on blower and direct
output to the 2A5A2Q2
heat sink.

f· -------------- Connect 27 vdc power source to
PRIM. POWER connector on AM
3349/GRC-I06 front panel.

Pointer should indLoote in the dark
green (!':o.) pOirtiO'll of scale.

g. Turn on 27 vdc power
source and adjust for
27 vdc.

h. Set the AM-3349/GRC-I06 PRIM.

PWR. switch to ON, and the HV
RESET switch to TUNE. Reset by
switching to OPERATE and then
ba.ck to TUNE if necessary.

_____________________________________ Approrximately 12 amp. Observe that

lamp G2 on tray A4 is lighted.
_____________________________________,+27 ± I Vide.

i. Observe ammeter indi,cation
on 27 vdc pO'wer SOUl'ce.

j. Connect 'I'S-352B/U between
PRIM V test point on the
AM-3349/GRC-I06 and
ground. See figu.l·e 2-31 for
location of test point.

k. Observe AM-3349/GRC-H>6 TEST

METER indication.
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Table 4-15. Front Panel Assembly 2A5, Proof of Performance Tests-Continued

Step Operation of test equipment Control settings and operation of equipment Performance standard

------------ .+:525 ± 25 vdc.

s. Connect TS--435'2B/U be
tween HV test point on
the AM-3349/GRC-106
and ground. See figure
2-31 for looation of test
point.

n. Connect TS-352B/U be
tween LV test point on
the AM-3349/GRC-106
and ground. See figure 2-
31 for location of test
point.

o. Set test set 5'00 V LOAD
switch lo HIGH. Observe
TS-352B/U indication.

p. Set test set 500 V LOAD
switch to LOW.

q. ------------- Set AM-3349/GRC-106 TEST METER
switch to HIGH VOLT.

r. ------- Observe AM-33·49/GRC-1'06 TE'ST Pointer should indiclate in da·rk green
METER indication. portion of upper scale.

--- .+ 22.8 to + 25.2 vdc.

l. -------- .Set AM-3349/GRC~106TEST METER
'switch to LOW VOLT.

m. ------------- Observe AM-3349/GRC-106 TEST PO'inter should incHoate in darrk green
METER indication. C0J .portiooof scale.

------------------------- +,5'25 ±2i5 v<k.

AN/USM-281A waveform should
rea,ppear.

TEST METER will show full-scale
deflection to the right.

_____________________________________ At position 7, the AN/USM-281A
waveform will disappear.

______________ . TS-352B/U: + 22.8 to + 25.2 vdc.
AN/US'M-281A: Period: 88 ±22 ms.
Rise time: <30 /Lsec.
Fall time: <30 /Lsec.

t. ------- Set AM-3349/GRC-106 HV RESET
switch to OPERATE.

_____________________________________ TS-352B/U indicates {) volt. AN/USM
'281A waveform disappears.

u. Depress lamp 01 on tray
A4 to disable high voltage
circuitry.

v. Set the test set REC-XMIT
switch to XMIT, then ba'ck
to REC 'and observe TS-
352B/U and AN/USM-
281A indications.

1V. Rotate test set 2400 VDC
LOAD switch from posi
tions 1 th,f\ough 8.

x. Set test set 2400 VDC
LOAD switch to position l.

y. - Reset high voltage on AM-3349/GRC-
106 by setting the HV RESET switch
to OPERATE.

z. Set AM-3349/GPvC-106 TEST METER

switch to P A CUR.
- .Press and hold AM-3349/GRC-106

'PA IDLE CUR switch (S1), and
observe TEST METER indication.

aa.

abo Release AM-3349/GRC-106 PA IDLE
CUR switch.

ac. Connect TS-352B/U between 10 to 12 vdc.
2A5A3E1 and ground.

ad. Turn off power source to
AM-3349/GRC-106 front
panel. Leave test set power
on and set test set REC
XMIT switch to XMIT.

ae. Connect TS-352B/U be- Less than 1 ohm.

tween the normally open con-
tact of 2A5K1 (rear con-
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TaMe 4-H~ F1'.ont Panel Assembly 2A5, Pr-{}g{ of Perfonnance Tests-Continued

Step Operation of test equipment Control settings and operation of equipment Performance standard

4-44

bad) and the WHIP con
nector 0111 A,M-3'349/
GRC-I06. See figure z-.33
for location of relay.

af. ,Connect TS--,3512B/U be- .Less than -1 ohm.
tween the normally open
CIOntaet of 2A5Kl (rear con-
tact) and the 50' OHM
LINE connecto'l" (hold
ba.ck flag switch) on AM-
3349/GRC-I06.

rag. Relea.se nag switch. Conned Greater than 1 megohm.
TS-35ZB/U betweell1 AM
3349/GRG--I06 RCVR
ANT and WHIP c,on
necto'l"s.

ak. Connect TS-352B/U be- Greater than 1 megohm.
tween AM-3349/GIThG--1<O'6
front panel ground 'and
the following connectors:

RF DRIVE
RCVRANT
50 OHM LINE
WHIP

ai. Set test set REC-XM'IT
to REC.

aj. Connect TS-3'5,2B/U be
tween AM-3'349/GRC-
106 RGVR ANT and WHIP
connectors.

ak. Set AM-3349/GRC-I06 PRIM. PWR.
swibch 1Jo OFF.

al. Turn off power source to
AM-3349/GRG--I06 (if
separate).

am. Turn blower off.
an. Set test set SERV SEL and

PRIM POWER switches to
OFF.

ao. Set tray A4 POWER switch
to OFF.

ap. Disconnect all test equip
ment 'and cables from the
AM-3349/GRC-I06
front panel.

NOTE
Refer to figures 2-31
and 2-33 for the looa
Hon of test points
called out in the fol
lowing steps.

aq. Connect TS-352B/U be- Less than 1 ohm.

tween AM~3349/GRC-I06

test point H-Al and RF
DRIVE connector.

a1" Connect TS-352B/U be- Less than 1 ohm.

tween AM-3349/GRC-HJ6
toot point Jl-26 and the
front panel ca-sing.
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Table 4-15. Front Panel Assembly 2A5, Proof of Performance Tests-Continued

Step Operatum of test equipment Control Bettings and operation of equipment Performance Btandard

as. Connect TS-35'2B/U be- .Less than 1 ohm.

tween AM-3349/GRG--<106
50 OHM LINE and
RCVR ANT connectors.

at. Connect positive end of .Greater than lOOK ohms.

TS-315'2B/U to AM......3349/
GRC-l'06 test point
A2Kl-4 and the negative
end to test point A2Kl-2.

au. Reverse TS-352B/U leads, Less than 200 ohms.

oonnecting positive end to
A2Kl-2 and negative end
to A2Kl-4.

avo Disconnect all test oables.

POWER
W16

POWER
RF SIMULATOR SUPPLY 27 ± 0.5VDC
SM-442A/GRC PP-4763(*)lGRCW11

PA CONTROL

TRAY A4 lW15

V- PA METER TEST CONNECT
AS

DIRECTED

ANTENNA ALC GRID CONTROL PRIM

LOAD/TUNE METER DRIVE
J20

I W19 IP J1

POWER
"

DC-DC CONVERTER /

AM-3349/GRC-l06

50 OHM RCVR RF
CONNECTOR LINE ANT WHIP DRIVE

OSCILLOSCOPE W25

AN/USM-281A

MULTIMETER
TS-352B/U

CONNECT
AS
DIRECTED

EXTERNAL

BLOWER
115 :!:3VAC_ POWER

60 HZ

USE AS
DIRECTED

TM5820-520-35-866

Figure 4-13. AM-3349/GRC-106 Front panel assembly 2A5, performance test setup.

Table 4-16. Switch Position and Lamp Sequence, Code Line Check

MHz FREQ switch positions Illuminated lamps
Equivalent freq.

.1 MHz 1 MHz 10 MHz (in MHz) Ai A2 A3 A4 A5

0________2________0____ 2.0 ________ X X
5________ 2________0____ 2.5________ X
0________3________0____ 3.0________ X X
5________3________ 0____ 3.5________ X
0________4________0~___ 4.0________ X X X
0________ 5________0____ 5.0________ X X X
0________ 6________ 0____ 6.0________ X X X X
0________ 7________0____ 7.0________ X X X

---./ 0________8________0____ 8.0________ X X X
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Table 4-16. Switch Position and Lamp Sequence, Code Line Chec~Continued

MHz FREQ switch positions

0 9 '0 _
0 0 1 _
0 1 1 _
0 2 1 _
0 3 1 _
0 4 1 _
0 5 1 _
0 6 1 _
0 7 1 _
0 8 1 _
0 9 1 _
0 0 2 _
0 1 2 _
,0 2 2 _
0 3 2 _
0 4 2 _
0 5 2 _
0 6 2 _
0 7 2 _
0 8 2 _
0 9 ~2 _

.1 MHz 1 MHz 10 MHz
Equivalent fre<!.

(in MHz)

9.0 _
10.0' _
11.0 _
1'2.0' _
13.0 _
14.0 _
15.0 _
16.0 _
17.0 _
18.0 _
19.0 - __
,20.0 _
21.0 _
22.0 _
23.0 _
'24.0 _
25.0 _
26.0 _
27.0 _
28.0 _
29:0 _

Al

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

x
X
X
X

Illuminated lamps

A2 A3 A4 AD

X X
X X

X
X X X

X X
X

X X
X X

X
X

X
X X X X

X X X
X X X
X X X
X X

X X

X
X X
X X X

Table 4-17. Dc-to-ac Inve1·ter Assembly 2A6A1, Proof of Pe1'formance Tests

(Refer to figure 4-14.)

Step Operation of test eq"ipment Performance standard

1 Voltage Check:
a. Refer to TM 11-6625-84:7-12 for preliminary control settings

of test set and tray A4.
b. Set test set SERV SEL switch to STBY.
c. Turn on all equipment.

NOTE
1. For test points ailld test equipment connections, refer to fig

ure 4-14.
2. All tl'ay A4 contr,ol panel des,ignations used throughout

these tests refer to nomenclatu:re on the left (inverter)
half of tray A4.

d. On tmy A4, ,set EXTERNAL BLOWER switch to HI ,and TE,ST
SELE.CTOR switch to ,1.

e. Connect TS-352B/U to tray A4 TEST SELECTOR HI and LO +27 ±2 vdc.
gJround jacks for measuring positive voltage and observe indication.
Adjust p.rimary power if nece6sary.

f. Dis'Donnect TS-352B/U.
2 Input Current:

a. Connect d,c ammeter to tray A4 INPUT CURRENT HI (+) and
LO (-) jacks.

b. Depress INPUT CURRENT pushbutton and observe ammeter Ap-prox. 5.5 amp.
indicatiO'J1.

CAUTION
Input current must not exceed 6 amperes.

3 Output Voltage:
a. Insert dual plug-in type CA head into AN/USM-281A. Using

added algebraically mode, calibrate each input with probe having
'100 :'1 attenuation at each input.

CAUTION
Use of AN/USM-28'1A plug-in that does not isolate AN/
U8M-281A from ground of test set will result in damage to
the dc-to-dc inverter assembly, if connected across HI and LO
test points.
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Table 4-17. Dc-to-Dc Inverter Assembly 2A6A1, Proof of Performance
Tests-Continued

Step Operation of test equipment Performance standard

b. Set troy A4 TE'ST SELECTOR to 2.
c. Connect AN/USM-281A Channel A and B p,robes to troy A4 25i6 ±14 v pp: (Q,4-3)

TEST SELECTOR HI and LO jacks, respectively. Invert one
.channel and measure amplitude of square wave on AN/USM-
281A.

d. Set tray A4 EXTERN:AL BLOWER switch to LO ,and measure 1:20 ± 20 v pp: (R, fig. 4--<3).
amplitude of squ1are wave 0'11 osdlloscope.

e. Set tray A4 TEST SEoLECTOR switch bo 3 and measu,re amplitude 12.6 ± 1 v pp.
of square wave on AN/USM-281A.

f. Set AN/USM-2-81A for ",added algehraically" mode.
g. Set tray A4 TEST SELECTOR to 4 and mea,sure dc voltage 100 to 125 vdc.

deflection with TS-325B/U.
h. Set tray A4 TEST SELECTOR to 5 and adjust AN/USM-281A 256 ± 14 v pp.

for measuring squaTe wave amplitude.
4 High, Low Load Frequency Test:

a. Adjust AN/USM-207 fOT measuring 400 Hz inverter frequency and 400
connect to vertical signal output of AN/USM-281A. Observe
frequency indi,cation.

+'2'5
Hz

-10

~.

5

b. Set tray A4 EXTERNAL BLOWER switch to HI and observe
AN/USM-Z07 indication.

c. Disconnect AN/USM-207 and AN/U8M-281A.
Oscillator Start Under Load:

a. Set tray A4 TEST SELE'CTOR switch to 1.
b. Oonnect TS-352B/U to tray A4 TEST SELEoCTOR HI (+) and

LO jad~s for measuring positive voltage.
c. Adjust prime dc voltage source for 20.9 vdc indication on TS-

352B/U.
d. Disconnect TS-3,52'B/U.
e. Set tray A4 TEST SELECTOR switch to 3.
f· Connect AN/USM-28'1A using procedure given in step 3e to

tray A4 TEST SELECTOR HI and LO jacks. Observe w,aveform.
g. Observe AN/USM-281A while depressing tray A4 INPUT CUR

RENT pushbutton.
h. Release tray A4 IN,PUT CURRENT pushbutton while observing

AN/U SM-281A.
i. Disconnect all test equipment.

RF SIMULATOR
SM-442A/GRC

POWER
W15 POWER SUPPLY

PP-4763(X:l!GRC

TRAY A4

~ASSY

[~I-~OJ [~t-~oJ

INPUT TEST
CURRENT SELECTOR

OSCI LLOSCOPE
AN/USM-2B1A

10:1 PROBE

+25
4,00 Hz

....10

Waveform present.

AN/U:S:vI-281A wavefonn disappears.

AN/USM-281A waveform reappeaTS.

27±0.5VDC

MULTI METER
TS-352 B/U

DIGITAL
READOUT

ELECTRONIC
COUNTER

AN/USM-207

TM5820-520-35-867

Figure 4-14. Dc-to-ac inverter assembly 2A6A1, performance test setup.
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Table 4-18. Relay Control Assembly 2A7, Proof of Perf01'mance Tests

(Refer to figure 4-'15.)

Step Operation of test equipment Performance standard

NOTE
1. For test points and test equipment connections, refer to fig

ure 4-1.5.
2. All tray A5 control panel designations used throughout

these tests refe.r to RELAY section unless otherwise speci
fied.

1 ReIay Operation Tests:
a. Refer to TM 11-6625-847-12 fo.r pll"elimina,ry control settings on

test set and tray A5.
b. Set test set SERV SEL switch to STBY.
c. Turn on all equipllllent.
d. Use taJble below to check for proper operation of relays.

Use Press to Test function of indicator lamps to check that each
lamp is operational. Set test set SERV SEL switch to SSB/NSK·

RELAY
CONTROL

switch position Indicator Indication
lamp No. :I 3 4 5 r

1 on (*) (*) off off off (**)
2 on on off on off off on
3 on on off off on off on
4 on on off off off on on
5 on on off off off on on

* Lamp lights after approximately 75 seconds delay.
''''Lamp starts at on and goes out after approximately 75 seconds delay.

e. Set tray A5 RELAY GONTROL switch to 1.
f. o.perate tray A5 end panel POWE!R switch to OFF and then to ON. 68 to 90> sec.

Note time intwval fl'om moment p,ower is reapplied until moment
indkator lamp 2 lights.

g. Set tray A5 POWER s,witch to OFF and remove 2A7 assembly.

RF SIMULATOR
SM-442A1GRC

POWER
W15

POWER SUPPLY
PP-4763 (*lIGRC

27:': 0.5 VDC

TRAY A5

,----- RELAY ----..I

TM 5820- 520-35-868

RELAY CONTROL ASSY

~
2 ~TURRET MOTOR

"'----~IKEY INTERLOCK

OPERATE

I J STANDBYRELAY ~6CONTROL 7

?
/
TUNE LOCK

BANDSWITCH

CAPAC ITOR MOTOR

Figure 4-15. Relay control assembly 2A7, perfo1-mance
test setup.
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CONTACTS FOR 2A2
INTERSTAGE TRANSFORMER
ASSY A16A AND B THRU A30A AND B

TM5820-520-3$-940

--------..,
I

I
I

I
I

~I

SEE
TABLE

1

C6
1.5-10

34

VI
8233

PARASITIC
SUPPRESSOR

2,6-
i-_-It----...-~---...-_;__iZ1

R5

VRI

E12

I
I

Ell IE4 R7

E9

"1 I

i 1"'.giUF I
SEE I ~

I TABLE I I

E!5 1 J4 I
• R8 C8 CIO I +200V

I A2 2701< IJ22~ _ l'i?Jg~l'~~~ · e{Tp) IL =-- ..J II

~6Y:(\VlF==-====:=~~~==;===~-~I ,-------

I TABLE 1

"'T'.OlUF I COMPONENT CHANGE
~ REF SYSTEM NO COMPONENT

___"="_2:0__"="_J D~:::~;~ON THRU 216 ::~UI<E
2A8C6 THRU 216 .8 TO 4.5

BIAS 3+27V

DRIVER
CURRENT 4

METERING

+200VDC

2

'3 VAC

-----
A8Jl 2AS

PA GRID A3DRIVE

NEUTMLIZATION A2CA'ACITOR

FEEDBACK Al

SIGNAL A4INPUT

Figu?"e 4-16. AM-3349/GRC-10fi, d1'ive1' assembly 2A8, schematic diag1'am.

,

I I
RF OUTPUT I "

GROUND f-
A9JI-B I I

L
t-710rC~5-~ "

I I ---I I 20:'5 I

i : 3605 I I
L ~- I;~O~ --_~A9 i

TM 5820- 520-35- 941

CONTACTS FOR 2A2 FILTER ASS'Y
AlA a B THRU AI5A a B

f~------~~------~\

2 I 4 6 5 7 8 9 10

A9JI-A i---¥--¥-
PA PLATESI~ ~

: 56bov
CJ~3~RW~ 2~------"-"~~

Figu1'e 4-17. AM-3349/GRC-106, stato?" assembly 2A9, schematic diag?"am.
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52 SHAFT KEY CAM CAM FOLLOWER

4-50

TM5820-520 -35 - 871

Figure 1;.-18. Antenna co'upler assembly 2A3, cam and cam follower detail.
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TM5820-520-35-872

Figm'e 4-19, Antenna couple?' assembly 2A3, pa?'ts location, C26 removed,
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(ER)

.... C D [

(GEN I

.... C 0 ABC 0

COLOR-COOE MARKING FOR FllM
TYPE RESISTORS.

1ST 20 HARACTERIST: WOA~ING
OPE"ATING I.....TIOH

MIL , CAPACI TANCE TOLERANCE TEMP.
COLOR

10 SI. SIO MULTIPLIER VOLTAGE "ANIE 0",1,01:
FIG. FIG. CM CN CY CB CM CN C8 CM CY, CM CM

BLACK l..C~'8 ±20.. t2O'llo -lWTO +1O"C IO-~~Hl

BROWN 10

RED 100 ±2% ±2'1. 12"" C -"-TO+eac
ORANGE 1,000 ±3O% 300

YELLOW 10,000 -"-TO+l~ 10-2,000lO

GRnN ±,% 300

BLUE -SS'Tn+lOO-<:

I~~~~
GREY

WHITE

GOLD 0.1 H .. to ..

SILVER CN ±IO% :t10"- !IO"", ilo...

TABLE 3 - FOR USE WITH STYLES CM, CN, CY AND CB.

MICA, BUTTON TYPE

CB

~
MIL IDENTIFIER (BLACK OOT)

1ST SIGNIFICANT FIGUR[

20 SIGNIFICANT FiGURE

MULTIPLlER

CAPACITANCE TOLERANCE

CHARACTERISTIC

Cy

~INDICATORt....=:J METHOD 8

GLASS·DIELECTRIC, GLASS CASE

i
MIL IDENTIFIER (BLACK DOT)r1ST SIGNIFICANT FIGURE

~-i 20 SIGNIFICANT FIGURE

i
~ INDICATOR

i )-METHODA

MULTIPLIER

CAPACITANCE TOLERANCE

OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE

CN

PAPER - DIELECTRIC

MIL IDENTIFIER (SILVER DOT)

J'ST SlGNI"CANT "OUR.

l> ~-i20 SIGN"'CANT "OURE

}
~---{ MULTIPLIERL CAPACI TANCE TOLERANCE

CHARACTERISTIC

dELECTRICS, STYLES CM, CN, CY, AND CB.

i
MIL IDENTIFIER (BLACK DOT)rI ST SIGNIFICANT FIGURE

~-{ 20 SIGNIFICANT FIGURE

'RONT iitTIPLI.R

CAPACITANCE' TOU"ANCE

CHARACTERISTIC

J
DC 'M)RKING VOLTAGE

rOPERATING TUIPE.~ATURE

i,-{VIBRATION GRADE

RU.R~
MICA - DIELECTRIC

CAPACITORS, FIXED, VARIOI

MIL SPEC IDENT
(SILVER)

1ST FIG.
(ORANGE)

20 FIG.(ORANGE)

MULT (BROWN)

TOLERANCE (GOLD)

(B) 330UH ± 5%

20 FIG.CRED)

TOLERANCE I SILVER)

(A) B.2UH ± 1()4'",

MIL SPEC IDENT
(SILVER)

TERM.

SOLD
ERABLE

FAILURE
RATE

LEVEL

M*l.O

P·O.I
R'O,Ol
S-O.QOl

BAND E

COLOR

BROWN..
RED..
ORANGE ..
YELLOW..

WHITE ..

TERMINAL

RESISTANCE
TOLERANCE
IPERCENT)

ilO (COMP.
TYPE ONLY)

t·
±2INOTAP·

PLICABLE TO
ESTABLISHED
RELIABILITY).

BAND B BAND C BAND 0

TABLE I
COLOR CODE FOR COMPOSlTlON TYPE AND FILM TYPE RESISTORS

BAND A

1ST
SIGNIFICANT FIG.

ZD SIGNIFICANT FIG.

MULTIPLIER

lOLERAHCE:
FAILUM·RAT[ LEVEL
(UT....L.lSH[O REL.IABllITY
TYPES ONLY)

COLOR CODE MARKING FOR COMPOSITION TYPE RESISTORS.

SlG~\~~~Nl
SECOND

MULTIPLIERCOLOR COlOR SIGNIFICANT COLOR COLOR
FIGURE FIGURE

BLACK .. BLACK .. BLACK .. I
BROWN .. BROWN., . BROWN ... 10·

REO., RED.. RED... 100
ORANGE .. ORANGE,. ORANGE ..• 1,000
yELLOW.... YELLOW.. YElLOW .. 10,000 SILI/ER.

GREEN .• GREEN .. GREEN .. 100,000 GOLD..
BLUE .. BLUE ... BLUE .. 1,000,000 RED..

PURPLE .... PURPLE ....
(VIOLET) (V'OLET)

GRAY•. GRAY,. SILVER .. 1.01

WHITE .. WHITE ••. GOLD 0.1

TABLE 4 - TEMPERATURE COMPENSATING, STYLE CC

. TEMPERATURE 1ST 20 CAPACITANCE TOLERANCE
MILCOLOR SI. SI. MULTIPLIER'

COEFFICIENT 4
FIG. FIG. CAPACITANCES CAPACITANCES 10

OVER 10 UUF 10 UUF OR. LESS

BLACK ±2.0 UUF CC

BROWN -30 10 ±I%

RED -00 100 ±2% iO.2' UUF

ORANGE -1'0 1,000

YELLOW -220

GREEN 330 ±' ... ± 0.' UUF

BLUE -470

~~I"n~~~l -T'O

GREY 0.01

WHITE 0.1 ±IO,,"

GOLD +100 ±1.0 UUF

SILVER

1.- THE MULTIPUER IS THE NUMBER BY WHICH THE TWO SIGNtFtCAN1' ISIGI FIGURES ARE MULTIPLIED TO OBTAIN
THE CAPACITANCE IN UUF.

2. LETTERS INDICATE THE CHARACTERISTICS DESIGNATED IN APPLICABLE SPECIFICATIONS: MIL-C-',

MIL-C-25D, MH,.-C-11272B, AND MIL-C-I09'OC RESPECTIVELY.

3. LETTERS INDICATE THE TEMPERATURE RANGE AND VOLTAGE-TEMPERATURE LIMITS DESIGNATED IN

MIL-C-IIOl'D.

4. TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT IN PARTS PER MILLION PER DEGREE CENTIGRADE.

OISK -TYPE

r- TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT

~
cr-~ 1ST SIGNIFICANT FIGUREa:1 ,..-- 20 SIGNIFICANT FIGURE

.~ MULTIPLIER

CAPACITANCE TOLERANCE

MIL IDENTIFIER
I BLACK OOT I

REAR FRONT

RADIAL LEAD

REAR

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT

FRONT

~
MIL IDENTIFIER
(BLACK OOT)

...,,-----rr-'

AXIAL LEAD

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT

1ST S.IGNIFICANT FIGURE

20 SIGNIFICANT FIGUR[

SIGNI- INDUCTANCE
COLOR FICANT MULTIPLIER TOLERANCE

FIGURE (PERCENT)

BLACK 0 I

8ROWN I 10 I

RED 2 100 2

ORANGE 3 1,000 3

YELLOW •
GREEN S

BLUE 0

VIOLET 7

GRAY 8

WHITE 8

NONE 20

SILVER 10

GOLD OECIII!AL POINT •

MULTIPLIER IS THE FACTOR BY WHICH THE TWO COLOR FIOURES
ARE MULTIPLIED TO OBTAIN THE INDUCTANCE VALUE OF THE
CHOKE COIL.

TABLE 2
COLOR CODING FOR TUBULAR ENCAPSULATED R F CHOKES.

COLOR CODING FOR TUBULAR ENCAPSULATED R.F. CHOKES, AT A. AN EXAMPLE OF
OF THE CODING FOR AN 8.2UH CHOKE IS GIVEN. AT B, THE COLOR BANDS FOR
A 330 UH INDUCTOR ARE ILLUSTRATED.

NOM! NAL RESISTANCE 3,400 OHMS
RESISTANCE TOLERANCE ±,,,.
TERMINAL SOLDERABLE

(GEN)

EXAMPLES OF COLOR COOING

ABC 0*

~~
- -or 8 .,.

~ "+1

NOMINAL RESiSTANCE 1,400 OHMS
RESISTANCE TOLERANCE ±ID,,"

(ER)

FOR WIRE - WOUND - TYPE RES ISTORS COLOR CODING IS NOT USED, IDENTI

FICATION MARKING IS SPECIFIED IN EACH OF THE APPLICABLE SPECIFICATIONS.

BAND A - THE FIRST SIGNIFICANT FIGURE OF THE RESiSTANCE VALUE
I BANDS A THRU 0 SHALL BE OF EQUAL WIDTH.)

BAND B - THE SECOND SIGN I FICANT FIGURE OF THE RESISTANCE VALUE.

BAND C - THE MULTIPLIER (THE MULTIPLIER IS THE FACTOR BY WHICH THE
TWO SIGNIFICANT FIGURES ARE MULTIPLIED TO YIELD THE
NOMINAL RESISTANCE VALUE.)

BAND 0 - THE RESISTANCE TOLERANCE.

BAND E - WHEN USED ON COMPOSITION RESISTORS, BAND E INDICATES
ESTABLISHED RELIABILITY FAILURE - RATE LEVEL I PERCENT FAILURE
PER 1,000 HOURS I. ON FILM RESiSTORS, THIS BAND SHALL BE APPROXIMATELY
HI2 TIMES THE WIDTH OF OTHER BANOS, AND INDICATES TYPE OF TERMINAL.

RESISTANCES IDENTIFIED BY NUMBERS AND LETTERS
I THESE ARE HOT COLOR CODED)

SOME RESISTORS ARE IDENTIFIED BY THREE OR FOUR DIGIT ALPHA NUMERIC
DESIGNATORS. THE LETTER R IS USED IN PLACE OF A DECIMAL POINT WHEN
FRACTIONAL VALUES OF AN OHM ARE EXPRESSED. FOR EXAMPLE:

2R7 - 2.7 OHMS 1011'0 - 10.0 OHMS

NOMINAL RESISTANCE 3,900 OHMS
RESISTANCE TOLERANCE ±'-'"
FAILURE RATE LEVEL M

COMPOSITION-TYPE RESISTORS FILM - TYPE RESISTORS

* IF BAND D IS OMITTED, THE RESISTOR TOLERANCE IS ± 20% AND THE RESISTOR IS HOT MIL-STD.

A. COLOR CODE MARKING FOR MILITARY STANDARD RESISTORS.
B. COLOR CODE MARKING FOR MILITARY STANDARD INDUCTORS. C. COLOR COOE MARKING FOR MILITARY STANDARD CAPACITORS.

Figure 4-20. Resistor, inductor, and capacitor color code chUfftS.
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FEEDBACK

! I
IRF DRIVE I

DRIVER POWER PHASE LOAD

'" INPUT
A5J3 AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER DISCRIMINATOR H DISCRIMINATOR

" BRIDGE A8VI
--.

AIAIVI-AIAIV2 A4AI A4A2

~ ~NEI
~A5J5

A5CR5

A5KI
ANTENNA

SWITCHING

....-.....OLl

...... ..........-OL2

IRCVR ANTI

I
I""'-------......::=:::::::::~<A5J4

RECEIVE I WHIP 1
~. .0 .0.. (A5J6

t---t...----J I
TRANSMIT I A5S5

I

I
I
I
I
I

I ANT. LOAD I
;0

"j,,"
~,

COUNTER

ANTENNA
COUPLER

SWITCHING

--------

ANTENNA
TUNING

ELEMENTS

,........, .....
// COUNTER

/

d
IANT.TUNE I ANTENNA

LOADING

I ELEMENTS

I 1
ANTENNA

COUPLER A3-- --

p----- -- -- ----

A5M3

I ANT. LOAD I

A5M2

I ANT. TUNE I

EMITTER
FOLLOWER
AIAIAl02

DETECTOR
AIAIAICR4
AIAIAICRI

PIO

I----------------....--------'T--< A5J2- C

EMITTER
FOLLOWER
AlAI A I a I

RF
DETECTOR

CRI
PIO A4A3

EM ITTER
FOLLOWER

01
PIO A4A3

PIO
A5S6

I CONTROL I--
I
I
I
I

I TUNE I :
Io/-------......---------1I
---«A5J2-B

1 [OPERATE I

LEVEL CONTROL
SIGNALS TO THE
ATTENUATOR
IN TRANSMITTER
IF. AND AUDIO
MODULE IA5

FEEDBACK LOOP

TM5820-520-35-902

NOTES:

I. PREFIX ALL REFERENCE
DESIGNATIONS ON THIS
DIAGRAM WITH UNIT
NUMBER 2.

2.~ INDICATES FRONT
PANEL MARKI NG

PRIM. VOLT.

2400 VOLTS DC TO
POWER AMPLIFIER ILOW VOLT. IAIAIVI-AIAIV2 1 ITEST METER IPLATES

IHIGH VOLT. I 0500 VOLTS DC TO
DRIVER AMPLIFIER
A8VI PLATE AND IDRIVER CUR·1SCREEN AND 0
POWER AMPLIFIER

A5S2

AIAIVI- AI AIV2
SCREENS IGRID DRIVE 0

JPA CUR. I
POWER OUT

PIO

! II CONTROL I
FEEDBACK

LOOP
OVER CURRENT-

DC - TO - DC UNDER VOLTAGE
CONVERTER PROTECTION

PIO 2400 CIRCUIT

,....- A5 VOLTS DC PIO A5IPRIM. I
POWER

I~ STANDBY

> RELAY I--

PRIM. PWR.1

A2KI

I PIO A5

A5A2CBI
~ -110 VOLTS DC BIAS

'"
DC-TO-AC

"
~ INVERTER

~ 128 VOLTS AC TO BLOWERS
PIO ASSEMBLY

I CONTROL I PIO A6
~6.3 VOLTS AC TO DRIVER

AMPLIFIER A8VI FILAMENTS
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A5J2-N

A5J2-T

Figure 4-21. Amplifier, Radio Frequency AM-3349/GRC-106, functional block
diagram.
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TURRET OPERATING
POSITION FREQMHZ

1 2-2.5
2 3-3.5
3 14-15
4 15-16
5 24-25
6 25-26
7 16-17
8 17-18
9 2.5-3
10 3.5-4
11 18-19
12 19-20
13 26-27
14 27-28
15 28-29
16 29-30
17 20-21
18 21-22
19 22-23
20 23-24
21 4-5
22 5-6
23 8-9
24 9-10
25 6-7
26 7-8
27 12-13
28 13-14
29 10-11
30 11-12
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I
I
I
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OPERATE

I
PIO
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--o-~13>- ITUNE 10PERATEI
SWITCH
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NOTES:
I. UNLE~ OTHERWISE SPECIFIED ALL DIODES IN647
2. ALL FEEDTHROUGH CAPACITORS ARE 0.001 UFo
3. PREFIX ALL REFERENCE DESIGNATIONS ON THIS

DIAGRAM WITH UNIT NUMBER 2.
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\ I , ,\ 'I 10 10,
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/
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/ PIO PIO
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/ W, 1)3~~ / ~/ I I I/
/ A3C23

23) I 1~2/ ~/ I I/ I I/
A3S3 / A3B1 I ICAPACITOR / CAPACITOR

A3CI3 CODING / CODING MOTOR I I,1&-- I
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/ -hJ I I/ I
/ A3C14

I ) 14>-! I) 1/ 0 0

/ ~ I I I
I I I
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I I I
A3C6 I I I
~ I I I

I I I
I I I

A3C12
12) I 1)9

~ I

A3C7

PIO
A3J1

1 A3CI7
~ A3S2

I -= RFBANDSWITCH
(13~1-A3-C-18----...., CODING

~--~~6 ~ 2

A3CI6
~--r<4 H---+--G:-:p:=o--r-t-----t----"
~----1IH(5 I A3CI5

I I -:p
I-----tl......c(15 A3C1

,~---+-I(20~':---O--o-------+_t_--;----_t_-___+__,

1-----,1
1
--«21 ~ A3C2

~
~----1IH( 3 ~-A~3~C)-19---_t_+_-_+-------J

I ':;'
I

~-'p'~~~(1 P~ A5~
A1XA5/17~A5J1WHIP

I , ANTENNA
I I CODING

~---1~(18( I Y -=
PIO pit)

AIXA3/1 A3J1 A3CI0
'~-~I"O ~

I I -=
I I A3C9

1-----«9 +-+-0--0---.
I ~
I A3C11

~---1IH(l1 ~

I
I
I
I, (8 A3C8

~
I (7~---
I (6~----~

~--......I1.....(19~-----~

PIO
A2J1

A2S4
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CR4 CR5

22

15
16

17
18
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A31
CR2

A2S5
50 OHM LINE 21

CODING

A31
CR1

A31
CR2

Figure 4-22. Antenna coupler assembly 2A3, tuning controls.
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I
I
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I
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TO
ASA301

J

TMS820-520-3S-904

TUNE
LEVEL

CONTROLT
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O.OIUFT

I

~

_ A1C9

~
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E9

- --------
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PIO PIO
AIXA5 A5JI

.....------o--F-~---r-~ 2 5 }o-,--~~~

PIO
AIAIAI

---- -- -- ------,

02
2NI613

RII
470KRTI

149K

AIAIC6 AIAICI9 AIAIC5

~ I~'=-IOOIU'~OOIU'
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I C2 RIO
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I
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Figure 4-23. Level control signals, interunit circuit details.
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Fivure 4-25. Keying interunit circuit details for AN/GRC-I06(*).
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Figure 4-26. Tuning interunit circuit details for AN/GRC-l06(*).
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Sl rotor
Insul ator ring
S2 rotor
Insulator ring
S3 rotor
Insulator ring
S4 rotor
Insulator ring
S5 rotor
Insulator ring
Ring bearing retainer
Locating pin
Turret mount
l20-tooth internal gear assembly
No.6 flat washer
6-32 screw (3/8 long)
Ring bearing
Ring bearing retainer
No.6 flat washer
6-32 screw (3/8 long)
4-40 screw (1-1/4 long)
No.4 lock washer
No.4 flat washer
Motor cover
Spacer
6-32 screw (3/8 long)
No.6 flat washer
Turret motor
Spiral pin
28-tooth spur gear
Motor mount
Ball bearing
46-tooth spur gear
Spiral pin
Ball bearing
Gear shaft
4-40 nut
No.4 flat washer
Connector
Ball bearing
6-32 screw (5/16 long)
No. 6 lock washer
No.6 flat washer
Terminal lug
Coding assembly board
Channel cover
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No.6 lockwasher
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Transformer assembly A17
Mounting ring
No.4 flat washer
4-40 screw (0.168 long)
Turret base cover
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No.4 lockwasher
No. 4 flat washer
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Figure 4-27. Amplifier, Radio Frequency AM-9349/GRC-l06, turret assembly
parts location.
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NOTES:

I. ALL MEASUREMENTS WERE MADE WITH
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3 ALL MEASUREMENTS ON TRANSLATOR MODULE
IA8 WERE MADE AT AN OPERATING FREQUENCY
OF 8111C AND 4 5MV INPUT 4T AUDIO CONNECTOR

TIII5 820 -520 -35 - 911

Figure 4-t8. Receiver-TranBmitter, Radio RT-66t/GRC and RT-8S4/GRC, waveform
diagram.
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Megahertz strip A23
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4-40 screw (5/16 long)
Top plate
Roll pin
Top 10-kHz rotor board assembly A36-A35
Center 100-kHz rotor board assembly A34-A33
Roll pin
Bottom 10-kHz rotor board assembly A32-A31
Bottom 100-kHz rotor board assembly A30
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Grip ring
160-tooth spur gear
Roll pin
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Figure 4-29. Rf amplifier module lA12, exploded view parts location diagram.
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Figure 4-30. RT-662/GRC (Serial Numbers 1 through 220, Order No. FR-36
039-B-6-31886(E)) noise blanker assembly lA1A6, schematic diagram.
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Figure 4-31. Receiver-Transmitter, Radio RT-66~/GRCand RT-834/GRC, internal
ALC assembly 1A1A2A5, schematic diagram.

TM~e20-520-~5 - 915
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TM 5820 - 520-35-916

Figure 4-32. Receiver-Transmitter, Radio RT-662/GRC, and RT-834/GRC, front
end protection circuit lA1A1Al0, schematic dia-gram.
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Figure 4-93. Receiver-Transmitter, Radio Rr-662/GRC, front panel and chassis
lAl, schematic diagram.
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Figure 4-84. Receiver-Transmitter, Radio RT-884/GRC, front panel and chassis
lAl, schematic diagram.
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Figure 1,.-95. Receiver-Transmitter, Radio RT-662/GRC ana. RT-891,./GRC, 100
kHz synthesizer module 1A2, schematic diagram.
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Figure 4-42. Receiver-Transmitter, Radio RT-662/GRC and RT-894/GRC, translator
module lA8, schematic diagram.
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Figure 4-49. Receiver-Transmitter, Radio RT-662/GRC and RT-894/GRC, MHz
synthesizer modtulator lAY, schematic diagram.
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Figure 4-44. Receiver-Transmitter, Radio RT-662/GRC and RT-834/GRC, receiver
audio module lAl0, schematic diagram.
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TIII5820-520-35-929

I
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NOTES:

I. PARTIAL REF DESIGNATIONS ARE SHOWN: FOR
COMPLETE DESIGNATION PREFIX WITH IAII

2. UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ALL RESISTORS ARE IN OHMS. 1/4W, ± 5%
ALL CAPACITORS ARE IN MICROFARADS

3. IAIOI SHOWN ON THIS DWG FOR REF ONLY
SEE FIGURE 79 FOR COMPLETE FUNCTION

4. c=::=:J INDICATES EQUIPMENT MARKING
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I
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47
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Jl Figure 4-45. Receiver-Transmitter, Radio TtT-662/GRG and RT-894/GRC, dc-to-de
converter and regulator modul8 1All, schematic diagram.
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Figure 4-46. Receiver-Transmitter, Radio RT-662/GRC, and RT-884/GRC, rf
amplifier module lA12, schematic diagram.
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CHART C - 1'IHZ STEP TU'II'IG CAPACITOR

On On On On On On
rr,'q. in HHz Assy CI Assy C2 Assy C3 Assy C4 Assy C5 Assy YI

2 AI6 9.1 AI6 SliT AI6 SHT A23 SHT A2 SHT A16 'lone

J A17 6.2 AI7 1247 A17 1255 A24 1253 A3 1255 A17

4 A18 5.6 A18 623 AI8 632 A25 623 A4 632 A18

5 A19 5. I A19 416 AI9 424 A26 416 A5 424

6 A20 3.9 A20 312 A20 320 A27 318 A6 320

7 A21 3.3 A21 250 A2 I 258 A28 250 A7 258

8 A22 3.0 A22 208 A22 217 A29 208 A8 217

9 A23 2.7 A23 179 A23 187 A2 182 A9 187

10 A24 2.7 A24 157 A24 165 A3 160 AID 165

11 A25 2.4 A25 140 A25 148 A4 146 All 148

12 A26 2.2 A26 126 A26 134 A5 128 A12 134

13 A27 2.0 A27 115 A27 123 A6 117 A13 123

14 A28 2.0 A28 105 A28 113 A7 III A14 113

15 A29 2.0 A29 97 A29 105 A8 103 AI5 105 A29

16 A2 2.0 A2 91 A2 98 A9 96 AI5 98 A2

17 A3 2.0 A3 85 A3 92 AIO 90 AI7 92 A3

18 A4 1.8 A4 80 A4 87 All 85 A18 87 A4 rJOl'

19 A5 1.8 A5 75 A5 82 A12 80 A19 82 A5 21. 000

20 A6 1.8 A6 71 A6 7B AI3 76 A20 78 A6 19. J03

2I A7 2.0 A7 67 A7 75 A14 73 A21 75 ':onr

22 A8 2.0 A8 64 A8 71 A15 68 A22 71

23 A9 2.0 A9 61 A9 68 A16 66 A23 68

24 AIO 2.0 AID 58 AIO 66 AI7 63 A24 66

25 All 2.0 All 56 All 63 AI8 61 A25 63

26 AI2 2.0 AI2 54 AI2 61 r.19 59 A26 61

27 AI3 2.0 A13 52 AI3 58 A20 57 A27 58

28 A14 2.0 AI4 50 AI4 56 A21 55 A28 56 AI4 'lone

29 AI5 2.0 AI5 4B AI5 55 A22 53 A29 55 A15 28.500

CHART B - 100 KHZ STEP TUIIIrIG CAPACITOR

Capaci tor
Freq. 1n 1Hz Ref. Desig. A30 A33 A34 A37

Cll 426 395 404 395
0.10

C21 147 152 150 152

CI2 332 309 316 309
0.20

C22 118 122 121 122

C13 257 239 244 239
0.30

C23 93 96 95 96

Cl4 195 182 IB5 182
0.40

C24 72 74 73 74

C15 143 133 136 133
0.50

C25 54 55 55 55

C16 99 92 94 92
0.60

C26 37 38 38 38

C17 61 57 58 57
0.70 C27 23 24 24 24

C18 29 26 27 26
0.80

C28 11 11 11 11

CI9 --- --- --- ---
0.90

C29 --- --- --- ---

C20 545 504 517 504
0.00

C30 181 187 185 187

CHART A - 10 KIIZ STEP TUriI IG CAPAC nOR

Capaci tor
A36Freq. in 101Hz Ref. Desig. A31 A32 A35

0.01 Cl 215 22B 224 228

0.02 C2
, 184 194 190 194

0.03 C3 153 162 158 152

0.04 C4 124 132 128 132

0.05 C5 96 101 100 101

0.06 C6 69 74 73 74

0.07 C7 45 48 47 48

0.08 C8 22 23 23 23

O.Og C9 --- ---
0.00 CIO 251 266 262 266

------ -
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NOTES:

I PARTIAL REFERENCE DESIGNATIONS ARE SHOWN: FOR COMPLETE OESIGIIATION
PREFIX WITH UNIT NUfolBER OR SUBASSEMBLY DESIGNATIONS

2 UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECI FlED:

ALL RESISTOR VALUES ARE I I OHMS '5,.1/4 W
ALL CAPAC I TOR VALUES ARE IN 1011 CROMI CROFARADS

3 ~SYI1BOL INDICATES PARASITIC SUPPRESSOR
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TABLE n

100 CPS BINARY CODECODESW

DIGIT El0 E8 E7 E9

0 0 0 0 0

I 0 0 0 I
2 0 0 I 0
3 0 0 I I

4 0 I 0 0
5 0 I 0 I
6 0 I I 0
7 0 I I I

8 I 0 0 0

9 I 0 0 I

O=OVDC 1=5VDC±10%

FLI

POWER INPUT PINS
ZI Z2,Z3,Z4,Z6,Z7 Z5 Z8

+5VDC 5 4 ',2,4,13,14 9,14
GRD 6,7,12 11 11 7

TABLE I

C16
390

CI8
10.01 UF

I
I

---~

R7
47K

+15 VDC

R33
47K

--Jl NOTES:
+15 VDC ....~t-- --=V--=C:....:O=--_- I. PARTIAL REFERENCE DESIGNATIONS

ARE SHOWN: FOR COMPLETE DESIG
NATION, PREFIX WITH UNIT NUMBER

CR3 OR SUBASSEMBLY DESIGNATION.

I 2. UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
03 I ALL RESISTANCE VALUES ARE IN OHMS.

2N2907 ALL RESISTOR RATINGS ARE 1/4W.
ALL RESISTOR TOLERANCES ARE ±5%.
ALL CAPACITANCE VALUES ARE IN

MICROM ICROFARADS.
ALL TRANSISTORS ARE 2N2222.
ALL DIODES ARE IN3666.

RI4
47K

RI6
18K

'="

R4 LOW PASS FILTER
1050 C4
1/20W, ±1% 0.22 UF

R5 ~
1000

R341/20W, ±I%
2700

R6 C3
249 0.22 UF C22

1/20W 0.1 UFI
±1%

R28 '="

10K CI7 R25
0.01 UF 300

I
I

E3 11-+-..-.-.....-~r--.....-..JVV\r------------------o---iOUT

E2 1
r-----(::>--I GRD

'=" Ell
.------.--------.---.--il-~D--iIN

CI5
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+20 VDC ....- .....----,

EMITTER
FOLLOWER

+15 VDC

J

+5 VDC

R30
10

C21 "'C19
IO.01 UF I6.8 UF

r A2
I +20 VDC

I RI8
IE4 220

• VRI
I IN965B
I

IE7
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INPUT
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PULSE SHAPER

L.....-----+15VDC

Z7 7.1 MHZ R27 R267 9 OUTPUT 3900 470C 0 2
'=" ':' '=" '="Z7
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C13 12KFF85
MIXER om UF 07
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FF85
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+5 VDC R212 D R Q 12
RI9 15K

14 620 B

'="
E9

L __
R20
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R31
'=" 51

'="
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9
C 0
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6
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R5
1500

14
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IN3064 3900
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2 D Q 12
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5600 5600 5600 5600
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7
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ZI

Rll
+15VDC 4700
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RI3
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2C7A 3
r---:.;16~ SM61 ..,:2=+_+-+- ......,
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13 10
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At
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I EI

GRD

CODE SW
SEE TABLE 1 3

CODE SW
SEE TABLE I 8

+15VDC

tAtA2A8

I
I

........+;.,:2:,.:0:..;V:.;:D:.;:C--....;,6_ 0-l-t±====±±±:==============:i==========t==+========+=========+==~~~~-.-J
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R14
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r
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C5CODE SW

SEE TABLE 1 4 E7 CR2 390
7
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Z5I 12 3
I 12CODE SW 5 2C4A

..SEE TABLE 1 9 I El0 CR3 9 AG810
10
8

Figure 4-47. Receiver-Transmitter, Radio RT-894/GRC, 100 Hz Module lAlA~A8,

schematic diagram.
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+C2
120 UF

J

VRI
IN748A R3

1000

r- ...... --------<~--.--=E.:oJ+5 VDC
REGULATED

CRI
lN93A

I lA1A2~;
I
I

I 01
6.3 VACo=Ec.;:3_-.+ 2-N-29-0-5--->o,<:..",

I
I
I

+Cl
120 UF

02
2N706

CW

R6
1-+-t---<2000

C3
0.01 UF

RI
62K

R2
120

R4 R5
2000 1000

I
I
I

GRD E2

L _
CR2 I
IN816 I__~J

NOTES:
I. PARTIAL REFERENCE DESIGNATIONS ARE SHOWN.

FOR COMPLETE DESIGNATIONS, PREFIX WITH UNIT
NUMBER OR SUBASSEMBLY DESIGNATION.

2. UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ALL RESISTANCE VALUES ARE IN OHMS.
ALL RESISTOR TOLERANCES ARE ±5%.
ALL RESISTOR RATINGS ARE 1/4W. TM5820-520-35-932

Figu7"e 4-48. Receive7"-T7"ansmitte7', Radio RT-834/GRC, filament regulator
lA1A2A9, schematic diagram.
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TM 5 820- 520-35-934

TURRET FREQ CODE FILTERS INTSTGXFMR

POS MHZ 1 2 3 4 5 A No. Cl C2 ANo. RVALUE

1 2.0 - 2.5 0 1 0 1 0 AlB 13-5 A19B 1600

2 3.0 -3.5 0 o 1 0 1 AlA 13-5 A19A 2000

3 14 -15 1 0 0 1 0 A2B 11.95-5 A20B 2400

4 15 -16 1 1 0 0 1 A2A A20A 2400

5 24-25 0 1 1 0 0 A3B 7.7-5 12.4-3 A21B 2200

6 25-26 0 o T 1 0 A3A A21A 2400

7 16-17 0 0 0 1 1 A4B 9.5-5 27.85-3 A22B 2200

8 17-18 1 0 0 0 1 A4A A22A 2200

9 2.5-3 0 1 0 0 0 A5B 13-5 A23B 1800
10 3.5-4 0 0 1 0 0 A5A 13-5 A23A 2000

11 18 -19 0 0 o 1 0 A6B 8.5-5 23.93 A24B 2200

12 19 -20 0 0 0 0 1 A6A A24A 2200
13 26-27 1 0 0 0 0 A7B 6.6-5 13.15-3 A25B 2400

14 27-28 1 1 0 0 0 A7A A25A 2700
15 28-29 1 1 1 0 0 A8B 5.8-5 13.2-3 A26B 3000
16 29-30 1 1 1 1 0 A8A A26A 3600
17 20-21 0 1 1 1 1 A9B 8.2-5 15.0-3 A27B 2200
18 21-22 1 0 1 1 1 A9A A27A 2200

19 22-23 1 1 o 1 1 AIOB 8.2-5 13.3-3 A28B 2200

20 23-24 0 1 1 0 1 AIOA A28A 2200
21 4-5 1 o 1 1 0 AHB 2-5 A29B 2700
22 5-6 0 1 o 1 1 AltA 2-5 A29A 3000
Z3 8-9 1 0 1 o 1 A12B 22.9 -5 14.0-3 A30B 3000

24 9-10 1 1 0 1 0 A12A A30A 3000
25 6-7 1 1 1 o 1 A13B 2.0-5 A16B 3000
26 7- 8 o 1 1 1 0 A13A AI6A 3000
27 12 -13 0 o 1 1 1 A14B 12.9 -5 21.0-3 A17B 2700

28 13-14 1 0 o I 1 A14A A17A 2400
29 10 -11 0 1 0 0 1 A15B 16.5-5 17.7-3 A18B 3000
30 11 -12 1 0 1 0 0 A15A A18A 3000

B

B

All

A13

A

A

2 10
9

Cl 82
~:J 10 7

E± 6
4 5

A AI4 B

10

i §JI~
9
8
7
6

4 ~ 5

A A18A5 B

CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION TABLE
(SEE TABLE 1FOR CAPACITOR VALUES)
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A B
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~
~ ~C2~8

Cl 7
6

4 5

A A48A6 B
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8

6
4 5

A A128AI5 B

I
I
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A31CRl

8 9 10

A31CR5

A31CR6

A31CR4

o C\I LO C\I <D -

~~
C>
Z
Co
u
a..
<t
u
a..
I
:=

S STATOR CONTACTS

- - - - ----- - - - - - - -----

INTERSTAGE
TRANSFORMER
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THRU A30A AND B

C

RC

~

8
~
lLJ
a
8
C\I
(J)

2

/~__---JA'-_____..,

4 3r-
I
I
I
I

A2
TURRET ASSY

3
5 4

...-+--+---+---1!----..J

It) V r<) C\I

lLJ lLJ lLJ I.&J I.&J
Z Z Z Z z
:J :J :J :J :J
I.&J lLJ lLJ lLJ lLJ
a a a g a
8 8 8 u 8

CONN ECT TO
STATOR ASSEMBLY

/~ ~A,- """",

23r~5 67
I I -1
I" / FILTER I

SEE ~RCUIT SUBASSEMBLY I
I CONFIGURATION A1A AND B I
I TABLE 1 FOR THRU A15A AND B

SEE CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION I Cl AND C2 VALUES I
I TABLE 1 FOR R VALUES. IL --.J L J

,--------,-------,---,-----------,--------------,
\ \ \ MOT ~1 \ A31CR3 ,.----+----.-+-+--+--------.

\ \ \ A31CR2

\ \ \
\ \ \ -
\ \

I
I

Figure 4-50. Amplifier Radio, Frequency AM-9349/GRC-l06, turret assembly
2A2, schematic diagram.
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_C27 651'I'F I I
TMS820-S20- 35- 935

'\0

t
SHORT

C.27 .601'"F
C27 .601'1'F
C27 .60I'I'F

2'" 1

ITUNEI

C26
7-10001'1'F

I
I
I

I I
I--------- J
I
I
I
I
I

-..J

I 1124-25
t II 2S-26

154""F 1128-29
1001'I'F 1129-30

1541'I'F II 27-28
183""F II 26-27

NOTES:

1. PARTIAL REFERENCE DESIGNATIONS ARE SHOWN:
FOR COMPLETE DESIGNATION PREFIX WITH UNIT
NUMBER OR SU8ASSEMBLY DESIGNATIONS.

2.UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
ALL CAPACITOR VALUES ARE IN MICROFARADS.

3. ALL FEEDTHRU CAPACITORS ARE O.OOII'F.

C27

2751'I'F 1120-21

f II 18-19 I I I I 100""F
350"I'F II 19-20 I I I I 651'I'F

+ II 16 - 17 I 4 4 I 4 +
C27 3S0""F II IS-16 I C27 .16""F I C27 100""F

+ 1123-24 1 +

ANTENNA TUNING UNIT BAND SWITCH
GRC-106 APPROXIMATE VALUES

17-18 I I I I f

I 10.- L2

.~¥;

0 4 4 0
C27

6 IS-3S31'I'F 6
o ~r' 0

I
--J

----~A
8

------il l
0- B

J2
MATES WITH A4P3

RF INPUT~_

L2 VALUE

S POSITION INDUCTANCE
2 141'H
4 0
6 0
B 10l'H
10 22"H
12 37"H

-----""- -

VRI
IN3032B

~

CAPACITOR
CODING MOTOR

+
BI

~---~--. -,
I
I
I

CAPACITOR
CODING

~-
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

VR2
IN3032B

Figure 4-51. Amplifier-Radio, Frequency AM-3349/GRC-106, antenna coupler
2A3, schematic diagram.
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MOTOR CONTROL 14f+---<>:
I C14
I

ANTENNA CODING 12~
I Cl2
I

10- II MHZ 20~
I CI
I

11- 12 MHZ IS~

TURRET \
I CS

CODING 27-30 MHZ 16
WHIP C4

I
lS-22 MHZ 13 ft------<l:

I C13
I

12- 14 MHZ 21 f+---<>:
I C2
I

S- 7 MHZ 6f+---<>:
I C6
I
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I C7
I

12- 14 MHZ 8 ft------<l:
I C8

TURRET ~
CODING 14- 19 MHZ II
son I CII

I
19-24 MHZ 9 ft------<l:
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TM 11-5820-520-34

APPENDIX A

Following is a list of publications 'available to the repairman of Radio Set AN/GRC-106(*):

DA Pam 310-4

DA Pam 310-7
TB SIG 291

TM 11-5097

TM 11-5820-467-15

TM 11-5820-467-25P

TM 11-5820-520-12

TM 11---!5820-765-12

TM 11-5965-202-35

TM 11-5965-222-15P

TM 11-5965-260-15P

TM 11-6625-200-15

TM 11-6625-203-12

TM 11-6625-316-12

TM 11-6625-320-12

TM 11-6625-366-15

TM 11-6625~524-14

TM 11-6625-539-15

TM 11-6625-573-15

TM 11-6625-683-15

TM 11-6625-700-10

Index of Technical Manuals, Technical Bulletins, Supply Manuals (types
7,8, and 9), Supply Bulletin'S, and Lubrication Orders.

US Army Equipment Index of Modification Work Orders.
Safety Measures to be Observed When Installing and Using Whip An

tennas, Field Type Mas,ts, Towers, Antennas, and Metal Poles That
Are Used With Communication, Radar, and Direction Finder Equip
ment.

Spectrum Analyzers TS-723A/U, TS-723B/U, TS-723C/U, and TS
723D/U.

Opera,tor, Organizational, Field and Depot Maintenance Manual: Antenna
Group AN/GRA-50.

Or,ganizational, DS, GS, and Depot Maintenance Repair Parts and Special
Tool Lists: Antenna Group AN/GRA-50.

Operator's and Organiza'tional Maintenance Manual Radio Sets AN/GRC
106 and AN/GRC-106A.

Operator's and Organizational Maintenance Manual Power Supplies PP
4763/GRC and PP-4763A/GRC.

Field and Depot Maintenance: Handsets H-33D/PT, H-33E/PT, and H
33F/PT.

Operator, Organizational, Field and Depot Maintenance Repair Parts and
Special Tool Lis,ts and Maintenance Allocation Chart: Dynamic Loud
speaker LS-166/U.

Operator, Organizational, Field and Depot Maintenance Repair Parts
and Spec'ial Tool Lists: Headset Electrical H-140A/U.

Operator, Organizational, DS, GS, and Depot Maintenance Manual: Mul
timeters ME-26A/U, ME-26B/U, ME-26C/U, and ME-26D/U.

Operator and Organizational Maintenance: Multimeter AN/URM-105,
Including Multimeter ME-77/U.

Operator and Organizational Maintenance Manual: Test Sets, Electron
Tube TV-2/U, TV-2A/U, TV-2B/U, and TV-2C/U.

Operator and Organizational Maintenance Manual: Voltmeter, Meter ME
30A/U, and Vol,tmeters, Electronic ME-30B/U, ME-30C/U, and ME
30E/U.

Operator's, Organizational, DS, GS, and Depot Maintenance Manual:
Multimeter TS-3'52B/U.

Operator, Organizati,onal, and Field Maintenance Manu'al: Voltmeter,
Electronic AN/URM-145.

Operator, Organizational, Field and Depot Ma'intenance Manual: Transis
tor Test Set TS-1836/U.

Operator, Orga,nizational, DS, GS, and Depot Maintenance Manual: Sig
nal Generator AN/GRM-50.

Operator, Organizational, Direct Support, General Support, and Depot
Maintenance Manual: Signal Generator AN/URM-127.

Operator's Manual: Digital Readout, Electronic Gounter AN/USM-207.

A-1
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TM 11-6625-847~12

TM 11-6625-1703-15

TM 38-750
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Organizational Maintenance Manual Including Repair Part'S and Special
Tools List: Simulator, Radio Frequency SM-442AjGRC.

Operator, Organizational, DS, GS, and Depot Maintenance Manual In
cluding Repair Parts and Special Tool Lists: OsciIloscope ANjUSM
281A.

The Army Maintenance Management System (TAMMS).
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